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I Methodist Review,

JULY, ISO G.

AuT. L—THE DOCTRINE OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.

Tjie Scriptui-es, as a whole, are a magazine of facts, inci-

doMts, metaphors, symbols, and implications, out of which doc-

iriiicsmust be formulated, covering the wide field of creation,

l>rovidence, sin, I'edemption, immortality, and eternal destinies,

rtuni this storehouse of precious things we gather the doctrine

of the Holy Spirit ; but we are indebted especially to the dis-

cv.urses of our Lord, and to the record of the planting of the

Cisnrch, for the foundation facts and guiding principles by

which we are to be led to right conclusions in this particular

Miidy. In these are statements which stand out with the prom-

iiioncoof mountain peaks, pointing us to high and solid ground

'.vlierc we may stand with firm footing and look with serene

c-ii{idence upon the open vista of divine communion with the

i^mnan soul

Underlying this doctrine is the basal fact that there is a Holy
'"Spirit. Our first apprehension of this fact comes to us, not by

'hrect statement, but like our first recognition of the being of

^»'jd, by assumption in the work of crwUion :
" And the Spirit

^'f God moved upon the face of tlie wHters." In that myste-

''i"»B era of unrevcaled duration known as " tlie beginning,"

»fier the substances of which the univeree is composed had been

''i>"'keu into existence by the fiat of Omnipotence, the divine

ijjvrgy wliich molded them into form and energized them
^^'th intrinsic and vital forces was tlio Spirit of God. From
the inner recesses of the eternal Godhead, he proceeded forth to

34—FIFTH SKKIES, VOL. XII.
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the work of g.irnisliing the licavcns and filling the earth with

life and gladness.

The ordinary conception of the Holy Spirit as a divine ])or-

Bonality has its vindication in the distinctness of his office in

creation. It is also justified to us by a rational view of his

place and agency in redemption. His work in the soul in re-

covering it from sin is as clearly personal and divine as is his

work in creation
;
and since our interest in the study arises more

fj-om the latter tliau from any other feature we shall endeavor

to grasp the work attributable to the Spirit in renewing the sin-

ner in righteousness, and gather therefrom the doctrine of the

Spirit in its most important relations. In order to accuracy we
must be somewhat careful of definitiorjs and try to give exact

expression to the reasons governing our belief, although it is

aside from the purpose of this writing to state the grounds of

our faith in the divinity and personality of the Holy Spirit, in-

volving the doctrine of the Trinity, as distinct fro;n that con-

ception of the unity of God which is common to Unitarians

and deists.

The work of salvation comprehends all the processes of can-

celing guilt, removing condemnation, breaking the reigning

power of sin, imparting life to the spiritually dead, washing

away moral uncleanncss, and establishing the heart and life in

righteousness and true holiness. The immanence of the Spirit

of God, and his activity in all these jDrocesses which take place

within the soul, are the central facts around which must l>c

grouped the incidents and implications of the Scriptures in

making up the doctrine of our study.

That God in some way touches the human soul and affects

it, impressing upon it somewhat that awakens desires, impulses,

inclinations, and affections, giving it a character and capabili-

ties not otherwise possible to it, is a truth which pervades reve-

lation and distinguishes the Gospel from all other schemes of

religion. There must be, therefore, in the nature of man,

some quality or aptness, or some susceptibility to divine inllu-

ence, which adapts him to this invisible contact, and which in

itself marks the soul as designed for this high communion

and prophesies its exalted destiny. Without this assutlied ca-

pacity for immediate intercourse with Deity it would be vain

for us to look for testimonies to the manifestation of God to
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jiMM, or for any data for building or interpreting the doctrine

uf the Holy Spirit. A mere hypothesis about the Spirit as an

ciititv, or as an agent, or as a personality, with conjectures

toncinno'the filial or processional relations of the persons in the

(iodhead, is not such a doctrine as is demanded by the moral

(•xiircucies of the race. A doctrine is more than an liy])othesis,

more than a theory, more than a conjecture or a speculation
;

it is formulated truth, with traceable sources, witli rational at-

testations, and with apprehensible purpose. It is truth declared,

tvachable and taught, which, when received, increases the store

of knowledge, shapes the activities of the faculties, dominates

tiie sensibilities, regulates the motives, tones up the volitions,

and nourishes the life with which the soul is endowed. It is

higher and nobler tlian dogma, because it is sustained by evi-

dences which connneud it beyond the external authority requir-

ing its propagation. He who speaks lightly of doctrines, and

especially of those relating to God's gracious power in dealing

with souls and in preparing destinies, speaks ignorantly, or

sj^caks from the exuberance of his vanity.

God is invisible and intangible. Wlien he comes forth from

the immensity' of his being, and from the hidings of his person-

nlity, to reveal himself to intelligent creatures, he always appears

within the sphere of finite contemplation in the person of the

only begotten Son, " who is the image of the invisible God," or

else in the activity and life-giving enei-gy of the Holy Spirit.

These are the personal u:ianifestatIons of his presence, the per-

f-onal agents appearing in all his works, in all his relationships,

Jind in all his revelations of himself in creation and in redemp-

tion, and especially in the applications of his grace to the salva-

ti'jn of sinful men. These personal agents are divine, each of

one substance, power, and glory with the Father, and each in his

s^phere revealing God and doing the work of God. As in the

nature of God there is neither mixture nor confusion because of

the distinction of persons or because of the manifestations of

pvrsonality in the outgoings of the Deity in the Son and in the

Holy Spirit, so in the official work of these divine persons, in

the scheme of human recovery, there are distinctness and de-

I'lirtniental separateness, without confusion or impingement, and
vet with complete and constant cooperation. In other words,

'•'C Son of God has his official sphere of personal activity.
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within wliicli tlie Holy Spirit has neither place nor official rec-

ognition ; and the same is true of the Holy Spirit, Jle also

has an official sphere within Mhich lie woil's alone, so to speak

;

works the work of God, worlds as God, and works with cease-

less regard to the one snpreme will, to the nnbending jnn-pose

of love, and to the invincible nature of responsible man.

Can these official spheres he ascertained ? Can wc trace the

lines which separate these departments of official activity ?

Are there not at least tome pointers which indicate their bound-

aries? Think it not presumptuous to make the inquiry. If

we fail in this, or think it rash to undertake it, we are doome-l

to abide in such a state of ignorance that clear concei)tions of

the doctrine of the Holy Spirit will be impossible. What then

is the office of the Holy Spirit, as distinguished from the office

of Jesus Christ ? Where is the sphere of his operations, and

what liis limitations ? If we can outline these with an approxi-

mation to accuracy we shall gain a point of view that will be

lielpful in surveying the whole field of moral and spiritual im-

pressions.

In the first place, let it be noted that there are two distinct

needs to bo met in the case of every sinner. A man con-

demned as a criminal at the bar of justice, in order to become a

good citizen and enjoy his freedom, must be released from the

legal penalties he has incurred, and then he nnist take on new

qualities of character, becoming honest and upright. So the

sinner's relation to the divine law must be adjusted, and his inner

self must be transformed. These two needs are met in the

scheme of redemption, one by each of the divine persons en-

gaged in the undertaking. Whatever is legal in the scheme

beFongs to the official work of the Messiah, the Son of God.

He adjusts the relations of mankind to the law of God. He mag-

nifi,esthe law, maintains its honor, and redeems from its curse.

He was made under the law, tliat he might redeem them who

were under the law. Forensic terms represent his distinctive

work. He redeems, propitiates, reconciles, justifies ;
and suca

terms also describe his offices as mediator, advocate, intercessor,

and judge. This legal work is his alone. In all the wide

range of his kingly authority the work of the Spirit is not

found. The Son of man has power on earth to forgive sin, be-

causo he himself became the propitiation for sin and met tlie
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A-'ftl demand, so that forgiveness to tlic penitent is as consist-

ent witli law as it is in itself an act of grace,- On the other

hind, tlic office of the Holy Spirit is to meet the other need.

,\!l that is moral, or that relates to the inner state of the man,

n,(iuii-ing tlie adjustment of personal qualities to fit the Eoul for

it.x purchased legal privileges, belongs to tlic department or

fpiiere in which the IIolj Spirit is supreme. He only can re-

construct the moral nature and make it a temple of the living

(uhI, In the order of thought the official work of Christ is

riiitoeodeut and procui-ative, while that of the Iloly Spirit is

i-nWquentand resultant. The latter is impossible without the

f.inner, while the former is incomplete and fruitless without

the latter. Both are requisite to fill the measure of the divine

love and wisdom in the salvation of sinners.

Can we trace signs of this distinction of official work in the

earlier revelations ? It has been said that every essential doc-

liine of the Xew Testament was in some way foreshadowed in

the Old Testament. "Whether this is an extreme statement

or not we shall not contend, but it is evident that in the Levir-

ical services under the Mosaic ritual there were typical adum-

brations of some distinction of the kind we are considering.

Tiie proper classification of all the typical ceremonials which

had respect to deliverance and purification from sin is into

blood sacrifices and water ablutions. The blood redeemed and

the water pui-ified. The sin offering of the lamb or the bul-

I'Dck was indispensable, but it Avas unavailing unless followed by

the required washing with water. The sin ofiering typified tlie

redeeming act of the Son of God as " the Lamb slain from the

foundation of the world " in the stipulation of the everlasting

covenant; and the washing with water typified the purification

from sin which is wrought within the soul by the agency of

'lie Holy Spirit. All religious uses of water under the old cov-

t'lumt pointed to this result. The sprinkling of the water of

purification prefigured the washing of regeneration and the

nnewing of the Holy Ghost. The blood and the water to-

gether indicated the redemption complete. The fountain

^•pened to the house of David was " for sin and for uncloan-

ne.-.s "-—for " sin," the transgression of the law ; and for "unclean-

'>e<?,"' the moral defilement to be washed away by the purifying

I'ovvor of the Iloly Spirit. These two aspects of the work of
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salvation show the ground of the distinction between the le^al

and moral in the process, and prove that eacli arises from tiie

actnal relation and condition of the sinner. The distinction is

not fictitious, existing only in the imagination, but is neces.s;in-

to the imdcrstanding of tlie needs of the soul and to an ajipre-

ciation of the wonderful provisions of grace to meet its LMncr-

gcncies.

As has been already anticipated, we find the sphere of the

Spirit's work in the moral nature of man, as affected by sin,

and not in the legal relation the sinner sustains to the divine

government, either before or after his conversion. It is thcru-

fore impossible to develop the doctrine of the Holy Spirii

without ascertaining, as nearly as possible, what there is in the

Boul that rehdei-s it susceptible to divine influence. AVhat is

there in man that opens to epiritual touches from God ? The

best psychology at command is defective. We must therefore

proceed tentatively, and yet there is firm footing in reach, so

far as necessity compels us to go into the study of the soul's

attributes with our present object in view. A perfect analysis

of the associated faculties which inlmre within the immaterial

entity we call the soul is neither necessary nor possible
;
yel

this imperfection does not hinder a proximately accurate classi-

fication of the powers we do apprehend, with au approach to

certainty adequate to the pui-poses of our inquiry. While the

soul is an assemblage of different powers or capabilities, each

sufi^iciently distinct to be identified in its special character and

work, and to be differentiated from all others, there is no such

separateness to any of them as to require the belief that the

soul is compounded or in any sense resultant from the union ot

different or divisible organs. It is rather a simple essence, a

unit, an indivisible entity that cannot be distributed into part?,

some of which may be supposed to be actively employed, while

others are at rest. This entity acts as a whole, in its unity, or

it does not act at all. Wliat we call faculties are not branches

or separable parts, but simply powers or activities em]iloycd al-

ways under the guidance of tlie complete personality. Tlicy

are attributes or capacities for the pursuit of different ends,

working under dissimilar conditions and motives. The will is

the soul itself exercising its volitional power. So with all the

faculties. The memory is the soul's cajxicity for retaining i:n-
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nro^i^ions, iJcas, or tlie knowledge of facts previously acquiied
;

liie understanding is the soul apprehending material of knowl-

tsj"e ; the reason is tlic soul tracing and discriminating the rela-

tions of things ; and the imagination is tlie soul busying itself

witli pure intellections. All these, and possibly othei'S, are

Uic natural faculties—powers without which the functions of

nitiunal soul-life would be impossible ; and yet we can con-

ceive of each and all of them as existing in completeness with-

out any leaning or bent to sin, or without any positive prefer-

ence for the good. Not that anyone so exists, as a concrete

fact, with all his natural faculties in full play, without bias to

good or evil; but such a thing is possible to our conceptions,

to that we may imagine this utter destitution of predisposition
;

thai is, we may think of an individual endowed with all the

cs^sential faculties of the soul and yet devoid of moral charac:

tcr. He may have mind, will, memory, and reason, and yet

have no inclination for 'or against moral rectitude. If these

nntiiral faculties were all tlie powers of the soul there might be

a soul without the elements of moral character. But these are

not all the powers of tlie soul. There is another class of powers

in cveryoue, which, if not faculties, are so related to the facul-

ties as to be inseparable from them. They are the powers

which give the soul its character for goodness or badness.

Tiicy form a sort of vestment to the soul, giving to it inclina-

tions, impulses, biases, afHnities, and aversions ; and in those

are found also the spiritual sensibilities or the capacity for im-

pressions. As are these powers, so is the man in all moral char-

acteristics.

Here, then, we may assume that the soul itself, with its

natural faculties, is the person, the conscious self, the sub-

stratum of being; but the personality is not complete without

this second class of powers which we distinguish from the

natural faculties, and which determine the moral quality of the

soul by giving bent or inclination to all its f:iculties. Tiieso

arc the avenues through which sin enters; these are the forces

^vllich dominate the soul to the extent that it is not governed

by pure reason; and these arc the powers which ojien to the

touch of all spiritual influences. Here is the seat of depravity,

the carnal or fieshly mind, '"the l)ody of the sins of the ilesh,"

dtyignated *' the old man" in the words of the apostle; for
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liereis the evil bent of nature wliich affiliates the man witli nil

that is sensual and corrupting.

This department of the immaterial nature is called in the

Scriptures both the " heart " and the '' spirit," when specilicMllv

nientioued as distinct from tlie soul. AYhen ••soul" and

"spirit" are conjoined, bo that each must have its specific

meaning, the " soul " expresses all the natural faculties, and

the " spirit " those that arc moral. The '•' spirit " is not tliO

"soul," but it is the cluster of its moral qualities; it is to tlw

soul what M-armth is to the sunbeam, or what fragrance is t(^

the flower, or what the temper is to the steel. It is of the soul.

and jet it is not the essence of being. It is a changeable

quality—something that may be transformed, renewed, put 0!i

or put off, without affecting the identity of the soul. In

scriptural usage it is also called the " heart." The words

"heart" and "spirit" are used interchangeably in tlie Old and

New Test^iments, so as to demonstrate the identity of their sig-

nificance. We never speak of the soul as good or bad, as riglit

or wrong, but we do of both "heart" and "spirit." Indeed,

all moral qualities, good and bad, are ascribed to these. "When

the psalmist prayed, "'Create in me a clean heart, O God; and

renew a right spirit within me," he sought one blessing, and

not two, nsing repetition for intensity, as was common in an-

cient usage. Thus also the prophet Ezekiel wrote :
" A new

heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I put within

you : and I will tiike away the stony heart out of your flesh,

and I will give 3'ou a heart of flesh." The "heart " and tin?

" spirit " arc the subjects of that transformation which makes

the man a "new creation"—a change wrought by the Holy

Spirit—while the soul retains not only its identity but all it*

natural faculties, with all their aptitudes and acquisitions.

AVhcn converted the man, in respect of "heart" and "spirit,"

like King Saul before his coronation, is
"' turned into another

man;" but he loses nothing of his proper personality in the

change. In the essence of his being, in the essential attributes

of his spiritual nature—in mind, will, reason, and judgment

—

he remains himself alone ; so that the work of the Holy Spirit

is in the "heart," in the "spirit," or in the moral qualities oi

tlie soul which give character to the man, making him what l:e

is for goodness or badness.
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Some one may ask, " Is not this restricting tlie sphere of

t!io Holy Spirit's work to narrow limits?" It does not re-

strict it below the limit imposed by the nature of the ca^e.

Tlio Spirit works for the eradication of sin, and works wliere

fill reigns; and he works for the implantation of new qnali-

• ics and for bnilding np tlie new life imparted, so that his

whole sphere is where dwell the elements of moral character.

I'lilcss the essential being of the man is invaded, luid the in-

vincible basis of his moral freedom is subjected to extrinsic

Utccs, involving his accountability, this limitation of the

divine working within him must be a sacred reality. It is

fiinply what exists, what is revealed in the Scriptures, and

wliat everyone may read distinctly in the disclosures of his

uwn consciousness, as well as gather fi-ora any true philosophy

r.f his own being.

The sphere of the Spirit's work thus ascertained is not a

narrow one when viewed with any just regard to the vastness

of the empire witliin, or with a rational conception of the rc-

s'.iltant possibilities. It is not a little thing to touch and trans-

f'Tiii a human heart, through which the wliole man is swayed.

Wliile tlie first contact of tlie Holy Spirit is vritli the spirit

of man, touching the sensibilities, the thrill of that contact

vibrates throughout the realm of moral consciousness and sen-

Mtion. It is as when God said, "Let there be light: and

there was light." The moving of the Spirit of God upon the

.xi.vcmblage of susceptible powers, metaphorically called the

licart, is like the brooding of that same Spirit over the disorder

'A the chaotic earth at the dawn of creation, when the morn-
i":: stars in concert sang their jubilant anthem of praise and
the sons of God in celestial spheres shouted their joyous greet-

i'li^ to the newborn world. Tlie regenerated soul becomes
"a habitation of God through the Spirit." The kingdom of

<^">d set up within drives out alien forces till every power
>Klds to the sway of righteousness and peace and joy in the

Huly Ghost—a dominion wider than the continents of earth.

Human philosophy stands appalled at the greatness of this

^"rk. Its tiny fingers touch nothing like it. Its sensuous

'•v;>.loni is dumb before it. Science falters and is silent when
^"'d's Spirit renews a soul. The greatest stretches of it5

Y-jwhx cannot reach an agency capable of such an achieve-
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ment. The Iiighest liuman learning can find nothing beyoi;.]

tlie subjective energies of tlie man for liis uplifting and recon-

struction. These are not disregarded but subordinated in the

operations of the Holy Spirit. He works in harmony wiih
every natural power. Whatever intrinsic capability the s*.u;

possesses is enci-gized, directed, and utilized by the Spirit in

the processes of salvation. While grace is supernatural in i->

source it comes into harmonious relations M'ith the natur.il

order of working out results in the spiritual kingdom, suppic-

menting, inciting, and vitalizing the inherent foi-ees, so th;it

the resultant development of "newness of life" is attributuM-

reciprocally to the Holy Spirit and to the active agency of tlu-

liuman will. It is God working within and man working out

his own salvation.

The true doctrine of the Holy Spirit is synergistic, and not

monergistic. There is found in it the presence of two distinct

agencies, each retaining its essential character and workini,^ in

its appropriate sphere, and yet blending and working together

as with a single aim to a single end. The Spirit of God
reinforces the spirit of man. This is the supernaturalism ui

the Gospel. It is not a supernaturalism wliich overrides the

human will with arbitrary compulsion or sets at naught tlu-

unbending laws of the moral universe, l)ut a supernaturalism

which, without departing from the order of the higher rcahn.

comes into the spliere of humanity with the light and quick-

ening power which the lapsed condition of man renders indis-

pensable to the restoration of the lost image of God. There

was a supernaturalism of miracles that, at the begiiming of tic

dispensation of the Spirit, had a most important misbic'n.

which was to attract attention, to arouse inquii-y, aud t.*

authenticate messengers and messages from God ; but th:i:

supernaturalism could not be incorporated into a system >A

religion for permanent continuance, because the constant ii'-

currence of miracles would destroy their purpose as extrai'i-

diuary attestations. In an important sense not to be di.--

paraged miraculous manifestations enter into our faith anu

support it. The historical records reporting them coinniam.

our assent. The incarnation and the mighty works of the Svm

of God stand out before the M-orld as the foundation of i-;.!

faith, and with the historical verity of these extraordinai-y f.i*^''-
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('iiristian institutions must stand or fall. This extraordinary

^•,t!K-riiatnralisin is an integral part of Christianity, hut it has

f;ii!illed its mission, so that we no longer look for miracles

i.t;i!or the Gospel ministry. They are not needed. The super-

jiiituralisni which the doctrine of the Holy Spirit warrants is

!.•?.> tangible to the senses, but not less real nor less satisfying

!.. the heart when clearly apprehended. It attests the verity

uf (.ur faith with convincing power equal to that of miracles.

"He tliat believeth on the Son of God hath the witness in

iiiiii>clf." Through the Iloly Spirit the Gospel evinces its

>.'\vii divinity, and, by producing in believers the fruits of

I !.,^htcousness, commends itself to "every man's conscience in

the sight of God."

Tlie doctrine of the Holy Spirit presents God as working in

% tlio human soul for its recovery from sin. This is its first and

f list thought. Through all the dispensations this essential work
ho* been going on. Since no other power could ever renew

l!ic heart or fit the sinner for communion with God, this power

siuist have been availal)le from the time the first sinner needed

.'^ilvation. God working in men is not a new thing in human
)ji.story, nor a something peculiar to the Gospel dispensation.

15t.-cause it is essential some manifestation of it must be found

i:i every age and among all the peoples and generations out of

'.vhich have been gathered jewels to deck the Eedeemer's
crown. The memorable words from the mouth of God before the

jI'-hxI, " My Spirit shall not always strive with man," although

of warning tone, indicate that the Holy Spirit was then work-
i'!g Avitli men, and that his absence at any time must be dis-

•-trous to human hopes. In their rebellion Israel "vexed his

iloly Spirit: therefore he was turned to be their enemy, and
''0 fought against them." David, in his penitence, prayed,
" Cast me not away from thy presence ; and take not thy Holy
'"^i'irit from me. Restore unto me the joy of thy salvation

;

"'id uphold me with thy free Spirit." Evangelical as is this

i-iyer, and as clearly as it recognizes the work of the Holy
•*^I>irit in the heart, there is no reason for regarding it as indi-

catmg an ex])erlence beyond the common privilege of the pious

"f that day. Indeed, we cannot conceive of the piety and

l^^'intliness of character exhibited by the worthies of Old
icftlament history without suggestions of a divine work in
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the soul M-hicli Las never been Avrought except bv the Hulv
Spirit.

The first significant manifestation of tlic Holy Spirit in Xew
Testament liistorj is in connection with the jx^i-sou of the

Messiah, Jesns of Xazaretli. i^ot only Avas he conceived bv
the Holy Ghost, but in the temple the Spirit revealed liis pres-

ence to Simeon and inspired Anna to speak of him to all iLr.t

Avaitcd for salvation in Jerusalem. When he appeared on ti:e

banks of the Jordan, to fulfill all righteousness in his bai)tis:ii.

the heavens opened and the Spirit of God descended upon liim,

while the voice of the Fiither attest<?d his sonship. From that

Lonr whithersoever he Avent he went by the Spirit. Tlje

prophecies which went before, predicting his Messianic achieve-

ments, pointed to this anointing, and ascribed the establish-

ment of his kingdom to it. In the first sermon ever preached

to a Ge7itile audience Peter spoke of a report publisJicd

throughout all Jiidea, " How God anointed Jesus of Xazareth
with tlie Holy Ghost and with power: who went about doi:;:::

good, and healing all that were oppressed of the devil." Tliis

comprehensive summation of the life of Jesus accords with all

proplielic testimonies in ascribing his miracles to the Spirit,

which the Father gave without measure unto him. Jesus him-

self liad said, "But if I cast out devils by the Spirit of G''A,

then the kingdom of God is come unto you." We must no:

therefore M'onder that all the instrumentalities ordained for

spreading the kingdom of God on earth receive their efficiency

from the presence and energizing power of the Holy Spirir.

Chief among these is the preaching of the Gospel, whicli wins

success and approves itself imto men as " the power of Gv<\

unto salvation," when preached " with the Holy Ghost sent
|

down from heaven." J

The disciples who were called to be apostles—wlio gave up I

all to folloM' Jesus as their Master and Lord, and who witnessed «

Ids miracles, heard his discourses, and shared his most intimate
|

fellowship—were doubtless partakers of his saving grace v.vA %

renewing power, experiencing the work of the Holy Spirit up \

to the measure of privilege under the dispensation in which
j

they lived; and in some respects they transcended the vi\i\-

nary privileges of the saints, in that they were endowed with

miraculous gifts under the commission which ended before the
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•jfitixJon. Bnt these same disciples, after being witnesses

..I all that Jesus did and snftered, and then of his resurrection

Ml"! ascension, were still short of needed qualifications for the

(nspel ministry- till after an cnducment of power from the

H.ilv Ghost which thej had not yet received. They werecom-

;ii:ii'dcd to wait for this special endowment, and not to open

ila-ir ministry till it should come upon them. Must we not

•.l;.n deem it essential?

This special gift to be waited for was " tlie promise of the

K.itlicr," which Jesus had previously declared in their presence

.'--iild come to them after his departure. We find it in the

V ondcrful discourse delivered by him just before his passion,

lie then designated the Holy Ghost as the Faradcte—the

" Comforter,"
^" Advocate," or " Ilelper." The Spirit was not

unfann'liar to the disciples, but now he was to take a new official

rvlation and become to them wliat the personal presence of

VM\ Master liad been—their teacher, defender, guide, and

helper. His coming was to be an epiphany, the manifestation

of Ciirist liimsolf, in fulfillment of his promise, " I will not

I'-'.-wc you comfortless : I will come to you." Nay, more ; it

v,-:is to* be the revelation of both the Father and the Son : "He
tiiut loveth me shall be loved of my Father, and I will love

him, and will manifest myself to him. ... If a man love me,

\.r will keep my words : and my Father will love him, and we

^•lill come nnto him, and make our abode with him." lie was

to manifest himself to his disciples as he did not to the world,

liut this special maiiifestation of the Father and the Son, in the

{•crson of the Paraclete, the Holy Ghost, was not to be the

MC/md coming of Christ in the clouds with the angels, but the

cr.>rjsummation of his first advent. It was the coming of the

«^'n of man in his kingdom, or the coming of the kingdom of

^f'.A. witli power.

The promise of the Holy Spirit had been in the minds of the

«i:-ciples from early in Christ's ministry. In his sermon on the

*^nty and privilege of prayer he liad said: "If ye then, being

evil, know liow to cive good gifts unto your children, liow

si'tich more shall your heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to

l-H.-m that a-sk lilm ?" But now they stood face to face with a

"isis. Ho wliom they trusted and loved, who liad been their

•J'structor, guide, friend, and helper, was about to leave them.
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Tliey knew not as yet how, nor why. Sorrow filled tlicir

hearts. In some way they felt tJiat new trials and new rc.<i)uii.

sibilities awaited them, demanding larger measures of divine
lielp than had been vouchsafed to men, except in the personal
leadership of Him who was now to dejjart. It was then he
said, " If ye love me, keep my commandments. And I will pniv
the Father, and he shall give you another Comfortei-, that he
may nbide with you forever; even the Spirit of trutli ; Mliom
the world cannot receive, because it seeth liim not, neither

knowetli liim : but ye know him; for he dwelleth with you.

and shall be in you." A little later in this discourse he reit-

erated the promise of tlie Comforter, and indic^ated his work

:

" These things have I spoken unto you, being yet present with

you. But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the

Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all things, and
bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said

unto you." The next step in this instruction with regard to

the mission of the Comforter points out to the disciples what
should be their own office and work under this divine leader-

ship: "But when the Comforter is come, wliom I will soid

unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of tj-uth, which ])ro-

ceedeth from the Father, he shall testify of me : and ye al-o

shall bear witness, because ye have been with me froni the be-

ginning." Further on in this address, still tenderly encourag-

ing their saddened hearts, Jesus said :
" ISTevertheless I tell you

the truth
; It is expedient for you that I go away : for if 1 go

not away, the Comforter will not come unto you ; but if I de-

part, I will send him unto you. And when he is come, he will

reprove the world of sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment.

... He will guide you into all truth : for he shall not speak

of liimself
; but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he sj^eak:

and he will show you things to come. lie shall glorify mo

:

for he shall receive of mine, and shall show it unto you."

From these passages, so rich in promised blessings, we pass

over to the time beyond the " honr and the power of darkness,"

when the risen Christ recalled to his disciples "the promise of

the Father," " M-hich," he said, "ye have heard of me." Getli-

semane, the cross, and the tomb were now behind him; tlic

last commission had been given ; and having bidden them to

M-ait for the promise, and not to depart from Jerusalem with-
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V ;i its fulfillment, lio spoke wliat were probiiblj' liis last words

!.-f.»rc Ills ascension from Olivet: "But yesliiiU receive power,

siUT that the Holy Ghost is come upon you : and ye shall be

\ V. itiiesscs unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all Jndea, and in

Sa'.naria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth." Surely,

•Jk-ii, a new dispensation of the Spirit was at hand—one whose

-torv should eclipse all that Lad preceded.

On one occasion, quite a while before his suffering, when

Ji^sas stood up on the great day of the feast of tabernacles and

cried, " If any man thirst, let him come unto me, and drinh,''

iOiJ spoke of "rivers of living water," he anticipated this elfu-

hioiu For the evangehst who recorded his words explained:

*' This spake he of the Spirit, which they that believe on him

fliuuld receive : for the Holy Ghost was not yet given; because

•.!i:it Jesus was not yet glorified." After all the revelations of

tlic Spirit, and the work ho had done among men, working in

t!u'Ui and striving with them through the centuries, "the Holy

Ghost was not yet given" in the sense contemplated in "the

promise of the Father; " he liad not yet come as Comforter in

the revelation of the Father and the Son, in the higher expe-

j;c:iccs to which the Church is called under the new dispensa-

tion. This brings us to the epoch of the Pentecost—the start-

ing }>oint for the study of the doctrine under the Gospel ; an

epoch which opens to the Church visions of spiritual power

Tscvor known before. It was the day of the opening of the

Xcw Testament temple, with walls of salvation and with gates

of praise. Beginning at this point Ave study the work of the

\\'^\'^ Spirit as set forth in the Acts of the Apostles, and as in-

terpreted in the epistles, in his convincing, illuminating, regen-

erating, sanctifying, and witnessing power—with endowments

K'r comfort, strength, testimony, work, and victory, surpassing

all that preceding dispensations had revealed.

/ yli, yfU^^^^^iju
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Anx. IL—CHRISTIANITY AND MOHAMMEDANISM IN
ARABIA, EGYPT, AND NORTHERN xlFRICA.

KoRTH of the Mediterranean, Christ ; south of tlie Mediter-

ranean, Mohammed. This is not history, and it may be even

less true as projjhecy
;
yet it marks what ahnost seems to be a

natural division of territory between two great religions, each

of which aims at universal empire. Mohammedanism ma<ie

important conquests in Spain, which it held for centuries; but

long ago it was driven back across the Strait of Gibraltar.

Suleyjuan the Magnificent planted the standards of Moham-

med at the very gates of Vienna, and all Europe trembled

before the conqueror. Yet, for more than three centuries, tlie

retreat of Islam has been as steady and as inevitable as though

attended by a Nemesis. All that is left in Europe to the

l^resent Sultan of Turkey is a very precarious foothold in

the city of Constantino ; and it is not very rash to prophesy

that his successors, in the not distant future, will presitie

over the seraglio in some capital beyond tlie confines of

Europe.

Christianity does not furnish the historical counterpart of

this picture south of the Mediterranean, yet it presents points

of resemblance which in some respects are suggestive. During

the early centuries of the Christian era the Gospel made some

of its most important conquests in Egypt and the countries of

northern Africa. But in its later conflict with tlie forces of

Arabia so completely was it defeated that Gibbon wrote:

" The northern coast of Africa is the only land in which tliC

light of the Gospel, after a long and perfect establishment, has

been totally extinguished." *

The past is an index to the future only when the philosophy

of history is carefully studied.

I. The inhabitants of Arabia just prior to the Christian

era were idolaters, principally of the Sabian sect, who wor-

shiped the fixed stars and the planets, and also angels and their

images, regarding these as inferior deities acting as inter-

ccfcsoi-a with the one true God. Some tribes worshiped a tree,

or a lump of dongli, or a stone. Mngian worship liad also

*I>u\\ne, and Fall of the Roman Empire, toI. v, p. 267.
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looti introduced bj tlie Persians, and the worship of Jehovah

!iv Jewish refugees.

Whether Paul preaclied the Gospel in Arabia is not certain
;

hut Christianity was introduced into the country at a compara-

tively early date. Unfortunately, however, the type of Chris-

liiUiity which found its way into Arabia was not of a chai-acter

to enable it to cope most successfully with idolatry or to give

ic any very essential spiritual victories. The Arabian Chris-

tians were mostly of the sect of the Jacobites ; and before

tin.' time of Mohammed the counti-y had become a hotbed of

the heresies of Ebion, Bcryllus, the NazarjBans, and tl)e Col-

Ivridians. The latter introduced the worship of the Virgin

Mary as God, Had the Gospel in its purity been establishetl

mid maintained in Arabia Islam might never have become one

of the great religions of the world. But the idolatrous wor-

t-!iip of th.e Virgin, saints, images, and relics is too little re-

moved from the worship of angels and their images, trees,

«!ough, and stones, to give the one any marked advantage over

tlie other.

Chi-istianity was more firmly established on the western

••hores of the Eed Sea than on the eastern. Tradition has

Ri tempted to connect the earliest knowledge of the fliith with

the testimony of Candace's servant, the eunuch to whom Philip

fo faithfully preached. The conversion of the Ethiopians to

Christianity is supposed to be due to Frumentius, who, with a

fellow-student, was under the care of a philosopher, Meropius,

wlicn the ship in which they sailed was wrecked on the

Kthiopian coast. Meropius was killed by the bai-baiians, but

tiic young men were spared. At Axum they attracted the

J'lvor of the queen ; and it was as tutor to the prince, lier son,

'hat Frumentius began to sow the seed of the Christian faith.

<>M communicating his work to Athanasius, Patriarch of Alex-

•^'idria, that prelate at once appointed him Bishoi> of Axum.
'Hie Arian heresy, which soon after I'cnt the Church, did not

rvach Abyssinia. But the Abyssinian Church was far from

f-prcsenting Christianity in its purity. Xot a few rites and

C'-tvnionies borrowed from the Jews, and some also which had

ivrhaps survived from the early pagan customs, were incor-

l"-»rated into the Christian ritual. At length the monophysite

'it'resy found acceptance with the Church in Egypt and w:is

35—FIFTH SKUIKS, VOT„ XII.
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communicated by the "patriarch to his bishop in Axnm. Yet

subsequent events proved that the faith of Jesus liad taken deep

root in the soil of Ethiopia.

Of tlie history of tlie Alexandrian Church during the first

century and a half wc have little real knowledge. According

to an early tradition its founder was St. Mark. Euscbius

does little more than mention the names of its bishops. Many
things, however, would indicate that the Churcliat Alexandria

early attained considerable importance. The catechetical

school \vas founded at an early date, and exerted a wide in-

fluence. In 180 A. D. it was presided over by Pato^nus, a

celebrated convert from Stoicism. Pata?nus was succeeded

by Clemens, and Clemens by Origen. At Alexandria Atha-

nasius wrote and spoke. It would seem that the seed of Chris-

tian truth was here planted so deep that even the fury of the

Saracens could not root it up. But an enemy more destructive

than the sword of Mohammed assailed it, not from Nvithout, but

from within. Monophysite, Gnostic, and other heresies, with

schisms and the general decline of spirituality, began to de-

clare the downfall of the Alexandrian Church long before the

armies of Arabia appeared.

AYe are vrithout information as to when, or by whom,

Christianity was introduced into Carthage ; but before the end

of the second century it was pretty generally established along

the iJ^orth African coast. Its prevalence and strength inay be

inferred from an expression recorded by Tertullian in his

Apology, that the whole country was beset with Christians,

and that every sex, age, and condition, even to the highest

rank, were passing over to this denomination. The council

held at Carthnge in 215 was attended by not less than seventy

bishops. This would indicate a considerable constituency.

The Church grew rapidly in numbers and influence. The

African countries of the Mediterranean were the scene of

the labors of some of the most noted of the early fathers

—

Cyprian, Augustine, and many others. In the times imme-

diately preceding the Mohammedan conquest Christianity

ruled northern Africa. The bishops of the country are said

to have numbered from four hundred to five hundred, which

would mean many thousands of churches and priests. Had its

internal life been stroni? the Church of northern Africa
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miirlit lii^ve remained nntil this day ; but, like the Chiirches

cif Ki:;ypt and Arabia, it was rent by n\any lieresies.

II. jMohammedanism arose like a whirlwind in the desert,

niid swept over more countries of the earth tlian tlie Roman
arms ever subdued. The idolatiy of Arabia had left a spiritual

v:icmnn which a spurious Christianity, a Mariolatry, could not

llil; and a new movement was sooner or later inevitable.

However nnspiritual Mohammedanism may afterward have

i liccoine, it seems reasonable to suppose that the first impulses

j
of Mohammed were toward a purer and more spiritual worship.

l\)r nearly forty years he was a devout worshiper of the gods

[ uf Arabia. But his soul recoiled from idolatry ; and he seems

( tol^'avc resolved upoTi restoring the ancient worship of God as

' professed by Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and the

j.rophets. How far his enthusiasm at first led him to dream of

,;
hifi own exaltation it is difiicult to determine. But it appears

! t!i:it his claims for personal recognition increased somewhat in

I
tiic ratio of his success. The first to whom he unbosomed his

! purpose was his faithful wife Khadijah. She at oiice acknowl-

edged his pirophetic mission. His servant, Zeid, and his young

cousin, Ali, soon followed. Not till he had labored in secret

fiT three years did he venture to proclaim himself the prophet

t
of God. Up to that time he had succeeded in making only

\ fourteen proselytes, but they included some of the chief men
i

of Mecca, foremost among whom were Abubeker and Omar.

I

Thus strengthened, he ventured upon a more open career,

f The first public announcement of his mission was made to a

I

oouipany of about forty of his nearest relations. The}'' received

\
li is claims w^ith ridicule. But he was nothing da^unted. For ten

years he continued his public ministry in Mecca, proclaiming

t.ic worship of the one true God, and declaring himself to be

t'lu prophet of God. During all this time he relied solely upon

}".'r.-;nasion, declaring for liberty of conscience and disclaiming

^H intention or right to use violence. Chapter Ixxxviii of the

Koran, after speaking of the terrible day of judgment, says

:

" Wherefore warn thy people, for thou art a warner only ; thou
art not empowe;-ed to act with authority over them." Oppo-
•'ition became more and more intense. His enemies said:

''Mighty miracles M'ere performed by the prophets of God,
Musos and Jesus; why are not such act*, wrought by you?"
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This cliallenge, often repeated, greatly annoyed Moliamined,

but he always replied, in substance, that the Koran is the

miracle of iniiacles, and that there need be no other. He
boldly claimed that it was eternal, of the very essence of God
himself. He said that it was inscribed with a pen of light, in

the highest of the seven heavens, and sent down to the lowest

heaven by the angel Gabriel, from whom he received it, chapter

by chapter, sometimes verse by verse. Eelying upon the beauty

and the sublimity of the Koran as the one divine seal of his

mission, he audaciously challenged both men and angels to

equal the excellencies of a single page. This boast was not

without its eSect upon the untutored, imaginative Arabian

mind, although it will hardly carry conviction in the West.

Gibbon says

:

The harmouy and copiousness of stj-le -svill not reach, in a Tevsion, the

European infidel; he will peruse with impatience the endless, incoherent

rhapsody of fable and precept and declamation which seldom excites a

sentiment or an idea, which sometimes crawls in the dust, and is some-

times lost in the clouds. The divine attributes exalt the fancy of tlie

Arabian missionary, but his loftiest strains must yield to the sublime sim-

plicity of the Book of Job, composed in a remote age, in the same country,

and in the same language.*

In the twelfth year of his mission Mohammed announced

that he had made the night journey to Jerusalem. The story

was so absurd that some of his followers left him. But Abu-

beker professed to believe it, and Mohammed's reputation

immediately rose to a great height.

Whether Mohammed was an enthusiast to the point of

insanity is a disputed question. It seems to have been a matter

of doubt M'ith himself, as lie sometimes questioned his own

mental sonndness and several times contemplated suicide.

But, whatever his mental state, there appears a subtle policy

behind his maneuvers. As he launched out upon his career

he seemed confronted with one of two alternatives, either to

declare himself a prophet inspired of God and instructed by

his angel, or to stand before the ]ieople as one possessed by

a jinn, or devil. lie chose the former course, and, as he went

on, new revelations and spiritual visions were forthcoming, to

correct any mistakes he had made, and to intrench him in his

* Decline and Fall o/ the Roman Empire, vol. v, p. 110.
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,K itiou'^ They enabled liim eventually to sliow his niagna-

nimitv by taking not less than fifteen wives, although he had

.Icclared four to be the rightfid limit, and to very essentially

cli-in<'e his ecclesiastical policy.

In^'the thirteenth year of his mission opposition became so

intense at Alecca that it was no longer safe for him to remain

in the city, and with a few faithful followers he fled to Medina,

whose people had already extended the offer of their hospitality.

His flight from Mecca occurred September 13, 622 A. D. The

lirst thing that lie did on arriving at Medina was to build a

,no.nne for worship and a house for himself. He soon became

BO£tron-ly intrenched that he could not only defend Inmself

M.T.ain'^t his enemies, but make inroads upon their territory. He

aucnded faithfully to the religious services in the mosque on

Fridivs; but, between times, he found it convenient and re-

numektive to intercept and plunder caravans. His change ot

policy as he increased in strength is interesting. ^ ith an array

it his back he no longer believed in liberty of conscience or

relied upon peaceful means for the propagation of his taitli.

Is ew revelations armed him with the sword for religious con-

quest Enthusiasm became fanaticism of the fiercest type, in

the sixth year of the Hegira he entered into a covenant oi peace

with the Meccans which was to remain in force ten years. 15ut

in the second year of this truce, without any formal declaration

of war, he marched against Mecca and reduced it to submission

Of course the excuse was put forth that the Meccans had violated

the treaty ; but it is certain that Mohammed refused to consent

to further peaceful relations. Soon after the subjugation of

Mecca the Khoreish-thc descendants of Ishmael and the mos

powerful of the Arabian tribes-also submitted and accepted

Islam. Other tribes, seeing that resistance was now useles^s.

Boon followed their example. Mohammed's, scheme seeins to

have been to unite in the worship of the one eternal and in-

visible God the followers of the three diiferent religions ot

Arabia-idolaters, Jews, and Christians. Whatever may have

been in his thought at the beginning of his career, it was soon

a part of his purpose to bring them all into submission tohmi-

Holf as the chosen prophet and ambassador of God, commissioned

with authority both as chief pontiff in things spiritual and as

supreme ruler in things temporal. His ultimate dream stopped
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nothing sliort of universal conquest by the sword. ]\rany

who refused allegiance to Islam were put to death before liis

ejes, while he enthusiastically pronounced the act a divine

judgment.

The Christianity of Arabia was not equal to coping with this

kind of an antagonist, and the flickering spark was soon prac-

tically extinguished. Of course the sword of Islam did not

rest content with the conquest of Arabia. On the death of

Mohammed Abubeker was chosen the lirst caliph of Islam.

He put down insurrection among the Arabian tribes and made
important conquests in Syria. He was succeeded in the

caliphate by Omar, during whose reign of ten years the Sara-

cens conquered 36,000 cities or castles, razed 4zfiQ0 clnn-ches or

temples, and built 1,400 ^lohammedan mosques.

Ethiopia, less than two hundred miles distant from Mecca,

was naturally among the first countries to suffer the onslaught

of Mohannnedan anns. But the people remained true to the

Christian faith. Although the country was ravaged again and

again by Moslem armies, it does not appear that the tenets of

the Koran were ever acknowledged in any part of Abyssinia.

This steadfastness seems all the more reniai-kable when we re-

member that the Abyssinian Church did not represent a pure

Christianity. The Abyssinians defended themselves against

the Saracens, but were unable to protect their brethren on tlie

other side of the Gulf. iSubia, converted at a later date than

Abyssinia, afterward renounced Christianity for Islam. Omar

was on the throne of the caliphs when the conquest of Egypt

was begun. His general, Amrou, boldly entered the country

with only four thousand men. He took Farraah, or Pelusium,

a key which unlocked Egypt as far as the site of modern Cairo

and the ruins of Ileliopolis. Eeinforced by four thousand

Saracens he advanced against Memphis. After a siege of

seven months the city and its strongholds were taken. The

remnant of the Greek garrison took refuge in the Isle of

Ronda. The besiegers entered the fortress with the shout,

"God is victorious!" The Coptic Christians resolutely re-

fused to 1)ccome proselytes—a position which, as a body, they

have maintained to the present—but, both above and below

Memphis, they covenanted to pay tribute to the caliph. It was

on this occasion that they threw off allegiance to the Byzantine
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(Mmrcli and established themselves in the coinnuinion of the

Jacobites. Anirou next laid siege to Alexandria. The resist-

:i!ico was obstinate. The siege lasted fourteen months and cost

l!io Saracen army the loss of t\vent3^-three thonsand men. Bnt

at length the city was taken, and the standards of Islam were

raised over the great southern Christian stronghold. Tlio

pliilosopher and grammarian, Pliiloponns, besought the con-

(jnoror to spare tlie great library. The reputed answer of

Oiiinr is well known: "If these writings of the Greeks agree

with the book of God, they are useless and need not be pro-

tcrvcd ; if they disagree, they are pernicious and ought to be

destroyed." Some liave affected to discredit the truth of this

rcj)ort ; but such oriental scholars as Professor White, M. St.

Martin, Von Hammer, and many others of like standing con-

nitler the destruction of the Alexandrian library by the coui-

mand of Omar to be indisputable.

Tlie conquest of northern Africa followed hard upon that of

Egypt. Othman had succeeded Omar as caliph. An allied

aiuiy of forty thousand Moslems, under con:imand of Abdallah,

boldly advanced into the unknown regions of the AVest. At
liiugth they pitched their tents before Tripoli. Tlie prefect

Gregory indignantly rejected the offer of the Koran or tribute.

Day after day the armies fought, until the burning heat of

inijclay compelled them to retire to their respective camps till

tiic following morning. The daughter of Gregoiy, a damsel of

great beauty, fought by the side of her father. From a child she

had been ti-ained to the saddle and the use of arms. As the battle

grew desperate her hand in marriage and one hundred thou-

t-and pieces of gold were offered for the head of the Ai-abian

ircneral. Abdallah retiiliated by offering a like reward for the

lu-ad of the prefect. By strategy the Clu-istians were defeated,

(iregory M-as slain and his daughter was taken .prisoner. But it is

^*.id that his slayer, the peerless Zobeir, declined to possess his

incomparublc prize, declaring that his sword was consecrated to

tlie service of religion, and that he looked for a reward infinitel}''

iKjyond the joys of this transitory life. The Moslem conquest

"f northern Africa was not accomplished without frequent in-

t«'i"rnj>tions and reverses. And the overthrow of the cities of

I'arbary was not due solely to the Arabian arms. The By-
^iiitine emperor, hearing of the tribute which had been laid
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upon Ills African subjects, imposed upon tliem a like tribute ;

and it became a question with tlieni whetlicr thev would suf-

fer the extortions of two masters or only one. About twenty

years after the fall of Gregory the Arabian general, Akbali,

marched his army from Damascus to the Atlantic confines of

Morocco, subduing many cities and provinces. The religious

zeal of this fanatic was characteristic of the whole Moham-
medan movement. Spurring his horse into the Atlantic, he

raised his eyes to heaven and said, with drawn sword :
'• Great

God ! if my course were not stopped by this sea, I would still

go on to the unknown kingdoms of the West, preaching the

unity of thy holy name, and putting to the sword the rebellious

nations who worship any other gods than thee." A few years

later Carthage fell. The Greeks and the Goths rallied ag-ain

and again, but Africa Avas lost.

Attempts were made to rekindle the dying embers of Chris-

tianity, but with little avail. In the eleventh century the soli-

tary priest who remained on the throne of Carthage appealed to

the Yatican for help, complaining that his naked body had been

scourged by the Saracens. The outer glory of the Church liad

departed ; but, worse than this, the fire had gone out upon the

altar. About the middle of the twelfth century Christian

worship disappeared fi'om the coasts of Barbary.

Gibbon is not always a safe authority in matters of religious

opinion, although in the simple statement of fact he is less open

to objection
;
yet his observations recorded in the chapter on tlio

Saracens in Spain cannot but awaken serious i-eflection, when
considei-ed in connection with the problem of Christianity and

Mohammedanism' in Arabia, Egypt, and northern Africa. lie

says: "More jmre than the system of Zoroaster, more liberal

than the law of Moses, the religion of Mohammed might seem

less inconsistent with reason than the creed of mystery and

superstition which, in the seventh century, disgraced the sim-

plicity of the Gospel." -

III. Tides ebb and flow, but not without sufficient cau.io.

AVe have seen the tide of the Gospel recede from the Xortli

African coast, ])artly because driven back by furious storms,

but more, we believe, because the power of spiritual attrac-

tion was gone. The tide of Christian civilization is again sct-

* Decline and Fall of the lioman Empire, vol. v, p. 2W.
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\\ws. toward those shores; and the question is most pertinent

whether the forces that govern it are able to carry it into all

the bays and inlets of the Dark Continent.

Tijis tide docs not come from the direction of the Coptic

or the Abyssinian Church. Through all the centuries of

|»crsccution and ]\Iohannnedan supremacy these sects heroically

maintained the Christian profession. But grievous erroi'S

crept in which sapped their spiritual vitality. At the present

time neither of these Churches can be regarded as a power for

Christ. The Copts are continually diminishing in numbers,

loing more and more absorbed by marriage and by conver-

h\o\\ into the Mohammedan population. In faith they are

divided between the Roman Catholic, the Greek, and the

Kutychian or Jacobite communions, the larger proportion

bolunging to the latter sect. They are very bigoted, and in

ujoral character- they do not have the reputation of being

superior to their Moslem neighbors. The Abyssinian type of

Christianity is still worse, being hardly more than a dead form-

alism, with no small admixture of that which is entirely

fv.)rcign to Christianitj'. The priesthood is very numerous, but

utterly witliout spiritual power. The Virgin is adored as

queen of heaven and eartli and as intercessor for the sins of

mankind. There is fiir more adoration of saints than worship

of God, At present the Church is divided into three factions,

to bitter against each other that they will not take the com-

ninnion together. In neither the Coptic nor the Abyssinian

Cliurch, the onh^ survivors from the early days, do we find

indications of those currents of power w'hicli are necessary for

the evangelizing of peoples and civilizations.

There are, however. Christian influences which are being

Ftrongly felt in Egypt, and whose results promise to be per-

nianent. "Whoever has carefully studied the work of the

American Mission in Egypt has probably felt that he saw the

h;j:!it of that morning of which Isaiah spoke :
" In that day

fhall there be an altar to the Lord in the midst of the land of

^-.^'.^p^ •'^nd a pillar at the border thereof to the Lord. And it

P'lall be for a sign and for a witness unto the Lord of hosts in

I'lo land of Egypt: for thc}^ shall cry unto the Lord because
*j! the oppressors, and he shall send them a saviour, and a great
'^•I'c, and he shall deliver them." The work is comparatively
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new, having been begun at Cairo in lS5-i. Bat its np-ward

of one liundred and tifty stations, extending from the Mediter-

ranean for five hundred miles up the IS^ile, have become cen-

ters of Christian education and spiritual power. Its dis-

semination of a pure Gospel through missionaries and native

pastors ; its work by colporteui's and Bible readers, by liareni

workers, by its religious press, and, last but not least, by its

medical staff, have brought to the Christian conquest of Egypt

forces wliich Islam will find it difficult to meet. The day of

" the ]{!oran, tribute, or the sword " is a thing of the past, ex-

cept possibly in some isolated, spasmodic instances. The con-

test of the future is to be along other lines.

It is not a question of climate, or race, or temperament, or

tradition. All these may exert some temporary influence ; but

the religion and the civilization which can do most to brighten

human life and elevate mankind is the one which the world

desires and %vill ultimately have. Perhaps no stronghold has

ever been harder for Christian truth to storm than that of

Mohammedan fanaticism. Yet the Mohammedan mind can

be made to appreciate the beauty and value of a living Chrisi.

A converted Moslem woman put the matter suggestively to

two Moslem boatmen who had cursed the Christians in her

presence. She said, " "Wliich is better, to ask a favor of a

living person or of a dead one?" They replied, of course,

" Of the living." And she answered, *' Mohammed is dead,

but Christ is living."

In any adeqnate account of the Christian forces in Egypt

the English Episcopal and the Scotch Presbyterian Churches,

both of which arc carrying on educational and evangelistic

work; the Ivaiserv/erth Deaconesses ; and the Xorth Afrienn

Mission, which commenced work at Alexandria in 1S92,

would be worthy of more than a passing notice. The aggres-

sive work which has been successfully inaugurated by prac-

tically all of the Protestant missions in Egypt is full of promise.

But the positive results which they report, althougli good, arc

not more suggestive than the fact that the general currents of

thought and life are beginning to feel the influence of this new

power. Mohammedan education at the AUiazar still pursues

its dreary monotony of memorizing the Koran and the tradi-

tions; but a few Mohammedan schools outside are beginning
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M leave the old ruts. The presence of Christian schools is

crx'atiu'^ the demand for somethiug better thuu Moslem educa-

ti.)». The government schools liave exerted a tremendous in-

r.ucnce ill favor of Western ideas and methods. And the fact

tu.it Christianity is in line with all that is progressive and best

i;u'iluc;ition is a fact.whose significance at least a few Moham-

nu-dan minds are coming to appreciate. Here and there one is

iH'^'lnning to realize that, unless Islam can adapt itself to the

j.mis of'' expanding thought and life, its ultimate defeat is

ti-.'Urcd.

i The influence of Christian trnth has as yet been less strongly

I felt along the :^s orth African coast than in Egypt. Strange as

it may seem, this region, with such a history and of such

umrvclous possibilities, has been almost wholly neglected by

nuxlern missionary enterprise. Fourteen years ago the ISTorth

African Mission was inaugurated as an independent movement,

l.ofanse service for this field had been declined by the great

.i.iiominations. It began its work in Ivabylia in 1881. Progress

]:a5 been slow, because obstacles well-nigh insurmountable have

l..ceu constantly met. In the interior of Morocco its schools

have been closed by the Sultan, and both the scholars and their

p.-irents threatened with death. Its missionaries have several

iiincs been warned by the French to quit Algerin, ostensibly

K.r fear of a Mohammedan uprising, and thus far it has hardly

:iiure than crossed the frontier of the North African territory.

It.-« total number of stations is only about a score, with nut

Jiiore than a hundred workers. The most hopeful work

iiir.ong these peoples—ignorant, degraded, many of them half

larharous, wretched, and helpless—is done through the medi-

al missions. With no way of curing disease but by some

t'\t from the Koran, or by some other charm prepared by the

hakim, or doctor, the touch of a healing hand is welcome and

•'t'lps to prepare the way for Christian truth.

The work of redeeming northern Africa and of making it

the home of great Christian civilizations will be wrought, not

••'<*'iie by evangelistic efforts, but with the cooperation of the

i-'"S()cl of the railroad, the printing press, and the' public

•^•hool. The fact that "science is the handmaid of [the

Clirifitian] religion " is strikingly illustrated in Barbary. Be-

f'-To the occupation of Algeria by the French the native popu-
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lation of the coiintrj was at a standstill ; its annual increase

is now about one hundred thousand. While it can hardly be

said that the French have introduced any very strong moral

force into Barbary, yet they have compelled the bigoted Mo-

hammedan to reahze that there is something in the material

world better than anything his type of civilization has pro-

duced. The general influence of this is to break down old

barriers of pi-ejudice and to compel tlie Moslem mind to think

along all lines. It is a kind of secular John tlie Baptist, de-

claring that a new kingdom is at hand. Whether that king-
|

dom belongs to the true kingdom of God among men will be '!

determined, not by the baptism of John, but by the words,
|

the life, the spirit, and the works of Him who is to come. 1

The temporary evil of this new order of things is that tlie I

Moslems are naturally led to tliink that this type of civiliz:\-
\

tion, in all its aspects, stands for Christiauit3^ An intelligent
\

and serious-minded young Mohammedan was asked what lie
^

cousidered the distinguishing characteristic of the disciple of
|

Christ, and he rejilied, "To drink a great deal of wine." This |

kind of delusion will, of course, be broken when the Moslem
|

lias thought long and deeply enough. At the bar of intelli- |

gence both Christianity and Mohannnedanism must ultimately
|

be tested by what they are and what they do. i

That Mohammedanism has done much for the southern
|

countries probably no one will deny. It is vastly superior to \

the old idolatry which it displaced. But this leaves its com- ?

parison with Christianity still untouched. The ultimate goal
|

of religion is not a better condition of things as conti-asted t

with idolatry, but the soul's best estate, with all that this im-
^

plies. The laws which govern the human mind are inde-
|

pendent of geographical lines. So far as the question of ulti-
|

mate supremacy is concerned the merits of Cliristianity aiui «

Mohammedanism may be as unerringly tested for Arabia as 2

for Massachusetts.
|

IV. In the comparison of Christianity with Mohammedanism
|

we wish to call attention briefly to three things : (1) The sacred \

Scriptures of the two religions; (2) the salient points of faiih

and practice as set forth by each ; and (3) the personal char-

acter of Christ and of Mohammed. The Bible stands in con-

trast to the Koran in that the former is essentially original, so
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far as its great and fundamental teachings are concerned, wliile

!ito latter is essentially copied. It is true that other ancient scrip-

itires, besides those of the Hebrew nation, have taught more or less

cloarly the doctrines of the supreme God, the iiimiortalitj of

ti.u t^oul, and future rewards and punishments. But nowhere

aro tiiey so clearly stated as by the Hebrew and Christian

uritors; and there is not the slightest reason to believe that the

f.iitli of Abraham and his descendants was derived either from

l!io nations round about or from their saci-ed writings. On
tlic other hand, the Koran, so far as these great central teach-

;!:gs are concerned, simply restates with various modifications

tliat which Mohannned had heard from Jewish and Cliristian

rourccs. Indeed, he only claimed to be restoring the faith of

the ancient worthies from Adam to Christ, professing himself

!! be the last great prophet in this illustrious line of prophets.

Tliat Mohammed derived his information, at least in part, from
i'.jiocryphal sources is proved not only by the character of the

(."iiurcli of Arabia in his time, but also by his own allusions.

Tur example, he says:

When God shall say, "O Jesus, son of Maiy, remember my favor to-

v.aul tliee and toward thy mother; when I strengthened thee with the

W'As Spirit, that tliou shouldest speak unto men in the cradle, and when
tlioii wast grown up; and when I taught thee the scripture, and wisdom,
li'id the law, and the Gospel; and wlieu thou didst create of clay as it

were the figure of a bird by my permission, and didst breathe thereon, and
it became a bird, by my permission,"* etc.

All that is new in Mohammedanism—and in its present form
it is practically a new religion—must be traced to Mo-
li.unnied

; but the current of its great spiritual teachings will

he found to be much purer, and will bo studied with much
liiore satisfaction farther up the stream. The Bible is again a
'•nit composed of many parts. Its boohs were written by men
\v]io lived in difierent ages. It presents a multitude of inde-

l'<'ndent witnesses, coming up to testify to the same great cen-

^';il truths. The Koran, on the other hand, was the work of
f'lic man. Its revelations arc confirmed only by his testimony.

Ihe Mohammedan confession of faith is twofold :
" There is

"1^ god but the true God, and Mohammed is his prophet."

^ iider this is comprehended six distinct articles: (1) Belief in

* Koran, chap, v, Sale's edition, pp. 66, 97.
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God; (2) in his angels; (3) in his Scriptures; (4) in liis propli-

cts; (5) in the resurrection and day of judgment; and (G) in

God's absohitc decrees and predestination of all tilings which

come to pass, both good and evil. The Mohammedan rnlu of

practice covers four points: (1) Prayer, including such ablu-

tions as are a necessarj' preliminary to prayer; (2) alms;

(3) fasting
; (4) a pilgrimage to Mecca.

The Mohammedan creed differs less from the Christian doc-

trine in its simple statement than in its practical developinent.

The Koran teaches that " God is one God, the eternal God ; he

begetteth not, neither is he begotten ; and there is not anyone

like unto him." * Omer ]N'esscfi (1142 A. D.) states the doc-

trine concerning God in these words :

God is one aud eternal. lie lives and is Almiglity. He knows all

things; hears all things; sees all things, lie is endowed with will and

action. He has neither form nor figure, neither bounds, limits, nor num-

bers, neither parts, multiplications, nor divisions, because he is neither

body nor matter. He has neither beginning nor end. He is self-existent,

without generation, dwelling, or habitation. He is outside the empire of

time, uuequaled in his nature as in his attributes, which, without being

foreign to his essence, do not constitute it.

The Westminster Catechism says: "God is a spirit, infinite,

eternal, unchangeable in his being, wisdom, power, holiness,

justice, goodness, and truth. There is but one only, the living

and true God." The first article of religion of the Metliodist

Episcopal Church also declares: "There is but one living and

true God, everlasting, without body or parts, of infinite power,

wisdom, and goodness; the maker and preserver of all thing?,

visible and invisible." The difference between the Moham-
medan and the Christian conception of God does not therefore

appear to be very great. The lack of moral attributes is notice-

able in the definition given by Omer iSTcssefi. But it is not true

that the God of Islam is wanting in moral qualities. The ninety-

nine names which the Moslem gives to Deity ascribe to him well-

nigh every conceivable excellence, as " Most Holy," " Just,"

"All-loving," "Alerciful." The God of Islam is 'an absolute

oriental monarch, wise and good, yet reigning not within his

people, but over them. Says President A7ashburn :

• Koran, chap. cxfl. Mohammed Is said to bave regarded this short chapter as OQual )Q

value to uue third i>;irt of the whole Korau.
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Tlic csseutiul difference in the Cliristian and IMoliammedan conception

t,f t:od lies in the fact that the Moslem does not think of this great King

J Imving anything in common with his subjects, from whom lie is in-

juitrly removed. The idea of the incarnation of God in Christ is to

tJutn not only blasphemous, but absurd and incomprehensible; and the

l.'.t-n of fellowship with God, which is expressed in calling him our

Kdther, is altogether foreign to the Mohammedan thought. God is not

immanent in the world in the Christian sense, but apart from the world

«!id iulinitcly removed from man.*

The difference betweeu the Moliiimniedan doctrine, tliat God

;il)^olntely foreordains everything M'hich comes to pass, and tlie

corresponding tenet of Calvinism is not logically very great.

r.nt practically the [Mohammedan dogma has degenerated into

ihc worst kind of fatalism, while this Calvinistic interpretation

of Scripture has well-nigh disapjieared from Christendom.

A striking difference appears between the Mohammedan and

the Christian conception of the future life. It is not true that

^[ohannned promised his followers only sensuous joys in heaven,

but the sensuous practically overshadow the spiritual.^ After

.le^cribing the entrance of the righteous into paradise Mo-

liaMuned says

:

Youths which shall continue in their bloom forever shall go round about

t.. ntlend them, with goblets and beakers, and a cup of flowing wine;

Ihtir heads shall not ache by drinking the same, neither shall their reason

i>c disturbed; and of fruits of the sorts which they shall choose, and the

f.csh of birds of the kind which they shall desire. And there shall

Bccompany them fair damsels having large black eyes, resembling pearls

hidden in their shells.

f

It is also said that the meanest Moslem in paradise is to have

not less than eighty thousand servants and seventy-two wives

*'f the girls of paradise, together with the wives that he had in

til is world4 In order to quahfy his followers for this enjoy-

liit'Ut Mohammed promised that each should be indued with

the strength of a hundred men. This kind of a paradise is

iwuliarly attractive to the warm Arabian temperament. But

the quickened moral consciousness unites with the spirit of the

Christian Scriptures in declaring that it is infinitely below the

Ciuistian ideal, and, furthermo^re, that there can be no such

rxtmct from Paper read before the World's Parliament of P.ellpions.

t Koran, chap. hi. See also chap. Ixxvlif.

% See Sale's Koran, " Preliminary Idscoursc," p. 70.
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place or condition as the Moslem paradise in tlie universe of

God.

But the p;rcatest difference between the JMohanuncdan and the

Christian dogma is in relation to the character and tlie office of

Jesus Christ. The Koran accords to him the highest place

among the prophets prior to Mohammed, and acknowledges

liis miraculous birth, his sinless perfection, and his miracles

;

but it denies that he was the Sou of God, rejects the idea of

the Trinity, and denies the atonement, the resurrection, and

the whole mediatorial work of Christ. Mohammed is of course

given the highest place, as first and noblest of created beings

and the great mediator between God and men. The Holy

Spirit, as set forth in Christian doctrine, is not so much as men-

tioned in the Koran. Mohammed changed the rcapaKlTjrog of

the promise into nepiKXvrog (in Arabic, "Ahmed," the same as

"Mohammed"), and appropriated to himself the office of the

Spirit. The Ciiristian looks to Christ, the author and finisher

of his faith, and goes forward in the power of the Holy Ghost.

The Moslem substitute for the second and third persons of the

Trinity is the prophet of Arabia.

The Moslem code of morals resembles the Christian code in

many particulars. The Koran enjoins such excellencies as hon-

esty in business, justice, and benevolence; but it does not teach

such distinctively Christian virtues as meekness, humility, and

love toward enemies. The part of the Moslem code which legu-

lates outward observances was essentially borrowed from the Tal-

mud. The fundamental difference between the Mohammedan

and the Christian code is in regard to the nature of sin. To the

Mohammedan sin is the violation of legal enactment ; to the

Christian it is violation of an eternal principle. In the Moham-

medan conception God may change his laws so that what wiis

wrong shall become right ; in the Christian conception God's

laws are an expression of his own divine nature, and are holy

and unchangeable. The Mohammedan does not appreciate the

necessity of the regenerating and sanctifying work of the

Holy Spirit in a human soul, before it can be truly blessed, be-

cause he does not realize that sin is itself corruption and its

wages death. Mohammedan morality, therefore, rests "pou

general reformation of conduct, outward observances, and g<^od

works ; Christian morality rests upon a new life, a divine
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ofKiration in the soul from which right conduct springs as fruit

from a living vine.

Tliere are some particulars in which the difference between

the Mohammedan and the Christian laws of life are of iu-

Uiiite iniportance to the progress of civilization. The Koran

baiictions polygamy, the practically unrestricted power of a

liKin to put away his wife, and human slaveiy. These

things, which strike at that which is most sacred in life and

vital to society, can never be forbidden undei- Islam. Chris-

tianity, on the other hand, stands for the purity and the in-

violability of the home, sanctioning divorce only for tlie one

cunse wliich violates that which is fundamentally sacred in the

marriage relation. Christianity also stands for human free-

dom and equality and the universal brotherhood of man.

>[ohammedanism is intolerant ; Christianity is liberal. Mo-
hammedanism is stationary ; Christianity is progressive. Tlie

types of civilization with which the two systems have sev-

erally been identified are indicative, in a general way, of the

inner law of each. In the progress of human thought and the

evolution of society there can be no doubt as to which of

these great religions must give place to the other.

One test still remains which is higher than any we have yet

considered, and that is the personal character of Christ and

of Mohammed. Moliammed put men to death in order to

txalt sejf ; Christ loved us and gave himself for us. The Mo-
hammedan to-day gives his prophet the highest place in his

admiration and affection. But, as his mental horizon becomes

wider, his vision clearer, and his moral consciousness more

r'.'liued, Mohammed's life, both private and public, will appear

in more and more painful contrast to the life of Christ; and

the authority of the prophet of Mecca over the souls of men
will give place to that of IJim in whom "dwelleth all the

fullness of the Godhead bodily."

30

—

r\vn\ SKRiES, VOL. xri.
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Art. III.—did PAUL PREACH ON MARS' HILL?

That passage in Acts wherein is recorded the story of how

the moral consciousness of the new Judaism as represented

by the apostle Paul first confronted Greek philosophy in its

strongholds can never fail to command the interest of every

intelligent Christian. Unfortunately, this interest is not elicited

by either accuracy or felicity in our English versions. Prol^-

ably no other passage of equal length has suffered so severely

as has the episode of Paul's visit to Athens, as narrated in
^

the seventeentli chapter of Acts. Here, more than elsewhere,
J

the Revised Version has availed rather to soften the asperity
j

of error than to retain with fidelity the spirit and the form of \

the original Greek. How else, for instance, can we explain its
|

rendering of Paul's graceful compliment " eminently God-fear-
|

ing" (Jeiaida/jttoi^eaTcpovf)—which in 1611 was tortured into
j

"too superstitious"—into a tame "somewhat superstitious T'
|

Similarly, the earlier rendering of dyvoovvreq by " ignorantly,"
|

which has been softened into "in ignorance" in the revision,
|

is equally ineftectual in recalling the word of the inscription
|

on the altar that might be translated by some such phrase as
|

" whom ye know not." Both translations fail to preserve the f

(Jlgnity and the courtesy of the great address, or rather the
|

heads of the address delivered before the philosophers and
|

populace of Athens. \

While such minor discrepancies are to be deplored a more I

serious error is perpetuated in these two translations, both of
j

which, either by the text or in the margin, suggest to the casual

reader that the address was connected in some way with a hill.

and was probably delivered upon its summit. The object of

this article is, first, to point out that Luke, the author of ino

Acts, did not liave it in mind to speak of a hill ; and, secondly,

to show it to be most improbable that tlie address was de-

livered upon Mars' Hill.

Let us premise that the Greek equivalent of "Mars' Hill" i=

" Areopagus " ("Apcto^ ~dyo<;). It may be worth while to add

that -ndyoq is the Greek for " a solid substance," " a hill," and

that "Apetoc means " belonging to, or devoted to, the war ^o^

Ares, or Mars." It is not dis].uted thai originally the term
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" Areopagus" was applied to a hill or Imge rock in the eouth-

ern part of the city of Athens, near the Acropolis. It is also

iiiltnitted that the name " Areopagus" was bestowed upon a

Kiiatc or council of one hundred members, which originally

jiK't bv night upon the hill of that name. Kow, just as

''tuilcries" came to suggest not a tile-works, but a palace or

j^ovcrnment, and " sublime portc " grew to designate, not a gate,

liit an authority
;
just as " the porch " came to mean, not a stoa,

but a school of philosophy ; and just as "court" passed from

the meaning of an inclosed place to that of a judicial assembly,

50 " Areopagus " came to designate a court without any refer-

ence to its actual place of meeting. To-day the supreme court

of Greece is styled the " Areopagus," but it never meets on

M;irs' Hill (Areopagus). Nor is the transfer of meaning any

greater than in English, where a " hill " in corn-planting parlance

means a hole in the ground.

It is important in reaching a correct conclusion to observe

tliat Luke nowhere speaks of ascending or descending any

eminence. He is elsewhere very careful to use precise terms.

His style is clear, and his construction good for the time and

place in which he wrote. ]S"ot only does he elsewhere use his

})rcpositions with discriminating nicety, but especially here he

cannot* be misunderstood. In the nineteenth verse of this

(seventeenth) chapter of Acts the preposition used is t-nl.

This word is very common, in both Luke's gospel and in the

Acts, in the sense of " unto " or " before ; " but nowliere does

it mean " up " or " into." From our list of occurrences we

R'lect a few. In Luke xii, 11, " lefore the synagogues and

the rulers;" Luke xii, 58, ''-'before the magistrate;" Luke

xxiii, 1, " lefore Pilate." Had Luke been thinking, not of ap-

proach, but of entrance or ascent to a hill, lie would have used

not '' trri " but "'
e<V," as in Luke ix, 28, " into the mountain ;

"

Luke ii, 15, "wiio heaven;" Luke iv, 9, "' m^o Jerusalem."

J^ince the same Greek verb is used in this last j^assage, " he led

liim to Jerusalem," and in Luke xxiii, 1, " brought him before

l*ilate," as in the verse under consideration—and as the prepo-

sition in both Luke xxiii, 1, and Acts xvii, 19, is Im—it is

fvident that in the latter case Luke is speaking of a tribunal

atid not of an elevation, and that the correct translation is,

" they brought him before the Areopagus."
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That " Areopagus " in verse 22 is used in the same sense as

in verse 19 we know from the extreme liarshness of any sup-

posed change of meaning, and from Luke using the ])hrase

ev fiioo) elsewhere (Acts i, 15) in reference to an audience.

The contrary plirase Ik i^iioov, verse 33, is followed by the pro-

noun auTwv, " from the midst of them." Luke then speaks of

a court only, and says nothing of a hill. The distinction is

just as clear as between the two meanings of " court " in the

propositions, " He came before the court," and " He ascended

the steps into the court."

Verses 19, 22, and 3i should then read as follows :

19 And taking hold of him they brought him before (the court of)

the Areopagus, saying, ilay we know what this new teaching is which is

spoken by thee ?

22 And Paul standing in the midst of (the court of) the Areopagus

said:

34, . . . Among whom was Dionysius, a member of (the court of) the

Areopagus, ...

Having then shown that Luke implies nothing about any

ascent of the hill Areopagus, the second point of inquiry must

be whether it was probable that Paul was conducted up that

hill. To answer this question we must ask what was the rela-

tion of the 'Ayopd (market place) to the hill Areopagus ; what

was Paul's habit ; and where was the place of meeting of the court

of the Areopagus. On the first topic the excavations of the

last few years throw a flood of light. The recent exhumations of

the Archieological Society of Athens on the Pnyx show that

the ancient city did not extend as far south of the Acropolis as was

formerly supposed, but occupied mainly the site of the Athens

of to-day, north of the hills. The excavations of the German
Archa3ological Institute, under Dr. William Dorpfeld, in 1S04

and 1895, have made it plain that the market place ('Ayopd) did

not lie south of the Areopagus, as mapped in Smith's Greece and

elsewhere. The long street of Roman days, excavated between

Areopagus and Pnyx, shows no indication of stately public edi-

fices. It is now realized that the market place (Wyopd) lay

near the temple of Hepaistos, that is, the Theseum as shown

by the accompanying diagram. In this vicinity are remains of

the magnificent Stoa of Attalos, which ^vas three hundred and

seventy feet long by sixty-three feet wide. Here, too, was the
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r-iinted Stoa, the Beat of Stoic philosophy, and the ^aaiXuoq Y.rod

. ruval portico). That the market place covered the region indi-

cated is made plain by reading the descriptions of Pausanias,

^Yllo visited Athens about one hundred years after the apostle,

in the light of the recent excavations.

Further, Paul would never voluntarily have forsaken the po-

litical 'Ayopd (market place), ^vith its stoas erected for addresses

^^^^^-^l^c^"^
1. Marfeei place according; to Smith (erro-

neous\

2. Uxsileios Stoa where Paul spoke. (Dotted

Hues show market place approximately.)

3. Pioa PolkUe ol the Stoic philosophy.

4. 5. Excavations 1S94-95.

6, r. Excavations of Archieologlcal Society

of Athens.

3. Theseum.

9. Stoa of Attalos.

and discussions, for a spot so distant, inconvenient, and exposed

:i^ tlie hill Areopagus. That a great throng of curious citi-

/.cns and metics surrounded him, burning to hear a dialectical

Hifounter between the representatives of the old philosophies

r.ua the herald of the new faith, seems to be the implicat^ion of

tl>e parenthetical observation in the twenty-first verse. NeitJier

at Philippi, nor at Corinth, nor at Ephesus, nor at Jerusalem

vvas Paul remarkable for turning his back on the common poo-

I'!e. It would be strange indeed for him to abandon those vast

i.:tiU where for centuries the great problems of philosopny and
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religion had been freely and publicly discussed, and where all

could conveniently liear, to gratify a select few with esoteric

explanations of his views, as is assumed by some commentators.

He was not seeking to enjoy a glorious view of Ilymettos

and Salamis, but an occasion to impress the eternal certitudes

of God and his worship, of man and his accountability. There

is nothing, either, to show that Paul was regarded as under

arrest and forced up steep streets to the rear of the Areopagns,

whence is the only ascent to its summit. There was no accusa-

tion, no plaintiff, no trial. He M-ent out from their midst with-

out hindrance from the mocking crowd, instead of escaping

down the narrow steps of the Areopagus (the hill).

Finally, it is almost certain that the court of Areopagus did

not in Paul's time meet on the hill Areopagus. In the early

days of Athens the council of Areopagus had assembled by

night on the hill of that name to consider charges of impiety.

The rocky hill bore a distinct relation to the early city, yet

embraced within the narrow limits of the Acropolis. It was a

place unhallowed outside the city sacred to the goddess Athena,

and beyond the protection of her holy temples and altars.

While the Athenians connected its name with legends about

the dread war god (Ares), and built a temple for his cult near by,

a better etymology makes it not the hill of Ares, but the hill of

c'pci, " curses," from the imprecations pronounced there upon

the impious and profane,* It seems to have had no temple

upon its summit in the time of Pausanias. Rough, barren,

weatherworn, it contains no particle of soil to-day, and by its

grimness yet suggests imprecations, and not philosophy. The

entire hill, indeed, was devoted to deeds of punishment and rites

of awful mystery. It is improbable that in Paul's time a stranger

would have been admitted to its dread precincts. In Greek liter-

ature references are numerous to philosophic discussions in the

stoas, but we read of no such gatherings upon the hill Areopagus.

The history of the court and council of Areopagus is involved

in some obscurity. "We know that its powers were defined

and curtailed by the reform of Ephialtes (460 P. C.). We
learn that the council of Areopagus met in the BaaO^eio^ ^ro6

four hundred years before Paul's tinie.f The Greeks were so

* .lEschjius, " Eumenides ;" Harrison, Mytholoou and ^fonumenU of Athens, p. S*^-

t Demosthenes In ArUitogiUrtia, 7TC.
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given to preserving or inventing legends of remote historical

origin for their institutions that the claims of this court to topo-

gra])hical connection with the hill are subject to reasonable

giispicion. Granting, however, that the court did thus derive

its name, it is mere commonplace to suggest that law and

jioHtical terms long survive tlieir original connection, as for in-

stance "woolsack" and the numerous feudal terms still linger-

ing in our law books. The court was styled " Areopagus

"

rather as a matter of historj and origin than to designate its

}tlaoc of actual session. There is little doubt that the Areop-

agus which Paul addressed was convened in some stoa ; and

there is no reason, either from the text, the literature, or the

nioTiuments of Athens, to claim that the apostle made his im-

mortal address on Mars' Hill.

^. ti^^C^z^cnc^
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Art. IV.—TPIE RELATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE AND
FEELING IN SPIRITUALITY.

The object of this article is to find out the relative impor-

tance in Christian experience of knowledge and feeling, in

order that we may know to what extent each deserves atten-

tion and cultivation. The discussion may be vastly simplified

by supposing the will element eliminated and allowing the

query to stand in this form : Given a will in harmony with

God, what are the relations to eacli other of knowledge and

feeling in spirituality? This supposition is difficult because of

the interaction of the will with the other faculties of the soul.

In Christian experience the will is constantly influencing the

thought and the feeling ; and, mce versa, the thought and the

feeling are constantly reacting upon the will. But in spite of

this hindrance let will be posited as a constant quantity, and a

Christian life assumed, so far as the will is concerned. Hence,

in this discussion the term " knowing " will not refer to the

activity of the intellectual faculty as holding fundamental

Christian truths in question, to be convinced by them or not,

but as cognizing them in faith. Nor will the term "knowl-
edge" refer to received truth in its effect upon the will before

conversion, but upon the soul's spirituality after conversion in

so far as that spirituality can be conceived of as affected by the

thought and the feeling alone. The positing of a right will

secures the moral conditions necessary to the knowledge in

question. Having thus defined the limits of the theme, let us

proceed to consider it.

In the first place, i)i ordinary psychical processes tlie thought

about anything antedates the feeling about it. The emotions

may not always respond, but they cannot become active with-

out the preceding thought activity. More than this, knowl-

edge about anything is not simply antecedent to, but is in the

main determinative of, the feelinf;: about it. The feeling de-

pends for its nature and intensity upon the knowledge pre-

sented or represented by the intellectual faculty. It is true

that often the feelings react upon the intellect in determining

judgment. It is too true that our estimates of things are often

influenced by our feeling toward them. But this is an order
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which common sense recognizes as inverted, and repudiates

under the name of prejudice. Now let us apply this last

proposition to knowledge and feeling as elements of spiritu-

ality. But in doing so we are passing from knowledge and

feeling in relation to a single event to knowledge and feeling

ill relation to a whole body of truth. This, doubtless, is admis-

sible. But we are also passing from knowledge and feeling in

relation to a single event to knowledge and feeling in relation

to a liighly exalted state of the soul, in which there are divine

;is well as human elements. And we are abruptly brought up

to the question, "What is spirituality ? To give what might be

conceived to be a full delinition would be to beg the general

question before us. The divine elements, however, in spiritu-

ality, it may be suggested, must act through natural cliannels.

God's presence in the human soul is not another department

added to it, but operates as an exaltation of the faculties al-

ready present. Faith cannot be looked upon as a new faculty,

but must be regarded as an old one greatly empowered and

differently directed. It can be believed, therefore, that the

hiws governing ordinary feeling and thinking may be applied

with fair exactness to spiritual feeling and thinking.

But, before the, general proposition that knowledge of any-

thing determines feeling about it can be applied to spirituality,

tiie question must first be answered, AYhat is the seat of spiritu-

ality ? Let it be recalled here that a right will has been posited

.'IS a constant quantity. We are considering the spirituality of

one whose heart is right with God, and hence are concerned

only with the two elements of knowledge and feeling. Let it

for the moment be supposed that spirituality is mainly a state

of the feeling, a position vridely held among Christian people.

Therefore, if knowledge not only precedes but actually de-

termines feeling, then, no matter whether spirituality is a state

of pure feeling or a state of thought and feeling, it must be

conceded that knowledge determines this state, and conse-

quently that spirituality is primarily a matter of knowledge.

This is one of tlie positions to establish which is the aim of

this article. FeeHng is unimportant so far as attention and

'iillivation are concerned. It is not to be directly sought after.

<^ h:it is needed in the average Christian experience, next to

upright living, more than anything else, is a clearer and deeper
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knowledge of divine truth, intenser reflection upon God, and

more thoughtful, more intelligent prayer. "Finally, breth-

ren," wrote Paul, "whatsoever things are true, whatsoever

things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever

things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever

things are of good report ; if there be any virtue, and if there

be any praise, think on these things."

The sensibilities are not under the immediate control of the

will, and therefore cannot respond directly to it. We cannot

feel whenever we please, but we can only feel when something

pleasurable or painful is presented to consciousness, whether it

be of a physical, mental, or moral character. Only in so far

as this something is under the control of the will, and the feel-

ing responds to this something, is the resultant feeling under

the will's control. Only to this extent is the soul responsible

for its feeling. In the case of spiritual feelings this soniething

is divine truth, brought to our remembrance, applied to our

minds, and converted into knowledge through the assistance of

Him who is called " the Spirit of truth." We should immedi-

ately note the injustice of the command had the apostle writ-

ten, " Whatsoever things are true, honest, just, pure, lovely,

and of good report, feel about these things," even though all

of them appeal to the moral emotions. Our religious emotions

are.determined by our religious thoughts, when our will is so

in harmony with the divine will as to permit our thoughts

about God and our conceptions of divine things to be of such

a character as will affect the life. The fact that at times, by

reason of physical conditions, the emotions fail to respond to

the thought proves that they are unreliable as a test of the

depth of^spirituality. But whenever the religious feelings do

respond they are determined by the religious knowledge. T3ut

this latter is under the direct control of the will. The nature

of the thought is what we please to make it. To knowledge,

therefore, we must give our attention. For it we are morally

responsible.

iS'ow let us come back to the definition of spirituality.

Above it was taken for granted for the moment that its^ scat

was in the emotional nature of man. But it is plainly evident

that it is not a purely emotional state. The spiritual feelings.

GO called, contain thought elements in such a degree as to make
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\h\i position untenable. Indeed, knowledge plays so inipor-

?.i!it a part in spirituality, and the emotional element is in many
t.l^^.•6 such an illusive and uncertain one, that it is to be strongly

Mi.-pected that spirituality is not only primarily but mainly a

jiKitter of knowledge. Paul's idea of spirituality was not so

nuicli one of feeling as that the region of the spiritual is that

..f clearest insight, most accurate perception, and fullest knowl-

edge. His constant prayer for his converts was that God won Id

f^'ivc them " the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowl-

edge of him," the eyes of (their) heart " being enlightened ;

"

.'iiid that tliey might grow up to this knowledge till they should

"all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of

ihc Son of God, unto a perfect man." Thus we see that it is

iiiij)ossible to place spirituality in the feeling alone, as much as

the feeling may respond to God's worship and the presence of

l!ie Holy Spirit. Indeed, it must be concluded that knowledge

is not only determinative of spirituality, but that spirituality is

to a large extent a state of knowledge as well as feeling.

It is spiritual knowledge, then, supposing the will right, that

must be cultivated in order to promote a deep spirituality. It

io thinking on high and noble thoughts that, through divine

lielp and the help of an upright life, will change the soul from

image to image and from glory to glory, in its progressive at-

tainment of Christlikeness. Herder cried in his dying hour,

" Give me a great thought, that I may feed upoii it ;" and great

tlioughts are the food upon which alone we can grow up into

Christ our living head in all things. It is the open vision of

Ood to the human soul that spiritualizes it ; and God, Christ,

und the truth in them, constantly present to the mind, brooded

over, and meditated upon, will expand the soul to noblest pro-

l>ortions and will spiritualize its atmosphere until it becomes a

holy of holies, the lit place for the indwelling of the divine

spirit.

But the question may be asked, " Does not this position dis-

<"redit and underrate the emotional element in spirituality ?

"

^>'ot at all. The feelings have simply been given their proper
place. And here let it be emphasized that the emotions have

^ place, and a large place, in tlie Christian experience. A really

-itional and vital Christianity cannot be without feeling, even
t -'nigh the feeling may not be responsive at every point. Such
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a state of affairs is absolutely incoDceivable. Let a Christia'i

r^et into liis mind, iniuiovaljly and deeply fixed, some of tlio

wonderful truths about God, his justice and his love, about

Christ and his dying passion, about the Holy Gliost and his

marvelous power, and these thoughts M'ill thaw out his soul

tliough it be like an iceberg, and will set the furnace fires ot

his being going, stoking them until every feeling within him
glows with fervid intensity. It is the sudden vision of the

truth that excites the deep fear and produces the penitence of

the unllful transgressor of God's law. It is the revelation of

God's anger and mercy to the mind that stirs the corresponding

emotions of fear and love. One cannot feel about divine things

without first thinking upon them, and it is equally true that no
one can tliiuk deeply upon Bible truths, if his will be right,

without a tremendously moving effect upon his emotional

nature. Let the Christian then fill his mind with the great

truths of the Gospel ; let him meditate, as Paul commanded
Timothy to do, on these things ; let him nurture himself upon
the living word of God. TJien holy emotions will be stirred

within him; the sounds of laughter and gladness will ring

through his soul ; love will glow; light will shine ; birds will

sing; and " joy unspeakable and full of glory" will be his.

Let us now tui-n our attention to several dangers which
menace the Christian holding the view that spirituality is an

exclusively emotional state. The first of these is theological.

If spirituality is mainly a matter of the feelings, then it is apt

to be concluded, as many thinkers in this day have concluded,

that theories and doctrines have small place in it. TJiis is the

position in which free thought and unbelief have strongly in-

trenched themselves. This very belief that spirituality is an

emotional life gives the color of probability to their way of

thinking, and strength to their position. While it is declared

by some that, since religion is a purely emotional experience,

the doctrinal or thouglit element is of minor importance, still

others say that if this is true v.-e can go still farther. If reli-

gion is merely an eniotional life, then it is the same the world
over, equally divine and equally human, whether found in

Christian or in heathen lands, whether founded upon the Indian

Veda or upon the Scriptures. The doctrinal ideas are sim])ly

the mold in which the true religious life in the feelinirs seeks
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for itself expression and preservation. The following is an

utterance of Professor Tyndall's

:

The immovable basis of the religious sentiment is in the emotional

natnrc of man. To yield this sentiment reasonable satisfaction is the

j.rublem of problems at the present hour. And grotesque as many of tlie

r< ligions of the world have been and are ... it will be wise to recog-

nize them as forms of a force, mischievous if permitted to intrude on the

region of knowledge, over which it holds no command, l)ut capable of

adding, in the region of poetry and emotion, inward completeness and

dignity to man.

Matthew Arnold's definition of religion as " morality touched

Ity emotion " is familiar to all. Herbert Spencer says, " Keli-

gion is a feeling, a feeling of wonder, a feeling of wondei- in

the presence of the unknown." Again, Henan has declared

that the trne theology of our time holds to two propositions :

•• 1. Religion will be eternal in humanity ; 2. All religious

symbols are assailable and perishable." Lastly, the piogram

of the liberal Protestant party in France is thus summed up by

one of its members :
" A Church without a priesthood ; a reli-

gion without a catechism ; a morality without dogmatics ; a

God ^Vlthout an obligatory system." Thus it is seen to what

extremes of thought he is in danger of drifting who holds to

the view that religion is primarily or mainly a thing of the

feelings. The office of the mind in relation to the Scnpture

truth is thus unintentionally minified ; the truth itself as it is

in Jesus tends to become unimportant ; and then the tetnptation

is presented to conclude on these premises that so long as we
cultivate the religious sentiment, which we know is lodged in

every human breast, it mokes little difl'erence so far as our con-

ccj)tion of religion is concerned whether we worship God or

the ghosts of our deceased ancestors.

Another danger to which he is exposed who holds that spir-

ituality is primarily or mainly an emotional state is that of

f<'.naticism. Just as soon as the truth is dethroned from its

kingly position in the Christian experience the soul is in dan-

.i^'cr of becoming credulous in the extreme and the feelings are

I'hiced at the mercy of all sorts of queer and dangerous fancies.

This is a danger conmion to all who deal with the supernatural.

I'o it Christians are peculiarly exposed. Faith is sometimes

•''pokcn of in relis-ious circles as if it were divorced from reason,
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not simply among the thinkers of the Ritschlian school, but

also among those to whom Ritsehl's " value judgments " are

unknown. It must be remembered, however, that in the Bible

faith is not contrasted with knowledge, but with sight. " We
walk by faith, not by sight." "Faith is . . . the evidence of

things not seen." Faith is not ignorance, but a high type of

knowledge. Intelligent faith is a virtue. Credulity in the

Christian is a crime. To trust the passing impulses of the feel-

ings is the sheerest credulity, and to follow them may lead to

the wildest fanaticism.

Another danger to which this way of thinking in question

exposes the Christian is that of instability of Christian char-

acter and service. " A religion based on mere feeling is the

most unreliable, the most unstable, of all things." It is well

enough for Christian teachers to emphasize the feelings, but

they can accent them too strongly and italicize them too fre-

quently. Such undue emphasis leads the Christian to look to

his feelings for impulses to Christian activity, and he who de-

pends upon his feelings as a motive power to service is more

than likely in many cases not to feel moved. There will con-

stantly menace him the danger of descending in his conception

of his feelings to the level of his inclinations. Such a Chris-

tian is apt to become unsteady and unreliable. A stable reli-

gious life can be built up on no other ground than that of

intelligent connections of truth and duty.

These are the tendencies. The evils themselves do not

alwaj^s result. Thousands of strong, intelligent, orthodox,

deeply pious Christians hold the view which this article has

endeavored to combat. Nevertheless, we believe the view a

wrong one, and believe that we have seen its evil effects prev-

alent in many portions of the Christian Church. Let us close

with a quotation from an eminent Scotchman : "A religion

divorced from earnest and lofty thought has always, down the

whole history of the Church, tended to become weak, jejune,

and unwholesome; while the intellect, deprived of its rights

within religion, has sought its satisfaction without, and devel-

oped into godless rationalism."

•^y}fp42/Un^rd^A^
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.\,,T. v.—REVIVED ARYANISM IN CONXECTION WITH
TlIE MODERN THEISTIC MOVEMENT IN INDIA.

Already two generations of Christians have been watching

the progress of reformed Hinduism in India. There has gen-

cnillj been on our part a sympatliy witli the Brahmos, and at

limes ahnost a sense of spiritual kinship. A quarter of a cen-

tury ago W. H. Fremantle did not stand alone in viewing the

Jinihino Somaj as the nucleus of the Church of Christ in India,

and in enthusiastically declaring of its leaders :
'• Few persons,

|- I tliink, can listen to their words witliout feeling their own
Christian life strengthened by their simple and sincere estimate

of Christ and his teachings." *

Students of comparative religion have watched with deepest

interest the efibrts of these Indian reformers. The Somajes

huve been in themselves societies of comparative religion

;

find tlje effort has been not only to compare, but to combine,

all the historic religions, ancient and modern, oriental and oc-

cidental. That Brahmoism has been a blessing, in opposing

popular idolatry and in promoting a multitude of social re-

forms, no one can deny. That it has the essential Christ, or

that it is even a John the Baptist, going before and preparing

the way for the Christ, is a matter for grave doubt on the part

of orthodox Christians. It seems fitting that we should take

a brief survey of this movement in order to discover its most

pronounced features, to ascertain the origin of its most vital

principles, and to see how far it can be relied upon as a regen-

erating force for saving young India from the corrupting and

degrading influences of idolatry.

The first Somaj was founded in Calcutta in 1S2S by Rajah
liam Mohun Roy, who declared it his pui-pose " to persuade

my countrymen to forsake idolatry and to become monotheists."

The appeals of this first great leader met a generous response.

A considerable congregation was gathered, and in two years

the funds were raised for a new building, which M'as erected

Ml 1S30 " for a place of public meeting of all sorts and descrip-

tions of people as shall behave and conduct themselves in an
orderly, sober, religious, and devout manner for the worship

CouUmporaru Review of 1870.
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and adoration of the eternal, nnsearcliable, and iinmutahlc

Being who is the autlior and preserver of the universe." The

founder of this Adi (or original) Somaj in his autobiographical

sketch says :
" The ground which I took in all my controver-

sies was not that of opposition to Bralimanism, but to a perver-

sion of it; and I endeavored to show that their idolatry was

contrary to the practice of their ancestors and the principles of

the ancient books and authorities which they professed to re-

vere and obey."* Roy was consistent in his antagonism to

idolatry ; though the monotheism which he attempted to es-

tablish, and which he professed to base upon the Upanisha-k,

was not well defined, and soon came to be, like the early faith

of the Yeda, at times scarcely distinguishable from pantheism.

His great desire was to establish a Church in which the follow-

ers of all religions might unite in the worship of the supreme

God, in whom it was assumed they all believed. Those who

have read Miss Carpenter's loving memoirs need not be told

that the characteristic features of the different Somajes to-day

are traceable directly to the principles laid down by Mohun

Roy. He was a monotheist, and as such abominated idolatry.

He aimed at the establishment of a universal religion
;
and,

though calling himself a "follower of Christ" and " a believer

in him as the Son of God, in a sense peculiar to him alone."

he still constituted the Upanishads, not the I^ew Testament,

the canonical Scriptures of the Somaj, and professed to base his

system upon the early Aryan faith.

Mr. ISTagarkar, in his address at the Pariiaujent of Religions

upon " Tlve S]nritual Ideas of the Brahmo Somaj," when speak-

ing of the historic religions of the world, declared, " The essence

of all these faiths is one and the same." He summarized his

creed under three heads: (1). Belief in the existence of one

true God, (2) Unity of truth, and (3) Harmony of prophets.

He further said :

We believe that the pro])'hets of the world, Vyas and Buddha, IMoses

and Mohammed, Jesus and Zoroaster, all form a lioraogeueous whole.

Each has to teach mankind his own message. Every prophet was sent

from above with a distinct message, and it is the duty of us who live m

these advanced times to put these messages together, and thereby har-

monize and unify the distinctive teachings of the prophets of the world.

» M'vlern Hinduism, by W. J. Wllklns, p. 107.
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J I would not do to accept cue and reject all the others, or to accept one

»!:d reject even a single one. The general truths taught by these differ-

ent prophets are nearly the same in their essence; but, in the midst of

ill these universal truths that they taught, each has a distinctive truth

t.i teach, and it should be our earnest purpose to find out and understand

{hu particular truth. To me Vyas teaches iiow to understand and appre-

houd the attributes of divinity. The Jewish prophets of the Old Testa-

ment teach the idea of the sovereignty ot God. They speak of God as a

king, a monarch, a sovereign who rules over the affairs of mankind as

u.-arly and as closely as a luiman king. ^lohammed, on the other hand,

uiasl emphatically teaches the idea of the unity of God. He rebelled

ftjjainst the Trinitarian doctrine, imported into the religion of Christ

tluoiigh Greek and Roman influences. . . . Mohammed's ideal of the

iimty of God stands supreme and unchallenged in his teachings. Buddha,

the great teacher of morals and ethics, teaches in the most sublime

Rlrains the doctrine of Nirvana, or self-denial, or self-effacement. This

j'.rinciple of extreme self-abnegation means nothing more than the subju-

}:ation and conquest of our carnal self; so, also, Christ Jesus of Nazareth

tdvight a sublime truth when he taught the noble idea of the fatherhood

ol God. ... In this way, by means of an honest and earnest study of the

lives and teaching of different prophets of the world, we can find out the

central truth of each faith. Having done this, it should be our highest

aim to harmonize all these and to build up our spiritual nature on them.

Thus, modestly, it is observed, " tlie Bnilnno Somaj seeks to

lliiiduize Hinduism, to Mohammedanize Mohammedanism, and

to Christianize Cliristianity."

l>ose lias said of Roy, " Ilis religion was more a thcoiy

of the head than a moving principle of the heart." * After his

departure from India his system failed to exert much influence

upon his countrymen, mIio came to regard him as " in essentials

all things to all men, a Hindu among the Hindus, a Mussul-

Juan among the Mussulmcn, and a Christian among the Chris-

tians." After the rajah's death the affairs of the Somaj lan-

giii.shed for several years, until Babu Debcndra Xath Tagore
in 1S39 founded tlie Taitwahodhini Sahha^ or, Society for the

Knowledge of Truth, and became the successor of Roy.

Thuugli unlike him, he professed to get his light exclusively

^rom Hindu Scriptures. The grand aim of this was "to make
inown the relirrion of Brahma, to ascertain what tlie original

Miastras were, and to discover the primitive religion," which
^\'as to be exhumed from the sacred literature of the Hindus. The
'iioral pysteiu inculcated was of a lofty character. The mcmbcr-

^ ^
* Brah moism, by lluui Chaudra liuse, p. 42.

•i—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. XII.
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ship of tlie eociety, which Avas combined -with the Soniaj in

1843, increased rapidly until in 1847 there were, according to

W. J. Wilkins, of the London ]\[issionary Society, seven hun-

dred and sixty-seven who signed the covenant to abstain from

idolatry and to cultivate the habit of prayer. Mr. Tagorc

seems to have been the real father of revived Aryanism,

though it must be admitted that Iiis success was more pro-

nounced while he restricted himself to his imagination than

when lie actually through learned pundits explored the Yedas

at Benares. Though two years were spent by four pundits

under his direction in searching and copying from the Yedas,

the result was that while the Somaj in 1850 gave up Vedantism

and formally abandoned pantheism, it also abandoned belief in

tlic canonical authority of the Yedas. Wilkins truly says:

" The aim of the leaders of these sects has professedly been to lead

back the Hindus to the primitive worship of their Aryan fore-

fathers, although it is evident to all unprejudiced students of

their doctrines that it is in many respects the teaching of the

Yedas, ver}- largely modified by the Christian Scriptures, that

is prevailing among them." *

The writer for the Contemj^orary Review f was not alto-

gether wrong when he said :
" The Brahmo Somaj is a product

of "Western civilization. No one can doubt this who reads the

publications of the society. They are saturated through and

through with modern thought. They could not by any possi-

bility have been written one hundred years ago. Apart from

the fact that they are addressed in English to the people of India,

the whole tone of thought is European." Yet the leading apostles

of Erahmoism to-day tell us that, " so far as religious progress and

spiritual culture are concerned, they have little or nothing to

learn from the AVest." " In the first place," says Mr. iS'agarkar,

" we have to revive many of our ancient, religious and social

institutions. Through ages of ignorance they have been lost to

us, and what we need to do witli regard to these institutions is

to bring them to life again. AVe have been in darkness and

had well-nigh forgotten our bright and glorious ])ast." Tlegard-

ing social reform among the Hindus he testifies : *' The glory

of their ancient religion, the purity of their social institutions,

and the strength of their political constitution had all been

* Modern HmduUtrn, p. IOC. + Vol. xv, p. 73.
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,v!i}>sed for the time being by a thick and heavy cloud of de-

rxv and of decrepitude. Yet the Lord of love and mercy was

...oved with compassion for them. He yearned to help them,

fu restore them to their former glory and greatness."

So, Mr. Protap Chundra Mozoomdar thus introduced the

S<,maj at the late Chicago Tarliamcnt :
" Our society is a new

N •iety; our religion is a new religion ;
but it comes from far,

:.ir antiquity, from the very roots of our national life hundreds

.,) centuries ago. . . . The principles were those," he asserts, '' of

!hc old Hindu Scriptures. The Brahmo Somaj founded this

Monotheism upon the inspiration of theVedas and Upanishads."

And again he declared :
" In prehistoric times our forefathers

worshiped the great living Spirit, God, and after many strange

vicL-.situdes welndian theists, led by the light of ages, worship

'!,c same hving Spirit, God, and none other." The quiet ob-

KTvation of one of our veteran missionaries in India, after

:;v;irlng Mozoomdar, was not without point :
" He draws largely

ui-on his imagination for his alleged facts." But just here is

t!ie strength of the system. So long as these modern apostles

•iniw their Aryanism^ like Tagore, from their imagination, their

ilieories are safe; but when, like him, they attempt to base

!iieir theories upon the ancient literature, they are doomed to

mure or less of disappointment.

In 1858 Babu Keshub Chunder Sen joined the Brahnio

ranks. His boundless enthusiasm, his philanthropic activity

and missionary spirit, coupled with the graces and accomplish-

moiits of a natural orator, at once imparted new life to the

moribund society. Four years later he was made mijiister,

'uul for a time the work went on harmoniously, but in 1SG5 the

Suniaj was too conservative to follow Sen's radical leadership,

i'-Jid so with a few friends he formed the Progressive Somaj.

•"^incc that time the original Somaj, instead of making progress

in theistic faith, has rather gone back toward Hinduism." " It

is" we are told, " somewhat like an endowed but dead Church.

i'- has a name to live, but is dead !

"

Tlie Progressive Somaj under Mr. Sen's enthusiastic leader-

»>l'ip soon began to attract much attention, not only in Iiidia,

I'Ut among all English-speaking peoples. His one idea seemed

•'-» be that of religious \inification. " There are some truth?

*Comp. Modern Hinduism, p. HI.
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which form the essence of each and all of the jarring religions

of the world." These trutlis constitute the essence of all re-

ligions, the religion of religions, the creed of creeds. Under
this banner all the religions of the world may unite or coalesce

into one faith. To bring about such unification was the sii-

preme purpose of Sen's life, to raise up a national Church in

which the three great religions of India could unite. Hinduism,

Mohammedanism, and Christianity, he believed, could be unifie.l

and welded into one homogeneous system. His two doctrines

were proclaimed as " the fatherhood of God " and the "broth-

erhood of man." Mr. Mozoomdar doubtless represents the

view taken by Mr. Sen when he says

:

Christianity declares the glory of God; Hiuduism speaks about his in-

iinite and eternal excellence. Mohammedanism, with fire and sword,

proves the almightiness of his will ; Buddhism says how joyful and peaeo-

ful he is. He is the God of all religions, of all denominations, of all

lands, of all Scriptures, and our progress lay in harmonizing these various

systems, these various prophecies and developments, into one great sys-

tem. . . . The Christian speaks in terms of admiration of Christianity;

so does the Hebrew of Judaism ; so does the Mohammedan of the Koran

;

so does the Zoroastrian of the Zend-Avesta. The Christian admires hi>

principles of spiritual culture; the Hindu does the same; the i\Iohani-

medan does the same. But the Brahmo Somaj accepts and harmonizts

all these precepts, systems, principles, teachings, and disciplines, and

makes them into one system, and that is his religion.*

Here is the ideal of the Brahmo-Soraaj, " whose religion is the

harmony of all religions, and whose congregation is the brother-

hood of all nations."

Speaking of Mr. Sen's innovations, the following comment

of the Spectator ^ seems to us very fair: "It is clear that this

curious experiment aims at satisfying the cravings of all creeds

Icnown to Mr. Sen, and at doing homage at once to the Hindu

expression of the infinite multiplicity and variety of the divine

agency, to the Mohammedan expression of the divine absolute-

ness, and to the Christian expression of the divine spirituality

and love; and that in attempting to unite them it makes every

one of them hollow and unreal." Mr. Sen evidently did nut

appreciate the force of this criticism. His plan of unity was

for a time heralded as the star of promise betokening the dawn

* r/te WorUVs Parliament of RdigUms., by Dr. J. H. Barrows, vol. 1, pp. 350, 351.

t Vol, l?i, p. 39.
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of a brighter day. In one of his "Town Hall Addresses," at

Calcutta, he pleads

:

Cultivate communion, my brethren, and continually absorb all that is

,.,><xl aud noble in each other. Do not hate, do not exclude others as the

! K-tarians do, but include and absorb all humanity and all truth. Let

(
siitTcbe no antagonism, no exclusion; let the embankment ^vhich each

^ .cit. each nation has raised be swept away by the flood of cosmopolitan

i irulh, and let all barriers and partitions which separate man from man

I
(.<• pulled down, so that truth and love and purity may flow freely through

luillioiis of hearts, and through hundreds of successive generations, from

rv)ui)try to country and from age to age. Thus shall the deficiencies of

I
i",ilividual and national character be complemented, and humanity shall

attain a fuller and more perfect standard of religious and moral life.

Tlicrc is no reason, my European friends, why you should move eternally

m your narrow groove, rejecting everything which is Eastern and Asiatic.

Why should you not add to your national virtues those of the East?

[
'iVliy should you not add to your philosophy aud science aud civilization

[
thf faith and poetry of Asia ?'^

To ns the most interesting feature of the Somaj, in tlie early

iiiys of Mr. Sen's administration, was the reverence shown to

Christ, and the unique position assigned to him by Mr. Sen in

i
iii;? public addresses.t Yet we do not have to look long to

V -iiscover the incoherence and ambiguity of his view's of the

r jverson of Christ. From his addresses it would be impossible

\
to affirm that he had any well-deiined Christology, such as

V would satisfy any evangelical Christian. Ilis Christ was

I

rather an imaginary Christ, an ideal, a spiritual potentiality

'vliich took possession of Jesus, but which has also favored all

;.'reat reformers. Tlius Mr. Mozoomdar goes a little farther

itilo visionary mysticism, yet it is along the same line, when he
'^'vs: "Jesus lay discovered in my heart as a strange human
Kindred love, as a repose, a sympathetic consolation, an unpur-

chased treasure, to wliich I was freely invited. . . . It was not a

IkmJiIj Christ. ... A character, spirit, a holy sacriliccd exalted

K'lf, whom I recognize as the true Son of God." X ^^ ^^

scarcely necessary to dwell upon the extravagances and vagaries

'hat were characteristic of the Proteus-like doctrine of " The
-^tw Dispensation." The Sadharan (or universal) Somaj was
^Jarted in 187S. The unsatisfactory marriage of Mr. Sen's

'•aughtcr, and the growing dissatisfaction with liis autocratic

• Cnnlempnrarv Keview, vol. xl, p. 583. + MiKlern Hinduism, p. 112.

t l'.<>iio's Urahmoisin, p. 157.
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management of the Somaj, and with his original notions,

prompted a majority of the Brahmos and Brahmieas to con-

demn him. Their secession led to the organization of tlio

Sadharan Somaj, and left Mr. Sen free to follow out his idea^

unhindered by the more conservative Bralimos. Then "The

Kew Dispensation" was inaugurated. This was to reconcile

all existing dispensations. Mr. Sen characterized it as '' tlic

precious necklace in which are strung together the rubies ami

pearls of all ages and climates; " as " the sweet music of diverge

instruments liarmonized ; " and as "the wonderful solvent

which fuses all dispensations into a new chemical substance." *

" Come, then," he says, in his lecture on '•' We Apostles of the

Xew Dispensation," "to the synthetic unity of the new dis-

pensation. You will see how all other dispensations are har-

monized and unified in this, a whole host of Churches resolved

into a scientific unity Where otheis see only confusion

and anomaly it sees order and continuity. Joyfully it ex-

claims, ' I have found the science of dispensation at last, unity

in multiplicity.' . . . Our position is not that truths are to he

found in all religions, but that all religions are true.
^

The new

dispensation is to harmonize all religions and revelations/'

The sacraments of the Christian Church, together with tlic

worship of Indra and Agni, were adapted and adopted by thi^

Protean svstem. "Adapt and adopt" was the motto. It was

everywhere applied, and Sophia Dobson Collet showed good

judgment when she said, "I can hardly believe that such a

compound can be regarded with approval by any sane Chris-

tian or by any lionest Hindu." Again she characterizes it, "' a

lieterogeneous tissue of contradictory notions and inconsistent

ceremonies." f It was pointedly asked by Mr. Bose twelve

years ago, " Why should Christian patronage be lavished on a

Church in which Christ is brought down to the level of human

beings, the Bible is represented as a piece of human composi-

tion,"the God of the Old Testament is facetiously described a:-

a bearded Jew, and the holy sacraments of baptism and the

Lord's Supper are burlesqued ? " :{:

Perhaps the most interesting features of this movement m

recent years are to be seen in the Arya Somaj, which w;h

• Contemp(»-arii Revieu; vol. xl, p. 576. Mrticle by W. Kniffhton.

+ Ihid., to!, xl, p. 720. t lirahmoism, pp. 1G5, ICO.
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founded by Dayananda Saraswati, who, according to the

Indian Evangelical Review (vol. xiii, p. 298), "endeavored

to substitute his views of the ancient religion of India for what

he believed to be its modern corruption and to see m the

ancient religion, by his own original method of interpretation,

all the blessings of modern Christian civilization." This

Soniaj is strictly monotheistic, though it inconsistently claims

lo base itself upon the Darsanae. It is hostile to caste and to

pessimism. Its ethics are of a high order. Women and chil-

dren are held in esteem, and female education is promoted

;

heaven and hell are represented as conditions of character,

not locations. It is essentially missionary in spirit and com-

promising in character ; but, in proclaiming tliat there is no

incarnation, it raises aloft the two-edged sword with which to

antagonize Christians on the one hand and Hindus on the other.

One'of our most scholarly and fair-minded missionaries says:

The relation of the Arya Somaj to Christianity and to Western thought

is unique and full of interest. It is exceedingly hostile to Christian propa-

caudism and yet it is a far more efficient handmaid to Christianity than

was the Brahmo Soraaj in its most palmy days. It is more efficient be-

cause its attitude toward all Hindus is more conciliatory and more

persuasive and intluential. It is less radical as to changes in doctme, and

yet not one step more radical with respect to those great social movements

which Christianity is striving to promote. Moreover, the Arya Somaj is a

real ally of Christianity against the various current phases of Western in-

fidelity It takes the side of truth against the agnosticism of Huxley and

Herbert Spencer. It is strongly theistic. It believes in an intelligent

and omnipotent first cause and a real creation of the world. It main-

tains benevolence of design in the creation and government of the world,

which Tyndall and Darwin reject. It is in advance of Max Muller in the

doctrine of preternatural revelation of God to man. It brings all virtue

and philanthropy within the domain of religion. It challenges all forms

of pessimism, and maintains that the one God of the universe is wise and

good, and therefore worthy of all reverence and love. [But it is added :j

While modern Aryanism is in some sense an ally of Christian civilization

it must not be forgotten that it is more or less an intrenchment of essential

Hinduism. The more nearly it counterfeits the truth of God, and shuns

disgusting rites, the more plausible does it become.

Another of our veteran missionaries writes of the entire

movement, " I do not think it has gained any ground in the

past ten years ;
rather, I should say that it has retrograded."

Ten vcars ago there were, according to AVilkins, one hundred
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and seventy-three Somajes, with fifteen hundred enrolled mem-
bers and about eight thousand adherents. The census returns

of 1882 show only seven hundred and eiglitj-eight in tlie

wliole of Bengal. Yet, as they are almost all educated, their

influence is by no means measured by their numbers. Two
thirds of the nuniber are reported as in Calcutta. " It is beyoiul

doub^," observes the census report, " that they have described

themselves, or been described in many cases, as Hindus—

a

course which is not remarkable when we consider that manv
persons rank them as a Puritanical monotheistic sect of the

Hindus." That the Brahmos and Aryas will ever be more

thau sects is exceedingly doubtful
;
yet we should not belittle

the part they have taken in bringing about social reforms and in

breaking down the old religion by their uncompromising oppo-

sition to idolatry, snperstition, and caste.

What the Bramos say of themselves and their achievements

must be taken cum grano salts. It was not without poetic

fervor that Mozoomdar at Chicago referred to the Brahmo
Somaj as a movement " whose religion is the harmony of all

religions, and whose congregation is the brotherhood of all na-

tions;" yet iive years earlier, through the Ijiterpreier, lie said

plaintively, '*' We cannot hide from ourselves the fact that our

beloved Church is in a course of stead}- decline, that the inter-

ests of spiritual life in the Brahmo Somaj, as a whole, show

a fearful tendency to relaxation ; this, to our regret, Ave find

becomes more and more true." " We are told that the

system has derived its inspiration from the ancient Aryan

faith, and again that the fatherhood of God and the brother-

hood of man are its very corner stones. Yet a candid Brahmo
said, in the Th€isti(\Annual of 1873 : "The idea of the broth-

erhood and equality of all mankind before God, I am sorry to

say, is not to be found, because it is never recognized in any

of our ancient writings. The idea is foreign."

Regarding social reform we will let a Brahmo speak for

liimself

:

The religion of the Brahmo Somaj has, from i(s very birth, been the

foremost to proclaim a crusade against every social evil in our country.

The ruthless, heartless practice of suttee, or the burning of Hindu ^vido^vs

on the funeral pile of their husbands, was abolished through the instni-

• Mbifionary Herald, December, 18S9, p. 521.
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-t'lUlity of the great rajah, Ram Mohun Roy. His successors have all

'r.n social reformers as much as religious reformers. In the lieart of

.'*
Hrahmo Somaj \ou find no caste, no image worship. We have abol-

.>.,! turly marriage and helped the cause of widows' marriage. We

,v'. promoted intermarriage; we fought for and obtained a law

'. •!! the British government to legalize marriages between the represent-

x'ivcs of any castes and any creeds. The Brahmos have been great edu-

'-.':.
.rs. They h-.'^e started schools and colleges, societies and seminaries,

'-•t only for bovs and young men, but for girls and young women. In

••:,. IJrahmo community you will find hundreds of young ladies who com-

i.inc in their educction the acquirements of the East and the West; on-

\'::\a\ reserve and modesty with occidental culture and refinement. Many

. f our young ladies have taken degrees in arts and social sciences in

J;,Jiaa universities,*

.>^.. fur as tliis is true it is to be appreciated
;
yet if our luission-

.--ries liiid not gone these reforms ^vou]d not have come.

And, finally, a word regarding the constantly reiterated boast

..f their very ancient and honorable pedigree. While it is

tr-.;.- that the early religion of the Hindus was free from many

..f the debasing features of modern Hinduism, and while there

;> in the Veda what occasionally appears to us as a close ap-

\
IToxirnation to monotheism, yet all this recent talk about "the

[ z\vv\ of their ancient religion," " their former glory and great-

[
::.>/;• " the purity of their social institutions," and " their

[: hright and glorious past" comes from those victimized by

j 'liunerus and gifted with resplendent imagination.

I

Wc must agree that so far as the Arya Somaj, or any otlier

I
ijnw of revived Aryanism, hopes to regenerate India it is

i <l"onied to disappointment. In the words of another, " It cannot

[
: -!ig utilize the forces of Christian ethics and Christian civiliza-

i:..n under Yedic labels. The frand will be discovered." And

.ve conclude with Bose that '' it is our duty, when we see per-

iowi loitering before the gate of the Church, and led by con-

(^clt, or want of the spirit of religious earnestness, to refuse to

tutor in, to toll the tocsin of alarm and not come out with con-

^'nuuhitions and encomiums which vanity and ambition may

^'nvert into stepping-stones to absolute spiritual ruin."

• Aillrtss by B. B. Naearkar, In Tlic WorWsVarUamcnt of Relii/('<».s vol. I, pp. TTS, r;9.

^^^^^c^^^4j^^^ _
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Aet. VI.—PAUL AND ANANIAS BEFORE THE SAN-
HEDRIN AT JERUSALEM.

"When Ananias commanded that the apostle should be

smitten on the mouth with the iron heel of a shoe it was in-

tended as an act of supreme contempt for his utterances of

conscientiousness just mude respecting his own conduct, espe-

cially since he became a Christian. The following facts and

proofs are noteworthy

:

1. That Ananias " was the son of Nebedjeus," the twentieth high priest

(Josephus, Antiquities, xx, 5, 2; xx, 8, 4, n.).

2. That Josephus, "son of Camydus," immediately preceded him in

office (XX, 1, 3; xx, 8, 4, n.).

3. That Herod Agrippa II removed Josephus, and made Ananias high ^

priest, about 48 A. D.* (xx, 5, 2).
^

3

4. That Jonathan immediately succeeded Ananias, but was murdered 4

about the year 57 (xx, 8, 5). 1

5. That this Ananias was in character extremely arbitrary, violent, and
^

lawless (xx, 9, 2). j

6. That Quadratus sent Ananias in irons to Claudius Caesar for trial, \

about 52 (xx, 6, 2; Josephus, War, ii, 12, G). %

7. That Ananias ordered Paul to be smitten on the mouth with the

shoe, in 58 (Acts xxiii, 1-5).

8. That Ananias also died by assassination by the Sicarii, iu the year 5S

or 59 {War, ii, 17, 9).

9. That Jonathan, being assassinated, was succeeded by "Ismael, sou

of Fabi," in 59 (xx, 8, 11; also 8, 6).

Three princijjal theories have been entertained to explain tlie

relations of Paul to the high priest Ananias, when the apostle
^

was a prisoner in the hands of the Romans and placed before |

the Jewish Sanhedrists, by order of the military commandant, k

Lysias, at Jerusalem. |

First Hypothesis : That Ananias was then properly the high I

priest, though he was afterward removed ; that in Paul's long
\

absence the high priesthood had undergone many changes \

under xVgrippa II, so that Paul did not know that Ananias was \

indeed high priest ; that the apostle was at fault in spirit in re- \

proving Ananias publicly for the perpetration of the outrage \

upon his person, a fact conceded by the apostle by his apology.
|

etc.; that owing to his impaired eyesight Paul did not reco

•See Tbomas Lewln's Fouati Sacri as to tUis chronology.
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iiize either the place or the white vestments of the high priest.

(Sec Alford and others.) The weakiiess of this theory is found

ill tiic fact that it assumes without proof that tlie apostle did

not and could not see the high priest, while the narrative it-

gt'lf relates i\\-.c he did see discerningly all over the assembly,

discriminating the Pharisees from the Sadducees, and there-

upon divided the council by announcing his adherence to the

Pharisaic doctrine of the resurrection of the dead as the very

ground upon which the Sadducees were so fiercely assailing

him. The two statements are incompatible.

Second Hypothesis : That Ananias had been high priest, but

was not high priest at that time, having been deposed and sent

in chains to Rome for judgment ; that Jonathan, his successor,

had been assassinated by the connivance of the procurator

Felix, and Ismael had not yet been appointed to the office. A
vacancy was thus created for some time, during which, with

characteristic insolence, Ananias returned and arrogated to

himself the authority of the high priesthood, he being a man

of lawless procedures and exercising a pov.erful influence over

the Jews; and at exactly the time of this vacancy of the office

Paul was brought before the Sanhedrists for trial, where he

refused to acknowledge the right of this pretender to the place,

because he was not in fact the high priest at this time ; and that

the apostle rightfully and righteously reproved his assurance and

insult just on the spot where it occurred, denouncing the order

of Ananias as an act which would be punished by God. The

opinions of some eminent scholars on this point are as follows :

The higli priesthood Avas vacant at this time (Lightfoot). Ananias

usurped the ofRcc (Michielis, Eichhorn, Kuiuoel. and others). Paul said

lie did not consider that Ananias was high priest (Conybeare and How-

son, Life of Paul, ii, 324). The arrogant Ananias, the higli priest, took

ni)oa himself to occupy the chair, though the presidency of the council,

if wc may believe the Jewish accounts, was at the time vested in Rabbi

Symcon, son of the famous Gamaliel (Thomas Lcwin's Paul, ii, 149).

Paul said that he did not recognize the speaker [giving the order] as high

l>ricst (Farrar, Paul, i, GOO).

This Ananias, the sou of Nebedaeus, was a man of criminal life who was

afterward displaced from his office and dragged to Rome to answer for his

conduct, so that the reproach cast upon liim by Paul was entirely merited.

Bolides, he was not the legal high priest, for after he was liberated

through Agrippa's intercession at Rome he did not recover his dignity,

though he still arrogated to himself the power of the oflice (Olshauseu,
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C'(?7/i., in loco, p. 606). Ananias presided in the assembly as high priest.

au office which he possessed by usurpation rather than by legilimuic

authority (Milman's Chridiauity, i, p. 413). But, per contra, he was at

this time the actual high priest. . . . Tiiere is no ground for believir.g

that his office was vacated (Alford, Gr. Test., Eug. ed., pp. 252, 203.

So Bisco-. on Acts, p. 48, § 8).

Now, upon inquiry into the history of the age it turns out that Anania>,

of whom this account is spoken, was in truth not the high priest, thoiigii

he was sitting in judgment iu that assumed capacity. The case was that

he had formerly held the office and had been deposed; and that the per-

son who succeeded him had been murdered and another had not yet

been appointed; and that during the vacancy he had of his own authority

taken upon himself the discharge of that office. This singular situatioa

of the high yjriesthood took place during the interval between the death

of Jonathan, who was murdered by order of Felix, and the accession of

Ismael, wdio was invested with the high priesthood by Agrippa [U]\

and precisely in this interval it happened that St. Paul was apprehended

and brought before the Jewish council (Paley's Evid.^ xxii, p. 280; Dr.

"W. TV. Sleigh, Christian Defeiuive Dictionary, p. 429). Probably [Lysiasl

himself, and not the high priest, presided over the informal inquest

(Whedon, Com., in loco.).

The only references in proof are tliose made to Josephns's

Antiquities^ xx, S, especially xx, 9, 1. AVliile Ananias may
have been the high priest by nsnrpation the evidence does not

seem to be conclusive of that point.

Third Hypothesis : This disregards the legitimacy of Ana-

nias's high priesthood as irrelevant to the case. It seeks an

answer to the question as lying wholly in the character of the

assembly, and must be found, (1) in the authority exercised iu

calling together the Sanhedrists
; (2) in the regularity or infor-

mality of the assembly convened ; and (3) in the purpose and

procedure of the Sanhedrists when assembled. These points

may be traversed.

1. It is evident from the facts narrated that the members

of the Sanhedrin were called together solely on the authority

of Lysias, the military commandant of Castle Antonia at Jerusa-

lem. "On the m.orrow ... he commanded the cliief priests

and all their council to appear " (Acts xxii, 30). A military

man had no legal authority to assemble that senate as a court

of judicature. For the transaction of legitimate business the

authority to assemble the Sanliedrin M-as vested in that body it-

self, which was distinctively and exclusively a Jewish organiza-
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tion It ^vas never made subject to military power for tlie

exercise of its own functions in times of peace. Lysias could

of course call together the members of the Sanhedrm as

individuals, but he had no right whatever to organize them into

a court of tri'J and place the apostle Paul before them on his

defense. . .

What then was the occasion and purpose of Lysiasm assem-

bling the members of the Sanhedrin as individuals ? We have

,K>t fir to go for an answer. The military officer was sorely

nori^lcxed with the situation ; he had a prisoner on his hands

who seemed to be treated as if lie were a criminal, and in view

of the turbulence and riot of the Jews on the temple grounds

prior to Paul's arrest he could not understand what it all mean .

Ik-ides, the prisoner claimed to be a Roman citizen-a fact which

cM-o\tly embarrassed the situation (Acts xxii, 25), and which

was understood perfectly to be a valid claim (xxii, 27, and xxm,

07)_and was so treated with consideration ;
and altogether he

mitnrally felt himself responsible for making a legal disposition

of his prisoner. He had suppressed the tumult and not oi the

Jews, but he did not understand the cause which had given rise

to it. Accordingly, upon rescuing the apostle Lysias ^ inquired

who he was, and ^hat he had done." The Scripture then con-

tinues as follows:

And some shouted one thing, some another, among the ^ro^d
:

and

vhcu he could not know the certainty for the uproar he commanded h)m

to be brought into the castle, [and] the multitude of the people ollo ed

uftcr. crying out, A^vay with him (xxi, 34-36). [And when Paul by p-

mis.sion 'addressed the maddened mob from the stone steps o the cast e

it was in the Hebrew tongue, .vhich Lysias did not understand (xxi 40)

and when] they lifted up their voice, and said, Away
-f^^^^^^^^^^^^.

from the earth: for it is not fit that he should hve, [and] threw oiyh u

garments, and cast dust into the air, the chief captarn commanded hm

1 be brought into the castle, bidding that he should be exanu-ed by

scourging,\hat he might know for what cause they so shouted against

him (xxfi -^2-24). But on the morrow, desiring to know the cti-

taintv; wherefore he was accused of the Jews, he loosed him, and ccmi-

nuuuicd the chief priests and all the council to come together, and

brought Paul down, and set him before them (xxii, 30). [And afterwa.d,

^vhca delivering the apostle over to the procurator for his proper trial,

Lvsias in his Tetter explains the procedures which led up to Paul s

ar'rcst:] And desiring to know the cause wherefore they accused lam,

1 l^roughl him down unto their council (xxiii, 28).
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Thus we know from Lysias himself what the 6ole purpose

was in this assemblage of the Sanhedrists. It clearly was not

to put Paul upon trial on speeilic charges already ascertained,

but to determine what the accusations were, and upon what the

indictment was bcised. The procedure then was in the interests

of L^sias exclusively as the military officer in command, that lie

might address himself intelligently to the business in hand

and dispose of his prisoner in a legal manner, and that Le

might withal be able to render a reasonable account to the

procurator Felix—exactly as lie did do afterward (Acts xxiii,

25-30).

Now, if Lysias was simply seeking to discover what the accu-

sations against Paul were, for his own advantage, the Sanhe-

drists certaiuly were not there to deliberate upon the accusations

in a court of justice, as if the charges were already ascer-

tained and preferred. As a military man, himself being a

Homan citizen (Acts xxii, 28), he had no legal right or power to

organize a court of foreign jurisdiction to try a Eoman citizen,

nor yet to preside over such a court of trial. It was the exclu-

sive function of the procurator, who governed the whole prov-

ince, to preside over the Sanhedrin of the Jews when a Jew was

to be tried, after the prisoner was once in the Romans' hands.

The high priest could not then preside. But even the procu-

rator himself could not bring a prisoner to trial before the

Sanhedrin without the prisoners own consent. This is clearly

shown further on in the case. At Caesarea, Festus asked

the apostle, " Wilt thou (i^eAe^g-) go up to Jerusalem and there

be judged of all these things before me ? " But Paul refused

consent, saying, ''I am standing before Ca?sars judgment

seat, where I ought to be judged : ... if none of those things is

true, whereof these accuse me, no man can give me up unto

them. I appeal unto Coesar " (xxv, 10, 11).

The apostle being a Roman citizen, in the hands of the

Romans, he must be tried either by the procurator or by the

emperor. A soldier had no legal authority to organize a judi-

cature among the Jews to try any man, and least of all could

he arraign one who was a Ronian citizen. For it was a prin-

ciple of Roman jurisprudence that no Roman could be tried

by a foreign court. On this point the following opinions may
be quoted

:
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Xo Roman citizen could be handed over to a foreign tribunal

lOUbaiiPcn on Acts^ p. 615). For as Paul was a Roman, and the case had

inrn taken up by the Roman governor, it could not lawfully, without the

prisoner's consent, be remitted to the Jewish judicature (Ttlyer, Apostg.,

4J3, quoted by Thomas Lewin, in his Pavl, ii, 172, n. 130). But it was

Rt-rordant with a soldier's prerogative that Lysias should have commanded

the chief p.It;sts and all the council to come together and set him [the

apostle] before them (Acts xxii, 30).

That this assembly ^Yas summoned, not for tlie purpose of

trying Paul, but to elicit information in the form of accusations,

develops in the procedure further on in the history oftliis case.

Festus the newly appointed procurator, arriving at Cpesarea,

where Paul had been kept bound, visited Jerusalem. The

narrative then states (Acts xxv, 2-11):

And the chief priests and the principal men of the Jews informed him

ugainst Paul; and they besought him, asking favor against him, that he

would send for him to Jerusalem; laying wait to kill him on the way.

llowbcit Festus answered, that Paul was kept in charge at Ca-sarea, and

that he himself was about to depart thither shortly. Let them therefore,

eaitli he, which are of power among you, go down with me. and if there is

finylhing amiss in the man, let them accuse him. . . . He went down unto

Cirsarca; and on the morrow he sat on the judgment seat, and commanded

J'aul to be brought. And when he was come, the Jews which had come

tlown from Jerusalem stood round about him, bringing against him many
tiiid grievous charges, w^hich they could not prove. . . . But Paul said, . . .

To the Jews have I done no wrong, as thou also very well kuowest. If

then I am a wrongdoer, and have committed anything worthy of death,

I refuse not to die : but if none of those things is true, whereof these accuse

nic, no man can give me up unto them.

Finally, as the result of Lysias's preliminary investigation

referred to, we find that Tertullus, the Jews' advocate in

Ills indictment of Paul when brought to trial before Felix,

dearly represents the Sanhedrists as still appearing in the ca-

pacity of informers and accusers, and not as the triers of tlie

aj>ostlc (compare Acts xxiv, 1). The Scripture tlien con-

tinues (Acts xxiv, 5-9):

For we have found this man a pestilent fellow, and a mover of insur-

r<*ctions among all the Jews throughout the world, and a ringleader of the

'••ct of the Xazarenes : who moreover assayed to profane the temple: on

*"hoin also we laid hold: from whom thou wilt be able, by examining
liim thyself, to take knowledge of all these things wliereof we accuse

I'iin. And the Jews also joined in the charge, afhrming that these things
^> vre so.
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These facts legitimate the induction that the transaction or-

dered by Lysias was of the nature of a preliminary investigu-

tioij, somewhat analogous to the function of our grand jury,

which is to ascertain the state of the case simply, not to try

given charges. This has an important bearing on the flniil

Conclusion of Paul's case.

3. The utterance of Paul to Ananias before the assembled

Sanhedrists in Lysias's presence remains to be explained in

agreement with this conclusion. " Sittcth thou to judge mc

according to the law, and coramandest me to be smitten con-

trary to the law ?" * (Acts xxiii, 3.) In accusing the apostle of

crime they were already " judging him according to the law;
"

for if the accusations they would make had no applicatic;/to

the law they would not have troubled to make them. In that

sense, then, did they sit judging Paul according to the law.

On this point certain authorities say :

This seems not to be a court for judicial trial and sentence, but an iu-
j

formal calling together for inquiry. Lysias assembles the Sanhedriu simply
j

to know the certainty whereof he was accused of the Jews. And proba-
j

bly Lysias himself, and not the liigh priest Ananias, presided over his \

inquest, t 1

Not only the informality of this assemblage, but the previous excitements \

of its members and the riot with which it broke up, indicate that Ananias I

occupied no seat of honor, and wore no costume to distinguish liim from .

the crowd. His person was unknown to Paul, who had been absent from
|

Jerusalem. When, then, he ordered Paul to be smitten he not only com-
|

mitted a violence for which he there and then had no authority, but there

was no sign to indicate to Paul that the order was given indue authority.:

We know from Josephus that there was the greatest irregularity in

the appointments [of the high priests] about this time.§

4. In respect to Paul's severe response to x^nanias's malig-

nant order to smite the apostle, opposite opinions have been

* Ka2 cv Ka^ij Kpivcji' fie Kara rbv vouov, nal Trapavouuv KS^evetg fie rl-readat.

The word Kp'nuv is obviously tbe key-word In itiis sentence, which means "to inquire,

search into " (LidUell i Scott) ;
" to estimate, exercise judf?u;ent upon, to bring under ques-

tion" (Bagstor's GnciO; " to Qnd out the right (Acts .x.xiii. G>, without implyinsr the natur-

of the Judgment " (Cremer's Bib.-TlitoL Lcjr. n/ N. T., 3d cl, p. 3T0.) ;
'• (D to judpe iu one'.-

own mind what is right, proper, orexiK-'dient; (2) U) form and express a judgment of a ix-rson

or thing, to decide la one's own mind, not judicially ; f3) to judge In a judicial sense '" (not--

Initon's Diet, of N. T.). Delitzsch, on Deut. xxxii, 35, says :
" The LXX by no means used U

merely of a sentence of condemnation, but also of helpful decision In one's favor ;
f')r ex-

ample. Psalm liv, 3 ; nor merely of legal administration of a cause for others, but also of ad-

ministrative rule generally ; for example. Psalm Ixxii, 2 " (as quoted by Cremer iu loco).

t Whedon on Acts xxli, 3iJ. t Ibid., Acts xxiii. 4.

I Conybeare and Howson's Paul, li, 324, Eug. ed.
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t xj>rc5sed, one, that P;iul acted with undue liaste, but redeemed

LilM^elf bj apologizing manfully
; the other that bespoke from

^ in(i|)i ration and made no apology. In support of the former

opinion it is said :

If his conduct in yielding to a momentary impulse was not that of

thrift liiui"?ir under provocation,* certainly the manner in •which he

fctoncd for his fault was Christlike" (Hackctt, indorsed by Walcott, and
liibstiintially by Howson, Wordsworth, and Lechler),

In support of tlie second opinion it has been said :

I understand the words above in their most obvious and natural sense.

H(! knew not Avho the person was, and God's Spirit suddeuly led him to de-

:.<-uiicc the divine displeasure against him [Ananias]. ... If I had known
\a was high priest I should not have publicly pronounced this execration;

'. r rtspcct is due his person for the sake of the office. I do not see that

Pnul intimates that he has. done anything through inadvertence, nor does

l.(? here confess any fault. He states two facts: (1) That he dlcvliot know
\\\m to be high priest; (2) That such or any ruler of the people should

\< reverenced. But he neither recalled nor made any apology for his

*!>nls; he had not committed any trespass, and he did not ackuowl-
fi^'c one. We must beware how we attribute eitlier to him in the case

Ufore us."

t

If the former opinion be entertained, "u-hat is to become of

'.'iir Lord's own assurance to his apostles, of whom Paul was
omfessedly chief, when he says :

" But when they deliver you

'!J\ take no thought how or what ye shall speak : for it shall be
;.'iVfn you in that same hour what ye shall speak. For it is not
>f that speak, but the Spirit of your Father which speaketh in

.^"u" (Matt. X, 19, 20). ''For I will give you a mouth
•^:id wisdom, which all your adversaries shall not be able to gain-
»-\v nor resist" (Luke x.xi, 15). "For it is not ye that speak,
'">t the Holy Ghost?" (Mark xiii, 11.)

1 liat these circumstances fit Paul's case is unmistakable. Our
''•rd puts the whole responsibility of the utterance upon the
lluly Spirit, and denies it to the apostle in any case. Kow, did
J^'t' Holy Spirit fail Paul in the very first instance of liis experi-
f'K-e before Jewish rulers ?

^- It has been claimed that we liave in this experience of
'id an itistance of divine inspiration in an apostle, and yet

J
.*.

^*"'' "' '^^ offlofrs .standing by struck Jesus with his h.ind, savin;?, .\nswerest thou tbe

^
* '"'''*i so ? Jesus answered him. It I have spoken evil, bear witness of the evil : but if

*

'.

'• * *') Mnilpst thou me :" (John xvili. 22, 33.)
' A(1:un Clarke's Cum. on this passage.

•>^—KIFTH SKlilKS, VOL. XII.
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he did not know t^iat Ananias was tlie higli priest of the Jo\v.».

Admitting that Ananias was in fact the high priest—wliivh

is questioned with no little probability—the sufficient answer is

that to know tiiat which is unknown requires not inspiration

but revelation. Revelation brings information; inspiratiuri

communicates that information to others. If it be insisted upon

tliat a revelation was requisite in this case, it should also he

shown what great or good purpose would be subserved inPaurs

knowing that Ananias was high priest, that a divine revelati<.ii

was called for. Nevertheless, it was a revelation that discloscl

the mode of Ananias's death as predicted bj the apostle; and

it was inspiration that moved Paul to denounce God's displeas-

ure upon Ananias's conduct toward his servant. For neither

revelation was at fault in foreshowing, nor inspiration in fore-

telling, that Ananias would bo judicially smitten, when tlie

apostle said, "God will smite thee, thou whited wnll;" for in

the end the historical fact jnstified both the revelation and the

inspiration of the sentence.

The following particulars may now be emphasized by indiie-

tion :

1. Lj'sias, as a soldier, summoned the Sanhedrists together

on his own responsibility and for his own advantage ; but he

possessed no power or right to organize a formal court to try

the apostle.

2. The one and exclusive object had in summoning this \\\-

formal assemblage was to learn from them what possible offense

Paul had committed against the law, that they had been so fu-

rious toward him in their demonstrations and tumult.

3. No mere officer of the ai-my had power to substitute a

foreign judicature for the Roman court to try any man for hi?

life; nor does it appear that Lysius contemplated such a purpose

in wliat he did.

4. It certainl}' was not M^ithin the province of a Roman sol-

dier to try a Roman citizen befoi-e the Jewish Sanhedrin :i-''

an organized court, \\\\\\ tlie high priest presiding.

5. Only the procurator, with the prisoner's consent there-

nnto, could try anyone before the Sanhedrin, and then the proc-

urator himself must preside, and not the high jjriest.

G. In the case of the apostle before the Sanhedrists the

only judgment sought was that following a preliminary inquity
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wlictlier in fact tlie apostle liad been guilty of violating the law,

and in -what partienlars.

7. Accordingly, Lysias, having ascertained in this prelimi-

nary what the accusations against Paul were, passed the

ca.se over to the pi'ocnrator for his proper trial, citing in his

letter to the procurator the nature of the charges which he

liad elicited.

8. As the high priests were frequently changed by Agrippa

II at this period, during which the apostle was abi'oad upon

liis mission woi'k, Paul could not know that Ananias was high

priest, if he was, as he could not have presided, nor worn the

wliite A'estments, nor occupied the conspicuous seat of the pres-

ident, in this preliminary inquiry.

9. The reproof administered by the apostle to Ananias re-

ppeeting his high-handed procedure may justly be regarded as

the inspired ntterance predictive of God's judicial judgment

verified afterward in the closing history of Ananias's life.
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Art. VII.—ABRAHAM COLES, THE PHYSICIAN-POET.

Dr. Abraham Coles is called the physician-poet, not be-

cause lie is the only one of his profession who 1ms put great

thoughts into immortal verse, but because of a single work in

which he 1ms sung with genuine poetic genius of the organs

and functions of the human body.

" Man the Microcosm " is a perilous theme for a poet. It

awakens the scientific rather than the poetic faculty. Nothing

of the kind had appeared before in our speech. Arm-

strong's "Art of Preserving Health," published over one hun-

dred "and fifty years ago, can hardly be called an exception.

Only one with the daring of Lucretius and the genius of Pope,

both of whom in many respects Dr. Coles resembled, could so

set scientific and philosophic facts as to make them sensitive to

the breath of the muse. Usually, scientific accui-acy is the

death of poetry. Darwin laments that he, who in the begin-

ning of his studies took the greatest pleasure in Shakespeare, in

later years lost all relish for the great dramatist. On the other

hand, a glowing inmgiuation is apt to wing its flight beyond

the sphere of proven facts which accurate science demands.

But this poem, which is an address delivered befoi-e tlie Medical

Society of the State of New Jersey, illumines the theme of a

learned profession with the sacred speech of Polyhymnia. It

at once commanded the attention and commendation of both

physicians and artists ; and from the time of its delivery its

author has been known as the physician-poet.

This characterization, however, does not do Dr. Coles justice.

We might with equal inaccuracy speak of David as the warrior-

psalmist, because the divine bard was a soldier and sometimes

sang of war. "The Microcosm " is but one of the many prod-

ucts of Dr. Coles's lyre ; and the spirit that breathes here, as in

them all, is not anatomy but divinity. Correct as is his science,

this is the spirit that pervades his song

:

For such as this di'i actually enshrine

Thy gracious Godhead once, when thou didst make

Thyself incarnate, for my sinful sake.

TIiou vho hast done so very much for me,

let me do some humble thing for thee 1
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1 would to every organ give a tongue,

That thy high praises may be filly sung;

Appropriate ministries assign to each,

The least malce vocul, eloquent to teach.

Thoiii^h the learning is tliat of a physician, the language and

the spirft are those of a seraph. We must place our author

ftuiuiig the sacred poets. We cannot, however, pause to con-

sider at length the perplexing question as to what sacred poetry

is. We are among those who beheve in the sanctity of the art,

altogether aside from the theme in which it is employed. It

is the voice of the soul's innermost life, expressing itself in

form of creative speech which kindles' the feeling while it

carries the thought. To turn such a gift to unholy uses is like

turning the language of prayer into profanity.

But in order to fix our author's place in the sacred choir,

we accept the common thought that eacred poetry is that

which treats of sacred themes. It may be epic, as in Job and

Milton ; or dramatic, as in the Song of Solomon and Bach s

''Passion;" or lyric, as in all the Psalms and hymns. The

most copious of our sacred poetry is the lyric. It is distin-

guished from others, not by its metrical forms, nor altogether by

the material it fashions, but by its personal thought or passion,

and its easy adaptation to song. There are four distinct grades

of lyric poetry by which the rank of the poet is determmed.

The first is what we call the natural, and is characterized by

the outburst of impassioned personal experience. The second

is artistic, and is distinguished by the exquisite finish of its

structure. The third is didactic, and is dilferent.ated by its

aim which is to teach certain truths or facts. There are doubtless

poets of high merit in this class ;
but its dominant motive is

sure to give it the air of the schoolroom ;
and these lyrics are

often onlv doctrine in rhyme. The fourth and lowest class is

the liturgical. It is arranged for a service already prepared, and

is set to music already composed. It is usually characterized

l.v poverty of ideas, wearisome repetitions, and a fatal lack ot

l.assion. The foremost poet of the natural order is David, the

creator of the Hebrew lyric, who at the very beginning gave

to the world the very finest specimens of the art. There is in

all his songs a spontaneous outpouring of the passion of the

moment. Every creation only images the soul of the poet

;
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and his utterance is an elegy or an idyl, according as he himself

is grave or gay. To this class belong also many of the old

Latin liymns, as those of Thomas of Celano, Bernard of Clair-

vaux, and Francis Xavier. They utter the soul's innern:)ost

consciousness. Measured by this standard Isaac Watts and

Charles Wesley are highest in the first rank of English

hymnists. The doctrines of saving truth had become verities

in their experience ; and they poured them out in rushing tor-

rents of song. Their hynjns are their own souls' biography.

Dr. Coles is the author of more than fifty original poems, manv
of which rank high in the first class of lyrics. Some of them
Iiave the intuition, the passion, the imagery which remind us

of Cowper. In a poem entitled " Prayer in Affliction" he de-

scribes himself as bowed in sorrow in his home made desolate

by the death of his wife. But in Ids grief his faith discovers

the promise of good out of ill. Then lie ciies :

O, that my smitten heart may gush

Melodious praise—like as when o'er

jEolian harp strings v/ild winds rush,

And all abroad sad music pour;

So sweet, heaven's iniD?trclsy might hush
Brief time to listen—for I know

The hand that doth my comforts crush

Builds bliss upon the base of woe.

The whole poem is wondrously suggestive of the genius of

him who wrote the immortal " My Mother."

Some of his hymns throb with a spirit so akin to that of the

matchless Wesley that we could readily believe that they came
from the Methodist's pen. Such is the following :

Upon His bosom thus to rest,

I cannot ask to be more blest;

To know my sins are all forgiven

For Jesus' sake, 0, this is heaven 1

While I love him and he loves me,

I care no other heaven to see;

And if there be some higher bliss,

I am content while I have this.

But the doctor did not devote liis strength to the product of

original hymns. Jle deliberately chose to turn the masterpieces

of ancient tongues into English verse. Accordingly, we are

compelled to rank him in the second oi-der of lyrists. He is a
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M.wctof culture," whose aim is perfect artistic expression.

Wl.it determined his choice was partly his scholarship, partly

i:. intensely spiritual nature, and partly tlie elegant rciinc-

jnent in which he was born and lived. His learning was

. .ried and accurate. lie was a recognized authority in his

.Vr..fe^<ion, an accomplished linguist, a master of the classic and

Sul^kvit ton-nes, and a critical writer on the profoundest theo-

i,!-Mcal themes. The vastness of his learning gave him such

a.'nple material for his verse that his poetic passion made no

i,*,M>-rious call for the invention of the intuitive i\xciilty.

\Vc cannot think of him, as we do of Burns, walking out

tPKler tlie stars, writhing in pain for some adequate form m

ul.ich to embody the tumultous passion he must express. He

luid but to lift his eves and select from liis calm, wide vision

the form he needed. Had he been an unlettered peasant the

poetic gift would probably have travailed in birth of song,

which would have come forth in varied and original imagery.

Hi. poems would have shouted and danced like the psalms of

the Maccabees. But wealth of advantage is oftentimes poverty

..f invention. As it was, his imagination was constructive

ratlier than creative. Its images are more remarkable for their

exquisite finish than for the original boldness of their concep-

tion. He belonged to the school of Korah rather than that of

H.ivid.
, ,^ ,

It was a fortunate tiling for the world, and probably also

for the fame of our author, that he devoted his superb gift to

rendering the best of the Hebrew and classic lyrics into Eng-

li.-^h verse. lie is not alone among the seraphs who have made

tlse attempt, but is conspicuous in this goodly company as the

recognized chief. Others have copied the ancient masterpieces

witli wonderful accuracy, but in most instances have failed to re-

produce the indescribable charm which gives to a poem its chief

value. The spirit that breathes cannot be made to order. It

uiubt be born again ;
otherwise the poem is a corpse. Dr.

Coles has not used his art to exhume mummies. In his verses

we liave the living voices of the old-time singers. As Corot

caught the varying movement of the trembling foliage in the

d.-epening twiligh^ and so placed it on his canvas as that one

can almost see the shadows lengthening and hear the rustling

of the leaves, so our poet has reproduced the very soul of the
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Hebrew and Latin verses. Tliey are not versified translations.

Tliej are regenerations. Tliey are not wrought from witliout,

but from within ; hence they retain that inestimable something

which gives to a poem its immoi'tality.

As a single illustration we name his " Dies IraB," eighteen

versions of which come from the strings of his restless lyre.

This sublimest masterpiece of sacred Latin poetry and noblest

judgment hymn of all languages has, through many ages, been

inviting gifted tongues to voice its majestic solemnities in Eng-

lish speecli. More than thirty have had the temerit}' to respond.

Among them are Earl Eoscommon, Sir Walter Scott, Lord

Macaulay, Archbishop Trench, and General Dix, some of whom
have given renditions of considerable merit. But among them
all Dr. Coles wears the greenest laurels. Competent critics,

like Dr. Philip Schaff and J. G. Whittier, unite in afiirming

that no man, dead or living, has succeeded so well in rendeiing

the text and spirit of the wonderful hymn. The doctor's baton

has made our speech throb with the ancient rhythm, and has re-

produced in astonishing degree the characteristic features of

the original. Here are its artless simplicity ; its impassioned

solemnity; its trumpetlike cadences, which appall the soul with

woeful ter)-ors; its triple rhyme, which "beats the breast like

a hammer " and gives it an awful music of its own, making the

heart shudder with dread apprehension. And in all this quiver-

ing of judgment-terror there breathes the intense Christian spirit

of the original, which finds its strongest utterance in the appeal

:

Jesus kind, do not refuse me !

remember lliou didst chouse me,

Lest thou on that day shalt lose mo!

Seeking me ihy tired feet bore tlice,

Cruel nails for my sake tore thee

;

Let all fail not, I implore thee.

"With equal skill Dr. Coles has put into English verse hymns
fromThomiiS of Celano, Fortunatus, and St. Lernaid, and many
selections from the Gi-eek and Latin classics. It was natural

for one with our poet's deeply spiritual life to turn witli spe-

cial fondness to those fountains of sacred song that spring

from the Hebrew Psalter. There, rather than at Helicon, the

voice of his muse was heard. He was himself a careful student

of the Orient and familiar with the Hebrew tonirue. Ho
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Uiiovcd tliattlie life of the past was better expressed and pre-

RTved in its song than in its history; that the inspiration of

liio I'sahns was not merely poetic, but really and truly divine.

He also believed that the mucli-praised antiphonal parallelism,

ik-scribed by Herder as "that language of the heart which

)i;is never said all, but ever has something more to say," is not

it.iapted to the Saxon genius or knowledge. If, then, while he

trviislates the Hebrew into English, he also translates the an-

fictit antiphonal into modern meter, he brings the divine soul

of the psalm in living presence before us. The correctness of

}iis view has been often demonstrated. Clement Marot's

*• Metrical Version of the Psalms " proved to be a potent factor

ill the French Eeformation. There are few things that have

told 60 mightily on the Scotch character as Eouse's version.

Jl is asserted that in the time of the Eeformation psalm singers

and heretics became ahnost identical terms.

It is an interesting fact, if it be true as stated, that such was

tltc value our Puritan forefathers placed on psalms in meter

that the third product of tlieir first printing press, and the first

of any pretentions, bore the title of I'^salms Newly Turned

iido Meier. The Church has, however, in a large measure

caused the use of metrical psahns in public worship. This

is due partly to the evolution of the English hymn, under the

inspiration of "Watts and his successors; partly to a vitiated

taste occasioned by the use of jiugliug ditties ; and partly to

the poor quality of many of the meterized psalms, which ai-e

in reality only mechanical paraphrases. We believe that if

])r. Coles's thought can only be adequately realized—if accu-

rate translation can be wedded to genuine poetry and set to

lltting music—it will be a boon to the Church, which is now

f-o sadly agitated with the question of the choral featui-es of its

service.

We will not affirm that in Dr. Coles's version of the Psalms

he has in every instance satisfied either the critic's eye or the

Cliristian's heart. Even the wings of Jove's bird sometimes

grew weary. The peerless Milton often stumbled in his meter.

Are David's own psalms equal? But the doctor has given us

iv noble volume, which, aside from the other products of his pen,

^vill place his name on the walls of " the immortals." And if

P^^ahn sino-injr never ao-ain becomes general in the home and
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Church' tins rich collection will abide as a most helpful inter-

preter of the heavenly meanings of the Hebrew songs.

We can barely speak of one other work which this poet lived

to complete—the rendering of the Gospel in verse. To sonic

souls the whole Christian life is a poem, the Gospel is music

itself. But he is a brave man who attempts to sing it all.

Samuel Wesley, the father of John and Charles, made the

daring effort to versify the gospels. It was both a literary and

financial failure. With what success Dr. Coles has made a

similar effort it remains for the coming generations to declaie.

In the meanwhile we listen to the judgment of the Iliglit

Honorable John Bright, of England, Avho says: "When I

began your volume I thought you had attempted to gild re-

fined gold and would fail ; as I proceeded in my reading that

idea gradually disappeared, and I discovered that you had

brought the refined gold together in a maimer convenient and

useful and deeply interesting."

One who consecrates his genius to echoing the thoughts and

spirit of the peerless intellects of the past is not apt to com-

mand popular affection. There are few Platos and Boswells

whose names appear on the scroll of immortalit3^ But if ever

that ambition enticed the heart of our author he can sleep

tranquilly on the pillow of his deathless work. Only five years

ago, at the age of seventy-eight, he descended to the tomb.

Already his hymns have been placed in many hymnals. His

Greek and Latin translations are ranked by critics the very

foremost. His "Psalms" and "Gospels" occupy an honored

place in every great library of Europe and America. As the

yeai-s separate us wider and ever wider from those great pro-

ductive periods of sacred song which made glad the ages past,

more and more will the coming generations feel the need of

Dr. Abraham Coles's rich echoes.

J\^unlju
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V,.T VIII -BISHOP IIAYGOOD AS A rillLOSOPHER

AND REFORMER.

When tlie writer iirst heard Bisliop Ilaygood in debate it

KHMUcd that his proper place was on liis feet in extempore

„newh ; but when he sat with the debater in the privacy of Ins

1 oinc and felt the subdued and milder charms of his presence

in conversation, the bishop showed himself to be peerlc.s.in the

•M-accs of fellowship. A certain afternoon, several years ago,

M.ont witli him in his library, was particularly fruitful of char-

acteristic delivei-ances on those themes of intellectual science

and social prorrrcss which so constantly engaged his thought.

We date from^ that time a new view of the man whom we had

learned to love so deeply and admire so heartily—and, we may

even say, a new view of ourself as seen in the light of his con-

stant friendship. As an official editor of the Church we had

-one to consult with him about important policies touching

Farge and isolated interests of the connection. It was a sweet,

niifd day in February—a typical California day in its pleni-

tude of sunshine, ethereal stillness, intoxicating fragrance of

orange blossoms, and breath of innumerable perennials m
gardens and roofless verandas. The surroundings were such as

to inspire a great soul to speak and a reverent one to listen.

We sat in the alcove of the bishop's treasure house of books,

and amid the workyday surroundings of a studious and busy

man. And we must tarry a moment here to ask how is it that

lie who was so vii^orous of frame, and who came of so long-

lived an ancestrv^is dead at the age of fifty -six, though by

every token he should have realized the promise of his three-

score and ten. We who knew him best knew the secret

of his self-devotion, and now know but too well what must be

tlio answer to this question, " Greater love hath no man than

this, that a man lay down his life for his friends.'' The years

by which this fruitful life has been abridged are multiplied in

ll)c lives of a Jnindred young men whose destiny was plucked

from lowliness and irrnorance through this great human sacri-

fice. Many a night, while the youth who was the bishop's

l)onsioncr at college or in the Conference course slept a restful

"lid restoring sleep, this great-hearted, self-sacrificing man
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toiled until the stars burned out, tliat lie might have

ready for the market on the next da}' the monograpli, the jo-

view article, or tlie pamphlet or book manuscript, the price of

which was to replenisli his always depleting balance to benev-

olence. In that choice Scotch classic. Beside the Bonnie
Brier Bush, old Donisie, the Scotch school-keeper, stands out

challenging the love of every heart that hears his story. lie

was the chanjpiou and patron, in his small way, of all the poor,

aspiring lads who came under his care, and not a few did he,

out of his slender income, send to the university and thence on

to honor and greatness in life. Atticus Greene ilaygood was

the American Domsie. In the contemplation of great thonglits

and ends, and in labors most unselfish, he finished his course

with joy, not always unmixed with a, strong ingredient of

euffering, but still such heroic joy as the martyrs felt at the

stake, in the arena, or at the flanks of the wild horses of the

descrt-

"Wiien the business wdiich had brought the writer to the home

of the bishop, on the occasion mentioned, had been disposed

of, our conversation dnfted into the open seas of current inter-

ests. As a great ship moves slowly through the Golden Gate,

doubles " the Heads," and then takes with a quiver and a

bound the limitless freedom of the Pacific, so we have seen the

bishop in debate and declamation move steadily through the

conventionalities of an introduction, and then with sudden im-

pulse take a wide and untraveled reach of thought over which

no man might assert dominion. But, in conversation, he

always moved with half sail, easily, steadily, and with fore-

knowledge of what he asserted or assented to. The data from

which we compile this brief sketch of the bishop's philosophical

and social {scheme, as traversed in our interview, are not written

notes or a diary, but our grateful and affectionate treasurings

of the impressions produced by the movements of a great mind

and the presence of a genuine and affectionate spirit. If we

shall fall into the fault charged against the great Plato—that

of exteimating the speech of his greater master, or of setting

down as his very wonls his own affectionate fancies—we can

only hope that our fault may prove as successful in the letter,

and as useful in the spirit, as has that golden forgery of the son

of Aristo.
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" IJishop," we said, " it is an event in a man's life, making

iij opoch in the growth of Jiis enduring self, when he reads a

-ri-at book."

" Quite 60," he replied ;
" here is the true genesis of charac-

ter. The reading of books is the bifurcation of ways where

jiieii part company. The soul is built up of emotions laid one

uu tiie other, as stones arc laid in the walls of a temple. Books

.trc the greatest producers of these emotions or substances of

which the soul is built. The series in the understratum of my
o\vi\ emotional and mental experiences are as plainly defined

JM my consciousness as are the layers in the laminated rocks;

n<tt always regular, to be sure, often, in fact, twisted and con-

voluted, but still easily followed and unmistakable, I note, for

iIl^tance, the influences of Carlyle, whom I have closely read and

ftndicd, and Landor and Machiavelli. These reappear at sev.

rral intervals in the order of my mental development. We
K-come such stuff as books are made of, either primarily

through our own reading, or secondarily through the craft of

others who do read. Before there were any books there were

men, truly, but it must be admitted that there existed at that

]>criod a very severe unity and commonplacencss of ideas. In

the absence of a record I undertake to say that the first step of

]>r(>grcss out of that cold-blooded unity of Church and State,

nf social affiliation and intellectual standards, was the making

of a book—however rude, crude, or purposeless—a book ; a

scrawl, it may be, on the flat surface of a stone ; a few lines

braised through the fiber of a faded leaf or the bark of a tree
;

or the tattooing of a skin, but eloquent and terrible with power

to change, and therefore a book! With the first book came

the shivering into fragments of society and the manifolding of

ideas; it was the angel that troubled the stagnant waters of

'uiity and left healing in the tumult of billows. Books bring

'iiscontent, and discontent finally contradicts itself and restores

<H5ordered life to a static condition. The original and inde-

)»endent workers are not those who foreswear books and prate

^f holding in themselves the substance of which books are

•nade, but they are the UUiophagi^ the devourers of books

;

'hey are not gourmands for the sake of filling an empty stom-

"^h or feeding a vain desire ; but they are men who read, as all

'^''•nsiblo people eat, to live, and who live to think and act

—
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to think boldly and act bravely. Books break the chains of
custom, and send men forth in the spirit of the old Greek term
defined as 'one who stands erect and looks up.' You know
the other definition; its term is anthropoidal, and 6Uf<rests

longitudinal relations of hands and feet, and a longitudinal
vision likewise. Darwinism has an inverted demonstration
after all."

"But, bishop," we interrupted, "you have always been re-

garded as a new-departure man, and the Church and tlie world
have credited or charged you, as you like, with ignoring prec-
edents in many of your views and utterances. Have your
progressive ideas always resulted from interpretations of well-

understood laM-s of social and intellectual science ?
"

^

" Always," was his reply. " The wheat fields of Russia, In-

dia, Egypt, and America are all traceable to an original kernel

;

so everything that a self-cunscions servant of the truth docs
is in his own understanding, at least, traceable to continuous re-

lationships through the whole order of the world's good. The
fii-st thing that a true man gets in the world is an ideal ; the

last thing which he yields is that same ideal ; but this posses-

sion is to be strengthened and enlarged from the same source

from which it is bori-owed, the world's storehouse of knowl-
edge in its books. This ideal will grow to novel and unlikened
favor, as children often do in the same household, nursing from
the same breast and feeding from the same board—one a musi-

cian, another a builder, and yet another a statesman—but the

feeding is essential. A load of clay goes into a pottery. Some
of it comes out delft j^latters and covers, the rest base and
rudely shapen crocks. The same care would probably have
made delft of all; but one thing is certain, clay cannot make
itself into queen's ware."

We were about to inject another interrogatory into the con-

versation, when we saw the light of further inquisition rising in

the eyes of our host.

"But what," he inquired, "was the volume whose reading
caused your remark?" " One," we replied, ''which we should

have read long ago, and indeed which wc have many times

approached ; but there is the reading of a book which effects

little, and there is the reading which brings the soul of the

author out on you like a revelation. We were spurred to this
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rvM«Jing bv tliose lines in Algernon Charles Swinburne's lyric

on its author, Yictor Hugo :

" To whom the high gods gave of right

Their thuuders cud their laurels and their light."

"That masterpiece !" he cried. " There is in Les Miserahles

tnon^h of social revelation and political wisdom to correct a

century of social mistakes and political sins. It is a great book,

hut for the same use the Epistle to the Eomans is far better.

It possesses, furthermore, the advantage of being more easily

read and undei'stood, and is mspired. It is a safe rule to put

things on their proper basis, even wheu their differences are ad-

tiiirtcd and understood. It is a safe rule to put the inspiration

of the Scriptures on that high and solitary plane where it is

impossible for any collateral theme to enter into competition

with it. The theories set forth in Lcs Miserahles must always

slowly assert themselves in the advancing social order; but the

New Testament is a two-edged sword which, in the hands of

Christian missions and the Church at home, is to slay evil and

make room and empire for the purity of individual and social

life."

" Bisliop," we answered, " yonr close association of the mas-

terpieces of Victor Hugo and St Paul raises in our mind two or

three questions which we have long desired to hear you discuss

;

so, if you please, wc will state them and then become only a lis-

tener until you have finislied. We see at once your reluctance to

being thus put on the stand to testify in your own behalf, and

also that your modesty is about to protest ; but we will assert

on our own part the rights of a guest, and for you the duties

of a host ; besides, your guest is one of the younger clergy, and if

wc mistake not you voluntarily undertook the instruction of all

those thus placed under you, who in their turn were admon-

ii^hed to receive your instructions gladly. To be brief, then,

kindly push the theories set forth in Les Miserahles—particu-

larly those which relate to the criminal, the menial, the poor,

the ignorant, and the socially disfranchised—to their applica-

tion to our own country and institutions, and tlien develop the

atJthropology and soteriology of the Epistle to the Eomans in

ti'.o light of present-day experience and evangelization."

" I prefer," lie said, after some hesitation, " to take your
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propositions in an order exactly opposite the one in wliich 3-011

have stilted them, discussing rhe last lirst and the first last ; and

this will be all the more fitting as it puts the inspired word in

the order of precedence. To begin, then, what is very much
needed just now, among the thoughtful but not overlcarncd

classes of the people, is a little science outside of technical dem-

onstrations, and a little philosophj- outside of the schools. In

no department of knowledge is this so much needed as in that

division of anthropology which should teach the unity of our

physical and spiritual natures ; and this is the great theme dis-

cussed in the Epistle to the Eomans. St. Paul seems to set the

arguments of this philosophical pastoral in three general propo-

sitions, to wit: First, 'when they knew God they glorified him

not;' second, they ' dislionored their own bodies;' third, they

' worshiped and served the creature more than the Creator.'

Here is a general view of the disordered state of humanity,

growing out of a separation and estrangement of the essentially

related and complementing natures of man. Neglect and dis-

regard of the spiritual or intellectual nature begets grossncss

and carnality ; neglect of, and contempt for, the physical begets

superstition and fanaticism. Christ, the perfect man, balanced

the two.

" Sir William Hamilton's remark that psychology is the

most difhcult of all the sciences, because it at once engages man

as study and student, is abundantly illustrated in the history of

metaphysics and philosophy. Since Mr. Herbei-t Spencer and

liis materialistic collaborators, on the one hand, undertook to

unify the phenomena of life on an absolute physical basis ; and

the theological mystics, on the other hand, set about to degrade

and crucify the physical senses—mistaking them for the airnal

motions and 'body of sin' in St. Paul's anthropological

scheme—in the interests of the higher life, the confusion of the

common people has been complete. The service which true

theological anthropology should now undertake is that of setting

the unities of affection, intellect, and spirit in their proper order

in the developing life and character of man. It is no mean

task this, and has its difficulties, as has that complex teaching

which it should be its business to simplify.

"In the outset, it is necessary to understand that this study

must proceed on the hypothesis of the eternal identity of the
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two natures of man—modified, as we see tliem, by the changes

t!irouiz;li "svliich they are passing in their earthly condition, and

iiioditied ranch more, we may assume, by tliose changes through

which they must pass in order to attain their celestial relations.

Tiiis observation would, if pursued, i-aise speculative questions

of the nature and manner of the final resurrection
; but our in-

quiry does not look in that direction, neither arc such specula-

tions at anytime necessary or greatly profitable. "Cluiracter of

wliatever quality is the product of the cooperation of the spir-

itual and material functions of life, so that whate\'er in charac-

ter is regarded as immortal illustrates the unity and the identity

which we are setting about to establish. Tlie continued ex-

istence of the soul, or of character, between death and the ma-

terial resurrection, is not only a pledge of such resurrection,

but is in fact largely a realization of all that it must finally

mean. An effect often continues to exist after its cause has

been inteiTupted or removed, as, for instance, the attractive

habit of a magnetized metal after the contributing magnet has

been withdrawn. If an effect be understood as the joint prod-

uct of two suitable and necessary agencies, it must identify

these agencies in all proper thinking, and indeed in its own
reproduction and perpetuation. It is not necessary that the

fame positive should be applied to a negative to reestablish or

perpetuate its magnetism, but it must be a positive ; electricity

is always the same. It is not necessary that the resurrection

eliould produce the same material body ; but as it is put in the

affirmation of St. Paul, ' a body;' life is always the same. Char-

acter or tone, as the product of united physical and spiritual

agencies, may actually long exist and carry on its ofiices without
the conjunction of its producing agencies ; but we can never
think of it apart from them, or as perpetuating or fulfilling it-

self without the reestablishment of their former revelations.

This much for a general thesis, and it agrees with the Pauline
echeme entirely.

" Kow, as to the soteriology of St. Paul ; it is a very simple

conclusion that, character being the thing which we properly
recognize as man, and being a joint product of the aflectional

and spiritual natures, the work of grace which renews man de-

^-troys nothing in his physical nature which it does not destroy

111^ liis spiritual, and in fact destroys nothing in either, but
;]9—Kij-xii SEUIKS, VOL. XII.
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brings tlieiii into harmonious relations, Hicliard Baxter makes

this plain in his matchless treatise on regeneration, A Call to

the Unconverted^ wherein he shows that the Gospel lifts the

spiritual from a place of servitude and replaces it in the room

of authority and felloM'ship. But the matter is still better

stated in the Epistle to the Bumans. The renewal of man's

nature b}' grace leaves him complete for that moment only.

Man is a growing being, growing in his physical, in his intel-

lectual, and in his spiritual powers. He daily touches the

world at new places, developing new instincts, new emotion?,

new aptitudes ; these contiiiuallj' require the application of the

grace of cleansing and renewal, and so the phenomena of nat-

ural life are fully paralleled by those of the spiritual life. This

is St.Paul's formula of sanctification ; and it agrees with the

open book of consciousness and experience. Whatever the

spiritual nature may be, it is never by us seen or known to act

independently of the natural ; but what we have seen to be

clear is this, the natural is modified by the spiritual, and the

spiritual is modified by the natural. St. Paul as a teacher sets

these things forth, and also the mystery of the resurrection, as

the completing and convincing argument of the unity of our

natures here and hereafter. This is the way God chose to

bring many sons to glory."

"Well, bishop," we said, "you echo the results of our own
humbler studies in these difiicult fields, and your closing obser-

vations on the unity of life suggest an addendum to our social

interrogatories ; so, as you seem ready to take up that branch

of our inquiry, we will, if you please, anticipate your line of

answer."

"Very well," he said, "a Methodist preacher always likes a

text, if it is only w^hen he 'talks ;' you will give me a text, I

am sure.''

"That may be," we replied ; "you shall judge. The ration-

ale of Les Mls<- rahles is to be the basis of our procedure. Tliat

book in an agonizing speech tells of the evils which illy

framed and imperfectly obligated society permits to engulf

* and destroy millions who might easily be rescued, if only a

faithful and patient effort were put forth, or, in other words

—

to use one of your own expressions which we have recently

seen in print—-' if only the gosi)el of soap and bread were car-
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rii'd to the people at the bottom of society.' Jean Yaljean ia

hi Mi^'^erahles tj'pes that multitude which perhaps no man
,M!i nmiibcr. Yictor Hugo expresses the conditions of these

uiiiltitudes by describing the agonies of a drowning man. Let

UH quote as nearly as we can a few of the periods of that de-

scription:

•'A man overboard! What matters ? The somber ship has its path; it

<i.H-s not stop. The mau disappears, then reappears; he pluuges; he

riw-'s again ; he calls ; he stretches out his arms ; he is not heard. The
tcfwol, treiubling under the storm, is -wholly absorbed in its own work-

ir.\:,-i. ... He is in the tremendous sea. Underfoot there is nothing but

% li.'it flees and crumbles. The tossiugs of the abyss bear him away ; a
;"'!)ulace of waves spits upon him. It seems as though all the waters

'.^Tt' hate. Nevertheless, lie struggles. He tries to defend himself. He,
i.is petty strength all exhausted instantly, combats the inexhaustible.

Wlure is the ship? Yonder. Barely visible on the horizon. There arc

i'inls in the clouds, just as there are angels above human distress; but
i*h:il can they do for him? They fly and float, and he, he rattles in the
tloilh agony. Night descends. He shouts. "Where is God? Nothing
v\\ the horizon, nothing in heaven. He implores the expanse; he be-

v'lvhes the tempest; the imperturbable tempest obeys only the infinite.

Ho is weary; he chooses the alternative of death; he lets himself go; and
then he tosses forevermore in the lugubrious, dreary depths of engulf-
raent.

"0, implacable march of human societies! O, losses of men and of

touls in the way! Disastrous absence of help! O, moral depth! The
»<^a is the inexorable social night into which the penal laws fling their

condemned. The sea is the immensity of wretchedness. The soul going
'lown stream in this gulf may become a corpse. Who shall resuscitate it?

*' Such is the great Frenchman's view of the abandonment
of tlic criminal and ignorant of society. The question we want
*<> put to you, bishop, is this—In your opinion, wliere should
the work of saving the masses begin ?"

" That," said he, " is the question of all others pertinent at
this time. In my view of the redemption of the racetlie term
f'uvation has but one meaning, and suggests but one work, from
tiHi washing and clothing of a frowzy street gamin and the
''•aching of a negro child the alphabet to the ultimate snnctifi-

^^tion of our whole Immanity through personal faith in Christ,
i hnt work begins at the bottom aiid goes to the top, and the
< ''ureh must lead in doing it. Education lies at the bottom of
^^(•rytliing stable in society. The mistake of the centuries ha^-^
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been in trying to build an enduring spirituality into the peoi)le

of the nations by means of a State religion, on an understratum

of illiteracy, corrupted social habits, abuses, slavery, and op-

pression. The work of the Church is to lay its hand to the

removal of ignorance and to the eradication of social diseases.

Education and learning arc not religion, but without them no

people can ever be either exaltedly pure or profoundly reli-

gious. Many educated nations have been flagrantly irreligious

and diabolically impure ; but it will be found on investigation

that their education rested on a false foundation or consisted of

irreconcilable or corrupting elements. Enlightenment is the

truer term, after all, and comprehends the idea of education in

its manifold influences on the life and body of the people.

The text-books and the Bible are the weapons offensive and de-

fensive of the Church. They are mighty for the pulling down
of strongholds and the setting up of enduring dominion.

" In our own country Church and State stand together in

recognizing the need of education, the most primary as well as

the most comprehensive. We have many millions of young

negroes, as well as multitudes of traditionally ignorant Cauca-

sians, whose religious lives and political citizenship must prove

no better than their fathers' have been, unless heroic efforts are

made to educate and enlighten them. The philanthropy of all

sections in the Churches should meet in this endeavor ; and let

the man who would hinder or disparage be consigned to the

limbo of contempt! The weight of the commission to ' teach'

is in the Church ; the State must do so in self-defense. A
monarchy which stands on hereditary authority and traditional

laws might aft'ord to pass by the ignorance of its subjects; but a

republic cannot. The people rule, and in that fact it is ap|>arent

that where ignorance exists it has a more than even chance to

usurp the public rule. For a republic there is bnt one safe

.course, as there is but one plain duty for the Church, and that

is to educate.

*' As to the collateral issues that might be raised under our

present theme, we will take up two—the treatment of the crim-

inal classes, and the cure of industrial oppressions. I might add

a third, to which I have given no little study, the question ot

suffrage ; but it is one of political expediency, and does not \vell

fit into a scheme of social and relicrlous advancement such as wo
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are now reviewing. That the ordinary punishment of criminals

is often productive of lawlessness cannot be doubted. Our ju-

dicial system partakes too much of the nature of an inquisition

and too little of the nature of a remedy for crime. On the

other hand, it is too easily rendered abortive when certain

venal influences are exerted on it. The idea of administrative

justice with us is too entirely penal, it is not enough correc-

tive. The galley ships of eighteenth-century France and Jean

Valjean have their successors in the convict trains and the

convi'^'*- slaves of our American penitentiary system. And our

l>enitentiaries are themselves rather places for making unfor-

tunate men incurably impenitent than for making them peni-

tent. Justice and humanity demand that the penalties for all

crimes should be graded according to the merit of the acts,

and that the penal sentence should be imposed with a view to

correcting the crime in the criminal and neutralizing its effects

on tlie public conscience.

'•'There is a criminal condition with which the law does not

deal except incidentally, and with that the Church must grap-

ple. It is represented in the armies of lost men, women, and
cliildren -which a pitiless fate and a more pitiless social senti-

ment have left to drift on that wild sea whicii our Galilean

Master has so vividly described. The Church must become
niore a seeker and saver of these. It is a vast problem, and
the proposition might be expanded so as to suggest details, but
until the fact itself is more seriously taken up, details of a plan

would count for little.

" With respect to the last matter which we are to look at, the

cure of industrial oppression, I have recently printed a series of

short papers which you may have read containing outlines of all

tliat I have thought out as desirable to be said. The cure for

poverty is not in socialistic legislation, but in industrial and tech-

nological education, and that in a better and mucii wider sense

tlian teaching trades in colleges or industrial schools. Industrial

economics have never had serious application in the industrial

schools. They must take a wider range to become effective.

Legislation may protect the wage-earner against arbitrary op-

pression
; but other agencies, the Church and a general pliilan-

thropy, must provide methods for teaching that philosophy of
life and industry which will silently but surely compel respect
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for tlie rights of labor. This is tlie giant who is to strike down
monopoly and oppression, lead captivity captive, and dispense

the lai-gess of liberty, comfort, and life.

" But, after all, does not the solution of each of these great

problems come back to the simple principles of education, so-

cial honor, sobriety, and religion \ I think so. And is not

the Gospel—our Gospel—sufficient for all? Undoubtedlv.

Let us so take it, then, and so preach it ; for thongh an anra-1

from lieaven brought another Gospel to men, he could earn in

the end but anathemas and judgment."

/^.Ui /)
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Art. IX.—new ENGLAND LIBERAL THEOLOGY.

That great doctrinal and political revolution known as New
Eii£:^land Liberalism is a most fascinating and profitable study.

To the theologian, the philosopher, and the phihmthropist, it

furnishes a wide field of investigation. For the coloring and

direction it has given to religions thought in our nation, and

especially for its part in producing the present unrest and ap-

prehension in evangelical denominations, it deserves the closest

examination.

We mean by New England liberal theology those systems

of religion known as Uuitarianism, Universalism, and Spirit-

ualism. The last, though having numerous followers, is sporadic

and unorganized. Exerting as it does little general influence, it

will not be discussed in this paper. Uuitarianism and Univer-

salism are in substantial agreement. According to Dr. E. L.

Ilexford, a Universalist of 13oston, the two denominations woi"k

toward each other—the Unlversalists on the divine side to

rationalize the idea of God, and the Unitarians on the human
side to dignify the meaning of human nature. In principle

they are both one and the same. We shall so consider them

in this discussion, but shall give the larger share of attention

to Uuitarianism, as it stands at the head of the controversy

M'ith New England orthodoxy.

Let us examine our subject under the followiug heads : 1.

Genesis of New England Liberal Theology ; 2. The Tran-

scendental Period ; 3, Present Status and Influence of the

Alovement.

1. It is a matter of history that in the beginnings of New
England religious matters took precedence. No town could be

organized without religious instruction. At first the support

of religious ordinances was to some extent voluntary on the

part of the people. But within fifty years from tlie settlement

of Massacliusetts all inhabitants were taxed, nolens volcns.

County courts were to "present" all neglects and exact penal-

ties. Every man was a legal member of the first ])ai-ish, even

against his will, and so late as 1S3G individual property was

liable to seizure for parish debts. In 1757 twenty-four parish-

ioners in Cape Elizabeth, i\le., were sent to jail for refusing
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to pay taxes, on acco\mt of the unpopnlarit}^ of the pastor—for

even in those good old times there seem to have been churcli

quarrels. But while the parish Avas taxed to support the

Church, till 1G92 none took part in calling a minister cxce])t

members of the Church. For years after the right of election

"was granted to the parish it waived its right in behalf of the

members.

The opening of the present century is distinguished by the

doctiinal controversy between orthodox}- and Unitarianisni.

This controversy reached the laity, and as all were subject to

taxation the layman felt he had a right to vote in the matter.

This brought on a crisis. In Dedham, Mass., Kev. Mr. Lam-

son, Unitarian, Avas a candidate for settlement. Two thirds of

the church stood against him. But the parish with a minority

of the church carried a majority. The church remonstrated.

The parish appealed to the supreme court, and w-as sustained.

. Now the convulsion had come, and all the Congregational

Churches were at the mercy of the parish. Mr. Lamson was

settled. The church in a large majority withdrew, but by so

doing surrendered all church property, building funds, com-

munion service, records, to the adherents of the parish. A
new church \vas built by the orthodox Congregationalists of

Dedham, and this process was repeated by a veiy large part of

the orthodox Churches in Massachusetts. This convulsion was

necessary to destroy forever that union of Church and State

which the Pilgrims and Puritans brought from the Old "World
;

and ever since it has been the law and practice for the Church

and ministry to be supported by voluntary offerings of the

people.*

The reaction of 1815 was chiefly a doctrinal protest against

the Calvinism taught by Congregational Churches. Those

horrible decrees which John Wesley's logical and astute mind

had repudiated in England—unconditional election of a fixed

part of mankind to eternal life, and the certain banishment

of the rest to endless and awful punishment, including multi-

tudes of infants—M'cre abhorrent to many who were breathing

the free air of the New World. Gradually, but surely, num-

bers of ministers and laymen revolted against such teaching.

Other causes which made it possible for Unitarianism to arise

• See ^ae&acliWiciU EccJcsicustical Lau\ by Edward Buct, Esq.
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and spread were the "Half-Avay Covenant"—in which persons

subscribed to the Calvinistic creed without being converted,

thus inducing hypocrisy—and the installation of men into the

ministerial office who had no experimental knowledge of salva-

tion, making religion a form without spirit and power.

At first liberal Christianity was not so differentiated from

evangelical faith as it has since become. But from the begin-

ning the peril of a wide and powerful drift was imminent.

Wilbur Fisk, that Methodist of broad culture and deep piety,

remarked :
" There is danger in the rebound, that they will go

into infidel notions." Events show that his words were pro-

phetic. The pendulum has swung to the opposite extreme.

2. This brings us to consider the Transcendental Period.

Clianning, Emerson, and Parker are the great triumvirate,

giving renown and direction to Unitarianisra in its middle pe-

riod. In their order these names mark the progress of the

denomination—a progress which, in truth it must be added, is

a downward one. All Christendom must admire the minds of

these men—Channing's, noted for its spiritual and pellu-

cid depths ; Emerson's, sometimes reveling in German mysti-

cism and transcendentalism, at other times packing practical

thonghts in words that burn ; Parker's, omnivorous and all-

inclusive, but shallow.

William Ellery Channing, in his sermon preached at Balti-

more, in 1819, from the text, '' Prove all things ; hold fast that

wliich is good," first gave a system to Unitarian views. His

theology shows a great departure from orthodox belief. He
liimself says that he " had long ceased to attach any importance
to the rank or dignity of Christ, or to believe in the Trinity ; that

the idea of Christ's death being a satisfaction is nowhere taught

in Scripture
; and that evil spirits have no existence, Satan

being merely a figurative personation of moral evil." Still, it

is said that he did not reject tlie divine authority and inspira-

tion of the Bible. He was not disposed to deny Christ's pre-

oxistence. He held him up as the great ideal set before men,
as a perfect manifestation of God, and as one who taught with
divine authority.

lu a delightful chapter of reminiscences by Miss Peabody,
who was Channing's devoted admirer and near friend, we see

many noble traits of his character. Certainly, he was a Chris-
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tian, having a deep reverence for spiritual things and for tlie

Baci-ed ordinances of the Church. JMiss Peabodj remarks tliat

he was never especially popular with the Unitarian ministers
;

lie was too spiritually minded for them. She gives a beautiful

account of a visit by Channing to Father Taylor's Bethel,

where the scholar heard the orator preach, and at the com-
munion following took from his hands the symbols of Christ's

death.

Emerson stands as the apostle of transcendentalism. lie was

rather a philosopher than a theologian. Following such men as

Hegel and Kant, he wrote fragmentary papers on the " Philos-

oph}' of the Iniinite," But he never constructed a system of

philosophy. "His largest generalization is 'existence.' On
this inscrutable theme his conceptions vary with his moods and

experience. Sometimes it seems to be man who parts with

his personality in being united to God ; sometimes it seems to

be God wlio is impersonal, and wlio comes to personality

only in man." '^ The effect of his philosophy upon religion is

to emphasize the ethical i-ather than the supernatural,

Theodore Parker, like Emerson, was a transcendentalist, but

lie was also a bold and aggressive tlieologian. His memorable

sermon, preached in Boston, ]\[ay 19, 18-11, on " The Transient

and the Permanent in Christianity," so shocked conservative

Unitarians that for a long time he was socially ostracized by

them. Ko preacher among them would exchange pulpits with

him, and his name was stricken from the list of ministers in tlie

Yearbook. In this sermon he said that the Church makes an

idol of the Bible ; that it loves Jesus Christ as God, though he

is not God ; that the Church, ministry, and Sabbath are regarded

as divine institutions, though they are merely human. He also

flatly repudiated the theory of the infallible and miraculous in-

spiration of the Bible. We see the downward drift of the Uni-

tarian Church when we reflect that this man, whose opinions

were skeptical, is to-day classed with Channing as an apostle of

Unitarianism.

3. But what is the present status and influence of Liberal

Theology? Unitarians, at this time, in its progressive sections

is more an intellectual and social club than a Church. In many

respects it is worthy of our admiration. It stands for the la r-

* American Cucloixzdia.
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gest freedom of thought along all lines of human research and

activity. It demands an unfettered conscience. Every son of

Wesley can join with it in this inalienable right. As a humani-

tarian institution its works praise it in the gates. However

much Unitai-ians may be mistaken concerning life beyond the

grave, they certainly try to make men happy in this world. They

are noted, especially in Boston, for many works of philanthopy

and charity. This has been their history throughout. Chan-

ning in In's later years was more busy planning for the uplifting

of criminal and unfortunate men and women than in writing

doctrinal discourses. To help the destitute and fallen was a

chief aim of Emersan and Parker, as it is of many noble souls

in this persuasion to-day. IN'ew Englanders will not forget that

Father Taylor's Mariner's Bethel, where the inimitable

preacher had such wonderful success, could not have lived h:id

it not been for the support given by generous Unitarians. T^'^e

are not sui-prised that the " sailor preacher " always held a

warm side to these friends, while he dissented from their

doctrinal views. However, in their attempts at reforms and

the amelioration of society, the liberal Christians have labored

too much from the human side and too little from the divine.

AVell does a critic observe, "The enthusiasm of humanity

cannot be a religion, cannot even preserve its vital force,

if it be not constantly shot through with the living light of

God."

Coming now to its theological status, we remark that Unita-

rianism has no creed securing uniformity of belief, and no cen-

tral authority by which it could enforce this belief if it existed.

As a result we find all shades of doctrines among its people,

from those views nearly approaching evangelical standards to

the opposite extreme of positive infidelity. Two currents of

thought to-day obtain in the denomination ; the one is knoM'n

as progressive, the other as conservative, Unitarianism. The
late Dr. Peabody, of Harvard University, well represented the

more evangelical wing. His sermons and addresses for many
years were not only couched in beautiful language but they

spoke to the hearts of mankind, stimulating, uplifting, and bless-

ing them. In a sermon preached in IS-iO, at Portsmouth, X.
U., on "The Revival of Eeligion," and published by request,

"e expressed sentiments on many biblical doctrines that might
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well have fallen from the lips of a Congregationalist or a Meth-

odist. We quote a sentence or two :

I pity the mind tliat can regard without sympathy such a heaving of re-

ligious element in our midst, such deep anxiety and trembling joy—the

profligate, the profane and degraded asking the prayer of God's people,

and lifting their first vows and praises in the house of worship. . . . Bet-

ter far the wildest whirlwind of fanaticism than the hushed stillness of

spiritual slumber.

Does he not anticipate the present stage of ultraliberalism

wlieu he accuses many of his hearers as " living all through the

week as if God and heaven and hell were the mere bugbears

of a disordered fancy ? " And, so far as we know, this pure and

noble minister never altered his views on the great subjects con-

tained in that discourse of a half centuiy ago. AVhat a pity it

is that men of his faith are not more numerous in the Church

of their choice

!

The progressive party largely predominates in XJnitarianisni.

For years this section has been drifting farther and farther

from the canons of orthodoxy. One who is schooled in the

evangelical faith must be repeatedly shocked when he reads

how these modern z\.rians coolly and boldly strike at the basal

principles of his theology.

Probably the chiefcxponentof progressive Christianity, which

is another name for rationalism, is Dr. M. J. Savage. Preaching

in Boston, in 1S90, he said, " The distinguishing characteristic

of Uuitarianism is its conviction of the supremacy of reason over

all Church organizations and over all books." At another time

he declared that, for his own part, he " would not believe cer-

tain texts even if they -were contained in the Bible." The doc-

trine of eternal punishment he would reject, " though it ap-

peared in the Bible in letters of living liglit." Dr. Savage has

somewhat recently published a Unitarian Catechism, which

has been indorsed by many liberal Christians in Xew England.

The book is important in that it puts in succinct and regular

form what many modern Unitarians believe and teach their
^

children. We give some extracts from M'liich it M'ill sliow how

utterly at variance with evangelical faith are many of its state-

ments :

Qvestlon. Where are God's laws to be found?

Answer. They are the laws of nature and life.
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q\it»i. Are they in auy one book or Church?

Ans. No ; and many so-called laws of God are only imaginations of

roan.

Quest. How long ago did man appear ?

Am. We cannot tell exactly. The best authorities think it was as

much as one hundred and fifty thousand years ago, and perhaps three

luindrcd thousand.

(^ueit. Was he specially created at that time?

Am. No; he grew, or was developed from lower forms.

Queit. "Was he perfect when he first appeared?

Am. No; he was but little above the animals.

Queit. Do we believe, then, in the "fall of man?"
Am. No ; for he was never so high as to-day. It is the aacent of man we

believe in.

(^uc&t. Does the Bible contain God's word?

Am. Yes; but only in part, and mixed with many errors.

Q^uest. What is God's perfect word?

Am. All truth.

Quest. Is revelation finished?

Am. No; every new truth is a new revelation.

Qu/ist. What is its real nature?

Am. It is a human book. In some part its teaching is barbarous and
cruel, being the work of a barbarous age. It is full of magic and miracle.

Qu^t. Where was Jesus born?

Am. In Nazareth, a small hill town of Galilee.

Qucit; Who were his parents?

Am. Joseph and Mary.

Que&t. Did he rise again from the dead?
Am. There is no reason to suppose his body lived again.

Quest. Did Jesus work miracles?

Am. Not in the sense of disregarding natural laws.

Quest. Is there any reason for believing in the existence of the devil?

Am. No; none whatever.

Que^t. Is evil a thing which came into the world ?

Ans. Xo.

Qwst. Was death caused by sin?

Aris. No ; it is as natural to die as to be born.

Quest. Are suffering and death any sign that God is angry Avith us?

Ans. No ; God is never augry with anybody.
Quest. What do we believe as to the fall of man?
Am. We do not believe only, we know that there never was any fall of

man.

Quest. Docs man need to be saved?
Ans. No; not in the sense that he is under God's wrath and doomed to

hell.

Quest. Did the world need a supernatural revelation to teach it what
was right?
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Ans. No; it learned by experience.

Quest. Are there special places called heaven and hell?

Ans. No; each soul is happy or unhappy, according to character.

Tliese quotations show that there ever must be an irrepressible

conflict between liberal and evangelical Christianity as they

are now constituted. They are diametrically opposed to each

other, and both cannot be right. In this catechism it is affirmed

that men possess no supernatural revelation, and that tlie Bible

is a human book, partly barbarous and untrue. Tlie fall of

man is denied, as is also the existence of the devil and of evil

as a thing coming into the world. Jesus is a mere man, who
never wrought miracles, and w^ho did not arise from the dead.

His atonement for sin was not necessary, as God is never angry

with the sinner. There is little in this catechism to which

infidels cannot subscribe. We are not surprised, therefore,

to learn that they are welcomed to Unitarian fellowship.

"Tliomas Paine," saj's the Cliristian licgtstcr^ " though stig-

matized and set aside as an infidel, finds reincarnation in the

modern scientific biblical critic." This same paper would

welcome Eobert Ingersoll to the Unitarian fold.

In conclusion, let us examine the present influence of tlie

liberal religions. According to its own writers Unitarianism is

rather a leavening force in society than a Church gathering a

great multitude of communicants. This may also be said of

Universalism. These denominations make a pitiful showing

so far as numbers go.

Leaving statistics for a minute, let us remark regarding the

Unitarians that no Church ever had a more auspicious begin-

ning. It owned the Church property. It had not only a large

number of members, but also possessed the sympathy and best

wishes of the general community. The wealthy and influential

families of Boston afiiliated witli it. Her men of letters and

leaders in intellectual life were largely of this order. After

the division only one church remained to the Congregationalists

in Boston. Harvard -College, with its great wealth and prestige,

passed into the hands of the liberals, where it has since remained.

The Puritan faith in the metropolis was unpopular, and stood its

ground with difiiculty. Yet with all this advantage of wealth,

education, and popular support, what has been the progress oi"

Unitarianism during the past three quarters of a century?
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Onr liberal brethren, at their May meeting in 1893, congrat-

ulated tiiemselves that the denomination had grown more in the

past gevcn years than in the preceding forty ; bnt, after all, the

growth was meager as compared with that of the leading ortho-

dox bodies of Christians.

According to the statistics of 1895 the denomination has to-

t!av only fonr hundred and fifty-five churches, with five hun-

dred and nineteen ministers and sixty-eight thousand five hun-

dred communicants. In the West the churches are few, and

arc struggling for support. There are, perhaps, less than twenty

parishes in the whole South, and all save some five on the

northern border are weak. Surely the Southern States are an

uncongenial soil for heterodoxy,

Universalism is also coiifessedly weak in clmrches and ad-

herents, althougli it spreads over a broader region than Unita-

rianisra. The statistics for 1895 show eight hundred preachers,

hKnwQ of whom are " lay preachers," and about forty-eight tliou-

^and communicants. These are scattered over most of the

States of the Union, but in many the churches are so few as to

t'xort little appreciative power upon the people.

From this showing we reach this result, that the masses of

American citizens refuse to accej^t the liberal theology. They
plant their faith upon the strong and naked doctrines of the

"Id interpretation—sin, Satan, heaven, hell, forgiveness through

Christ's death, reconciliation with God, an indwelling Saviour,

a consciousness of an inwrought holiness. Well does Dr.

C'airns, of London, say :

Why is American Unitarianism so feeble that it has some three hun-
<lrc-(l congregations against seventy thousand Trinitarians ? . . . A
hiiinun Christ has been weighed in the balance and found wanting.
He brings no light from tlie higher world. The Unitarians have, no
ihniljt, a simpler Christ, but an infinitely poorer one, who has no sympa-

thy because he has no greatness. He was dead, but not alive, and he
«-laimcd a victory which was only delusion, blasphemy.

This poverty of members in the liberal Churches is deplored
by sonic of their best men. Many remedies for correcting the

palpable weakness have been suggested, among which may be
»an)od more organization, piety, and religion in the denomina-
t"'n

;
a positive and contagious faith ; ritualism ; and a hearty

•"pnitof sectarianism. The board of directors of the American
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tii.-i^'uisc the fact that fcnnent and unrest exist in Christian

Clmrches to-day to a formidable extent. Our conviction is

tiiat not only German rationalism but also American liberalism

!i:i.s lirtd nnich to do in precipitating the Andover controversy,

tJio higlicf criticism, and kindred evils upon the Churches.

Happy that church which, dwelling in an atmosphere of thc-

.lioi^ical malaria, escapes contagion ! Its escape will demon-

strate the fact of a sound constitution.

And is there no connection between the present agitation of

iixjtriue in the land and the carnival of crime which reddens

.uir daily press ? Docs not loose theology produce loose stand-

ards of living ? That theology which degrades Jesus to a mere

mail, rejects the Holy Spirit, denies the inspiration of the

Hiblc and charges it with mistakes; which exalts reason above

n^vclation ; which repudiates the great cardinal doctrines of the

J)il)lc, man's original perfection, his fall, his recovery by means
of Christ's death ; which eliminates hell and Satan, and invents

a heaven—is a theology which all who love revealed religion

will forever shun.

(g.J^t^.

40- -riFXn SERIES, VOL. XII.
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Art. X.—a POLITICAL REFORM.

Along with mncli ^vhich is bad in American politics, and

fraught therefore with evil to the pnblic, it is an enconragiui^'

" sign of the times " that among the people at large there

appears to be a growing demand for better methods in certain

particnlai's of partj^ management. To the masses of voters iu

some States Mdiat are known as the political "machine" and
" boss " are becoming increasingly obnoxious. Their potency

may not as yet be greatly diminished. Still, a healthful dis-

position to circumscribe and finally destroy their baneful power

is evident, and in a few instances it has been made effective.

Onr purpose is briefly to look at the actual conditions whicli

must be taken into account in any movement for reform, at this

point, and then to suggest a remedy for the abuses in question.

With regard to the matter in hand one truly can postulate

:

1. That we have now in operation, and must ex2:>cct to

maintain tliree separate, and, in some degree, independent

governments over the same territory and people—the municipal,

State, and national.

2. That government by the people, republican in form, as in

each of these classes, is, and of necessity will continue to be,

party government.

3. That party government will evolve the political leader

and the " professional politician " in the future as surely as it

has in the past.

TTith the truth of these propositions assumed we obviously

are compelled to take into consideration, as quite constant

factors of our political life, party government in nation, State,

and city, and the organizations of voters whicli this implio.-,

together with the leaders and a large class of "workers" in

politics which they always produce. Thus it is not a theory,

but essentially unchanging conditions, that confront the politicnl

reforu'jer, which it will be fatal also to his hopes of improving

affairs to ignore. But when these clearly are seen and lirnily

grasped the real problem emerges into view. It is this:

Can party leadership be prevented from degenerating info

" bossism," and party organizations from being turned inl'>

political "machines?"
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"\Vc do not question that, beyond wliat is thus suggested,

tl)crc is a vast amount of work to be done in order thoroughly

to purge and purify American politics. But that relates more

especially to the social and moral life of the voters, and not to

political reform in the aspects now under consideration. ISor

arc efforts to preserve the purity of the ballot to be classed

with it. We have not yet attained to the level toward which,

let it be trusted, the country is moving—that on which the

''ballot-box stuifer" will be guilt}^ of treason to the State, and

upon conviction thereof will be " electricuted" or hung. All

iiieu in every party, except criminals of this infamous type, or

the guilty and therefore equally traitorous beneficiaries of their

unpardonable crimes, are agreed in trying to exterminate the

political thugs who in this murderous mode stab at the vitals

of free institutions.

Coming back now to the problem to be discussed, at the

outset we meet facts of most serious import. The great political

parties are national organizations, in the sense at least that

their primary object is to obtain control of the general govern-

ment. But, to this end, party domination is essential up to

u certain point in the governments of the States, Practically,

liowever, it is found that power within these commonwealths
can often be gained only by the political conquest of their

leading municipalities. The party complexion of Congress,

and even the presidency itself, may, as they have done, pivot on

this one point. As a necessary consequence the whole force of

partisan feeling and interests, regarded from a national point

of view, becomes centered in the results of elections in the

lumdrcds of towns and cities which have grown up in the

Various States. Their political action therefore assumes

national significance and importance. Hence the impossibility

of its avoiding a deeply marked party character. xVn occasional

exception to this under special circumstances may occur, as in

the rescue of I^ew York city from the felon Tweed, and the

more recent deliverance of it from the villains who, in violation

ot ofiicial oaths, enriched themselves by blackmail levied on
Vice and crime which for pay they protected instead of ex-

I'o.sL'd. But, as a rule, party politics will enter into, and

I'lost ])owerfully influence, the question of municipal control.

1 lie inevitable general result must therefore be porty govern-
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ment in the town and city, as in the State and nation. This

means a continuance of the struggle for ascendency in all

three of those fields, with the sharp incentive to both sides

that municipal victories may be the ground of State, and so of

national, success. Consequent upon that condition of affairs

there have been, and will continue to be, organizations and

work to strengthen each contending party in municipal

elections, to muster its forces at the polls, and to impress

upon all adherents the political value to the party of local

triumph. That this is often unfortunate in many respects may

be granted. But the situation out of which it all comes is an

evolution of American civil and political life, and therofoi-c

destined to last until that is radically changed.

Great political parties derive their vitality most largely from

diHering convictions as to what is desirable or wise in public

policy, and from the measureless pov.-er of political associa-

tion. Other things combine with these to give them strength

and permanence—such as inherited prejudices, pride in party

name or history, and hopes of personal advantage by uniting

with an organization locally powerful upon the one hand, or

in control of national affairs on the other. Thus far in this

country no great party has been destroyed, although in a few

instances names have changed and doctrinal positions have

been shifted. The origin of political parties with us was in the

contest for the adoption of onr national constitution. For a

time, under the administrations of "Wasliington, party division

seemed to disappear. But this was more apparent than real

As is now familiar, Jefferson, while still in his cabinet, was

secretly organizing opposition to, and also striving to under-

mine, the prevailing political influence of "Washington. Tliis

was the beginning of post-constitutional partisanship. The

''era of good feeling" during the presidency of Monroe was

but an ebb in the tide of party feeling, soon succeeded by a

flood of the bitterest party strife ; and since the administra-

tion of his successor the country has been the theater of an

irrepressible conflict for party ascendency—now no less strong

and deep than in the generations past, though, we are happy

to believe, upon a generally more elevated plane. One result

of this has been the growth and perfection of political organi-

zation, until the great parties who are in perennial contest for
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nowor and place seem about as much under control of their

recognized chiefs as equally great armies. With national

organizations they also have State divisions of their forces,

Nvliich again are divided into various smaller groups that run

duwn to the size of common school districts, in country, city,

and village. During a general political canvass all of these

Jiave local representatives who exercise a sort of supervision

over them in party interest, at the same time keeping in con-

stant communication with those of higher rank. Out of con-

ditions such as these, it is easy to see, comes a wide training in

political tactics, worked, of course, for party success. In every

locality men give more or less time to this, become thereby

acquainted witii the modes of effectively organizing the party

voters for successful political battle, and, as ability for the

work is shown, and proficiency in it developed, graduate

naturally into the professional politicians who become not only

party leaders, but now and then arrogate to themselves the

insufferable prerogatives of a " political boss." Some of these

labor thus merely to advance party interests; others serve for

pay, as so many hired men ; while a more ambitious class work

in hope of reward by official position. Every public officer,

from the ciiief magistrate of a State, or even the nation, down,

is expected to, and connnonly does, aid by money or other-

wise in securing paity success. As showing this by a strik-

ing example, Mr. Cleveland's contribution of $10,000 to his

party's campaign fund, when he ran the second time for the

presidency, will readily be recalled. The door to public office

is open to all electors, but only at the word of the party to

which one belongs ; hence the value of this organization to

tlie man desirous of such honors and emoluments—the sel-

Ush motive to support, work for, and become influential in it.

Tlie circumstances and conditions thus rapidly sketched create

the party leaders and give special training to a multitude in

" practical politics." All this we regard not only as inevitable,

but also entirely right and proper. The objectionable feature

more or less connected with it is the action of some who attain

to leadership, in assuming the role of " bosses " and in using

the party organization for the personal benefit of themselves

and a band of equally unscrupulous followers.

With these forces and tendencies continuing, we repeat the
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question, Can the abuses of '' bossism " and " machine poli-

tics," as distinguislied from lef^itimate leadership and party

action for public good, be generally corrected ? On the assump-

tion of integrity and patriotism in the great body of electors

this appears to us possible and practicable; but the remedy, as

will be seen, is almost entirely with them. A step toward it,

perhaps, is general, honestly administered civil service legisla-

tion in all our governments, municipal. State, and national.

That, however, does not get at the root of the trouble, while

so large a body of officials remain, as they of necessity will,

elective by popular vote ; it merely trims off some ugly

branches from the tree of party corruption. The voters in all

parties are shut up to a choice between two methods of decid-

ing who shall be their candidates for public office. One is by

means of the familiar convention plan ; the other, by a general

vote of the party electors. So far, the latter has been used

onl}' in comparatively small districts, as in nominating candi-

dates for county and town offices, or a candidate for Congress.

Probably it will ever be regarded as impracticable in selecting

candidates for State offices, as obviously it is in nominations for

the presidency. Hence for elective positions of the higher

grades, in practice party nominations must continue to be by

political conventions. And here it should be observed that, in

the making up and "manipulation" of these bodies, the

"machine " is worked with greatest effect, and the tyraimy of

the political "boss" most signally dis])la3'ed.

A party convention is constituted by delegates from the

territory to which its action relates. Thus, a State convention

usually will have representatives from each county or district

entitled to a member in the lower house of the State Legislatui'C,

based on a specified ratio of the party vote therein at the

previous election. Congressional and other districts, as well as

county conventions, are made up from their respective terri-

tories upon the same principle as that for the State. Tliese,

then, we must accept as the common agencies of political

parties to select their candidates for the various offices in the

gift of the electors by their action at the polls. The rank and

file of the organization presenting them are expected to, and

as a general proposition do, support their candidates thus

nominated.
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Xow, it is particularly to be noted that the delegates to all

of tlic conventions named always can be elected by the i^arty

voters themselves, at what are called "primaries." These, ac-

cording to a generally settled custom, are held in the voting

precincts created for election purposes. Ilcncc, if the electoi-s

of a party insist upon it, by the majority rule they n}ay select

tlic delegates to every convention of the organization held

within a State. Consequently, outside of the "slum districts"

in large towns or cities, if the voters will demand such a sys-

tem, and will turn out in force at the election of delegates, as

a rule they can beat the " bosses " in their party and put up as

candidates the men who truly represent them in character as well

ii-s political principles. This is true even of the presidency. Ex-

ci'i)t the small number termed senatorial delegates, usually ap-

jK)inted by the State conventions, representatives of a pai'ty in

its national convention are selected by congressional districts

in which, if the congressmen be nominated by popular vote of

tlie party, the delegates can be selected in the same way. The
grounds of remedy for the evils under consideration now begin

to appear. Stated in its gist, simply, what we propose is that

whether party candidates be nominated by direct vote of the

electors of the organization or by conventions, the entire pro-

ceedings therefore shall be as stiictly regulated by law, and as

open to the public, as the election itself. For example, let the

enactments against the use of money to influence elections

nj)ply also to party primaries and conventions. Then, in addi-

tion, as most vital to any real reform, let there be provision for

a registration of all voters at a primary, whether for selecting

delegates or the nomination of candidates, and that no elector

of a i>arty who fails to vote there, unless prevented by sickness

or equally good cause, shall vote at the election. Follow this

^^ith a provision disfranchising for ten years any elector who
twice within five years, without legal excuse, does not vote at

the primaries; and that if the offense be once repeated he

eliall forever be disqualified for voting or holding otHcc. Ex-
tt'ud these regulations also to electors who are not members of

•niy party, but failed twice in the period named, withont legal

cause, to vote. In our judgment no American citizen is worthy
of the elective franchise who will thus i-efuse to exercise it.

^Vith the voters of political organizations alone, as is clear
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to us, is the power to break up tlie " machines" and overtlirow

tlie party bosses ; and the plan outlined, or some other Avin'eli

Avill compel electors of all classes to do their whole political

dntj, is apparently the only way in which that work can be

accomplished. From the natui-e, power, and extent of party

organization, the "independent vote" will not be adequate for

the task. At times it may help to put a " boss" down, but

jnore often than otherwise this will be by supporting another,

or his representative, who is not materially better. The ])arty

machine, save in the most indirect way, this voter is powerless

to touch, and so his action ordinarily will leave it in perfect

M^orking order.

The plain, obvious duty of the party elector is to be present

at the " initiative " of political action, which, from the structure

of political organizations, is the party primary. The absence

of the masses of voters from that place is at once the delight

of the "boss" and the opportunity of the "machine." But
with the entire proceedings for selecting candidates so regu-

lated by law as always to bring out the party strength at the

primary, the demoralizing power of the one could be broken,

the bad uses of the other prevented, and party organisms left

to their proper work as the great governing agencies of a free

people. All political abuses would not by this means be

exorcised from our public life, for neither in religion, morals,

nor law have we as a nation yet approximated perfection.

Nevertheless, the standard of political decency and honor

might 1)0 expected to rise near to tliat of the average voter,

which is all we j-easonably can hope for at any time.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

Individualism: and socialism are war cries of extremists. The

truth lies between them. "Bear ye one another's burdens;"

" Every man shall bear his own burden," are two inspired decla-

rations in which each limits and interprets the other, and they

roach into the very heart of all controversies between individual-

ists and socialists. Each must do for himself and for all others.

Tliere is no society without an individual, and no individual

without society. The two words present different aspects of one

whole, actual and ideal. To reform the individual out of exist-

once, or, what is the same thing, to deprive him of freedom,

would deprive society of the service of the occult forces which

lie in the human spirit and awake only at the call of freedom.

IV make tlie individual free of moral and social restraints and

duties woukl leave society to perish in the jaws of hiiman

wolves. Debate over either system, a society without individual

liberty or individual life unrestrained by society, is a waste of

words, an ineffectual logomachy. The methods by which the

iii-lividual shall come to highest effectiveness and largest useful-

ness, and society become most perfectly fitted to produce men

and women of the noblest character, may well command investi-

gation, discussion, and, in a sense, experiment also. We do well

to set out in our thinking about the question of method with a

clear recognition of the end in view. It is the welfare of indi-

viduals and of society, and not of either one alone at the expense

of ihe other. " What is good for the hive is good for the bee,"

and vice versa. To such thinking it will readily occur tliat so-

cialism protests and seeks reform in the interest of the least

fortunate clashes of individuals. Its grievance is not that human

^'<cicty is this or that, but that the present order oi)presses some

persons, very numerous, indeed, but still individual persons
;
and

on the other hand what defenders of the existing order wish to

I'rcserve is the entire and unmutilated individual in his largest

ffliciency as a servant of society. The controversy is based on

a niisuiidcrstandinfr.
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OUR SCHOOLS OF THEOLOGY.

The theological school has become an institution of Metho-
dism, but its advantages are still imperfectly appreciated by our

young ministers. The cost in money and in time deters many
from embracing the opportunities opened to them by the

schools ; and yet those who do embrace tliese opportunities are,

on the average, as poor and as advanced in years as are those Avho

do not embrace them. The schools of theology afford two kinds

of assistance to young ministers ; one is knowledge, especially of

the Scriptures ; the other is training in the Avork of a minister and
pastor. It is perhaps a misfortune that the instruments used by

the schools are easily obtained by any young man, and he is easily

led to hope that he can use these instruments effectively in private

study. But this is no more true of theological tools than it is of

instruments employed in academy and college.

We refer, of course, to the text-books. Any man can read

and meditate upon Phelps's work on preaching; and any young
preacher will profit by such study. But the book, good as it is,

is only an outline of the science; and the filling in of these out-

lines by a trained teacher is like putting flesh on dry bones. Xo
doubt there are gifted men who Avill master the art of making

and delivering a sermon by the aid of a book, or even without

any book ; but this rare man is too rare to be considered in this

field. He profits by all school privileges ; but if he were not

rare there wouhl be no schools. Preaching is a special art, and to

few men does it come by nature or even by grace. Many a man
preaches well Avho might preach much better if he had a severe

training for the Avork. It is a painful tiling to feel that our

medium man might have been in the front rank ; that the toler-

able and tolerated man might have be6n more than acceptable.

There are too many preachers Avhose imperfections are precisely

those Avhich special training Avould have removed. The value of

this special training carried forward through three years is too

high to be estimated. It is a cruelty to leave any young preacher

to believe that it is only an ornamental finish ; it goes to the

lieart of his business as a minister of Jesus Christ.

If Ave turn our attention to the knoAvledge obtained in theo-

logical schools the case is still stronger in the existing conditions.

Books on exegesis of Scripture are easily obtained ; but it is

liardly less than dangerous for a young preacher to handle such

books Avithout assistance. They are, Avhen they liave high value,
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K,t si>ocial and technical that sound personal teaching is absolutely

f-<intial to the man who studies them. Their general relations

r\ii«l the consequences of their conclusions, as well as the limits of

ilifir meaning, need to be set out clearly and elaborately. The

tiitirc matter of scriptural criticism, historical, literary, and

toxtiial, has been misunderstood and misrelated in the popular

m-vvspapcr and the popular book. The actual value, drift, rela-

tions of any piece of criticism must be by most men appreciated

uii'k'r personal guidance and thorough technical knowledge care-

fully and systematically gathered up into orderly arrangement.

This suggestion is the more important because there is a higher

anil a lower criticism, both too often confounded with* each

oilier and misunderstood. We have come to a time when every

|)i<acher ought to know much of a branch of learning which did

not exist in the days of Wesley. This learning has not changed

the symbols of doctrine, but it has thrown a penetrating light

into the Bible, and made useless lumber of much old criticism

an<l commentary. This is not the place to enter into the details
;

our purpose is only to insist that our preachers should know ex-

.irlly, systematically, as thoroughly as possible, the nature, sub-

stance, drift, and value of the recent criticisms. There is nothing

subversive and revolutionary in these critical studies as a whole.

They illuminate the best of books. They strengthen the sense of

its value. They prepare the preacher to present biblical fact and

truth with gi-eater accuracy and therefore with more force.

We repeat that there is only one good place for such studies,

aiul that place is the school of theology. Px'ivate study of new
e.vt'gesis and criticism will mislead or bewilder the untrained man
who ventures upon it. The alternative is appalling. We must
ooiifrojit the probability that the greater number of the young men
tillering our ministry will remain ignorant of the true meaning
of contemporary additions to the science which explains the

^vord of God. It will reach them, no doubt, in some form, but the

piecious fruit of scriptural study under the lights of learning

^\ ill be practically denied to them. What they get by reading

and summer schools will have small value, because they lack

ihc serious and careful training of the theological school.

^\ hen these studies are more advanced they may bo put into

)"^>pulr\r form. At present and for some years to come biblical

iiiticism must be technical, more or less tentative, in need of the

aiinosj)here which the skilled instructor breathes around what-
t^ver he teaches.
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The logic of the situation is that a much larger proportion of

young ministers ought to enter the schools of theology. Two things

more necessar}^ than they ever were before await them there

—

training for pulpit work and ihe modern training in exegesis. The
first becomes more important because there is a tenrlency to drown
the voice of the pulpit with a hundred new voices of pleasure or

information or interest. Our early backwoods preachers had

the woods to themselves except when occasionally the stump

orator made Ids round. Now, the press, the lecturer, the club,

the society, whose name is Legion, all attract the preacher's

audience. The critical learning has its high value as a guide to

the sermon-maker—not at all as something to preach—and as a

protection against misconceptions about the nature and purpose

of new criticism. It M'ill help our young preacher to preach in-

telligently; if it did not help him it would at least save him

from criticising critics whose names he barely knows, whose

contributions to sacied things he cannot estimate. To illustrate:

God's chemistry has not changed, but the teacher of chemistry

who should use the text-books and apparatus of fifty years ago

would make a sorry figure in a modern college.

FOUR YEARS AGO: A REMEMBRANCE.

The disposition which the Chinese manifest in ancestor wor-

ship to perpetuate the memory of their predecessors is not a sign

of an ignoble spirit. In any place a man may occupy nothing

is more suitable and seemly than a proper respect for those Avho

were before him and a desire that their work be not forgotten

or underrated. In every post of honor filled by honorable men

one may be stimulated, chastened, warned, and encouraged by

thinking of the varied line of marked individualities whom he is

appointed to follow. "What would be the effect if from the walls

of every presidential, professorial, secretarial, or editorial otlicc,

and of every pastor's study, the pictures of all one's predecessors

therein looked down upon him so that he did his work as in their

presence ? A certain man remembers that in eight years of pas-

torate at St. John's Church, Brooklyn, he was ever aware of Hunt

and Foss and Payne and Andrews and Chapman and Wanvn
and Peck: all over the Mide parish as he traversed it by day and

by night their bright footprints were visible to him; and on

many a holy day in the pauses of his preaching their voices came

back to him clearer than his own from the groined arches of the
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<<'iliiii;. One's predecessors may Avell seem to liira an unseen

jury ill perpetual session sitting in judgment on liis Avork. To

i.rove oneself, if possible, by God's help, not unworthy to stand

in line with sucli noble workmen cannot be an unholy ambition;

to consider with humble spirit what criticisms they would be

likfly to make upon him may be no unprofitable meditation; and

a wholesome thing it will be for him to bear in mind that to

maintain the work upon the level where the}' kept it will tax his

ujaiihood to its last fiber and minutest atom and keep him calling

iiiiuhtily on God for help.

As the present editor of the Heview passed out from tlie clos-

ing session of the Cleveland General Conference at one o'clock

on Thursday, the twenty-eighth of May, there moved into his

mind a vivid recollection of his predecessor. Dr. J. W. Menden-

h.ill. That remembrance still lingers and prompts this editorial

tribute.

On the twenty-sixth of May, four years ago, a pallid and

trembling sufferer passed out of the General Conference at

Omaha at its final adjournment, to find his grave in less than a

niontli. Disease, which had been making inroads for a year on

a never robust vitality, was now burrowing toward the brain.

Though practically a dying man, he nerved himself to be in his

scfit to answer the roll call which closed the Conference, and

wrote in bed at Omaha what proved his last lines for the lievicio,

three notes on the work of the General Conference and an edi-

torial for the July number. The sick man spent a little time to

no avail in the pure air of Colorado Springs, and then the rapid

l>rogress and acute intensification of disease laid him on a hospital

bed in Chicago to die. On the eighteenth of June the fire which

had blazed in his brain burned out, and "ashes to ashes "was
written in the pallor of the wan, white, wasted face of the dead

editor.

On the pale forehead of Dr. Mendenhall, at the Omaha Con-

ference, rested one crown, and above it in the i?ear heavens

waited another; passing honor received from men presaged the

coming of the final approval of God. At the opening of the ses-

J^iou he had received the exceptional, if not unprecedented, dis-

tinction of special commendation, for meritorious editorial service,

ill the quadrennial address of the bishops to the General Confer-

ence, wliich made mention of the Eevieio in these Avords :
" We

cannot refrain from putting on record our high appreciation of

the service it has done in rebukincc and refuting the arrogant
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pretensions of rationalistic higlier criticism." Natnrally follow-

ing this came his reelection to the editorship by a largely increased

vote. These facts indicate what the Church thouglit of him;

and we are not loft in doubt as to his own state of mind in refer-

ence to his work. In his last editorial, on page 615 of tlie July

Mevieio of 1892, is a proclamation of victory which gives to his

friends the assurance that he died with the satisfied feeling that

his labor had not been in vain, and with the belief that he had»

by liis own personal leadership and onset, completely repelled

from our Methodism a grave and imminent danger.

Dr. Mendenliall's editorship Avas so unique as to invito from u<;,

sitting where he once sat, a brief review in this resj^ectful and

appreciative remembrance. "We are told bj^ his biographer, Dr.

W. F. Whitlock, that in the beginnings of his ministerial life he

had been embarrassed by the consciousness that his tastes and

talents were those of a disputant rather than of a preacher ; and

undoubtedly one thing which made the possibility of an editorship

seem attractive to him was that such a sphere would afford oppor-

tunity for the free play of militant proclivities. Immediately

upon election he entered on his work with the spirit of a warrior,

like Job's war-horse, snuffing the air with eager desire for battle.

His opening words rang with the sound of challenge, and he

stepped into the arena with a naked sword. In his salutatory he

said : "The Review is not a relic of departed giants, but a scab-

bardless scimiter to be used in everyday encounter with agnosti-

cism, Old Testament criticism, and all the cognate upheavals in

the path of Christian culture and progress." " Its place is not the

quiet hammock in the summer or the cell of the student in the

winter, but always the arena of combat where intellectual charla-

tanry prevails, M'here the diplomacy of evil is in exercise, where

the biblicist is threatened with a cannon ball, where truth is

gashed by the arclifiend of hell." The Christian scholar must

"come forth clothed Avith a coat of mail, speaking the talismanic

word, striking the Titanic blow, fearing nothing," "It is not a

poetic fight before us ; it is not the jeweled hand, but the im-

perious sword-thrust, with God directing, which Avill conquer.

Negotiations with Dagon as to a compromising surrender are not

in order; he must be decapitated, quartered, ground to powder.

"New aggrandizements of error. . . menace the peace of 7ao\\

and threaten an invasion of the temples of God," "The hour is

one of farseeing calculation, and bold, almost omni-^cicnt, que--

tioning. Ours is an age of facts, an age of blushless liberties, an
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ao'o of prophetic interrogations; moss is at a tremendous dis-

rouTit." "The next step must be futureward if the ultimatum

f.f inquiry is to be proclaimed. Obstacles must be removed; the

iiUoUectual explorer must be shouted onward, and a path must be

. ut out that will lead to the house of the Lord in the tops of the

mountains. Severing the umbilical cord that binds the modern

niind to the so-called halcyon past, it is free to roam in the new

tifhls around and beyond it."

It is impossible to mistake the tone and meaning of such in-

augural utterances. They are the M'ords of a man bent on con-

flict and adventure; he meant to fight or die, or both; and. Avhat-

ovcr knight of God rides forth in such temper, with such views

of the emergency and s\ich conceptions of his mission, will not be

long in finding some foe whom he may immediately utilize as a

{heath for his scabbardless scimiter, in pursuance of his Round

Table vow " to break the heathen and uphold the Christ."

Looking right and left and scouring the horizon for enemies of

the faith, he was sure he saw an "incoming tide of unfaith and

."Jitisupernaturalism that threatened to sweep away the bulwarks

of our holy religion." The destructive higher critics of Germany
had allies and coadjutors in England and America, and he sus-

]>ccted Methodism to be in peril from their insidious and injurious

theories. He soon declared with tongue and pen that Yale ITniver-

sily, througli the teachings of two of its professors, Avas the head-

quarters, depot of supplies, and dispensing bureau of rationalism in

the United States; and, somewhat later, that Christian thought in

English Methodism Avas on the road to materialism. Listening to

tlioutterancesof the British delegation at theEcumenical Conference

in Washington, he was "painfully impressed" that the "Wesleyan

Church "manifests a tendency in marked contrast with the ortho-

d<\\- solidity of American Methodism; " that it is "headed toward

materialism and rationalism ;" and that "a division of that body
on heretical grounds " is not impossible. That Yale, and British

Methodism also, repelled these charges with some indignation

seemed not to modify his opinions, since it did not moderate his

accusations. And at the end of his editorial quadrenniuin, hav-

ing kept up a stead}'- fire of assault for three years, he announced
to the readers of the Bevieic that, looking back over the contro-

versy, lie could "see no reason to be dissatisfied with the result."

Ho declared that, having raised the battlc-ilag and summoned the

orthodox forces of the Church against rationalistic higher criti-

ciMu, he had "resisted it with such rapidity and energy as to turn
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it back from the bounJaiy linos of Methodism; " and then, us one

at leisure from a linished fight, he extended " Methodist ].rayers

and reinforcements" to otiier Churches "stiuggling on the edges

of a Waterloo conllict." Dr. Mendenhall died, Hushed with vic-

tory, feeling that he had routed formidable foes.

In the smoke and noise of his battle his own position was not

at first quite clear; for some time tlie fact did not stand out that

he himself Avas, in the measure of his scholarship, a higlier critic.

But later on he said of biblical criticism, "Taking it as it is, we

do not pronounce against it." He approved of " rigid and critical

investigation of the literary history of the books of the IJible,"

He expressed desire "to promote a scientific criticism to which

all controversial questions might be submitted." He declared in

favor of a criticism which should " analyze the solidity of beliefs,"

<' test the validity of the most ancient traditions," " interrogate

the facts of history," and continue investigation " so long as there

is anything to investigate;" a criticism Avhich should ascertain

"how many of the psalms David wrote, under what conditions

the prophets predicted the Messiah, whether Deuteronomy was

written in the time of Josiah, whether Daniel wrote his own

book, what changes happened to the Hebrew language during

the exile, how the Old Testament was organized into a canon;

whether the priority belongs to Mark's gospel, whether John

wrote the fourth gospel and the Apocalypse, whether Paul

wrote the pastoral epistles, and how the New^ Testament canon

was established." He always carefully abstained from any

definition of inspiration. He said that he did not dread " seeing

the old venerable bridges swept away by the currents of biblical

criticism, whenever they can be replaced by more serviceable and

permanent constructions." He recognized that " evangelicr\l

higher criticism must be as progressive as the rationalistic,"

*' asking the same questions, employing the same methods, using

the same facts, and justifying its conclusions by a logic that will

make for reverence and righteousness." (Quotation marks in

this article indicate his own words.)

As to our theology and polity Dr. Mendenhall was not un-

progressive. He did not "regard our theology as unimprovable,'

but encouraged "a progressive investigation of the reasonableness

of its conclusions and the ground of its authority." He said,

" The hour is near at hand when theological thought must reform

and advance;" but under this general assertion of the necessity

for reconstruction he did not specify. Several utterances of like
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. .-c hoNVCVor, suggest a question A.-hcther, if he had lived to

V:;.;iop definitely what lay under such general statements, he

'

i.rht in his second editorial quadrcnnium, have appeared as a

a .^u-ber of some things now accepted. He did "not ^-egard the

Nloll.odism of one hundred years ago as altogether adapted to

;»,. present a-:re," and he did « regard certain portions of the

"

DNripline as a'rchaic" and advocated " expurgation from the next

"
Fom" Years' experience in this editorship made liim acquainted

.-•ah certain limitations, so that he wrote: -Owing to the en-

vn-onments of the office and the general policy of the Chuix'h re-

M..-clinc. periodical literature, neither our ideal nor any other ot

. .;, l,iM)e<. crrade is possible of imme^iiate attainment.' He also

;note"concerningthei^.y.-..o: MVe frankly apprise the Church

that as a periodical chiefly designed for the ministry, it Jias

r.*'i'ched Ihe normal limit of its circulation, and a larger subscrip-

li.m list should not be expected from publishers and editors.

Or.c conviction which is ours as well as his he expressed m tliese

words : "The purpose to maintain Ulifiological rank' at the ex-

pense of variety and utility .vas the pillow on which this periodical

almost peacefully slept out its existence ;
and by that history axc

are warned against conceding to theology a monopoly of our

'""Th^ la^^t words of this memorial tribute to our predecessor are

written on the anniversary of his deatli, four years thereafter.

THE TASKS OP METHODISM.

Like some banquet whose music is still and wliose guests are

.lopartcd, the General Conference of 1896 has quickly passed

ituo history. The polity of the denomination is fixed for another

.luadrennium; and aU unaccomplished legislation, with the ad-

i .urnment of the sole law-making body of the Church, must lor

t!.o present be postponed. Wise counsels have been given our

iHudoned benevolent organizations, and lines of procedure

mai.pcd out which look to their financial relief and their wider

..niciencv. The general officers of the Church have been elected

fur another quadrcnnium, and have already entered with girded

l-.ius upon their appointed work. And with a stout heart

Methodism turns its face toward the shadowy future.

iJut what is to follow the General Conference? It would be

di^!oyalty to believe that Methodism is tlic scnusccular, un-

tl—l-lFTll SEKlES, YOL. XII.
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Christly, wickedly ambitious organization which some of the tele-

graphic reports of the late Conference proceedings suggest. It

has suffered at the hands of its friends, in the lionest yet awk-

ward attempts of secular journalism to talk our nomenclature

and portray our spirit. Its leaders are not unrighteous spoils-

men. The Church is not a school for the training of parliamen-

tarians whose God-appointed mission on set occasions is to dazzle

the simple multitudes with their erudition. Nor is it an insti-

tute for the drilling of orators v>'ho shall quadrennially declaim

their sounding periods to the applauding galleries. The General

Conference is but a passing agency to a majestic end. Metho-

dism means obligation. Because of its holy origin, its pentecos-

tal fires, its illustrious leaders, its magnificent doctrine, the world

will not be content with ecclesiastical dilettanteism or puny per-

formances on the part of John Wesley's children. Ko denomi-

nation of the times is under greater responsibility to men.

I. Methodism must maintain her first rank among the educa-

tional forces of tlTe day. The school has hitherto been one of its

chief aids to evangelization. Through the enlightenment of

men's minds it has sought, for a full century, and has sought

successfully, the renewal of men's hearts. The recent Episcopal

Address—than which no document illustrating higher qualities of

Christian statesmanship has for years been issued in pastoral

counsel to any denomination of the Church of God—recognizes

this fact in our organic history. "Among the greatest victories

in the ]Methodist Episcopal Church," it affirms, " have been those

achieved in the field of education. Insisting on a Gospel that

teaches a loftiness of ideal for man which has elsewhere found no

higher expressions, and intimately relating the attainment of

those ideals to human endeavor, the Church was logically com-

pelled to give every one of its members the best possible means of

development. Hence it has founded schools by the hundred; . . .

[and] no one of these schools has ever lived in vain."

And still the Church believes in education. Among the hope-

ful signs of the times are the growing influence of our central

Board of Education; the effort for a higher standard, with power

given the Board to sanction new institutions and grade those

already established; the strong coherence of our educational

work as a part of our world-wide Methodist autonomy; and the

great number of our institutions—rivaling in this respect those

of any other denomination—vrhich are spread over America au'I

lliTo.ugh dark heathen lands like links in a contiimous chain oi
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r!"ht. The school and the university must remain enshrined in

l!ie deepest heart of Methodism. The fathers in their penury

huilt Kings^vood and Cokesbury; the children in their affluence

must lift our present institutions to enumeration with Oxford and

Cambridge and Harvard. One of the missions of 3Iethodism in

the new century is to be a schoolmaster to the world.

II, Methodism must have a voice in the adjustment of the social

acritations of the day. Under the gathering storms which lower

in the sky no leadership, wc believe, is effective except that which

originates in the Christian Church. It only is divinely judicial;

it is too judicial to be moved from the lines of wise administration

hv the clamors of vociferous malcontents who shriek for a social

readjustment; yet it is so kindly judicial that it will accord the

poorest vagabond in the alleys his rights among men. And
Methodism is a part of this judicial body. With its clarified vis-

ion, and its heart of love for the submerged masses who mutter

Uieir maledictions against existing institutions, the mission of its

IK'Ople is to assist in social reform. Recurring again to the

Episcopal Address, one who reads at all cannot fail to mark its

timely utterances on the great questions of the day. It is not a

document discussing archaic doctrines, or a paper freighted with

musty platitudes. The rights of ownership, the duties of Chris-

tian citizenship, the desirability of arbitration, and the relation

of cnpital to labor, are some of the opportune subjects it skillfully

presents. "Methodists in the mines, factories, shops, and on

farms of the United States," it declares, "are a most effective

agency for the nation's good." In this utterance, spoken from

the standpoint of practical and keenly philosophical observers,

the bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church voice the exceed-

ing privilege of its membership. Mixing as fellow-workers with

llie masses that delve and build, our people must contribute by

the wholesome influence of their Christian living to the perpet-

uation of the social harmony.

111. And Methodism most of all must walk in the van of the

revivalistic forces of the day. It has been the greatest evangel-

i-tic movement in Christian history. It is not continued in the

world to copy the restheticism of other denominations. It must

have revivals or perish. In holy consecration its corner stone

was laid at the Christma-S Conference of 1784. The illustrious

fathors who made up that gathering—Asbury, Black, Coke, Dick-

ins, Garrettson, Pha?bus, Vasey, Ware, "Matters, Whatcoat, and

more—prayed as well as legislated. "During the session of the
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Conference," says one of our historians, « Dr. Coke preaclioJ at
noon each day, except on the ordination days, and the Sunday's,
when the preaching hour was ten o'clock, and the service ^rener-
ally lasted four hours. There was a sermon by one of the preach-
ers at six every morning. At six in the evening there Mas
preaching at the 'Point,' at Otterbein's church, and in Lovely
Lane." * It is a further fact of interest—to compare the General
Conference of ISOO with those of more recent years—that a re-
vival was in progress during the session of 1800. This revival
had begun in Cecil Circuit, on the Eastern Shore of Maryland,
under the ministrations of Dr. Chandler, the preacher in charao,
and thence extended to Baltimore. Of the groat awakening whfch
attended the General Conference our historian further savs:
'^ The members entered heartily into the work. The divine in-

fluence fell upon the congregations with overwhelmincr eti'cct.

Some would fall to the floor, others to their knees. At times the
excitement threatened to break up the business of the Conference.
It swept over the whole city, and many were saved." f In con-
firmation of this record Bishop Whatcoat writes in his journal:
'' We had a most blessed time, and much preaching, fervent
prayers, and sti'ong exhortations through the city, while the high
l)raises of God resounded from street to street, and fro7n house
to house, which greatly alarmed the citizens. It was thought
that not less than tAvo hundred were converted during the sitting

of our Conference." | Marvelous would seem the repetition of

these scenes. Changed conditions lead the attention of our
present General Conferences in other channels. Yet the preser-

vation of the revival spirit of 1800, in the Conference and in the

Church, is essential to our prosperity. Pure Methodism is a per-

petual revival. Its pulpit must evangelize no less than teach.

The sweetest sound it knows is the song of converts; the most
alluring sight is the waving harvests of human souls. As of old,

^lethodisin must have the indwelling and directing presence of

iis Lord. " That, and that alone," says the Episcojial Address,
" makes common men able to turn the world upside down. That,
and that alone, can make our Church anythinrr more than one
ordmary organization among a thousand others, one argument
among a thousand opinions. That, and that alone, can make it a

great agency of God for conquering this world for Christ." For
such a Methodism the new century has need.

* Centennial History of American Methodism, by John AUiinsou. D.D., p. 'ij.

t Ibid., p. 470. * lijiii., pp. 473, 474.
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PURE RELIGIOUS EVOLUTION.

Or pure religion llie thorouglily practical James adduces one

example. It is "to visit the fatherless and widows in their afflic-

tion, and to keep himself unspotted from the world." Parallel

passages show that the visitation is one of timely beneficence (Isa.

i, 17), of effective liberality (Isa. Iviii, G, 7), and of sympathetic

love (^fatt. XXV, 36)—the visitation of one who keeps himself un-

spotted by the contagious moral evil that is in the world. It

is only one example of multitudes. It proves that in God's esti-

mation true religion is a life—a life that is right, does right, and

in doing right brings the Father into saving contact with his

sufTering, sorrowfxil children. Religion is not synonymous with

ritualism, sectarian creed, emulous debate, or captious talk. As
tlse characteristic of a pure life it Avorships, diligently seeks the

truth, teaches, is a "doer of the work;" but these activities, as

commendable as they must be considered, are the functions of

rtligion, rather than religion itself.

Pure religion is the true worship of God. It is not ceremonial,

liturgy, dogma, or theory. All or any of these, if offered in

plncc of religion, is hypocrisy and self-deceit (James i, 26). Saul

of Tarsus, after the most straitest sect of the Jews' religion liv-

ing a Pharisee, was not purely religious (Acts xxvi, 5). Religion

is the altruistic, judicious outpouring of personal gifts and re-

sources for the relief of the needy by those whose inner life is

spiritual, whose principles are of divine authority, whose will

is subordinated to the divine direction, and -svhose ways are

Christly. Such religion is a part of ideal worshi]> which men
offer, and is as acceptable to Deity as that paid by the several

orders of angels.

Religion, generally, " is the pivot upon which the whole drama
of luiman history and human development turns." Religion,

soripturally, lies in the knowledge—traditional, reasoned, direct*

—

of God; in trust unfaltering, love unfeigned, consecration entire,

i^nd in the sanctifying grace of the Holy Spirit as it operates on
the human heart. It is oneness in thought, feeling, purpose, and
deed with Jesus of Nazareth, who in a spirit of matchless self-

f^acrifice forgot himself for others, and who "went about doing
good."

The elements of pure religion and capacity for its exemplifica-

tion are more or less the ])OSSCssion of every human l)eing. Re-

^poubibility is measured by endowment. Men are naturally re-
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llgious. All worship, or tend to 'worship, the infinite and eternal

Spirit, immanent in all things and transcending all things. Tho

idea, formerly popular, that religion is a human invention, '•' sprung-

from the cunning deception of priests and kings," is exploded.

The dictum, of John Ruskin (delightful old railcr), that " our

national religion is the performance of Church ceremonies, and

j)reaching of soporific truths (or untruths) to keep the mob

quietly at work while we amuse ourselves," is one that will never

be wholly accepted by his countrymen. Much more will jnen

in protest reject the gratuitous notion that religion is "a mad-

ness, a pathological phenomenon closely allied with neurosis and

hysteria."

All men, we repeat, are religious by nature. If any be not so

in reality it is because external evils have Avrought upon them

with malignant, perverting force. That they are religious, nor-

mally, appears from the fact that in all ages and countries men

build houses of worship, and ofiVr praise, prayer, and sacrifice to

God, or to some more or less distorted representation of the Om-

nipotent. It is also clear in the light of carefully thought-out

definitions of religion by sages of many climes and schools. Ben-

jamin Kidd summarizes some of them as follows : Religion ac-

cording to Seneca is "to know God and imitate him;" according

to Kant, "religion consists in our recognizing all our duties as

divine commands." "Religion is morality touched by emotion"

(Matthew Arnold); "the worship of humanity" (Comte); 'HLe

religious sentiment is constituted by the tender emotion, together

with fear, and the sentiment of the sublime" (Alexander Bain).

"A man's religion," says Edward Caird, "is the expression of hi.^

ultimate attitude to the universe, the siimmed-up meaning and

])urport of his whole consciousjiess of things." Better is the

definition of Huxley, that it is "reverence and love for the ethical

ideal, and the desire to realize that ideal in life
;

" of Mill, thai

"the essence of religion is the strong and earnest direction of tbo

emotions and desires toward an ideal object, recognized as of tlu-

highest excellence, and as rightly paramount over all selh>n

objects of desire;" of Carlylc, that religion is "the thing a man

docs practically believe; the thing a man does practically lay i"

heart, and know for certain, concerning his vital relations to tlu^

mysterious universe, and his duty and destiny therein;" of Mar-

tineau, that "religion is a belief in an everlasting God; that i-. ^

divine mind and will, ruling the universe, and holding moral rela-

tions M'ith mankind." Such propositions as these, on tiie pari ot
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soino of the great tliinkers of the world, serve to make clear the

n:iture of religion itself.

All those definitions are the conclusions of disciplined reason.

However imperfect they may be in comparison with one drawn

from biblical data, they all recognize the absolute need of moral

unity with God. So docs that of Dr. Henry Maudsley, the emi-

nent mental physiologist, who says: "It is most necessary to bear

in mind that forms and ceremonies, stereotyped propositions,

articles of faith, and dogmas of theology [although dignified by

the name of religions] do not constitute the essence of religion,

but its vesture ; and that, apart from all such forms and modes

of interpretation, it res})onds to an eternal need of human senti-

ment. For it is inspired by the moral sentiments of humanity,

and rests on the deep foundations of sacrifice of self, devotion to

;;
iljc kind, the heroism of duty, pity for the poor and sufiering,

and faith in the triumph of good. It appeals to and is the out-

come of the heart, not of the understanding. [It is the outcome

of heart and mind.] It is the deep fusing feeling of human
solidarity, in whatever doctrines and ceremonies it may be organ-

i7X'd for the time, that is religion in its truest sense; for it is in

the social organism what the heart Ls in the bodily organism, and,

when it ceases to beat in conscience, death and corruption ensue."

Has the erudite scientist studied Isaiah, the Christ, Paul, and

James in order to reach these conclusions; or has he been led to

ihem by a purely naturalistic route? In either case they are

true. Professor Deussen goes further in affirming that "we
may denote faith as that which has, as its inevitable result,

morality." He is right. True faith is necessarily religious, and

true religion is necessarily moral. Moralit}^ is to religion, when
the comparison is instituted, what the conscious deeds of a man
are to the man himself. Religion is the essence, morality the

manifestation of the essence. "As [a man] thinketh in his heart,

so is he."

Between religious profession and normal proof of its sincerity

there is too frequent and glaring discrepancy. Many still say

"Lord! Lord!" and do not the things he commands. Argus-

eyed newspapers emphasize and invoke public attention to the

eontiadiction. From comparatively few particulars many re-

'i'cctable men infer sweeping general laws. They infer that

professors of the religion of Christ, or most of tliem, are hypo-

< rites. Yet if they are invited to canvass the character of their

'eligious acquaintances they Avill admit that the majority are
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more or less trustworthy, and that many are justly entitled to

the fullest confidence. In the absence of any such comparison

they are very likely to gay, and do often affirm—and that, too, in

negligent disregard of facts—that the most truthful, honest, and

just members of commercial and professional society aic not

religious men. Among others, military oflicers—truly honorable

men as measured by their own standard—will distinguish indi-

viduals, and say of each, "He is not a religious man"—meaning

that he is not a member of any Church. He is contrasted with

some bank defalcator or dishonest merchant who is, or has been,

a Church member; and the unvoiced inference is that Church

members, as a rule, by the very fact of their public profession,

are fit subjects of suspicion among their fellow-men, if not of

positive dislike—an inference that collated facts will not justify

but repudiate.

"He is not a religious man!" With the foregoing judgments

of Christians and non-Christians in mind will it be averred that

he has no sense of dependence upon, or obligation to, or con-

formity with, the Almighty; that he has no love for others, no

pity on the wretched, no sympathetic beneficence to the needy ?

"No, not for a moment. That is not what is meant. He
has all these characteristics." Then he is a religious man. " Yes,

in that sense, but he is not a member of any Church," Then

why not say Avhat is really meant? He is something like the

fig tree—green, lush, promising, enjoying every advantage—that

the Saviour cursed because it did not bear fruit, because it wa^

not a perfect fig tree. It was not obnoxious because of what it

was, but because of what it was not. Like it, "he is not a re-

ligious man," but a case of arrested development, a death-iu-

li'.e abnormality, a practical abortion. As such he merits praise

for the good that is in him, dispraise for the good that is not in

hira. He needs evolution into the ideal man, an evolution within

his own power. He needs to think out to logical issues. Then

reason, intuition, and experience, under the ever-present grace

of the Holy Spirit, would generate faith ; and faith -svould en-

kindle love; and love Avould humbly delight in grave yet joyous

profession before many witnesses; and profession would be jus-

tified by works; and works at last would bring upon the worker,

at the end of his brief day of toll, the highest of all encomiums,

"Well done, good and faithful servant!" In the loftiest and

deepest sense men would say of him, " He is a purely religious

man."
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THE ARENA.

THE VALUE OF LAND.

My critic on page 4G7 of the lyL-xy-June Review seems to suppose that

in the Industrial Utopia I rest the case for private ownership of land upon

tlie theory that Liud has no value except what has been put into it by la-

l>.)r. He seems to accept the theory, objectiug only to the inference that

tlie owner of land has a good moral title to the land as the proprietor

—

through wages, say, of the labor. I do not rest the case here. I lay

much stress on the facts that land, like a baby, needs care; that each crop

Uikcs away something which some one must have a motive to restore;

und that as a rule only private owners raise land to a high state of culture

;u)d keep it there. In short, I oppose practical considerations to tliooret-

ieal dialectics. I may suggest, however, that the theory which, assumes

that society imparts all the value to land—a farmer's market making his

farm valuable—proves too much, if it be taken to destroy the rights of the

fanner; for the same kind of an application may be made to wages or to

any other earnings. Then there is the capital which is put upon limd

—

hhoT expended to make it productive—and the serious doubt that the

v;ihie of land exceeds this capital. And this matter-of-fact question

I cannot be disposed of by theoretical dialectics. D. IT. Wheelek.

" L? DK. WHEELER KIGnT ?
"

L\ the May-June number of the Review J. L. Vallow takes exception to

Dr. Wheeler's approval of the theory that land has no value except what
has been put into it by labor. His objection is not so much to the

theory—which he virtually accepts—as to its one-sidedness. His notion

is that "land aud labor depend each upon the other for its value."

There appears to be considerable confusion in the writer's mind as to

the relationship implied. It is not quite mutual. Labor is energj' put

forth by a personal agent. Land has no such energy or personal agency

in it, nor behind it. The application of labor to land is optional with

the laborer. The cooperation of land w'ith labor is not optional with

the former; it cannot help itself. It is true that the energy which we
CJiU labor will not be put forth except there be some material to which it

iiuiy be applied. But this is not more true as to laud than to leather,

or cloth, or any otlicr mat-crial on whicli men Avork. Why not then

a--i.'>iinie that governmental ownership should extend to all material to

v.hich labor is applicable, as the writer thinks it should be to land ?

In addition to his confusion concerning materials, energies, and agents,

the objector has fallen into another about wages, rent, and profits. Xo
fciiontitic economist treats the last as embracing the others. Wages are

coiiipensation for labor, aud this in its widest sense includes all kinds of
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effort, mental as well as munnal. Reut is the compensatiou foi- tiie use ot
land, and, of course, cannot exist uuless the laud lias some value, \vhieh
value, as is virtually admitted, must be couferred ou it by some kind of
labor. Protits, though sometimes erroneously used in the sense of com-
pensation for the use of capital (that is, interest) and of raauagcmeut, are
in the strict uud proper sense a compensation for risk incurred. A lar-e
part of the productive work of the world cannot be carried on unlc^..
some risk is assumed. Herein is a liability to loss as well as gain!
Sometimes the gains are very great ; so sometimes are the losses. °It is
not certain which ou the whole are the greatest; but that industrial
enterprises involving great uncertainties are of incalculable benelit to
workingmen there can be no question.

Our critic is culpable of something worse than confusion—though this
also is involved—in his further discussion. He says, " Labor (brrin atid
bra^vn) is the gift of God (nature) to the individual," and "land is the
gift of God (nature) to the race." " Wa^-cs, the profit of labor by virtue
of its association with land, should accrue to the iudividuai. See Luke
X, 7. Rent, the profit of laud by virtue of its association with labor,
should accrue to the race. See Eccles. v, 9." There is no contention al
to the statement that "the laborer is worthy of his hire." But the as-
sumption that either God or nature has given the laud to the race is a
pure gratuity. It seems to be a theory that suits his purpose; therefore
he adopts it.

^

He offers uo scrap of proof. It can hardly be said to bo
self-evident, since all but a small minority of men are unable to believe it.

Nature gives no testimony on the subject. The critic cites as Scripture
authority a single riietorical expression in Ecclesiastes. There are several
other rhetorical statements in the same book from which he might just
as easily prove that there is no future life, or that all things come by
chance. The Bible does not give any instruction ou the question of
laud tenure, but, so far as it has .any reference to the subject, it recognizes
the ownership of land by individuals.*

Mr. George's theory is that the proper rent of all laud should go to tlie

community in the form of taxes. But this he teaches should be reckoned
on the bare value of the land aside from its improvement. Now, if there
were no value in the land prior to that which is effected by labor either
on the land or in some relation to it, there would be no rent at all. This
may be illustrated by a great number of concrete cases. Here are tvro
parcels of land of the same quality and situation, occupied respectively by
two men. At the end of twenty years one of these parcels has becix

transformed, by the labor, intelligence, enterprise, and energy of its occu-
pant, into a bountifully productive farm. It is fenced, drained, tilled.

fertilized, and subdued in every jwt, and has a value of fifty dollars an
acre. Tliat of the other man, through ignorance, indolence, and general
shiftlessness, is little better than waste land, and the owner is faiu to run
away and leave it, and no man will give any price for it. Yet the value

* See OM Testament ro.euLitlon of landed possession lu the IsraelUisli coramonwealtli. aal
la the New Testament, Acts v, 4.
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,.f flio bare land, aside from improvements, is just as great iu tbu latter

<i-c iis in the former. How would Mr. George's theory -work in such an

i.,,;;,iicc ? George M. Steele.

A'lhurndale, Mass.

AN ANSWER TO THE QUESTION.

In the "Arena" department of the November-December Review there

i^ a i^liort article, entitled '• Of What Use is It? " I need not ask excuse

for saying tliat I an*i astonished such a question should be propounded,

j.sid that I am even more astonished at the answer given in the article.

As a prelude to the reply I propose to give I will say that, some fifty

s (.•us ago, I read the work of an English scliolar and divine who stated in

«;;ect that the Bible was even more the illiterate and poor man's book than

it w:is that of the learned and the rich, for the latter had to come down
from their conceited attitude to the place where the former stood, to be

prepared duly to appreciate and understand it. He gave the following

illustration: " See the poor man sitting in liis cottage door with the Bible

open before him, with his wife and their boys and girls around him, telling

liiein how great is the Almighty, and how precious is Jesus." From years

of observation I am convinced that, as important as scholarship is,

the chief difficulties in Scripture interpretation have arisen among our

HK'n of learning, many of whom, it may not be harsh to say, have assumed

to be "wise above what is written," often repudiating or perverting the

word of God and "teaching for doctrines the commandments of men."

Now, if the question under consideration be proper, may not similar

ones for the same reason be asked with reference to other books or por-

tions both of the Old Testament Scriptures and the New ? 3Iy astonish-

ineiit arises from the fact that ever since my childhood—over sixty years

ago—the Song of Solomon has been in cm- family and Church Bibles.

And I am not mistaken, am I, when I suppose it was in the Septuagint

version of the Old Testament, which the Jews held sacred, and from

which the Saviour quoted ? Furthermore, I heard from the pulpit in my
hr>yhood certain quotations made by the preachers of those days that I

li;ivc ever cherished in my memory. For instance, " I am the rose of

Sharou, and the lily of the valleys;" "My beloved is . . . the chiefest

among ten thousand; " and the question asked the Avatchmen, " Saw ye

l;;m whom my soul loveth ?" In tlie sixth chapter of the Song there is

J^lso the following verse :
" "Who is she that looketh forth as the morning,

fair us the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with banners?"

Where will one find u more exquisite and perfect overflow of figurative

thought, or a combination more radiant and sublime ? A jiroper analysis

and exegesis of this passage would, I think, reflect light upon the whole
Sung, suflicient to vindicate its excellence and keep it iu the oracles of God.
A gam, the subject has called up a reminiscence of my early ministry,

over forty years ago. A Hebrew Christian and missionary visited a

Pic-sbyterian clergyman in the town wh.erc I lived. lie was an educated
luau, I iuvited him to preach at one of my country appointments, which
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lie did. In our conversation reference Avas made to the Song of Solomon.
He said it was held in high esteem by the Jews, as referring to the ^Ics-

siah; and that it was valued highly by Christian Jews as a metaphorical

treatise of Christ and his Church. He also thought it less appreciated

by many Christians than it should l>e, because of its oriental style.

I am aware of some of the beliefs of various critical readers and
writers about Solomon's Song, as well as about Genesis and Job and otber

portions of the Bible. Even our great Dr. Adam Clarke, whose Commen-
tary I read in mj youth, discounted the Song of Solomon by speaking of

it as a kind of romance or love story. Now I think I am right in saying

—and charity softens the expression—that some good and knowing men
have their mental and moral aberrations as well as the novices in error

and sages in skeptical lore.

I am quite sure that the September-October writer on "the Song of

Songs" is as free from "nonsense" as are his critics. Jc'b's head was

more level—with a blistered body—than were those of his three generous

and boastful friends. I have always seen the use of some things I did

not understand, and have often found out the worth of some things

that I was tempted to think useless. I am of the opinion that a higher

value will be given to the Song of Solomon when Bible readers reach a

higher grade of "spiritual understanding." For it would seem that in

all ages some things have been hidden "from the wise and prudent"

that have been "revealed unto babes." In concluding my answer—througli

reverence for the "precious Bible," and in brotherly kindness and candor

—I would advise the author of the question to reconstruct his article,

with a recantation of its hostile bearing to the Song of Solomon.

Stockton, Md. B. F. Price.

THE CARBON COMPOUND.

In the March-April number of the Reticw H. H. Moore is good enough

to refer to a brief note of mine on the relation of chemistry to the doclrinc

that what we call life is the natural resultant of organic molecular com-

plexity. He is not sure as to the ground occupied by myself with regard

to the distinction between organic and inorganic matter. I am sure there

is no reason for regret, if any indistinctness in the article mentioned has

led Dr. Moore so clearly to point out the essential sameness of these modes

of matter. But he writes as one more in touch with philosophy than with

science; for, while matter may be one in the thought of the philosopher,

it is wonderfully diverse to the observations of the scientist; and it is to

the scientist, more specifically to the chemist, that the question of tlio

material origin of life must be referred. /

It clearly resolves itself into a question of fact, whether the element."^

known to the chemist are capable under any conditions of evolving life.

To speak of "living matter" is of course to beg the question, unless wc

use the phrase ns a convenience to denote the lowest forms of apparently

\morganized living bodies which lie as the basis of organized life. So

also to speak of organic matter as though within it are latent probabili-
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tics of life is an assumption -witli little to commeud it. Nevertheless,

uryfinic difters from inorganic matter in several ways: (1) Organic

compounds exist in great number and reach out to extreme complexity

of structure; inorganic bodies are comparatively few and simple in strac-

mre. (2) Organic chemistry is often called tlic "chemistry of the carbon

compounds," because carbon is an essential element in an organic body.

(3) And, further, organic bodies are very largely the product of living

organisms, vegetal and animal. The building up of urea, however, by

Wiildcr was the first of an increasing series of masterly synthetic experi-

ments which gave color to the belief that in the laboratory some day

living matter would be produced from nonliving compounds. This hope

has not been realized, the fact being that all chemical processes of which

wc know begin and end in the domain of physico-chemistry.

I wrote without reference to any underlying philosophy; but not so

Dr. Moore. The second paragraph of his note contains at least three as-

sumptions: First, that in the I^eginning God gave existence to a vital as

well as to a material world; second, that life is a substance; third, that

there are myriad kinds or forms of life-substance. This is, in my opinion,

a most unwieldy, unnecessary theorj". It is not more probable than

alchemy or astrology.

I hope I have mistaken Dr. Moore. But does not the theory demand
the preexistence and continued immortality, after a brief physical embodi-

ment, of all the myriad forms of human, a/nim-al, and vegetalle life?

The preexistence and unconditional immortalit)* of the "harmless and

necessary cat" is, notwithstanding the wisest of men, something new un-

der the sun. . Wm. Heap Bctlek.

Hull, Mass.

DE. McCREAET ON SOCIOLOGY.

To Dr. McCreary's " Study in Sociology," published in the November-

December number of the Review, I would give my Sincere approval. Per-

mit me to add, however, the following comments:

1. It seems to me that the writer quite mistakes the genius of the "his-

torical sociology." It is quite true that Spencer, lluxley, and many of

their school forecast a dismal future for society, but not, it would seem,

for the reason Dr. McCrcary supposes. While they see in the history of

society an alternation of advances and retrocessions, this is not why they

expect the present period of advancement to come to a gloomy ending;

past experience has been that each social declension has not usually

sunken so low as preceding declines, while each successive advancement

ha? usually gone higher than the one before. Therefore these pessimistic

conclusions have been barred on very different grounds, namely, that this

alternation must soon cease, owing to the formation of a fixed and uni-

form type of character due to the iinticipatod predominance of socialism,

Tlieir pessimism comes not by inference from historical precedent, but

rather as a foreboding that historical precedent is .shortly to be aban-

doned. Therefore pessimism is no essential feature of the historical
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method. And all evolutiouary sociologists are by no means prophets of

woe—as -witness John Fiske in his Destiny of Man, Benjamin Kidd in his

Social Evolution, and Professor Lc Conte in his address on "The Effect of

the Theory of Evolution on Education."

2. I can hardly think Dr. McCreary means to proscribe "theoretical

sociology" as either \v<)rthless or insignificant. Its indispensable value is

apparent when wc simply consider that (fortunate blunders excepted)

every actual advancement realized by society has first existed as a theoiy

in the mind or minds of somebody.

3. Xor is the following an entirely happy characterization of Christian

sociology: "The cardinal doctrine of Christian sociology is that the

reformation of society and the perfection of the social order can only be

effected by the moral regeneration of the individual." This may or may
not be true. If it means simply that there can be no real social reform

that does not make individual men and -women happier and better, the

statement is obviously true and amounts to little more than saying that

social reform must be social and reformatory. But, if the proposition

means that the moral regeneration of society is to be promoted solely by

direct efforts for the personal conversion of indi\'iduals, it misses the

mark entirely. Dr. McCreary correctly states that the motto of Christian

sociology is, "Make the tree good, and the fruit will be good also."

That is to say, the social problem is ultimately a problem of character,

not of environment. But this is far from -warranting tlie conclusion at

which he seems to hint, that character is not immediately and largely a

problem of environment. IIow shall the tree be made good? By direct

attention to the character of the tree itself? Yes, in part; but all this

will be in vain if I do not give attention to certain matters of environ-

ment—as water supply, fertility of the soil, obstructions of sunlight, etc.

I know a young man of weak will and unhappy surroundings who is a

slave to the liquor habit. How shall this tree be made good? By giving

him well-nigh constant attention his Christian faith and purpose can be

kept strong, but while I am doing this my time and effort are withheld

from many othei-s ; while I work to save this tree the rest of the orchard

may be ruined. If I could remove the environment of saloons and other

enticements to drink, the problem would be solved indirectly; the nox-

ious stream that flows through my orchard once turned aside, my atten-

tion Avill be partly released from the one tree, giving all the orchard a

better chance for character and fruitage.

Indeed, there scarcely seems to be a hard-and-fast line to be drawn

betii\-cen these several schools of sociology. The divergence in their j

methods is rather a difference of accents than a difference of essence.
^

The criticism to be made of any one of tlicm is not to be directed so
\

much against their contents as their omissions. The true sociology

should be sufficiently comprehensive to seek a right reading of historic

experience, to justly appreciate the indispensable service of theory, and

to seek sustaining vitality in the spiritual life of Christianity.

River Falls, Wis. w! M- Balcii.
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THE MINISTER'S IDEALS.

FvERYOXE lias bis ideals, ^vhc•tllCl• consciously or unconsciously He

Js not al\vavs be thinking of them, but they constitute, nevcvtheles., a

°
>wcr ovev hi^ life, and mold both his thinking and his acting. This is

^0 thecommouDlacesof all teaching addressed to the young. The

d ..er ho.-ever, arises out of a false selection of ideals There is no

s ho." in .s-hich this danger is more likely to do njury than in that of
.

e Christian ministry. The ideals here entertained are largely con-

icuous and ^ell-known individuals, and one can often explain a min-

ilXmethods and style by a knowledge of those for .vhom he is known

to have a high admiration. . , i, ^A

Who, then, are some of the ideals which the young minister should

choose He should not choose any man for his ideal merely because he

has become popular. There is a distinction always to be observed bwen

popularity and usefulness. Some preachers, who are followed by crow d

If'admir ng hearers, leave only a passing impression and ^le Y^thout

a hieving any valuable service to the cause of Christ. Popular! y is often

the resuUof'a temporizing expediency, which notes the condi .o.s o

popular thought and caters to them. It is someUmes also the r .ult of

loidness of attack and recklessness of statement which ^-ttracts the attention

nnd winsthe admiration of the thoughtless. For the time being he Carries

them away by denunciation, and repeats it whenever r?^^^^^^'
f^J^ "^:

miration of the unthinking crowd. It is sometimes the result o me^e

rhetorical power, and of popular eloquence, which are always winnin

and which should not be despised by anyone who proposes to achicN e the

iK-st results. True, it is not to be forgotten that there is a genuine popu-

larity growing out of noble achievements which have been grandly pe -

fonneel Yet it is not against this that we are contending; but it s

against following in an over-reverenti.d way those whose ^^^^"^^^

;^;
^^^,

ti^^ction are secured by an efiort to acquire popular applause through

other than genuine methods.
„, ^^^

A young minister will mistake if he only selects his ideals from per-

sons who have attained high position in the service of the Church, ile

is apt to think that those who have secured office or posts of
^^^^^l^^f'

Mc of the pastorate are the proper ideals whom he should mutate. Ihcre

is a measure of reasonableness in this, but it is specially dangerous lor a

young minister to assume that position is necessarily a proof of lugn

achievements in the service of Christ. In all great organizations, the

Church included, men sometimes reach positions by other than Christian

methods. Hii^h position in the Church should be a badge of ^^onortiUe

achievement and of high ability, but there are exceptions enough to this

law to make it e:;ceedingly dangerous to follow another as a model merely
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bccciuse he has accomplished that ^Yhich in -worldly language is called

success. The minister's work is so peculiar in its nature, and his achieve-

ments in spiritual labor are so different from -uhat the world is accus-

tomed to consider as success, that his ideals must be clioseu from a

different standpoint.

The minister's best ideal is, therefore, to be found in those who ha^
achieved that kind of success to which his own life is consecrated ; namely,

success as preachers and pastors of tlie churches. The Church has no

office which is higher in real dignity than the pastorate. To say of a man
that he is a great pastor and a great jireacher is the high.est compliment

which can be paid him as a minister of the Gospel. Nor must we forget

that ideals for the ministry may also be found among laymen. There are

those in our churches who have never received ministerial orders whose

life and conduct, and whose devotion to Christ, constitute studies for

those who preach the Gospel. The laymen are often models of ])iety and

models of devotion to the Church, and in this regard are often fit ensam-

ples for the ministry who stand in the pulpit and preach to them the word

of life on Sunday.

AVe purpose to consider some of those who may be reckoned as ideals

for ministers to follow. It is always to be assumed that the ideal ])reacher

is the ^Master himself. Whether as preacher or as teacher, he stands su-

preme, and all other lives and all other teachers who would be perfect

must conform to his standard. His standard, however, is so high that

none have been found, as yet, who have attained to it; and we are com-

]X}lled, therefore, to study those who are nearer to ourselves, and who are

models toward which we may not only look, but whose standards we may

absolutely reach. The first ideal preacher whom we would present for

the consideration of our readers is the great apostle to the Gentiles, Paul

himself. His characteristics, which constitute him a model for the

preacher of to-day, we hope to corLsider in another number.

OBLIGATIONS OF THE CHURCH TO EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

TVhek we distinguish, as it is necessary to do in accurate definition,

between education and information the educational problems of our time

show themselves to be exceedingly complex and difficult. Education,

that is, the training of our intellectual powers, is the same as ever. It re-

quires the same methods and the same amount of time spent in its accom-

plishment as it did centuries ago. The child of to-day who starts to secure

an education is not brighter intellectually, and has no more mental cajiac-

it}-, than the Greek or Roman child before the Christian era. We imag-

Jne that the fathers and mothers in those ancient ti.mes were as proud of

the abilities and proficiency of their sons or daughters as the fatliers aiul

mothers of 189(5 will be when their children shall graduate at the ap-

proaching commencements. Few will question that for mental gri]) and

logical power Aristotle Avas fully the equal of John Stuart ISIill or Bishop

Butler, And comparisons might be multiplied, showing that the natural
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caimcities of to-day are not supcnor to those of centuries ago. The edu-

catit)",' forces also are the same, and do not change with the varying deci-

.ions of the popular majority.

iUit information is a very different thing. The advances in knowledge

U.1VC been marvelous within recent times. The liaconic method of inves-

ii;,tition is modern. All the great sciences have sprung into maturity

wilhin the century which is soon to close, and the accumulated historic

rvsearchcs of recent years fill the shelves of our great libraries. Of these

LToat advances we are the recipients, and in consequence of this the stu-

dent of to-day starts with a far greater task before him than the student of

the palmiest days of Greece and Rome. Tlie Greek student had compar-

atively little information to acquire, for progress was in its infancy; but

llie modern scholar within a few years of school life is expected to inter-

meddle with all knowledge, and to begin his career by mastering the re-

»ults of twenty centuries of investigation.

The problem of education is further embarrassed by the multifarious

views which are held on that subject by various conflicting schools of

thought. One argues for a course of study which shall be chiefly an-

cient, another for a training which shall be entirely modern. One would

lay great stress upon the classics as an educating force; another afflrms

tJiul the modern languages will just as surely accomplish the desired re-

sr.Its. Science and philosophy, mathematics and history often stand at

the door of the student; and each says to him, "Follow me if you would
enter the portals of higli scholarship and of worldly success." Thus he

I* drawn in different Avays, and is liable to be bewildered.

Hut the question which affects us at this time more particularly is the re-

hvtion of the Cliurch to education. Can she pass it by at pleasure, or must
ilielook upon it as aueccssary elciuentin her progress, and fundamentally

related to the salvation of the world ? Wc observe, firet, that the Church
is obligated to supply to her own people and to all who desire the benefit

tiie highest educational facilities possible. There is a sense in which
ull her work is educating. The preacher is a great educator; tlie meet-

la^^s of the Ciiurch are places of training, often directly, but chiefly indi-

'ectly. All religious thinkers who make known their thought to others

:'rc educators. The writer of a great Ciiristian book is a great contribu-

I'T to the world's education, for the study of one book has often changed
";id molded a human life. But when we mention education we mean a

'•ystematic course of study in the schools, begun at a proper period of life

i'nd carried forward under competent instructors until its completion.
No one questions the possibility, and in individual cases the success, of

K-lf-education, or private education, or training by general courses of lec-

Jurt's; but this is not tlic education of which we are speaking. We refer

t'i education in classes in the midst of educational influences, libraries,

*')dall those appliances gathered in scliools at vast expense which cannot
f^e fiiuiid elsewhere. We mean iirst the academy, with its elementary drill,

ihis is the starting point, and in some respects the most important of all

•'"r institutions. Scholarship can no more be secured without careful
•<-—l-IFTH SHRIES, A'OL, XII.
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preparatory drill than a house can be built without a suitable foundatioa.

The next step is the college. If the preparatory scliool has done its work
well, the college course opens before the student the various lines of

thought with which it has to do. Here are found classics and mathematics.

the sciences and the modcni langunges, philosophy and metaphysics, indeed

everything that can develop and strengthen the intellectual and 'moral

faculties. Its doors open into every realm of knowledge. The next step is

the professional school, where the student devotes himself to such studies

as bear more particularly on his lifework. There he is taught the history

and progress of the profession he has chosen, the difficulties he has to meet,

the jnethods to be pursued, and the special information that he needs for

his daily work. All are set before him by those who are supposed to be

competent to give instruction at this point in his life. He hrus become a

Bpecialist, bringing all the accumulations of the past, and the resources

and opportunities of the present, to bear upon his h"fework.

And now the question is whether the Church has any obligations to

these institutions. It is now conceded that she has obligations to educa-

tion in general, but not to a specific form. Objectors will say that her re-

lation to the college and the academy are proper, but will probably deny

that she shoulJ have anything to do Avith the professional school. They

will demand to know what relation a law school or a medical school has

to the Church. Now', of course, no one supposes that ^Methodists or other

organized denominations have any partic\ilar civil laws under which they

live, or by which they are to defend the property of others. It is not con-

ceivable that Christian physicians have any pecuhar medicines which

they give or take. It is agreed, however, that a Church has theological

views which it desires to have perpetuated, and schools of theology arc

therefore important in order to the most successful teaching and trans-

mission of these doctrines. But we go further than this. What we

claim is that the Church should open up, under her own auspices, op-

portunities for all professions and for all studies. This may appear to

some unnecessary, but we urge it as important, because we believe her

impress should be upon the professional world and the commercial world;

and this cannot be, if during their educational period candidates for the

legal or medical profession are beyond her control.

THE REVISED TEXT IX 1 TIM. iii, 16.

The changes in the text of the New Testament adopted in the revised

translation have caused serious embarrassment to many readers of the

word of God. They have failed to remember that these text changes

were merely the approach to the original autographs of the sacred writers,

and, so far as this is the case, they represent the truth and not the more

speculations of critics. For a long period New Testament scholars were

dependent on more recent manuscripts, but the discoveries in chis depart-

ment have led to a better knowledge of the original manuscripts of the

Scriptures, and consequently to their more accurate presentation in the
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trviMtl translation. Some of the changes caused by the study of the

c.ri^iiial text have appeared arbitrary and, at first view, seem to obscure

rtliRT than illuminate the meaning of the passage. Hence, many have

irjocted the new as absurd, and have regarded the change as a serious de-

fect in the translation.

Such is the passage in 1 Tim. iii, 16: "Great is the mystery of

L'lHllincss : God was manifest in the flesh," etc. The Revised Version

rrails, "Great is the mystery of godliness; He who was manifested

in the flesh," etc. This change seems very remarkable, and grows out

(.f the presence or absence of a small line or mark in the Greek letter.

Witli a slight variatioa the word " who " and the abbreviated form of

the word "God" in Greek are alike, and it has been a question in which

rcneratiousof scholars have been interested whether the clause should

ri-a*l " who was manifested " or " God was manifest." The revisers fol-

lowed the most ancient manuscripts and rendered the passage "He who."

.\. careful study of the passage will show us that the revised translation

U a better rendering of the passage than the St. James Version. First,

the revised translation docs not do away with the divinity of Christ, for

]h- who Wiis manifest in the flesh could be none other than God. One

who was manifest must have been before he was manifest, and this we
tiffirm of God ; consequently the divinity of our Lord is more authori-

t.itivcly affirmed in the new rendering than it was in the old. It seems

fair to assume that the word "God " was not inserted here, as some have

claimed, for dogmatic reasons. Second, to say that God was manifest in

tlie fle^ih would not suit the following clauses in the passage. "We could

::'>t well say, " God was manifest in the flesh, God was justified in the

»pirit, God was seen of angels, God was preached unto the Gentiles, God
was believed on in the world, God was received up into glory."

Whereas, speaking of Christ as the incarnate Son of God, we can say,

"lie who was manifested in the flesh," etc. Again, the revised rendering

hrings out with great clearness a truth elsewhere taught in the New Testa-

J'.ient, namely, that the essence of godliness, according to the New
Testament teaching, is the person of Jesus Christ. It is a person who is

manifest. Our religion, then, contains the element of personality. It is

»i"t a mere doctrine, not a mere creed; but if we were asked what our

r<lii,'iou is we would say our religion is centered in the person of Jesus

Christ. He is its Alpha and Omega, its beginning and its end, its first

and last.

Wo have, therefore, in this passage a specimen of many other passages

^hich have been severely criticised because of changes in the text; but,

^'^ they have been studied more and more, it has been found that the

'f^rer we approach to the original autographs of the sacred writers the

'i'oiccr will be the meaning and the more precious the thought. The
advances in this department of criticism are not to be discarded because
ft first view the results seem to be obscure, but are to be studied with
'"nv-tant reference to the fact that "all Scripture is given by inspiration

^ f God."
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ARCHiEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

HAUPT'S POLYCHROME OLD TESTAifENT.

In* our last issue ^Ye called attention to the many errors -which have

crept into tlie Hebrew text of the Old Testament—errors viiicli puzzle

and perplex all those wlio read the Bible criticall}-, "We also referred to Pro-

fessor Ilaupt's new edition of the Hebrew Scriptures, which "aims at pre-

senting as clearly as possible, by an entirely new process designed by the

learned Baltimore professor, the results of the higher and lower criticism."

Professor ILanpt's work is pj-inted in colors, so as to show at a glance

the exact portions of any book belonging to the various editions. Of the

parts already published we might mention that Leviticus is printed in

three colors. The main part, or "priestly code," is in black letter ou

white background—a fact which is true of the main part of every book

;

then the "law of holiness" (chapters xvii-xxvii) is given in yellow,

while the later additions are printed in brown. The Books of Samuel

are printed in eight colors, to show that there were as many elements iised

in their composition, or seven original documents cleverly put together

by a later editor. Inasmuch as many great biblical critics are almost

color-blind, this polychromatic edition of the Books of Samuel may yet

prove a fertile source of discussion, especially if some of these great men
have to read through colored glasses. The Book of- Job, though the first

part published, will be marked number seventeen when the entire work
of twenty parts is completed. It is from the pen of Professor Siegfried,

of Jena. Like every other l)ook in tlie Old Testament, Job also, we arc

assured, is composite in its nnture. The colors, here again, help the

reader without any eflfort whatever to analyze the grand old poem, and to

see at one glance the exact portions belonging to the several writers, as

well as the number and age of the interpolations. About two thirds of

Job is given in black letter on a white background ; this represents the

original poem, pure and unadulterated, just as it came from the lips of

its great author. According to Professor Siegfried—though, so far ;;3

we know, no other critic on earth agrees with him in every particular

—

the following is the exact order: Chapters 1-12; 13, 1-27; 14, 4. 3. G. IS.

15-17.1-2; 13, 28; 14, 5. 7-13. 14. 18-22; 15-19'j 20, l-15a. 2;3a. 15b-29;

21, 1-8. 11. 10. 9. 12-34 ; 22-24, 8. 10-25 ; 26, 5-14. 1-4 ; 27-28 ; 29, 1-0.

10-20. 7-11. 21-23.12-13.15-17. 24-25. 14. 18. 30, 1-24. 25-31; 31, 1-20;

30,25; 31, 21-23. 38^0. 24-37. 40c; 33-42; 32-37. The speeches of

Elihu and tlie twenty-eighth chapter—being polemical interpohitioiH

directed against the tendency of the poem, are printed on green back-

ground, and the former are included in a special appendix at the clos.?.

Wliat are termed corrective interpolations, inserted to harmonize Job's

speeclics with the doctrine of retribution, are shown in red color. Then

follow a number of passages in blue, which are called parallel compo-
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nitioiid, thiit is, repetitions or amplifications of ideas already expressed.

Wlirit the author regards as hopelessly corrupt passages are dropped out

nitirely from the text, and their place is indicated by dotted lines, while

till' proposed corrected text is reproduced in the critical notes at the end.

Tiu'ii we have a largo number of still later interpolations, -which likewise

are relegated from the body of the test and appear as notes at tlie bottom

of the p;ige. Besides the different colors and footnotes -we have diacrit-

ical signs, especially invented for this work, to indicate about six hundred

proposed emendations. These corrections are often based upon the

niicicnt versions, and are therefore entitled to a careful consideration.

Sometimes the Vri, the suggested corrections of the. ^lasorites, have been

adopted in preference to the IcHJiib, or received text. But a very large

miinbcr of the so-called emendations are purely conjectural, and are

therefore, practically, of no value. The well-known passage, chapter xix,

Sri, 2G, has been relegated from the text, with the remark: " We look

upon the whole passage as a later gloss in which the resurrection of the

just is regarded as a possibility (comp. Dan. xii, 13; Mace, vii, 9-11) con-

trary to the opinion put forth in the Book of Job, with regard to Sheol."

As much as we respect the great erudition of Professor Siegfried, many
of his notes involuntarily remind us of a teacher of composition in some

grammar school, who flippantly dismisses what does not suit his ear with

.»^ome such offhand remarks as, " evidently wrong," " interpolated in order

to correct," "seems to be a fragment of a new verse," "must either be

canceled or altered," etc., etc.

This will fairly indicate the style and scope of the great v^'ork, which

is certain to bring light upon many a dark passage, and which cannot

fail to stimulate thought and promote the study of -external criticism. In

spite of the many excellencies of this new edition of the sacred books of

the Old Testament, there is one fatal objection—it is entirely too subject-

ive; and many of the proposed emendations are purely conjectural,

neither supported by any recently discovered manuscript, nor even by a

consensus of opinion, but simply evolved from the author's fancy. AVere it

not for the seriousness of the matter, it would be really amusing to see how
a professor of Hebrew, without a very large amount of poetic genius, sit-

ting in his study on the picturesque banks of the Saale at the close of the

nineteenth century, reviews and emends an ancient poem—written at

kast twenty-five hundred years before, by some great literary genius

whose work still towers up among the highest peaks in any literature

—

jnst as if it were a new poem or essay published in the last issue of some
Clerman literary magazine in Leipsic or Berlin. AVhat is true of Professor

Siegfried's work on Job is equally true of AVellhausen's edition of the Book
of the Psalms, with this addition, that Wellhausen has disappointed his

friends all around in this last effort, which is less scholarly in every way
than his work of more than twenty years ago on the Books of Samuel.

AVe repeat that the entire work is entirely too subjective to be of per-

manent value. The fact that Professor Siegfried, Wellhausen, or Budde
eliaiacterizes passages as ''impossible, absurd, or nonsensical," does not
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make them so. Bold assertious are often made without assigning anv
reason whatever. This perhaps must be overlooked, inasmuch as we arc
promised full explanations and comments in connection with the ])ro-
poscd English and C4erman translations of the Old Testament for which
tliis critical edition of tlie Hebrew text is to serve as a basis. It would
possibly be unjust to anticipate any of the "full explanations'' to be
found with the English translation, and yet we cannot refrain from proph-
esying that when the English and C4erman translations appear we shall
read in more than one place, as some difficult or dark passage is con-
sidered, such a note as the following, "As was clearly shoAvn by^Profcssor
Siegfried, AVellhauseu, or Stade in iiis notes on the Hebrew text."
From a paragraph in the ilarcli number of the BlUkal ^Vorld we learn

that Professor Haupt has just arrived from Euiope, where he has vi^tcd
many of his distinguished collaborators in the interest of his work, and
that already six parts of the English translation are in the press—three of
tliem to be out "in the early spring," namely, Isaiah, in three colors,
translated by Professor Cheyne ; Judges, in six colors, by Professor G. F*.

Moore, of the Andover Theological Seminary; and the Psalms, by Pro-
fessor Fiiruess, of Philadelphia. The latter for some reason translates the
Psalms not from the original text, but from the German version of 'Well-
hausen. This critical German prose translation of the GGttingen pro-
fessor is, however, to be turned into a poetical form by Professor Furucss.
We are not informed as to the number of colors in this new Psalter, but

presumably the English and German editions will agree in this regard
with the Hebrew as given by Wellhauseu, who has not followed the gen-
eral plan, but instead has used red letters here and there as follows: "The
titles of the Psalms, including historical and musical notes, as well as
'selair and other liturgical fonnulos (for example, 25. 22) have been printed
in red

;
also the acrostic letters in the alphabetical Psalms (9, 10, 2.j, 34, 37,

111, 119, 145), the doxological subscriptions at the close of the llrst four
books (41. 13; 72. 18; 89. 52; 106. 48), and the headings, ^epher rUhon
(fii-st book), etc., indicating the traditional division into five books. None
of these elements (the acrostic letters, of course, excepted) formed a part
of the original text of the Psalms to which they are attached."
Though we are assured that it is the aim of the great scholars, who have

this new English translation in hand, " to make it at once more accurate
and rhythmical than either the Authorized or Pevised Version," it is safe

to predict that it will never displace cither one or the other, but will slowly
find its w-ay into our large libraries and into the studies of advanced stu-

dents of the Bible.

ECCLESIASTICUS AND PHILO.

One of the most interesting discoveries of the year is that recently
made by Mr. Scliechter, a Talmudic reader, or lecturer, at Carabridgf.
England. It is that of a small portion of the apocryphal book caUcd
"Ecclesiasticus, or the Wisdom of Jesus, the Son of'sirach." Though
but a small fragment of only one leaf, and that " dirty and ragged at the
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foot," it will prove of great value to biblical critics in helping to deter-

mine the age of several of the Old Testament books. It was before known

lliat Jesus ben Siracli's work had appeared in Hebrew; indeed, Jerome ex-

pressly states that he had seen a copy of his work in that languafi;e.

TIktc is also reference to it in the Talmud. This is, however, the first

time that modern critics have had an opportunity to examine any part of

KtvU'biasticus in the original, for the reason that the oldest manuscripts

Vet discovered were either in Greek, Syriac, or Latin. As already stated,

tliis fragment will prove veiy useful in fixing the dates of some of the later

canonical books, since all know that Hebrew, like all other written lau-

^niagcs, has had its history and development. Of late years it lias been

tjuite fashionable with a certain school of Old Testament scholars to de-

press the date of composition of a very large portion of the Hebrew Scrip-

tures. !Now, with this fragment written bctueeu tlirce and two centuries

before our era as a base of comparison, we have good reason for expecting

some very positive results; for all will admit that an ounce of solid testi-

mony is worth more than a ton of the most learned conjectures.

Though the discovery was made in the study of Professor Schechter,

at Cambridge, the leaf, with a number of others, was purchased by jMrs.

Lewis and Mrs. Gibson during a recent tour to Egypt and the Holy Laud.

These ladies, so well known in connection with the last Syrian manuscript

of the gospels, had no idea what treas\ire they had in that little bundle of

greasy-looking leaves, secured for a trille from an oriental dealer in an-

ti.piities and curiosities; and Avhat treasures may yet be concealed in some

out-of-tlie-way place in many a Palestinian city!

W'c notice also with pleasure the revived interest in tbe study of Jo-

Pephus and Philo, especially of the latter. Professor Kyle has devoted

much time to the examination and collection of the quotations of Phih)

from the Old Testament, Philo speaks in no uncertain tone regarding

the authority and inspiration of the Hebrew sacred books. His writings

al^ound with such expressions as "the inspired oracle," "the divine

word," and " the most truthful witnesses." The scope and value of the

book can be best stated in Professor Kyle's words: "Philo's testimony to

I'.iO Greek Bible is indisputably pre-Christian. In that fact lies the

special value of his scriptural citations. The earliest manuscripts of the

Septuagiut have all come down to us from Christian sources. The earliest

copies are ecclesiastical books, written for use in Christian churches.

The oldest. Codex Vaticanns, belongs to the late third, or early fourth,

century. Philo's testimony has, therefore, the twofold value of being

i-arlier, by more than two centuries, than our earliest extant manuscripts,

aii'l of being derived from a non-Christian, a Gra^co-Judaic, source, sepa-

rate in time and character from the great mass of other evidence."

Biblical criticism has too long neglected a tliorough study of Jewish

literature which originated in the times between the Macciibees and the

destruction of Jerusalem by Titus. It is really as important to know wliat

Pliilo and other pious and learned Jews of his age thought of the Holy

Scriptures as it is to have the theories of modern speculators.
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

THE PARLIAMENT OF RELIGIONS AS SEEN ON FOREIGN MISSION
FIELDS.

We have been confident that in due time tlie Parliament of Religions

would come under the review of able men on the foreign mission field,

and have patiently -waited their utterance, in the light of at least a short

experience, to confirm any theory tliey miglit have held in the first in-

stance. That they are not really unanimous is no matter of surprise; but

the consensus of view seems clearly to be that at least till now the result

has been ])rcjudicial to the interests of missions.

Thus, ^Ir. Bancrjai, a capable, scholarly native of India, said at the

Calcutta "Missionary Conference that the Parliament was likely to

strengthen the popular belief among the people of India that all religions

arc true, being different revelations for different conditions of men ; and

hence it would tend to revive the dying religions in India, and would

encourage the simulation of Christianity in the interest of certain non-

Christian faiths which have already divided the Hindus into various new

and schismatic bodies that to an extent have adopted Christianity in parts

—these schismatics being more difficult to bring to real Christianity than

are the original, out-and-out Hindus. He instances Keshub Chunder

Sen's rehabilitation of Hinduism in Christian attire as having deceived

many. He further sets forth that it is likely to produce the impression

that morals are distinct from, and must take precedence of, doctrine;

and that it will tend to divorce morality and theological thought.

Again, he deprecates an almost necessary impression that there is a better

and broader attitude toward non-Ciiristiau religions than that assumed

by the missionaries, and deplores the erroneous conception had in Chris-

tian lands of what the missionary attitude often is—a conception which

only aggravates the result. For there is a popular notion of the methods

used by missionaries which is far from a correct representation of the

facts, and this misapprehension is likely to be much more vridespread by

utterances made on the platform at the Parliament of Keligions.

The advantage taken of the return of the Buddhist representatives to

Japan—who were not, however, delegated by anyone, but were acting

solely on their own responsibility—to attempt a revival of Buddhism is

well known. Large crowds assembled to hear their report of the Parlia-

ment, under the auspices of the Buddhist Young Glen's Association in

Yokohama. Seven hundred people assembled in a large theater, and for

nine hours continuously were addressed l)y these men, who recounted the

reception they had received and their impressions of the meeting. The

audience was informed that the object of the Parliament was to learn

moie of oriental religion, since the people had come to realize the weak-

ness and folly of Christianity; and that these representatives had reached
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iho conclusion there w.is uo better country in which to attempt the prop-

6-ntion of Buddhism than the United States. They reported that the

"mit majority of Cliristiaus drink intoxicating Leverages and commit the

,.;ossest sins. "Whatever may be thought of such untrulliful representa-

li.'iis, they incited a prejudice agaiiist Christianity Avhich will lurk for

imtiy R day in the minds of large numbers of people before they can be

jiwdc to realize the inaccuracy and unfairness of the statements. This was,

whatever else there might be to ultimately offset it, one of the results of

t!ie Parliament of Religions.

Ucpliesto, or criticisms on, the i)apcrs and addresses made attheParlia-

v.wwi by representatives of non-Chris-tian religions have appeared in short

liftick's, published at widely separated centers of influence, which if col-

l.-ctfd would make a volume of Christian apologetics of no small value.

The Christian Patriot, of Madras, ludiii, remarks as something amusing

Uic celebrity suddenly acquired at Chicago by men wholly obscure in

thrir own lands, who appeared as champions and authorized exponents

«.f their several faiths. Thus, the editor declares Swami Vivekananda

t.. have been unheard of in all India till he appeared as a great light at

the World's Fair. The Madras Mail, a secular paper of repute, but not

I ^IK•t•ially a defender of Christianity, characterizes the attacks on Chris-

ti-.ii missions as the stuff which in India is permitted to the university

u:i'lergraduate, or as the coarse tirade of the crowd huddled at a street-

]vcnching to interrupt the service. There was absolutely nothing novel

ia it all; nor was it in any way u contribution to the argument as to the

rv>pcctive merits of the several faiths, being the thousand-times threshed

ttruw of the commonest of the common people in India. Replying to a

r.ruliman who charged that the representations of the condition of

^vomcn which reached Christian countries was an insult to the women of

Ir.^lia. the Madras Mail pertinently asks for a comparison between what

Christianity and Buddhism or Hinduism has done for India's women. It

»:iy8: "We will content ourselves with inquiring, Who have done most

f .'r the emancipation of Indian women from the disabilities under which

thcY have labored for centuries—these Western religionists whom it

]'lc;ises Vivekananda and his friends to taunt, or Brahmaus and ascetics

of dilTerent schools? Who has ended sutteeism and infanticide? Through

»vli0sc influence are widow remarriages made possible in India? Where

<li<l the agitation against monstrous alliances between old debauchees of

"Itty and little Hindu girls of six originate? Who is it that lovingly give

of thfir substance in order to send the sweet amelioration of woman's woe

y-i'-o Indian homes, offering the best results of Western science and learn-

i->'i ia the name of Him whom even Vivekananda reveres? And all with-

ciit fee or reward. And all in spite of bitter taunts and cheap jibes from

iy.'-n who live in glac-s houses, and therefore should not throw stones."

Turning to China we meet with much vigorous rejoinder to the state-

'•T'nts made at Chicago derogatory to Christianity and Christian mis-

*'"iiarics. For instance, the Rev. Timothy Richard, reviewing the paper of

I'nng Kwaug-Yu, Cliinese Secretarv of Legation at Washington, notices
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his statement that the translation of our Scripture into Chinese is }>oor.

Mr. Richard's retort is that the poverty of our translation cannot at least

arise from want of literary ability, for the most literary viceroy in the

empire to-day employs the same scholar, Wang T'au, who translated our

standard Scriptures, to do literary work for him now. To the criticism

of Mr. Puug, that missionaries do not attempt the study of the political

institutions of China, Mr. Richard says that, unfortunately for Mr. Puui,-,

he has not brought out a single fact of importance in regard to the po-

litical institutions of his native land not already perfectly well known to

missionaries. Mr. Pung made an exception in favor of Dr. ^Martin, of the

Imperial University at Peking; but Mr. Richard asks if ^Ir. Pung does

not know of the works of Leggc, "Williamson, Edkius, Eitel, Faber, and

others, adding that if he does not he is certainly incompetent to discuss

missionary matters.

We have thus merely intimated the valuable chapters of Christian

apologetics which are filtering through the press in various parts of the

world, as one of the results of the discussions at the Parliament of Re-

ligions, a large part of which would have had little attention at the hands

of secular Christendom but for these attacks made at Chicago. This line

of apologetics, it is, however, rather humiliatint,' to think, is more needed

in Christian than in heathen lands. They are threadbare charges re-

garding the methods and success of Christianity in missionary fields,

answered in all particulars by the facts suiTOunding the people in everyday

life. They fall liarraless at the feet of the missionary on the field, because

the common people know their fallacy.

AFFAIRS IX FORMOSA.

The Christian public cannot fail to be interested in the prospects of

Christianity in Formosa under the new conditions imposed on it by the out-

come of the China-Japan war. Several things have already been shown,

and others give hope for the future. The war brought something like a

crisis to the little church in Formosa. Missionary work came practically

to a standstill, the missionary ladies being obliged to flee for safety to

the mainland, and all schools being closed. The native Christians were

exposed to unusually severe trials, being in the North charged with col-

lusion with tlie Japanese and threatened with general massacre. In the

city of Kagi Sabbath services were suspended; at another place an attack

was made on the chapel, the preacher narrowly escaping a violent death,

while at another place the pastor's house was wrecked. The arrival of

the Japanese, while it quieted this conmiotion, resulted in a new strain, ia

the emigration of Chinese to the mainland and a steady movement of

colonization from Japan.

Tlie quarter of a century of mission work in Formosa, under the Pres-

byterians, has resulted in the creation of a Christian community representLd

at a recent Conference by eighty delegates. These were men who h;id

been tried as by fire. One of these delegates had spent seven weeks in a
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n'lliy dungeon in liis early life because of his profession of Christianity,

fiiitl had twenty years of Christian service behind him. Some of these

representatives hud traveled nine days to reach tlie Conference, and had

crossed a mountain range six thousand feet in height.

The future prospect of Cliristianity in Formosa, under the new conditions,

is Slimmed up by the Rev. William Campbell in the following statement:

"No one would claim for the Japanese that they are a Christian na-

tion, but surely they will show among us the same tolerance toward the

Church and intolerance toward opium which they do in Tokio, Kyoto,

Nagasaki, and other cities throughout the empire. Substantial help will

juiic through completion of the Tamsui-Taiwanfu Tiailway and the coq-

.•.truction of those well-made roads that will be carried tlirough every part

of the island. Besides, a little incident occurred in the Pescadores some

months ago which has its own significance in the present connection. It

WHS that of several high-class Japanese officers, with a company of their

men, making written request to our preacher at Makeng that he would

grant them the use of the chapel every Lord's Day afternoon for Christiaa

worship; a request wliich was at once and most willingly complied with.

Further, two or three Japanese statesmen, who have had a very large

shiirc in the recent making of the country, are also men of outstanding

Christian character. One more hopeful item is that the Presbyterian

native Church in Japan has just sent two commissioners to Formosa to

sec what opportunities for fresh extension there may be among its mil-

lions of newly-made fellow-subjects. ' Some trust in chariots, and some in

horses: but we will remember the name* of the Lord our God.' "

THE BEARING OF COXFCCIAXISM OX CIVILIZATIOX.

This theme is discussed in the Cldnese lieconJer by that eminent au-

thority, the Rev. J. Lambert Rees. He charges Confucianism with

elin)iuating God as the basis of morals. The worship of God being

relegated to the emperor alone, the element of the divine will fades from

the minds of the common people as an etiiical basis, and produces a tend-

ency to agnosticism. The worship of ancestors grew to fill the gap.

Filial piety is as the natural root of all virtuous conduct in man. Sol-

diers, scholars, or statesmen—in short, all classes of society—must perform

their respective duties aright, lest they bring disgrace on their parents.

God is not in all their thoughts. Retribution is confined to this life, and

consists in the injury to the family name, which the spirits of ancestors

\vi!l avenge here and now. The result is that morality is "family cen-

tered," and a universal brotlierhood of man cannot be erected on it ; for so

comprehensive a feeling cannot be created by it, while toward anything

supernatural a Confucianist is necessarily skeptical. While a Chinese

'nay be a respectable, and even a generous, man, a high state of civiliza-

tion is absolutely impossible to a nation erected on the absence of con-

ditions which impress the ideas of the existence of God and tlie brother-

hood of man.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

J. Meinhold. In 1894 this theologian made himself no end of trouble

by a popular lecture on the beginnings of the IsraelitisU religiou and his-

tory. He took the position of the higher critics, that the conception of

Old Testament religious history which has hitherto prevailed can no
longer stand in the i>resence of literary criticism; that the patriarchal his-

tory, while containing traces of fact, must fall, as a whole; and that,

prior to the time of ]VIoses, Israel must be regarded as a conglomerate of

nomadic tribes, devoted, like all primitive peoples, to fetichism and totem-

ism, and worshiping stones, trees, water, and animals. Moses was an

liistorical personality through whom Jehovah led the Israelites out of

Egypt. He was the prophet of Jehovah, and next to Christ the greatest

figure known to religious history. Jehovah had been known to the Isra-

elites before the time of Closes, but only as the God of thunder. Moses
corrected their conception of Jehovah by declaring to them some of the

spiritual and ethical attributes of God. His knowledge of those attri-

butes was not gained by profound reflection, nor by keenness of insight,

but by a real revelation to him, though the revelation was limited in its

completeness. Yet there still remained an undeniable dualism, traces of

barbaric and fleshly conceptions. To ^Moses and the prophets it is due
that the worship of Jehovah grew more and more pure. The final victory

of the spiritual prophets preceded the fixing of the legal code. Christ

completely purified the idea of God from all that is erroneous. Against
objections to these views 3Icinhold declares that the evangelical Church
is being eaten to the heart by its little faith. The faith of^he letter, the

doctrine of verbal inspiration, is not only false biit it is dangerous.
Meinhold demands that the Church go back to Luther, prize what aids

tlie faith of Christ, and disregard what does not lead to him. The sacred

Scriptures are not tiie result of dictation by the Holy Spirit, but holy

men of God spoke as they were moved by the Holy Spirit, yet in such a

sense as that this human nature was not overridden or destroyed. An
idea of the earnestness of Meinliold's belief may be gathered from some
of his words: " O, thou poor, evangelical Church! My heart bleeds

whenever I think of thee! Thy children forsake and despise thee. Thy
enemies laugh thee to scorn. Thy friends mourn and are silent. Physi-

cians offer their aid, but their remedies only harm. . . . God only can

help."
\

E. Schader. Some of the very best thinking of Germany is done by

men who have occupied only subordinate positions in the universities.

Often it is in view of this good work done in the lower ranks of the teach-

ing force that the performers come to recognition. Schader is but a
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tutor, yet he lias given his superiors some hard nuts to crack. In a recent

uork entitled Die Btdeuiang des Lelendlgcn Chridmfur die Rcchtfertegung

uiu-h Paulus (The Pauline Conception of the Relation of tiie Living

Christ to Justification), Giitersloh, 1893, he undertakes to prove that

I'uul brings the risen Christ and the justification of the sinner into imme-

diate relation. For Paul the saving value of the death of Christ is found

only in connection with his resurrection. The Pauline doctrine is that

when God graciously justifies the sinner it is not in view of any historical

iichievenient of Christ wliatever, much less in the entire course of his life,

l>ut on account of the living superhistorical Christ, and in him only in

tlial lie has behind him the events of his death and resurrection con-

ceived in their saving intiuence. This seems to contain nothing new, and

it is not as new in America as it is in Europe. But, whether new or old,

it opens the question anew as to tlie relation of Christ's death to our

justification. It puts the emphasis in a new place. "We are not justified

on account of the death of Christ nor on account of his life as a whole,

nor because of any event or series of events in liis histoiT. We are justi-

lied on account of Christ himself, on account of the Christ who lived, died,

nud rose again, and who now lives in heaven. True, he thinks that the

ba<^is of the significance of the living Christ for justification is found in

his vicarious death and its iiardcmiug, justifying eflect. Yet it is not on

ficoount of what Christ has done, but on account of Christ himself, that

we are justified—on account of the risen Christ. This is different from

the old idea that what Christ was gave to what he did a saving value.

The idea here is rather that what he did, while not directly available to

the sinner, gives to Christ a worth in God's sight on account of which

God forgives the sinner for whom Christ died. God does not justify the

sinner on account of the death of Christ for men,- nor of all that Christ

did, but on account of Christ himself, although he would not forgive man
on account of Christ if Christ had not done what he did, and to this

added resurrection and ascension. All this has the merit of putting the

emphasis upon Christ just as the modern theology is wont to do—upon
the risen Christ and not upon any deed of Christ. "We confess to being

preatly interested in this new-old putting of the case, although it is im-

possible to give our adherence to it at once. It is to be hoped that the

view will be given further study by capable minds, and that it will be

iifted of its chaf[ and the fine grain weighed in the balances.

Paul Ewald. Among those who have directly or indirectly spoken ou

the evidences of Christianity in modern times this thinker deserves a

place, even though we cannot grant to his argument the weight which it

'•as in his own mind. He regards it as the first duty of theology to enfold

J!i a series of postulates the facts of Christianity in its essentials. The

pecoad task is to test those postulates by the history of the origin of

Christianity, and to enlarge or correct them. The third is to develop

these corrected postulates into a system of Christian truth corresponding

in form to a philosophic view of the world. In the use of a proper exe-
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gesis, and by a correct criticism of the text and canon of Scripture, we
may employ the Scriptures as a trustworthy source for the history of the

Christian revelation. Criticism, however, must always remember that

the Scriptures profess to give a history of the unfolding plan of salvation;

and the critic must judge of the Scriptures with this fact in view.

We begin at this point to make our objections to the positions of Ewakl.

No two thinkers, coming to the Scripture without a previous scheme in

their minds, will be likely to understand the plan of salvation there re-

vealed exactly in the same way. Each, therefore, taking for his guide

the fact that the Bible is a record of the plan of salvation, will have his

own opinion as to the religious contents of the Bible. As he comes,

therefore, to the correction of his postulates by the contents of Scripture

religious history, he will difl'er from that of his neighbor. "When he

comes to develop these postulates into the system lie will reach results

differing from those of his neighbor. Thus, there will be as many Chris-

tian systems as there are individual thinkers, and those systems will, in

some cases, be mutually exclusive. In this way, therefore, no general

apologetic can be gained. Each will have his own opinion, and will be

firm in the same; and, just in proportion as he feels the oi^inion of his

•neighbors to be inadequate or dangerous will he be zealous to overturn

it, and thus while winning converts to himself he will be unsettling the

opinions of others. The unbeliever, meanwhile, waiting for a demonstra-

tion of the truth of Christianity, sees nothing but a conflict as to what
Christianity is. The fundamental error in the method of Ewald, how-

ever, is that it places the burden of proof upon the ratiocinative faculties,

whereas it belongs in the realm of the powers of perception. There is

where our Lord placed it, and had it not been that apologists felt it nec-

essary to meet the pliilosopliy of the world with a philosophy of Chris-

tianity, there it would have, as it ought to have, remained.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Vie de S. Francois d'Assisi (Life of St. Francis of Assisi). By Paul

Sabatier, 1894. This most excellent life of Francis has been translated

into Englisli, and is therefore more gladly noticed here. In France the

work has excited the most astonishing interest, largely owing to tlie

fact that it represents the summit of historical investigation and at the

same time combines therewith the highest biographical skill. The author

did not write from imagination. He knew the places sacred to the

memory of his hero, and with true artistic genius places them in posses-

sion of the reader's imagination. In fact, the personality of the saint

seems to have lived in the mind of the author, who has succeeded in

making him live in the mind of the reader. Thus the book has

all the strong assurance of scientific research and all the power of affec-

tion over the sympathies of the reader. Sabatier does not follow the

newer method of biographical writings, which allows the subject to speak
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, • .If tlirou^h his letters, journal, or other utterances; but on the

;;. :;: ihe d^^ n'^^ fancy sketch of his subject and present

; Is truU. It is almost .ith an oppressive interest that .ye t.u,^_ to the

U an endix, ^s'hich is a critical study of the celebrated st.gmata

r,..! e ie enks their historical reality on the ground that there .vas no

To for a pious fraud, but rather the contrary; that the story of the

t fits perfectly inlo the history, and that there is perfect unan,m-

': n
'

1 e .vitnLes, .vhose interests would have led them to duller

;.t h r°miraculous character he denies, if miracle be thought of a an

nuntion, or a perversion, of the laws of nature, or as an u.terventio.

; e kr.t Cause in certain instances. Such a miracle he -gards as not

, V contrary to scientific truths, but contrary to good mora s. The con-

nc^d ma'nds the equality of every man before God whde miracles n

.above sense seem to deny that equality, Xow, - herem ,s a marvel-

ous hin'." If Sabatier's reasoning on the point be correct -e certa n y
"

<tc fa^^ge God with immorality. For nothing is more evident than

"
t if God has anything to do with men, he does favor some men mo

n n hi in temporal things. But, if the historicity of the st;?™^^

to be maintained. 4e think Sabatier is perfectly right m attrxbutmg them

o pu iTnatura causes, such as the effect upon his body of constant

K u" on the passion of our Lord, his mystical fervor, and the nearness

J; tl^c time the stigmata are said to have made their appearance, of the

fc-slival of the uplifting of the cross.

Lehrbuch der Kirchenges";^i^i^ext-Book of Church History).

By Wilhelm Moller, 1S94. There is an awakening interest among An.er-

L. theologians of the present day in the study of Church h,s ory. The

d.vs of the exclusive reign of dogmatic theology are "^^^1^-^^ Ou

theologians are beginning to acquire the sense of P^-P^f ;;, ;. ^J!'
.tudie^. This result is partly due to the new interest in «-" ^

-^^^J'
and partly causes that interest. The two wil go on

^^^^^^̂ ^^^^^^
h.nd in h;nd, for the destruction of narrow thinking and foi the correc

tion of much ignorant and useless speculation. The carefu and ddigen

reading of Church history has a marvelous power to reveal the truth t a

there is no new thing under the sun. If our theological
^^-^^:^''2^^^L

knew what has been thought in the past, they would generally '^-cover th

f.u.t that their views have long ago been weighed m the

^f-^^^lfj^^^
wanting. Thus they might save themselves and their ^leluded followers

much time and trouble. A knowledge of Church history wou d sers a

similar useful purpose to the defenders of the faith. But the vast m. orU)

c.nnot be original investigators, and hence the desirability of --^^^
1^^«

the one named above, which give the best and latest results of Instor ca^

research. This particular work is here mentioned because it is being

translated into English; the first two volumes, already translated, bring

the historv of the Church down through the ^liddle Ages Alter

Molk-r's lamented death the work was taken up by Kawerau, and it is ex-

IKCtcd that the entire work will be completed by him. The third volume,
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which is still untranslated, covers the period of the Reformation down to

104:8. We know of no work which in the same space gives so good an

idea of the Reformation and the counter- Reformation, and at the same

time carries along the political history necessary to tiie understanding of

the history of the Church. The arrangement of tlie material is better

than that usually followed, and avoids re2)etition as much as possible.

Yet there are certain sudden and confusing breaks in the history as here

given, and certain reform movements which ought to have been made co-

ordinate are put into the relation of whole and part. We confess that

the arrangement is on the whole logical, judged from one standpoint.

But history admits of a variety of logical arrangements, and the writer

of history ought to seek that distribution of his matter which will, on

the whole, most contribute to an easy grasp of the principles tliat produce

the facts, considered in themselves and in their mutual relations. AVe

sincerely wish that, though this work suffers from tlie defect mentioned,

it might be widely reach

Lehrbuch der Religionsgeschichte (Text-book of the History of Re-

ligions). By P. D. Cliautepie de la Saussage, Doctor and Professor of

Theology in Amsterdam, 1S89. It is a misfortune that this great work

iu two volumes is not translated into English. But to the reader of the

German it is a storehouse of information to which we enthusiastically call

attention. The work is divided into four parts, designated severally as

General, Phenomenological, Ethnographical, and Historical. In the first

part are treated such subjects as the " Science of Religion,*' the "Science

of Religion and the Doctrine of Evolution," "Man and Animals," "The
Primitive History," "Prchistorical Archaeology," "The Origin of Re-

ligion," "The Classification of Religions," and "Principal Forms of

Religion." The phenomenological part deals with the objects of wor-

ship, idolatry, worship of nature, men and gods, magic and divination,

sacrifice, prayer, and other religious acts, sacred stones, trees, animals,

places, times, and persons, religious fellowship and books, mythology,

relation of religion to morals, etc. The ethnographical part takes up the

various religions according to groups, such as the Africans, the American

Indians, the Semitic, etc. The historical part, which occupies nearly

the half of the first and all of the second volume, gives a history of the

religion of all tlie more important nations, iu the following order:

Chinese, Egyptians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Indians (including the ages

of the Yedes and Brahmans, Jainism, Buddhism and Hinduism), Per-

sians, Greeks, Romans, Germans, and lastly of Islam. While the survey

of the field is thus seen to be most comprehensive it will be of interest to

know that the author rejects the purely evolutionary explanation of re-

ligious phenomena as not sufficient; and that he denies, not that animals

are religious, but that we have auy proof that they are religious; while on

the other hand all probabilities point to the possession of some form of re-

ligion, however imperfectly developed, by all men, even the most savage.

In fact, all the t.alk of evolutionists conccruin!i: the reliariousaess of animals
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ou ly shows how little they know about the real uature of religion and

how poor are their powers of discrimination, or else how willing they are

t.) ina"-nify, minify, or warp the facts, to suit their theory. The fear

ftud love, faithfulness and reverence, that animals are supposed to cherish

toward one another or toward men, are social virtues or vices which in

men endowed with the power to conceive of God take on a religious sig-

liiflcance, but which have no religious significance to a being who knows,

not God. There is no evidence that the animals have the idea of God,,

and hence their religiousness is a figment of the evolutionist's iraagluflr-

tion.

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

Recent Disputes Relative to the Lord's Supper. Very iiui>cTr of the

theological discussion of tlie day is adapted to strike a chill tO' tke mar-

row. This is as true of the treatment of that sacred theme, the Lord's

Supper, as of any other. It is not that there is not sufficient or even a

superfluity of heat manifested between the disputants. The' chill springs

from the icy scientific coldness with which the subjects themselves are

treated. The majority of the theologians pride themselves on the ma-

biased character of their investigations. They treat the dcvctrines, insti-

tutions, and history of Christianity as though they had absolutely no-

personal interest in them. For practical consequences they care not a

fig; and they care as little for the practical utility of their investigations.

All these contemptible things are left for the lesser lights in the pulpit

and at preachers' conferences. This is exactly the state of affairs irt

Germany and France, and to some extent in England. There is a marked

t<.udency iu the same direction in America. We want exact scholarship

;

we must have it. Yet, what possible practical benefit is to be derived

from the recent disputes concerning the Lord's Supper? For example,

the question is raised whether Jesus in that memorable night meant, by
the supper in which he gave bread and wine to his disciples, to institute

a sacrament which it should be the duty of his disciples to rejieat with

niore or less frequency; or, whether he had in mind only the one per-

formance, and left it to his disciples to do as they pleased, about its repe-

tition. The consideration of that question has aroused the greatest in-

t*.re.st and set many heads a task. Then, the question whether the first

celebration of the supper by our Lord was intended by him to refer to

bis death, while more vital, is yet bandied about in such a way as to de-

prive it of all its sacred import, and to give it value merely as a question

ui>ou which men may display their acumen. The same may be said of

tlie question as to whether Jesus celebrated this last supper as the Mes-

•iali, or not. This is so treated as to nourish only the interests of the

theologically curious. Even the question as to what the significance of

the supper was, whether a memorial or a sacrament through which

bk-j=sing should come to the participant, is- looked at purely from the

»taudiK>int of the scholar. It iias no interest for these men as Christians.
•13—I-IFTH SKUIES, vol.. XII.
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Now it is without doubt true that the investigator should be unpreju-

diced. • But it is also true that the Christian theologian should expend

his energies on those subjects which have a practicnl bearing on life, and

in such a manner that this practical bearing shall be apparent. Along the

road to the answer to these questions lie many critical questions. The

exact form of the original text must be settled. The priority of Paul's

account must be determined. Questions of interpretation arise in con-

nection with the proof-texts employed. The discussion widens until

there seems to be no end to it. Each author thinks and strives to prove

that all the others arc wrong. "What was an innocent, incidental expres-

sion of opinion, it may be, is like a bone cast out amidst a pack of hun-

gry dogs. Each one fights for it, and the one that gets it gets—a bone,

without any meat. That it is right and proper that eacli one should in-

vestigate these and all other subjects, when the more weighty tilings are

all attended to, is undeniable. But the world is not dying to know

what each one thinks, and it would kill the world should it try to keep

up with everybody's thoughts. Let theologians keep some of their

thinkings to themselves. The world will be none the poorer. In this

respect SchafI was worthy of all imitation. He had the outfit mentally

and educationally of all the most scholarly Germans. He kept up with

everything that was said and done in the theological world. He pro-

duced au immense variety of works. But there is very little in his writ-

ings Avhich ministers to mere curiosity. He had a practical aim in all his

work. He does not appear, therefore, so scholarly as some of his Euro-

pean contemporaries. Yet he seemed never to forget that he was not

merely a theologian but a Christian theologian. He had a mission which

scholarship was to serve. Scholarship was his helper, not his goal. But,

of all questions which should be looked at from the practical standpoint,

the holy sacrament of the Lord's Supper most deserves such examination.

This our German and French brethren in the field of theology seem to

have overlooked. It is not so much the conclusions they reach by mere

intellectual appliances to which objection is made, although doubtless

these are defective for want of broad sympathy. It is the tendency to

make the most sacred things the toys of the mind, to take them out of

the realm of the heart-life, and to fix strongly the attention of the intel-

lect upon them while the heart is cold concerning them, to which we

take exception. We protest that it is time for these scholars to cease

their wrangling, to think of the Lord's Su^iper each as his own judgment

and heart suggest, and to leave every other one to do the same, while all

strive to make it minister to spiritual good and edification.

Methodism in Austria. The Wesleyan Methodist Church in Vienna is

now permitted to go on its way unhindered. The law forlndding the

"Wesleyau services has not been abrogated, nor have the police authorities

guaranteed protection, but the Church is simply let alone. Upon the

reopening of the services a "protracted meeting" was held with good

results, in which many youth were awakened and converted. A work
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}.H* tiho been opened among the Bohemians in Vienna. Certain Bohe-

.!.hPS ^vl)o were members of the Young People's Society sought to induce

llu-ir acquaintances to attend the preaching service. Meetings are held

o-.TV Sunday, attended by about thirty Bohemians, and are led by a

Nu-inbcT of the congregation. Methodist doctrine has also found friends

ill Hungary, where two Bohemian sisters have opened a Sunday school

iiLd are'curnestly wishing to have a preacher sent to conduct services.

Tho Protestant Church in Madagascar. The possession of the island

j>v the French does not probably mean interference with Protestantism.

I)r AV. F. Cousins said recently at the anniversary of the London Mis-

s;<,n-\ry Society that in protecting his work there God had used a variety

.Mncan^ and that the future of the Protestant Church looked promising.

l", the Zanzibar treaty it was stipulated that the Protestant Church should

l.nve perfect freedom* of development, and nothing but a breach of faith

..„ the part of the French government could prevent the carrying out of

U-e treiy provisions. The French statesmen know that the Protestant

Christians are the best part of the Madagascar population, and have une-

quivocally made known this belief, together with their desire to secure

,ho..oodwill of the Protestants. Professor Herman Kruger has been

M-..t\-ith M. Langa, by the Protestant missionary committee of Pans, to

St inly the missionary condition of the island.

Sunday School Work in Russia. Growth is seen in every department.

The number of scholars grew, in 1894, from 19,013 to 26,219, the number

cTfncachers from 1,3S2 to 1,612, and the number of schools from 93 to 11~.

St. Petersburg and vicinitv furnish 1,124 of the scholars, the East Sea

Provinces 9 0S7, Poland 2,191, and the remainder of Russia 3,094. ^\ hile

ihe>e numbers are small compared with the entire population, yet the

progress is a cause for gratitude^^

The Church of the Waldenses in Italy. The Annual Report (for 1895)

^hows that the number of hearers per Sunday is about 7,590; occasional

hearers 0^,500; communicants, 5, 32G; number received during the year.

77S; children in Sunday schools, 3,208; contributions for various objects

7:UG1 Italian lire; whole number of pastors, etc., 130; number o

Waldcn.es in the Piedmont valleys and mountains, 25,000. Outside o

th-e iu all Italy there are 50 evangelization schools apd 40 organized

con<rrogations, part of which are financially self-supporting, while the

prcuching places number 120. _^__

The Berlin Society for the Diffusion of Christian Literature. Tho

^oci.nl democrats of Germany, in order to protect their doctrines, have

prc-pared a calender in the interest of the socialistic movement, which

'!k-v are circulating widelv among the people of the country. That tbey

:nr,v the better checkmate this dangerous propaganda the Berlin society

? a- L'v'tton out a Christian calender for use among the working classes.

It is called " The Workers," and costs about two cents per copy.
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SUMMARY OP THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Many of the kingly spirits of the world have missed the scepter and

the crown. This truth, which has its illustrations in Church no less than

State, inspires the entertaining historical article of J. M. Rogers in the

:.ray number of the North American Eetmo. Before the amendment of

the Constitution in 1804, "providing that electors should vote separately

for President and Vice President, " the writer shows how Thomas Pinckiic y,

Charles C. Pinckney, and Aarou Burr might have been elected President,

"not one of whom was a candidate for the office." In 1812 De TMtc

Clinton contended for the presidency with Madison, and lost the prize

by a closer margin than the mere figures show. "The war question was

then rife, and there was great dissatisfaction over the Congressioual

caucus nomination of Madison, while all over the country there was a

feeling that Virginia was getting an undeserved monopoly of the presi-

dency. Embargo and the war question were the main issues. Had

Pennsylvania supported Clinton and a peace policy he would have been

elected," In 1840 Tyler was nominated as Vice President—and conse-

quently succeeded Harrison in the presidency after a short month—as the

result of a trifling circumstance. " Among Clay's ardent supporters was

John Tyler, of Virginia, who was so chagrined over the defeat of his

chief that he wept bitter tears. The convention was desirous of placating

Clay's friends, and, seizing on these tears as evidence of warmest personal

and political friendship, Tyler was nominated for Vice President. It

seems likely, from all reports, that the choice would have fallen on .John

M. Clayton, of Delaware, but for those tears. If Clayton had been Presi-

dent, instead of Tyler, how different might have been the history of the

Whig party!" In 1844 Polk's nomination, our author says, was "an

accident." Van Buren was the leading candidate at the Democratic

Convention in Baltimore. "By the seventh ballot his support began to go

to Cass, who would probably have been nominated but for adjournment.

A combination was made over night, and Polk was nominated next day.

But for this totally unprecedented move in politics either Clay or Cass

would have been elected President, with chances in favor of Clay.

Neither ever won that goal." In 1848, when Zachary Taylor was electee,

" Webster threw away the only chance he ever had for the presidency.

He was offered the nommation for second place, but refused it. Had he

accepted, he would have succeeded Taylor at the latter's death ;
and such

were his conservative views that he might Imve been elected in ISoQ if

he had lived." In 1864 our writer tells us that " Johnson was an acci-

dent. The nomination for Vice President was offered to General Beuj:i-

min F. Butler, who declined it." This interesting outline—to wliich wc

need not add more recent illustrations—is supplemented by Joel Benton

in the June North American. According to his belief Nathaniel P.
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Tullmadgc, of Pouglikeepsie, "a rising and brilliaut lawyer," might

have had the vice presidency instead of Tyler, in 1840, had he not -writ-

icii Ix'forehand a letter of declination. And again, in 1852, except for

liis loyalty to Cass, Daniel S. Dickinson might have had the nomination,

'• whicli went, almost by accident, to Franklin Pierce." On such small

circumstances turns men's promotion to the throne.

Ix the Bibliotheca Sacra for July 0. T. Lanphear, D.D., writes of

"Some Misapprehensions concerning Calvin" which prevail, and points

out seven particulars in which the great theologian has been misunder-

stood. Dr. Adam Clarke he cites—without specifying volume or page,

though wc would be pleased to know the connection in which the great

theologian made the utterance—as saying, "It might not be wise in God

to foreknow all future events." And Dr. Whedon he represents—while

the former makes no reference to Calvin by name on page 247 of the Bib-

liotheca for April, 1862, from which Dr. Lanj^hear quotes—as conclud-

ing that foreordination implies God to be "the author of sin." This

portrayal of our doctrinal position is, we think, unintentionally a mis-

representation. Methodism is not unwilling to match its theologians

against the world. Let them, however, be fairly quoted. In his second

paper of the series James Monroe, LL.D., still considers " The Divine

Origin of the Religion of the Bible," in his aim to show "how a lay-

n)au thought out his evidtnces." The religion of the Bible, he argues in

conclusion, is " a natural result of tendencies directly opposed to all the

tendencies of its own age; " and its rise in men's estimation during three

thousand years "affords satisfactory evidence that it can never be out-

grown." It is, therefore, " not of man; it is not of Sattin; it is of God."

Professor F. TI. Foster, D.D., continues his " Studies in Christology," and

the Pcv. J. TV. Falconer writes of " Origen and the Return to Greek The-

ology." In the fifth article Professor Jacob Cooper, D.D., makes "Glad-

stone's Edition of Bishop Butler's Works " the basis of his discussion. Of

the fitness of Gladstone for this late editorial labor he says, "Common
consent will pronounce him the most competent for the task of all who
have lived since Butler's day." And of the value of the text which

Mr. Gladstone has revised he says: "His mastery of the contents is per-

fect, and he gives a reproduction of the matter digested anew by a genius

equal to the original. This division [of the text into' paragraphs], with

the appropriate head-lines, will make Butler accessible to many who would

have been repelled from undertaking to read him, and render the task

t-asy for such as determine to master the contents." C. B. "Waring, Ph.D.,

writes "a second paper for scientists," entitled "The Hebrew Cosmogony

Again." He says of Genesis, in conclusion: "Can any modern cosmo-

gonic work show as much truth in the same space? Can anyone be

found touching on these themes, and wdtten fifty years ago, in which it

is not easy to pick out gross errors?" The concluding papers are "In-

dividualism and Societism," by Z. Swift Holbrook, and "The Restriction
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of Immigration," by E. W. Bcmis. Ph.D. The former declares that

Christiauity is "the science of statehood;" the latter for an educatioiuil

test, like that of the McCall bill, excluding *' all immigrants between si.v-

teen and sixty years of age who cannot read and write iu the English or

some other language."

The Meth»dist Bemew of the Church South for June opens with an

appreciative biographical notice of "Bishop Atticus Greene Haygood,

D.D., LL.D.," by Bishop O. P. FitzGerald. " The Church he served so

well will guard his fame, which will brighten as the world hastens on to

the good time coming for which he prayed and worked." Under the

title, " Some Later Histories of the United States," W. A. Vaughn, LL. D..

notices eight volumes on our national development of more or less recent

publication. "The Letters of Matthew Arnold" are reviewed by Pi. E.

Blackwell, Ph.D., and not only "help us to form a more correct view cf

one of the foremost writers of our time," but also "make us better ac-

quainted with a cultured and gifted family, the head of which has influ-

enced us for good ever since we went to Rugby with Tom Brown, and

stood with him iu tears by the new-made grave of the great bead

master." A noticeable pa])er in this number of the lieview is ''Dr.

Mudge on Growth in Holiness," by Bishop J. C. Granbery, D.D. Tiic

article is commendatory of the book, though it does not entirely agree

with Dr, ^fudge on every point. It opens with these words: " This is a

helpful book. The author is an able minister of the Methodist Episcopal

Church. He has read wisely and thought much on his great theme, and

it has had for him a peculiar fascination during thirty years. Why is

there so much dispute, so little hai-mony of views, on this promiueut

doctrine ? He finds a chief reason in the absence of a scientific treatment,

of precision and consistency in the use of language, by the many writers

who have discussed it. He seeks to remedy this evil by carefully delininLr

his terms, by nice discriminations, by not employing the same word in a

variety of senses without indicating which is intended. We thank hini

for the honest effort and for the actual service he has rendered to tlvj

Church. He did not expect 'to satisfy everybody, or present a perfect

solution of the problem.' Of course not. That is a kind of perfect i'vi

not attainable in the i>resent life." Other articles are "Armenia and

Its Place in Christendom," by H. 3L Du Bose, D.D.; "China Sinrc

the Late War," by Bishop E. R. Hendrix, LL.D.—a paper of much dis-

crimination and force ; "The Monroe Doctrine in the Light of History.
'

by T. J. Dodd, D.D.; "The American Bible Society," by R. J. Binglmni.

D.D.; "Christ in tlie World's Thought," by H. W. Featherstun, D.D.

;

and "The Making of Methodism," etc., by the editor.

With so diversified a table of contents as that of the liinetcentJi Ct-ni'.iri/

for June the most fastidious tastes must be satislled. It inclii'h'-:

1. "The True Motive and Reason of Dr. Jameson's Raid," by <:. ^•
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Fort; 3. "Some Flaws in the Education Bill," by J. G. Fitch, LL.D.;

3, "Cardinal Manning's Memory—Fresh Lights," by R. G. Wilberforce;

4. ''America as a Power," by Alexander Maclure; 5. "Mutual Aid

Amon"st Ourselves," by Prince Kropotkin; 6. " Natural Requital," by

>'ormau Pearson; 7. "The Regulation of Street Music," by J. C. Had-

dcn; 8. "Murder by Measles," by F. J. Waldo, M.D., and David Walsh,

M.U.- 9. " 'Round Pegs in Square Holes,' " by B. M. Godsall; 10. " John

Addington Symonds," by Frederic Harrison; 11. "Did Chaucer Meet

rcti-arch?" by J. J. Jusserand ; ] 2. " Acbthar—the Storj' of a Queen,"

hy Cornelia Sorabji; 13. "Has Our Army Grown with Our Empire?"

by Lieutenant-Colonel Adye; 14. "A Plea for the Resurrection of

Heraldry," by Everard Green; 15. " Sheridan," by the Right Honorable

W. E. Gladstone.

The opening article in the Forum for June, by Senator J. H. Mitchell,

argues for the "Election of Senators by Popular Vote." A weighty judg-

ment, on an important question, is expressed by Professor W. G. Sum-

ner, in "The Fallacy of Territorial Representation." Thomas Wentworth

Higgiuson, in "A Keats Manuscript," analyzes a photographic copy of

thc^firsttwo stanzas of the " Ode on Melancholy," and feels himself " com-

ing into close touch with the mental processes " of Keats. " To be brought

thus near to Keats suggests that short poem by Browning, where he com-

pares a moment's interview with Shelley to picking up an eagle's feather on

a lonely heath." In " Ego et Rex Mens—a Study of Royalty," " Ouida"

pulls aside with a democratic hand the veil that hides the European

kings from the common view, and shows them to be "as inane, as com-

monplace as the rest of the world at large." They are " the creatures of

artificiality." The Crown Prince of Prussia, but eleven years of age, is

" the mos't dreary and self-conscious Uttle prig that ever was drilled in

pipeclay and buckram," and royalty is " the very greatest" factor of war.

Such articles as this would in time unsettle all the thrones of Europe.

TnE Methodist Episcopal Church has reason for pride in the investiga-

tions of Professor xVtwater at Wesleyan University, and will read with

interest the illustrated article in the June Revieir of Jievieics on " The Peo-

ple's Food—A Great National Inquiry. Professor W. 0. Atwater and

His Work." In the Yale Iltvieio for May the article on " The^ Eco-

nomics of Improved Housing " particularly commends the Belgian insur-

ance plan, and shows how under its operation the working-man may

acquire a home. The Missionarij Bei-iew of tlic Vorld for June has

" Recent Progress in Central Africa," by C. J. Laffin, M D. ;
" Nine Cen-

turies of Buddhism—III," by F. B. Shawe; " The Recent War in [Mada-

gascar and Some of Its Consequences," by Rev. W. E. Cousins; and "The

Martyrdom of Armenia," by Cyrus Hamlin, D.D. ^\\q Prefxchei-'sMnja-

tine for June has a discourse on "The Life Indeed" by Rev. W. L.

Wutkiuson, and "A Flower Sermon" by Dean Farrar.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURR

The ReUaiom of India. By Ed-w-ard Wasiibcrn Hopkins, Ph.D. 8 vo, pp. 612. Boston

:

Ginn i Co. Price, cloth, S2.50.

The wider meaning of the word " religion," so familiar to scholars of the

present day, does not necessarily imply any calling down of Christianity

from the paramount ])lace which it so easily holds above the various oilier

systems of faith and worship that have in many lands and times expressed

and assisted, however imperfectly, the spiritual needs of the human race.

The historical study of religions has in late years been absorbing more and

more interest among learned men, and the volume whose title is given

above is doubly a token of this interest in that it has resulted from it and

will be demanded by it as well as promotive of it. It is the first of a

series of handbooks on the history of religious to be rapidly issued under

the editorship of Dr. Morris Jastrow, of the University of Pennsylvania.

All students in this fascinating field will rejoice at the prospect of hav-

ing the ascertained results of latest scholarship in their department put

thus conveniently within their reach. The effect must also be to advance

investigation and still further improve the already improved methods of

studying these subjects. And if the other writers, to whom have been

iissigued the various uon-Christiuu systems, do as well with their themes

as has Professor Hopkins (lately called to succeed his former teacher,

Professor Whitney, at Yale), the public will have much reason to ha

happy. The work on the religion of Israel, by Professor J. P. Peters, of

New Y'ork, which is promised for next year, will be looked for with spe-

cial eagerness. The book we are noticing takes up in its ample page?,

after a brief sketch of the people and land, the beliefs and customs of the

Vedic period, then in turn Brahmanism, Jainisra, Buddhism, and Hindu-

ism. It describes quite fully the modern Hindu sects, the Shivaites and

Vishuuites, including Ilamaites and Krishnaites, touching also upon the

Sikhs, and coming down to the recent Brahmos, rent already into many di-

visions. A most interesting chapter follows on the "Religious Traits of tlie

Wild Tribes," and then comes one of still greater interest, the nineteenth,

on "India and the West." A most valuable bibliography and a full index

very fitly complete the volume. We have given a somewhat careful ex-

amination to this valuable treatise, but space will not permit us to enlarge-

as we would like on its many excellences nor to enter on particular criti-

cisms; for the latter there is indeed very little call. The positions of the

author seem to us for the most part judicious; his interpretations are

marked by unifonn sobriety aicd fairness; his conclusions will carry the

assent, we think, of nearly all who are qualified to form an opinion in

tliese recondite matters. He takes a conservative view of the date of the

liig-Vcda Sanhita, or collection of oldest hymns, putting it about on a
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\\.\T historically -with Ilomer, that is, assigning the bulk of it to some-

*,h<rc in the region of 1000 B. U., and the earliest beginnings to

1j(.W U. C, a more moderate claim by a thousand years than that

{lilt forth by many. His claim also as to the value of tlic Vedic

hvnins and the tone of the religion taught therein is much milder

than one sometimes hears, and more in accordance witli manifest facts.

It is, indeed, facts that the author especially seeks, aiming "to reveal the

rclitrions of India by causing them to reveal themselves." This constitutes

(he prime merit of the volume. It is in the last chapter only that Dr.

Hopkins touches briefly the influence upon India of Mohammedanism and

l.'hri>tianity, the two great monotheistic systems that have in the past few

centuries been striving to overtuin ludia's ancestral faiths. He thinks

lii'liii lias taken much from the Mohammedan, little as yet from the Chris-

tian. The author shows by a few expressions that he is not ovcrfriendly

l» the Christian Church, not particularly conversant with missionary opera-

tions, but his natural fairness as well as the special scope of his discussion

keeps him from anything that could very seriously be taken exception to,

and his conclusion will satisfy those who believe with him that India's

true progress is conditioned on her accejitance of the Christian religion.

He says, "In her own religions there is no hope for India, and her best

minds have renounced them. The body of Hinduism is corrupt, its soul

is evil. As for Brabmauisra the spirit is departed, and tlie form that re-

mains is dead; but a new spirit, the spirit of progress and of education,

will prevail at last. AYheu it rules it will undo the bonds of caste and do

away with low superstition. Then India will be free to accept, as the

creed of her new religion, Christ's words, ' Thou shalt love the Lord thy

God, and thy neighbor as thyself.' But to educate India up to this point

will take many centuries, more, perhaps, than will be needed to educate in

the same degree Europe and America." The comparatively small progress

of the missionaries he explains by the striking and painful contrast between

the invader's precept and example, as obtained both when India first

made the acquaintance of Christians militant and to some degree since.

" .-Vgainst what odds had not the early missionaries to struggle ! Not the

heathen but the Christian barred the way against Christianity." He has

two or tliree incisive sentences in relation to an imposture, somewhat

I>opnlar a few years ago, but pretty thoroughly exposed since. " This

Yn^Msm and Mahatmaism, which is visiljle even in the Rig-Yeda, is to-

day nothing but unbridled fancy playing with mesmerism and lies."

" Apart from philosophical influence there is at present more or less in-

tcro-t in Europe and America in ludic superstition and spiritualism, and

balf-educated people will doubtless be influenced for some time to come
by Mahatmaism and Yogism, just as they are moved by native seance

spirits and mesmerism. Rlavatskyism, whicli represents no phase of Bud-

dhism, will always find disciples among the ignorant classes, especially in

ft!5 agnostic or atheistic environment, so that one should attribute the

TiK'iitul attitude of such minds to their lack of culture rather than to

ludia, for if Mahatmaism had not been discovered they would still profess
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it under auotlier name." To this notice of The Ildigions of India we feel

moved to append the words of Sir M. Monier Williams: "Go fortli, ye

missionaries, in your Master's name; go fortli into all the world, and,

after studying all its false religions and philosophies, proclaim fearlessly

to suffering humanity the plain, unchangeable, eternal facts of the Gospel

—

nay, I might almost say the stubljorn, unyielding, inexorable facts of the

Gospel. Dare to be downright with all the uncompromising courage of

your own Bible, while with it your watchwords are love, joy, peace, rec-

onciliation. Be fair, be charitable, be Christlike, but let there be no

mistake. Let it be made absolutely clear that Christianity cannot, must

not, be watered down to suit the palate of either Hindu, Parsi, Confu-

ciauist, Buddhist, or Mohammedan, and that whosoever wishes to pass

from a false religion to the true can never hope to do so by the rickety

planks of compromise or by the help of faltering hands held out by half-

hearted Christians. lie must leap the gulf in faith, and tha living Christ

will spread his everlasting arms beneath and land him safely on the eter-

nal rock." We give our hearty sanction to tliese ringing and decisive

words of a great savant, a learned man, a scholar of the highest author-

ity, who knows the religions of the East as well as he knows Christianity.

For the Hindu, the Srohammcdau, the Parsi, and the votaries at all other

heathen shrines, there is no way of transition to the Christian faith but

through the Man of Calvary.

27ie Origin of the Canon of Die Old Testament. An Ilistorlco-Critical Enquiry. By Dr.G.

WiLDKBOER. Professor at Gronlnjren. Translated by Bknjamiv Wisxkr Dacon", M.A.,

D.D. Edited, with Preface, by Professor Geougk F. Moore. 8?o, pp. 183. London:

Luzac & Co.

The last years have been prolific in I)ooks upon the canon of the Old

Testament. The earliest of them was by Professor Buhl—then of Copen-

hagen, now of Leipzig—in the Danish language, publislied in 1885. This

was followed, in 1891, by an enlarged edition of the same work in Ger-

man. In 1893 Professor Kyle's brilliant book on the same subject was

published by ]N[ac^Iillan & Co. Between the works of Buhl and Kyle

stands the book of Professor AVildeboer, of Groniugen, Holland, wliich

was first published in Dutch in 1889, in a second editiou in 1891, and was

published in German at Gotha in 1891, and now appears in English.

Buhl's book has also been translated into English, and published in ISl;-.

AVe are, therefore, in possession of tliree important books on tlie canon of

the Old Testament, each excellent in its way. He who desires an hi--^-

torical account of the formation of the canon, Avritten in a vigorous ami

entertaining style, must have Pivlc's book; but the man who desires to

investigate the subject carefully for himself will not find in Kyle the ma-

terial for the verification of each individual point. He will therefore

naturally turn to Buhl, whose book cannot be read consecutively, a>

Kyle's hook can, but is broken up into sections, each section accompanied

by elaborate references to the literature of the subject; but even this

book, admirable though it is, the work of a trained theologian and a

brilliant scholar, is nevertheless incomplete, and needs supplementing
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from other sources. The book of "Wildeboer supplies the lack both of

l{vlc aud Buhl. It is uot a history, as Ryle's book; it is not a discussion

of the development of the canon, -with references, as Buhl's book; but is,

u:i the other hand, exactly what its title-page indicates—an historico-

t-ritical inquiry. Of the one hundred and sixty-five pages of the book

only about thirty pages are devoted (in large type) to the setting forth of

the development of the canon from its earliest beginnings to its conchi-

f ion. The rest of the book is made up of selections of the passages in

ancient literature which refer to the canon, aud incisive criticism of these

original sources. It is plain, therefore, that the man who would study

the question in an analytical fashion must have recourse to Wildeboer's

bi>ok. The Englisli translation is superior to the German or the Dutch

text, for in it arc incorporated not merely corrections by the author him-

self, but also additions which have been made by the translator, Dr.

Bacon, and by the editor. Professor ^loore. Unfortunately, the book is

somewhat marred by errata, and the table at the end does not include all

the errors that are found in the book. It was, we believe, printed in

Holland, and the mistakes are such as would naturally be expected from

a printer not thoroughly a master of the English tongue. Yet, in spite of

these errors, we are glad that Messrs, Luzac & Co. have made this unusual

book accessible to those who do uot use cither Dutch or Germau. It has

a proper and useful place to till.

Uoxc Chiist Came to Cliurch. Tbe Pastor's Dream. A Spiritual Autobiography. By A. J.

Gordon, D.D. With The Life-Story, and The Dream as luterpieting the Mau. By .K. T.

PiEKSON, D.D. ICuio, pp. 123. Philadelphia: American Baptist, Publication Soci^^ty.

Price, cloth, To ceuts.

Only sixty-six of these pages are from the pen of Dr. Gordon, his last

gift to the Church, his final message to men ere he went to God. It is a

brief account of a dream, w^hich is made a text for the preaching of a

Etrmon. The pastor thought himself in the pulpit, one Sunday morning,

when a stranger entered wOiose peculiarly seri'ous look riveted the preach-

er's attention from the beginning to the end of the discourse. Unable to

reach the visitor before he had slipped away in the crowd, the minister

eagerly inquired of the gentleman who had been beside him, "Can you

tcU me who that stranger was who sat in your pew this morning ? " In

the most matter-of-course way he replied, " Why, do you not know that

man? It was Jesus of Nazareth." With a sense of the keenest disap-

pointment the inquirer said, "My dear sir, why did you let him go with-

out introducing me to him? I was so desirous to speak with him." And
^vitl) the same nonchalant air the gentleman replied, " O, do not be

troubled. He has been here to-day, and no doubt he will come again."

So the second chapter of the booklet is on "Here To-day," the third on

"To Come Again," and another on "Cleansing the Temple." It is to

some slight extent "a spiritual autobiography," in that Dr. Gordon sliows

how this dream and the thoughts to which it naturally gave rise shaped

his ministry aud gave tone to the policy of church management by which

Clarendon Street, Boston, has become so marked a power in the laud.
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No life can fail to be uplifted that is lived under the immediate influence
of the inspiring thought, "Jesus is really here; what does he think of
me? What would he have me to do ? " if more of our churches Avould
arrange all their services after this pattern it would certainly be well, and
there would unquestionably be some changes in the direction of sim-
plicity and uuworlJliness. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that there
would still be honest ditferences of opinion as to what would jjlease

the Saviour, and Avhat would best promote his cause in our modern
conditions. IIow true, as Paul says, that " there arc diversities of work-
ings, but the same God, who worketh all things in all ! " He worked in

Dr. Gordon the most profound convictions as to the necessity of immer-
sion, the privilege and duty of faith healing, and the paramount impor-
tance of looking for the immediate second coming of Christ. He works
in others equally dear to him, equally consecrated, and equally single-

eyed in their pursuit of truth the very opposite persuasions. So "there
are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit," and " diversities of minis-
trations, and the same Lord." If the fact could only be remembered by
all Christ's followers what an immense gain to Christian unity would
accrue. Criticisms upon the beliefs of others, in matters which are really

nonessential, would cease; and, in the realization of that true brothcihood
which the Master taught to be possible for his Church, it would move
forward and accomplish its allotted work of making ready the world for

his coming again.

Essentials of Xcic Testament Grccl: By Joh.v H. HrDDiLSTOX, ^.B., Instructor In Greek
In Northwestern University. Ifimo, pp. tm. London and New York : MacmiUan & Co.
Price, cloth, 75 cents.

No minister of the Gospel or Sunday-school worker can excuse himself

for inability to read, in their original, the New Testament credentials of the

religion which he is to expound, when an expenditure of seventy-five cents

and of a few moments ofearnest study a day for two or three months will put

him into possession of the necessary equipment and skill. These lessons

are not an untried experiment, but have been tested and developed in the

author's elementary classes in the Garrett Biblical Institute. He says in

his Preface, " I have made the explanations in the lessons so full that

much progress may be made by private study, without a teacher." The
first part consists of a series of thirty-two lessons, into which some of the

best features of the inductive method are incoi-porated, though the lessons

themselves are based upon a systematic study of the grammar. Sufficient

practice is afforded in both English and Greek translation, ond preference

is given to those words in New Testament vocabulary that are of most

frequent occurrence. These lessons are followed by the Greek text of

John's first epistle, the Beatitudes and the Lord's Prayer from Mattliew,

the parable of the Prodigal Son from Luke, and the thirteenth chapter of •

First Corinthians. Vocabularies, paradigms, word exercises on the irregu-

lar verbs, a brief syntax, and indexes fill the remainder of the volmne.

The Bible student in search of a work on the elements of New Testament

Greek will make no mistake in buvingand diligeutlv usins this.
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rniLOSorHY, sciences, and general literature.

i:.ln\ Liist and Won. Studies of the Early History and Final Destiny of Man as TauRht In

Nftiurc uud Revelation. By Sir J. William Dawsox, LL.D., F.R.S.,etc. 12ino, pp. 22G.

,S»'W Vork : F. H. Revell Company. Price, cloth, $1-23.

lu this importaut volume Dr. Dawson writes of certain questions whose

tolutiou concerns science no less than Christianity. Science cannot, in

fftCt, ftvoid the consideration of tliese problems; nor has it in lukewarm

ichI manifested any recent disposition to shun their full discussion. The

iuterests of religion and science are in reality identical. Should the

irivthods of critical dissection which are now applied to the Pentateuch

*' bring into discredit, even for a time, the testimony of the early books of

OUT Bible, the consequences," says Dawson, "maybe serious to the prog-

ress of science as well as to the higher iuterests of society in general. To
i";lcncc these books have been of inestimable value, as establishing in the

popular mind a broad basis for scientific work. Their distinct testimony

_to the unity of nature as the product of one design, to the unity of man,

to the progressive development of the creative work, and to the regula-

tion of all things by invariable law, has emancipated the human mind
from tendencies the most hostile to true progress." Of three matters

only is there now opportunity to notice Dr. Dawson's treatment. In his

thapttT on "The Book of Genesis " he enumerates some of the objec-

tions which have been made to the bil)Iical narrative of the creation—such

ft5 the introduction of light before the sun and of land plants before animals,

or " the omission to mention the earliest marsupial animals." We must
not quarrel with the scientist who in a leverent and teachable spirit raises

fuch objections as these. Certainly they have not, in all cases, been

captiously made, and they merit the best answer that theological scholar-

fhip can give. Of these doubts concerning the Genesis narrative

Duwsou says: "Over against these objections we may place certain grand
dominant principles and facts in which this early record is in harmony
with all the true science and philosophy that the world has ever known.
^\ c have here a grand conception of the unity of nature and of the inter-

dc|>endcnce of all its parts as a continuous work of an Almighty Power.
In the physical Avorld the light, the ocean, the atmosphere, the dry
land, even the distant luminaries of heaven, are all parts of one system.

lu the world of life the plant and the animal are linked together, and all

the forms of animal life, from the lowest to the highest, constitute one
HTies.

. . . Our old record also anticipates, in some of its aspects, the

nebular theorj-. It recognizes the distinction of light from luminaries,
even from the great sun himself. ... It knows that the land arose out
^f the primeval ocean; that plant life on the land must precede that of
t'lO animal, even by a long time. ... It thus infonns us of successive
leigns of invertebrates, of reptiles, of mammals, and of man; and in the
whole appear design and development combined." Such words are illu-

niinating, and show that the differences between science and religion,

«« to the creation, even if thoy are not yet all adjusted, arc at least not
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insuperable. To "Early Man and Eden"' our author also devotes an

able chapter. The identification of the four rivers, Euphrates, Hiddekel,

Pison, and Gihou, he attempts; and the general locality of Eden he

establishes "by both the physical and the historical geography of our nar-

rative." In the early antedikivian time, or the second continental period

of geologists, "it [Eden] must have been higher than now, the Persian

Gulf must have been in part dry land, the four rivers must have been

more nearly united, and the marshy Babylonian plain may have been com-

paratively dry and forest-clad. Our old narrator must have known this

as an historical or traditional fact, and that the site of the Garden of Eden

has become greatly deteriorated if not obliterated in his time. Therefore,

though he is bold enough to place the aboriginal abode of man in this

unlikely locality, he makes no attempt to identify the precise site of the

garden, but only of the district iuAvhich it had l)een situated. This is the

attitude, not of a writer of fiction, but of an annalist living near to the

times which he describes, and rigidly adhering to the evidence before

him, even when appearances were against it." Such an attitude is in the .

interests of accuracy and must enhance the credibility of the sacred nar-

rative, even by the concession of the most bigoted scientist. And, once

more. Dr. Dawson in a valuable chapter considers " Tlie Fall and Its

Consequences." The story of the transgression in Eden, and its ill results,

must not be coolly thrust aside by science as chimerical. " The more we

ponder on the few but graphic touches of the primitive painter of Eden

and the Fall, the more we must recognize their truth to nature and the

certainty that they must truly represent the experience of the earliest hu-

man beings, and the reason of that degraded condition in which we find

the oldest tribes of men yet known to us." Certain legitimate cimclusious

of science reached thirty-five years ago, wliich current theories of evolu-

tion have not afl'ccted, our writer quotes, though there is no room for

their present citation. " When, therefore," says he, " we find the earliest

men known to us to have been barbarous hunters and manslayers, at

•war with nature and with one another, and out of hannonious relations

with their environment, we may be sure from the deductions of geologi-

cal and archreological science that there has been a ' fall of man.' " Much

more that Dr. Dawson says, which is vigorous, attractive, and faith-

inspiring, must here be passed by. We have qtiotcd so frequently from

him because the scope and spirit of his book are thus best shown. The

point which particularly impresses the reader is that science should not

antagonize religion, and cannot successfully do this. The interests of

both are common. The same God who has written the inspired Bible of

the Christian has fashioned the rocks in which the scientist reads the story

of antediluvian life.

Brou'jiiiic; and the Christian Faith. By F.dw.'.rd Ekrpoe, member of the Koyal C^'l'^f*?

of Surgeons of Encland. ICJrao, pp. 2?^. New York : MacinlUan & Co. Pri«, cloth, Jl.*-''.

Gradually this age is finding out how much it owes to Robert Brown-

ing. The eccentricities of his poetic manner make no more against the

value of his service to the intellectual and spiritual life than Abraham
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Lincoln's pnunt and awkward form detracts from }us usefulness to his

ti'v.o nud his country. The author of this book, an English physician,

it-lls in its pages the story of his march from agnosticism to Christian

f.titli with Browning as his guide. One day the agnostic heard a lecture

o'\ "Sordello." lie tells what followed: " The next day I purchased a set

«:'f IJrowiiing's works. The first poem I read was 'Saul.' I soon recognized

t!inl I was in the grasp of a strong hand, and as I continued to read ' Para-

ct'tsus,' 'Men and Women,' and 'A Death in the Desert,' the feeling

cnmo over mc that in Browning I had found my religious teacher, one who

coul<l i)iit me right on a hundred points which had troubled ray mind for

t:i:uiy years, and which had ultimately caused me to abandon the Christian

religion. . . . By slow and painful steps I found my way back to the faith

I h:id forsaken." Dr. Berdoe dedicates liis book thus: ** To the clergy,

r.iir.isters, religious teachers of all denominations of Christians, and to

those who are perplexed and in doubt concerning questions of the utmost

i:nporlance to all, these pages are respectfully dedicated by one who has

hiin^elf wandered in the maze and found its clew." His Introduction

iK-irins thus: " A student at one of our theological colleges once consulted

the divinity lecturer as to the best books on modern theology which he

could present to a clerical friend. The answer came promptly and deci-

sively, 'Give him a set of Browning.' The advice was not followed; the

itudout was only partially familiar with the great poet's works, and could

lint quite sec how they would help a country parson in his pulpit duties.

But some years after this suggestion he took up the study of Browning

!:!i>re systematically, and then he saw the wisdom of his tutor's advice."

'•At first sight it may seem strange that, we should be invited to study

llrowning as a religious teacher. It is not usually to the poets that we
turn for lessons in philosophy and theology, but it is perfectly certain that

Browning Avrote with this object in view. The religious motive is plainly

t.^ be seen in almost every poem. He was above all things a great phi-

I'sopher. The unity of his work is manifest to the most superficial ob-

K.rvor, from the first lines of ' Pauline,' his boyish effort, to his death-song
iti the Epilogue to ' Asolando.' In 'Pauline' the poet confesses his

Mil and degradation, consequent on his all-encompassing selfishness; he
tells how his soul was called out of mental darkness to the light of Chris-

tnmity; how his redemption and restoration were wrought by divine love

by nieans of the mediation of human love; and from that time onward to

t. If day of his death Robert Browning never once looked back; never

filtered in his message; never once despaired of God, of life, of human
l^vc, or of the infinite worth of the soul's period of training and passage

—

"^ Never doubted clouds would break,

Never dreamed, thou£?li ricrlit, were worsted, wrong would triumph.

Held we fall to rise, are baffied to f.ght better,

Sleep to wake.

' From the first pages of his first volume down to the closing lines of the
I'lj^f. one clear trumpet note rings through his whole long life work, ' I

hclicvc in God!'" "Browning was much more than a theist, he was a
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Christian. The Son of God made man for us solves for Browning all tlie

hard problems of existence. By Christ he came to know God, and know-
ing God as he can only be known in the God-man, the infinite worth of

the soul, the value of life, the certainty of a future state, the mystery of

evil, pain, siu, and death, were made plain to him. In his teaching on
these high mattere we have a religious system definite enough to satisfy

all Christians save those -who demand scholastic definitions of every arti-

cle of their faith, and rigid hues of demarcation which must not be trans-

gressed under pain of deadly sin." Browning is the poet of the soul and
its salvation. He believes the truth of God is meant for men; that God
will liud them when he can and save them if he may, in life through its

experiences, or sometimes possibly in that dire ultimate emergency by a

sudden flash of truth in the hour and article of death. Thus the pontiff

clings to the hope that somehow Count Guido, the bloody arch-villain of

*'The Ring and the Book," may be saved by a knowledge of the tmth
before he dies:

1 stood at Naples once, a ni?ht so dark
I could have scarce conjectured there was earth

Anywhere, sky or sea or world at all

;

But the night's black was burst through by a blaze-

Thunder struck blow on blow, earth croaiied and bore,

Through her whole length ot mountain visible :

There lay the city thick and plain with spires,

And, like a ghost disshrouded, white the sea.

So may the truth be flashed out by one blow.

And Guldo see, one instant, and be saved.

Such is Browning's faith in the Christ who saved the dying thief on the

next cross from whose penitent lips came the last kind words which fell

on the ears of the dying Saviour. "We say to ministers, read Dr. Bcrdoe's

book. If after that you can let Browning alone, well and good; it will

be clear that Browning was not meant for you. And we then would

recommend Tupper's " Proverbial Philosophy," Young's " Night

Thoughts," and Pollock's " Course of Time."

HISTORY. BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Life and Lcttcrg of Oliver Wcnddl Holmes. By Jonx T. Morse, Jr. 2 volumes, crown

octovo, pp. 85S, a34. Boston and New York : Houghton, Mifflin A Co. Price, cloth, $i.

A physician, a professor of anatomy, a man of letters, a popular lecturer,

a poet, a wit. Dr. Holmes was one of the really interesting men of his

generation. Of the best New Etigland stock, he was a New Enghuider

through and through. His writings preserve to future generations the

quality and culture of the New England which was and is not. To him

Massachusetts State House was "the hub of the solar system," ami

he said, " You couldn't pry that out of a Boston man if you had the tire

of all creation straightened out for a crowbar." Of Bostonians he writi.-?,

•* "We all carry the Common in our heads as the unit of space, the btatc

House as the standard of architecture, and measure off men in Edwurvl
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Er<rett8 as with a yardstick." His father was an orthodox minister,

a»a the son says he 'too might have been oue, "if a certain clergyman

\cu\ not looked and talked so like an undertaker; " a man with "a sad

(ace and wailing voice "who "did. more to uuchristianize " the youth

who knew him " with his woe-begone ways, than all liis sermons were like

to accomplish in the other direction." Early in life Wendell came to

rvard the ministry as " a perilous profession, in which no man could

cinlr.uk without great danger of becoming exceedingly disagreeable to

otlicr^, and even personally unwholesome and distasteful in himself."

Iluhnes felt old in youth and young in old age. At twenty-four he calls

himself "old and tough," "the skim-milk sentiment of younger days "'

havini,'
" hardened into the white-oak cheese of maturity ;" and when

pnst citxhtv he looks back upon " the comparatively immature age of

three score and ten." The youth, writing from Paris for money, encour-

i.'vs his father to persevere in denying himself for the education of his

boy by sagely suggesting that nothing better can be done with money

than "putting the means'of instruction—the certain power of superiority

if not of success—into the hands of one's children;" and he thmks

twelve hundred dollars a year is not money thrown away on him; because

nine tenths of it goes straight iuto his head in the shape of knowledge

;

'•ii boy is worth his manure as much as a potato patch." In return for

the money spent on him he claims to be pursuing the study of his pro-

f..>sion "by habits formed in severe and sometimes painful self-denial."

Trying to ascertain what stuff may be in himself and to bring it out, he

v.-rites, " How much I must learn—how hard I must work, before I have

wri:)ught this refractory ore into good, tough, malleable, ductile, elastic

iron! " In London he goes to Edward Irving's church and describes him

as "a black, savage, saturnine, long-haired Scotchman, with a most Ty-

burn-looking squint," who "said nothing remarkable," and " owes much

of his reputation to a voice of great force and compass." Irving and his

r.<x;k are "poor enthusiasts, drunk with their celestial influences and

bibl)ling paltry inanities," "rolling up their eyes so as to show the

whites in a formidable manner." The King of England, William IV,

" looks like a retired butcher;" he "blew liis nose and wiped the royal

perspiration repeatedly from a face which is probably the largest \mcivil-

ued spot ia England." Milan Cathedral, "with its himdreds of spires

uad thousands of statues, is the most glorious piece of embroidery in

tt.ine that man might wish to see." Dr. Holmes said the thing that

phased him best about practicing medicine was that he had to keep a

hoi-se and chaise. Of his wife it is written, " she took care of him, and

gave liiiu everv day the fullest and freest chance to be always at Iiisbest,

always able to do his work amid cheoiTui surroundings." This profeesor

of anatomy always manifested abhorrence for death and tendcmoss for

animals. Wlien it became necessary to have a freshly killed rabbit for

his lectures he always r.an out of the room while his assistant was chloro-

forming it, beseeching him not to let it squeak. Experience as an in-

Etructor convinces him that instruction is successful in proportion as it is

44—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. XIT.
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elementary. He tries " to teacli a little and to teach it -well." *' Individ-

uals may learn a thing with once hearing it, but tlie only way of teaching

a whole class is by enormous repetition and illustration in all possible

forms." He aimed at thoroughness, hated smatterings, saying, "Our
American atmosphere is vocal Avith the flippant loquacity of half knowl-

edge." He insisted on the elevating influence of his profession on its

practitioners; " Goldsmith and even Smollett, both having studied and

pi-acticed medicine, could not f>y any possibility have outraged all tfe

natural feelings of delicacy and decency as Swift and Zola have outraged

them." The "Autocrat of the Breakfast Table " was one of the brilliant

men who made the lecture platform famous forty years ago. His land-

lady gives us a glimpse of his experience when she says that he generally

came home from a lecturing excursion " with a cold in his head as bad r-s

a horse distemper," and expresses the opinion that man ought to prefer

"natural dejith to puttin' himself out of the world by any such violent

means as lecturin'." The one achievement which brought distinction K-

Dr. Holmes's professional caretf wnis his discovering and proving the con-

tagiousness of puerperal ifsvQt, resulting in the saving of countless lives

through all subsequent time* Two famous Pliiladelphia obstetricians.

Hodge and Meigs, denied his assertions and opposed his conclusions.

but were vanquished by overwhelming proof. Dr. Holmes called Aga&siz

" Liebig's Extract of the Wisdom of Ages." Perhaps heredity may account

for the fact that this son of a clergyman cared more for theology than for

medicine or literature. He was a natural reactionary product of early New
England Calvinism. He said that the Puritan preachers took Christ cut

of the Bible and put Jonathan Edwards in, that they made heaven hardly

as big as a modern hotel, that thej* damned the heathen who lived bcfort

the advent of Canst, and the lrtt«r heathen who missed hearing his nam*

and the poor babies who died before the minister could get to the bedside

to baptize them; that they damned everyone who did not agree with

them, and damned each other, too, pretty freely; and that any decent

person ought to go mad who held such opinions as to the fate of the

human race as they held. Nevertheless he wrote that in spite of their beliefs

"We have a right to be proud of our Pilgrim and Puritan fathers amoi^g

the clergy. They were ready to do and to suffer anything for their faith,

and a faith which breeds heroes is better than an unbelief which leavvs

nothing worth being a hero for." A good deal of unprofessional and

polemic preaching went into his writings, the text for most of it being,

"If a created being has no rights which his Creator is bound to respect,

there is an end to all moral relations between them." He insists that all

men, women, and children are "under the tender care of a Being who un-

derstands their natures, who knows all their griefs, who in allowing tht::i

to be born into consciousness—into intelligence and affection—took on

himself all the duties and obligations, and, more than all, of the bc^t ci

earthly parents." The faith he thinks able to sustain men is a "trust in

something better and wiser than we are, w-hether it comes to us in the

inner light which we believe is the direct gift of the infinite Spirit, cr
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tukos the human aspect in the person of Ilim who brings the Divine face

lo face with us; or whether . . . we stretch forth our arms 'like an in-

fant crying in the night,' and implore the Being who gave us life to give

xA even the crumbs of faith which fall from the table of the triumphant

liuil unquestioning believer. ... If we have a Father he will care for

\xs and do what is best for us; and if he is as good as even our earthly

fsithers and mothers have been, will judge us not by our poor stumbling

ttcls and shortsighted views and pitiable shortcomings, but in the light

(.f his own magnanimous, forgiving, loving nature." Holmes thinks that

under the influence of Christian civilization and homes. " a good propor-

tion of children will grow up spiritually minded, if they are treated as

Christ would have treated them— * Of such is the kingdom of lieaven;
' "'

but he adds, " At the same time I wish you distinctly to observe that I

recognize sudden changes of character as one of the means by •whicli the

Spirit of God reclaims those who have Avandered from the path in which

they have been or should have been trained." " Education in a Christian

community and family ought to be a kind of congenital conversion."

He lives in "the habitual trust that this life is a scliool, the seemingly

h;irsh discipline of which will be explained when we get into one of the

upper classes." "I am a man of large faith, and though the devil is a

jK;rsonage of remarkable talents I think the presiding "Wisdom is sure to

l>o too much for him in the end." There is no lack of variety or interest

in Dr. Holmes's letters or Jlr. Morse's biography of him. To glean mis-

coUaneously: Moncure D.Conway interviewed Lincoln in war time and

thought him " honest enough, but simply incompetent and without a

plan." Holmes having met and talked with Grant not long after the war,

wrote: "He is one of the simplest, stillest men I e^er saw. He seems

torpid at first, and requires a little management to get much talk out of

him. Of all the considerable personages I have seen he appears to me to

Ix; the least capable of an emotion of vanity. His entire sincerity and

homely truthfulness of manner and speech struck me greatly. He said he

wus a good sleeper; commonly slept eight hours; could set a battle going,

go to sleep as if nothing were happening, and wake up by and by when
the action had got along somewhat. Grant has the look of a plain busi-

i.'e-«s man, which he is. I doubt if we have any ideal so completely real-

ized as that of the republican soldier in him." Stanton, speaking of the

campaign of the Wilderness, said, " It was the bloodiest swath ever made
on this globe." In 1870 Dr. Holmes writes to Motley in Europe about

t!ie new president of Harvard: "Eliot has turned the wliole university

<^'ver like a flapjack. He makes the corporation meet twice a month in-

stead of once. He comes to the meeting of every faculty, ours among the

fcst, and keeps us up to eleven or twelve o'clock at night discussing new
airangements. He shows an extraordinary knowledge of all that relates

to every department of the university, and presides witli an aphmh, an

innxTturbable, serious good humor which it is impossible not to admire.

• . . I cannot help being amused at some of the scenes we have in our

medical faculty, this cool, grave young man propo.-^ing ia the calmest
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way to turn everything topgy-turvy,"— '* "«\-ith an organizing brain, a

firm ^vill, a dignified presence, taking the ribbons of our classical coach-

aiid-six, feeling the horses' mouths, putting a check on that one's capers,

and touching that one with the lash—turning up everywhere and taking

it all as naturally as if he had been born president." Byron " diabolized

the literature of his century." " yEsthetically speaking, America is a

penal colony." One of Holmes's reasons for going to church regularly is

given thus: "There is a little plant called Reverence in the corner of my

soul's garden which I love to have watered about once a week." Remark-

ing that " Rock of Ages " has been set down as the best hymn in the Eng-

lish language, he says, " I recognize its wonderful power and solemnity.

If you ask mc what is the secret of it, I should say that of all the Protes-

tant hymns I remember it is richest in material imagery, . . . and that is

what most of us must have to kindle our spiritual exaltation to its higli-

est point."

TliTcc Gringos in Venezuela and Central America. By Richard Hardikg Davis. Illus-

tratod. 12mo, pp. 2S2. New York : Harper & Brothers. Pric€, clotU, ornameutal, il:2^.

Jlost of the material included in this volume is familiar to many of our

readers, having appeared in late issues of Jlarjier's Magazine. As a record

of personal adventure and experiences the book is bright and entertaining,

and is written in a vivacious, journalistic style; but it is not to be taken

too seriously. Those who search its pages for any adequate account of

the countries visited and of the social and industrial life of the Central

and South American people will be disappointed. The very title of the

work savors of journalism, being an evident attempt to take advantage of

the recent interest in Venezuelan boundary disputes. As a matter of fact

the chapter on Venezuela is the last in order, and occupies but sixty-t\vo

of the whole two hundred and eighty-two pages; and twenty-eight ol

these are devoted to full-page illustrations, without counting other illus-

trations of smaller dimensions. The author seems to have seen nothnig

of Venezuela except Caracas and its seaport La Guayra, nor does his stay

in the country appear to have been at all protracted; consequently it is

not to be wondered at if his brief "exposition" of the Monroe doctrine

is decidedly amateurish and superficial. Within its limits, however, the

work has a certain value, and imparts information in an interesting way

to those who arc not likely to seek for it in any less sprightly form. It

makes clear—what is apparent to even the liasticst observer—that the

republics of Spanish America are republics only nominally. On page
1^^

the author remarks the verv perceptible change to be noticed in passing

from the colony of British Honduras to tl>e soil of republican Guntenula.

"Livincstone,''hesavs, "was like a village on the coast of East Africa

in comparison with Belize." "The Central American politician has to

show the faith that is in him by going out on the mountain-side andhac -

incr his way to office with a raked machete in his hand; and if hj« I'^'')' ^^

faUs he loses his life, with his back to a church wall and looking into

the eves of a firing squad." The ruin which the ever-recurring rcvo-
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lutions "bring to the country while they last, and which continues after

they are over, wliile the ' outs ' are getting up another revolution, is so

uri'ous that any sort of continued prosperity or progress is impossible.

N:itivc merchants will not order goods that may never reach them, and

neiiher do the gringos [Englishmen or Americans] care to make contracts

with men who in six months may not only be out of office, but out of the

country as well. Sometimes a revohitiou takes place, and half of the

pooplc of the country will not know of it until it lias been put down or

Ins succeeded ; and, again, the revolution may spreal to every boundary,

and all the men at work on the high roads and in the mines or on the

plantations must stop work and turn to soldiering, and pack mules are

dcizcd, the mail carriers stopped, plantations are devastated, and forced

lo;iiis are imposed upon those who live in cities, so that everyone suffei-s

Kioxc or less through every change of executive." Mechanically the book

seems nearly perfect, and the illustrations are both numerous and excel-

lent. On page 74 is a portrait of Henry Soraers Somerset, son of Lady

Somerset, and one of the three "gringos" of the title; while on page C4

all three are represented seated, with rather less than more of dignity, oa

tlic bumper of a Central American locomotive.

MISCELLANEOUS.

UamhhaH. A Dreara of the World's Tragedy. Br Makie Corklli. 12mo, pp. 317. Phila-

delphia : J. B. Lippincott Co. Price, cloth, SI.

Somewhat in the style of Bulwer's Lmt Days of Pompeii is this ro-

mance, dealing with the supreme crisis of human history and weaving

iuto a well-connected and not wholly fictitious narrative the figures and

events which moved about the trial, crucifixion, resurrection, and post-

resurrection life of Jesus Christ. Written by a woman, it is more pas-

sionate than a man could make it. It has the solemn and pathetic dig-

nity of the "Passion Play" as seen at Ober-Ammergau. It will make more

vivid and not less hallowed in the minds of many who read it the one

transcendent tragedy of time. It imagines what may have been the

cliaracter and fortunes of Barabbas, and sees the whole history as if

h.ind-in-hand with him. Pightly enough, thq murder of the Nazarene is

laid at the door of Caiaphas: "Through Caiaphas the stain of treachery

will rest on the dead Judas; through Caiaphas the resurrection will be

denied; through Caiaphas the very name of Christ will be banished from

the Jewish annals." The book, though a work of the imagination, con-

travenes no history. To some minds it may be a reinforcement by its

fdling in, its coordinating of events and personages, and showing how it

all may have happened. Barabbas, in the judgment hall of Pilate, per-

ceives the Christ to be a superior being; knows him to be spotless as

""rely as he knows himself to be worthy of death; follows with the

crowd to the place of crucifixion, in a rage that innocence should be so

treated; exclaims, "I would have died willingly to save yon kingly man,"
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and watches for a chauce to rescue him or die in the attempt. Barabbas,

the rough barbarian, is fascinated with Christ, How Barabbas came to

be a robber and how Judas came to be the betrayer are traced to cue

and the same source, the sister of Judas, who is made to ciy, "I, Judith

Iscariot, betrayed him ! On me let the curse fall—not on Judas, merciful

God! On me let the thunders crash vengeance; let the fires of earth

consume me. Mine was the sin ; Judas was innocent!" And it was for

her, also, that Barabbas had stolen. Barabbas comes to know Christ as

divine. He goes to Xazareth and questions Joseph, the carpenter, about

the miraculous birth. To Barabbas, as to the discii)lcs and to Mary, the

risen Lord appears. At last, returning to Jerusalem, Barabbas—known

as "the robber"—is arrested, being cunningly charged by Caiaphas with

having stolen the body of Jesus from the tomb, and is cast into the same

dungeon where he was when Pilate sent for him to release him to the

people. There he has a vision of the Christ, and in the rapture of it

dies, "Filled with excess of joy, he beheld that divine Figure bending

tenderly toward him; gentle hands were laid upon his bruised and fet-

tered wrists; hands that drew him close and yet closer, slowly and surely

upward—upward into such light and air as never gladdened earth,"

"\Vhen the jailer came to the dungeon the prison lantern showed a smile

on the face of Barabbas, his dark and rugged features smoothed and

tranquillized into an expression of exceeding beauty. lie was forever

free. Perhaps no book like this has hitherto been noticed in these pages.

It may be said to illuminate the Gospel history, albeit with a lurid and

theatric light.

A Lent in Loyulun. A Course of Permous ou Social Subjects, Organized by the U-ndou

Branch of the Cbrlstlan Social Unlou aud Preached in the Churches of St. Edmund, Uci-

bard Street, and St. Mary-!e-Strand, during Lent, 1805. With a Preface by Hk.nkt Scott

HoLUisi), M.A., Canon and Precentor of St. Paul's. 12u30, pp. 239. London and Scv:

York: Longmans, Green & Co. Price, cloth, $1.25.

The objects of the Christian Social Union, an organization of the

Church of England under the presidency of the Bishop of Durham, arc

every way worthy of praise. They are the following: '-To claim for the

Christian law the ultimate authority to rule social practice. To study iu

common how to apply the moral truths and principles of Christianity to

the social and economic difficulties of the present time. To present

Christ in practical life as the living ]\rastcr and King, the enemy of

wrong and selfishness, the power of righteousness and love." The ser-

mons of the present volume, twenty-four iu number, are preached on

themes such as the above scheme would suggest, and by men " who Ix-

lieve, in heart and soul, that below all the varieties of social work and

social thought there is but one living Lord and Master, who can solve

our riddles, and disentangle our confusions, and give union to ourbrokfa

brotherhood." Such men deserve a hearing. And it is a very significai:t,

as well as hopeful, token of the times that the Church of England is I'ro-

ducing a goodly number of .such men, men in closest touch with the common

I>eoplc, intensely interested iu the problems that concern the downtro^l-
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don tuil lions, and throwing themselves vrith all their might into the pur-

lieus and slums of London to mitigate their misery and uplift the lives of

the masses. What a change in the course of a hundred years! Uow
ht-'.utily would John Wesley have rejoiced in the transformation of his

iK-lovcd Church, the Church to which he clung so fondly to the last I The

more these good churchmen devote their energies to the very Avork which

the despised [Methodists have been doing for a hundred and fifty years

(he more their admiration grows for those that once were so loftily llouted.

Nothing brings people so close together as laboring for a common object.

The Hov. R. R. Dolling, of the Winchester College Mission, who con-

tributes a sermon on " The Church and the People," excellently illus-

trates this truth. He says: "For the last eighteen years of my life I have

lived among workingmen, the vast majority of whom are altogether un-

touched by the Church of England." He also says: "I thank God
tla-re were five active centers of dissenting worship in my o\vn district

alone." And still further: "Don't let us be ashamed to confess what

we owe to the splendid work of the Dissenters, It makes me oftentimes

sick at heart to hear the way in which the newly ordained, strong in the

orthodoxy of his Iligh Church collar and of his grasp of doctrine, speaks

of these class leaders at whose feet he is unworthy to sit." He refers

very warmly and gratefully to "the self-denying and consistent witness

that they have borne to Jesus, a present Saviour." Yes, when men come
to realize that only Jesus, presented as a present Saviour, can be of much
u.se to the masses, they wil) not try to forbid those who are preaching

him and casting out devils in his name, even though their ecclesiastical

affiliations may be deemed irregular. Among the other topics treated in

this breezy volume are the following: "The Political Office of the

Church,""" "Party Politics," "Christian Patriotism," "Peace and War,"
"The Colonies," "Clerk Life," " County Life," " Civic Duties," "Over
Population," "The Social Aspect of Sin," "Christ the Social Reconciler,"

and "Democracy and Government." A few of the discourses are de-

cide<lly strong, and not one is A\-ithout merit. Yet it will hardly be

cl.iimed that any of the social problems are solved in the book, or that any

very striking contribution is made toward removing the economic difficul-

ties that press, with almost paralyzing power, on the minds and hearts of

those who love their fellow-men. There seems to be little to do but to

keep working persistently at the great task. Personal effort, patient and
persevering, will accomplish something after a while. Never was there

so much thought put into the matter as now, never so much reason to

believe that the near future will bring great ameliorations.

2"?i€ StoTv of Bnhemia. By Frances Greoor. Illustrated. 12rao, pp. <S'3. Clncln-

naU : Curts & Jennings. New York: Eaton & Mains. Price, cloth, 1.50.

If there were but one Bohemian we should wish to know more of the

land that gave the world John Huss. This compilation of that land's his-

tory is as instructive as it is unpretentious, and it Avill give its readers a

uew sympathy for a people who have been less fortunate than their mer-
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its. History has been uukind to tlicm. Tlicy were Czeclis and Sltvvs;

their name was called Awlcy, and that of a savage tribe who had pre-

ceded them imposed upon them, so that the word "Bohemian" is (is un-

truthful as the word "Indian" applied to our American predecessors.

For us the interest of the work centers in the long struggle for liberty,

•which is not yet ended, and in the fierce fight of the Reformation period.

The treatment of both these topics is careful, and the tone of the work

inspires confidence. Of course, the his.tory of little Bohemia is, in some

sort, history of Europe, in outline at least, and is a good point from which

to survey, for example, the Thirty Years' War. This is the only history

of Bohemia in the English language ; and after reading it one must

wonder why we have had to wait so lung for so important a piece of the

experience of mankind.

iaTfcicood. A Story of To-day. By Mart Harriott NoRRis. 12ino, pp. 3J0. New York:

Frederick A. Stokes Company. Price, cloth, illustrated, $1.

This is the latest book from the pen of its accomplished author, who is

known as one of the most cultivated women of our Methodism, a student

aud a teacher especially in history and in literature. ]\Iiss Xorris is no

stranger to our readers, having appeared as a contributor to the Methodid

Jieciew. In appearance and in contents this is an admirable volume for

use in the gift season of the Christmas holidaj's.

Westminster. By Sir Walter Besakt, M.A., F.S.A., etc. 8to, pp. 399. New York:

Frederick a. Stokes Company. Price, cloth, oramental, gilt top, $3.

This is not a history of Westminster. The autlior docs not attempt to

tell the story of the Abbey buildings, nor of the great functions held in

them, nor of the monuments in the Abbey. His endeavor is (1) to show,

contrary to received opinion, that the Isle of Bramble was a busy place of

trade long before London existed at all
; (2) to restore the vanished pal-

aces of Westminster and Whitehall
; (3) to portray the life of the Abbey,

with its services, its Rule, its Anchorites, and its Sanctuary; (4) to show

the connection of AVestminster with the first of English printers; (5) to

present the place as a town and borough, with its streets and its people.

The publishers have issued the book iu sumptuous style, with one hun-

dred and thirty fine illustrations. It is a valuable work.

Joel Chandler Hanis. By Wuxiam M. Baskervu,l. 16mo, pp. 48. Nashville, Tenii.

:

Barbee 4 Smith. Price, paper, 10 cents.

This is the first of a series of studies, biographical and critical, of

Southern writers, to be prepared by Professor Baskervill, who proposes

in twelve papers " to give a tolerably complete survey of that literary

movement which, beginning about 1870, has spread over the entire

South." The subsequent papers are to be as follows: Maurice Thompson,

Sidney Lanier, Irwin Russell, Margaret J. Preston, G. W. Cable,

Charles Egbert Craddock, Richard :>falcolm Johnston, Thomas Nelson

Page, James Lane Allen, Miss Grace King, Samuel Miuturn Peck.
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Creation: God in Time and Space^
^

By Bishop RANDOLPH S. FOSTER, D.D., LL.D.

WHAT ABLE REVIEWERS SAY ABOUT IT:

.. lu iW-< book we have the founh volume of Bishop FoJtei-'s ' Siudio= hi Tli.-ol-

.V
• vhich lire proving to bo of pvoioaud hiterest to the religious worlJ. ^\ hile tlui

-,". k i^ scholarly and gives tl-.c latest results of thought aud research, it still is of a

',

'muI ir character, and therefore of interest to all thinking persons, Mhcthor .-eieu-

.'

.'ullv trahied or not. The auilior takes a ^Nide range in this book, and discusses the

vrea cau-e. the organic and inorganic universe, the solar system, man iu his .com-

"vx'u.iure and the Various seionti&c hypotheses of the creation. His chapter ou

•VI Ilauvn 13euigs from One Pair' is excellent and sound, deserving a wide rea^.mg

;:. ,lu..c d;ivs when much of science causes unrest among people who are not quue sure

.if their moorings. To our mind the arguments are incontrovertible. The book is a

..1^,/t impo.tai/udditiou to theological literature."—Z,i//u,-a,i i:ca,.ydiit.

"The last volume has been issued recemly. The discussion covei-s the whole

-o-.nd of creation, and is a popular setting forth, of scientiQc results in the author s

r.v,! l-.v.-,..v.e, a comnrehensive view of the universe in its known facts nnd laws as it

..^icud^ In time an4-^pace. The story of creation is traced from the iucipi^nt ma-

\lu\ ,tom to the hiehest result of spiritual existence. Man is shown to be the final

.roduct and the most recent in the time order of existence, and the final end of tac

Ivire n.ovemcut. The author puts the creation of man at a period, at farthest, not

,,...ro th..n ei:'ht or ten thousand vears ago. while the advent of aU other kno^ni living

iiia 's he nut^s back perhaps hundreds of tliousands of years. He claims that all t.e

wi.lcr.cc points to one head of all the ethnic varieties, and that head the Ac.ar.. o.

ruvdatioa. The treatment is reverent throughout, accepting the Bible unreserveu.y a=

.!hluc te^limoilv and final and conclusive."—irf*v»-.Ht.«/'.r To.'.chfr

.

'> This '* the fourth volume in a series. They have appeared one by one at mtcr-

vals for the past seven years. They have been in solution in the author's mmd lor

:aviv vours and have gradunllv crvstallized, the work being- still unfinished and m

i.;>.'Vs<. The result is proving what the friends of Bishop Foster expected—a m ;ister-

f;iV..Jvof divinitv. The chief characteristic is the style or quality. In subj.vts

::e..tod," in ideas promulgated, and in interpretations set forth, he is not erratic or

I^cuhav. But in steadv, stately, thrilling majesty of style he is peerless. He pone-

•,r;;-.... to the core of a great subject with a deliberation and survey of the course and

-.1* surroundings, with an atiluence of thought and scntin.ent, with such a constant

a:.j^-al to reason that one feels awed in following him. He leads amid grandeur ot

li.ju-ht. and makes sreat spiritual ideas stand out as glorious realities. His hanali.:g

..{
I roiound themes i^s popular and free from technical terms and turgid sentences.

He i. lucid and eloiiueut. His bent as an orator makes it inevitable that hi. ui.cu^-

ri.us bo drawn out. He is not didactic in stylo. He docs not present skeleton, m

*r^„me:it. Everv proees.s of thought is enriched with fullness of statem-.-nt.
^

11.:.

'..iii>. wuik of reasoning is clothed and adorn.d. His discussions move ou wua the

f.!.i-h of -rcat orations. There is no impairment visible in this volume, ihe >ub.

h!..uyof the theme—creation-is very congenial to the author's mmd, and it ca:..

f. rth his powers in their finest exercise."—J//'/«.V/.<h Chnxtian Advocate.

Sv o. Cloth. J>3^

-^TOM & nAINS, Puhf.^hers7l50 Fifth Avenue, flew York.
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Akt. l—the literary development of
church history;

The histoTiography of tbe Church has developed, from such

huiuble hegmnings as the disjointed and questionable accounts

of the earliest Greek collectors, into an elaborated and well-

organized department of scientific research. Its progress from

Hegcsippus, in the second century, to Keander, in the nine-

teenth, is as great as the fabled growth of the world, as de-

ecribed by Ovid, from the golden to the iron age. The oldest

historical records of Christianity are contained in the gospels,

ihc Acts of the Apostles, and such parts of the pastoral and

general epistles as throw incidental light on the condition and

growth of the Church in that genetic period. The second and

third centuries witnessed the struggle of Christianity for exist-

once and expansion. There was neither the motive nor the

.'I'laptation to record the story of its brief life. Its literary ener-

gies were required for combating error, formulating faith, and

JiKiking sure a life whose history might well be committed to a

niore judicial future.

The writers of ecclesiastical history may be grouped into five

general classes :

I. The Early Greek ZT/^^Wia^w.—Hegesippus, a Christian

(-•onvcrt from Judaism living in Asia Minor, wrote his Memeyirs

<]f Kcdcsiastical Affairs in the middle of the second century.

He was simply a collector of such historical traditions as he

c-..uM jrlcan from aged people and others most likely to give
45—FIFTH SEUIES "vol. XII.
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liim information concerning the events of the former Iialf of

the second centur3\ Eusebius, Bishop of Csesiirea, in Palestine,

was the first writer wlio can be called in an 3^ sense a reliable

historian of the Church. He bears the same relation to eccle-

siastical historiography that Herodotus does to secular, and has

been fitly called the " father of Church history." His History

of the Church, in ten books, extends from the birth of Christ

to the year 321. The emperor Constantino, who v.-as his per-

sonal friend, j^laced at his disposal all the political and ecclesi-

astical archives of the empire. In addition, Eusebius, besides

making copious use of the gospels, did notliesitate to introduce

material from the apocryphal writing?;, traditions, and all other

available sources. He even incorporated without change much
of the legendary matter of Hegesippus. He also wrote a Life

of Constouniine, which has a measure of historical value, but is

too laudatory to be accepted without qualification. Epiphanins,

Bishop of Salamis, island of Cyprus, wrote a work against the

prevailing heresies which possesses value as a record of the cou-

temporary opposition to Christianity.

Philip Sidetes, in Pamphylia, wrote a superficial and ill-

arranged history at the close of the fourth century. Then came

Philostorgius, the Ennomian, who wrote a history of the ]ieriod

A. D. 300-423, with the purpose of proving that Arianism was

none other than original Christianity. The works of both these

authors have been lost, and without any appreciable' detriment

to liistoricul literature.

In the fifth century we meet with the first real successors of

Eusebius—Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret, and Evagrius. Soc-

rates wrote a continuation of the history of Eusebius, exteud-

ing it to the year 439; Sozomen gave a narrative of the same

period, but with the introduction of much irrelevant matter
;

Theodoret, of Mesopotamia, continued the history of Eusebius

to the year 429 ; and Evagrius, of Antioch, continued the work.s

of his immediate predecessors down to 594. The work of the

Greek historians, as a body, was conducted amid great difficul-

ties. As soon as Christianity became tolerated and was made

the religion of the State, in the fourth century, the facilities for

independent inquiry were multiplied. But there was a con-

stant danger of exaggerating the traditional and marvelous ele-

ments. On the other liand, the histories of these writers were
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M-rittcn near tlie scene of the events and in the atmosphere of

the first centers of Christian thought, and hence there is a strong

"cncral presumption in favor of the main body of their narra-

tives. After making all just allowance for the apocryphal ma-

terial which they may have subsidized, there must still remain

:i large measure of positive history.

II. The Early Latin Historians.—These men, far removed

from the Eastern theater of religious activity, rendered but lit-

tle service to the eai-ly historiography of the Church. The

Ilinnan was always a borrower from the Greek. His best

j'hilosophy was only an Italian reproduction of that of the Stoa.

11 is drama was merely the thin disguise of the masterpieces

ofyEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. In the first Eoman
historians of the Church tlici-e was the same dependence upon

the first group of Greek historians. There was no claim to

original investigation. Rufinus, of Ac[uileia, writing about the

voar 400, translated and modified the history of Eusebius^

l)i-inging it down to A. D. 395. Had he confined his labors to

a translation he would have rendered valuable service to tlio

Christians of the "West who spoke the Latin tongue ; but he

tiiade so niany alterations and additions, and yet without sufii-

cicnt ground, that his work possesses but little value. Jerome

j'repared a Catalogue of Ecclesiastical ^Vriters, which pos-

»-ecsed value because of its preserving from oblivion the names

and writings of many writers of the earliest period.

Sulpicius Severus, of Gaul, wrote in 403 his Sacred Ilistoryy

extending from the creation to A. D. 400. It is only a sum-

mary of the better parts of the works of the Greek writers.

T!ie style is, hoM'ever, close and attractive, and has gained for

him the name of the Cliristian Sallust. Of more importance is-

the De Viris Elustrihiis, by Gennadius, of Marseilles (died

t-irc. 518), a continuation of the catalogue of Jerome. It is im-

partial, and based on extensive research. Paul Orosius ^^T0te

liis Seven Bools of History against the heathen in 41Y, a work
of too much apologetical character to be of value as a reliable

history. Cassiodorus, once a Roman statesman in Ostrogothic

service, wrote a Tripartite History, which was a condensation

<'f the continuations of Eusebius. It was the best work on

Church history produced by the early Western Church, and

''••rvt'd as its text-book during the M'hole mediaival period.
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III. IHstorians of the Jlediceval Period.— Dming tlie

Middle Ages there was a general stagnation in historical studies.

Tlie Greek Church had been largely consumed by internal con-

troversy, and its territory was reduced by the conquests of

Mohammedanism. The best historical works of the Latin

Church were chiefly monographs on the missionary fields.

Niccphorus Calhstus, a preacher of Constantinople, wrote, in

the early part of the fourteenth century, a History of the

Church from the time of Christ to the year 610. A portion of

his work, five out of twenty-three books of which it consisted,

has been lost. He made full use of his predecessors, and, being

probably a monk connected with St. Sophia, enjoyed the full

privilege of the great library of that church. The historical

work of Eutychius, of Alexandria, written in Arabic about the

year 950, and describing the time from the creation to the year

940, possesses value only because of some confused memoranda

descriptive of the rise of Mohammedanism.

The Byzantine historians wrote at intervals during a period

of one thousand years, from 500 to 1500. Their works are of

chief value in civil history, but, incidentally, they throw impor-

tant light on the relations of the Eastern Church to the govern-

ment. The best of their productions is the Paschal Chronicle.

It covers the period from the creation to the twentieth year of

the reign of the emperor Ileraclius, or A. D. 630. It seems

to be the M'ork of two authors (some say of three), neither of

wliom is now known, one writing of the period to the year 354,

and the other completing the history.

The Latin Church, although much farther developed, and

with less opposition than the Greek, was nearly as unproductive

of ecclesiastical history as the Greek. Society was unsettled.

There were constant migrations and consuming wars, while

within the pale of the Church there was a great decline of

spiritual life and tlieological development. There were annal-

ists of secular affairs, but they usually wrote in the interest of

the ruler or conqueror, and their chronicles are of little value

toward understanding the actual history of the mediieval

Church. The Pontifical Book contains an account of the popes

down to the death of Stephen YI, A. D. 891. The librarian

Anastasius was for a long time supposed to be the author, but

it has been recently proved that the biographies of the lait
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IK.jics are tlie only product of liis pen. This work possesses

value both as a papal and general Churcli history of the period

treuted by it. The best general Church history produced dur-

iu:r the ^Middle Ages was the Historical Summccry, by the

Archbishop Antonine, of Florence, which extends from the

creation to the year ltl:59. Of other works in Church history

tlie following may be mentioned : The Ecclesiastical History

<.f Bishop Haymo*^ of Ilalberstadt, abont S53 ;
the Ecclesiastical

History of the abbot Odericns Yitalis, of :N'ormandy, about

1150; and the Hcclesiasiical History oi Bartholomew, a Do-

minican monk of Lucca, about 1300.

The special or rational ecclesiastical histories are of chief

value during the mediieval period. The best of these were the

Church History of the Franl's, by Gregory of Tours, wlio died

in 594, and the Church History of the Anglo-Saxon people,

hy the Yenerable Bede, who died in T35. The History of the

Lornlarcls, by Paul Diaconus, was only a civil history, but^ it

possesses value because it stands nearly alone as an authority

on the ecclesiastical condition of that people. The author wrote

liis history to the year T73, but it was continued by Erchem-

pertus to SS9. Adam of Bremen, who lived in the eleventh

century, wrote a Church history of the bishoprics of Bremen

and Hamburg, which, incidentally, embraced a description of

ecclesiastical progress in all the Scandinavian countries. Its

chief value lies in its preservation of original docnments bear--

ing on the evangelization of northern Europe. Albert Krantz,

who died in 1517, wrote a Church history of northern Ger-

many. It related chiefly to Hamburg, Bremen, "Westphalia,

and Lower Saxony. Among the secular annalists whose labors

have aided toward an understanding of the Church of the

Middle Ages the following may be mentioned: Eegius, of the

ninth century ; Hermann and Lambert, of the eleventh
;
Otto

and Siegbert, of the twelfth; and Matthew of Paris, of the

thirteenth.

lY. Historia?is of the Period of the Beformation.—V.\\^\\

tlie German "reformers appeared Chnrcli history had been en-

tirely in the hands of the Poman Catholic Church. It was a

f^trange combination of legend and fact, and no one had ^pos-

possed independence enough to question the accuracy of the

received liistories and to begin the process of sifting. But
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when the Reformation became established tlie attention of

German Protestant thinkers was directed toward the regenera-

tion of tliis department of theology. In the revival of classic

learning in Italy, which had extended to Fj-ance and Germany,

iiistorical studies had shared largely. But the history of the

Church was too distinctively theological to receive a decided

impulse from humanism. In fact, humanism was skeptical and

out of sympathy with ecclesiastical thought and life. It was a

purely literary movement, but, undesignedly, it had a direct

bearing on sacred subjects.

It was seen by the reformers, and particularly by Melanch-

thon, that the history of the Church would need to be entirely

rewritten, and that unless the existing theology were made to

give up a large measure of its fanciful annals the theological

reform would be but half achieved. The result was the adop-

tion of a scheme, in large measure fulfilled, for a complete his-

tory of the Church. It bore the title of the 21agdehurg Cen-

turies. Matthias Flacius, a pastor of Magdeburg, organized

the work. lie gathered able colaborers about him, the chief of

whom were AVigand, Judex, Faber, Corvinus, and Ilulzhuter.

The work Avas in thirteen folio volumes, each volume being

devoted to a century, and each century divided into sixteen sub-

divisions. The Magdelnirg Centuries, although based on the

unphilosophical and unnatural principle of thecentnrial division

of periods, produced a literary revolution in the Cliurch secontl

only to the one wrought by Luther and Melanchthon in the field

of doctrinal theology. It proved a powerful agent in exposing

the errors into which Roman Catholic historians had fallen, and

gained a literary recognition for the new Protestantism in circles

hitherto untouched.

The Roman Catholic Church was suddenly thrown on the

defensive, and in a direction entirely unanticipated by it. Tlio

work produced consternation in every European countiy that

had not become Protestant, and even in Rome itself. The effect

was an upheaval of all the historical records of Romanism. It

was the successful appeal of Protestantism to history as a justi-

fication of its right to existence. As an antidote to the Magde-

hitrg Centuries., Caesar Baronius, of Rome, publislied his Eccle-

siastical Annals. All the literary treasures of the Roman

Catholic Church were placed at his disposition. Ills work occu-
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i.ied thirty years in composition, consisted of twelve volumes,

and was nineteen years in process of publication in Rome
(15SS-1607). The time treated by Baronius was twelve cen-

turies, or down to 1198. His work is a great achievement. But,

wliile reproducing many of the traditions of the early liisto-

jies, it passed over some of the more ridiculous in silence, and

thus surrendered them. As a literary M'ork, in all the essentials

of liistorical accuracy, reseai-cli, vigor, and symmetry of con-

struction, it fell far below the Magdehurg Centuries. The work

of Baronius was continued, at different times, by Eayiialdi,

Liderchi, and Theiner. Less important are the continuations

of Bzovius, Spondanus, and Einal. So far as a Protestant rejily

was needed, the task was performed by Casaubon, in 1614, and

by Spanheim, in 16S7.

Y. Protestant Church Historians.—The example of the

Magdehurg Centuries proved the ability of Protestantism for

thorough historical research. The historical spii-it has from that

beginnii.g distinguished every Protestant period and all Prot-

estant countries. "Before the Eeformation," saysSchaff, ''the

liistorian was, so to speak, of one grov\'th with his subject. Xow
lie rose by reflection above it, and, instead of at once receiving

on authority everything Catholic as true and condemning every-

thing not Catholic as false, he began to subject the whole de-

velopnaent of the Church itself to critical examination, judging

it, without regard to papal decrees, according to tlie word of

God and common reason."

In Protestant ecclesiastical liistoriography we observe the fol-

lowing departments :

1. The Confessional and Orthodox. Here, as in the three

succeeding departments, Germany has made the most important

contributions. First in order after Flacius, and lirst in tlie line

of Church historians of tlie Reformed Church, stands Hottinger,

the autliorof the Ecclesiastical Ilistory of the Xew Testament.

It was completed in 1667, and treats the history of the Church
down D the sixteenth century. Spanheim, of Holland, wrote a

Summary of Ecclesiastical Ilistory which extends over about

tlie same period and was published in 16S9. The most of the

historiograpliy of this period had a strongly confessional tend-

ency, for it was the time of sharp antagonism between the

Lutlierans and the Reformed. The works of ChemnitZj Ger-
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hard, and Quenstedt are fair illustrations of a large class of doc-

trinal theologians who made ample, but not always legitimate,

use of histoiy in defense of their confessional position.

2. The Pietistic Historians. Pietism marks the German the-

ological boundary between the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, and was one of the most important movements in the

modern Church. Spener, its founder, protested against the ex-

hausting controversies, and contended for a return to the letter

and spirit of the Scriptures. With his deatli pietism passed out

of its calmest and purest period. Tlie first and only great

pietistic historian was Gottfried Arnold, the author of the Im-
partial History of the Church and Heretics (1699). It treated

the period from the beginning of the JS'ew Testf.ment to the

3'ear 16SS. His purpose was altogether new in ecclesiastical his-

toriography. He aimed to show that not only was Ptoman
Catholicism coi-rupt, but that rigid sectarians in all periods had
violated the essential spirit of Christianit}', and that pure piety,

in whatever form, was the necessary savor which had preserved

the Church from utter ruin. He gave all possible credit to

schismatics in all periods, and commended them for having saved

the Church from destruction. Xot doctrinal correctness, but

moral purpose and spiritual enthusiasm were with him the great

criterion of excellence and service. Spener heartily disapproved

of it, though the pietists, as a class, indorsed it. Its thorough

independence of confessional restraints, its recognition of the

overlooked and despised characters in history, and its charit}'

toward those who had been branded as heretics and died by vio-

lence or in exile constituted it a transitional work, from the old

and narrow and rigid modes of historical interpretation to the

new and more liberal judgment which has ever since prevailed

in Germany. "No historical work," says Baur, "has ever

borne more decidedly than Arnold's the subjective impress of

the autlior's spirit.

3. The nationalistic Historians. Ecclesiastical history fol-

lows in the order of theological changes. Pietism was succeeded

in Germany by rationalism. The rationalistic mode of treating

the history of the Church was a part of the general reaction

which began in the middle of the eighteenth century. Seniler

was the first historian who represented the tendency. He was»

indeed, the first to brin£r rationalism out of the narrow limits of
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{lie "Wollian philosophy and to apply it to the entire domain of

theology. Ilis jDrincipal historical works were his Select Cha])ters

vf Church Tlistory (1767), and his Historical Commentary on

l',e Ancient State of Christianity (1771). Semler had no ade-

tjuate conception of the Church as an organic unity, but regarded

ii as the theater for the play of individual affinities. Christ

^Mve to his disciples the right of .private judgment, and the his-

tory of the Church shows how this has been freely and properly

f\crciscd, and that the true and the good can be perceived here in

better form than in public religion. There is nothing perma-

nent and steady in the life of the Church. The Church in its

(.rganic form lias been of less service than in its disjointed and

itulividual relations. The ocean is good, but its drops are bet-

ter. The Churcli is an agglomeration of individuals, each hav-

ing liis complete vitality and independence. We here see the

fundamental thought of Semler's entire theology—the right of

the individual.

llenke, in his General History of tlie Christian Church, may
he regarded as the leading historian of the rationalistic school.

He wrote in a sarcastic spirit, and charged a large measure of

the errors of the Church to the despotism of doctrinal and ec-

clesiastical restraints. His work was edited and continued by

V.iter. In the works of Schmidt and Danz we observe rather

a!i indifference to the spiritual element in history than a posi-

tive rationalism.

Crossing the Channel, we find the last of the race of Eng-

li^h deists busily engaged in writing history and, whenever

they could, eliminating from general liistory the positive Chris-

tian element. Hume's History of England (1754-62) is tinged

\vith a bitter Toryism throughout, a one-sided record of the rise

and growth of the English people and their government.

Gibbon's History of the Decline and Fall of the Tloman Em-
pire (1776-SS), perhaps the greatest historical work ever written,

though somewhat hostile in spirit to the Church, is invaluable for

its marshaling of facts and for its free, broad, masterly treatment

<'f the Avhole historical movement from the third century to

t'le middle of the fifteenth. Later researches have corrected

Ciibbon in but few particulars, and this wonderful monument
••'f patient industry remains to this day as much an authority as

<'\er. Priestley wrote, in the full rationalistic spirit, a History
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of the Corruptions of Christianity (1782), in -which he en-
|

deavored to sliow that the history of the Church was fnuda- \

nientallj a departure from the spirit, practice, and commands of
]

Christ and his apostles. Priestley, however, will be less known
|

to posterity as an historian than as tlie discoverer of oxygen, I

4. The Liberal Orthodox. Mosheim was the founder of the
|

modern scieutiHc methpd of ecclesiastical historiography. He I

•Still adhered to the fanciful centurial division of Flacius, but i

was painstaking and accurate and dealt justly with all charac-

ters and periods. He was a distinguished preacher, and, while

he wrote in faultless Latin, he was not less thorough in his re-

-scarches or less judicious in his management of materials. His

Dissertation on the History cf the Church was issued in 1743.

and his Commentary on Christioji Afairs Anterior to Constan-

tine in 1753. His masterpiece was his Institutes of Ancient

und 2fodern. Church Ilistory, published in 1755. It was

translated from the Latin into the German with additions and

continuation by Yon Einei]!, and issued in 1769. Tliis work has

passed through many editions and into the leading modern

languages, and in a more or less disguised form has long been

the basis for text-books in Church history in most Protestant

countries. It has been completely superseded in Germany by

works of more modern character, but still holds a place in Gi'eat

Britain." Sclu-ocklrs Christian Church History is the largest

work in its department in the whole field of Gernuan theology.

It appeared in forty-five volumes, beginning in 176S and con-

cluding in ISIO. The last two volumes are by the masterly hand

of Tzschirner. We find in it a vast mass of important matrer.

with but little attempt at scientific classification. Schrockh

was the disciple of Mosheim, and his work is fair, sound in the

main, and still indispensable. Planck M'as a rigid defender of

* I remember once, when listening to a lecture by Tboluck, In Halle, that that veteran

teacher smiled with evident composure a.s he meutioned the fact that Ma<hein)'s hisforv -.vas

Sim. used as a text-book at Oxford. John Wesley published an abridgment of >rosheim. ati'i

an Anglican clerKvinan performed the same sen.-ice. This latter work was made the hx<-^

of a Church history by lUiter, published in New York, which first appeared as the work of a

firm and bearing the name of Ruter's Grearr.ry's Mosheim's Chuvdi History. That w-rk

in time lost its partnership and flually appeared as Uuter's Omrcli Huituni. But M•^^.<:"J

can be seen on every page of the poor plagiarism. There have been many editions la

Enclish of Mosheim's Institntes. The best is by Stubbs. London, 1SG2. That by Murdo^k.

•new ed., 3 vols., Nuw York, 1874, Is enriched by the copious notes of that industriou-i An-

dover scholar, one of the founders of the science of Church history In America. The oth-r

editions are of little value. The Cnmrncntaru on Prc-Comtantinc .^^airs, also by MJ!"-

dock, 2 valsv >>'ew York, 1803, Is full of learning and acute disquisitions.
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orlliodoxy. ll\^ History of the Bise, Changes, and Devehjy-

malt ofFrot^si^nt Doctrine appeared in 1781-1800, and Avas

,',e mo^t important contribution to doctrinal Instory dnnng the

'i.rhtecnth century. StaudUn ^vrote several important mono-

.nu)hs,lns Universal History of the Christian Chu rc/i hemr^

^;,ocially valuable as a compendium of facts. The Text-looh

of Church History by Gieseler, one of the best fruits of this

.Vhool is a drv recital of facts in a thoroughly critical and im-

,,,rti'il spirit/ It" is invaluable for its study of the sources,

;,,u<v of which are largely quoted or transferred bodily at the

f , .t'of tile text This mahes Gieseler's Avork unique. Hase

li,c M-ritteu a History cf the Christian Church in a moderately

rationalistic spirit. It is an artistic presentation, bright with

many original and pregnant characterizations.

5 The German Mediatory School. Out of the conflicts of

German theolocrv on the respective claims of faith and science

there arose the mediatory school, which sought to reconcile the

two. Schleiermacher, in his own remarkable personality and

labors, constitutes the transition from the cold rationalism ot

the eighteenth century to the scientific evangelical theology ot

the nineteenth.
-, r ^

Xeander was the first German theologian who stood fairly on

the positive side. He spent his best efforts in historical stud-

ies He was fascinated by the Church in its genetic stage, and

no man of any age has equaled him in ability to penetrate its

mysteries, separate the true from the false, discover tiic pure

and worthy in our common Christianity, and clothe the life ot

the Church in vigorous and sympathetic language. Jus pur-

])ose was 'Ho exhibit the history of the Church of Christ as a

livin- ^vitness of the divine power of Christianity ;
as a school

of Christian experience; a voice, sounding through the ages, ot

instruction, of doctrine, and of reproof for all who are disposed

to listen
^' He believed that the force and significance ot the

Church lay in its individual life, rather than in its universal

character. His monographs on Julian, the Gnostics, Jertul-

Han, Chrysostom, and Bernard indicated his emphasis on the

value of the spiritually illuminated individual as a factor m the

development of the Church. His great work, for which all his

].revious works were only a preparation, bears the title of Hs-

t'.n/ of the Christiaii Religion and Church, It was well said
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at liis grave, "The last of the Church fathers has gone." His

^hirty-seveii years as professor in Berlin, his gentle and loving

spirit and childlike faith, the enthusiasm with which he lec-

tured and wrote on the history of the Church, and his profound

learning had the effect of imparting and enkindling an unpar-

alleled interest in historical studies.

The best writers in historical theology who liave appeared in

Germany during the last three decades belong to tlie school of

iSTeander. Ilagehbach delivered his Ilidory of the Church in

the form of lectures to his students in Basel, and excels in free-

dom, clearness, and beauty of diction. Kurtz has written an

excellent History of the Church, but it is too encyclopedic to

be atti-active and inspiring. The Manual of Church History

by Guericke is an attempt to combine the history of the Church

with a history of doctrine. Xiedner, the successor of Xeander

at Berlin, and Semisch, the successor of Xiedner, have each

written in the spirit of their master, jSTeander.

The whole field of historical theology has been worked over

in recent years in Germany with the utmost enthusiasm. A
new spirit came in with Ilarnack, the disciple of Hitsclil, a

successor of Xeander in Berlin University. With a clear view

of Christianity as a supernatural force, and yet with a minimiz-

ing of miraculous details, Ilarnack has subjected tlie early lit-

erature to a penetrating criticism, and has given a fresh view

of the growth of doctrine in his Dogma-History.

There has been a remarkable advance in the ecclesiastical his-

toriograpliy of the German theologians in the most recent

years. It is impossible, in brief space, to individualize tlieni.

Zahu has made some fresh studies of great importance. The

Zeiischriftfiir Hisfor/sche Theologic, the Zeitschriftfilr Kirch-

€7igcschichte, Sybcl's Historische Zeitschrift, and the numer-

ous other scientific journals of theology arid history have done

much for the advancement of this study in Germany. Tlie his-

torical articles in the new edition of Ilerzog's Hncyclojxvfha,

edited by Ilerzog. Plitt, and Ilauck, are exhaustive discussions

giving the recent views.

6. The Tubingen Historians. This group of historians uf

tlie Church is of combined rationalistic and pantheistic spirit.

Ferdinand Christian Baur, professor in tlie University of Tu-

bingen, was its chief representative. He carried into the do-
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jnain of ecclesiastical history one of the fundamental principles

t-f tht^Hegelian 2)hilosophy, the subordination of the individ-

ti:tl to the general ; the control of all minds and the ordering

t.f :i!l events by what he calls a rational world-spirit, whose

l.cA-t; are necessary and infallible. Christianity is considered

rather a fruit of this spirit than itself creative, the servant rather

ihati the master. Baur, in his Paul^ the Ajyostle of Jesus

Christy makes the apostolic period his chief field of attack upon

i!ic evangelical school. The contention of Baur is that early

(,'hristianity was composed of two elements, Paulinism and Pe-

trinism, and that the Catholic Church of the second and third

centuries was the result of the conciliation of this primitive

Judaism and Universalism. Later studies have shown that

l{:air greatly exaggerated the antagonism between the Jewish

and Christian elements, and his various conclusions concerning

the Xew Testament writings have been revised. The spiritual

«onsc in him was overshadowed by an intense iirtellectualism,

niid this unfitted him for weighing spiritual phenomena. But

his influence on historical research has been most profound,

and he first marked the way along which much fruitful work

lias been done. He was the founder of the Tiibingen school,

v;hich has long since had its day.

Strauss, whose Z[fe of Jesus appeared in 1S25, applied de-

structive criticism to the Gospel history. It was the natural

tiihnination of the pantheistic theology taught in Tiibingen.

Zoller has written in the spirit of Baur. Much of the Tiibingen

virus has passed into the present German Protestant ^Associ-

ation, whose center is the Heidelberg University. This or-

ganization proposes to do away with all confessional restraint

and to introduce the so-called liberalism into every theological

department. Schenkel, in his Character of Jesus Partrayed
y

was the first to define a doctrinal policy for the new movement.

Xippold, of Heidelberg, later of Berne, now of Jena, has writ-

ten a History of the Church in the Xiiietecnth Century from

the point of view of the German Protestant Association. All

the history produced by this school betrays a total absence of

appreciation of the deep religious life of the Church and of the

supernatural force whence it derives its origin and spirit.

Kothe, when he wrote his Beginnings of the Christian Church
<'nd Constitution (1837), had not exhibited any sympathy with
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tliis free-thinking group. In his last years, however, with tlie

skeptical tendency in the other lecture rooms of Heidelberg,
and depressed by serious domestic affliction, he used languaf?e
at variance with his earnest and evangelical sermons delivered
at Kome when chaplain in the Prussian embassy and with his
masterly mhics and Beginnings. But the evidence is too
strong against his haviiig given any hearty support to men of
the Schenkel school, although they used all possible efforts to
get the support of his strong name.

7. The Evangelical Historians of other European Countries.
In England very decided interest in historical theology has been
awakened during the last few decades. One of the fi*ist effects

of the Tractarian niovement at Oxford in 1S33, under the lead-

ership of Pusey, Keble, and John Henry Xewman, was a new
interest in the purer and better days of the Ilomau Catholic
Churcli. One of the most original of these historical studies M-as

jSTewman's Fssay on the Devd&jyaent of Christian Doctrine,
which appeared in 1845, shortly before his formal entrance into

the Roman Catholic Church.

The historical writings of the English theologians were, how-
ever, not at all confined to the Tractarian leaders. Wadding-
ton, Dean of Durham, Avrote a clear and concise History of the

Church (1833), covering the ancient and mediaeval periods, and,

later, a Ilistoi-y of the Reformation on the Continent (1841).

Milman has written a History of Christianity, -a History of
Latin Christianity, and a History of the Jews. His style is

attractive, and his Latin Cliristianity especially is a noble

monument to his great scholarship, libej-al views, and fine his-

torical sense. Dean Stanley has excelled all the Church his-

torians of England in the gloM' and purity of his style and in

the arrangement of his njaterial. His chief historical woi-ks are

a lEstory of the Eastern Church and a History of the Jewish
Church. His History of the Ch urch of Scotland is of less

value. James Craigie Pobertson, Professor of Church History

in Kii'g's College, London (died 1882), wrote a History of the

Christian Church A? the Beformatioii. It is a dry piece of

historical patchwork, but it is fair, written from the sources,

and is a convenient chronological work.

Robert Vaughan (died ISGS) was one of the most tiiorongh

students and discriminating writers on the orifjins of the N«'n-
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o,.!iforining Churches. His Memoi^iaU of the Stuart Dynasty^

!,'(lu/ious Parties in England, and English Noncorformity

.xrv" excellent monographs. His son, the saintly Eoberc Alfred

V:iui;han, lived onlv long enough to produce, in his Hours

irifh the Jfystics, the best work on the history and opinions of

:ijc nivstics in any language. Stoughton has written a History

.

;' luligion in EngUmd, extending from the opening of the

1/jii'X Parliament to the end of the eighteenth century (new and

rvvi>ed ed,, ISSl. 6 vols,). Perry, in his History of the Church

of England, has described the Established Church from the

(J'.Mth of Elizabeth to the present time. Much valuable infor-

mation on the ecclesiastical development of England is to be

f-'iuid in the works of Hunt and Tulloch, who treat theology,

r.iiher than history, and of Green, who shows how far the prog-

re.-s of England is owing to the jDresence of the religious ele-

ment in all stages of her growth.

In France, Matter, a professor in Strasburg when Alsace be-

longed to France, wrote a General History of the Christian

Church J while his History of Moral and Politiccd Doctrines

vf the First Three Centuries And his C'ritical History of Gnos-

ticism throw special light on these departments of ecclesias-

tical history. The historical labors of Pressense, with the ex-

ce|ition of his Religion and the Reign of Terror, have been

confined to the early period. He has written largely with an

aiiologetic purpose in view and with glowing style and pro-

I'.-imd sympathy with his themes.

In Switzerland, Merle d'Aubigne held a high place as an

ecclesiastical historian. "While yet a young man he chose the

lleformation as his field, and adhered to his purpose, with the

t'xccption of some minor monographs, throughout his life. His

Ui.stonj of the Reformation has been translated into all the

]>rincipal languages, and, while it has been superseded by later

works and is no longer an authority, it is a brilliant and, in the

uiain, correct account by an enthusiast. Professor Cliastel, of

<.ieneva, in his History of Christianity, produced a work of

L'rt-at learning and ability, abounding in valuable historical

luonographs. The late Ernest Penan followed his Life of
Christ with a History of the Origins of Christianity, written

in fascinating style, and, especially on Marcus Aurelius and
the second century, he has presented much new and striking
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matter. Paul Sabatier has published a Life of St. Francis of
Assist (1S94) M-hich has attracted considerableattention for its

liuman interest and impartial method. It is one of the best
studies of the Middle Ages. Its author, a Protestant, received
the pope's blessing for his work, but tlie book, nevertheless, re-
ceived the honor of being placed in the Lidex.

In Holland \\q meet with the names of Ilofstede de Groor,
Spanheim, and Yenema, whose Church histories reach to the
sixteenth century and are written witli abundant learning. The
works of the Basnages, father and son, are also of great service •

and in Jean le Clerc's iStudy of ike First Two Ce^duries ill icj)

we come upon good specimens of historical criticism. Yan
Oosterzee has treated ecclesiastical history only incidentally, his

labors being largely occupied with doctrinal theology, particu-
larly on its apologetic side. His Zife of Christ is 'a master-
piece of combined historical and apologetic treatment. Chante-
pie de la Saussaye has M'ritten a work on the Religious Crisis
in Hulland, a choice monograph on the later attempts to in-

fuse rationalism into the fiber of the Dutch Church.
YI. Modern JRoman Catholic Historians.—Xitev the Eefor-

mation had become an accomplished fact the historical labors

of the Roman Catholic Church were largely confined to a de-

fense of the earlier history. Even Baronius had nothing new
to present. As to the French writers, they were more inde-

pendent than either the German or Italian. Here and there

an Itahan broke loose from the prevailing submissiveness, as

with the monk Sarpi. His History (f the Council of Trent
was in a measure an attack on the historical delinquencies of

Romanism. Among French historians were the following:

Godeau, the author of a History of the Church of Christ to

the Ninth Century ; Natalis Alexander (Noel), who wrote an

Ecclesiastical History to the Council of Trent ; Bossuet, a

Universal History from the Beginning of the World to the

-Empire of Charlemagne ; Fleury, an Ecclesiastical History
extending down to 1^:14; and the Jansenist Tillemont, who
wrote an Ecclesiastical History of the First Six Centuries.

Both Fleury and Tillemont were distinguished for elegance of

style and a critical spirit. Dupin (died 1719) published a

Biograjyhical and Literary History of the Church down to the

Seventeenth Century, which was followed by a similar work by
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('^^.j]li^>i.—both works of inimense learning and research and

written in an independent spirit. The French Benedictines of

St. Muur did great service by critical editions of the fathers

.luJ by their works on Christian antiquities. Mabillon, Moiit-

I'.uicon, Kninart, Marteue, Durand are a few of these eminent

si.iincs. The more important historians of the eighteenth cen-

tury were Choisy, Ducreux, and Berault-Bcrcastel. To the pres-

ent^ centur}' belong Lacroix, Robiano, Henrion, and, most iin-

jM>rt;int of any French ecclesiastical historian of the nineteenth

ci'iiturv, Eohrbacher, who wrote a Universal History of the

I 'h HVch.

Among the German Catholic liistorians are the romanticist

and poet Stolberg, wlio wrote a Ristory of the Religion of

J'sus Christ, extending to A. D. 430; Kateikamp, a History

tf Eeligion to the Founding of the General Church and a

Church History to A. D. 1153; DoUinger, a Text-bool- of

Church History ; and the Church histories of Alzog, Kraus,

and Hergenruther—all scholarly works written by original in-

vestigators, though in the "Iloman interest. The Wetzer and

Weltc Church Lexicon is rich in historical matter ; but in the

second edition by Kaulen the revisions are reactionary and

j)rompted by the Yatican spirit. Hefele's Llistory of the

Councils is our best authority for the general councils of the

Church. Tt was continned by Kuopiler and Ilcrgenrother

down to, and including, the Council of Trent. Locherer and

Jungmann have written solid histories. Joliannes Janssen at-

tempted the reconstruction of German Church history in his

History of the German Peoj)le, which created a sensation in

Germany and elicited numerous Protestant replies. The Bel-

gian Benedictine, Bellcsheim, has written a Llistory of the

Catholic Church in Scotland, which, for the most part, may be,

highly commended.
In England the Roman Catholic historians' have done but

little as yet. The best is Lingard, whose Antiquities of the

Anglo-Saxon Church is now somewhat antiquated, but whose

History of England to IGSS is of great permanent value,

hingard was a scholar of judicial spirit, and, though he needs

'.'jrrection in the light of later writers, he is indispensable as

,i:iving the conclusions of an independent Catholic investigator.

<-'ardinal Xewman wrote while still a churchman a History of
4(3—FIFTH SKllIKS, VOL. XII.
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the Avians i?i the Fourth Century, to wliich he added various

interesting essays. Allies carried forward an ambitions work
on the Formation of Christendom, which is still incomplete.

Gasquet and Bridgett have written on various aspects of the

Reformation and post-Reformation periods in English history,

and their researches are indispensable to the student of Eng-

lish Church history. Morris, Drane, Gillow. Pollen, H. T.

Coleridge, and Formby, in collections of original documents

and in other works, have rendered great service to historical

literature. Two English cburchmen should not be forgotten

—

Frederic G. Lee, because of his Studies of the English Befor-

mation, and Samuel Pu Maitlaud, because of his DarJ^ Ages.

The latter hrino-s much new light and in a fresh and cliarmino-

manner dissipates many venerable prejudices.

YII. American Fcelesiastical Historians.—It has been a

jiist ground of lament that iintil recently but little taste has

been ma-uifested in the United States for Church history. The

late Henry B. Smith thus accounted for our dearth of the his-

torical spirit:

As a people we are more deficient in historical training tlian in alino?r

any other wants of scientific research. We live in an earnest auil

tumultuous present, looking to a vague future, and comparatively cut ou

from the prolific past -svhich is still the mother of us all. We forget that

the youngest people are also the oldest, and should therefore be most

habituated to those " fearless and reverent questions of the sages of other

times which," as Jeffrey Avell says, " are the permitted necromancy of the

wise." We Americans love the abstractions of political theories and of

theology better than we do the concrete realities of history. Church history

has been studied from a sort of general notion that it ought to be very

useful, rather than from a lively conviction of its inherent worth. His-

tory is to us the driest of studies, and the history of the Church is the

driest of the dry—a collection of bare names and facts and lifeless dates.

It is learned by rote and kept up by mnemonic helps.

This is confirmed by a statement of J. A. Alexander, who

says

:

Our national tendency, so far as we have any, is to slight the jiast and

overrate the present. This unhistorical peculiarity is constantly betray-

ing itself in various forms, but it is nowhere more conspicuous and mori-

injurious than in our theology. Hence the perjjctual resuscitation of ab-

surdities a thousand times exploded, the perpetual renewal of attcnipts

which have a thousand tin\es been proved abortive. Hence the false posi-

tion which relifjion has been forced to assume in reference to various
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Inferior, yet important, interests—to science literature, art, and civil gov-

rr»tni^"t- Hence, too, the barrenness and hardness by wliicli much of

iHir religious history is distiuguislied, because cut off from the inexhaust-

:b!c sources which can only be supplied by history.

l^.nt it is now fortj-five years since these regrets at the neglect

..f hit^torical studies in American tlieologj were expressed, and

ilin'inii; this interval great progress has been n)ade. Chinch

lii.story was, earlier, a neglected department in our theological

schools; but no theological seminary of fair character in the

I'uitcd States is now without its professorship of historical

ilicology. The labors of Prescott, Bancroft, Motley, Ivirk, and

r.ukinan and the genial works of Irving have had an impor-

t.iiit effect in awakening a popular historical taste, while the

Contributions in the theological department are fully equal in

;ilMlity and interest.

Our chief support has come from abroad. The best historical

works of Great Britain and Germany have been promptly intro-

duced among us. Professor Henry B. Smith published an

t^\colIeut original Tabular History of the Church • Lamson, a

History of the Early Church / Shedd, a treatise on the Philos-

>'}>fiy of History and a History of Christian Doctrine ; Henry

Ciiarles Lea, a layman, important monographs on the Church

in special relation to Poman Catholicism, showing immense

research and opening up new fields, and a monumental History

<f the Inqiiisition ; Fisher, a History of the Reforma-
tion^ Bcginniiigs of Christianity^ an admirable History of the

Church in one volume, and some masterly historical essays.

The labors of Philip Schaft" belong rather to the United

States than to Germany. Although a native of Switzerland

•'Ud a student in the German universities, his remarkable literary

j'roductiveness is a part of the theological wealth of this country.

Xu ecclesiastical historian has equaled him in the general

'.rraugement, grouping, and proportionate use of historical

isiatcrial, nor in the literary and religious genius wliich pervades

ihe wliole. His History of the Christian Church bears all the

traces of his German culture and profound sympathy with tlie

^I'irit and instructions of Neander. At the same time all his

theological labors reveal his thorough identification with

American institutions and a clear conception of the needs and

^'Importunities of the ecclesiastical life of the Church in the
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United States. What Carlyle did for tlic introduction of

German literature into England Scliaff did for the introduction

and safe utilization of the evangehcal theology of Germany in

the United States, the third and largest hoineof the Teutonic race.

Schalf went over more ground than an}' other historian,

treating the whole history of the Church to the Eeformation

in an elaborate manner, including two volumes on the German

iind Swiss Eeformation. The second part of the niediiieval

period was left incomplete at his death, but it will appear. Of

equal importance is his Creeds of Christendom, the most exten-

sive woi-k of the kind in any language. Schaif founded the

American Society of Church History in ISSS, which has been

the means of eliciting invaluable monographs from him and

other American scholars, and has puljlished annually a full

report of its proceedings, etc. (1S89-9G, S vols., New York).

Henry C. Sheldon has' written an excellent History of Doc-

trine and a History/ of the Church. Henry M. Baird has made

extensive studies in French Huguenot liistory, and E. W.

Thompson has investigated the Relation of the Papacy to Civil

Affairs. Mombert has given the best history of Charles the

Great in any language, and in briefer form has done work

equally well on the History of the Crusades and the History

<f the English Bihle. Gillett traced the Course of English

Religious Thought in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries,

and wrote a History of John Huss in two large volumes, both

works monuments of American scholarship. The following

special works are conscientious studies by careful writers:

Bernard of Clairvaux, by Storrs; Knox, by Taylor; Savona-

rola, by Professoi- Clark, of Toronto ; 2fedimval History, by

Pi-olessors :\rcLaughlin and Emerton ; Molinos, by Bigelow

;

Alcuin, by West; The Early Religious History of England,

Scotland, and Ireland, by Cathcart, Moffat, and De Yinnc

respectively; The Reformation in Sweden, by Butler; 27ie

Vanons of the First Councils, by Fulton ;
contributions to

Dante literature, by Davidson, Longfellow, Korton ;
History

of Humane Progress, by Brace; Mediacal Civilization, by

Adams; The Lutherans and the English Reformation,^ by

Jacobs; Bajdism m History, by Burrage; a History of the

A7ialaptists in Sicitzerland, by the same autlior ;
and various

Avorks by that enthusiastic investigator, Henry M. Dexter.
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T!ic Anicricaii Cluircli has pi-oduccJ more denominational

iii-torics tluiu works of a general liistorical character. This is

l.irirely due to our active confessional life and the absence of

the State Church system. Bacon, Dexter, Punchard, and Wil-

l:-toM Walker have written on the Congregational Church

;

Wiiite, Burgess, Perry, McConiiell, and Tilfany, on the Prot-

i'.-;taiit Episcopal Church ; Hodge, Gillett, Webster, Briggs,

.u»J II. E. Thompson, on the Presbyterian Church ; Bangs.

Steveus, and Atkinson, on the Methodist Episcopal Church

;

McTycire and Alexander, on the Methodist Episcopal Chui'ch,^

Suulh; Mayer, Ilarbangh, and Dubbs, on the G-erman Re-

furnied Church; Demarest and Corwin, on the Peformed
Dutch Church; Wolf, Jacobs, Griibner, Sclifefler, and

Sehmueker, on the Lutheran Church; Ellis, Ware, and Allen^

on the Unitarian Church ; and Xoethen, Shea, and Clarke, on

tlie Boraan Catholic Cliurch. The American Society of Chui'ch

lli-tory has inaugurated a series of denominational histories,

uiirten M'ith reference to tlie best authorities and in a liberal

::k1 catholic spirit. The books in this series already published

are the earnest of a grand future for American historiography.

There need be no ground fur alarm as to the future progress

and independence of historical theology in the United States.

The conditions which have limited our development in this

rc'?j>ect in the past are rapidly disappeai-ing. The American

Ciun-ch has been compelled to addre:^s itself to grave social and

evangelistic questions, and has confronted them with courage

and vigor. At its distance from the great fields of persecution

ajid protracted controversy it will in time acquire that needful

t'quipoise of mind for inquiring carefully and pronouncing

judiciously concerning the great matters of the general life of

the Church. We can well expect that the American Cliurch

^vill become a wise inquirer concerning the past and an apt

tlisciple at its feet.

^^^^6f7^^y=Zr
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Art. II.—EMERSON AS A PHILOSOPHER.

I. The beginning of Emerson's philosophical activity was con-

tern poraneuiis with the inception of the transcendental movement
in New England, and they cannot be studied apart. Undoubt-
edly he was greatly affected by this deep-sea wave of sentiment

;

but more than its effect upon him was his influence over it.

He proved to be its guiding spirit ; at liis hand the movement
eventually received its best statement ; and to him reference is

almost always made when writers attempt to designate the

representative man of the epoch.

The transcendental movement began about 1820 as a reaction

against custom, institutions, and authority. The younger

thinkers of New England, having been aroused to a richer con-

sciousness of life, chiellv through the scientific and philosophical

deliverances of Goethe, the presentation by Edward Everett,

Andrews Norton, and N. L. Frothingham of some of the phases

of contemporaneous German philosophy, and the progress of

modern science—in particular, the sciences of astronomy and

geology—made an effort to break away from tradition and to

return to normal, natural methods of thought and life. Up to

this time the sensuous philosophy of Locke had ruled the

thought of New England. The Essay on the Human Undcr-

standing continued to be used as a text-book at Harvard until

1817, at which time it was superseded by the Scotch i3hilosopliy.

The works of Paley wei-e then introduced as text-books, and

the views of this author were authoritative up to the year 1S3G.

Transcendentalism, M'hich at first manifested itself as a mere

tendency, came to receive form and expression in the most

casual way. Zyir. Emerson, Geoi-ge Ripley, and Frederick Henry
Hedge, on the day of the celebration of the second centennial

anniversary of Harvard College, chanced to confer together on

the state of theological and philosophical opinion. In this

conversation there was expressed a strong dissatisfaction witli

the reigning sensuous philosophy. The following week these

three called some like-minded gentlemen together at the home
of Mr. Ripley, where these questions were further discussed.

This was the inception of the movement. There was no

specific object ; no regular organization, simply a conjunction
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,if like-minded persons. Those who were present at the mect-

ini; lield at the liomc of Mr. Kiplej, together with J. S.

Ihvi'^litj "W. H. Channing, C. A. Bartol, O. A. Brownson,

Theodore Parker, Margaret Fuller, Elizabeth P. Peabodv, and

oiiicrs, continued to meet, at uncertain intervals, for three or

I'uur years. The meetings were informal in character; the

company adopted no name; and it is not known who first called

the members "transcendentalists." Theology was frequently

.<i subject of comment. Among other subjects discussed were,

*• American Genius," " Personality," " Is Mysticism an Element

of Christianity?" "Pantheism," etc. Emerson was rarely

absent from these meetings, and he was held in high esteem by

his associates.'

Even among its adherents there has been a variety of opinion

a.s to what constituted transcendentalism. Mr. Emerson him-

self, in his lecture on " The Transcendentalist," delivered in

ls42, represents it as follows:

The transceudcntalist adopts tlie whole connection of spiritunl doc-

trine. He believes in miracle, in the perpetual openness of the human

mind to new influx of light and power; he believes in inspiration and

iti ecstasy. He wishes that the spiritual principle should be suffered to

ikmonstrate itself to the end, in all possible applications to the state of

man, without the admission of anything uuspiritual; that is, anything

positive, dogmatic, personal. Thus, the spiritual measure of inspiration

i>^ the deptirof the thought, and never, Who said it ? And so he resists

rdl attempts to palm other rules and measures on the spirit than its own.

. . . Shall we say, then, that transcendentalism is the Saturnalia or

cxooss of faith; the 'presentiment of a faith proper to man in his integrity,

f^xccssive only when his imperfect obedience hinders the satisfaction of

lii^ wish ? Nature is transcendental, exists primarily, necessarily, ever

works and advances, yet takes no thought for the morrow. Man owns

the dignity of the life which throbs around him in chemistry, and tree,

'<nd animal, and in the involuntary functions of his own body; yet he is

I'.ilked when he tries to fling himself into this enchanted circle, where all

i^ done without degradation. Yet genius and virtue predict in man tlie

^•>nie absence of private ends and of condescension to circumstances,

•iiiitc'd with every trait and talent of beauty and power. This way of

thinking, falling'on Roman times, made Stoic philosophers; falling on

d.^potic times, made patriot Catos and Brutuses; falling on superstitious

'inies, made prophets and apostles; on popish times, made Protestants

"ihI ascetic monks, i)reachers of faith against the preachers of works; on

I'lelutical times, made Puritans and Quakers; and, falling on Unitarian

and commercial times, makes the peculiar shades of idealism which we

kiiov,-.
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Mr. Frothingham criticises tlie above passage. He maintains

tliat the movement had much more of deliniteness than is here

ascribed to it

:

It was soincthiug more than ;i reaction against Puritan orthodoxy,

though in part it Avas that. It was in a very small degree due to tlie

study of the aucifut pantheists, of Plato and the Alexandrians, of Plu-

tarcli, Seneca, and Epictetus, though one or two of the leaders had drunk
deeply from these sources. Transcendentalism was a distinct philosophical

system. Practicall)-, it was an assertion of the inalienable worth of man;
theoretically, it was an assertion of the immanence of divinity in instinct,

the transference of supernatural attributes to the constitution of man-
kind.

Writers \ipon Xew England transcendentalism have laid great

stress upon its religions and practical phases, but they have not

indicated with sufficient empliasis and distinctness its philosoph-

ical implications and affinities. Xo doubt the trauscendentahsts

themselves shoM'cd their consistency in declining to attempt

any systematic treatment of their views. Indeed, how could

they attempt any such treatment of their views, in the liglit of

the passage just quoted from Emerson ? Nevertheless, it is an

important fact that the philosophical principles underlying

transcendentalism were the same, whether published in Ger-

many, in England, or in America.

Transcendentalism as a distinctive system had its roots in the

philosophy of Ivant; it was lirst given complete systematic

statement by Schelling, the central luminary and representative

spirit of what is known as the German romantic school of

philosophy ; and it was transmitted to England and America
through Coleridge, Mdio, having thoroughly mastered the doc-

trines of Schelling, gave them attractive expression in English.

It is a matter of no slight impoi'tance, in determining the

philosophical setting of Xew England transcendentalism, to

trace the connection between Schelling, the rei^resentative

German transcendcntalist, and Emerson, the chief exponent of

this doctrine in America. "While there is no indication that

Emerson carefully read any of Schelling's works in the original,

there is ample proof that he was familiar with the German
philosopher at second hand. It was through Coleridge, Car-

lyle, and "Wordsworth, particularly the tirst, that he became

acquainted with Schelling's thought. In 1S29 he was reading

Coleridge. An interesting note, credited to Emerson, in which
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he says that lie lias private accounts of tlie lectures then being

.K'livered by the aged Schelling at Berlin, appears in the Dial

uf 1^42. He describes the personal appearance of the pliiloso-

i.hcr, and speaks of the intense interest being manifested by the

tlirongs that attended his lectures. In the Dial of 1S43, under

the head -'Literary Intelligence," appeai-s another reference to

Sclielling's Berlin lectures.

Further evidence that he was influenced in no small degree

t)V Schelling is to be deduced from the striking similarity of their

doctrines. The characteristic doctrines systematically advanced

and developed by Schelling at the culminating point of his

pliilosophical activity, from 1797 to 1S03, are intellectual in-

tuition, that is, the essential and inextricable niterblcnding of

knowledge and being; the unity, the eternity, and supremacy

of inind"; the absolute identity of subject and object, intelli-

o-ence and nature, in the Supreme Reason; the impersonal

nature of the Absolute ;
the conception of nature as animate,

though unconscious, intelligence ;
the doctrine that man is di-

vinel the conception of history as the gradual unfolding of

the Universal :Jind in time, and of art as the joint product of

tlie unconscious and conscious ; and. last, and perhaps most

significant, the teaching which he constantly advanced with

rc°narkable freshness, vigor, and beauty, that the universe, in

whatever form it may manifest itself, is a living process, active

and creative, and, at the point of human intelligence, conscious

of itself in creating. It is just these doctrines, as will be

phown hereafter, that are most prominently advanced and most

frcrpiently alluded to in Emerson's philosophical productions

It is to be noticed, also, that the philosophical tendencies found

in the works about to be analyzed constitute precisely the doc-

trines that characterized :N^ew England transcendentalisuK and,

further, that the views presented in these works are, tor the

most part, susceptible of consistent, if not wholly system-

atic, statement.

The little volume entitled mUure was Emerson's hrst cttort

at anvthing like a distinctively philosophical treatise. Inis

book was also the first authoritative document presented by the

New England transcendentalists. It is a production of aston-

ishing beauty and power. In the Introduction the author en-

courages men to seek an original relation to the universe. He
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<luestions the outward existence of nature, maintaining that

sufficient justification of nature as a whole is to be found in

tlie fact that God would teach the hnman mind. Culture in-

variably begets a doubt of the realit}^ of matter. The uses

of nature may all be summed up in one—constantly to suggest

the Absolute to man. Xature teaches the lesson of worship
;

it is a divine dream ; it is God faintly incarnate. Nature is

not cause, but effect. It cannot be violated by the human will

;

consequently it is a fixed point whereby we may measure our

departure from God. In conclusion, the writer dwells upon

tlie importance of trusting, to some extent, insight, surmise,

and prophetic forecast. In mingled song and prophecy he

suggests that spirit is primal and eternal; that the foundations

of mail are in spirit; that man is a fallen God ;
that skepticism

prevails ; and that man is ignorant because he will not trust to

faith and instinct. Power will come only when will and in-

tellect cooperate. Love and reason must go hand in hand.

His poem "May Day" informs us that nature is animate.

She is fair and uncontaminated. She ministers to man, in-

structing him, cheering him, and pointing him to God and a

constantly brightening future.

" Monadnoc " affirms that nature is animate, that it is rooted

in mind, that it reflects the Primal Mind, and thus instructs

man.

In the " Song of Nature " lurks tlie doctrine of evolution.

Nature is animate. The world has been preparing for the

advent of man ; but, with all its travail, the ideal man has not

yet arrived.

In the vague, mystical poem " Brahma '

' is discernible the

doctrine of absolute identity. The One and tlie All are identical.

Absorption of self in Brahma is the greatest blessing that can

befall tlie finite.

"The Problem" teaches that nature and art are alike the

product of a universal, superintending Mind. The same in-

stinct that directs bird and fish and beast also actuates man as

he rears monuments, carves marble, and molds thought into

literature.

The poem entitled " T])e Sphinx " contains the following

thought: Nature, animate but unconscious, broods over its own

mvstcrv. All forms of unconscious life are pure and glad ;
but
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Tiiaii is fallen —he skulks and cowers. Pride occasioned his fall,

liinnility restores hira. A close affinity exists between man and

iKiture. Man has guessed the secret of nature. He finds that

love underlies all things. He discovers that, if he would real-

ize hiin??elf, he must yield to a benign tendency that works at

the heart of things and must not attempt to reach any given

iroal of rest.

'' The World-Soul " conveys the doctrine that man is limited ;

no hard and fast solution can be given to the questions that

constantly force themselves upon his notice. But there is a

^VorId-Soul presiding over both nature and man. Nature, art,

and history are effects of which Mind is the cause. The

World-Soul cherishes the strong, the cheerful, and the coura-

L'cous, but scorns the weak and the selfish. Good is the out-

come of ill. Man should be optimistic.

"Woodnotes" teaches that spirit pervades matter as a life-

principle: that an occult relation exists between the soul of

man and the Spirit that animates nature ; that nature is plastic

and assumes its varying forms at the will of prijual, causing

"Mind ; tliat man is fallen from his once-lofty estate, being

robbed of his faith and trust, bat that nature is remedial ; that

man can become wise only by denying his own wit and egotism

and accepting the vision which union with the Primal Mind

]icrmits; that the world is the progressive realization of God's

will; that all. natural forms are fugitive and transient; that

only.mind abides; that the Absolute epitomizes itself in man

as conscious law ; and that God is identical with nature and

witli man. In this poem there seems, again, to be a clear inti-

mation of the law of evolution.

The essay entitled " Self-Eeliance " teaches that man should

trust his instinct implicitly ; that, if he would trust the light

that comes to him, there is a universal essence above and around

liini that Avill not permit him to err in thought or act. The

i-oid, raised over passion, beholds identity and eternal causation,

perceives the self-existence of truth and right, and calms itself

^vith kno\ving that all things go well. "Self-existence is the

attribute of the Supreme Cause, and it constitutes the measure

«-'f good by the degree in which it enters into all lower forms.''

" Compensation " sets forth the doctrine of absolute identity.

Puhirity—the principle of action and reaction, the same sub-
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stance appearing at opposite poles, but finding its equilibiiu!i]

in a point of identity—is plainly indicated. There is but one

essence, and this essence is ])resent in every particle of nature.

" The true doctrine of omnipresence is that God reappears witli

all his parts in every moss and cobweb. The value of the uni-

verse contrives to throw itself into every point."

The substance of the essay on " History " is as follows : Mind

is primal and unitary. The individual man is an incarnation of

the Absolute. Nature is jjlastic and is molded throughout by

mind. History is therefore the record of the works of the

Universal Mind. Evei-y thought or faculty of the human sonl

is embodied in some fact or event. The Universal Soul over-

arches and incloses every finite soul, and we actually become

participants in every event of history.

The essay on " Fate "-sets forth the doctrine that there is such

a thing as irresistible dictation—compulsory laws of the world.

In some inscrutable way, however, necessity and freedom are

reconcilable. Fate understands itself. Fate means limitarion

—limitation tliat in the last resolve includes both insight and

freedom of the will. One thing annuls fate, namely, intellect.

"So far as a man thinks he is free." Thought and the moral

sentiments go far to liberate man. Fate is only a name for

facts that have not yet been construed to thought, causes whose

mystery is still unexplained. As man merges into the Universal

Mind fate disappears. To the Absolute fate is law, law is in-

telligence.

Tlic two essays on "Art" may be summarized as follows:

The artist's function is to set forth the spiritual and eliminate

the material. He is directed and assisted in his work by an

overhanging necessity. Art has its highest value as history.

The products of art mark the height to which the human soid

has risen at any given period. All the productions of art are

nniversnlly intelligible because they restore to us the simplest

states of mind and i-efer us back to an original unitary Power.

Art has become a makeshift. It is sordid and lame. Men seek

to detach the beautiful from the useful, and thereby mar the

effect. The perfection of art will come only from the perfec-

tion of life.

" The Method of Kature " is one of Emerson's most ecstatic

productions. Man and God are one. Man is fallen. Xatr.rc
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is precipitated intellect. As it is pure and cannot be debauched

it .^iTVCs as a convenient standard by which to measure man's

rivo and fall. In nature there is a principle of life. There is

no cause to be found in nature. Evei-y thing refers to some-

thing further back. Xature is active
; tendency is everywhere,

hut perfection nowhere. Man is the central figure of nature.

'J'he Jiealth of a human soul is determined by the degree of its

receptive power. Xature can neither be known nor published

bv man unless he surrender his will to the Universal Power
and become a part of what he would make known. Intellect

and holiness should be wedded. Man is God, " All things are

known to tne soul. It is not to be surprised by any communi-

cation. Nothing is greater than it."

" The Transcendentalist *' advances a pure and lofty doctrine

of idealism. The idealist admits the affirmation of the material-

ist, that there are coherent impressions of sense, and that these

conduce to beauty and usefulness ; but he goes further, and

feeks grounds that will assure him of the interpretation of the

reports made by the senses. " Every materialist will be an

idealist ; but an idealist can never go backward to be a material-

ist." All events appear as spiritual to the idealist ; he does not

deny any sensuous fact ; but he views every object of nature as

in consciousness. He views tlie world as an appearance, mind

being the «ole reality, of which men, as well as all other natures,

are the better or worse reflectors. Ethics follows immediately

from the conveyance of the world into consciousness. Man
needs no outward gift or foreign strength ; he is divine, is

self-existent, lias a part in the natui-e of Deity. lie makes the

world for himself—he cannot be controlled by circumstances.

The transcendentalist is the extreme idealist. He accepts to

the fullest extent the entire spiritual doctrine. The character-

istic practical and social habits of the transcendentaHst are

sketched
; and it is pointed out that the effort to realize tlie

beautiful and to make it manifest in all conduct is the dearest

quest and highest aspiration of the typical representative of this

chiss of beings.

Tlie attempt of the work entitled The Natural IHstory of

Inidlect is to give to intellect, morals, and social life a scientific

statement. Truth is the outcome of life. It cannot be found

ty poring over traditions. No complete system of metaphysics
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can be constructed. No good is to be derived from the cultiva-
tion of metapliysics as an isolated field of study. Mind is

creator
;
matter is extinct mind. Human life is an extension

of the Infinite Essence into the finite. The human soul is still

drawing its essence from that of the Universal Mind, and hence
its possibilities cannot be foretold. The laws of thought and the
laws of nature are identical. The individual soul is\ momen-
tary point of arrest in the rushing current of the Universal
Soul. Every man is a new force and factor in the woi-ld's
history and a center of redistribution. There is a common back-
lying reality from which individual reality derives its essence.
The hnman soul that is pure, unselfish, and trustful is visited
always by correct impulses from the central source of being
and power. If men would seek universal, rather than particu''-

lar, ends they would rely wholly upon instinct and inspiration.
Awareness, transition, tendency—these, rather than certain fcv,

rest, and repose, are the attitudes of power. The human sod
is constantly open to influxes from the divine, and that tlie

channels be kept unclogged—herein is power. The First
Cause is a unity, active and inspirinc^

II. This peculiar philosophic web seems to have neither
beginning nor end. It was woven for inspection, but not for
analysis. We must, thei-cfore, do it violence, rending it in tlie

midst, in order that a starting point may be found from which
to unravel its intricacies. It would seem best, tlicn, as will

logically appear in the further discussion of the su])ject, to begin
with his theory of knowledge, and afterward discuss in order
his ontological, cosmological, psychological, and ethical views.

For Emerson there is no question as to the ])ossibility of per-

ceiving reality. Indubitably the soul has access to truth. Even
to question the power of the human soul to solve its problems
is a betrayal of weakness and insanity. It is a sin to doubt for

a moment the possibility of satisfying any curiosity that has been
excited in the mind by the cosmic order'abont us. Knowledge
is a phase of life—participation in the' primal, unitai-y Cause.

Existence and knowledge are one ; the seer and the thing seen

become identical. Knowledge is a condition of receptivity.

Truth is native to the soul; there is absolute correspondence
between the world of thought and the world of things. 15ut

knowledge comes only by sanity, probity, and virtue. He who
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would know the truth must be pnre-hearted, simple-minded,

«nd reverent. By being good he shall infallibly know the

.rood. The deepest and truest deliverances of the tinite soul are

those that result from untaught sallies into the region where

.iltides the Inlinite. Spiritual insight is the most valid con-

K-iousness possessed by man.

To the philosophical student tliis statement of Emerson'.-

cv)i.stemological views seems bewildering. It does not appear

that Emerson troubled himself in the slightest degree either to

point out or to solve the specific problems of epistemology. ^"o

doubt he recognized the significance of all these questions, and

)i:id a just conception of what ought to constitute an approved

tlieory of knowledge. But his chief problem does not seem to

l.ave been to detinue reality, to analyze the content of life, or,

specifically, to give greater detiniteness to cognition. Upon

the fundamental questions of aprioi'ism and empiricism he simply

took sides, making no attempt either to solve these problems or

to deduce logicalVo^^^ls for the position which he assumed.

He maintain'ed that nothing could render reality more certain

than the pure vision of the soul itself. His theory of knowl-

edge cannot be presented in the most approved philosophical

tenns. In respect to the process of knowing he is an out-and-

ont :N'eoplatonist. There is little difference between his ecstatic

abandonment to the Universal Soul and the " union " of Plotinus.

IVrhaps the term " intellectual intuition " would indicate his

theory of knowledge more accurately than any other in use. It

is certain tliat he conceived of the subject and the object as

absoiutelv one and identical in the process of knowledge.

Emerson's doctrine of reality has already been indicated
;
he

holds that mind is absolute. It is primal and unitary, self-

existent and creative. It is the abyss of pure being, from

which arise all particular forms of existence ;
the. dark, obscure.

and unpicturable background of all life, all thought, and all

action; the raw material from which is spun every web of

reality whatsoever. Impersonal, self-balanced, and self-moved,

this one supreme essence constantly acts and reacts throughout

the universe.

The Absolute is the aboriginal ground of both nature and

man. Each has its origin in the Primal Mind. Manifesting

itself throucrh the human soul, the Absolute is known as reason
;
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breathing tlirougli unconscious iiatnre, it is known as spirit.

Tiiere is no reality apart from the Absohite. In its ceaseless,

though ever perfectly balanced, activity—for movement is of

its very essence—the Absolute appears now as external nature,

and, again, in man, as subjective, self-conscious intelligence
;

but, in so far as either object or subject is finite, in so far is it

mere manifestation or appearance. " Under all this running

sea of circumstance, whose waters ebb and flow with perfect

balance, lies the aboriginal abyss of real being. Essence, or

God, is not a relation or a part, but the whole—Being in the

vast affirmative, excluding negation, self-balanced, and swallow-

ing up all relations, parts, and times within itself." '' The true

doctrine of omnipresence is that God reappears with all his

parts in every moss and cobweb.*' "' There is one mind com-

mon to all individual men. Every man is an inlet to the same

and to all of the same."

^Ya5 Emerson a pantheist or a theist? Early in life he him-

self answered this question as follows :
" I am open to the name

of a very poor speculator, a faint, heartless supporter of a frigid

and empty theism, a man of no vigor of manner or no vigor of

benevolence." That he was actually a tlieist, even at the time

he wrote this half-hearted avowal, seems doubtfnl. However

that may liave been, there is no trace in his mature writings of

other than a pantheistic conception of God. He uses the terni

" God" in a vague and loose manner. His God is, in no strict

sense, a Being of love or providence. As nearly as ca)\ be de-

termined from his writings, he conceives of the Absolute as

unconscious, but in the process of becoming conscious ; as de-

termined, rather than free, in that it comprehends in its nature

the necessity of manifesting and beholding itself as reason.

Hence, it is evident, also, that Emerson thought of the original

Essence as reason, rather than will. He neither proves the ex-

'istence of God nor explains the sense in w4iich the Absolute is

cause of all things, but assumes that all attributes are potential

in the impersonal background of Pure Being, and that all finite

forms of existence arise simply in accordance with the inmr

nature of the Absolute.

Passing to Emerson's cosmology, we find that he regards

nature as a manifestation of God in the unconscious— a remote

incarnation of the Absohite. Nature is effect, not cause ;
pl^v
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nomenal, not real ; shadow, not substance. It is the raw, outer

ed^ijc of spirit, the flowing robe of divinity. It is vohUile and

obedient to the underlying cause. It gives quick and respon-

hive expression to every throb or movement of tlie spirit which
uiuicrlies it and which it shadows forth. Nature is the exact

correlative of spirit, and answers to it as face betrays face in a

mirror. The channels, small and great, complex and intricate,

through which stream the tides of nature, were traced and cut

by the rushing currents of mind. Xaturc is one of the essential

forms in which the Absolute manifests itself. It is immature,

unconscious reason striving to make its way up to man, who, as

conscious reason, stands as the highest goal of its endeavor.

This evolution from unconscious to conscious life gives evi-

dence of the fact that, at bottom, nature and the conscious are

identical. Nature is active and unitary. It is presided over by

a RoHtary principle, called the World-Soul, which coimects all

natural causes in one body and animates the whole.

Nature is pure and uncontaminated. It lies, like an infant

smiling in its dreams, innocent and inviolable. Its end is moral.

Its highest and most noble function is to minister to the waiits

and instruct the reason of man. Its influence is sanative and

purifying. It constantly tells him of God, and endeavors to

lead him back to the aboriginal source of power.

Emerson flnds the beginnings of human existence in mind,

not in matter. Man's body is external, a part of the cosmic

order, but his soul has its origin in the fundamental nature of

things. He is an immediate and conscious incarnation of the

Absolute. Mind being one and universal, man and God are

one. Tlie individual man is a momentary point of arrest in the

eddying currents of the Universal Mind, at which it arises to

consciousness long enough to survey itself and nature, its

double. " Man is part and particle of God."

But man is fallen ; he has been drugged by sin, and its bane-

ful effects have never left him. He is bereft of sanity, purity,

and power. He recognizes the fact that some occult relation

C'xists between himself and nature and that intimate ties of

l^inship bind him to God
;
yet he crouches and cowers before

nature and is an alien from God. Once every law of nature,

however secret or remote, was penetrated and understood by

>nan
; now, through selfishness and sin, his intellect has become

47.—rin-n sEPaES, vol. xii.
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darkened. It lias been bereft of its insight and its power, so

that man is no longer acquainted with all of nature's intricate

laws. Nature has become opaque, and he catches only strav

flashes of knowledge concerning its method, its order, and its

significance. Nevertheless, if man be trustful and pure, if he

unite holiness with intellect, he may recover every thought

that lies cold and petrified in the world of matter before him,

and cause it once more to burn and glow -with the light of

intellect. The farthest and most obscure law of nature will

instantly become eloquent and transparent to the finite spirit

that will fuse with the divine and claim its heritage. Cut man
never truly comes to himself or learns the secret of the external

world until he yields himself- to the Absolute. To be self-

conscious, to seek personal ends, is an acknowledgment of

weakness and limitation.

We are here confronted by various questions which demand
fnrtlier explanation. "What does our philosopher mean when

he asserts that the world is a remote and inferior incarnation

of God, and that man is an immediate incarnation of the di-

vine ? He means evidently that the Im2:)ersonal Mind makes

an abortive attempt to realize itself in nature—to come to con-

sciousness—but that in man it actually realizes its potentiali-

ties and communes with itself. Emerson would not look

upon either inanimate or animate nature as a product of

creation in any true sense of the word, but, rather, as the

progressive liberation of the latent possibilities residing in the

Infinite.

All that Emerson means by his distinction between spirit

and reason is the difference between the unconscious life-prin-

ciple as it resides, respectively, in nature and man. Nature

is alive, but not conscious ; man is both alive and conscious.

Here it seems pertinent to ask what relation he conceives to

exist between the human soul and the Absolute. His reply i^

that the human soul is the Absolute in the process of becom-

ing conscious. It thus becomes evident that there is no self-

conscious Absolute, but that the Absolute, as far as it is con-

scious, is only millions of " broken lights."

It may be of interest to point out more clearly what ho

means by man's fall and sinfidness. He does not mean by

this doctrine what theologians term total depravity. Man'o
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fall consists in the fact that he has become self-conscious.

JK; sins in seeking particular, rather than universal, ends.

We now pass to a consideration of Emerson's etliical doc-

trines. Moral law is fundamental. It originates in the heart

of the universe. It is embedded in the constitution of the

I'riinal Mind, and is everywhere reflected in nature. Man is

an epitome of the universe. Into the tiny globe of the finite

is compressed a copy of the Absolute. The mind of the

jnirticular man contains the universal laws of spirit in mini-

ature, and the farthest particles of matter enter into his

essence. Virtue, therefore, is native to the human soul, and

when once individual men will act in accordance with the

constitution of their nature the good of each will be the good

of all.

Self-realization—perfection—-is the end of all endeavor.

The attainment of perfection will demand thought and fore-

bight for outward fortune and comfort, as well as the develop-

ment of worth and the realization of peace within the soul.

Prudence, economy, and self-restraint should be practiced with

reference to the outward demands of life, in order that the

soul may not suffer want nor be deprived of its culture. We
should seize the present and enjoy life's fleeting pleasures as

they pass. Our conduct toM'ard our fellovf-men should be

based upon the universal principle of love and justice. The

highest perfection of life comes from within. It is quite in-

(le})endent of the external and transient. It results from a

Consciousness of inner worth, the culture of the soul, the

cherishing of lofty visions, and the effort to realize the ideals

that charm the soul. Our attitude toward the world should be

that of cheer, courage, and good will.

It is manifest from the presentation of his ethical views

that Emerson's system, if rigidly construed, leaves no place for

obligation. He cannot consistently use the term. From his

i^fandpoint there is no difference between moral law and natural

huv. There is also an inconsistency in saying that virtue is

native to the human soul and then maintaining that man is

fallen. Perhaps this could be rendered consistent if it were

<-onptrued to mean that the first stages of the process of be-

coming self-conscious are to be considered as a fall, but that

"the far-off, divine event" that is to be the outcome of it all
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will be the commingling of all the " broken light " in one su-

preme, conscious Being.

III. Some question naturally arises as to the propriety of

applying the term "philosopher" to Emerson. It is true that,

primarily, he Avas not a philosopher, but a poet. His soul went

forth in quest of beauty, rather than truth. To be sure, when

he found them he most frequently found them in each other's

embrace ; but he was more susceptible to beauty. Beauty fas-

cinated and intoxicated him. He yielded to it with passionate

relinquishment. "I think," says Emerson, ''that philosophy

is still rude and elementary. It will one day be taught by

poets. The poet is in the natural attitude—lie is believing

:

the philosopher, after some struggle, having only reasons for

believing." In another place he says, " The true philosopher

and the true poet are one, and a beauty which is truth,

and a truth which is beauty, is the aim of both." Holmes

says, "The poet in Emerson never accurately differentiated

itself from the philosopher." Nevertheless, the term "philoso-

pher " is altogether appropriate to one who grappled so inde-

pendently and persistently with first principles. Emerson

plucked up by the roots theories of knowledge, reality, and

conduct and subjected them to the most scrutinizing gaze.

S^ys Carlyle :" Emerson is the cleanest mind now living. I

do not know Ins equal on earth for perception." Edwin D.

Mead, in his volume on The Philosajyhy of Carlyle, makes

the following similar estimate :

Emerson's "Problem" and his essay on "Nature " do more to put the

backbone into its proper place than anything else American that I think

of. Emerson and Edwards are the greatest American philosophers thus

far, for they bring us nearer to first principles than any others.

It is plain, from a consideration of these opinions and m

view of the manifest tendencies of Emerson's mind, that hi?

right to a place in the history of philosophy will dependjipon

the definition that we give to the term "philosophy." So far

no strictly determined conception of philosophy has gained uni-

versal acce])tance. From age to age the term has underg-Mn.-

many mutations. At the beginning philosophy implied mere

love of wisdom, or the earnest quest for truth. " Plato reckons

moral conduct as much a part of philosophy as knowledge.

The Stoics applied the term to the practical conduct of life, ui
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K.I far as conduct could be based upon scientifically detennined

piinciples. Epicurus understood by philosophy the rational

pui^uit of happiness. In the Middle Ages philosophy dcgcn-

cnited until it became the mere instrument by which theology

endeavored scientitically to maintain and justify its preconceived

dogmatic claims. Kant linn'ted its sphere to the critical exami-

nation of reason itself ; while later philosophers, as, for e.xam-

j>lo, Schelling, discarded the attempt at method and declared

art to be the true organon of philosophy.

For the most part, now as well as throughout the past, the

disposition on the part of philosophical writers has been to in-

clude philosophy under the general term "science." And it

ought to be agreed that the true task of philosophy is to ex-

]»lore and explain reality as a whole in accordance with the

most approved methods of science, and accurately to determine

the true functions and implications of knowledge. But at the

same time it is of the greatest importance to remember that

philosophy is a persistent tendency, ratlier than a completed

K'ience ; that some of the deepest and most significant nspccts

of life have so far refused to yield to scientific analysis and

statement ; and that, m the final analysis, faith and volition

enter into the interpretation of reality and go as far to discover

tlie rational order of the universe as the understanding itself.

There are elements that enter into life, penetrating and inter-

penetrating our inmost being, that elude accurate scientific

treatment, yet seem to insist upon finding some outward ex-

pression, and do, in spite of difficulties, somehow publish them-

selves to our measurable satisfaction. Among these elements

may be classed the religious, moral, and aesthetic ideals of the

soul. Pln'losophy, then, must not be defined in such a way
as to exclude any phase of life that j^lainly tends toward self-

realization.

Emerson was not a system-maker ; he was not eminent as a

rcasoner; lie M'as, indeed, deficient in logical and analytical

qualities of mind ; but in the sense that '' the whole man philoso-

phizes" lie was truly a philosopher. His imagination wjis of a

strong, philosophic cast ; his mind was peculiarly sound, whole-

some, and penetrating ; he was a seer; and, just because his in-

tellect was remarkably trustful, impartial, and free from preju-

dice, his gaze at reality satisfied himself and also convinced
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otliers of its accuracy and worth. It was Emerson's effort, by
purity of life and motive, to present himself as a transparent

medium through which the truth might reveal itself. lie gazed

directly upon reality and published an exact transcript of what

he saw. And it is just here that his claim to the title of phi-

losopher must rest. His contribution to philosophy is the result

of insight and faith, rather than of analysis and dcmoustration.

Emerson, then, must be estimated in accordance with no

merely formal standards of philosophy. We should not compel

him to conform to methods and canons of thought which he

constantly denies and repudiates. It is not his desire to be

weighed against the miiverse of thinkers ; he must, therefore,

be assigned a unique place and be estimated and criticised

accordingly. He disclaims consistency ; so it would be unfair

to compel him to be consistent. He denies any attempt at

system-malving ; so it would be an impertinence to crowd him
into a mold and then belabor him because he did not exactly

conform to it. He approaches ultimate problems from a dif-

ferent standpoint from that which most philosophers set forth.

But, nevertheless, he does approach them, he does throw light

upon them.

It may be well to estimate Emerson's thought, first, in the

'light of moral and intellectual inspiration; secondly, in the

light of philosophical poetry; and, thirdly, from a strictly ra-

tional standpoint.

His attitude was peculiar and admirable. He was fearless

and independent to the highest degree. He bowed to neither

custom, tradition, nor opposition. Every avenue leading to his

soul was left open and unobstructed. His view of the universe

was fresh and free. As he abandoned himself to the central

and absolute Force that, as he conceived, wrought in and

about him, Emerson's worth and weight are exactly the worth

and weight of his total manhood, which was great. His highest

aspiration was to realize himself ; ajid philosophy can produce

no theory that promises greater results than the recorded activ-

ities of such lives. His unique and eloquent presentation of

the supremacy of spirit, the immanence of God in nature, the

immense value of man, and the ability of the finite to appre-

hend the Infinite did not fail, first to fascinate, and then to

elevate, all who acquainted themselves with his doctrines.
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\Ve liave called Emerson poet and have spoken of his vision

and his gift of penetration. May it not be well to ask what
vahic attaches to the dream of the poet and the vision of the

hL'cr ? How is philosophy furthered by poetic insight ? How
nre truth and beauty I'elated to each other ? What is the rela-

tion of seer and reasoner ? Eeality, it may be answered, is one.

Ill the last analysis, truth, beauty, and the good are one. All

truth is beautiful, and all beauty is good. These are only differ-

ent ways in which the Primal Essence appears to the mind of

nian. The poet beholds reality, and it assumes graceful form
and radiant color; the philosopher beholds the same reality,

and his cold gaze crystallizes it into a law, a principle, a thought;

the righteous will and trustful heart meet the same reality and

lind it perfect will and loving heart. The reality is never

thoroughly construed to the finite life until it has been clothed

with beauty, perceived as law, and incorporated into righteous

<x»r»duet and comnmnion. Shall the soul, then, i-efuse to respond

to the vision of the seer while it accepts the logic of the rea-

soner? Shall we cast out of philosophy the moral and assthetic

ideals just because they cannot be reduced by the intellect to

rigid law? Surely the soul has no deeper need than that which

urges it to posit for itself an ideally good and beautiful uni-

verse. The ineffable essence is as frequently realized through

the feeliTigs as through the intellect. In fact, after the logi-

cian has cautiously and painfully reasoned through his theories

and his laws he finds himself at the same goal which the poet

has reached at a bound before him. They both trust that they

have arrived at the proper goal ; they both feel elated and sat-

isfied with their perception of ultimate reality. And what is,

after all, the supreme test of knowledge ? It is not sensation.

It is not alone rational intuition or the veracity of God. It is,

in fact, no externally imposed standard whatsoever. The nlti-

»nate criterion of knowledge arises from the innermost life, and

from that life in its unity and completeness. It is, in short, a

j-elf-realization akin to moral or lesthetic satisfaction.

It is important that a slight critical comment be made before

Emerson's thought is considered from a strictly rational stand-

l^oint. The limits of this paper forbid adequate discussion of

the significance of Kant's doctrine for the development of

thought since his time; but we maintain that the center of
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gravity of all metaphysical qnestioiiing should be shifted in ac-

cordance with his doctrine of the primacy of the practical

reason. Life, as a whole, is the ultimate problem with which

man is most interested
; and whatever real explanations are

reached will be reached by excursions from this standpoint,

rather than by an attempt to construct the universe by pure

reason. We repeat that man's deepest and most pressing

problem is life, of which knowledge is only a part sought in

isolation from the rest. Nothing is known that has not been

lived. Xo cognitive function can be separated from the attend-

ant functions of feeling and conation. Even if we could trace

back the threads of life and thought to their sources, arrived

there we could only bow reverently and trust. So the ulti-

mate problem with which we have to deal is a progressive one

;

it is the problem of conscious becoming, and in this process

knowledge is only a phase. If we busy ourselves too exclu-

sively with this single aspect of our expanding life we lose our

bearings and see all tilings out of focus. Life is its own inter-

preter; and it is quite as important, as human, and, from the

standpoint of the individual, as much the discovery of the real

to will, to feel, to trust, and to aspire as to know.

Emerson was among the first in America to emphasize Kant's

doctrine that through the postulates of the practical reason we
have access to the i-ealms of moral freedom, immortality, and

God. It is much to his credit that he bent his energies toward

the practical and the positive, rather than the theoretical, as-

pect of the great German's doctrine. Emerson struck the first

high, clear note to the prelude of the nobler philosophy that Is

only now beginning to pervade the lives of our best American

thinkers. No one saw more clearly tlian he the shortcomir.gs

of philosophy as it then prevailed, the barrenness of soulless

metaphysical inquiry, and the hopelessness of reaching any sat-

isfactory results unless the traditional methods of thouglit were

abandoned. He attempted no ci-itical statement of his views ;

lie entei-ed into no polemic
;
yet he fearlessly departed from

the beaten pathway of philosophy and shocked the reflective

world into life and hope by his originality and his genius. He
appealed to the lives, and not merely to the intellect, of his

readers. From the depths of his own consciousness he spoke

to the consciousness of others : he revealed God to them through
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retlcction. To-daj comparatively few will question the truth

of his statements that spontaneity and fullness of life, rather

than a metaphysical system or a theory of knowledge, are man's

greatest needs ; that digested and completed systems at once

become dead and worthless ; that endeavor, not rest, is the

sours richest heritage; and that awareness is a more attainable^

if not more desirable, state than certainty.

(f^yCi^^ C <L 0-t^aAjijiy-<\
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Art. III.—PAUL'S PSYCHOLOGY.
What may be the use and limitation of reason in the reahn

of religion is a question much in need of settlement in these
days of independent thought. Paul has furnished the base
lines from which a settlement may be made; but this paper
proposes only to take a few field notes. Character is the basis
of spiritual knowledge. The natural, animal man iias noabiHty
to understand spiritual things; they do not lie in his plane
of thought; he catalogues them among the foohsh tilings;
tiiey are not intelligible to him, because they are spiritually dis-
cerned and are to be examined by spiritual powers which the
animal man does not possess.

' Our age is skeptical ; its very philosophy is without certi-
tude. Eeligion has begun to doubt its own beliefs ; there is a
tendency to swing away from the old landmarks, from old be-
liefs and old methods of thought, and to push intellect over the
old border land into the realm of doubt. Speculative thought
is putting forth its greatest activity in order to clear up the field
of consciousness and remove the fog line between logical infer-
ence and spii-itual intuition. Popular authors, popular colleges.
and some popular pulpits are attempting to fix the horizoirof
mind and crowd the field that lies beyond the logical powers full
of the unknowable. But how can the mere logical powers know
that there is an unknowable ? The pride of knowledge puts
out the spiritual eyes. It is the spiritual man that realizes his
inability, that longs to know the spiritual things, and desires to

examine them with spiritual powers ; the mere animal man has
no such desires. Had God committed to the natural man abili-

ties to discover essential religious truths he could not have given
to the race a revelation of himself. If the mere philosopher
could ascertain spiritual truth, as Pythagoras discovered the
triangle, holy men of God would not have been moved by the
Holy Ghost to write the Holy Scriptures.

There are but three possible methods of obtaining truth by
the natural power of the mind. These fix the limits of th'e

natural man: 1. The empirical method, limited to the facts

known through the senses by observation and experiment ; tiie

truths obtained arc scientific truths. 2. The loc^ical method.
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liie mental process by which all healthy mind comes into posses-

hioti of new relations of truth by inference. Tliere are forms

of inference. Induction is the inference of truths from known

facts. Mind may construct new truths from known facts, as

men construct houses from the raw material by putting it in

ijt!\\' relations. Deduction is the inference of otlier truths from

truths which are known, the pi'ocess of constructing new forms

of truth out of individual forms. "\Vhen the truths discussed

arc fiTlfcly abstract the field is mathematical and the new ti-utbs

are all demonstrable. When the constructive form of truth is

t;j>t'culative we have the unfenced field of metaphysics. 3. The
intuitional method, if method it may be called, when both facts

and truths arc known to consciousness without any known proc-

ess, without experiment, induction, or deduction. Such knowl-

edge is absolute, not a notion or a belief resting upon the con-

fi'ious fact that it cannot be otherwise ; but it is positive know-

ing, such a knowledge as excludes all doubt and admits of no

augmentation, is more emphatic than demonstration, is self evi-

dent, supersensible. Through this gateway mind receives all

primary or first truths—axioms of mathematics, notions of

time and space, the beautiful and true in art, the ethical ideas

of riglit and wrong, self-consciousness, personal freedom, God-

consciousness, or the realization of God as a personal Being.

The primary knowledge belongs to all men, all responsible

being
; it is without any process ; it is spontaneous insight,

soul vision, apocalyptic. This seems to be God's method of

revealing spii-itual truth to spiritual men. If God can reveal

Ins own personality to the natural man, then why may not

the truth of the incarnation, atonement, immortality, and the

resurrection of the dead be revealed to" the spiritual man ?

Over the doorway of the Acadeniy of Plato was written,

'* Let none but geometricians enter here." Oyer the gateway

to the realm of religion let the proud philosopher, the world-

^vide scholar, the keen, skeptical critic read the inscription

from a greater Master than Plato, " I thank thee, O Father,

L<:>rd of heaven and earth, that thou hast hid these things from
tlie wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes."

I. The Limitation of Eeason in Kkligion.—ifcre reason

cannot by its logical powers discover God, or apprehend him
wlien revealed. It is not to blame, for it was not intended for
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the exploration of such a field of knowledge. The proposition

of Herbert Spencer that so shocked the religious world is not

only true, but demonstrably true :
" Ai)prehensiblo to us there

is no God." Spencer built his system of agnosticism upon the

logical powers. Men of lesser brain persist in building Chris-

tianity on the same basis; so that we still have rationalists and
some higher critics worshiping a conclusion of a syllogism or

a solitarj- proposition for a personal God. The God of tlie

Bible is not in the range of pure reason. Had man no other

powers than the logical, no other method than logical inference,

God would forever be unknowable, because not in the field of

vision of the natural jnan. Any attempt to know God by in-

ference involves the fallacy of false assumption.

The mind has no ability to infer the being of God from the

facts of the natural world which lie in the realm of sense. The
facts of nature may unify a truth already known, or illustrate

what is revealed in some other way. The clock metliod and all

similar methods are illustrations, not arguments. Tlie fallacy

of all such efforts may be logically exposed. Take the old

saw : an Arab found the track of a camel near his tent, and

hence inferred the existence of the camel; therefore, if the

footprints of God do not prove the existence of God, neither

do the tracks of tlie camel prove the existence of the camel.

The conclusion being true, many minds assume the premise to

be true. But how could the Arab know the track to be a

camel's unless he had first known a camel? The footprhits

were evidence of the presence of the camel, not a discovery of

the fact of its existence. The Arab had the fact to begin with

and knew the camel's tracks, and hence logically inferred that

the camel had been near his tent. That is the only logical

value of his inference. Had he only the tracks to work on he

could never have found the camel by the syllogism.

If God be only an hypothesis or a mental proposition, then

lie may be in the range of reason ; but as a personal Being he

is not in the range of our logical powers. The God that is

presumed to be known by the syllogism is illogical, unsatis-

factory, and unknowable, because absurd. God must be in

the premise if he be found in the conclusion. But God is more

than a proposition, and hence does not live in the range of the

logical powers or any of the powers of the natural man.
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Jiut does not this conti-adict the great prince of logicians,

wlio seems to indorse the logical metliod and hold man re-

i:j)unsible for not finding God by his footprints ?
'^ Because

that which may be known of God is manifest in them
; for

(;od hath showed it nnto them. For the invisible things of

him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being un-

derstood by the things that are made, even his eternal power

and Godhead; so that they are without excuse." • Why? Be-

cause of their logical power to infer God '" from the things

ti)at are made?" Xo, but for another reason. God hath

t-howcd, manifested, disclosed, revealed it unto them, but not

by logical inference. "What are " the invisible things " that

arc made so luminous, so " clearly seen from the creation of

the world," by which not only the philosopher and critic, but

all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, are " without ex-

cuse?" Why, his "eternal power and Godhead"— Oeiorz;^", not

Oa'nrit; j for all the character of God is not revealed in nature,

even when nature is interpreted by himself. But they had

such a knowledge as to bring all under obligation to worship.

How did this knowledge come? Not by inference '"from the

things that are made," not through the syllogism, but by divine

manifestation.

God cannot be put into scientific formula. He is more than

power, more than a proposition. "When the beloved disci])le

eaid " God is love " he did not attempt to put God into a prop-

osition
; his predicate was not intended to contain all the sub-

ject. God is greater than all his works ; neither the book of

nature nor the book of revelation is in the range of the logical

faculty. " The things of the Spirit of God " must be spiritu-

ally examined by Spirit-taught men. Supernatural disclosure

is absolutely essential in order to interpret the book of nature

or the book of revelation. God, if known, must be spiritually

discerned, known by the spiritual faculties, which arc alone

developed in the Spirit-taught man—by the method of in-

tuition, quickened insight, soul vision, apocalypse. Spontaneous

insight seems to have been the normal method of knowing God
exercised by the primitive man. Spontaneous perception is the

logic of the blessed man. Jesus said to Peter, when he first

realized the true character of the jMessiah, " Blessed art thou,

Simon Bar-jona : for fiesli and blood hath not revealed
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\aTioKaXv\\>E\ it nnto thee, but my Father which is in heaven
[liath aj30calypsed it unto tliee]."

Upon this Spirit-tanght man Jesus built his Church, or out
of such Spirit-taught men he formed }iis e/c/cAr/am. '• But tlie

natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God ; for

they are foolishness unto him: neither can he know them, be-

cause they are spiritually discerned." Paul exhorts the hicrher

critics on Mars' Hill—Aristotle and all his disciples—to cea^e

trying to put God into the forms of art and crowding him into

human syllogisms, and to feel after him [V'/?Aa(/)rJa£mv] and
find liim, not by sense or by reason, but by soul vision. The
spiritual man can feel more than lie can think, realize what he
cannot formulate, know what he cannot logically prove, be-

cause there is a class of truths which lies beyond the logical

powers.

II. The Bible is a Eevelatiox to the Spiritual Powers
OF Man.—Spiritual truth is limited to Spirit-taught men. If

the animal man is convicted of sin, righteousness, and judg-
ment it is because the Holy Spirit has done it ; then it is \
conviction, a spiritual impression, not a logical conclusion.

Reason is limited to facts established by evidence and to self-

evident truths and such truths as can be logically inferred from
them.

The Bible has a literary side, of necessity. Truth is

wrapped up in the forms of language, as mathematics in dia-

grams
; but the truth does not depend upon the formula, but

the formula docs depend upon the truth. The critic, the

scholar, the spiritually-minded can get nothing out of the

forms of language but what was put in them. The logical

powers are limited to history, biography, chronology, arche-
ology, and truths of this class. And yet there is a spiritual

element in these also which' eludes the mere logical powers.

Mind can know nothing by logical inference concerning God.
the Trinity, incarnation, immortality, resurrection, and trutlis

of this class, for they lie beyond the logical powers of the

natural man and, if known, must be apocalypscd. The teacli-

ings of Jesus are not syllogistic ; his truths are not infci-enccs

from facts; he never proves a proposition; his Gospel is n<>t

put together in logical forms. Hence it is absurd to 5uj)po?c

that the Gospel can be taken apart and examined by any logical
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j.roocss, or be interpreted by the mere critic, as otlier books are

interpreted. Tlie Gospel is a divine formulation of intuited

iin«l apocalyptic truths not in the range of the mere logical

fuculties or the powers of the natural man.

jn. The Use of Keason ix Kevelation and Religion.—
It is valuable for the exposition of error. The syllogism is in-

valuable for finding and exposing fallacies. This is the use

I'aul makes of his great logical powers. His profound argu-

iDoiits are pure syllogisms that will hold water. But he never

tiifft to prove the Gospel. Paul's success in defeating errorists

tct-nis to have led the majority of preachers to adopt the syl-

logistic method of presenting truth in the pulpit. Jesus pre-

fonts truth in soul-pictures and never attempts to prove it.

hogic is essential to prevent religious enthusiasts and fanatics

from perverting the Holy Scriptures. Reason is essential to

the complete understanding of the word of God by all rational

beings; and all interpretation that can be shown to be false or

absurd must be rejected. All religious dreamers and devout

toers, the visions of Porphyry, the contemplations of Plotinusj

the marvelous illuminations of Swedenborg must be tested by

the logical faculty. The highest and best philosophy of any

age is that which gives the best solutions to the problems of

the soul. Sensationalism and science, falsely so called, have at-

tempted to drive all the angels from the world, deny the su-

])ernatural, and shut up God in the laboratory ; but philosophy

without religion is insufficient for the highest explorations of

mind. Some of the higher critics need a kind of intellectual

l>alingenesis, as well as " Ye must be born again."

The earnest soul is weary of the worship of definitions, hy-

potheses, forces, principles, and conclusions of syllogisms. The
best thinkers of the age are crying, like David, "As the hart

l»anteth after the water brooks, so panteth my soul after thee,

God."
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Art. IV.—the CHRISTIAN CONCEPTION OF GOD.

If adaptation to luiinan wants were cliiefly considered tliere

would be little difficulty in reaching a satisfactory conception

of Deity. The Christian notion is exactly suited to the mental

and moral needs of the race. Beyond dispute it comes into

sympathetic contact with humanity at a larger number of points

than any other. The same conclusion is arrived at if the mat-

ter is referred to pure reason for a decision. Once allow that

theism affords the only proper explanation of the universe as it

now exists, and the idea of the divine nature held by the

Christian Church is the only thoroughly consistent one. Athe-

ism, naturalistic evolution, pantheism, positivism, and agnosti-

cism are involved in such hopeless ditliculties as to drop wholly

out of consideration. The alternative is either the God of

revelation or utter skepticism.

The Holy Scriptures contain the data upon which the Oiris-

tian conception is based. They furnish the only authoritative

material from which to construct it. Reduced to simplest

terms, the view they warrant may be stated in two propositions

:

I. God's absolute essence is immanent Spirit; II. His moral

nature is holy love.

I. Every biblical student has noticed that God is frequently

spoken of in both Testaments as a Spirit. He is said to be

invisible, unsearchable, omnipresent, and omniscient. Those

pitjperties are incompatible with material being. To be in-

telligible the}' must be connected with an independent, imma-

terial existence. Spirit thus appears as the fundamental essence

in the divine nature. Deity cannot be thought of as confined

to a form like a human creature. Such an idea would imply

limitation. He is the Unlimited, bound by neither space nor

time, and can be everywhere present at the same moment. Of

course, it follows that he is unappreciable by the senses. lie

cannot be seen with eyes or touched with hands. Though lie

may be near, he must ever elude physical grasp. Job said,

" Lo, he goeth by me, and I see him not." At the dedication

of the temple at Jerusalem Solomon lifted up his eyes and

cried, "Will God indeed dwell on the earth? behold, the

heaven and heaven of heavens cannot contain thee ; how much
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loss tliis house tliat I have buikled." This is an exalted view

of tl)e divine nature. The idea of Spirit as fundamental in

Duitv is a notion beyond the reacli of unaided reason. Only

rcvelatiou could present it to liunian thouglit ; but, once an-

nounced, its appropriateness is innnediatelj recognized. It

^ntis^les completely tlie demands of clear thinking,

A careful examination of certain scriptural statements brings

out a fact, frequently overlooked, ^vhich is of the utmost im-

portance for a proper app)-ehension of the Christian doctrine.

Wliilc it is distinctly affirmed that Deity is Spirit, it is not

laughter implied tliat he is removed from constant contact

witii the world. It is rather declared that he is in intimate and

vital connection witli it. All things aie represented as depend-

ing on him and upheld by him. Without his active presence

there would be no material existence. He is the Quickener,

\vho gives life to all animate creation. Job said that in his

hand "is the soul of every living thing, and the breath of all

inankind." "Were he to withdraw from the world for never so

tliort a time all things would perish. The psalmist wrote,

'• Thou hidest thy face, they are troubled : thou takest away

Ihcir breath, they die, and return to their dust." Paul uttered

a similar truth when he said to the Athenians on Mars' Hill

lliat it is God who gives to all " life, and breath, and all things,"

and that in him m-en live and move and have their being. The

Infinite Spirit is in perpetual activity throughout the cosmos.

lie has not withdrawn in calm satisfaction or helpless impotency

and left the world to run on with mechanical exactness. He
has not prescribed a self-limitation to his powers and shut him-

self away from the works of - his hands. He continues in im-

mediate contact with all created things as the necessary condi-

tion of their existence. He is their omnipresent, innnanent

•'support. That which is commonly called natural law is sin:iply

the method by which he usually accomplishes his desires.

This conception of God forestalls discussion concerning the

I'ossibility of miracles. The objection to miraculous occur-

rences arises from a fundamental misapprehension of the real

nature of the world and the divine relation to it. If the two

:ue thought of as distinct and separate, in the same sense that

'he M-atch and watchmaker are separate, then Deity cannot well

interfere with the action of world forces without producing a

•IS
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disturbance in the established order. But the moment lie is

regarded as immanent Spirit, upholding and controlling all

things, then natural action becomes simpl}' the product of hi*

will. All movements wait upon his behest. The so-cnllcd

regularity of nature means simply that the usual mode of divine

activity is uniform. There is no implication that the Almiglity

is hedged about by any unchangeable restrictions. Yet this

is the harmless weapon which modern skepticism brandishes

with great display and with which it proposes to desti-oy

religion.

Kot long ago a notorious champion of nnbelief concluded an

impassioned attack upon Christianity with the assertion, " The

universe is governed by law." Apparently it seemed to the

orator that the last word relating to miracles had been uttered

by him and the impossibility of their occurrence settled for-

ever. The easy conlidence of such critics is very amusing ; but

when discussion is serious it cannot for a moment be allowed

that law is an abstraction, with attributes like an individual,

standing outside the universe and seizing it as a giant might

seize a babe. The intelligent tlieist repudiates such a notion

as too puerile for consideration. The fact is that law is sim])l\

the method by which a power works. Apai-t from the power.

law has no significance. When used in ]-clation to the world

the term means the method of the divine activity. But with

this understanding of the word the assumed difficulties quickly

disappear. Back of the divine method is the divine will. A
change in the will produces a change in the method. If 1I<-'

who is all in all chooses to employ for some special purpose a

ncAV method there is no clashing of forces. There is simply, f«>i'

the time being, the introduction of a new law, which is the di-

rect manifestation of the infinite will. This law remains in

operation until the divine pleasure is accomplished, and tlien

there is a return to the former method.

It may thus be said that when a miracle is wrought God sim-

ply neutralizes one law by the introduction of another. Tlieri'

is no violation or suspension of any law. Tlie Christian con-

ception of Deity, as immanent Spirit freely working throngli-

out all creation, at once disposes of all objections against tbr

miraculous. AVhenever the divine will so determines mirach^

can take place without in the slightest degree disturbing t-:"
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eqnipose of nature. The extraordinary in the sight of God is

n,. more strange than the ordinary.

II. The second proposition is that God's moral nature is holy

love. Tliis fact is clearly set forth in Scripture. It appears

very evident that it was intended that man should see in Deity

the Holy One whose love is all-embracing. The various moral

attributes of the divine nature have their foundation in the

ideas of holiness and love. Justice and righteousness, as dis-

i)iayed in moral government, are manifestations of holiness.

Out of love springs compassion, patience, and mercy. The

notion of holiness is early developed in revelation, but it is ac-

companied by views of love. It will be found throughout the

Old Testament that the two are in close association, presenting

in their unity the completed conception of Deity in his relation

to man.

The Xew Testament likewise puts emphasis upon these char-

acteristics. " Be ye holy ; for I am holy "' appeai-s in one of

the epistles, and in another the words, " God is love." The lat-

ter statement is worthy of special notice. It affirms that God

is not merely loving, but is love. An identity is asserted. It is

not said that God is holiness, but that he is holy. There is no

place in the divine nature apart from creation for an attribute

which depends for its significance upon a standard of right and

wrong. Holiness, as a perfection of the Infinite, obtains its

meaning from the relation that Deity sustains to his creatures

Amder a^moral government. Hence the fitness of the remark

" I am holy,"' not " I am holiness." But the statement " God

is love" carries us back of all creation. Before ever the worlds

were made or any creature had been formed, in liis own self-

sutliciency Deity was love.

Undoubtedly' a philosophy of the Trinity is impossible. The

idea transcends human powers of comprehension. But the as-

sertion that "God is love" appears to throw light upon tlie

doctrine. The language of Scripture makes it certain that

there are three personal subsistencics in the unity of the divine

nature. A Christian is called upon to believe in " the Father,

the eternal Son of the Father, and the Holy Spirit, eternally

l)roceeding from the Father and the Son." Here is a great

mysteiw, which, from the conditions of the case, cannot be pic-

tiiVc'd to tlie imagination. This docs not, however, mean that
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it is self-contradictory or unbelievable. There are many thinir?

which are reasonable and which can be believed, but which

cannot be fully understood. Man may apprehend some phases

of truths whicli he cannot entirely comprehend. Unaided rea-

son never could have discovered the notion of the Trinity. It

had to be revealed. But Scripture does not teach that there are

tliree Gods. It distinctly asserts that there is but one God.

There is a fundamental unity in the Trinity. A believer is

baptized into the one name, "the name of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost." The New Testament cannot be

understood except on the ground of a numerical Trinity having

its basis in an organic unity.

That a plurality in unity exists, though not picturable to the

mind, seems to be implied by the doctrine of God's moral

nature. One cannot love without an object of affection. As

love iu XQ.Y'^ essence God existed from all eternity. Manifestly

there must have been eternally present an object of regard.

A community in the divine nature appears to be required by

the very necessities of the case. " Thou lovedst me before the

foundation of the world," said Jesus the Son as he addressed

the Father. In the very beginning, before the worlds were

made, the Son, who in the fullness of time became the incar-

nate Word, was with the Father. In the thought of love as

identical with the moral nature of Deity there is thus discov-

ered a suggestion of that plurality in the unity of God which

revelation has nnfolded in the doctrine of the Trinity.

Turning from the idea of the Infinite in his absolute self-

sufficiency to that of Supreme Kulcr in connection with moral

government, the conception of his nature, as the sum of the two

perfections holiness and love, gives a key to biblical liistory.

From some standpoints the Scriptures are quite nnintelligibie.

It is not a matter of surprise that critics have found a great deal

of fault with them when the position fi-om which they have

been viewed is considered. Especial difficulty has been en-

countered in dealing with the morality of the Old Testament.

An unqualified approval of it has been looked upon as a great

burden. Tiie fancied trouble, however, entirely disappears

when God is thought of as holy love working through tiie cen-

turies, as best he could with the material at his disposal, for tb.e

development of a great design and gradually unfolding througii
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a chosen people a gracious ]nirpose concerning tlie race. From

tills standpoint the history of Israel is a wonderful illustration

t>f providential care and a luminous commentary on the divine

t-ohcitude for human \vdfai*e. From the choice of Abraham,

through all the stages in the career of the Hebrew nation, there

was a steady onward movement of forces, under the direction

of an overruling Power, working steadily in the interests of

human happiness. Everything was made to contribute to the

intended end. If the heavy hand of displeasure was laid upon

a rebellious generation it was for the good of all concerned. A
vindictive spirit was nowhere manifested. Jehovah often re-

jiroved and rebuked, but always that he might ultimately bless.

In sending Elijah to condemn Israel for her wickedness there

was as real an evidence of love as in giving manna to the wan-

derers in the wilderness or staying the waters of the Jordan

before the advancing host. The treatment of the Canaanites,

Philistines, and Moabites was likewise dictated by a sincere

concern for the welfare of man. The inheritance of these peo-

})le3 was not taken from them till the cup of their iniquity was

full and they had demonstrated their unfitness for the positions

they occupied. Then they were removed to give place to others

better qualified for working out the purposes of the Almighty.

Scri]-)ture history is really tlie record of the unfolding of a

beneficent plan conceived in the interests of humanity by a

wise Creator, In the light of this fact embarrassments vanish

and the Bible becomes intelligible and consistent.

Xot only is there in this conception of God an explanation

of Jehovalrs dealings with the Hebrew people, but also the

only proper account of the moral government of the world. It

is not diflicnlt to discern in the course of the years an orderly

trend of moral forces. One after another nations that have

outlived tlieir usefnlness have passed away. S-teadily a power

which makes for righteousness has wrought in human society.

Out of confusion and uproar have come peace and quietness.

The Christian notion of a God who is deeply interested in his

creatures and constantly and mightily energizes in their behalf

easily solves the problem which lies in the ethical phenomena of

history.

There remains to be considered the crowning expression of

huly love in the incarnation. For a time Deity was content to
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send messengers to disclose liis will; but there came an lioiii'

when he made bare his own right arm for the salvation of luci;.

In the i^erson of Jesiis Christ he entered into union with hu-
manity. Before the eyes of wondering saints and angels the

marvelous spectacle appeared of Immanuel—God with us—
walking over the stony pathway of mortal existence and climb-

ing the toilsome slope of Calvary, that by an unparalleled self-

sacrifice he might redeem the race. In the cross of Christ

love found its loftiest illustration. The Christian conception of

God measures the sublime condescension displayed in the atone-

ment by the distance between the glory of Jehovah's throne
and the ignominy of a shameful crucifixion. I^o greater self-

humiliation than this was possible. It challenges the wonder
and admiration of heaven and earth. The amazing fact stands

out in solitaiy grandeur, unapproached and unapproachal)le.

The conception of the divine nature thus outlined is worthy
of Him who fills immensity with his presence. It ofliers a

satisfactory explanation of M^orld experience. Before it all

pagan notions stand rebuked and discredited. Moral deformity
has everywhere characterized the deities of heathenism. They
have reflected the temper and disposition, of the peoples by
whom they have been worshiped. The biblical doctrine rises

to an immeasurable height above all the pasoions and follies of

men. It shows a Deity who is the Absolute and Perfect One.

As immanent Spirit and holy love he meets the demands of

reason and the longings of the human heart. Tested by the

influence exerted on character and life, this view of God is the

one that deserves to stand. The Christian believer has no

cause to apologize for his faith. More and more as men gro'NV

in wisdom will they appreciate the scriptural teaching concern-

ing the Creator and Sustainer of all things and be led to be-

stow on it their sincere approbation.

{^U^S^^Qc^
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Art. v.—the NEW MUNICIPAL MOVEMENT.

A DISTINCT change of tone is observed in recent discussions

of tlie city problem. The modern city lias been called the

'•plague spot of modern times," the most serious "menace to

,>ur civilization," our "impending peril," and other names like

these. Long ago Thomas Jefferson branded the city as the

'• ulcer of our body politic." Fi-ancis Lieber characterized the

citv as "the most perplexing and difficult problem of modern

titncs." De Tocqueville said: "I look upon the size of cer-

tiin American cities, and especially upon the nature of their

jiupukition, as a real danger which threatens the security of the

iit'inocratic republics of the new world." Mr. Bryce declares

tluit "the government of cities is the one conspicuous failure

of the United States." Ex-President White, of Cornell, writes

it down as his sober judgment that "' without the slightest ex-

ai^gcration, with very few exceptions, the city governments of

the United States are the worst in Christendom—the most ex-

pensive, the most inefficient, and the most corrupt."

All that is very serious, and especially serious in view of the

fat-t that these " ulcers " and "'plague spots" continue to grow

and their dangers to increase. People knowing how evil and

iiienacing these great centers arc not only remain in them but

iiiove to them. The modern Sodom is Sodom, indeed, but im-

mense hosts prefer to take their chances for themselves and

their families in the modern Sodom. The great majority pre-

fer urban to rural environment.

There are two ways of regarding the situation. Up to a

recent date the evils and perils have had the emphasis. Many
have considered the city a necessity, indeed, but also a ncces-

siry evil, unhappily destined to be permanent. The municipal

l'L-<simist abounds. On the other hand, it is 'thought by many
'direful students that, while the evils abound, the remedies are

:*t hand. Many who see that the city is the inevitable order,

a5 Dr. Albert Shaw puts it, hold also that this inevitable order

'''•irnishcs the best possible condition for us and our descendants.

" The present evils of city life are for the most part temporary

and remediable. The conditions and circumstances of exist-

*-ncc in the modern city can be so adjusted to the needs of the
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population as to result in the Ligliest development of the race,

physically, intellectually, and ethically." Dr. Parkhurst calls

the city "the problem of the devil in a big town." But Guth-
rie took the optimistic view : "I bless God for cities. Cities

have been as lamps of life along the pathway of humanity and
religion. Within them science has given birth to her noblest

discoveries. Behind their walls freedom has fought her noblest

battles. Cities have been the cradles of human liberty. Thev
have been the active centers of almost all Church and State

reformation. I cannot regard them either as excrescences or

tumors, nor would I destroy them. I bless God for them."

I do not propose to discuss or even to review the evangelistic

movements in the cities, but rather the plans of the laiger

campaign. City missions, institutional churches, and all those

benevolent, rcformatorj-, and evangelistic agencies which are so

fruitful of good are well understood. But there is a move-

ment, calling itself civic, not religious, which has in it elements

of great power and advantage to the efforts called religious.

The new movement has several points in its program:

1. It aims to understand the city problem, and then to create

a science of municipal administration, Many readers of tl:e

Review know that there is now a large and determined body

known as the ^National Municipal League, and that four

national conferences for good city governriient have now been

held. Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cleveland, and Baltimore

are the cities thus far honored by this body. Mr. Bryce's

indictment of our municipal administration is not at all sur]u-is-

ing. National and State administration has been the theme for

our past study. Our great text-books have been strong on

federal and State lines, but silent or weak on all municipal line>.

Our great statesmen have shone in federal or State administra-

tion. Our eagle is not a municipal bird. Meantime our cities

liave grown faster than the skill and wisdom to govern tliom.

and they have been subordinated to State and federal interest-

in a most harmful and unwise way. The student of civil gov-

ernment during the next quarter century v/ill not knu\\' le^-

about the federal Constitution or the rights of States, but hf

will know more about the science of municipal governmenr.

Already some studies adapted for use as text-books have iiji-

peared, and in several colleges and universities provision ha-
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l)cen made for instruction in this science. An abundant litera-

ture has already been created, inclndiiig tlie reports of the

conferences just mentioned, the very valuable volumes by Dr.

Shaw upon Mimicipal Government in Great Britain and

Municipal Government in Continental Europe^ and many

others. The campaign may be called thus far a campaign of

education and study. The Xational Municipal League has not

yet fallen into the pitfall of trying to secure an immediate re-

form of various cities. By comparison, by report, by discus-

eion, by experiment it is earnestly trying to create a science of

municipal government and a sentiment in its favor. It pro-

poses, in its own language, '*' to multiply the numbers, har-

monize the methods, and combine the forces of all who realize

that it is only by united action and organization that good citi-

zens can secure the adoption of good laws and the selection of

men of trained ability and proved integrity for all municipal

}Ktsitions, or prevent the success of incompetent or cornipt can-

didates for public office; to promote the thorough investigation

:ind discussion of the conditions and details of civic administra-

tion, and of the methods for selecting and appointing officials

in American cities, and of laws and ordinances relating to such

subjects ; to ])rovide for such meetings and conferences, and

for the preparation and circulation of such addresses and other

literature, as may seem likely to advance the cause of good city

government." Many other organizations are working toward

the same end.

2. The students of municipal government are pretty well

agreed that " municipal government is business, not politics."

" It now costs more to carry on the city of San Fj-ancisco than

it does to run the rest of the State" (Ouiloolc, July 11, 1S9C).

The business interests of ]!!^ew York city are much larger than

those of the State. Its finances are five or six times as large.

The Indcpcnderd of September 13, 1S94, uses these figures con-

cerning Xew York :
'• In 1S93 the receipts of the city treasury

were nearly 892,000,000, the payments almost a million largej',

while those of the State f(jr the same pei'iod wei-e about

^18,000,000." These figures tell their own story. Here is the

opportunity for public plunder. Here also is the demand for

tlie largest ability and the most conspicuous character. But \\\)

to date no Aniei'ican city has ever been administered as a niuuic-
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ipality. Its elections have taken place and its affairs conducted

with reference to the State and the nation. Denver has had
within the past four years at least two " city hall wars." Under
each of them observers could easily distinguish live wires run-

ning to the county courthouse, the State house, the United

States Senate, and even the "White House. It was freely said

and nowhere denied that the city's affairs, her offices, her reve-

nues were largely administered with dii-ect reference to a com-

plicated scheme of State and national politics. Men were

appointed firemen and others policemen because of services

rendered or to be rendered to the governor, the United States

senators, and other officers. Appropriations were granted or

refused fur purely political reasons. Under the stress of public

excitement a few men M'ere dismissed, a few officers changed,

and the system left undisturbed. This is true of q,\'qv^' consider-

able city in the United States. Meantime the real intei-ests of

a city center in the management of finances, the care of streets

and purks, good fire and police protection, public health, public

improvements, libraries, law and order, art and education, com-

merce and houses. Ard these,
J9<?/'

se^ have nothing to do \\\\X\

such interesting questions as the tariff, the Cuban question, a

new navy, or even the silver question. Party lines seem to be

necessary. Xo attack is made upon them here. It is only con-

tended that, since municipal affairs are such purely business

affairs, they should be conducted on a business basis. The na-

tional parties should, as parties, keep their hands oft' city affairs.

In cities the lines of cleavage should be different. The expen.

siveness and inefficiency of city governments are largely due to

the fact that the })ublic money is appropriated and squandered

for purely jiolitieal purposes. The president of an excise board

in a large city recently said to a friend : ''I have been a})pointed

by the governor to this office. I shall make" the department

the most complete political machine for the governor's benefit

the city has ever seen." It is easy to see what the policy of such

an officer must be. He will not be interested in economy, for

the larger his funds the more agents he can employ. He will

be more anxious to secure men M'ith political efficiency than

those capable of doing their real work. And the city pays the

bills. The " regular ticket " will have the right of way. Says

Mr. Bryce again

:
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At present the disposition to run and vote for candidates according to

iLiirtv is practically universal, although the duty of party loyalty is deemed

ifvs binding tliau in State or federal elections. . . . However, though

j!i.' tenets of Republicans and Democrats have absolutely nothing to do

\\\\\\ the conduct of city aflfaiis, though the sole object of the election, say

<if fi city comptroller or auditor, may be to find an honest man of good busi-

lii-sa liabits?. four fifths of the electors in nearly all cities give little thought

to the personal qualifications of the candidates and vote the "straight-out

ticket."

And lieretofore about the only exception has been the spas-

modic attempt to elect a nonpartisan ticket, which is usually a

bipui-tisan
'*' deal " by which both national parties get their hands

into the city treasury. " They represent their parties first, and

tvxsQ, the city afterward." This complication of city with State

and national politics is one of the chief obstacles in the way of

rt'forin. "It will cost us the governorship, and possibly the

presidency," is the familiar cry. And good men by the thou-

.'^aiid vote the regular ticket in the city election or indorse a

wicked municipal measure because they fear for the State or

national election. The cities are the center and throne of the

saloon evil. "Municipal government is business, not politics."

No one pretends that maintaining the saloon is good business.

l>iit because it appears to be good politics the saloon is in-

trenched. Every interest of the city requires that it should go,

but the managers of the State and national politics declare that

the saloon vote must not be alienated. And it stays. Business

f^ays it must go. Politics says it must stay. The business is

nuuiicipal, the politics State and national The municipality

niust be municipalized, not only in the interest of economy and

efficiency, but in the interest of such reform as this. The proc-

ess of changing all this so that city affairs shall be administei'ed

on this basis of business is long and difficult. But the sentiment

in favor of it grows. The new movement, vrith its campaign

of education, seeks to accomplish this change.

3. Another point in the campaign is the securing of home
rule for cities. Frequent interference on the part of legislatures

lias not proved advantageous to the cities. American cities

must have the largest opportunities for self-government. The

poojile within the walls certainly know as well and care as much
for the interests of the city as do the inhabitants of the distant

parts of the State. !Many legislators have never seen a large
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city. There is nearly always a jealousy or dislike of tiie city.

Tlie country member resents its "airs" and pretensions. He
is quick to oppose whatever is proposed by the city. He has

no personal interest in the city and little knowledge of its neces-

sities. The consequence is easily seen, as it nn'ght be easily fore-

seen. City government is partly a failure because no American

city has yet had perfect home rule. A division of power and

responsibility between a mayor and governor seemed wise and

necessary in view of serious abuses of power, but the cure is not

satisfactory. There is, therefore, everywhere a tendency to re-

turn to the principle of home rule, the centralizing of power,

wnth a corresponding location of responsibility. It is an

anomaly in administration that one man should be mayor while

a half dozen principal departments of the city government should

be under the control of the governor, often a man from

the country and elected by rural votes. In a large western city

the entire fire, ]-)olice, and public works departments are under

boards appointed by the governor. The mayor of the city has

no control over them. When any failure or malfeasance occurs

the mayor blames the governor, the governor blames the mayor,

the people arc unable to decide, but they jxiy the bills. Some-

body is removed, but the system remains. The new campaign

aims at the largest dcgi'ee of self-determination in local affairs.

4. Another feature of the movement is the demand for gen-

uine civil service reform in making municipal appointments.

The current demand that appointments should be made upon

the ground of fitness and merit is not lacking in grotesquencss

—as if any other reasons should ever exist for an appointment

!

Chicago has largely extended the merit system. New York

has done the same. Brooklyn had for several years a mo-t effi-

cient civil service commission. Philadelphia, since 1SS5, has

required a "systematic, open, and competitive examination of

applicants" for department positions; but the rules made it

easy to have the appearance of civil service and, at the same

time, the most complete loyalty to party. The worst henchmen

in the world are those who are appointed apparently for merit,

but actually as a political reward. Civil service reform opens

the way for men to serve the city witli honor. Every exten-

sion of it has justilied itself. The long argument for civil

service reform—the argument enriched by the eloquence and
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tievotion of George William Curtis for years—is complete. No
further argument is needed. Application and action are now

in order. The spoils system must be abolished. The party

Ihiss must be deprived of the power to reward his lienchmen by

rubbing the treasury. Partisan tests are not fit tests. It has

boon shown In a half dozen recent investigations that police-

men appointed for political services, with no firm tenure of

ollice, have made hay while the sun was shining. They were

iMt appointed because honest, faithful, competent, and efficient.

Tlieir terms were likely to expire with the term of the boss

whom they served. Freely they have enriched themselves by

accepting bribes for shielding lawbreakers and demanding hush

money in abundance. Sworn to serve the city, they have

served only themselves, their bosses, and, as far as possible, their

jiarties. The spoils system must be destroyed—root and branch.

The reformers are agreed upon that.

5. The students and reformers are also agreed that valuable

franchises ought not to be given without some advantage re-

luming to the city. Just the form which this should take is

not clear. In vSome cases there. is an imperative demand for

municipal ownership and control of all such institutions as street

railways, water works, electric and gaslight works. But the

ownership and control of these institutions must be preceded

by some other reforms, like the civil service reform. Cities

have been notoriously reckless in giving franchises. Many have

been bought outright by bribing aldermen. Abundant proofs

of that can be found. The purchase price is usually reckoned

as a part of the cost of a new plant. Professor Bemis states

that an attorney and director for a Chicago corporation told

liiin that his corporation had set aside $100,000 to buy the

Chicago City Council during a few months. The money was

iK.'t for the city treasury. The recent contract made between

the city of Chicago and the promoters of what is known as the

''loop extension" is a distinct recognition of the principle that

IHiblic franchises should contribute to public funds. There are

many difficulties surrounding this branch of municipal govern-

'nont, but they are not insuperable. The remedy for them does

>'<'t lie in the present practice.

^i. I have purposely left until the last the mention of one of

tlie principal features of the current movement—the creation of
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a civic ideal and ambition. No one bcb'eves tliat even a perfect

cliarter will secure good government. A perfect charter is only

an instrument with which citizens work. Malicious or stupid

men can do vast damage even under a perfect charter. Tlic

civic spirit has been lacking. " We have thought this thing

over, and we find that it pays better to neglect our city affairs

than to attend to them ; that we can make more money in the

time required for the full discharge of our political duties than

the politicians can steal from us on account of our neglect."

Here, after all, is the real root of the trouble. " How can you

get honest people to work as hard to get honest men elected as

dishonest people work to get dishonest men elected?" said a

member of the Civic Federation of Chicago at a meeting of that

body. "Good government, like every otlicr good thing, comes

high," was the lesson Honestus learned at the caucus. The

price is now pretty well known. " The first great task of the

Civic Federation is to arouse thought, discussion, intelligence,

and force convictions of right and w^rong in public matters

Jiome to the licart of American citizens ; it must reach the

masses or it will fail." The governorship of a State is an office

to be coveted. The White House lies along that path. Bat

the governorship of few States equals in importance the oflicc

of mayor in a great city. The civic ideal, the civic spirit, the

civic ambition—the creation of these is part of the program of

the practical dreamers giving time and study to the subject of

municipal reform. The next election cuts only a small figure

with them. Many a noble reform has struck on that rock.

It has staked everything on a single election. Winning, it

has concluded that everything \vas accomplished ;
losing, that

everything was lost. Electing a ticket is a small achievement

when compared with the creation of a system and a sentiment.
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^^jjT. VI—DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI AND HIS

SISTER CHRISTINA.

To one who believes that there is in a name some mysterious

power influencing the destiny of a human being, the ]n-iintLM--

)>oet, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, affords an example in evidence.

Knssetti himself seems never to have forgotten the fact that he

Lore the name of Italy's greatest bard. The man upon whom

devolves the burden of an illustrious name, if he be not borne

down by it into listless despair, may be aroused to supreme

endeavors to live up to the expectations of the friends wlio in

addressing liim involuntarily recall his glorious prototype.

Dante Gabriel Rossetti was a remarl^able member of a re-

markable family. Such a group of children as Dante Gabriel,

William Michael, and Christina G. Rossetti are seldom found

in tlic same household. Even the quiet, claustral spiiit of the

elder sister, Maria, was a shrine whence the clear-pointed flame

of genius burned heavenward, though it was not for the

world's curious gaze. Rossetti's father, Gabricle Rossetti,

was a Neapolitan political i-efugee resident in London, and

one of tiie most highly esteemed of Italy's ]-ecent patriotic

])oets. He was a profound and lifelong student of Dante,

concerning whose works he cherished^ theories peculiarly his

own. The mother of Dante Rossetti was of mixed English

and Italian parentage, so that in the veins of the artist there

was more Italian than English blood.

Gabriel Charles Dante Rossetti, known to the world as Dante

Gabriel Rossetti, was born May 12, 1S28, in London. He was

the second of four children, Christina, his sister, being the

youngest. In the characteristics which distinguished Dante

Rossetti, and Christina as well, were included some of the rarest

qualities of the two nationalities which in these notable lives

came to their confluence. Dante and Christina were both

scribblers in their childhood, writing stories and verses suc-

cessively, the example being set them in their home by their

tireless father, from whose pen flowed poems and other compo-

sitions innumerable. Dante's schooling was not of the broadest

kinrl, though when he left King's College in the summer of

1842 he was reasonably well acquainted with Sallust, Ovid,
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and Yergil, knew the rudiments of Greek, and could read

easil}' in French.

With liossetti's peculiarities and skill in the art of painting

we have little to do here, except as he illustrated the Pre-

raphaelite theories of art by his brush as well as by his verse.

Rossetti is better known as a writer than as a painter, since,

throughout his entire life, he was averse to placing his can-

vases on public exhibition. His regular preparation for the

profession of painting was of brief duration. After a period

of study at Gary's drawing academy he was admitted as a stu-

dent in the Antique School of the Eoyal Academy. lie did

not complete Lis course in this school, finding it irkson^e to sub-

ject himself to methods prescribed by others, and liking always

to do things in his own way. As the head of the Preraphaelite

Brotherhood he displayed a power and originality in his art

work which compelled the attention of connoisseurs to the fact

that a new intellectual force had made its advent among them.

Kuskin early became one of Rossetti's patrons, so that the sin-

gular endowments of the yomig artist are beyond question.

Kotwithstanding the present tendency to belittle the so-called

Preraphaelite movement—and Rossetti himself ere his death

seemed to think lightly of it—the ability of such men as Ros-

setti, Millais, Ilolman Hunt, Woolner, Gollinson, and Stephens

exerted an influence which is felt at this very day in the world

of art.

On the side of letters, also, it is no slight proof of poetic

puissance to make one's voice heard and imitated amid the

babel of minor singers ever challenging the public ear. Dante

Rossetti eai-ly and easily rose above the mass of bardlings

whose parrothke repetitions of the master's manner might,.

manger their maddening wearisomeness, be regarded as the

sincerest form of flattery. When '• The Blessed Damozel " ap-

peared, written when Rossetti was in his nineteenth year, he

who ran might read that a new luminary, brilliant an^l unique,

had risen in our poetical skies. The extraordinary symbolism

employed by this writer, the earthly passion projected into

spiritual experiences, the human longing surviving amid celes-

tial environments, the sensuous, almost sensual, beauty breath-

ing through the entire poem, set its author apart as a real and

distinct energy in the literature of his generation. This poem
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\vas avowedly written to be tlic counterpart of Poe's "Kaven."
As the latter poem depicts from tlie earthly viewpoint the

yearnings of bereaved affection, so "The Blessed Damozel

"

portrays the same emotions from the celestial side. Scattered

through this poem there arc successive lines and stanzas as mi-
Ibrgetable as auytliing that has ever been written

:

The blessed damozel leaned out

From the gold bar of heaven

;

Her eyes were deeper than the depth

Of waters stilled at even
;

She had three lilies in her hand,

And the stars in her hair were seven.

Her hair that lay along her back

Was yellow like ripe corn.

Beneath, the tides of day and night

With flame and darkness ridge

The void, as low as where this earth

Spins hke a fretful midge.

And the souls mounting up to God
Went by her like thin flames.

And still she bowed herself and stooped

Out of the circling charm
;

Until her bosom must have made
The bar she leaned ou warm,

And the hlies lay as if asleep

Along her bended arm.

The sun was gone now ; the curled moon
Was like a little feather

Fluttering far down the gulf.

I'll take his hand and go with him
To the deep wells of light

;

As unto a stream we will step down,

And bathe there in God's sight.

We two will stand beside that shrine,

Occult, witiiheld, untrod,

Whose lamps are stirred continually

With prayer sent up to God
;

And see our old prayers, granted, melt

Each like a little cloud. ^
49—FIFTH RERIKS, VOL. XII.
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Given a compound of Poe and Slielley and Keats and

Baudelaire and Yaughan, with an added element of a com-

pletely novel personality interfused through the whole, and

you have a Dante Gabriel Eossctti. In his employment of

parentheses and refrains Rossetti, like William Morris, some-

times irritates his readers by what seem to be mere affectations

and mannerisms. To not a few, also, llossetti's mysticism is

far from pleasant, though this, be it said, is the weird moon-

lio-ht flower M'hose roots struck into those shadowy deeps where

lay united, not to be dissevered, the genius and the life of

the man. Eossetti, with his mysticism eliminated, would have

been another and, to one reader at least, a less pleasing Eossetti

than the poet whom we know^ and have learned to love.

Let it not for a moment be supposed that Eossetti's mystical

tendencies froze within his bosom the kindly stream of human

interest and fellowship. His heart ever beat in tune with the

pulsations that stirred the common heart of the world. He was

an admirer and defender of Eobert Browning while as yet that

great poet was generally unknown or w\'\s mentioned only in

terms of ridicule and jest. He was characterized by a quick

and generous appreciation of ability in others, and always

stood' ready in every possible manner to encourage struggling

talent. Philip Bourke Marston, the blind poet, Oliver Madcx

Brown, our own Walt Whitman, and others shared the helpful

interest Nvhich he manifested in his fellows of the pen and the

palette. Eossetti preserved not a little of his boyish relish for

fun nearly to the close of his life. In 1S74 he writes to \\\>

brother Williaui : " At present I am going about with a black

patch over my nose. Last night Jenny jille and I agreed to

shriek at the same moment, one 'Crupy' and the other

'Crawly,- in Dizzy's [the dog's] two ears, while May beat a

tattoo on the top of his head. The instant result was that he

turned round howling and bit me—fortunately not Jenny—

across the nose, at which I am not surprised." A warm, full-

blooded, abundant humanitarianism flows through many of

Eossetti's lines, notably the poem entitled "Jenny," written

before the poet had attained his majority, than which no more

simple, natural, broadly philosophic production in vei-se, and

none more fully embodying the spirit of the thirteenth chnpter

of First Corinthians, lias^been published within the prcseni
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century. This poem enters into tlie discussion of a subject

which few writers of prose or poetry would dare or care to

undertake, namely, a courtesan who receives the visit of a man
bv night and M'ho falls asleep upon his knee, thus arousing

witliin him through "dead, uuliappy hours" of watching re-

Jluctions painful and pitiful to the last degree. The delicacy,

tht! strengtli, the certainty of touch, the exquisite loveliness of

this ])oem are beyond praise. Here, too, are memorable coup-

lets, the grace, perfume, and unexpectedness of wliich are like

early violets in the young grass

:

Poor handful of bright spring water

•
• Flung in the whirlpool's shrieking face.

But must your roses die, and those

Their purpled buds that should unclose?

Even so ; the leaves are curled apart,

Still red as from the broken heart,

And here's the naked stem of thorns.

The cold lamps at the pavement's edge

"Wind on together and apart,

A fiery serpent for your heart.

Like a toad within a stone

Seated while time crumbles on
;

^ Which sits there since the earth was cursed

For man's transgression at the fii'st

;

Which, living through all centuries,

Not once has seen the sun arise;

Whose life, to its cold circle charmed,

The earth's whole summers have not warmed
;

Which always—whitherso the stone

Be flung—sits there, deaf, blind, alone ;

—

Aye, and shall not be driven out

Till that which shuts him round about

Break at the very Master's stroke.

And the dust thereof vanish as smoke,

And the seed of man vanish as dust

—

Even so within the world is lust.

As a writer of sonnets Dante Rossetti is well-nigh un-

t'<pialed. Some of Jiis sonnets written for pictures are nearly

^inapproachable in excellence, while the sonnet-sequence en-

titled "The House of Life" surpasses in richness, variety, and
abounding vitality any other sonnet-sequence whatsoever, not
excepting the '' Sonnets from the Tortuguese." Like a cleft
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pomegranate, this red-vined fruit of a fertile life, opened any-

where, shows the crimson heart within as the heart of a man.
What treasures were buried from mortal delight in the poems
interred in the same grave with tlie poet's dead wife, and after-

ward exhumed, these sonnets of "The House of Life" may
reveal. Here is one, under the caption '•' Broken Music :

"

The motlier will not turn, who thinks she hears

Her nursling's speech first grow articulate
;

But breathless, with averted eyes elate,

She sits, with opea lips and open ears,

That it may call her twice. 'Mid doubts and fears

Thus oft my soul has hearkened ; till the song,

A central moan for days, at length found tongue, •

And the sweet music welled and the sweet tears.

. But now, whatever while the soul is fain

To list that wonted murmur, as it were

The speech-bound seashell's low, importunate strains

—

i\o breath of song, thy voice alone is there,

bitterly beloved ! and all her gain

Is but the pang of unpermitted prayer.

The manner in which Dante Rossetti formed the acquaint-

ance of Miss Elizabeth Eleanor Siddal, the lady who afterward

became his wife, is sufficiently romantic. Walter Howell

Deverell, a young painter much liked, though not a member of

the Preraphaelite Brotherhood, one day accompanied his mother

to a bonnet shop in Cranbornc Alley, and among the shop as-

sistants saw a young woman handing down a bandbox. She

was very beautiful, tall, finely molded, with a lofty neck and

a wealth of coppery, golden hair. Deverell obtained the privi-

lege of sittings from this lovely model, whom Rossetti soon

after saw, admired, loved, and to whom he became engaged to

be married. Miss Siddal herself developed artistic talents of

no mean order. Of her Rossetti said :
" Her fecundity of in-

vention and facility are quite wonderful-^much greater than

mine." The single published specimen of her verses is very

far from discreditable to her skill in this direction. " Gug-

gum," " Guggums," and *'' Gug" seem to have been the whim-

sical, and not very euphonious, pet names which Rossetti a]>-

plied to his fair one. Miss Siddal's health was extremely deli-

cate, and she died of an overdose of laudanum in less than two

years after her marriage with Rossetti in ISGO.

It appears to be a well-established fact that from the year
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1S73 until the close of his life, in 1882, Eossetti was mentally

iin balanced. The excessive use of chloral and whisky was prob-

ably contributory to, if it did not produce, this deplorable result.

Ill the Contemporary Review for October, ISYl, an article was

published under tlie caption '' The Fleshly School of Poetry

—

Mr. J). G, Ilossetti." The article was signed by one Thomas

Maitland. Not long thereafter it came to the knowledge of

liossetti that Thomas Maitland was none other tlian Mr. Kobert

Biiclianan, the English poet, novelist, and essayist. The critique

was unduly severe, and to Eossetti probably unjust. Mr. Bu-

chanan has since retracted the strictures contained in the article,

and in a manly \vay has expressed his high appreciation of

Eossetti's work. But such was the mental and physical dis-

temper of the unhappy artist that, upon the publication of Mr.

Buchanan's criticism, his mental equilibrium was upset,

and it was never again wholly restored. For years he was sub-

ject to delusions of the most painful character. Old friends

were regarded as united in a conspiracy against him, and even

f?ti-angers were accused of intentionally insulting him. When
Mr. Browning's " Fifine at the Fair" was published Eossetti

at once seized upon certain lines toward the close of the poem
as containing a covert, but spiteful, attack upon himself. Mr.

Dodgson (Lewis CaiToll) wrote a nonsensical poem entitled

" The Hunting of the Snark." This Eossetti also declared to

be a pasquinade directed against his fciir fame. Again, while at

Broadlands, a friend's seat in Hampshire, Eossetti one day be-

came greatly excited at a thrush singing in a neighboring gar-

den, fancying that the bird had been trained by the enemies of

his peace to "ejaculate something insulting to him," On still

another occasion he suddenly left Ivelmscott, where he had been

sojourning for a season, having plunged into a quarrel with some

anglers by the river, conceiving them to have uttered some-

thing derogatory to him. Yet through all this dark period ho

continued to paint and write with even more than his former

bkill and industry.

Eossetti's home for many years was at Tudor House, Chelsea.

Here dwelt with him at one time Swinburne and George Mere-

dith, and at a later date Hall Caine. Here, also, Eossetti

gathered about him much old furniture and crockery, inaugu-

rating the fashion of collecting bric-a-brac which so generally
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prevailed a few years ago. One cliarming trait of Rossettl'.-^

character appears in the tender and thoughtful afl'oction whicli

he ever cherished toward his mother. In his beautifully lilial

letters to her he again and again addresses her as " Aly Dearest

Mother," and sometimes by the absurdly affectionate titles of

"Teaksicunculum " and "Darling Teaksicum." lie closes one
epistle to his mother thus :

" Take care of your dear, funny old

self, and believe me your most loving son."

Rossetti's grave is at Birchington-on-Sca, where he closed his

eyes on this world April 9, 1882. The tombstone, which is an

Irish cross, was designed by jMadox Brown. The inscription,

written by William Michael Rossetti, is as follows :

Here sleeps Gabriel Charles Dante Rossetii, houoied, under the name of

Dante Gabriel Rossetti, among painters as a painter, and among poets as

a poet. Born in London, of parentage mainly Italian, 13 May, 182S.

Died at Birchington, 9 April, 1882. This cruciform monument, bespoken

by Dante Rossetti's motlier, was designed by his lifelong friend Ford

!Madox Brown, executed by J. and H. Patteson, and erected by his

brother William and sister Christina.

The world, so tardy to recognize, so slow to remember, its

flame-winged ministers of song, will not consent to forget

Dante Gabriel Rossetti. His clayey form has melted from

human sight like a mist-born vision of the morning, but the

breath of his genius still lingers to awaken music in rare and

sensitive souls, as the wind murmurs tlirongh an ^Eolian harp.

His memory shall not be as his own dissolving image, of which

he sang in " Love's Nocturn :

"

Like a vapor wan and mute.

Like a flame, so let it j)ass

;

One low sigh across lier lute,

One dull breath against her glass
;

And to my sad soul, alas

!

One salute

Cold as when death's foot shall pass.

In the poetry of Christina G. Rossetti may be clearly tracetl

the austere beauty of a chaste and nun-like spirit. The poems

of the brother and of the sister have very little in common
except an underlying seriousness of purpose and an almost

fastidious sense of melody, Christina's verse may be said to

uniformly express the conflicts, the longings, and the aspirations
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of a deeply religious mind. Her treatment of pietistic themes

is nil her own, and it is astonisliing what a varied music she is

;iblc to produce upon a single string. It cannot be doubted

iluit, upon the whole, the sister's outlook upon life was saner

than that of the brother, whose latter years were so sadly

clouded by mental infirmity.

When, not long ago, the voice of Christina Rossetti sank into

(lie hush of death, England lost her sweetest songstress since

.MVs. Browning sent up her swan-notes beneath Italian skies.

Undoubtedly the contact into which Christina was brought

with the clever young men who were the associates of her

brothers, as recorded in the two recent volumes containing the

memoir and family letters of Dante Rossetti, aided her not a

little in the development of her intellectual life. She seemed

easily to command all the melodious resources of which our

language is capable. " Goblin Market " is a bizarre fantasy

wrought out with utmost adroitness, the lesson of which seems

to be contained in the closing lines :

For there is no friend like a sister,

In calm or stormy weather,

To cheer one on tlie tedious way.

To fetch one if one goes astray,

To lift one if one totters down.

To strengthen whilst one stands.

But it is in her lyrics that she is preeminent. The dewy

freshness and simplicity of such a song as that beginning,

My heart is like a singing bird

"Whose nest is in a watered shoot,

well illustrate the lark-like quality of Miss Rossetti's notes.

"Another Spring," and the song " AVhen I Am Dead, My
Dearest," are all but flawless in their way. How sweet and

graceful are her strains the last mentioned lyric well attests :

When I am dead, my dearest,

Sing no sad songs for nic

;

Plant thou no roses at my head.

Nor shady cypress tree :

Be the green grass above me

With showers and dewdrops wet
;

And if thou wilt, remember.

And if thou wilt, forget.
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I shall not see the shadows,

I shall not feci the rain

;

I shall not hear the nightingale

Sing on, a? if in pain

:

And, dreaming through the twilight

That doth nut rise nor set,

Haply I may remember.

And haply may forget.

Miss Eossetti's devotional pieces are shot through and

through with the lovely fancies and exalted symbolisms of the

genuine poet. Unlike most religious verse, hers is lifted far

above the dreariness and commonplaces of mediocrity. Her

o\ni intense individuality informs every stanza, almost every

line. Here is a brief poem entitled " Weary in Well-doing :

"

I would have gone ; God bade me stay :

I would have worked ; God bade me rest.

Be broke my will from day to day,

He read my yearnings unexpressed,

And said them nay.

Now I would stay ; God bids me go

:

Now I would rest ; God bids me work.

He breaks my heart tossed to and fro,

My soul is wrung with doubts that lurk

And vex it so.

I go. Lord, where thou sendest me

;

Day after day I plod and moil

:

But, Christ my God, when will it be

That I may let alone my toil.

And rest with thee?

In the Preface to the recent volume, New Poems hy Chris-

tina Eossdii, her brother, William Michael Rossetti, lias

recorded the curious fact that, notwithstanding the intimacy of

their home life and the large amount of verse which Christina

has left to the world, he never saw his sister in the act of com-

position.

This article concerning this songful twain may not be further

prolonged. They lived and sang through their allotted years,

and their songs are yet with us. Let us be grateful for them.

Now that the singers are beyond- the reach of human blame or

blessing, hands are not lacking to weave chaplets of prai?e

wherewith to adorn their tombs. Slow, too slow, is this old
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world to learn the oft-repeated lesson that tlic words of pane-

j:vric uttered above unconscious dust are as idle and ineffectual

:iP the wind that bears them away. If the dead could be reached

hy the joys or sorrows of the living, many a heart misjudged

and broken, which, despairing, has ceased to beat, would,

iiinid its solemn shadows, be lilled with gladness and perpetual

peace. Let us hope that the following sonnet, one of Aliss

liOssetti'e best, may not be altogether wide of a precious possi-

bility :

The curtains were half drawn, the floor was swept

Aud strewn with rushes, rosemary and may
Lay thick upon tlie bed on which I lay.

Where through the lattice ivy-shadows crept.

He leaned above me, thinking that I slept

Aud could not hear him ; but I heard him say,

" Poor child, poor child I" and as he turned away

Came a deep silence, and I knew he wept.

He did not touch the shroud, or raise the fold

That hid my face, or take my hand in his.

Or ruffle the suiooth pillows for my head

:

He did not love me living ; but once dead

He pitied me ; and very sweet it is

To know he still is warm, though I am cold.

ryjTt/i/vvjuo e(U* fyiyyv^^-eyi^ ^
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Art. YIL—the MOKMOX PROBLEM IX THE WEST.

MoRMONiSM is one of the religious problems wliicli have oc-

cupied the thoughts of the evangelical Churches of the United

States for the past forty years. That the problem is not gen-

erally understood is apparent to those best acquainted with it.

We do not here discuss its origin and history, but simply

speak of it as it now appears. Mormonism is the dominant

religious, social, mercantile, and political force in Utah, which

has lately become one of the States of the Union. Beyond

this, it is getting large control among the people of three other

States, Xevada, Idaho, and Wyoming, and is extending into

Arizona and Xew Mexico.

It is in the West to stay. Its people are settled in a perma-

nent abode. In the beginning they braved the dangei-s of a

long and perilous journey across a trackless desert occupied by

Indians hostile to the settlement of the country by the whites,

and at a time when few dreamed of railroads and telegraphs.

Many of their women walked and pushed handcarts all the

way from Omaha to Salt Lake. On the journey they buried

some of their children far from human habitation, where the

coyotes and wolves often feasted on their remains, the people

themselves sometimes eating roots and herbs to keep from

starving. In the space of forty years they have turned a v\-ild

and dreary desert into smiling fields, meadows, and orchards.

so that the Scriptures are literally fulfilled, " The desert shall

rejoice, and blossom as the rose." Every traveler through the

valleys of Utah must admit the industry and frugality of the

people. Their perseverance in reclaiming a vast desolate region,

the home of wild beasts, and in making it a land of plenty has

but few parallels in history. They have built one large city,

Salt Lake, and hundreds of smaller towns and villages. Salt

Lake, with its magnificent temple, tabernacle, and assembly

house, is one of tlie wonders of this age. With its broad, shady

avenues, gardens full of fiowers and shrubbery, and beautiful

lawns, it delights every beholder. It is to the Mormon people

what Jerusalem and Mecca have been for ages to Jews and

Mohammedans. Xot.hing short of an earthquake or some

more ten-ible visitation of Providence, utterly blotting them
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,,;U. w ill ever remove these people from their chosen place of

JwKie.

The Mormons are increasing. Many people in the East

("link that Mormonism is waning. This is a mistake. Tliese

j..-..ple are multiplying rapidly. Every year large accessions

nr« made to their numbers by the labors of missionai-ies sent to

!;ie Soutliern States and to several countries of Europe. They
li;ive churches and schools in large numbers. In hundreds of

\illages in all this West their meeting houses are the only ones

to be seen and their bishops and preachers are the only ones

the people hear. In a summer "outing" the writer passed

through five villages in wliich are no religious services except

ihe Mormon. In this county—Uinta, Wyoming, sixty miles

wide and three hundred long, and having a po])ulation of over

eight thousand—not a church of any sort except Mormon can

he found outside of Evanston, the county seat. This is also '

true of many of the counties in Utah. Mormon votes elect

the oflicers in all departments of the State government, and the

-A[ormon Church controls the State university. Should a Gen-

tile be elected to office he will do as those already in office do

—

court the dominant power for bre^d and butter. An illustra-

tioi) of this is found in the case of a prosecuting attorney of

Tinta Count}-, AVyoming, AVhile not himself a Mormon, he

iuis winhed at polygamy, although knowing right well the men
\vho have plural wives. As far as enforcing the law against

JK'lygani}' is concerned, he might as well be an official in the

Mormon Church. But some one will ask why the Christian

people and business men who are not Mormons do not see that

the officers do their duty. The fact is that most business men,

u-Jiether Christian or not, do not care how many wives a man
i:''i> if they can secure his trade; and those who do care arc

jx'wcrless.

The Churches are not reaching the Mormons. During the

l;i>t twenty-five years over two millions of dollars have been

i^nt into Utah by the Christian Churches of the East for the

piirpo?e of converting the Mormons. While the Churches
liave been giving their money liberally to build up the Chris-

tian faith in all this West, more has been spent in Utah thnn in

•'»ny other Western State or Territory. But, so far as convert-

"ig the Mormons is concerned, this has been largely wasted.
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If two hundred real Mormons have been changed and made

into earnest evangelical Christians during that time we luive

not been able to discover them. A Presbyterian pastor wiio

has labored for the past five years in Utah is of opinion that

not one hundred Mormons have been converted into actual

Christians. For this there are doubtless several distinct reasons

:

1. The Mormons are largely a rural people. They occujn'

all the agricultural valleys and fruit-growing regions in Utah.

The work of the evangelical Churches is chiefly given to the

cities and railroad towns. There is an aversion on the part of

most of the present-day preachers to the old-fashioned Metho-

dist circuits. Hence little is done in the country, and the many

thousands of peoj-de residing there, especially the young, never

hear religious teacliing from any other than Mormon tongues.

2. There is little intercourse outside of business between

the Mormons and Gentiles. The former are a distinct people,

keeping to themselves. There is scarcely more intercourse be-

tween the two classes than between whites and negroes mu the

South.

3. The Mormons resent and resist any effort made to change

their religious faith, claiming, as they do, that the}' arc the

people of God. For this they present some plausible grounds.

They are more evangelical than the Unitarians and Univer-

salists of Kew England. They believe in tlie Xew Testament

Scriptures, the divinity of Jesus Christ, and the atonement for

sin secured by his death. Their ritual consecrating the bread

and water for the sacrament shows this, as do also the sermor.s

of their preaciiers. Unitarians would be indignant at any evan-

gelical Church sending missionaries among them to convert

them to the Christian faitli, as if they were heathen. The Mor-

mons have more authority from the Bible for their faitli and

practice, ]")olygamy included, than have- the Unitai'ians for

theirs. "When the commissioner from India in a recent Prcs-

byterian General Assembly pleaded that tlie members of lii-^

Church in that counti'y who have plural wives should not be

expelled, but educated out of their polygamy, he quoted I>ihli"

examples for his plea. The argument against polygamy, lik-.'

that against slavery, rests chiefly on other grounds than cxph\'''

biblical prohibition. AVhy waste time, money, and l:il)or in

carrying on what many regard as a religious crusade against a
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u 11 ic't, sober, religious, and industrious people? Let the laitj

aiul clergy of the other Churches show by superior living and

acting that they have a more spiritual religion, and in time the

Mormon Church will discard many of her vagaries and learn a

better way.

Tlie time has come for the authorities of all evangelical

Churches to change their plans of missionary o]teration in Utah.

Mormonism cannot be overcome by the methods now in use,

and the missionary money now wasted there ought to be applied

to more fruitful fields. If the evangelical Churches M-ill turn

their attention more to the higher education of the young men
and women they will in time accomplish more satisfactory re-

sults. One great mistake made by the Churches in the past has

been in failing to provide opportunities for higher education.

T!ie Congregationalists are- now recognizing this, and have

founded the Salt Lake College, which in the not distant future

will give them a commanding position. Had the missionary

money spent during the past twentj'-five yeai-s in supporting

missionaries in uncongenial, unfruitful, and barren fields, where

very few Gentiles live, been put by the Methodist Episcopal

Church into a commanding college much greater results would

now appear.
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Art. VIII.—WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

An eminent architect has described Westminster Abbey as

" the most lovely and lovable thing in Christendom." Its archi-

tectural beauties have recently been more clearly revealed by

the demolition of two rows of houses on the south side of the

Poets' Corner. JSTo more valuable street improvement has been

effected in Westminster during the last fifty years. An unin-

terrupted view is now obtained of the south side of the Abbey,

of the "incomparable chapter house," and of Henry YII's ex-

quisite Gothic chapeh But it is not merely its architectural

beauty that has gained for Westminster Abbey an abiding place

in the affections of the Anglo-Saxon race. It is the " head,

crown, and diadem of the kingdom," where for centuries the

kings and queens of England have been crowned, and then, a

little later, laid to rest after their day of power and greatness.

Edmund Waller, whose mother ^vas sister to the famous John

Hampden, thus speaks of its long line of coronations and

funerals

:

That antique pile behold,

^\'^le^e royal heads receive the sacred gold
;

It gives them crowns, and does their ashes keep

;

There, made like gods, like mortals there they sleep

;

Making the circle of their reign complete,

Those suns of empire, where they rise they set.

Westminster Abbey has another and a stronger claim on the

affections of our race. It is not merely a royal sanctuary and

mausoleum. It has become a temple of fame, where the noblest

of England's sons, her courtiers and statesmen, her soldiers

and sailors, her poets and musicians, her literary men, her dis-

coverers, her scientists, and her great leaders in religion and

philanthropy still live in the heart and memory of their country.

A writer in the days of the Commonwealth says that the Abbey
" hath always been held the greatest sanctuary and rendezvous

of devotion of the whole island, whereunto the situation of tlio

very place seems to contribute much and to strike a lioly kind

of reverence and sweetness of melting i)iety in the hearts

of the beholders." If Howell were with us to-day he would

enlarge his saying. Westminster is now, not merely the teinplo
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of an island, but of a race ; for, wherever the Anglo-Saxon has

ioiukI a home on both sides of the Atlantic and in all corners of

the world, this is for him the most sacred and the dearest sjjot

of the mother country.

It is generally held that the first monastery was built on

Tliorney, in order that its inmates might enjoy the solitnde of.

the Thames marshes. But Mr. Walter Besant, in his recent

hook on Westminster, maintains that the Isle of Thorns was

close to the great highway which led from the north to the

Continent. The Saxon Watling Street ended abruptly where.

]?uckingham Palace now stands. From that point to the spot

where the Dover Road began, on the southern bank of the

Thames, the merchants and wayfarers of the day had to wade

across the marshes guided by stakes. They rested a %vhile on

Tliorney, then pushed across to the Dover Road. The stream

of travelers scarcely ceased the whole year round. Merchants

witli pack horses, strings of slaves for the Continental market,

jugglers and minstrels followed each other in quick succession.

TJie beginnings of the foundation are wrapped in mystery.

Tlie eastern cathedral of St. Paul's Mas reputed to stand where

tliere had once been a temple of Diana ; the Western Minister,

if we may believe the traditions handed down by the monks,

was the successor of a temple to Apollo shaken down by an

earthquake in A. D. 154. Lucius, the first Bi-itish king, was its

builder. Sebert, the Anglo-Saxon prince, restored this ruined

church in C16. It was to be consecrated by the Bishop of Lon-

don on the morrow, when the noted '^miracle of the hallowing"

anticipated the episcopal function. At midnight a venerable

stranger roused Edric the fisherman and was by him ferried

across the river to Thorney. As he entered Sebert's church a

thousand wax tapers shone out and sweet voices chanted music

such as mortal ears had never heard before. At last the lights

died away and the stranger reappeared. " Know, O Edric,"

he said, " that I am Peter." He instructed this ferryman to

meet the bishop next morning at the door of the church and

tell him that the building had already been consecrated by the

jnince of the apostles. His reward was a miraculous draught

of fishes. When daylight came he made his way with a lordly

Palmon to the church. His tale was heard with amazement,

but the drippings of heavenly tapers on the high altars and the
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smell of fragrant incense sufficiently attested the story ! A
great thanksgiving service was held, then priests and monks
returned to London for a stately banquet at which Edric's fish

held the place of honor.

This myth must be read in the light of the long struggle

which the abbots of "Westminster waged against the jurisdiction

of the bishops of Loudon. In a credulous age such a tale was

worth a thousand arguments. But if these stories served their

purpose they have effectually disguised the real facts as to the

foundation of the Abbey. Mr. Besant thinks that there was a

rude wooden church on Thorney which was restored early in

the seventh century. When Edward the Confessor built his

new church a venerable set of relics was transferi-cd to it, which

shows that the foundation had already gained some celebrity.

The Confessor, however, is the first historic figure of AYest-

minster Abbey. He forms a notable frontispiece for our

record. His full, flushed, rose-red cheeks contrasted strangely

with the milky whiteness of his waving hair and beard. His

eyes were always fixed on the ground. His manners were a

singular mixture of gravity and of bursts of laughter. He
was as a rule gentle and affable, but at times had bursts of

Berserker rage. He would spend hours in the church absorbed

in devotion, and would then rush to the woods hawking and

cheering on his hounds. AVlien he was hiding from the Danes

in Kormandy Edward had vowed that if he were restored to

England he would make a pilgrimage to Rome. His people,

however, would not hear of such a journey. The pope, there-

fore, absolved him from his vow on condition that he should

build or restore some religious house dedicated to St. Peter.

It is said that he became greatly attached to the old xVbbcy at

Westminster because a crippled Irishman, who had made six

pilgrimages to Home, was there restored^ to strength. He told

the royal chamberlain that St. Peter had promised to cure him

if the king would carry him on his back to the church. Ed-

ward, amid the scoffs of his court, bore the beggar on his shoul-

ders to the high altar, where he was injmediately cured. So

ran the legend. The old Abbey was in some sense an appanage

to the Palace of Westminster, so that the king must have felt

a personal responsibility for its proper maintenance. The new

Abbey absorbed one tenth of the property of his kingdom and
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occupied fifteen years in building. It M-as in the Norman style,

resting on great arches, with a stone vanlt and very narrow

windows. It was the first cruciform church in the country.

The Confessor attended the Christmas services of 1065, wear-

ing liis crown and royal robes ; but three days later, when the

feast of conseci-ation M-as kept, he was unable to leave his bed.

liis queen represented him, and returned from the service to

nurse him. lie died on January 5, lOGG. The monkish legends

report many warnings which Edward had received of his ap-

proaching end. The child Christ appeared to him as he knelt

jicfore the high altar and bade him make ready for his last

journey. One day when the Abbot of Westminster was M-ith

liiin in the palace he was startled by the king's bursting into

laughter. Edward had seen the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus

turn over on their side, a sure portent of coming sorrow I Yet

another sign was vouchsafed. A beggar asked for alms. The
king had no money, but he plucked from his finger a precious

ring, which he gave to the suppliant. Some time afterward

two pilgrims brought back this ring from Palestine. A vener-

;iblc man, surrounded by a bright light, had appeared to them

and told them that he was St. John. They were to take back

the ring and tell the king that before six months were passed

lie would welcome him to Paradise.

After Edward's death the ring of St. John was put on his

linger and a crucifix of gold hung around his neck. Then six

of his liegemen bore him on their shoulders from the palace to

the Abbey, where his loving people thronged the dark Xorman
choir, thinking bitterly of the evil times in store. Funeral

masses were sung for three hundred days, and the poor flocked

to the grave to receive the alms which Edward had left for his

needy subjects.

The funeral dirges were scarcely over before William the

Conqueror, fresh from his victory at Hastings, came hei-e to be

crowned. That Christmas Day in lOGG witnessed a tumultu-

ous scene. AVhen the people in the Abbey shouted "Yea,
yea," in response to the question whether they would accept

William as their king, the guards outside, fearing for their

'uaster's safety, flung lighted torches on the thatched dwellings

tliat nestled around the Abbey. Then they began to plunder.

The congregation rushed out, leaving AVilliam defenseless and
OO—FIFTU SEUIKS, VOL. XII.
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unarmed. The coronation service was hastily finished witliout

the sacrament, William trembling all the -while with fear and

excitement.

Such a service was no pleasant introdnction to the Abbey;
but the Conqueror proved himself a stanch friend to the

foundation. Here his son Henry was on the same day both

crowned and married to the English princess Matilda. She

had been compelled in those stormy times to take refuge after

the death of her father in a convent, of which her aunt was

abbess. There she consented, under strong compulsion, to take

the veil. A synod of ecclesiastics now absolved her from her

vow. Archbishop Anselm ascended the pulpit at Westminster

to announce this decision and to ask the consent of the people

to the marriage. Maud's blushes surpassed her crimson robe in

color. The queen soon won the hearts of all her husband's

subjects. She secured the repeal of the odious curfew bell,

built many bridges and roads, and every day in Lent walked

barefoot and clothed in sackcloth from the palace, to wash and

kiss the feet of beggars in the Abbey.

It was in the reign of her grandson, Henry II. that West-

minster gained the great object of its ambition. The Abbey
had suffered much during the nineteen years that Gervaise de

Blois had been at its head. He had squandered its resources

on his vices, so that the coffers were now empty. Abbot

Lawrence, who was elected in 11G3, saw that there was no way
to restore prosperity save to secure the canonization of the

Confessor. He preached a sermon before the king and court,

dwelling on his virtues. With one voice Henry and his nobles

besought the abbot no longer to hide "so glorious a light from

the world." On October 13, 11 03, a bull of canonization was

secured. A Xorman-French life of the Confessor is preserved

at Cambridge, with an illumination representing two ecclesias-

tics placing the body of Edward in its new shrine. The king

and Archbishop Becket are helping the monks. Lawrence

drew off St. John's ring from the saint's finger and placed it

among the relics. Another illumination shows the shrine

completed. Pilgrims are creeping into a niche beneath it to be

healed by contact with the coftin. A monk stands at the side

reading the king's biography. Becket gave one of the statues

of ivory and gold that stands on the shrine. Did he dream, we
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woJider, of Lis own death and consecration ten years later, or

of the countless train of Canterbury pilgrims that should hasten

to his shrine ?

A liundred years later Henry III became the second

founder of Westminster. Gothic architecture had now com-
pletely eclipsed the heavy Xorman style. The king wished to

have a nobler building as his national cathedral, and resolved

to honor God and the two saints, St. Peter and St. Edward, by
erecting it without delay. The workmen found it no easy

task to pull down the Confessor's massive arches. They began
ilieir task in 1245. The country liad grown richer, but the

erection of the Abbey taxed its resources heavily. Indulgences

were granted to those who would give money. The widow of

an Oxford Jew was compelled to find £2,591. A fifteen daj's'

fair was held. The fairs at Ely and other places had to be

given up in its favor, and while it lasted no shops or booths

could be opened in London. People were thus brought to

AVestminster who would naturally visit the shrine and swell the

revenues. By 1260 the expenses of the building had reached

£'29,345, a sum equal to £200,000 in the present day. Nine
years later the Confessor's body was placed in its final resting

place. A mound of earth brought from Palestine was placed

behind the high altar. On this stood the shrine, "high on a

candlestick to enlighten the church." It was constructed by

Italian workmen, and was made of Purbeek maible, porphyry,

and glass mosaic, decked with pure gold and jewels. Henry
III gave an ensign of red samite, embroidered with gold. It

represented a dragon with its tongue continually moving. Its

eyes were of sapphires. Successive princes added to the

treasures of the shrine. There was a golden statue of St. Peter,

adonied with precious stones. In one hand the apostle held a

church, in the other he had the keys. Nero lay beneath his

feet. Henry's queen gave a silver image of the Virgin and

Cin'ld, set with rubies, emeralds, and garnets. A special monk
was appointed guardian of the shrine, and in times of national

crisis the king was able to pawn the treasures in order to raise

money for his wars. Edward II gave two new figures of pure

gold at his coronation.

A tender human touch is given to the history by the death

of Henry Ill's five-vear-old daujrhter Catherine. She was
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the first royal person buried in tlie new Abbey. The child

was " dumb and fit for nothing, but possessing great beauty."

A costly tomb of marble and rich glass mosaic, elaborately

colored and gilt, was erected for lier in the south ambulatory,

just within the gates. Her death caused much heartache in

the palace. Tiie tomb is still standing, but its colors are faded,

and the two images that stood on it have long since disappeared.

William of Gloucester received seventy marks for making one

image of silver. Simon of Wells set it in its place on the

tomb.

Three years after tlie Confessor's shrine had been conse-

crated the king was laid to rest in his new minster. His son

Edward I may almost be called the child of tlie Abbey, for he

was the first of our English princes named after the Contessor.

At his coronation five hundred horses, on which the nobles

rode to the service, were let loose for the crowd to catch. The

queen consort, one of the great royal ladies of England, was

buried Jiere in 1290. Charing Cross, where the funeral pro-

cession made its last halt, still enshrines the memory of la cJiire

ire'me. A hundred wax tapers were set on her tomb. AVhen

any royal visitor came thirty of these were lighted, while on

the anniversaries of her death all blazed out in memory of

Eleanor of Castile. Edward gave the Abbey an abiding

memorial of his favor when, in 1297, he offered at the shrine

the crown and scepter of the Scottish kings and the famous

-coroTiation stone from Scone, which already had a history of

four hundred and fifty years. By his own orders a coronation

chair was made, with two leopards carved at the sides. This

was finislied in 1301. It is now merely the wreck of its former

self, but it is covered with rich cloths on coronation days to hide

the i-avages of time. Just before Edward set out on his last

expedition to Scotland he held a great feast in the Abbey, when

the first Prince of Wales, Edward II, knighted three hundred

youths of noble family. They received purple cloth, silk, fine

linen, and tunics wrought with gold from the royal stores.

Then they kept vigil in the Temple Cliurch, which was sur-

rounded with tents where they robed for the ceremony. The

prince, with his father and liis companions of highest rank, kept

their vigil in the Abbey. The noise made by trumpets, fifes,

and voices completely drowned the singing of the monks, which
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could not be heard from one side of the choir to the other.

Edward knighted his son in the palace, then the prince knighted

liis friends in the Abbey. The pressure before the high altar

was so great that two of the knights were stifled and several

others fainted, even though each candidate had three supporters

to protect him. Such was the crowd that the prince actually

belted them on the high altar. Two swans, goi'geously capar-

isoned and with gilt beaks, were brought before the king, on

which he swore to punish the perjury of the Scots. Not long

afterward Edward set out on his expedition, and died at Burgh-

on-the-Sands.

Again we pass over the larger part of a century to the days of

Richard 11. He owed much of his popularity to the fact that

he was the son of England's darling, the Black Prince. Life in

his Palace of Westminster was marked by all the profuse mag-

nificence of the days of chivalry. There were twenty thousand

retainers, each of whom had bouclie of court, that is, rations,

pay, arms, and lodging at the king's expense. The palace,

which approached within twenty feet of where Henry

YIFs Chapel now stands, was a crowded city, gay with

pageants and tournaments, full of intrigue and revelry. On

the day before his coronation the young king rode from the

Tower, with his Knights of the Bath, now first created, to

attend him. Xo knight in all the company could rival Richard

in grace of person or manners. He had a long face, with large

eyes and flowing light brown hair. He loved rich attire, and

generally wore a green doublet or jerkin embroidered with

flowers, crowns, and his own initials. He revived the old cus-

tom of appearing in state at the Confessor's feast, swore his

most solemn oaths at his shrine, and before riding out to quell

AVat Tyler's insurrection at Smithlield heard mass hi the Abbey

and consulted its hermit. When his consort, Anne of Bo-

hemia, died of the plague at Shene in 139i he cursed that

palace and, it is said, ordered it to be razed to the ground.

Hundreds of wax tapers brought from Flaiulers were burnt at

lier grave in Westminster. Froissart says the illumination was

" so great that nothing like to it was ever before seen." Rich-

ard quenched the luster of his reign by his own mad favoritism

and came to a bitter and untimely end. He lies at Langley,

far away from the Abbey he loved.
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Henry IV only held the throne which he had usurped for

about twelve years. lie came up to London iu 14:12 to pre-

pare for the last Crusade, but was seized with a fit as he knelt

before the Confessor's shrine. He expected, according to an

old prophecy, to die in Jerusalem ; but it was in the Jerusalem

Chamber that he breathed his last. Shakespeare makes him

say

:

But bear me to that chamber ; there I'll lie

;

In that Jerusalem shall Harry die.

This chamber was the scene of that memorable "conversion"

whicli, according to our great dramatist, changed the wild

young prince into a noble man

:

The breath no sooner left his father's body,

But that his wilduess, mortiiieJ iu him,

Seerncd to die too
;
yea, at tiiat very moment.

Consideration, like an angel, came.

And whipped the offending Adam out of him.

Leaving his body as a paradise,

To envelop and contain celestial spirits.

HenryY was crowned in a snowstorm. His people rejoiced in

his personal graces of mind and body, and went mad with exul-

tation over his memorable victory at xVgincom-t. Then came

the coronation of liis Prench queen, Catharine. Two years

later Henry died at Yincennes. His funeral car journeyed

through France to the burial x^lace of our kings. An effigy

made of boiled leather lay face upward on the coffin. It was

painted to resemble the king, and was clothed in the royal

robes, bearing the crown, scepter, and ball of gold adorned with

precious stones. It rested on a coverlet of vermilion silk. xV

crowd of men in white marched round the funeral car, carry-

ing nearly a thousand torches. When the procession, with its

gorgeous banners and the royal coat of arms, passed up the nave

at Westminster Henry's three chargers, laded with his arms

and accouterments, followed their master to his last resting

place. He was laid in his own chapel, to the east of. the Con-

fessor's slirine, which stands behind the present altar screen.

A nation's hopes seenied buried with liim. The steps that lead

to the chapel are still worn and hollowed by the knees of his

loving subjects w"ho came to hear masses sung for Henry's soid.

On either side of the altar are the old cupboards, with their

\
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ouiious bolts, ill "which tlic rehcs were kept. Henry Y was a

«ievotcd son of Westminster and a deadly enemy of all lieretics.

The wild oaths of his youth were replaced by two expressions,

*' It must be done," and " Impossible." He had set his heart

on destroying all the vines in France in order to root out

drunkenness.

Before we close the medireval history of the Abbey let us

visit the monastery. Its mitered abbot ranked next in dignity

to liis bi'other of St. Albans. On his election he always dropped

his surname and added his birthplace to his Christian name.

As he passed through the cloisters the monks rose to their feet

as a mark of honor. He was entirely free from episcopal juris-

diction. Abbot Crokesley, who gained this much-coveted ex-

emption, died in 125S. His successors had, therefore, to jour-

ney to Rome to secure the pope's approval of their election.

But Peter of Lewisham was too fat to move, and before the

problem could be solved he died. The abbots of Westminster

do not play any conspicuous part in history, though some of

tliem were munificent bnilders and able administrators. The
vast estates of the monastery, not only in Westminster, but

scattered th rough..jiinety-seven towns and villages, seventeen

hamlets, and two hundred and sixteen manors, evidently ab-

sorbad too much of the abbot's time and care to leave him free

to carve his path to fame. One of his chief duties was to pre-

}5are the kings and queens for their coronation. He visited the

palace two days before this event to warn the prince to cleanse

liis conscience before the anointing oil was poured upon him.

The Dean of Westminster still keeps the Liler Regalis, or

Coronation Service Book, which dates from the reign of Rich-

ard II.

The monks arc more obscnre than the abbots. Some gained

great skill as painters. John of Canterbury, who flourished in

the days of Richard II, has gained a place in the annals
|

of his house by those calves and thighs of his which were the
j

wonder of all England. When the country was threatened by
j

a French invasion John was provided with a suit of armor to
!

go to the coast as Abbot Littlington's bodyguard. After peace

had returned the armor was offered for sale in London, but no

one could be found big enough to lit it. The younger brethren

shaved in the cloister, where soap and hot water were always at
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hand. If any monk could not sliave liimsclf he was advised

to resolve in liis mind tliat saying of the philosoplier, " For

learning what is needful no age seems to me too late." The
monks shaved once a fortnight in summer, and every three

weeks in winter. In their gi-eat refectory many a distinguished

guest was welcomed. Tlic brethren met at least once a week to

confess in the incomparable chapter house. Offenders were

whipped at the central pillar. The chapter house became the

cradle of Parliament. Six years after it was built, in 1256, the

great council of the nation met here to graTit a subsidy.

In the time of Edward III it was lent for the meeting of Parlia-

ment. The modern windows are a memorial to Dean Stanley.

A curious corner of the monastery was the infirmary, where

lived the monks who had reached the age of fifty and were ex-

empt from the ordinary regulations of the house. They were

never told anything unpleasant, and enjoyed full liberty to cen-

sure and examine eveiybody in the establishment.

The building of the Abbey church proved a long and heavy

task. Henry III left the iSI'orman nave standing and joined his

own choir to it. About the middle of the fourteenth century the

monks resolved to rebuild it. Henry \ helped them nobly, hut

it was not till the days of Henry A"II that the west window was

set up and the junction made with the choir, Henry YII has

left his mark on the Abbey in that Gothic chapel which Lcland

called '-' oihis iniraculumr When he died at Eichmond in

1509 it was only completed as far as the vaulting. !Nine days

before he died he gave the abbot £5,000 to finish the chapel.

Before time and the Puritans laid their hands upon it it was one

of the sights of England. The upper windows were filled with

painted glass, which has now nearly all vanished. The exterior

was restored by Gayfere at the beginning of this century. No
inch of the oi'iginal surface work survives, but the mason was

so devoted to Gothic architecture that he restored the place to

something like its old beauty. Henry is buried in his chapel in

a wonderful tomb. His son dissolved the monastery, whose

revenues were equivalent to £70,000 a year of our money. The

altar cloths, copes, and illuminated missals were carried off or

destroyed, and the plate and furniture vanished.

Queen Mary held here a service of reconciliation between

Rome and England, at which Philip of Spain was present.
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TliHiik God that page in our history was soon turned. Her
heart, oil wliicli she said the word "Calais" would be found

•.vritten, lies in her vault, wrapped in red sarcenet and in a box

i-...vcrcd with crimson silk and black velvet, garnished with gold

iiuo. This case cost twenty-five shillings and ninepence, as the

. haniberlain's books still show. Queen Elizabeth was a great

!..viTof the Abbey. It was said that De^m Goodman, who was

iii-r personal friend, could get whatever he liked for Westmin-

'tcr. Her tomb here was erected under James I at a cost of

i".'05. Long afterward Fuller speaks of " the lively draught

vi it, pictured in every London and in most country churches,

rvory parish being proud of the shade of her tomb ; and no won-

.i'.r, where each loyal subject created a mournful monument for

her in his own heart." A copy of this " draught " is still pre-

.-crved at St. Saviour's, Southwark, with the lines underneath :

St. Peter's Cluu-ch at Westminster

Her sacred body dotli inter

;

Hei" glorious soul with angels sings,

Her deeds hath jiatterns been for kings,

Her love in every heart hath room
;

This only shadou-s forth her tomb.

One page of Westminster history must not be overlooked.

The Abbey enjoyed rights of sanctuary which had been de-

!:!icd and regulated by Edward the Confessor. These covered

ii'.it only the church, but extended to its gardens, cloisters, and

all its precincts. On the northwest corner, near to the spot

wliore the Westminster Guildhall is now built, stood a ponder-

ous square keep seventy-five feet long and sixty feet high. Its

heavy oaken door, covered with sheets of iron, gave access to a

f.'l')oniy chapel, above which was another chapel where the

refn2:ees of highest rank might find gi-eater security. Other

^lilM^'i'^i'ts formed a kind of settlement around this sanctuary.

Kli/.-ibeth Woodville, the queen of Edward lY, twice sought

^-^lehcr here. In 137Sthe constable of the Tower pursued two

'ii^^'itives into the Abbey with a band of armed men, and throe

I'vrf^ons were killed in the fray. The church was closed for

'"iir months, and the chief culprits had to pay a heavy fine.

I'lif, though the right of sanctuary was a boon to the Middle

•\^'e.s it gradually became a curse to the nation. Traitors,

thieves, and murderers harbored here till the precincts of the
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Abbey became a nest for criminals of the basest sort. The

rights were, therefore, taken away in the days of James I, and

in'' 1750 the venerable St. Peter's sanctuary itself disappeared.

Let us step behind the choir into its north aisle. This is the

"' Musicians' Aisle." One tablet arrests attention. " Here lies

Henry Purcell, who left this life and is gone to that blessed
|

place where only his harmony can be exceeded." Purceirs
|

father and uncle were musicians of the Chapel Royal, and as a I

lad he became a chorister there. Dr. Blow, the organist of tiio

|

Abbey, resigned his post in favor of his gifted pupil, who be-
|

came organist in 1G79 at the age of twenty-one. Purcell hold.-: I

rank as one of the greatest English composers. After his ai> \

pointment to Westminster he wrote anthems and sacred music
\

for the Abbey services and for State funerals. He died at the
j

age of thirty-eight, when his old master resumed liis post as i|

organist. I

Westminster Abbey has many claims on remembrance, but
|

none are so tender as those drawn from the fact that it is '• the
|

resting place of famous Englishmen from every rank and creed
^

and every form of mind and genius." It is interesting to trace
j

the steps by which it became a national temple of fame. The
^

cloisters contained the little monastic cemetery. A huge slab
|

in the south cloister, called '^ Gervase " or " Long Meg," is the
j

footprint left there by the black death of 134S, the most deadly 4

plague that ever visited Europe. The abbot and twenty-six
|

monks are said to be buried here. The immediate retainers 01
|

the court and their families naturally found their way to the
^

same resting place. Hugoliu, the chamberlain of the Confessor.
|

was buried near the treasury which he had guarded so well
|

It was under Richard H that the first impulse was given to the
j

burial of famous subjects in the Abbey, not, however, wit);- a

out protest. When John of Waltham, Bishop of Salisbury,
|

treasurer, keeper of the privy seal, master of the i-oHs, was
|

buried in the Confessor's chapel there was a general muriuur.
|

Another prelate, Richard Courtney, of Norwich, whom Henry

V nursed during his illness at Harfleur, was laid to rest hcry
^

just before the battle of Agincourt. In the reign of Elizabetn
j

the Abbev was first distinctly recognized as a temple of fan"'-

|

We naturally turn to the chronicles of Judah, where we read oi
j

Jehoiada thit ^' they buried him in the city of David amoiii:
j
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{lie liiii'^s, because lie Lad done good in Israel, both toward God,

^,,.1 toward his house." " It has been the peculiar privilege of

liii- kiu^s of England that neither in life nor in de:Uh have

tia'V been parted from their people." Such a fellowship of

rrinccs and subjects adds unspeakably to the interest of the

Abbey as an epitome of England. When Xelson had taken

tiio Spanish San Nicholas at St. Yincent, in 1797, another

ilirc-e-dccker, the San Josef, attacked him. This compelled

I'im either to quit his prize or engage his new assailant. He

attacked at once, crying, " Westminster Abbey or glorious vic-

tory!"

One page in the history of the Abbey must not be overlooked.

Ill the Middle Ages, when the rival monasteries vied with each

otlicr as to which should attract the greatest crowd of devotees

b)' its relics, Westminster was able to boast some rare treas-

ures. The Knights Templars sent Henry III a vial of blood

which, according to the Patriarch of Jerusalem and other dig-

nitaries, had been taken from the wounds of our Lord upon the

crciss. The king himself bo)-e it aloft from St. Paul's to the

Abbey on the Confessor's feast. Two years later he added a

marble stone said to bear the print of the Saviours foot. In

more modern times the custodians of the Abbey reaped their

harvest from the wax effigies which were on view. The hearse,

cr platform decorated with black hangings, usually remained

for a month beside the grave, or in the case of a sovereign for a

nuich longer time. Till Henry YIIPs day the body itself was

1 <iJ on this hearse. Afterward a wax figure of the deceased took

its place. Laudatory verses were pasted or pinned to it, such

as Ben Jonson's epitaph on the Countess of Pembroke

:

Underneath tliis Fable berse

Lies the subject of all verse,

Sidney's sister, I'embroke's mother.

Death, ere thou hast slain another

Learned, and fair, and good as she.

Time shall throw a dart at thee.

After the rush of visitors had ceased the Avax figures were gen-

^Tidly removed into wainscot presses above the Islip Chapel.

I'»>-tween the sermon and evening prayers the vergers showed

these tonibs and effigies for a fee of two pence. A Devonshire

clown called it "the play of the dead folk." In his Citizen of
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the World, Goldsmith gives an amusing description of a vi.-JL

to these wonders

:

Our conductor led us through several dark walks and winding v,;iy^

uttering lies, talking to himself, and nourishing a wand which he lit! i

iu his hand. He reminded me of the black magicians of Kobi. Aft' r

we had been almost fatigued with a variety of objects he at last det-irvl

me to consider atteutively a certain suit of armor, which seemed to show
nothing remarkable. "This armor," said he, "belonged to Genera!

Monk." " Very surprising that a general should wear armor!" "Ami
pray," added he, "observe this cap; this is General Monk's cap." " Yliv

strange, indeed, very strange, that a general should have a cap also:

Pray, friend, what might this cap have cost originally?" "That, sir,"

sail! he, "I don't know; but this cap is all the wages I have for mv
trouble."

The " Ingoldsby Legends " touch the same topic in these hnc^:

T thought on Xaseby, Marstou Moor, aud Worcester's crowning fight.

When on niv ear a sound there fell, it filled me with affright;

As thus, in low, unearthly tones, I heard a voice begin,

" This here's the cap of General Monk ! Sir, please put summut in."

After Xelson's burial in St. Paul's the crowd of sightseers

deserted the Abbey to gaze on his funeral car. The officials at

Westminster were, however, equal to the emerger "^ . They

procured a wax figure of the naval hero, dressed it in some of

the clothes he had actually worn, and were rewarded for their

enterprise by the return of the sightseers. This wax effigy of

Kelson is one of the eleven figures which still survive. Queen

Bess, Charles II and the Duke of Buckingham, Queen Aiu.e

and her little son, William and Mary set together in a gl;i>:^

case, and the Earl of Chatham—these are the chief remnimts cf

the famous waxwork show at Westminster.

Jn the nortli transept rest the statesmen. As we stand theio

we realize what Macaulay meant when he spoke of that '' lein-

pie of silence and reconciliation where the enmities of twenty

generations lie buried." Chatham is there, and the sumptuoi!-;

national monument bears witness to his country's sense of h'--

greatness. His brilliant son, William Pitt, sleeps in the same

vault, while close by rests his great rival, Fox. Sir ]Jobrrt

Peel, Palmerston, Beaconsfield, and a band of England's nobh-t.

and greatest sons are here.

One spot in the Abbey is dearer than all others to onr rac".

It is that Poets' Corner in the south transept where tlic swet:-
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c.: siJigiog birds of England are hold in abiding honor.

CLaiK'tT, wlio died in liOO, probably owed his place, not to

the fact that he was a " well of English undetiled," but some-

{i-nc clerk of the royal works in the palaces at Westminster

*n.l Windsor. No memorial save a leaden plate hanging to a

i.-Iiar marked his grave till 1555, when Nicholas Brigham, him-

i M.\i a poet, erected the present tomb. Edmund Spenser was

WA near Ciiaucer, and Cowley rests beside the poet whose
•• F.ieric Queene," before he was twelve years old, "tilled his

!;«ai] with such chime of verses as never since left ringing there."

fJi.'rious John Dryden is here; and, though Shakespeare rests

»? Stratford, his monument, erected by public subscription in

1740, sets the great master in his royal seat among his brother

j-H.'t.s. Ben Jonson was buried upright in what would have

UiMi a nameless grave had not Jack Young, who passed by at

'!iO moment, given eighteen pence for the inscri])tion, '' O rare

iV'ii Jonson." Dr. Johnson tells us how he once stood with

<i<'l<l.>«inith in the Poets' Corner. He burst out with the saying,

" f'irsitan et nostrum nomen miscehliur istis.''* As they re-

lumed by Temple Bar Goldsmith pointed slyly to the heads

'•f tlie Jacobites: " J^orsitan et vestrum nomen niiscehltur

" '''.<." One April night in 1759 Handel was buried here at eight

••'clock. A vast concourse of people of all ranks, numbering
I- t fewer than three thousand, met to 1 ^.lor the great master

'f harmony. Three years later Roubiliac's statue, taken from
a cast after death, was unveiled. Handel left £000 for this

lixTiument, and the portrait is said to be the best of him in

<^\!.stence. The centenary of Handel's birth was kept in the

Mihey in May, 17Y4 ; more than ten thousand persons were

|rv.scnt during the four days' festival. The doors were be-

*egfcd from early dawn till ten o'clock. Disheveled hair and

''HI garments bore witness to the engcrness of the crowd.
T '"-' orciicstra and choir numbered six hundred voices. Thrones
^v.rc placed for the king and queen before the choir screen.

_^\'iiou the "Hallelujah Chorus" burst forth George HI rose to

•'^^ feet with tears streaming down his face. The audience
•*• ''.lowed his example, and that custom has obtained ever since

* "It first Handel festival. When the composer wrote the

'•ii'Tus lie said, " I thought I did see all heaven opened and
'•'C- great God himself."
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During the last quarter of a century the Abbey has gaine.I

an ever-deepening liold on the affection oftlie Enghsli-speakin^r

world. Charles Dickens was laid here in 1870. The crea-

tions of his genius seem to start up around us as we stand by

the master's grave. David Livingstone's slab in the nave

will never cease to attract the lover of heroic living. A
Cliristlike spirit still speaks to us in those memorable word.-;

on the slab in the nave of the minster: "All I can add in my

loneliness is, May heaven's rich blessing come down on every

one, American, Englishman, or Turk, who will help to lie;il

the open sore of the world ! " What Methodist heart docs n..t

thrill as it approaches the tablet to John atid Charles Wesley,

erected in 1S76 ? Have any men in this great national house

of fame laid the world under such a debt as those Epwortli

brothers? Dean Stanley and Lady Augusta" rest in Henry

YIFs Chapel. In all tiie bright succession of custodians

of this temple of fame, including Lancelot Andrewes, tlie

casuist, scholar, and saintly man of James I's court, anl

Francis Atterbury, the exiled Jacobite, there is no name nior..-

beloved than that of the catholic-hearted Stanley. He w;i>

laid to sleep in the Abbey in ISSl. A few years later our t\vi»

great princes of song, Robert Browning and Alfred Tcniiv-

son, were gathered to this illustrious fellowshi]). Browninir i^

the poet-thinker and the master of lyric poetry, whose short

poems are as wonderful in beauty, charm, variety, and vigor :!>

they are in number. Tennyson was the restorer of Arthur*-

court, who opened a new wonderland to our genei-ation and

taught the loveliness of purity and unselfishness. His funeral

in the Abbey was a national demonstration. Lord Salisbury,

Lord Rosebery, Dr. Jowett, Mr. Lecky, and the presidents o'.

the Eoyal Academy and Royal Society were among the }>ai':-

bearers. The Abbey was packed from end to end by the mul-

titude that had come to pay their last tribute to the laureate,

and for several days there was a never-ceasing stream of visit-jr>

to his grave.

Westminster Abbey belongs to the whole Anglo-Saxon race ;

but America has her special share in this temple of fam<'«

George Pcabody's body lay in the nave for a few nioiitl'.^

before it was carried across the Atlantic to Salem. Longfcl!o\v'

seems almost as much our own in Enorland as Tennyson him-
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,.-]:", niul liis bust holds its place of honor in tlie Poets' Corner.

A ^Inall window in the vestibnle of the chapter house has been

:"::r<l witli glass in memory of J. li. Lowell. Lowell himself

i^;i-« one of the original promoters of the Dean Stanley memo-

7 .ft!, wliich took the form of stained glass windows for the

<-!i.»j»tcr liouse. One of these windows was presented by the

.turn, another by friends in America. The Ab])cy has thns

;.nlt more closely the bonds of brotherhood between the two

j^r.-at English-speaking peoples on either side of the Atlantic.

A.- Dean Stanley said, "It is the peculiar home of the entire

Anglo-Saxon race, on the other side of the Atlantic no less than

i.ii this." Stanley's book still holds its place as the most fasci-

nating history of the Abbey ; but Mrs. Murray Smith, the duugh-

wi of the present dean, has just wiitten a volume which the

.^^•.^srs. Cassell have brought out in a sumptuous edition, and

.Mr. "Walter Besant has given us a monograph on Wesiminstep

'.vliich is quite as ]'>icturesque as his novels,

Tlic history of the mother country for eight hundred years

r.nfoUls before us as we stand in AYestminster Abbey. All the

f^urrcnts of English life have left their mark here. The moral-

ist and the student of character will always discover fresh

tiienics liere. But the chief lesson that we learn is the old

I'-ison of moi-tality. Brilliant pageants succeed each other in

r.ipid succession, but they are interspersed with solemn fnnei*-

"!•= ; for, as Jeremy Taylor said in his sermon on death,

'•Where our kings are crowned their ancestors lie interred,

•J'ul they must walk over their grandsire's head to take his

orown." St. Peter's words are never more significant than when
'•^e stand here in the presence of death's victories over the

r-'iiat and honored, over princes, courtiers, statesmen, men of

K^-nius :
" For all flesh is as grass, and all the glory of man as

the flower of grass. The grass withcreth, and the flower

thi'roof falleth away : but the word of the Lord endureth for-

ever. And this is the word which by the gospel is preached
tnito you,"
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

The ethical culturists would do well to meditate upon tlie

following sentence from a book which some have attributed to

Herbert Spencer: ""We should not cry out for new ethical stand-

ards, for new and impossible moral authorities, while we ruth-

lessly destroy a standard and an authority—religion—the practi-

cal usefulness of which could not be replaced for centuries by

:any new standard or authority, even if invented now."

TuE progress of civil service reform in the national govern-

ment has been slower than its enthusiastic advocates could have

wished ; but its gradualness has tended to make that j^rogress

secure. Step by step it has gone on through nearly twenty years,

various groups of clerks in the civil service passing successively

under the rule of entrance by examinations and tenure during

fitness, until the number of appointive officers dependent on presi-

dential elections is only a fraction of the whole, or will be so

when the present presidential term closes. The progressive sys-

tem of change has disarmed hostility, and each new advance has

had the support of success in previous advance. Spoilsmen have

discovered that the reform is practicably completed, and that

rewards for political service must hereafter be sought in such

satisfaction as the triumph of principles or patriotic pride may
afford. The matter proves once more that the American ])eople

have a sound heart and a clear purpose toward their public serv-

ice ; and it proves also that discretion is as useful as courage in

sound reform movements. If we had waited until the civil serv-

ice could be reformed at a stroke we should still be waiting.

Discreet men found means to advance by stages, and they are

now entitled to general apj)lause.

There are few more cheerful chapteis in our political history

than those which record the story of the gradual passing of the

spoils of office. Those bright chapters may well make us hopeful

in our struggle to reform the government of cities. Difficult,
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stupendous, hopeless as this enterprise loolcs to be in these first

years of the conflict, it does not wear so hopeless an aspect as did

civil service reform at Washington in its early years. It is pos-

tjjble, too, that the method of the civil service reformers may
teach lessons to the champions of municipal reform. It is often

good generalship to conquer an enemy in detail rather than to

fight liim in mass. Each one of a hundred skirmishes may be lost

without losing the campaign, while one pitched battle may im-

peril by defeat not only a campaign but a whole war. Is it

wicked to suggest that possibly we are making more progress

than some think by the skirmish lines, and the step-by-step ad-

vance of temperance reform ? This at least is certain, that we are

not called upon to despair of any good cause when such an ex-

ample as civil service reform shines upon our path to better

tilings.
*

LETTER AXD SPIRIT.

Is Christianity a system of great principles adapted to grown

men, or is it a collection of petty precepts prescribed for chil-

dren ? If one were to judge from the way it lias generally been

regarded and administered he would have to conclude that the

latter is the correct view. Only a small minority seem as yet to

have apprehended the fact that it is our privilege to servo God,

not in the bondage of the old letter, but in the freedom of the

new spirit. Most people, even in these closing years of the nine-

teenth century since the birth at Bethlehem, take their religion

very much in the Jewish fashion, and totally misconceive the pur-

pose of the Bible.

One reason for this worship of the letter is no doubt found in

the fact that it is easier and simpler, and so makes its appeal to

the natural laziness of himianity. People like to be spared the

trouble of thinking, like to be relieved of the burden of responsi-

bility, like to be told just what they should do. To have explicit

directions set down in black and white falls in much better with

their mental ijiertia or intellectual incapacity than to have to

work out independent solutions to the complicated problems of

life. It is also true that in this way greater honor seems to bo

paid to the Bible; and with vast multitudes this thought is deci-

t^ive. They have unbounded reverence for the sacred book, the

book of wonderful achievements, of universal adaptations, of un-

varying victory in multitudinous conflicts, the supreme source of

truth, instructor of the erring, comforter of the sorrowing, joy
51—FIl-'TU SEHIES, VOL. XII.
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of the virtuous, abhorrence of the vicious, guide of youth, and
hope of the world. For such a vokimc Avliat homage can be too

great? And that theory which leads to its being more frequently

consulted as of binding authority has for the great bod}' of Chris-

tian people a most weighty presumption in its favor. Haviii"-

some influence to make the same view popular with the mass of

mankind is the perception that the masses are thus put on a level

with the classes. Priests and prophets are no more needed. Wise
men and learned men lose their advantage. Brains count for lit-

tle, experience for less. If all are reduced to the grade of chil-

dren, whose only task is to take a plainly written direction just

as it stands and follow it without variation, then no one can as-

sume any superiority or set up to be a teacher.

For these various reasons, and doubtless for more, it is very

difficult indeed to detach any large number of people from the

deeply iuAvrought conclusion that we have in the Holy Scriptures

a soi-t of code so miraculously framed by infinite Avisdom that it

furnishes a conclusive answer to all questions of duty, and pro-

vides distinct directions for all perplexities that may arise in all

ages and lands. So they regard the most literal reading of the

volume as always the best, religiously refuse to exercise their

reason, and shrink back with something like horror from the sug-

gestion that the Bible requires not merely translation from a

foreign tongue, but manifold other adjustments and interpreta-

tions, to bring it into completest touch with our practical needs

to-day.

Nevertheless, though the truth be distasteful it is better tofi^ce

it. And certainly both Jesus and Paul took great pains to set

the matter right. There were many in Christ's day who were

stumbled by his speeches because they took them more literally

than he expected or wished. To such on one occasion he said,

"It is the Spirit that quickeneth, the flesh profiteth nothing; the

Avords that I have spoken unto you arc spirit and are life." That

is to say, do not be so dull; you are about to leave me, alienated,

offended, disgusted, because I have said something about drinking

ray blood and eating my body. I did not intend this to be taken

in a carnal, fleshly way. I did not intend you to become canni-

bals; I supposed you would see this; I speak of spiritual things

under physical images; my words are not dead things capable of

only one interpretation, they are living seeds of truth ; if you give

them a chance they will germinate, they will fructify till a great

harvest of blessing has resulted. And thus it has verily been.
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Had people laid hold of the fact that Christ's words were alive

iIk'V would not have treated them in such a wooden way. Dead
juatter has only one form; it cannot change. Life takes on all

M)rls of forms; there is in it a power of growth, amplification,

inuditication. Life has in it the promise and potency of a thou-

Miiid things. It means largeness, freedom, adaptation, progress-

ivcness. And this is what true Christianity, built as it is upon

Christ's words, must ever be, large, free, and progressive, not

stereotyped or stagnant and anchored, not cribbed, cabined, and

fonlined, but broad, bright, breezy, all-enfolding, world-embrac-

ing, lime-enduring, age-defying.

St. Paul was especially the apostle of the spirit even against

llic letter, standing for liberty from the minute ceremonialism

and hard, bondage of the Mosaic law. He clearly apprehended

the era of emancipation which his Master had come to set up,

the deliverance from tutors and governors, the transition from

cliildhood to manhood. Paul Avas divinely called and constituted

to be the champion of that great idea, and he fulfilled his office

well. lie saw that Christianity was to become a world-wide af-

fair, to go into all countries as well as all centuries, and on that

account must be stripped of everything having a merely tempo-

rary or local nature, everything suited only to one set of circum-

stances, one kind of folks. Adherence to the letter of the law

would have killed all progress, would have put the new move-

ment into bands so tight that it could not move, would have kept

it within the narrowest of circles. Po the great apostle exceed-

ingly rejoiced to be able to say, " Go' made us ministei's of a new
covenant; not of the letter but of the spirit; for the letter kill-

cth, but the spirit giveth life;" "the same in newness of the

spirit, and not in oldness of the letter."

Not the precepts, then, but the principles of Holy Writ are the

tilings that chielly and immediately concern us; not the transitory

but the permanent, not tiie incidental but the essential, not the

outward form but the inward substance. When we read the Ser-

mon on the Mount and find therein a multitude of particular pre-

cepts for the exact regulation of life—resist not evil, give to him

tliat asketh, lay not up treasures upon earth, swear not at all,

judge not—we need not throw to the winds the dictates of common
sense in our efforts to slavishly carry out these precise directions.

U seems sufiiciently clear that even at the time they were spoken

they were not intended to be taken with absolute literalness;

still lees are they thus binding now. Most valuable princijilesare
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,to be found there, but not universally applicable rules. A re-

vengeful, quarrelsome spirit, quick to render blow for blow, and

hold a grudge; a niggardly, co\etous spirit, turning a deaf ear

to every cry of want, hardening the heart to all appeals for pity

that it may have more to hoard up or spend upon its pleasures;

a spirit of levity and frivolity that weighs not its words but flings

out promises or thrcatenings, blessings or cursings, as the mood
may be, with no gravity or seriousness of mind; an anxious spirit,

dlj*'-ustful of God, worrying itself for no good; a censorious

spirit, eager to find fault, forming conclusions rashly and harshly,

to the injury of the reputation of a neighbor; a licentious spirit,

full of animalism and lubricity, making everything bend to its own
base, beastly passions ; a boastful, ostentatious spirit, more mind-

ful of doing what "will be praised than of doing what is right

—

these are the things that Jesus strikes at in the sermon, and the

things that every religious teacher must strike at. For they are

things that are wrong in every age, for every person, totally,

unmistakably wrong, to be condemned always and everywhere

without restriction or qualification. But when one comes to draw

up the special regulations that bring these general principles into

close connection with one's everyday life, there is, of course,

much room for diversity of opinion and variety of practice in

different ages, countries, and personal conditions. And since

Christianity is a religion for the -whole world, and for all time, it

is very clear that it cannot deal much with precepts, but must

confine itself to principles.

If this had been borne in mind the mistake would not have

been made of supposing that the community of goods practiced

among the early Cliristians was an example to us, forbidding pri-

vate property. Nor would the epistles of Paul have been so mis-

chievously misunderstood at many points. The abolitionists of a

past generation would not have felt obliged to throw over the

Bible under the impression that its sanction of slavery in the first

century meant its sanction for the nineteenth. The opponents

of wine-drinking would not he stumbled by the miracle at Cana

and the other scriptural indications that the matter was looked at

difi'erently by good people of that day in Palestine from what it

is now in America, nor Avould wine-drinkei's imagine that they

could make an impregnable defense for themselves by a reference

to Cana of Galilee. The advocates of the largest possible exten-

sion of woinan's sphere M'ould not have had so much difficulty ia

convincing their oj^ponents that the customs of Corinth, nineteen
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cciiturics ago, had very little to do with settling what was best

in America in 1896.

There luive been few reforms of modern times, few advance

niovements, however beneficial, which have not had to fight

;i<^:iinst the opposition of some who, in all sincerity of soul, con-

sidered that they were contending for the very foundations of

Christianity and the essential truths of the Gospel, whereas it was

simply the worn-out letter which they had set up to worship in

ji.'-^fo of the imperishable spirit. Many a branch of physi-

cal science has had texts of Scripture flung at it to impeile its

wav, and ecclesiastical opprobrium heaped upon its promoters, till

lliey were almost forced to be infidels in spite of themselves, be-

cause they would not surrender to a mistaken exegesis what they

knew to be the facts disclosed to them in their investigation of

the works of God. Xothing of this could have happened had it

been kept in mind that there are both transitory and permanent

elements in this marvelous divine-human book, statements Avhich

of necessity took their color from the period when they were

written, as well as statements wliich are for all ages alike.

The principles taught by Christ and his apostles—to be gath-

ered not from isolated texts or catchwords, but from the general

trend of the teachings and the prevailing spirit shown—are of

immortal worth. Tlicy have destroyed slavery in all Chiistian

lands, though it was not deemed wise to directly antagonize it in

that early day. They have also destroyed polygamy, have nearly

annihilated dueling, and ai'e in a fair way to make war impossi-

ble. The fatherhood of God, the brotherhood of man, the golden

rule, the supremacy of love, the divine beauty of self-sacrifice,

the heavenly quality of mercy—things like these, enforced by the

life and death of Jesus, are transforming the earth and turning

its wildernesses into fruitful fields. And it is by things like these

we are to govern our lives, not looking in the Bible for explicit

minute directions which are not there, and which in the very

nature of the case cannot be there. Jesus ' says, Be humble, be

just, be spiritually minded, regard the rights of others, onve for

the weak, be filled with love; then he leaves us to work out for

ourselves, by the use of our own intelligence, specific rules for

home life, business life, social life, political life, ecclesiastical life.

The one thing of primary and supreme importance is that Nve

have the spirit of Jesus. Nearly all diflicuUies speedily resolve

themselves when we take the right attitude, Avhen we cherish the

light desire. To one who survevs the things of tinie and sense
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from the position of utter loyalty to Christ, right decisions

are easy. For him few rules will be required. He will be a

rule unto himself, lie who loves can do as he pleases, for

he M'ill please to glorify God and bless his fellow-men. He
will serve, not in the oldness of the letter or the bondage of

the law, but in the newness of the spirit and the freedom of the

Gospel.

Here we cannot help remembering a massive and masterly

sermon by one of our living bishops, packed with the wisest re-

ligious statesmanship upon this subject. Well were it if its

Christlike wisdom might ]iermeate the Church.

THE PUBLIC DUTIES OF THE TRAIXED INTELLECT.

The socialistic spirit of the time is, to a certain extent, whole-

some. A vast increase of wealth througli a more perfect dominion

over natural forces has greatly increased our ph^'sical comforts, and

it has awakened the philanthropic interest of the good in the wel-

fare of the less fortunate members of the human family. It is easy

to assume that the less fortunate are very unfortunate, and that the

more fortunate have caused the failures of their weaker brethren,

and the most popular reformers are those who make this easy

assumption. Ko argument is required to prove that the social

conditions which permit spoliation of the weak by the strong need

radical treatment. The force of nearly every radical scheme lies

in the assumption that the successful arc to blame for the condi-

tion of the unsuccessful. Conservatives vainly point out that the

less fortunate have contributed to their own failures. It is not a

pleasant suggestion, because the majority think themselves unfor-

tunate, and there is a current belief in a major premise which de-

clares that the majority must be right in its thinking. Thoughtful

persons will agree that the rich and the poor have both contributed

in their different ways to the misfortunes of the less fortunate.

The socialistic spirit will probably succeed in reducing the contri-

bution of the rich to the evils, real and imagined, of the majority.

"When that has been done, perhaps the moral and religious sjiirit

may effect reforms in the habits and characters of the less fortu-

nate. If socialism begins at the wrong end—as some of us

think— it cannot always keep the other end out of sight. The

gin shop alone, to mention no other factor of poverty, is a very

large and unceasingly active cause of the economic failure of the

unfortunate. But it is distinctly unpopular—and more unpopular
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wt'ry year—to mention the drink bill of the poor in connection

with i>overty.

Leaving all such disputation to others, we take up here some
|:irge elements of socialistic problems. A first one is the compe-

tency of a democracy to judge wisely of any socialistic reform.

Ihunan history affords us no examples fitting our modern case,

'i'hc Roman plebs and the Parisian mobs never dreamed of such

reforms as single tax and government ownership of capital (and,

of course, of labor) and fiat money. These three are typical, dif-

ferent as they are, of the problems set for solution by popular

'lections. To a student with whatever ripeness of years these

questions seem difficult. They cannot be disposed of by theorems;

tliey involve large groups of facts and practical tendencies, and

no human life is long enough to hunt out all these facts and mar-

Hlial them, and only a generation of experience could determine

their tendencies. And yet there seems to be a demand that we
fhall believe in the competency of the crude majority to pro-

nounce judgment and to precipitate revolutionary changes with-

out any adequate experience and without much intelligence.

The matter is made more perplexing by the peculiar conditions

of public discussion. There is an apparent decadence of leader-

Ehiji; or rather, with all proper respect for the actual leaders, the

M-ise and the expert are not often found in the front of the popular

columns. The scholar and the scientist are at home in English

politics; they have not been, as a rule, in American politics. "NVe

are assured that it is the fault of the men of letters and science

among us—they neglect their political duties. There is some

truth in the charge, but there is more truth in the assertion that

the socialistic tendency is not favored by science and letters. At
all events, new de2:)artures of vast importance are advocated and

)>rossed upon the attention of the people, and with rare excep-

tions these departures are condemned by the best-trained intel-

lects of the nation. It is a strange situation. The gravity of the

questions and the vehemence of the clamor produce in many
thoughtful minds an apprehension that we are 'approaching a

great catastrophe—first, a socialistic order doomed to disaster;

then, a dictatorship. We are to pass, according to some sinister

jMophecies, from a democratic order administered by the wisest

citizens, through <a socialistic order administered by ignorance,

hack to mediixival despotism—back at least to the seventeenth

century. It is to be demonstrated, say the seers, that popular

government is a delusion.
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It is impossible to believe these prophets of catastrophe. But

we reject their visions only because we trust the popular con-

servatism to resist the popular radicalism, and trust the trained

philanthropists to find safer solutions of our problems than the

untrained philanthropists arc likely to propose at each step of

our march through this period of sturm unci drenrj, of socialistic

clamor for reform. The American people have seldom acted with

sudden rashness. Grave questions have been long pondered ami

safely answered by appropriate legislation. Every new question

will have to pass through the common mind associated with the

judgments pronounced upon it by the best minds. Authority in

matters of such gravity being indispensable, there is no goud

vp^.son to doubt that the best authority—that of the trained

thinker, the studious and experienced expert in the particular

matters involved—will be preferred and followed in the long

result. Temporary and local ascendency of demagogues and

socialists must be endured with fortitude, but not with patience,

the weight of such affliction deepening our resolve to spare no

pains to bring it to pass that the people shall soberly choose the

way of safety. This is the declaration of intelligent patriotism

in presence of the prophets of disaster.

l"1iis serene confidence is maintained in the face of some un-

toward conditions of public thought. The newspaper silenced

the political teacher a generation back. Noav, for some time, the

newspaper has abandoned the function of political instruction for

the most part, and glories in recording the news. There is no

steady downpour of political light from legislative debates. The

ward politician and the local leader fashion the issues for the jioo-

ple and instruct venerable statesmen in their duties as lawmakers.

It is dithcult to designate the central forces of political action or to

show where the streams of tendency in public thought take their

rise. If the intelligence of the nation is shaping our course

the helmsman is out of sight, and the course seems to be often

changed for insuflicient reasons. It would appear from recent

elections that thousands of men have changed their minds in a

year, not about complex social problems, but about questions as

old as the republic and as familiar to real statesmen as the alpha-

bet. Right in one year or wrong in another—that is not the point.

It is rather the doubtful competency of the changeful electorate.

Which party is riglit at any given moment is a small concernment

beside this distrust of com])etency raised by the changefulncss

and apparent capriciousness of majorities. What hope is thero
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llirit far graver questions will be decided by the discretion of wise

K-adors and the patriotism of their followers ?

Knowing that every attempt to move toward a socialistic order

will require to be guarded by both wisdom and patriotism, there

is every reason for summoning the trained thinker to take up the

burden of his neglected public duties. This duty is not simply

voting or holding office; it is hard thinking on public questions

and plain speaking about them after he has thought his way
through them. He may think he can find a safe path to a desira-

ble socialistic order; if he discovers such a millennial path he Avill

render the people a great service; or he may find that the socialism

now so voluble and violent is a current sweeping to the cataract.

Ihit, whatever conclusion he reaches, he is in duty bound to put all

his brains and conscience to the business of investigation and de-

cision. It will be a miserable business to fall into a worse ditch than

the French Commune merely because the thoughtful have dis-

dained the task of political reflection and the duties of influential

citizenship. We want the scholar in politics, not simply as a

factor in ward meetings and primaries, but especially and influ-

cntially as a patriotic thinker and leader of thought. There is

no denying that he has been guiltily absent fi-om the front, where

lie belongs. There are conspicuous exceptions to all large rules;

and in this case a few leading minds are easily found disinterest-

edly devoting themselves to public thought. The few are unequal

to the mighty task imposed upon the brain powers of the nation

by radical and deeii-reaching proposals and demands for change in

our theories and methods of administering government by the

people. If the catastrophe comes the responsibility will rest

upon the men qualified by gifts and training to guide the Ameri-

can people.

The inanities of some forms of demagogism would be harmless

if trained intelligence Avere doing its whole duty. Not long ago

the entire nation had to listen to a "leader" gravely declaring

that (government) bonds and slavery Avere synonymous terms.

'Such inanities stand insufficiently answered or not answered in the

proper place because so many of the intellectually competent refuse

or neglect the task. But the thinker must know that he is not ex

f>fficio a public leader. Grave questions require special studies of

the theories and of the facts involved in them. Theoretical wis-

dom is comparatively easy for the scholar and the scientist. The
facts are a far more difficult matter. It has happened that the

thinker entering public life has thought his repertory of theory
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adequate to greater occasions demanding practical wisdom. Theo-

ries are apt to make men obnoxious to public feeling, especially

when the questions at issue cut deep into daily Avants and practical

undertakings. The most striking thing in many socialistic schemes

is the unwillingness of their advocates to pass on to the practical

working of their reforms, and to weight their judgment with the

masses of facts to be grasped and administered under their new-

methods.

The tendency of almost all scholarship in our day, happily for

us, is practical. The trained thinker has no call to a new kind of

work when he takes up the duties of patriotism. Plis education

has qualified him, as it did not qualify men a century ago, to

grapple with the practical elements of public policy ; and the

nation is rich beyond all precedent in this kind of intellectual

competency. It cannot be possible that this trained American

brain wlH count for nothing in the political conflicts of the im-

mediate future. The very fact that novel ideas and startling

changes are demanded and pressed upon public attention will

summon the best intellects to the fight. They may be expected

to obey the call of the republic; and there cannot be a catas-

trophe under such leadership. "What is good in the socialistic

movement will be guided to safe issue; what is not will pass

away like a summer cloud, or be rejected by the American peoi)le

after a hot conflict.

The moral demand in such a time as the present is even more

emphatic than the intellectual. AVe shall lose rather than gain if

the thinker in politics is in politics for gain. We are moving

through a region of appalling danger to pure public life. The

vastness of the public resources tempts trained men even more

than their fellows, because they are better able to exploit the

confidence of the people. There is no national greatness without

personal disinterestedness. A Avealthy people has more need of

purity in public men than a poor nation can possibly have. The

most painful spectacle of these years is that of great organizations

of iniquity served by trained intellect. To refer to no doubtful

case, the Louisiana Lottery could not have trifled so long with

the moral welfare of the people had it not been buttressed by

men of intellect and high reputation. It is said of a great cor-

poration whose methods are subjected to severe censure that its

servants are, nearly all of them, of a very high average of ability

and charaetcr. If ability is to be for sale to good bidders the

xinricrhteousness of such service will eat like a canker. The voice
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<.f a bribed thinker must be odious. Any truth he may speak is

,.ilfd by liis lips.

One of the demagogue's methods for stirring up discontent is

{o toll the people, night and day, year in and year out, that the

ihiiikors are bribed to oppose reform. In such a situation the

liiiukcrs need to stand unimpeached and unimpeachable. They

iMiiiiot escape calumny; they can keep clear of corruption, A
r.-.il )>hilantliropy is not content with good advice. The philan-

tliropist must give himself. In great emergencies peoples are

^;lvcd by men who bleed for the people, who are willing to pay

doar and deep for their devotion to righteousness. The hour seems

near when public danger will call for self-sacrifice, as well as for

purity; when it will not be enough to show clean hands, but

ix! needful to show the print of the nails in hands wounded in

the service of the people. This essential element of devotion,

Ktiflcring for a cause, is apt to drop 6ut of sight in great and

wealthy nations. Among us the political atmosphere has lost

the gracious odor of personal immolation ; and the more part

will smile at the bare suggestion that public services should be gra-

tuitously rendered. And yet we have not reached the infamy of

]>a_ving for the highest service of a citizen—the casting of a ballot

into the electoral urn.

Is it possible that a large part of our difficulty is just here, in

the self-seeking of the trained thinker? The popular mind is full

of distrust; this distrust is profound; and the gains of ability are

hi'M to be as odious as those of corporations. Much of this dis-

trust is outrageously unjust; some of it is measurably merited. Can
llie pure devotion of the trained man be made clear to the com-

plaining masses? Will they ever listen to another as they listened

to Abraham Lincoln? Is the Lincoln type of thinkers and leaders

l'>o high for our times? It is certain that in a social storm the

I'lain and sane, as M'ell as thoughtful, people Avill listen reverently

to such as he and turn away from the opposite type of character.

Given, then, a socialistic agitation approaching an acute stage,

f'f which the wise have forewarned us and which is now manifest

to all, the vast and involved ])roblcms set for j)ublic debate and

• U'ctoral action in the near future will call for a particularly ar-

duous service by men intellectually trained and morally charac-

tered. "We shall need an army of such men, as we needed the

^>'ldier3 of the Revolution and of the civil war; and their service

luust be disinterested and self-sacrificing. These also must bleed

for the people.
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THE ARENA.

ENTIRE SANCTIFICATION.

If two distinctions are held clearly in mind much of the confusion re-

specting the doctrine of entire sanctification will be avoided: first, a dis-

crimination between what is removed from the inner nature and the power

bestowed in entire sanctification; and, second, a consideration of the dif-

ference between purity and perfection.

In conversion all sin that carries with it guilt is removed, and the sin-

ner becomes a saint. But there remains in most cases a sinward tend-

ency or bias to evil, inherited from Adam and other ancestors according

to the laws of heredity. For this the converted maa is not responsible.

It is not sin in him for which he is blameworthy, but the eilect of sin iu

another. The regenerating and sanctifying power of the Holy Spirit re-

news his nature and sweeps away to a greater or less extent the inhcrite.l

depravity. This initial sanctification may in rare cases be complete, but

usually it is not. It seems rea'?onable that as the saved man endeavors to

serve the Lord, and forms habits of godliness which become more and

more fixed as he is more fully and continuously dominated by the power

of the Spirit, the inherited depravity for which he is not responsible will

gradually decrease in its power. 'Whether he will ever reach a point in

this life when this depravity will entirely disappear without his definitely

seeking its removal is a question on which there will be great difference

of opinion. I am disposed to think that such freedom from depravity i?

possible. When the Christian thus reaches gradually a state of entire

sanctification he may not be aware of the time when this work of grace

was completed; and he may not, indeed, profess to have gained this c<->m-

plete purity. Bishop Janes held that there were many in the Church

who had really experienced the elimination of this tendency to evil, yet

had never professed entire sanctification. Now, if the saved man lives a

fully justified life continuously—which is possible—he is in a state of

grace very little, if any, below that of entire sanctification.

But it is his privilege through definite prayer and faith to be deliven^d

instantaneously from this depravity. Such deliverance constitutes entire

sanctification, or purity, and marks an epoch in his spiritual life. At

such a time he receives, in addition to the removal of the depravity, a

power which, if retained through watchfulness and prayer, will hold hiin

— to use the language of Dr. Whedon— " in that same perfect fullness of

divine approbation as rested upon him when justification first pronounced

him through Christ perfectly innocent of sin." If he has been living con-

tinuously, or almost so, in the light of a justified life prior to this experi-

ence the change may not be very apparent to others; but the internal war-

fare will be less severe, and God's restraining grace will not be requind

iu such large measure, since the tendency to evil has been reniovt-d.
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Novorthclcs?, there will yet be susceptibility to temptation and the pos-

«i!jility of sin, so that God's help will be needed every moment.

This is complete purity, but not perfection. Perfection includes purity,

Init purity does not include perfection. There will be for the puritied

luiture a growth in knowledge, wisdom, and power as all the faculties of

the soul develop toward that symmetry and ripeness of character which
<loscrves the name of perfection. And the scars of sin will ever be upon
ns in this life, so that there is a perfection which can only be gained

when *' this mortal shall have put on immortality."

Danville, III. G. E. Scriiigkr.

POSTHUMOUS HUMANITY OF CHRIST.

The child Jesus had a human nature, inherited from Mary and David

and Abraham. If immortality be inherent in all humanity, then this

liuinau nature of Jesus must have been immortal; and so the Son, as a

«listinct Person, must live in glory in his humanity. But while the Son

lived on earth we believe he possessed a divine nature which was curbed

jind limited in the exercise of its powers by his human nature. Does this

human nature still cling to him in the heavenly state, restraining and con-

lining the divine nature which we consider inseparable from his very being?

Or did he cast off his entire humanity, with all its sweet memories of

(Jalilce and its sad associations with human sorrow? In that case his

luiinan nature was not immortal. Possibly it was so overshadowed by

divinity that it could not put forth full moral volition, and so could not

claim immortality. Possibly, again, it was so assimilated to the divine

nature and so sublimated thereby that, after the ascension, it ceased to

I'xist as human. For, after all, we must remember man was made in the

image of God, and a being who was "God-man'' on earth might be

wholly :ind solely God in heaven, yet eternally possessing attributes cor-

responding to all that is noble and godlike in man.

The difficulty and mystery of human immortality in connection with

the Sonship are enhanced by their application to other worlds than ours.

Why should we not weigh probabilities and possibilities when we cannot

]iossess certainties? While there are many millions of inchoate and un-

developed worlds, it is altogether probable that at least one in a million

is inhabited by intelligent and responsible beings like ourselves; and it

is entirely probable that these beings in many worlds have siimetl.

It is natural and easy for free-acting beings to do wrong. It is

doubtful if ever any order of beings was created without the liability

lo sin. If, then, all orders of beings, in the play and freedom of their

<apacities and susceptibilities, actually sinned, is it not reasonable to be-

lieve that a Saviour was sent to each and all, as well as to the liuman

r;ire? Why should our case be anomalous? Ab uno disce omnia.

Xow, if the Son descended to other worlds and assumed the nature of

their inhabitants in order to redeem them, and afterward ascended with

their nature into the heavens, how many natures must, on that supposi-

tion, be associated with the one Christ? Moreover, are these supposed
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incarnations confined to the past, or do they pertain to the future also?

Had the Son already become incarnate many times and in many worlds

when he appeared as the Child of the manger? Will he repeat the deed

of condescension and love in multitudinous incarnations through ages of

ao-es? Who dare say that all this is either impossible or unworthy of al-

mighty Love? Indeed, may it not be what we might expect of a love

that is not only free and full, but self-sacrificing? For aught we know,

suffering, when beneficent and redemptive, may be as natural to the Deity

as is enjoyment.

On the theory of more worlds than one, and possibly more redemptions

than one, the doctrine of posthumous humanity becomes loaded down

with complexity, if not contradiction; but the doctrine of posthumous and

eternal divinity remains conceivable and reasonable.

Thurlow, Fa. T. M. Geiffith.

FOREKNOWLEDGE AND CONTINGENCY.

A WRITER in the "Arena" of a former number of the Rwieic, refer-

ring to a previous contribution concerning "Foreknowledge and Contin-

gency," animadverts at some length on the position taken by the con-

tributor. He writes apparently to maintain the proposition that God's

foreknowledo'e is so limited that he cannot know the future issues of

man's free will; or, as has been said by some one, "God cannot foreknow

the unforekuowable." In short, the assertion seems to be that what

man cannot foreknow of the issues of human free will God cannot.

This is certainly a temerarious assertion, and ought not to be made

unless it is backed by sound logic. The latter, however, seems to be

totally wanting in the communication now under review. To say that

"God cannot foreknow an event, as such, which has not come to pass

and which is, therefore, not an event," is a mere platitude, as much as to

say God cannot foreknow an event until it has come to pass. Pray, how

can he foreknow it then ? This is a simple denial of the foreknowledge

of God. The remainder of the paragraph just quoted is simply a reitera-

tion in varied form of the proposition that a contingency to the human

mind must be also of necessity a contingency to iho divine mind. This

is a direct contradiction of the position of the writer's opponent, who is

quoted as saying in his former article: " AVhat is contingent to the hu-

man mind is not necessarily contingent to the divine mind; " but to suc-

cessfully rebut this position requires something more than mere assertion.

Having made the subject a matter of controversy, the burden of pn.r.f

rests on the recent contributor to the "Arena." Had he simply called in

question the position of his opponent the burden of proof might have

been thrown upon the latter.

The concluding paragraph of the recent communication seems to bo

concerned with determining what is the nature of God's foreknowledge

of the issues of man's free will, or rather, perhaps, what is its extent.

The argument is that, if a "man of boundless wealth" can confidently

undertake the execution of some great human enterprise with an assur-
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arno of successfully overcoming all contingencies and opposition of

laiuKin wills and bringing his undertaking to full completion, much more

t;^Hl, ''through his infinitely productive will and the limitless resources

<if liis character and the universe, cau accomplish great things in the

tnro." The only way to reduce this to logic is by what mathematicians

have called the theory of limits. Otherwise the argument has no force

v.itliout limiting the freedom of tiie human will. Practically applied,

ihis theory, as revolved in the Infinite Mind, would proceed thus: "If

<-!ic free human will refuses to fulfill my divine will another may not;

and if that one refuses a third may not; and so on ad infinitum, or to the

iiid of the human race; at all events, sometime and by some one my will

will doubtless be fulfilled." How belittling is this to the infinite attri-

butes of God!

The recent writer says of his opponent's statements, "There is a slip

in such logic." I will not venture to make such an assertion of his own
statements, lest I be not able to point it out, to say nothing of correcting

it. Let us look again: "What is contingent to the human mind is not

necessarily contingent to the divine mind. Contingency is not an attri-

bute of future events, but of our finite qualities." I see no logical fallacy.

.Moreover, the statement seems to agree with the Scripture (Isa. xlvi, 9,

10, and xlii, 9) : "I am God, and there is none like me, declaring tlie end

from the beginning, and from ancient times the things that are not yet

dune;" "Behold, the former things are come to pass, and new things do

I declare: before they spring forth I tell you of them." With the psalmist

I exclaim, "Such knowledge is too wonderful for me; it is high, I can-

!iot attain unto it " (Psalm cxxxix, 6). As Dr. Miner Piaymond is wont

to S.1V, we cannot deny or doubt God's foreknowledge; but we must ever

won<ler how in the world God knows so much !

Lynden, Wash. F. H. Chambermk.

AN EXCEPTION TAKEN.

I.v the Review for March-April, 1895, the article by Dr. Carroll on " Our

Attitude toward Roman Catholics" was calculated to challenge wide at-

tinlion. Concerning this article I desire to note a single exception. It

does not require a protest as a whole. The general position taken by Dr.

Carroll must receive the approbation of the careful observers of the trend

of events as between Romanism and Protestantism for the past quarter of

R century. In the Quarterly Revieio for 18G8 were two articles onRoman-
i-m by Dr. Hiram Mattison, than whom none was more competent at that

lime to speak on this subject, and whose concluding sentence was. "Re-
sistance now or a religious war within twenty years is the alternative be-

f'lre us." The twenty years and more are passed, and the tendency has

Wen away from, rather than toward, a religious war. Now there are two
wings, perhaps two factions, within the Roman Catholic Church in

America, which are separated from each other, how widely perhaps none

outside the charmed circle of the hierarchy may know. Resides, indi-

vi'luid opinion on the part of the laity contrary to the exi)rcssed will of
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the clergy is coining to be manifested with iucreased frequency. Tliis

might be illustrated by numerous facts coming under my pei-sonal obser-

vation, and because my attention was directed to this subject by Dr. 5Iat-

tison's articles a quarter of a century ago. Now, these are but two indices

of the trend of events—and more might be given—which confirm one in a

position in harmony with that taken by Dr. Carroll. So, on the whole,

one must commeud the article in question. That the hierarchy would

incite a religious war upon Protestantism in America may be just as true

to-day as at any period in the past, and in this, as in any other, couutr)-.

But it is a fact that they cannot command the laity sufficiently to warrant

them in such a declaration of war; and, by the by, this "cannot" is

confirmatory of the position of Dr. Carroll.

Kow, the exception to be noted is the use, which occui-s frequently ia

the article, of the word "Catholic" as applying to the Roman Catholic

Church. Perhaps this may be a matter of small moment. Perhaps it may

be of the nature of logomachy. However, to my thought, it is not a c(jr-

rect use of words, nor is it fair to concede to any denomination the ex-

clusive use of a term of such significance as " Catholic." The order of

thought in our religious experience should be (1) a Christian; (2) a cath-

olic Christian ; and (3) a Methodist catholic Christian. Perhaps nowhere

else is "catholic" a misnomer more truly than as applied to the Roman

Catholic Church; and yet a broad catholicity would concede its use. iu

connection always with "Roman," iu order, perhaps, not to break the

continuity of terms in Church history. I am a Methodist catholic Chris-

tian, and I humbly protest against the appropriation of the term "cath-

olic" by, or even its concession to, any single denomination of religion.

Wayland, N. Y. W. O. Peet.

"ANOTHEN"—A WORD STUDY.

Tnis word appears in the original of the New Testament thirteen times,

and is rendered three times by the Authorized Version "again," namely,

in John iii, 3; iii, 7; and in Gal. iv, 9. The Revised Version renders it

in the first two instances by " anew;" and in each of these the margiuul

reading is "from above." In the first tAvo instances it is used by Jcsv:^

in his interview with Nicodemus, and in a purely spiritual sense. I can

sec no gain in translating hvuQtv by " anew," as the Revised Version doc?.

This distinguished visitor of Jesus would not, I apprehend, get any

clearer idea of Jesus's meaning, were he living to-day, from the use of

"anew," instead of "again." It was a great fact that Jesus de'^ired to

get clearly before the mind of Nicodemus, and not the mere process of

that fact. Jesus evaded the modus operandi, and did not so much as at-

tempt to illustrate it till this nocturnal questioner inquired, " How can

these things be ?
"

'Avudev is rendered "from above " by both the Authorized and Revi-id

Versions in the following references: John iii, 81; xix, 11; James i, !•;

iii, 15; and iii, 17. In two of the last three instances it indicates the
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source of the wisdom spoken of, that is, lieaven ; and not only the source,

but the quality, is implied. It is a "good gift," a " perfect gift," and it

comes ciwtftr, that is, "from above." Mere worldly wisdom is "earthly,

<eiisuiil devilish;" but this wisdom of God is "from above," and is

" first pure, then peaceable, gentle, easy to be iutreated, full of mercy

And good fruits, without variance, without hypocrisy."

Three times av(Jizv is rendered by " the top," by both the Authorized

and Revised Versions, namely, in Matt, xxvii, 51-, Mark xv, 38; and John

xix 23. The last is in reference to the seamless coat of Jesus. "When

the soldiers had crucified him they took his outer garments and cut them

iu four pieces, each of the four soldiers taking one as a perquisite for

liis service, which was in accordance with Roman law. But when they

c.une to the tunic, or under garment, which was "without seam, woven

from the top {hvuGtx^ throughout," they cast "lots" for it, thereby un-

wittingly fulfilling Psalm xxii, 18: "They part my garments among

them, and upon my vesture do they cast lots." The two former instances

arc references to the miraculous rending of the veil of the temple from

the top \avJiev\ to the bottom, so that, whereas it had been one whole

piece, it was now two. This rending was to remain, for all time, a symbol

of that perfect and sufficient sacrifice for the sins of the whole world by

Christ Jesus.

In Luke's preface to his gospel we have the word rendered by " from

the very first" in the Authorized, and "from the first" in the Revised

Version. The task Luke sets for himself is to go back to the first

(cir(j(9n'), and, from the facts gathered, to inform the "most excellent

Theophilus" of all " those matters which have been fulfilled among us,

even as they delivered them unto us, which from the beginning were

cycwitnesses'and ministers of the word, . . . that thou mightest know the

certainty concerning the things wherein thou wast instructed."

Another, and the last, instance is in Acts xxvi, 5. 'kvuBn; in this

instance, is rendered "from the beginning" by the Authorized, and

"from the first" by the Revised Version. In his great apology before

Agrippa Paul challenges the Jews who had instigated his arrest and trial,

telling the king that he, Paul, is well, if not favorably, known among the

very men who are so eagerly awaiting his sentence. He says, " ]My man-

ner* of life then, from my youth up, which was from the beginning

among mine own nation, and at Jerusalem, know all the Jews; having

knowledge of me from the first, if they be willing to testify, how that

after the straitest sect of our religion I lived a Pliarisee."

Summing up tliis little study of this word, we see that it is rendered by

six difltercnt expressions in the Authorized and Revised Versions, namely,

"again," "anew," "from above," "the top," "from the beginning,"

and " from the first." We may group the result under two heads: when

an adverb of place it means "from above," " from on high," and heiice

"from heaven;" when an adverb of time it means "from the begin-

ning," " from the first." S. R. Reko.

TauIIoio, Mo.
52—rirrii series, vol. xii.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

NEW MEASURES AND NEW OPINIONS.

The af^e in which we live is one of intense agitation. Nothing seems

to be ^etUed as to what men ought to believe and how they ought to act.

The doctrinal and ethical systems of the world are undergoing revision.

There seems to be an assumption that the past has been a period of igno-

rance and failure, and that the future is without hope unless the pixsent

crcneration shall show it the truth and discover new methods of influ-

encinrr humanitv. These fluctuations alTect the Church most decidedly.

The d°octrinal upheavals are so great that many Christians scarcely know

^^•hat to believe, and seriously inquire how they shall escape from the laby-

rinth of uncertainty which environs them; in other words, they ask

whether the past is to be entirely discarded and an entirely new order of

things is to take its place.

In order to decide this question wc must study the teachings of his-

tory and ascertain whether the success of the Church has ever been at-

tained by new views and new methods, or whether her greatest triumphs

have been found in the return to the old. We may recur for illustration

to the period of the Keformation under Martin Luther. There had been

a constant growth of new views and opinions in the early Churcar. Ritual

and laws had greatly changed. Morals had deteriorated. The Churc.

had become a mere secular power. Even the highest dignitaries did not

pretend to be religious, much less Christian. Worldliness was the mocto

of the Church, and the Church had practically become the State. Luther .

Keformation was a bugle blast calling a return to the past. He studied

the Epistle to the Galatians, and out of that epistle the Reformation was

born He attempted to find out what the apostle thought, and received

in their fullness the teachings of Christ; and thus, by returning to the old

doctrines and old methods of the apostles and prophets, he gave a nev

impetus to the Church and laid the foundation of a new civilization.

Historians now concede that the revival under John AVesley ^v.ls a refor-

mation and has largely affected for good the whole English-speak.ng

world. The England of to-day is a different England from what t

would have been had not John Wesley and his brother Charles and the

Holy Club restored a new order of things, and that by a rettiruto t ,e

past. John Wesley did not propose a new theology, he on y desired o

restore the old theology and make it a force in the hearts and ^^-^^ ^^ * '^

people Religion had become divorced from morals, and priests an l

people" alike >vere neglectful of religion. The ^Veslcyan reformat^>^n w: ^

\ restoi-ation of the past. It, too, was born in the Epistle to the G^at n .

for it was while reading the introduction to that epistle liat J«^;^ ^

ley's heart was "strangely warmed." It was the revival of rauhne te.ic_^^

in" and of Pauline ethics which constituted the Wesleyan rcvnai. • =
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wc find a reformation to take place, not by uew methods and new meas-

ures and opinions, but by the restoration of that which had been dis-

carded and long forgotten.

The age in which we live is regarded as the most advanced in the his-

tory of cTvilization. We boast of our science, our literature, and our art

;

and yet never was an age so busy in attempting to show what men ought

to think and what they ought to do, and never was there more of a fail-

ure in doing what the most advanced thinkers say ought to be done.

Tlio methods of business, the personal ambitions, the desire for power are

viTV inlluentiid in this scientific and artistic age. Wealth was never more

iiotent, and poverty never so discounted. In the midst of our luxury we

look supinely at the deterioration of humanity. The Church has often

n.lopted worldly methods and has too largely accepted worldly aims.

Tiie advancement of tlie Church has become our watchword, rather than

the advancement of humanity. The world is honeycombed with organi-

rations, each claiming to be a panacea for the ills under which we labor.

What shall be the remedy ? Our modern thinkers tell us new measures,

new opinions. On the other hand, Ave think the true remedy is in the

old measures, the old opinions. We must do over again what has been

done in every crisis in the history of the Church. We must restore the-

pust. Christ must be the model of living. The Scriptures must be the-

basis of opinions and the ethics of the New Testament must be the ethics,

of the daily life of the people. The present must yield to the past; and

only in this way shall the new era of humanity come. The minister of to-

day will do well to examine by what means the advancement of every

l>eriod has ever been achieved, and to utilize them in his own ministry.

This is not a proposal to reject progress, but to ascertain and exercise,

the fundamental laws of all progress.

THE LOSS OF AIM IX THE MINISTRY.

Ax article in the last "Itinerants' Club " on ministerial ideals may fitlv

introduce the present subject. No life can be at its best without a

supreme purpose. If one investigates the history of the men and women

who have made profound impressions upon their times, either in commer-

ciid, professional, or political life, he will find that their success has been

the result of a steadfast adherence to some dominating purpose. They

have subordinated their methods to their aims. In no sphere or profession

is this principle more important than in the Christian ministry. The loss

of aim involves failure. Each minister will recall the early days ()f his

consecration, the time when he first became impressed that it was his duty

to preach the Gospel. IIow lofty and sublime the purpose of those years

v.h.^n he was preparing iumself for his great work ! He saw in vision the

world which Christ came to redeem " dead in trespasses and sins," with no

hope save in the new life imparted by the Holy Spirit through faith m
Christ Jesus. The motive which controlled him was the salvation of souls.

I'^or tliis he was willing to make great sacrifices in securing an education.
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He cheerfully gave years of time to get ready to tell the story of the cross.

In his view no pluce was too small, no congregation too ignorant, for the

best talents and the choicest culture he could bring to the sacred olllce.

After a few years in the ministry there has sometimes come to such a one,

almost unconsciously, a less definite aim. He has become more profes-

sional. He has begun to think of the relative position which he occupies

with others of the same profession. Another minister, perhaps liis col-

lege friend, whom he knows to have less scholarship and no greater ability

than himself, is preferred in the assignment of work. Ho finds himself

the pastor of a small church instead of a large one, and has apparently

little prospect of advancement to the chief places in the Conference.

This is disheartening and will destroy his usefulness if he does not keep

distinctly in view his sublime purpose. If in the midst of his discourage-

ments he does not lower his aim he will conquer success, if not position.

He mu-st never forget that worldly position and ministerial success arc not

convertible terms.

The loss of aim is also a danger to those who occupy places of responsi-

bility in the Church. The preachers who are the most successful in a

worldly sense will do well occasionally to enter upon a course of introspec-

tion. An investigation into their motives will recall the fact that they are

no longer interested in the direct work of the Christian ministry, but busy

with its accessories. They are thinking, perhaps, how they may enlarge

their congregations, how they may build up in material things the partic-

ular interests committed to them, or how they may contribute to the en-

largement and power of their own denomination. They have, perhaps,

become devoted to Church externals, rather than to the development of

the individual Christian life of their people. AVe will grant that it is wc'l

to devote oneself to one's particular Church and to think of the success of

one's own denomination; but if these are the chief aims which dominate

him he will not even be able to build up his Church in its highest and

truest sense. He will accomplish the most for all true causes when he

comes back to the original purpose for which he entered the ministry,

namely, the conversion of sinners and edification of believers.

This loss of purpose on the part of the ministry is readily perceived by

the congregation. It does not take the people long to understand the con-

trolling motives of the man who is placed over them as their religions

teacher and guide. The success which attends the efforts of evangelistic

laborers attests the same thing. When these persons come to the help of

the pastor the church seems to take new life. It subordinates everything

to the supreme purpose, and in this way the church is quickened and souls

are rescued. It is a sad thing when the ministry so loses its aim that it

must be recalled to it by outside workers.

One who studies the condition of religious thought at the present time

must be impressed with the discussions which are taking place—discus-

sions as to the authority of the Scriptures, as to the date of the several books,

as to the best critical processes, and as to the literary character of the

Scripture records. These areimportHnt;but when they become the purpose
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of study, rather than the means of reaching an end, tliey constitute a menace

to the progress of God's kingdom. The minister, therefore, should not

K'j-.c liis aim, his supreme purpose being the rescue of men and the upbuild-

ing of humanity. Happy is he who, in a small or large church, engaged

iu literary or critical studies or in the everyday duties of his ofhce, cloes

not lose the high aim v.ith which he started upon his mission, the aban-

donment of which will make his ministry a failure, however successful it

may appear to human observation.

EXEGETICAI^ROM. Y, 1.

The Revised text of this passage, "Being therefore justified by faith,

kt us have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ," is a remark-

able change, from the indicative form, " we have peace," of the Author-

ized, to the subjunctive form, "let us have peace." The manuscript

authority is decidedly in favor of the subjunctive; while, at the same
time, subjective considerations growing out of the context lead some emi-

nent critical scholars to retain the indicative mood, as in the King James
Version. With regard to the textual authority for the passage the reader

may consult the Methodist Quarterly Review for September, 18S1, pages

7'22, 723. It is there shown that eminent expositors have regarded this

a*; a passage where contextual and logical considerations must overbalance

even the strongest external testimony. It must be conceded that, while

there are instances like this where such a method of criticism may be

accepted without danger, it is so precarious that it would be an unsafe

rule iu determining the text either of the Old or Xew Testament. The

evidence of the codices must stand as our authority for the precise form

of the text which we are to expound. Tlie present case is a peculiarly

interesting example, and the reader may be referred also to the valuable

discussion by iMeycr in his commentary on this verse as an excellent spec-

imen of the character of the discussion and of the interests involved.

The changes in the reading growing out of the results of modern textual

criticism involve changes in interpretation corresponding thereto. It is

one of the i)eculiaritics of biblical interpretation that when we are puzzled

as to the exact form of the text we may yet find rich instruction in any of

the renderings we may adopt. Even if the changes have been due to

})ersonal bias they have been such as satisfied the mind of tlie writer and

are instructive for us. The ordinary text in the passage under considera-

tion gives a clear and satisfactory meaning. It is a positive statement

that because we have been justified by faith we have peace with God.

This meaning seems to fit the course of the apostle's argument so exactly

that many have insisted on retaining it even against preponderating

nianuscrii)t authority. We must consider, however, that the fact that the

interpretation of a new reading is ditlicult is no valid reason for setting it

"side. It is a hasty assumption to say, with Shedd, of this passage, "The
subjunctive mode, iu the hortatory signification certainly, is entirely ou:

of place here." We must note, not only the mood, Init the tense both of
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tlie participle and the verb. Beet says, " The participle implies only that

the act of jvistitlcatiou precedes the state of peace with God," and rc!.;anl<

justification as "the means by which -sve must have peace with God."'

His rendering is, " Let us then, justified by faith, have peace with Goil

tlirough our Lord Jesus Christ." Tlie passage, in this view, does not

regard justification as having necessarily taken place already, but rather

gives the connection between it and the peace which is the privilege of

the believer. Beet says further that "in this verse Paul passes from ab-

stract and general doctrine to actual and individual spiritual life. lie

marks the transition by urging his readers to join him in claiming the

blessing whose glorious results he is about to unfold." Saiiday lays stress

on the meaning of ejw^uti', and saj^s that it does not signify to "make'
peace, " get " or " obtain " peace, which would require cx^^ij-^v, but rather

to '' k'^ep'" or "enjoy " peace. ''The declaration ' not guilty,' which tlie

sinner comes under by a heartfelt embracing of Christianity, at once docs

away with the state of hostility in which he had stood to God, and substi-

tutes for it a state of peace which he has only to realize." Sauday regards

the participle as marking "the initial moment of the state," and he para-

phrases as follows: " The state which thus lies before the Christian should

have consequences both near and remote. The nearer consequences are

peace with God and hope which gives courage under persecution."

Dr. Shedd, as already stated, rejects the hortatory signification, but

remarks that " the concessive signification of the subjunctive might be

defended here by one who should insist upon taking the reading which

has such strong diplomatic support—'Beir.g justified, we may have

peace.' " lie regards the subjunctive here as approximating to the future,

and quotes the Peshito's rendering in its support: "Because we are justi-

fied by faith, we shall have peace." AVe incline to the explanation which

emphasizes the tense of the verb and urges to " keep " or " enjoy " peace.

We are thus led to preserve that peace into which we have entered by

our justification through faith in Jesus Christ. This exposition harmo-

nizes with the succeeding, rather than the preceding, context, and it i»

this aspect of the passage which helps us to the conclusion that notwith-

standing the great force of the logical argument from the former chapter

for the retention of the indicative, the context Avliich follows would

equally favor the text vhich is adopted by the late revision. There are

so many things to be taken in consideration before we decide against the

conclusions of well-established external testimony that we may well hesi-

tate before we reject them. A text which at first view seems entirely out

of harmony with the context sometimes, after fuller consideration ami

more careful study, becomes necessary to the course of the argument.

The textual changes which have been the results of modern text criti-

cism open a field of exegesis as yet untrodden. These modifications have

been discussed in the treatment of the Greek text, but are only now l)e-

ginning to be emj)!oyed in their practical application. On careful stmly

it will be found that these well-established changes yield a meaning full

of instruction and of comfort.
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ARCHiEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

CYLINDERS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

There is probably no place oa earth -wLcre those interested in Raby-

lonian and Assyrian antiquities can carry on their investigations to better

advantage than in the spacious rooms and galleries of the British Museum.

Here are found, in the palatial Assyrian, Nineveh, and Nimroud galleries,

ns well as in the Assyrian central saloon, to say nothing of the transept

and the Babjdoniau and Assyrian room on the upper floor, innumerable

treasures -which the pick and spade of an army of excavators, under the

direction of Layard, Rawlinson, Smith, Loftus, and others equally worthy

of mention, have brought to light during the past fifty years. As one

walks through these vast galleries, arranged often in the same order as in

tlicir original places, and studies the delicate work on the bas-reliefs, ex-

ecuted with such artistic skill and which unroll to him the records of past

glory and greatness, he is filled -with amazement at the advanced stage of

t!ie plastic arts in the remote ages, and also with gratitude to those who
have rendered such excellent service in restoring these monuments.

As might be expected, these discoveries have revolutionized the sci-

ence of Old Testament criticism. No one who has examined the seals,

cylinders, tablets, and other articles in the Babylonian and Assyrian room
will ask whether the art of wrrt-wig was known to the Semitic people at

the time of the Exodus. IIow exceedingly shallow the following words

of Ewald, the great Gottingen Hebraist, seem to us in the light of recent

discoveries ! And yet this great biblical scholar some fifty years ago wrote

as follows in his Histori/ of Israel : ""Was there a system of writing al-

ready current in the time of Joseph, or Abraham, or at least in the days

of Moses ? The narratives of the patriarchal ages bear no trace of a cer-

t;iiti tradition of the use of writing in that ancient period. It cannot be

proved that any written documents came down from the patriarchal times

to later ages." Though there are earlier specimens of cuneiform writ-

ings than those found upon the cylinders and seals, yet the study of these

will be of the greatest interest and profit.

Lest there may be some reader who has not a clear idea of what cylin-

ders are it may be stated that there are of these at least three distinct

kinds. The first may be called cylinder-seals. These, as the nnme indi-

cates, are cylindrical seals, wluch were much used by the Babylonians,

and later by the Assyrians, Phcenicians, Egyptians, and others, not only

as amulets, charms, and ornaments, but also to ratify contracts both

private and public. They were impressed upon tablets while the clay

^vas still soft. The brick document was then hardened, either in the

?uii or by means of artificial heat. This practice corresponds to our in\-

pressing official documents on leather or paper with seals upon wax.
i'hesc cylinders, made of amethyst, chalcedony, emerald, jasper, onyx,
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and various other precious stones, vary in size from about one half an

inch long to two inches or more; in diameter from one quarter of an incli

to five times that dimension. The amount of carving upon them depends

upon the size and purpose of the seal ; some contain only the name of the

owner and that of the god or gods he worshiped, while others have in

addition some legendary passage from a sacred book, as that of Asrinilu.

from the great Chaldoean epic entitled "Gilgamcs." These cylinder-

seals were perforated lengthwise through the middle, a string, by means

of which they were suspended from the neck, being passed through this

hole. The oldest seal yet discovered is that in tlie De Clercq collection

at Paris. It bears the name of Sargani or Sai-gon the First, King of

Agade, who lived about 3800 B. C. The work on this is very exquisite.

Babelon in speaking of this seal says, " I do not know which should

astonish us the more—the degree of perfection to which the Chaldneans

had carried the plastic arts, or the prodigiously distant epoch to which

such monuments transport us." It is almost impossible to conceive how.

in the gray dawn of antiquity, such delicate engraving could be made upon

such hard materials—objects so difHcult, even now, to cut or engrave.

Mr. Pinches, an eminent Assyriologist, wrote in 1885 in substance as

follows : The earliest example of engraving on stone preserved in the

British Museum is a pink-veined maride egg-shaped object about two

and a half inches long, drilled from end to end, probably the head of a

mace or staff of ofhce. It is inscribed thus: "I, Sargon, the messenger,

King of Agade, have dedicated [this] to Samas in Sippara." There is

Daw, however, one specimen in the same case, a gate-socket of Enteuna,

King of Babylonia, 4200 B. C, the upper rim of wliich is covered with

inscriptions. Just across, in case A, is a fragment of a granite bowl of

Eannadu, the first king of Babylonia, or at least the first mentioned in

the inscriptions. Though the engraving on this dates back to 4500 B. C,

yet it is clear and distinct and quite modern-looking.

Let us return to our cylinders. Without going into details, it might

be stated that "specimens of cylinder-seals have been found which

apparently belong to a period about B. C. 4000 ; and it is known from

the examples preserved in London and Paris that the art of engraving

was carried on without a break from that period down to the time of the

Persian conquest of Babylon by Cyrus, about B. C. 539 " (Budge).

Besides these smaller cylinders used as ecals and prophylactic amulets,

there a;e also exhibited in the Museum a large collection of what may be

termed historical ones. There are two prevailing types, the barrel-shaped

and the polygonal. While the former belonged to the Babylonian empire

and the latter to the A.ssyrian, it would not be safe, as has been done, to

assert that the shape determined the character or nationality, for we have

in one case five barrel-shaped cylinders giving a summary of the wars in

the early part of Sennacherib's reign (B. C. 705-G81), as well as an hexago-

nal one of the same king which, among other things, has an account of In-

war against llezekiah and the capture of Jerusalem. Alongside of thi-^.

is another hexai^'-onal cylinder; it is that of Esar-haddon (B. C. G81-G0S).
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What makes this of special interest is the fact that it gives in detail

nil account of the defeat and surrender of Manasseh. That portion of

this official account which describes Sennacherib's campaign in Pales-

line and the defeat of Ilczekiah is of such interest to every biblical stu-

dent as to justify an insertion of it here. It has been thus translated

:

"Six and forty of the strong cities, and the strongholds and the ham-

lets round about them, belonging to Hezckiah the Jew, who had not sub-

mitted to my rule, . . . I besieged and captured. Two hundred thousand

and one hundred and fifty souls, young and old, male and female, horses,

mules, asses, camels, oxen, and sheep without number, did I make to be

brought forth therefrom, and I counted them as spoil. Hezekiah him-

self, like unto a bird in a cage, did I shut up within his house in Jerusa-

lem. I cast up mounds against the city, and I turned back every man
w ho came forth. His towns which I had captured from him I took

iiway from his kingdom and gave tliem to ^litinti. King of Ashdod, to-

I'lidi, King of Ekron, and to Silbel [?], King of Gaza; and I reduced his-

land. I increased the sum of the tribute which he paid yearly unto my
majesty. The fear of the glory of my majesty overpowered Ilczekiah;

nnd his captains and his mighty men of valor whom he had brought into

Jerusalem to defend it laid down their arms. Thirty talents of gold,

eight hundred talents of silver, precious stones, ivory, treasures, hi*

daughters, the women of his palace, etc., ... he sent unto my palace at

Nineveh."

Tliis long extract is only a portion of what is contained on this hex-

agonal monument. Extensive, however, as this State document is, there

are at least three in the British Museum which are much larger and, as-

might be expected, contain much more matter inscribed upon them.

Periiaps the largest of these three measures twenty-one inches in height,

has ten sides, each about two and a half inches. It would take a sheet of

l>aper twenty-one by twenty-five inches to hold as much matter as we find

upon this cylinder, which records the glories of Assur-bani-pal, In a

neighboring case are exhibited three fine cylinders dug out from the ruins

of a temple at Kalah Shcrgbat, the so-called city of Assur. They are all

inscribed with the great deeds and glories of Tiglath-pileser I, who lived

"bout 1100 B. C. The largest of these octagonal baked-clay cylinders

is fully twenty-one inches high, and has upon it a lengthy account of the

campaigns and building ])rojects of the great monarch just mentioned.

There is a very large number of these cylinders, generally of small size

and always barrel-shaped, which record the operations of Nebuchadnez-
zar and Isabonidus. Two are of special interest; for. besides recordings

the restoration of the temple of Ebarra at Larsa, which had been de-

t=troyed during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II, it also describes the dis-

covery of the monuments of Burna-Buryash, B. C. 1425, and of Kham-
niurabi (the Amraphcl of Genesis), B. C. 2200, and again that he discov-

ticd in the foumlations of the temple of Eulbar inscriptions of Sargon I,

B. C. 13800, though other kings in different reigns had vainly sought to
Cad them. "We shall onlv mention four more, which were found bv
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Taylor imbeddccl iu the four corners of the temple of the moon-god at

3Iughcir, or the l>iblical Ur of the Chaldees. These are not large, but verv

perfect, and simply record the restoration of tliis temple by Nabonidus.

From what has been said the reader will have surmised that these

cylinders were commemorative as well as talismauic in their character.

This is made the more probable from a discovery of M. Place at Khorsa-

"bad, where he disinterred a stone box from the foundations in which

"was inscribed on gold, silver, antimony, copper, and lead the following

inscription, translated thus by Oppert: " May the great lord Assur de-

stroy from the face of this country the name and race of him who shall

injure the works of my hand or who shall carry oil my treasure." Com-

pare also what Professor Hilprecht calls "one of the oldest monuments

of Semitic speech," which was found deep among the ruins of Nipur

and reads: " "NYhosocver removes this inscribed stone, his foundation

may Bel and Samas and Ninna tear up, and exterminate his seed."

It would be easy to multiply examples; but the above will give the

reader some idea of cylinders, their antiquity and use. In conclusion, it

may be stated that those interested in the study of the articles above de-

scribed will find some rare specimens in the nmseums of Xew York and

Philadelphia, and that the University of Chicago is soon to have elegant

casts of some of the finest specimens in the British Museum.

REPORT OF THE PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.

The Q,uarter]y Statement of this organization, July, 1896, has been

recently issued, and contains much interesting and suggestive matter.

Dr. F. J. Bliss makes his ninth report concerning the progress of his ex-

cavations within the present city limits of Jerusalem. He has for some

months past been tracing the course of an old wall, several feet below the

surface, probably not dating much, if any, further back than the time

of the Crusaders. His report possesses a real value as showing the va=t

amount of patient preliminary labor, often of an experimental and tenta-

tive character, that has preceded all important archaeological discoveries,

whether in classical, oriental, or other fields, or that has followed them

before their value has been fully established. Of the various papers ap-

pended to the statement the best are those on " The Date of the Exodus."

by Captain A. E. Ilayues and Colonel C. R. Conder. Out of such dis-

cussion, as inconclusive and unsatisfactory as it may now appear, will

eventually come—supplemented, as it will be in the order of Providenc*",

from time to time by such fresh and pertinent discoveries as our increasing

knowledge is able properly to assimilate—a clear light and, we believe.

<a sure confirmation of our Scripture records. Ca[)tain Ilayne-^, who seems

sufficiently under the influence of higher critical tendencies, neverthcle.-s

in a footnote says: "The record of a seven years' famine in Egypt dur-

ing the seventeenth dynasty has been found in the tomb of a certain Baba

in Upper Egypt, and has been used to support the suitability of the time

•of the Ilyksos for the immigration of Israel to Egypt."
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

THE AMERICAX BIBLE SOCIETY AS A MISSIONARY AGEXCY.

Oni-: of the foremobt missiouary agencies of this country is the Ameii-

c.iii Bible Society, audit is with great pleasure tliat >yc uote its steady .'uui

Mpid growth in the confidence and support of the people. In eighty

viurs it lias issued 01,705,84:1 volumes in nearly one hundred languages

:m<l dialects. la the first quarter of a century of its existence it issued a

little less than three million copies; in the next (juarter of a century it

•.welled its publications to nearly nineteen millions; and in the third

.jiiarterof a century, as it had the pleasure of announcing at its diamond

riiiiiiversary, its issues reached about tliirty-two and a half millions. In

ilic five years since then it has sent forth seven and a half million copies.

Whither have gone the volumes distributed within the last year ? The

Il^^\ver is at hand. They have helped to evangelize and elevate the

thirty thousand people engaged in mining and other branches of the iron

industry in JeHerson County, Ala., two thirds of whom are negroes:

tlic saw mill towns of the southern part of the State; and the small

farmers of the northern portion. In California, they have gone among

t!ie Japanese and Chinese, Chinese copies having been obtained from the

Uov. Mr, Hykes, a :Mtthodist in charge of the Shanghai agency. Over

twenty-eight thousand copies have been circulated, in thirty languages,

i:i Chicago and other parts of Cook County, 111. In the Indian Territory,

the last vestige of the national domain held in fee simple from the United

States government by the red man, the Scriptures have been circulated

in thirteen Indian languages. They have gone into Louisiana, whole

parishes of which State are without any evangelical church. Even New
Hampshire has become so polyglot that the word has been scattered

there in thirteen languages. Large numbers of copies have gone to the

S[>:uiish-speaking population of Xew Jlcxico. The agents of the society

h:ive met two hundred and forty-two thousand immigrants at Xew York,

the eastern gate of the nation, and placed over fifty-six thousand volumes

iii their hands, in English, "Welsh, French, Danish, Swedish, Finnish,

Italian, Spanish, German, Dutch, Russian, Bulgarian, Hungarian, Bolic-

laiiin, Polish, Slavic, Arabic, Greek, Armenian, Hebrew, and Portuguese,

la Pennsylvjinia the copies distributed have been iu thirty five languages,

iuchiding such unusual ones as Icelandic, Lithuanian, Tamil, Hawaiian,

'I'nrkish, and Slovak.

Abroad, the story of the circulation of the Scriptures is abundantly iu-

t<rc>ting. In Mexico one old woman, on receiving a Bible, said, "I am
eighty-seveu years old, but I have never heard before such words as you

read from your Bible." " Have you not heard the Gospel during a life of

^'i^Iity-scven years ? " was asked. "I do not know what the Gospel may
'•e, but I like what you read," was her reply; "continue." Priestly
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antagonism is constant, and many a colporteur has been stoned for circii-

latiug the Scriptures. Mr. Pcnzotti, a Metliodist, who -vvas imprisoned-

for many mouths in a vile dungeon iu Peru for evangelical teacliing, has

extended his intluence within the year more or less over the five republic-;

of Central America. In Guatemala the people arc but partially clad and

are morally degraded, but they welcome the colporteur. In Quezahc-

nango, with its population of thirty thousand, two thirds of whom are

Indians, the supply was generous, though the priests got hold of many of

the copies aud destroyed them. Even the Caribs, speaking a mixed dia-

lect of Spanish, French, English, and African, and almost without any

religion at all, have received the Scriptures. Honduras, now poverty-

stricken and almost without religion, was the first of tiie Central Ameri-

can republics to declare for the separation of Church and State; and its

Lalf million of people have been tendered the only literature which can

start them on a higher plane. Far up the valley of the Orinoco, though

welcomed with showers of stones, have penetrated the sturdy-hearted

distributers of the word. In Argentina, the greatest republic south of

the United States, the colporteur has long worked; but now women
have taken up the work and are carrying the Scriptures into the conven-

tiUns, or large tenement houses. In Chile Bible distribution is carried on

among the nitrate workers at Tarapaca. In Peru Roman Catholic women
have organized to oppose the circulation of the Scriptures, but the good

work goes on. Fifty-seven per cent of the population speak Quichua. a

language without a literature, in use by three million domesticated Indi-

ans scattered through four separate South American republics; and the

Quichua is being used to spread the truth. In Brazil within the year the

agents of the society have spoken personally to one hundred and fifty

thousand people about the teachings of the Bible.

"We regret that our space ])recludes the continuance of this rapid sketch

of the work of this noble society tlirough foreign parts. The publication

of the Bible in the sacred and literary language (Krapar) of the poor,

distracted, and well-nigh destroyed Armenians, following the text used

from the beginning of their Christian history, "comes at a momentous

epoch in Armenian history." The publication of the Bulgarian pocket

reference Bible and of the Koordish translation of ]\Iark for the wildest,

most desperate, and barbarous people of western Asia, who have probably

murdered the three men who made the translation, shows the wide-reach-

ing force of this great missionary agency.

THE DEVELOPMKXTS IX AFRICA.

Bishop IIartzell comes to the work in Africa at an interesting junc-

ture in the development of that continent. Thirty years ago the map of

Africa w is scarcely changed for the better from that of the Jesuits of sev-

eral centuries ago; and even the map of thirty years ago was not recog-

nized as authoritative for the remoter parts of the country. The whcie

continent has within that period been practically rema[)ped. This is s:ud
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w iiliuut reference to the political invasion of Europe, the most marked

iiiiiiiifestation of earth-hunger, perhaps, in the annals of human history.

\Vithin the past ten years, and mainly within the first four years of the

• Iccade, ten millions out of the nearly twelve millions of square miles em-

braced in tlie continent have been partitioned, on paper, among the seveial

ii:iti«iiis of Europe. Within the la<t forty years even southern Africa was

>«'Hrcely held to be worth claiming by any power in Europe. It was left

to the travels of David Livingstone, seeking for the freer operations of his

missionary work, to show to the civilized world what were the possibili-

ties of this great region, and the influence of those travels is not yet

within range of practical measurement. A competent authority, allud-

ing to one result of the partition of Africa among European nations, has

.significantly said, "Xosuch stupendous partition of the earth's surface

by such means and in so short time has ever taken place before." The

opposition to the vast slave traffic followed, as a necessary concomitant,

tlie advances of Great Britain from the south along the great missionary's

lines of exploration. Thirty-five years ago one might wait for mouths

for a vessel to go east from Cape Colony to any point on the south tip of

the continent, where now four lines of steamers ply constantly, unless the

Portuguese has been borne down by competition with British and Ger-

man vessels. "Within that same period travel up the Shire by canoe has

been followed by travel on the fifteen steamers plying on that river and

the lake system with which it is related. Tangled wilderness paths have

given way to good roads lined with coffee plantations and telegraph

jiolcs as far into the interior as Blantyre.

Missionary work has been correspondingly developed. In Central Africa'

the broad continent, from ocean to ocean, was a region of undisturbed

heathendom. In this same territory the Livingstonia mission and the

Universities' mission have grown within twenty years to well-developed

and stable Christian establishments; the Loudon ^Missionary Society is as

firmly fi.xed about Lake Tanganyika, and the Church of England misiiou

as thoroughly rooted further north. On the west coast, in the region of

the Kongo, are the English Baptist, the American Baptist, the American

Presbyterian, and the ^Methodist Episcopal missions.

While it is true that the Kongo region attracted the attention of some

of the most statesmanlike minds of the jNIethodist Episcopal Church at a

time wlien the Kongo River was not explored more than a hundred miles

or so from the seaboard, at the time when Stanley was supposed to be

lost in the wilds of the interior, and when Bishop Janes asked Bishop

Haven, in his visit to Africa, to make inrjuiry as to the feasibility of the

extension of our missions to that region, it is equally true that it was tiie

movements of Bishop Taylor that ultimately precipitated the [Methodist

Church into this territory. It cannot now withdraw from the picket line

he has established. This does not imply that it shall limit its operations to

any methods initiated by Bishop Taylor, but it does imply that the Church

shall face the whole question of its responsibility to other porlious of

Africa than Liberia.
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OUR METHODIST WORK IX INDIA AS SEEN BY A "CnURCHMAN."

It is a little strange to still meet with I^Iethodists who take with grains

of salt the accouuts of the great work which, iu the order of God's provi-

dence, the :Methodist Episcopal Church has been enabled to do in India,

and of tlie far greater work which lies within our reach if the same peculiar

providence which has thus far guided us shall continue to guide us in the

future. The further prosecution of the work seems just now to depend

chiefly upon whether the necessary financial support shall be forth-

coming.

Our first duty is to seek to dispel the ignorance of those not informed

of the situation and of the thoroughness and realty of the work already

accomplished. To aid in the task we quote the following from tlic Indian

Christian Messenger, a periodical of the Church of England published at

Allahabad, India: "The stupendous results achieved by the iMethodist

mission are staggering to the skeptic. The mission claims twenty per

cent of all Prot^estant Indian Christians in India, and five per cent of all

Christians in the country. . . . Confining our attention to North India, we

find that there were last year over eight thousand baptisms of adults, ex-

cluding those of over six thousand children. There are some minds that

do uot°find themselves prepared to comprehend these performances
;
but

an imprejudiced investigator cannot come to a conclusion otlier than

creditable to these earnest workers full of go and faith.
. . .

The

whole of Kohilkuud has been dotted over with Christians and Christian

associations—churches, parsonages, red-ribbon brigades, leagues, schools,

"

and colleges. The fact is clear that the Methodist workers are not given

to dreamfng. They fully believe th;it there is no difEerence in tlie value

of the soufof a tanner and of the soul of one whose feet are ensconced in

morocco slippers. The :\Iethodist missionaries don't talk grandiloquently

and declare, 'We do not care to manufacture Christians.' They open

Goucher schools in villages and collect the waifs and strays as well for

the boarding schools. The fragrant stench of the slums of the refuse of

the towns and villages does not deter them from pursuing the lost sheep

of the Lord iu the humble ranks of humanity. And it will be madness to

deny them their meed of praise for the glorious results of their exertions.

.But we do not mean to imply that tlie Methodist mission is devoid of

the so-called high-caste converts. They have a fair proportion of these,

and their mission alone in Xorth India can point to a live rajah among

their own converts. The fruits of their labors have i)asscd university and

theolo-ical examinations and nowadays figure iu courts, telegraph offices

and in" educational in.stitutions In North India at this moment, or.t

of sixteen presiding elders, five are Indians invested with full financial

and administrative powers The number of Indians, Conference mem-

bers, is almost three times that of the Americans. These Indians have th^

same voice in managing the mission, and even in annually jiassing on the

character of all a-ents, American or Indian. The result is that the cause

of the Lord is furthered by the prevalent feeling of fellowship."
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

Otto Ritschl. Since the death of Albrecht Ritschl his son Otto has been

hU triK'St representative in the domain of theology. True, the son doc-s

j.Dt aecei)t without question all his father's theological opinions, but he

iMincs nearer to maintaining the elder Ritschl's beliefs unchanged than

unv other representative of the Ritschl school. In a recently published

work entitled Ueler Werthurtheile, an expression almost impossible of

irimslation into English, he defines and defends his father's position -^-ith

r-ft-rence to one of the peculiar features of the Ritschlian theology.

Werthurtheile, literally, *' worth judgments," are judgments (in the logical

v.iisc) which are formed, not as the result of the use of the judgment, but

by listeuiug to the emotions. They express our interests, not our opinions.

Since we have so many interests which lie outside the realm of scientific

verification, it is necessary to have Werthurtheile by \s-hich to express our

faiUi in reference to matters which cannot be reached by ihe'rretische

VrthdU (*' theoretical judgments '') or scientific thought. Among these is

the whole realm of the religious. When we affirm the existence of God
« e do not depend upon our judgment so much as upon our sense of inter-

est. "We cannot know there is a God, but we can believe it. Tije belief

in the existence of God is not the product of a train of reasoning, but

.si>rings from a necessity of the liuman soul. Because it is not the result

f f a ratiociuative process it can never be overthrown by science or phi-

lu^opliy. Because it so perfectly satisfies our hearts the reality of God is

more certainly attested tlian any fact of external nature. It will be seen

th.it the idea of Werthurtheile—including all religious truth—is well

h'.lupled to the needs of the apologist, who, in adopting it, snaps his fin-

pors at the scientist and says, "I have a method of knowing which is un-

kuown to you. By it I attain a greater certainty in a given sphere than

vou can attain in the sphere of science. These two methods of know-
ing which you and I represent do not lie in the same plane, nor do their

plaues bisect each other. Therefore there can be no clash between them.

All the conflict between science and faith hitherto has arisen from an at-

tempt to bring both to the test of the former. We give up the scientific

< I rtainty of our faith and place it upon a surer foundation. Henceforth

there must be no conflict between the man of faith and the man of science."

Joseph HoUweck, There are few Roman Catholics wlio doubt or ever

liave doubted that the Roman see is the divinely appointed seat of the

vicar of Christ on earth, the pope, and that if the papal seat were trans-

ferred to another city it would cease to be the ])apal seat. Ilolhveck is

iH>t of the small number who have doubted these things; on the other

''^'ud, he has recently attempted {Der cqwstolische Stuhl un<l Rom, Mainz,
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Kirchheim) to set the question forever at rest so far as argument can ac-

complish the task. In doing so he cannot appeal to an utterance of the

Church on the subject, for officially the doctrine of the inseparableneas of

the papacy from the lloman see has been rather assumed than asserted.

The bulls Unnm Sanctain and the Vaticanum of 1870, as well as the councils

of Lyons and Florence, establish the fact of the succession of the Romau

pontifl in the primacy, but do not assert the necessity. Believing that in

order to establish the necessary connection of the two for all time either

an e.\press utterance of our Lord beforehand or an express sanction after

the connection had been formed is demanded, he confesses that he has

searched in vain for either in a direct form. Nevertheless he finds the

sanction after the fact (vohmtate consequentc) abundantly attested for all

purposes of faith. His investigations lead him to the conclusion that the

fathers looked upon the union as inseparable; the popes have shared this

opinion; the councils have so expressed themselves as to lef ve the impres-

sion that they assumed it so fully that its assertion was deemed unnecessary

;

with almost perfect unanimity the schools have taught the same; while the

faithful have no doubt on the matter. Those who have quebtioned it have

been men whose attitude toward the papacy was not without suspicion.

The author closes with a few very remarkable sentences. He says:

" Christ not onlv wills the freedom of the Church and its head in general,

but its full freedom, limited by no obstacle. But this freedom in the full-

est sense includes the temporal sovereignty of tlie pope as a necessary con-

dition. Hence the divine providence ordered that in the couise of time

this sovereignty was bestowed on the pope. Since then he has been jure

divino king of Rome." The meaning of such language is not difficult to

discern.

Pau] Griinberg. Not so much as a leader of thought as in tlie capacity

of a master in the art of theological-biographical writing should he be

mentioned. To few men, relatively, has it been given to accomplish as

much as Spener. If he was not exactly original he was at least a leader

of those like-minded with himself. The significance of the man is seen m

this, as also in the opposition he excited and in the permanent results which

followed his labors. In one sense of the word Grilnberg's PhilUpp Jaloh

Spener (Gottingen, Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1893) is ratlier a philo-

sophical-historical study of a great theological and religious leader than a

biography. This may be seen in the arrangement of the material, which

is a°s follows: "The Times of Spener," " The Life of Spener," "TheThn-

olo^ry of Spener," " Spener as a Church Reformer." Not only is this ar-

rangement thoroughlv logical, it is executed in its details with a master

hand . None other could have put himself so completely in possession o

the vast material for the study. Note the variety of phases considered

in the first chapter: the Church constitution, the clergy, schools and utu-

versit

and
second

ities, church doctrine, public worship and church life, the religious

ethical life, relation of the Lutheran Church to other confessions. A

:ud chapter takes up the reaction against the prevailing tendencies o
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the lime under four phases—a mystical, a practical, a theological, and that

<.f i\ living, as contradistinguished from a dead, orthodoxy. Under the

tjrst phase alone he treats of thirty-three different personages, giving

ihcir views and estimating their influence. "With similar particularity

d(H's be treat every portiou of his subject. And yet each detail is brought

into such vital relations to the entire theme that nowhere is the treatment

dreary or unduly prolonged. Not only has Griinbcrg preserved the im-

pri'ssion of a forward movement throughout, ho has been able to maintain

toward Spener himself-, as toward all his predecessors and contemporaries,

ft judicial, yet sympathetic, attitude. The faults of the Church of Spencr's

time are pointed out, but not too bitterly condemned . Spener himself was

ft.) great as to tempt one to unstinted eulogy. But Griinberg has both a

heart for his merits and an eye for the limitations and defects both of the

personality and the theologian. The work should be immediately traus-

l.ited into English or its English counterpart produced.

RECEXT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

"Zur Oharacteristik des religibsen Standpunkt des Erasmus" (Charac-

terization of the Religious Standpoint of Erasmus). By Friedrich Lezius.

Gutersloh, Bertelsmann, 1895. Our author points out the fact that, while

some have found Erasmus to be a man of weak character and somewhat

lux morals, others regard him as strong and constant and of higher

morality than Luther and Zwingli. Nor does he think this remarkable,

since the life of Erasmus was so full of contradictions. " He prepared

thf way of the Reformation only to oppose it later. He broke with

Luther and rejoiced iu Zwingli's tragic death, and nevertheless died in

Basel without the final offices of the Roman Catholic Church and was

burled by Protestants in a Protestant church." But, passing all these

by, he takes up the side of Erasmus's life mentioned in the title of his

little work. On the whole it is not a flattering conclusion he draws.

Our chief inteiest in the entire question is that that which was true of

Erasmus was true, on the whole, of all the humanists. In studying the

religious side of Erasmus's nature we study the religious side of humanism

geuerally. Lezius regards as the key to tlie religious life of Erasmus the

fact that he was at the same time a moralist and a biblicist. Through the

former he was made the enemy of the externality and superstition of the

papal religion ; through the latter he was rendered capable of independence

f'f the decrees of popes, the doctrine of the Church, and the teachings of

^-halastioism. But being a moralist and a biblicist only gave outward

form to his faith. This only sulTiced to produce the negative features of

I'is ruligioji. He lacked the earnestness necessary to become a Protestant.

In this respect Lezius compares him most unfavorably with Zwingli, who,

whatever his faults, had the earnestness to strive for what he belicyed to

be true, while Erasmus was so opposed to everything which might en-

gender tumult or strife that he would sacrifice truth and right themselves

for^quiet. It is evident that the beliefs of such a man are not worthy to

53—FIFTH SKUIES, VOL. XII.
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be dignified by the name of conviction?, but must be regarded as opinions

jneiely. And this same love of case it was which caused him to entir

into strife with Luther, since he preferred a break with him rather than

a break with Kome. This in turn proves that all the while his sympa-

thies remained Roman Catholic, whatever his judgment might say.

"Dogmatique chretienne" (Christian Dogmatics). By Jules Bovon.

Lausanne, Georges Bridel et Cie., 1895. 'We cannot pretend to more

than a brief mention of some of the ])rincipal points in this work. The

first pertains to his method. Listead of treating the doctrine of the

Trinity as a phase of the general doctrine of the Deity, as is usual, thereby

detaching it from Christology and soteriology, he maintains that the

knowledge of the triune God can be gained and that knowledge formu-

lated only on the basis of the saving work of Christ and the influence of

the Holy'Spirit. Hence he would place the discussion of the Trinity at

the close of the system. As to the Christian doctrine of God, he claims

that it is only to be developed in accordance with the knowledge of God

^vhich we gain through Christ; in other words, the Christian doctrine of

God is the doctrine of the God of revealed salvation. Had he limited

himself to this principle he would have been more consistent. But m

fact he appears not to be thoroughly permeated with his own ideas, but

to hold theoreticallv to one opinion, wliile in practice he acts, at least in

part according to another. He is aware that the certainty of faith arises

ixom the experience of one who subjects himself to the practical require-

ments of the Gospel; yet he makes so much use of the so-called natur-.l

reli-ion as to leave the impression that the religion of the Christian reve-

lation is not sufficient for him. He rejects every proof of the existence o

God which is founded in nature, and yet he speaks of God's holiness and

God's love in such a manner as wholly to disconnect these attributes from

the facts of sin and redemption. His treatment of the important doc-

trine of divine providence is extremely brief, comprising but a page,

compared with other less important doctrines. Although he quotes a

number of Scripture passages in proof of the doctrine, it appeals to Inm

rather as a postulate of natural, than of Christian, theology. \ aluable ana

interesting is his treatment of the doctrine of sin. He discusses various

theories, but establishes the fact from psychology and religion. ^^ uh

reference to the miracles of the New Testament he takes practically the po-

sition held by the German mediating school, which admits the possilnUty

of the miracles, but reserves the right to determine by criticism wlnca

shall be held as historically verifiable or probable.

« Dgr Exorcismus im Herzogtum Braunschweig seit denTagen der Re-

fo>Tnation » (The Practice of Exorci-^m in the Duchy of Brunswick since tlic

Davs of the Reformation). By Friedrich Koldewey. Wolfenbuttol, /wiss-

Icr" 1803 The work would be both more interesting and more valuable di-i

it extend bevond the narrow boundaries of a duehy. But as the book ,-<

small it is excusable to treat a limited theme; and as a matter of fact the
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K..ii.rv of exorcism in Brunswick is essentially what it was in other Ger-

t-m Lutheran territories. It may surprise many to learn that Luther re-

• i;!.»-«l the formula by which the j^riest exorcised the candidate for

:,.i; li-^in in the Roman Catholic Church. Put into English, the directions

»l..,ii Luther, following the Roman ritual, gave the Protestant clergy

i,fv' as follows: After an address to the persons responsible for the

.!..ltrs training, the minister said, '"Depart, thou unclean spirit, and

r.vke room for the Holy S])irit." lie then made the sign of the cross on

to fort-head and breast of the candidate, and said, " Receive the sign of

'.;.«• cross on both forehead and breast." After a couple of prayers the

!:;irii>tcr said, "I adjure thee, thou unclean spirit, in the name of the

•.;licr, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, that thou depart and

: Avc this servant of Jesus Christ. Amen." Then followed, among other

•.;,!t!gs, the substance of our baptismal covenant, which in the case of the

...i!(l mast be taken for him by his elders, who renounced for him the

<!-vil and all liis works. In the adjuration the minister was to make the

. u'li of the cross after the name of each of the persons of the Trinity.

Tm renunciation of the devil implied that the person about to be bap-

i.y.d was the property of the devil, whose ownership was now renounced.

T!ic language addressed to the unclean spirit reminds one forcibly of

ti.at employed by our Lord in the expulsion of the spirits from the pos-

Kv-ed. An excellent illustration is tlius atlorded of the marked change
wiiich has come over the thought of the Christian world, robbing it of

th.'it vivid realization of the nearness and influence of the powers of

'iurkiicss which our fathers experienced. The Calvinists opposed this

j'nu-tice of exorcism as a gross superstition, and the intensity of the

'"niggle between the Calvinistic and Lutheran systems caused the ad-

.'•-rents of the latter to reject any attempts looking toward a removal of

'.!ic rite of exorcism from the baptismal ceremony. Luther translated the

i'Ajttismal ceremony into German in 1523, and the rite of exorcism main-
'..liiied itself therein in Brunswick in spite of much opposition until 1709,

livurly two hundred years.

" Qeschichte der altchristlichen Litteratur in den ersten drei Jahr-

hunderten" (History of the Early Christian Literature in the Eirst Three
•Viitunes). By Gustav Kriiger. Freiburg (Baden), and Leipzig, J. C. B.

Muhr, 1895. Tlie work must be carefully distinguished from ordinary

''»"rks on patristics, which give much valuable information rehitive to

^'ithors and their works, but which do not attempt a literary history,

'•riiger has followed the principles laid down by Nitzsch and Overbcck
''• the cfTect that under patrology Ave must understand, not only the

^vdrks of the -early Church fathers, but any work of an early Christian

='-ithor; and furthermore, that the liaodling of these Avorks must be in

*'C(irdance with the laws of historical writing, and not merely a concatena-
tion of chronological and biographical notices. lie does not pretend
''> liny great amount of originality; but, as a matter of fact, he gives us

' :<• fl-st complete, though Ijrief, treatise of the kind, modestly referring
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his readers to the expected great work of Professor Harnack in \\,r

same Hue. His standpoint may be seen in what he says concerniu'^' t'.

Pauline documents of the New Testament: "In the New Tcstaiiuri

fourteen documents supposed to have been written by Paul have found 3

place. They do not all have the same claim to recognition as gonui:

products of his pen. True, a criticism which finds its pleasure in \\..-

destruction of the little light wiiicli is vouchsafed to us in the invc'.>tiL' .•

tion of the problems of primitive Christianity can reject all, or nearly .1/.

these letteis as furgt-ries, and thereby banish from history the persouiili;-,

of the great apostle, which is incomprehensible to little minds. \\:\

against the genuineness of 1 Thessalonians (composed 54, 55). Galati:'.:.-

(55-57), the two letters to the Corinthians (56-58 and 58-60), Rouin:.,

(59, 60), Philippians (62-64), and Philemon (written about the sametiai-,-

as Philippians) no sufficient arguments have been produced. Ti.-

doubts against Colossians can be overcome. The spuriousness of 2 Tiii-s-

salonians and of Ephesians may be asserted with good reason, but iMt

strictly demonstrated. Hebrews is the work of a Paulinizing Christiuu

of Alexandrian training. The pastoral letters were unknown to Mar-

cioji, and the situation they porti-aj cannot be explained in accord wiT:)

what we know of the life of Paul, while the language and the thoui:ii:

^vere impossible to him. Their relation to Gnosticism appears to forb: i

their composition during the first century; though it is possible th:::

their author possessed fragments of actual letters addressed to Timothv

and Titus."

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

Biblical Criticism and the Task of the Preacher. From a considcn-

tion of this dithcult problem arises much of the objection felt by tin '-c

in the practical work of the Church to the so-called higher critici-i.i.

'When books which were once attributed to Moses come to be attribute 1

to an unknown author the i«-eacher is placed in an awkward dilcnmia

with reference to choosing texts therefrom. He hesitates to speak f

these texts as the words of the great lawgiver when he is convinced tlu y

are not; and yet he feels that to explain his views on this subject tu V--

auditors would distract attention from the religious message he Im^ t''

bring them. Just so, when portions of the Bible which were oner re-

garded as historically trustworthy come to be looked upon as untni'--

worthy, they seem to the preacher to lose their value for homikiio:'.

purposes. Those who have fallen into this difficulty employ two mcth^>.^

of escape. The first is to ignore texts of the kind described. Tl:i> !-

based on the idea that the Bible contains so much well-authenticated nii-

lerial cot touched by criticism that he can well do without the doubtf':

portions. He thereby attests his faith in certain other portions of il
'

Bible, thereby severing it in twain. Such a course is not contempbit' •

with favor by the better class of higher critics. They do not believe i:-

this mutilation of the book, all of which to them is the word of God ;
f"!"
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• ,; the critic historical trustworthiness is not the test by which he deter-

raiics the validity of revelation. A myth or an historical error may as

rrulv convey a revelation as tlie record of real fact. lie looks deeper than

tlio outward form. He cares not for the liistorical or scientific, but for tlie

fr|ii.'i«)iis and moral, teachings. This furnishes the clew to his method of

tfTatiu^iT texts in the pulpit which he handles very dillerently as a critic.

Hf tlocs not neglect them if they fall in his way, and the average listener

kiould never detect from his use of them that he denied their historical

\;i'uo. From a work entitled Kritisch angcfochtene Predigttcjcte xtnd ihre

A u,ilttische Bihandlung (Sermonic Texts Assaulted by Criticism and How to

Til lit Them Homiletically), by R. Eibach (Berlin. Reuther & Reichard,

1 *«'.•.)), we take a number of examples : Luke i, 26-3S—the birth and infancy

of Jfsus. The first thing for the preacher to remember is that the angel

(Jijbricl and the converse whicli he held with the mother of our Lord are

not (he principal thing. It is rather the simplicity and purity of the

xirjrin heart which the conversation lays bare. Again, the preacher must

iiMuember that it is not important to demonstrate tlie dogma of tlic virgin

birth. In the stories of Jupiter human lust is attributed to the deity.

Ill this, on the contrary, divine purity is attributed to a human being.

Thus looked at, the text gives us a view of the invisible world and of the

j^»sibilities of human nature. The story, Eibach thinks, is so glorious

ri:ul so opens the eyes to a new world of purity that, did we not Imve it

iu tlie Bible, it must have been sooner or later invented, and the homilete

h.is no occasion for avoiding it. Again, in Luke ii, 1-14. There is no
!rxt more central, and yet more vigorously assailed, than this. Everything

it contains is doubtful except the fact that Jesus first saw the light of

Uils world under Ca>sar Augustus. The history of his birth, and even

iHthlehem as his birthjilace, are veiled in darkness so far as history is

Concerned; and yet there is no text that the preacher so mucli needs at

Christmas as this. For if the preacher really believes that Jesus is the

C'lirist this text offers him better opportunities than any other for the

Christmas festival. Here, above all things, is history, not in the small

^fuse of the questions of human science, but in this sense—that He from
^vhora all salvation springs really did see the light of this world; and in

this—that his aj^pcarance is too great to be made dependent upon the

year or the accidental place of his birth. The evidence for hira is not a
chronicle of time, but his work, which is present with us; his Spirit,

^^hich lives among us; himself, who is present with us. Faith in him
has better supports than can be afforded by human science. And this

'-ith lives in the text. Even the plans of the secular rulers, so differently

intended, are compelled to serve him. The city and house of David
rvuiiud us of the falflUment of the desire of all nations. It is the "yea"
•'"d "amen "of the Old Testament and, what is more significant for us,

^hf deepest louging of the human heart. . . . TIjo poverty of the manger
i'' exactly that which corresponds to Golgotha—it shows the way of re-

•leinption through lowliness. The Gospel which the angels first preached
'«' the poor—the shepherds—has ever since then been preached first to the
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poor. But all these are small matters. The important thing is the m. v.

"sage, which no man can give to another, but whicli God alone can trivi :

"Unto you is born this du}^ in the city of David a Saviour, which is C'liii,[

the Lord." There terror before God must cease; peace comes into tl:.

heart, and great joy for all people begins. And this message is accom

pauied by a blessed assurance, for this Gospel has for us to-day better

and clearer tokens than the manger and swaddling clothes. An.)

with the birth of Christ begins at last a new world, into which we ar.

invited to enter and in which we find forgiveness, life, and salvation. A

few words with reference to the sermouic use of miracles may bevaluahlt.

The critic, as a rule, no longer denies, but asserts, the reality of ti.r

miracles of Jesus. But he holds that these miracles are recorded to show

not only the power of our Lord and the condition of the souls of tho>'>

upon whom he wrought his miracles, but rather to portray Christ befon

human eyes that men may be drawn to him. Looked at from this stuiul-

point, the individual miracle stories may, or may not, be strictly correct

historically. Whether they are so or not, the preacher's business i.-, to

recommend Christ to human hearts and human needs; and inthista.sk

the miracles give him extremely important aid. The resurrection aiii

ascension of Jesus are not to be demonstrated by the literal utterance of

the gospels, but by the experience of those who commune with him.

Thul, alongside of the fact of science that soul and body die together is

placed the fact that the soul and body of Je.sus live together. He who

came from heaven must of necessity return to heaven. He who brought

the kingdom of God belongs at the right hand of God. It will be secu

that, though there is little emphasis upon external phases of the reconl.

the kernel is maintained. Whether the method appeals to our reacl-.-rs

is not with us the question. Our business is to record the facts.

The Christian Socialist Party of Germany. The Christian socialists oi

Germany recently met at Fraukfurt-am-Maiu, being represented by aboi.i

two hundred delegates from all parts of the Fatherland, under the presi-

dency of Dr. Stacker. The following declaration of principles wa^

adopted: " We justify the separation of Dr. Stocker from the conscrv:i-

tive party, which under the circumstances was unavoidable. By our-

selves we' form a party of Christian socialists. We shall continue to

oppose every conservative tendency which makes concessions to the

policy of the' middle party or represents purely material interests. ^^ '-

desire to secure a greater equality between rich and ])Oor for the futme.

and legal assistance to the efiforts of the weak to obtain a livelihood; but

we repudiate all radical doctrines which teach the unconditional equality

of all. In the same manner we are opposed to growth of power on the

part of the extremely wealthy, so far as this endangers the freedom of

the "State or the welfare of the people. AYc regard the combatants under

the banner of true, living Christianity as those alone who can gain iho

victory over the powers of destruction, against which we shall wage a

warfare with all our powers."
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SUMMARY OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

"The Early Ages. of the Iliunau Race" is the opening article in the

I/indon Quarterly llcdieic for July. It gives a summary of our present

knowledge of prehistoric man. Speaking of a clay image found in a

•,'mvcl bed of tlic pliocene or pleistocene age in Idaho, and which "shows

tlic high intellectual character of primitive man," it says: "Like the

Ciilaveras skull, it throws a heavy weight into the scale against the idea

that the earliest members of the human race were sunk in the lowest

depths of mental and moral degradation." In reference to a quotation

from Mr. John Fiske's Mail's Dcstini/ '\t mn\ies this comment: " This is

jiiire romance. In man's earliest days there was no need whatever for

this endless fighting, simply because the causes for hostility did not

fxi^t. Food was everywhere abundant. Game of all kinds existed in

Ftich vast numbers as to be easily captured, and all the rivers swarmed

with fish. ]\ren were few, and immense uninhabited tracts separated the

farliest human wanderers. If collisions did occur—which must have

been rare—the beaten party simply moved oft' to distant regions where

man liad not yet penetrated and where their safety was complete. In-

stead of the earliest ages of man's existence being days of incessant war-

faro, they must have been times of profound peace." The second article,

"Profit Sharing and Gain Sharing," contrasts these methods of solving

the labor problem with those advocated by the trades unions. In the

tliird article, "Clive and Hastings," occurs this sentence, which is one

of many indications that in these days there is none so poor as to do Ma-
Ciiulay reverence : "Macaulay's portraits of Clive and Warren Hastings,

and, in association with the latter, of the much-aspersed Sir Elijah Im-

pey, are caricatures indeed; but the glowing color and the magical

chiaroscuro of the great word-painter so disguise the wild incorrectness

f'f his drawing that the magnificent caricatures have been accepted as

living, faithful resemblances; and two heroes of English history have

been wronged of the fair renown to which lives of unswerving, patriot

devotion had justly entitled them." The fourth article is "Ritschl's

Theology;" the fifth, " Keats's Letters;" the sixth, "Tiie Bible as

literature;" the seventh and eighth, "Recent Researches among the

-Annelids " and "A Naturalist in Mid-Africa."

PnoFEssoK Moses Coit Tyler, the author of those two exasperating

volumes of a History of American Literature—cixaspcratiug because, pub-

lished eighteen years ago and dealing only with early colonial literature,

»hpy liave not since been followed by other volumes treating of our later

nnd really important literary development—contributes "Tlie Declaration

of Independence in the Light of Modern Criticism" to the July number
*jf tlie North American lievicio. Russia, that overgrown and naughty child
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of modern Europe -nhich will come to manhood by and by and exert a

potent influence upon bumau history, is, of course, the subject of Karl

Blind's "After the Coronation at Moscow." The prospect grows "less ami

less hopeful," he says, "as to the new ruler having any really lilnrai

measures in view." "Father" Clark, of the Christian Endeavor move-
ment, writes pleasantly on "Some International Delusions." "The clii.'f

source of these delusions," he says, " is the daily newspaper on both sidi s

of the Atlantic and Pacific. . . . Even the most respectable papers seem ti.

find room in their foreign columns chiefly for startling crimes or awful

accidents. . . . Many an English and Australian friend has said to me: '
I

should think you would be afraid to travel in America; you always seem

to be having such dreadful railway accidents.' . . . AYhen I informed him

that I had traveled many tens of thousands of miles without meeting

a serious mishap or ever being held uj) by highwaymen it almost passed

his comprehension, and he made up his mind that either the papers whieii

he habitually read or myself had been drawing a long bow." "But,

again, it must be confessed that these popular delusions arc due quite a-s

much to our own exceedingly sensational newspapers as to anything that

is printed in the lands across the seas." John Gilmer Speed discusses.

^' The Right of Privacy " from a legal standpoint. The late General Gib-

bon, of the United States Army, concludes his argument, " Why Women
Should Have the Ballot," with these words: "That the day for the en-

franchisement of women in this country is coming cannot be doubted by

anyone capable of reading the very apparent signs which have been shown

for some years past;" but the only sign specified is "the desperate

struggle those opposed to woman suffrage are making to prevent its

accomplishment." Incidentally, we believe that women should have the

ballot. Max O'Rell's tirade on "Petticoat Government " in the United

States is admirably answered by Mrs. Harriet Prescott Spoflford and 3Irs.

Margaret Bottome. Other articles are: "The Stepchild of the Republic,"

a paper on "the seventeen splendid States and Territories " of our " arid
"

West, by W. E. Smythe; "A Common Coinage for All Xations," by the

Hon. C. W. Stone; "The Teacher's Duty to the Pupil," by Cardinal Gib-

bons; "Criminal Jurisprudence, Roman and Anglo-Saxon," by ^I. Ro-

mero, Mexican minister to the United States; and "Sound Money the

Safeguard of Labor," by the Hon. R. B. ]Mahany.

The Edinlurgh lieview for July might easily monopolize the five short

pages allotted to this summary. To prove this we need only submit a

table of its contents: 1. "'Manning and the Catholic Reaction of our

Times;" 2. " The New Scottish Xovelists ;
" 3. "Sheridan;" 4. "The

Universities of the [Middle Ages ; " 5. " The Countess Krasinska's

Diary;" G. "The Paget Papers;" 7. "Gardens and Garden Craft:"

8. "The Government of France since 1870 ;" 9. "History and the Na-

tional Portrait Gallery;" 10. "Egj'pt." The first of these is inspired

by the recent publication of Purcell's Life of Manning— a. book that lia<^
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Mou-^od profound interest and no end of controversy, and is characterized

br the Catholic Wvrld as "the recent sad spectacle of a clumsy, narrow-

vi>i<)ncd biographer's attempt to belittle the fame of the great Cardinal-

Arclibishop of "Westminster by means of his private correspondence, a

iK-rformauce which Cardinal Vaughan has branded in a recent magazine

as 'almost a crime.'" The book certainly makes some interesting reve-

btions ex cathedra; and we hardly wonder at the ire of our Catholic

n-iitomiiorary. The second article will appeal to all lovers of the new

Srotch scliool of fiction. Says this Scotch review, voicing the acclaim of

t'lnUitudcs of non-Scotch readers, "We hail the revival of the rnral

Scottish novel as a welcome sign of healthy reaction." Of Barrie's

Window in Thrums the reviewer says : "There is the Shakespearean

iibtlc'ty of humor, which, as it seeks its subjects in eternal types of hu-

juanity, is bound to survive. The Scotch is perhaps unnecessarily broad;

possibly there is too mucli of it for purix)scs of effective art, although the

f xtraordinary popularity of the book in the South appears to dispose of

tliat criticism as captious. All the greater is the tribute to the analytical

^.'(.•nius which has triumphed over obstacles of its own creation. ... It is

a story we should be sorry to read, were we inclined to homesickness, on

the sun-baked plains of Australia or the waterless Karoo of South Africa.

We should yearn to exchange the cloudless skies for the dripping

litavous and driving mists of Glen Quharity." And further: "An ex-

ciuisite tenderness of sympathy underlies the book, so that it is difficult

to distinguish the pathos from the drollery "—a saying which applies

(•}unlly well to the writings of "Ian Maclarcn." This of Mr. Crockett:

•• Comparing him vi\i\\\iims<i\i^ ih-d Sticl-it Minister and the Haiders, m
tilt-irrespective manners, stand far above his other productions." The
!:otice of the Bannie Brier Bush is nothing if not appreciative. It is " a

f^i'-irklingbook ;
" " there is no cleverer chapter than that on ' The Cunning

S|K'cch of Drumtochty ; ' " " ' Ian Maclaren ' probes the infinite depths

of jiathos in those simple, sequestered lives ; " no sympathy can induce

t!io "rough, almost brutal " Dr. Maclure " to palliate the truth," yet

"no fashionable physician from Ilarley Street or Saville Row can surpass

him in natural delicacy ;
" " The Transformation of Lachlau Campbell '^

U "the most touching of the tales,"

"We cannot even mention all of the fifteen articles that fill the pages of

T!u Xineteenth Century for July. The first article, "Russia, Persia, and

^-liglund," is by Sir Lepel Gritfiu. George W'. E. Russell discusses the

M'icstion of Church \niity under the title "Reformation and Reunion,"

aiul concludes, "After all, we must remember that the Master promised,

'^"t one fold, but one fiock and one Shepherd, even himself." "The Bab
!«ih1 lial)ism," by J. D. Rees, describes a religious sect of Persia, an off-

fhuot from Mohammedanism, which arose about the middle of the pres-

"'•t century. The Bab "represented himself as an emanation from the

J>iviuity itself, and then assumed the title of 'highness,' by which also
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Jesus, the Son of Mary, or Miriam, is habitually kuown amongst Muham-

imvdans." The adlierents of the sect abound, "and chiefly among the

Tidier and more educated classes." Walter Alison Phillips writes of

Walter von der Yogclweide, "the greatest of the Minnesingers," who^v

name has been made familiar to us by Longfellow. Edward B. Tylor liri>

au article on "The Matriarchal Family System," a system which ha-

prevailed among our Americau Indian tribes and among some Oriental

peoples, and by which inheritance descends, not through the male side of

the family, but throiigh the female. "The Woman IMovcment in Ger-

many " is sketched by Alys Kussell. Alvar Nunez, better known to us a>

Cabcca de Yaca, the companion of Narvaez and the discoverer of those

famous cities of Cibola which Lave so unaccountably eluded all further

discovery, a man whose remarkable story contains so much of the romtva-

tic and the impossible, is the subject of a paper by R. B. Cunninghame

Graham dealing chiefly T^'ith his adventures on the La Plata in South

America. "The Story of the Manitoba Schools Question," by T. C. Down,

is a study of an important factor in the Canadian problem. "New Letters

of Edward Gibbon," by Rowland E. Prothero, and "The Federation

Movement in Australasia," by Sir Edward Braddon, premier of Tasmania,

are interesting papers and conclude an interesting number.

The following is the list of contents of the Methodist Review of the

Church, South, for July-August : 1. " The Problem of Divine Foreknowl-

edge," by Professor Henry C. Sheldon, of the chair of systematic the-

ology at Boston University; 2. "John Boanerges," by Rev. G. V,.

Winton, M.A.; 3. "Oxford High Anglicanism," by Rev. W. Harrison:

4. "A Literary Knapsack," by Maurice Thompson; 5. "The Culture

Problem in Southern Towns," by Professor J. S. Bassett, of Trinity Col-

lege; G. "The Position of the Church in France," by Professor J. F.

Crowell, of Columbia College ; 7. "Vergil's Preeminence among the Chris-

tian Fathers and in the Mediicval Church," by Professor E. W. Boweu, o-

Randolph-Macon College; 8. "Macbeth and Hamlet," by Rev. J. ^^

-

Hill; 9. "Good Roads," by Professor H. H. Stone, of Emory College;

10. "The Making of Methodism" (seventh paper), by the editor, Dr.

Tigert. The first objection raised by Dr. Sheldon to the doctrine of divine

nescience is " that it postulates a limitation upon God that intrinsically i-^

not agreeable to the thought of his infinite perfection." The " mo-t

formidable obstacle," however, " is the veto which it encounters from t!ie

side of revelation." In addition to " the testimony of a prophetical con-

sciousness, whose central representative was no less than the Son of God.

we have " specitic predictions on matters bound up with the free ageu'-.

of men," which have been not only " confidently uttered," but '' fuUilh'-^

in a way which argues the legitimacy of the prophetical faith in divine

foreknowledge." The seventh article ^^•ill interest readers of Dante u^

well as of Vergil. From indications in the fourth eclogue and the sixt-i

book of the ".Eneid" Professor Bowen concludes that " there is clc:ir,:.
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possibilitT, not to sfiy a strong probabilitj-, that Vergil had at least an

indirect knowledge of the Hebrew Scriptures," possibly "through the

Sibviline books and oracles,'' or "through the Alexandrine literature,

rtitli wbicli we have seen he was quite familiar."

The NetjD World for June contains: 1. "Cardinal Manning," by St.

(.uor-a' Mivart; 2. "International Arbitration," by J. B. Moore, of Co-

linnbia Colli'ge; 3. "The Limits of Evolution," by G. II. Howison

;

\. "Matthew Arnold's Letters," by 3Ii!tou Reed; 5. "Xew England

Trinitarianism," by L. L. Paine, of the Bangor Theological Seminary;

C. "The Relation of the Preacher to Social Subjects," by J. "NV. Day

;

7. "Las Casas and Democracy," by C. C. Starbuck ; 8. "Mr. Balfour and

Ills Critics," by T. R. Slicer; 9. "The Will to Believe," by "William

.laiues. From tlie sixth article we take the following suggestive sen-

tences: "The demand for sermons that are not theological disquisitions

or philosophical essays is likewise a demand for sermons that are not

studies in sociology." "Mr. John Graham Brooks made precisely the

distinction which it has been the purpose of this aiticle to emphasize, in

saying, 'I have always admired the way in which Phillips Brooks did not

preach upon social subjects.' This did not mean that the great preacher

neglected the actual interests of society, for everyone knows how often

he flashed upon his hearers the light of duty as to social relations. No

influence went further than his into the social life of his city, because

none went deeper. ... It was the way in which he did not preach upon

social subjects that made an enthusiastic sociological expert admire him."

The July 7>i7»//o^7/cra Sacra has the following articles: 1. "Misappre-

hensions concerning Calvin," by O. T. Lanphear; 2. "The Divine Origin

of the Religion of the Bible," by James Monroe; 3. "Studies in Chris-

tology," by F. H. Foster; 4. " Origen and the Return to Greek Theology,"

by J.'w. Falconer; 5. " Gladstone's Edition of Bishop Butlers Works,"

by .Jacob Cooper; 6. "The Hebrew Cosmogony Again," by C. B. War-

ring; 7. "Individualism and Societism," by Z. S. Holbrook ; 8. "The

Restriction of Immigration," by E. W. Bemis. The author of the first

article thus comments on the doctrine of foreordination :
"Another

Methodist divine. Dr. Whedon, accepting foreknowledge, ])ut denying

foreordination, as though there were succession in the divine mind, con-

cludes that foreordination, according to Calvin, implies that 'God is the

author of sin.' The error here consists in failing to observe that fore-

knowledge and foreordination involve certainty, but not necessity. Thus,

Dr. Whedon is logically bound to reject even foreknowledge, as well as

foreordination, which is really the Arminian position." Is not the

author's logic a little confused ? " From Calvin's view of foreordination

and decrees," he continues, "fatalism does not follow, for foreordination

maintains the true causality of the creature and the free self-determina-

tion of men and of angels."
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BOOK NOTICES.

EELIGIOX, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

The 2>l\.t\d of the MoMcr. By Johx AVatsom, D.D. (laa Maclaren). 12mo, pp. 3:58. New
York : Dodd, Mead & Co. Price, cloth, $1.50.

This volume is sure of a wide reading. Its author's day is probably at

noon. Ten years ago Henry Drummoiid was the new man, holding pulj-

lic attention as a fresh and fascinating -writer -with spiritual insight

illuminating the higher regions of man's life. To-day the author of

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush, The Dayfi of Auld Lang Sijne, and The

Upper Boom has the popular vogue for his books and lectures and ser-

mons. He comes to America this summer booked for thirty thousand

dollars' worth of lectures in various parts of tlie land. He is a proof that

the pulpit is a prime point of vantage forgetting acquainted Avith reality.

No man on earth has equal chance with the earnest and strenuous minis-

ter for knowing the central facts of human nature and life. Xone other

is so able to analyze, describe, and explain the experiences of men; no

other sees so clearly into the deep places of the soul; no other is so aware

of the perils and pains and noble possibilities of our nature; no other can

lay his hand with such intelligent mastery on all the sensibilities of mind

and heart and conscience. The practical man in the pew who imag-

ines the man in the pulpit to be a dreamer probably makes a mistake ; for

if the minister is a true pastor, as well as a biblical preacher, living in

sympathetic contact with the lives of his people, lie is the man who knows

reality, knows things by their substance rather than their shows, deals

wuth the essential rather than the factitious. He it is who gets an inside

view of the human heart and is familiar with its agonies and ecstasies.

No wonder he can tell true stories about it in a powerful and moving way,

so that only a heart of stone can fail to he touched. In this volume, made

up of sermons, we judge, with the texts left off and the probable text not

easy to guess, we find the same grip on reality, the same direct drive at

the essential, the same shrewd stroke into the heart of things that marked

those strong and stirring stories in the Bonnie Brier Bush which first

made Ian Maclaren known to the reading world. The humor of the sto-

ries is absent from the sermons, and there is no pathos of incident; but

there is the same blending of sharp common sense and suuusiiig sym-

pathy. Some of the chapters, like '= Faith the Sixth Sense,"' " Tlic Law

of Spiritual Gravitation," and ".Judgment according to Type," remind

us slightly of Drummond. But John Watson is not an echo ; his utterance

is his own, and liis voice has an individual and unborrowed quality. He

is saying the suljstanceof dear old truth in fresh form; he is rendering the

mind of the Master v/ith an accent which conveys new meanings, or old

meanings turned a little so as to flash a brighter light. This isliis charm

and his usefulness. Tlierc are some who fear variations in form, Tln'V
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arc unintelligent. " All the forms arc fugitive, but the substances sur-

vive."' Many men of many minds, turning the trutli about from side to

f.iile, holding it up in dillcrent lights, putting it in new arrangement, set-

ting it in fresh relations, will in the end develop and e.xposc to view its

Inrgc range and richness. There is nothing sacred in antiquated phrase-

ology. He who says a valuable old thing in a new and striking way
rouses in us a fresh sense of its value, makes the truth not stale but re-

freshing, and renders a real service to mankind. Whoever should to-day

preach in the style of John Howe or even Thomas Chalmers would be

without hearers. He would practically be speaking in an unknown
tongue. The same substance of doctrine on essentials, the same Christ

and his Gospel, are given by modern men in other terms in the dialect of

to-day
;
given, webelieve,more purely, correctly, and fully

;
given, certainly,

with increased intelligibility and convincingness. John Watson is a con-

temporary, living in his own time and speaking with it face to face, in

language it can understand, about things of perennial and transcendent

interest, feeling its heartstrings with his thrilling fingers. He makes the

impression that his own mind is clear, liis own footing solid. Sticklers

for the sanctity of accustomed forms and phrases may quarrel with him
over some of his variations of statement. A certain inflexible, mechanical

type of mind, in bondage to forms and dull to comprehend substance, is

overready to charge tliat an abandonment of some old way of putting a

truth is abandonment of the truth itself. Every venture at restatement

must be vigilantly and devoutly cautious not to lose a particle of the

])reciou3 substance. Nevertheless, by careful and reverent ingenuity

the eternal truth goes on from age to age, getting itself more fully and

clearly revealed to men through successive and progressive restatements.

No generation or individual really owns a truth until he can take it out of

the language of books and authors and state it in his own terras. No au-

thor can be fairly judged by fragments out of their setting; yet brief ex-

tracts m.'iy give his style and quality. " Perhaps there has been no long

period without some voice summoning Christians to break away from tlie

tyranny of tradition and return to the liberty of Jesus. This has been the

Mork of all reformers, fromTauler to Luther, from Luther to Wesley—to

unearth the evangel of Jesus from the mass of dogmas and rites which have

overlaid it. Two parties have been in recurring conflict— the traditional-

ists, who insist, ' This is what our fathers have said and what you must

believe;' and the evangelists, who declare, 'This is what Jesus has said,

and this only will wc believe.' " *' It must surely strike any one passing

from the gospels into the epistles, and comparing the words of Jesus

with the writings of St. Paul, that the apostle is less than his Master. . . .

St. Paul's devotion to the person of Christ, his grasp of his :Master's teach-

ing, his power in working it up into impressive dogma, his skill in apply-

ing Jesus's principle to the conduct of life, his unaffected love for man are

so evident and so exacting that one shrinks from suggesting that the apos-

tle as a teacher is less than the greatest. It seems almost profanity to

criticise St. Paul; l)ut one may not make him equal to Jesus without
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removing Jesus from his judgment scat and destroying the proportion of

Holy Scripture. If one may be pardoned his presumption in hinting at

any imperfections in the apostle of the Gentiles, is not his style at times

overwrought by feeling? Are not some of his illustrations forced ? Is not

his doctrine often rabbinical, rather than Christian i Does not one feel

his treatment of certain subjects—say marriage and asceticism—as some-

what wanting in sweetness? One only makes this rebate from the apos-

tle's excellency in order to magnify the divinity of Jesus's evangel, which

is never local, never narrow, never unintelligible, which is ever calm, con-

vincing, human. . . . Ought we to read St. Paul in the light of Jesus,

or Jesu,iutlielightof St. Paul?" "Many persons seem to believe that the

operations of Jcsus's Spirit closed with the apostolic period, and would not

hold that the modern Church is under the same divine influence as the

Church of Judea. But this surely is an untenable and, if one go into it, an

unbelieving, position. Iso doubt the Council of Jerusalem, which had to

decide whether Christianity was to be a Jewish sect or a world-wide reU-

gion, had a critical duty to discharge, but no more serious than the Coun-

cil of Nice, which affirmed Christ's deity ; and if the former council was

justified in saying, 'It seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to us,' the

latter had as much right to use the same preface. If the Church at Anti-

och was moved by the Holy Ghost to send forth Barnabas and Paul on the

first foreign mission, surely it was by the inspiration of the same Spirit

that half a dozen faithful men met in an English town and sent Carey to

India. Why should we question that the Spirit of Jesus was in the Council

of Trent and the Westminster Assembly ? It was disappointing that Trent

did not give relief from the tyranny of the priesthood, yet it did reforai

the discipline of the Roman Church; that Westminster ignored the evan-

gelization of the world, yet it conceived a very majestic idea of God. One

does not forget the blaz'ing mistakes of Church councils, from that wliich

ordered the celibacy of the clergy to the one which declared the infallibility

of the pope, from the Swiss sfnod which asserted the inspiration of the

vowel points in Hebrew to the Scottish Assembly which cast out as a

heretic McLcod Campbell. This does not mean that tlie Spirit of Jesus

has forsaken his disciples; it only means that he is constantly hindered by

his instruments. It is not wonderful that the Church has erred
;

it is

wonderful that, in spite of many a blundering and weakening influence,

she has so fully entered into the truth of Jesus." From the chapter on

"The Sovereignty of Character" the following: "When Jesus grounds his

religion on character he gives radiant proof of his sanity, and wins at once

the 'suffrages of reasonable men. There is nothing on which we differ so

hopelessly as creed, nothing on which we agree so utterly as character.

Impanel twelve men of dean conscience and average intelligence and a>k

then) to try some person by his opinions, and they may as well be dis-

charged at once; they will not agree till the Greek Kalends. Ask them

to take the standard of conduct, and they will bring in a verdict in five

minutes. They have agreed in anticipation. Just as he approximates to

the beatitudes" they will pronounce the man good; just as he diverges
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t(,.-y will declare him less than good. . . , Accortling to the consistent

t.arliiiig of Jesns a Christian is one of the same likeness as himself; and
T-jlhiiig will more certaiul}- debauch the reliuious sense than an}' shifting

of lulicls, so that one who keeps Jesus's commandment is denied his name,

niid one in whom there is no resemblance to Jesus receives it on grounds

^^{ correct opinion." In the chapter on " Sin an Act of Self-will " we find

till- following: "Before and since Jesus's day people have been invited to

hold an inquest on the sin of Adam, and have discharged this function

with keen intellectual interest. It was Jesus who made sin of even date and
ii.vitcd every hearer to see the tragedy of Eden in his own experience.

. . . Jesus cast his whole doctrine into the drama of the Prodigal Son.

iijul commands our adherence by its absolute fidelity to life. The parable

moves between the two poles of ideal and real human life—home, where

tiie sous of God live in moral harmony with their Father, which is liberty;

iitid exile, -where they live in riotous disobedience, which is license. He
Sixes on his representative sinner and traces his career with great care and
various subtle touches. His father does not compel him to stuyat home;
lie has free will. The son claims his portion; he has individuality,

lie flings himself out of his father's house; he makes a mischoice. He
jilays the /ool in the far country; this is the fulfilling of his bent. He is

?ent out to feed swine; this is the punishment of sin. lie awakes to a

Litter contrast ; this is repentance. He returns to obedience ; this is salva-

tion. Salvation is the restoration of sj^iritual order—the close of a bitter

experience. It is the return of the race from its 'wander year.'" In
" The Culture of the Cross" is this: *' There are three steps in the sarita

_

fC'ihi which the race is slowly and painfully climbing—barbarism, where
men cultivate ; the body civilization, where they cultivate the intellect ; holi-

ness, where they cultivate the soul. There is for the whole race, for each

nation, for every individual, the age of Homer, the age of Socrates, the

ft.^'c of Jesus. Beyond the age of Jesus nothing can be desired or imagined,

for it runs on those lofty table-lauds where the soul lives with God."
Under the "Law of Spiritual Gravitation" these bits: "Progress in the

niond world is ever from complexity to simplicity. First, one hundred
duties; afterward, they are gathered into ten commandments; then, they are

iiduced to two, love of God and love of man; and, finally, Jesus says his

last word :
' This is my commandment, That ye love one another, as I have

loved you.' . . . Jesus was not an agreeable sentimentalist who imagined
he could cleanse the world by rose water; he was the only thinker who
Kra'=l)ed the whole situation root and branch. He did not propose to

•'like sin illegal; that had been done without conspicuous benefit. He
proposed to make sin impossible by replacing it with love. If sin be an

I'ct of self-will, each person making himself the center, then love is the

destruction of sin, because love connects instead of isolating. No one
can be envious, avaricious, hard-hearted, no one can be gross, sensual, uu-

cl^'an, if he loves. Love is the death of all bitter and uuholy moods of

the soul, l)ccauselove lifts the man out of himself and teaches him to live

hi another." We cud quotation with the saying of Angelique, the Abbess
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of Port Royal, " I belong to the order of all the saints, and all the saints

belong to my order." In twenty places the author quotes apt bits of

poetry, nearly all from Browning. A new maxim might be, "A man is

known by the poetry he prefers."

Tlic New Life in Christ. A Study in Personal Religion. By JosErn Agar Beet, D.li.

12mo, pp. 347. New York: Eaton & Mains. Cincinnati: Curts & Jennings. Price,

cloth, n.oO.

Interest in this, and in other books by the same distinguished author,

is stimulated by his presence at this time in this country, preaching in

our pulpits, addressing various assemblies, and delivering courses of

lectures at Chautauqua, at Chicago University, and at the Ocean Grove

Summer School of Theology, where his subjects are : "Religion and

Theology,'" "The Universal Revelation iu Nature," "The Historical

Revelation in Christ," "The Gospel of Pardon," "The Superlimutui

Claims of Christ," "The Supernatural Outward Attestation," " The In-

ward Attestation," and "Results Attained, their Relation to the Bible,

to the Church, and to the Christian Life." This volume, like the earlier

one, Through Christ to God, to which this is a sequel, is marked by so-

lidity, clearness, sound scholarship, and sanity. It is as little mysticnl

as the subject will permit, and is most harmonious with the best past aiul

adapted to the present. These thirty-seven chapters are the elaV)orate

and finished product of the lifework of an earnest and careful student

investigating religion and theology according to the principles of scien-

tific research; of a scholar who is a master in his department; and of an

instructor who is skilled in the lucid and constructive presentation of

truth. Its style and method are those of a teacher; and by reiteration,

recapitulation, and review the coherence and symmetry are impressed

upon the reader's mind and the parts stand together in rational unity.

Other volumes are to follow in due time to complete the statement vi

truth which this English professor of systematic theology oilers to h\>

time. In the former volume the historical basis of the Christian faitli

and hope was set forth; this one deals with inward spiritual experience

and practical life—in a, word, personal religion. The need, possibility,

and nature of moral resurrection into a new life is the subject. Pait I

considers The Ruin: Man as Created, Flesh and Spirit: Man under Pro-

bation; Sin and Bondage; The First Fall and its Results; Man Unsavctl.

Part II surveys The Restokation: Repentance, Faith, Justitication,

Adoption; The Spirit of Adoption; Assurance of Salvation; The Xew.

Birth. Part III traces The Way op Holiness: The Holiness of Cliri^t

;

The Holiness of the Servants of Christ; The New Life of Devotion to

Christ; The Xew Life in the Spirit of God; The New Life of Faith;

The New Life in its Further Relation to Christ; The New Life in its R(l:i-

tion to Sin; The New Life in its Relation to the Law; The New Life in

its Relation to Things Around; The Christian Conflict; Perseverance in

the New Life; Spiritual Growth; The ]\[eans of Grace. Part IV di-

cusses TuE Divine and Hu.man in the Ciiiustian Life. Part V treat-*

of The New Life in Curist as a Revelation ok God. The author's .^tu>i

y
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of the Old aud New Tcstaincuts gives him the following conception of

.'holiness as understood by the writers of the Bi])lc:" "The adjective

• holv' describes in tlie Old Testament various objects which God claimed

to be specially his own; the verb 'sanctify' denotes the action of God iu

resiTving the'm for himself, and the action of man in devoting them to

his service. In the New Testament the word ' holy ' is a frequent title of

rluirch members generally, thus teaching that God claims for himself and

liis service all those whom he receives as his children in Christ. It is

»,.uil occasionally to describe the new life he would have them live. That

this is a life of unreserved loyalty to God we learn from other teaching

of tlie New Testament. And that this is the meaning of the word ' holy

'

uhen used to describe the new life in Christ is proved by its use through-

out the Uiblc." On page 111) subjective holiness is described as follows:

" Uthou^h, as claimed bv God, all the children of God arc lioly, it is

vvidont t°hat the full idea of holiness is realized in them only so far as

they yield to God the devotion he claims. To bear the name of saint and

yet'be animated, in part, bv a worldly spirit is evidently a contradiction.

Consequentlv, in a few passages, the word 'holy ' denotes actual and abso-

litc devotion to God. And holiness is set before the people of God as a

>tandard for their attainment. So 1 Cor. vii, 34, 'That she may be holy

l.olli in body and spirit '-parallel with 'how she may please the Lord;

Kph. i, 4, ' That we may be holy and blameless; ' chap, v, 27;^ Col. i, 22;

1 Thess v, 23, ' Mav the God of peace sanctify you;' Heb. xii, 14, 'Fol-

low after holiness;' 1 Peter i, 15, 'Be yourselves holy iu all behavior.'

In these passages the word 'holy' denotes a realization in man of God's pur-

pose that he live a life of which God is the one and only aim. In other

words, that man is holv who looks upon himself and all his possessions

;.s belonging to God, aud uses all his time, powers, and opportunities to

work out the purposes of God, that is, to advance the kingdom of Christ.

Tl.is is the subjective holiness to which God calls his people." One of

tlie chief merits of this volume seems to be that it goes straight to the

ii^.riptures for its truth, and is a piece of original research therein rather

ihuu a rehash of borrowed opinions. From the closing paragraph of the

book we take the following: "At the beginning of my earlier volume I

J-poke of religion as 'such a conception of the Unscc?i as males for ri^ht-

o.u..ness: We can now supplement this general definition of all religion

bv a specific description of the religion taught by Christ. This last may

be summed up as loyalty to Christ and to his kingdom. For such

l.'valty to him implies a definite conception of Christ and God, whom

we have never seen; and this conception, more than any other known

to us, makes for righteousness. The transition from the general deti-

Jiitiou given before and the specific description now given has been

l-rought about, in part by the revelation of God in nature, but chiefly by

the historic revelations given under the Old Covenant, and especially in

Clirist. By these means our conception of the Unseen has become

»<MowledgcofaFathcr in heaven, the intelligent and righteous Creator

='t.d Ruler of the universe and of man, who so loved us that he gave his

54—l^U-TH SCraKS, VOL. XII.
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eternal Son to become :\ran, to die for man, and to rise from the dead, in

order to rescue man from ruin and to build up the rescued ones into an

eternal and glorious kingdom of God; and ^vho now day by day send,

forth his Spirit to be in them the animating principle of a life like that

of Christ. We have found by actual and abundant experience that this

conception of One whom we have never seen makes for righteousness.

For it both gives clearness and authority to our moral sense and prom])ts

and enables us to do what it commands. As a conception of the Unseen

restincr upon abundant and decisive evidence, and as a stimulus to right-

doinn-°tlie most etreclive we can conceive, it is the liiglicst form of re-

ligion known to man. And, as we have seen, the nations which profe.-s

this religion have a practical monopoly of all that is best on earth. Many

indications attest that, before two or three generations have passed, what-

ever religion there is in the ^orld . . . will be associated with homage to

Christ."" The later volumes promised by Dr. Beet will be awaited with

interest.

An Introducmn to Dogmatic Theoloojl. By Rkvere Fraxkus Weidner. D.D., LL.T)

siond edinr, revi.J. 12aio. pp. L'ST. New Tort and Chicago: yiemmg H. Revel.

Compauy. Price, cloih, $1.

The author calls this small handbook a door and vestibule to the sci-

ence of dogmatics. Special attention is given to the literature of this sub-

iect The work is based on Luthardt's Compendium der Dogimdil; now

more than twenty years old, the outlines of which are here closely fol-

lowed Use has also been made of the manuscript lectures of Ur. O. 1

.

Krauth, late professor of dogmatic theology in the Evangelical Lutheran

Theological Seminary in Philadelphia. Ko attempt is made to present a

system of Christian theology, but only an introduction to such a system.

The author shows that biblical theology is a scientific necessity and m

harmony with a genuine philosophy. He sets forth the relation of dog-

matics to ethics and to other branches of theology. Under " The ton-

tents of Dogmatics " he treats of religion as a universal fact, its origm

and essential character, its actuality and truth; also, of Christianity as

the one true reli-ion, and its relation to heathenism and Judaism; also ci

the antithetic difference between Romanism and Protestantism; and al.o,

as is natural for a Lutheran professor, of Lutheran Protestantism, contrast-

in- it with Reformed Protestantism. In Part IH the discussion is upon

the proper method for the formation of a dogmatic system, with Uic

Scriptures as the normative factor, the churchly character of dogmatic,

Church confessions of faith, and the subjective consciousness of faUii.

Part IV, on the history of Dogmatics, occupies more space
_
than anv

other. Beginning with the ancient dogmatics of the apostolic fatl.ei-.

the Oriental Church, and the Western Church, it passes to the dogmati >

of the Aliddlc Ages, scholasticism, mysticism, the humanists, and pu

Reformation theology; tl.en presents the dogmatics of the century ot m

Reformation, especially of Melanchthon and his school; then tne ortho-

dox do-malics of the seventeenth century, with the characteristics, tci

encies, and dogmaticisnis of that period; then the period of trans.ti".i.
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>vilh tho dogmatics of pietism, the biblical tendency, the historical tend-

ci!<v. the ])hilosophical tendcocy, and dogmatics outside of Germany;

iiHii tlie dogmatics of rationalism and supernaturalism; and finally the dog-

lu.itics of the most recent time, dwelling on the renewal of religious faith,

tho j)hilosophy of the period, the emotional theology of the period, the

dogmatics of the " Mediating Theology," and confessional dogmatics.

L-vrgcly the book is made up of a list of authorities on the different topics,

with a statement of their teachings, position, and character. In a table

of fclect literature of dogmatics, the Methodist authors named are ?»Liley,

Vi^ix^, Kaymond, and Watson. Then follow twelve pages of "Examina-
tion Questions," useful for conducting a review of the book; then an

index, and thirty-two blank pages for making notes. The book is de-

vigned and well fitted for the classroom of a Lutheran seminary, but also

of interest to all students of dogmatic theology.

;'fr>fCi(<ion and Tolerance. By M. Crkighton, D.D., Lord Bishop of reterborough, late

I'rafessor of Ecclesiastical History In the University of Cambridge. 12mo, pp. 140. New
York : Longmans, Green i Co. Price, cloth, $1.2o.

These are the Hulsean Lectures delivered before tlie University of

Cambridge in 1893-94. The subject is not a pleasant one. The history

uf persecution is humiliating and horrible. The progress of Christendom

toward the Christianity of Christ has been painfully ami shamefully slow.

The notion that one may plea.se and glorify God by hounding, burning,

liutchoring his brother was born in the lowest hell; and how the devil

ever duped anybody bearing the Christian name into entertaining that

infernal notion is one of the abysmal mysteries of human nature and the

bottomless pit. Tho author modestly calls his book a trivial contribution

to the investigation of a large subject. He states the main conclusions

.'•ct forth in its pages thus: Persecution, or the infliction of punishment

for erroneous opinions, (1) was contrary to the express teaching of Christ

and alien to the spirit of Christianity; (2) Avas adopted by the Church

from the system of the world when tlie Church accepted the responsi-

bility of maintaining order in the community; (3) was really exercised

for political rather than religious ends; (4) was always condemned by the

Christian conscience; (5) was felt by those who used it to land them in

t'ontradictions; (6) neither originated in any misunderstanding of the

Scriptures nor was removed by the progress of intellectual enlightenment;

hut (7) disappeared because the State became conscious that there was an

adequate basis for the maintenance of political society in those principles

of right and wrong which were universally recognized by its citizen.?,

apart from their position or beliefs as members of any religious organiza-

'irin. Bishop Creighton rejects Lecky's view of the origin of persecution

(which is the current view), which finds that origin in the overwhelming

<laiin which Christianity makes on its adherents; the reasoning which
led to persecution being that, as Christianity regards man's life on earth

»'' but the beginning of an eternal destiny, and as it was believed that

t-teriiity could bring happiness to those only who are within the fold of

"'e Church, therefore the maintenance of right opinion about religious
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matters was regarded as a point of sucli primary importance for eten:r.l

happiness that it ought, in the interests of mankind, to be enforced even

at the cost of immediate suffering to obdurate and misguided individuals.

This autlior draws a line of distinction between the motives which really

prompted to persecution and the arguments by uhich it was defended

Ihen once undertaken. His chapters treat of "Tl.e Persecuting Spirit/'

'The Intolemnce of the Kew Testament," "The Church in Relation to

Persecution," "The Evolution of Tolerance," and "The Nature of Tol-

erance " Showing how persecution was fostered by expediency and thirst

for power he says: "Leo X was toh-rant of the philosophic doubts of

Pomponazzo concerning the immortality of the soul, because such specu-

lations were not likely to affect the position of the papacy; but he could

not allow Luther to discuss the dubious and complicated question of in-

dul-ences, because it might have disastrous effects upon the system of

pap°l finance." Alas for the blindness of fanaticism and the fierceness

of passion! A poor appearance many of the great ones make in the light

of a true Christianity. Luther, rising against tyranny, soon began himsoU

to clamor for the blood of his opposers, and cried: " Let there be no pity;

it is the time of wrath, and not of mercy. So wondrous are the times that

princes can merit heaven better by bloodshed than by prayers. Therefoie,

dear lords, let him who can, stab, smite, destroy." And when " Calvin,

^•ithout a shred of claim to jurisdiction, condemned Servetus to the

flames " :kIelanchthon, the mild and retiring student, wrote to congratu-

late him on his firmness in these words: "The Church, both now and in

all generations, owes, and will owe, you a debt of gratitude. I eutirelv

assent to your judgment. And I say that your magistrates did right m

that, after solemn trial, they put the blasphemer to death.' The book is

an awful warning against tolerating in ourselves the spirit of intolerance.

Green & Co. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The subject is the witness of human life to the truth of revclati-.n.

"We know what revelation savs of human life; let us see what human

life savs of revelation." As the archaeologist digs up proof of Scriptme

from buried history, so Canon Newbolt excavates from the depths of the

soul's experience other strong confirmations of Holy A\ rit. The h.>t lec-

ture is on " The Sense of a Personal God ;" the second on " The 1 races

of a Fall-AVithin ; " the third on " The Traces of a Fall-Without
;

the

fourth on "The Phenomena of Sin; " the fifth on " The Phenomena o^f

Temptation;" the .sixth on "The Phenomena of the Punishment of Lmii;

the seventh on ' ' The Phenomena of Redemption ;
" the eighth on 1

ne

Phenomena of the Atonement and Grace." The author investigates, not

the avera-e man in whom are only faint and fitful vestiges of religion,

but the religious consciousness on high levels of spirituality and in con-

nection with the truest and noblest Christian living. The thing mo=i i-

be criticised in the book is its sacramentariauism, which, however, occ. -

sions no surprise. A sample of the style is this from the opening c.iapt.r.
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..T ookm^r out vvidely over tl.e history of religion, ^vc find generally that

,.,„ hav^ approached a Being outside themselves, .Nhom they call God,

hroe was: They felt out after a great Presence outside hem; the

oul.led aud sacred sky was to them the unquestioned abode of God

1 e earth was of man, and it opened straight through Us gates of cloud

Ito he awfuluess of the unseen world. And they declared that th.s God

w sworthv, and tley v^orshiped. Or they felt within that strong, irre-

pressible sVnse of guilt, of remorse, of an eternal pnnaple of nght and

v^ron- and of God, who administers the laws of the universe in accord-

nc ;'itl^ that principle, and ihey sacrificed and did acts of reparation and

litence Or they pondered and mused over the mysteries of ife, its

r:^^ sorrows.U they found, even if they did not know the alphabe

./,..,„,nunion, that prayer was the means of connection wiUi a gre^t

r>oin. above them, and with more or less imperfection tl.cyprayed 1 ollow

> anv one of these three roads in spiritually developed lives, and w find

U human experience has discovered the very same God tha revelation

n1 known to us as the object of religion." The author refers o a so-

ctv in Paris called the Luciferians, whose object is to establish the

:: ?.hi o^ Lucifer. "Already two temples have ^-n dedioite. to Sat^n

hi Paris, and there is a sect of devil worshipers, wi h their motto Vo

;,L Peccati
' " This reminds us that the theosophists have given to the

plCicKlicIl wiich appears as the organ of their sect the name of Lac^fer.

P:ofc:iS: M^lton^ work in presenting the books of the B.b e m mod

Htcrarv form is already widely known. His impressive rc^d g o tie

book ;>f Job as a dramatic poem embodying various ^« "^^^^ ?/ ^'^

mystery of life, as some men recite Shakespeare, has been heai wi h in

;:r:staVd wonder by many assemblies. In this series of -aU volumes

his method of modern arrangement is ^PP^^f '
"^^ ^^^^ !° '^^^wi h

other books as well. The text us.d is that of the Revised ^ i. on ith

a preference for the marginal renderings. Si. volumes are

'^^^-J^^

P^^

Hshed. The first, entitled BilUcal Idyls, contains Solomon s So"S> ^^^ ^

Ksther. and the Book of Tobit from the Apocvyph-, the sccon
,

Proverbs; the third, Ecclesiasticus; the fourth, Ecclesiastes and

J^
is

domof Solomon; the fifth. Job; the sixth, Deuteronomy. /1>^^;^ ^^

the series is to facilitate the study of the Bible as a part of_

'^^Jumn
literature. Those who have not seen the Holy Scnptures in Uus form

.M\ be surprised at the new impressiveness given to ^-^^!^^f;^^J^
arrangement in modern literary form includes the distinction beUcea

prose and verse; inverse passages, the indication to t^^/'i^
;^::7;'^

m.trieul forms; the insertion of the names of speakers in

^^^^]Yl:'ys
.i-s.<ignmei.t of titles to such compositions as discourses ^"^ ^^ ;^>^;

K,ieh volume has an extensive aud illuminating introduction by Piofe.sor

Muullon.
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Ckrigtianity Vindicated hy its Enemies. By Daxikl Dorchesteh, D.D. I'^nio, pp. L^ i.

Xew York : Eatoa i Maius. Cincinaati : Curts k JenniiiKs. Price, cloth, 75 ceuts.

This excellent little book contains man\' testimonies, concessions, \\\a\

proofs, all furnished by enemies of Christianity, or at least by raou iiui

committed to it. Its compactness and small price should secure it a large

sale. It is adapted to be helpful to minds brought in contact with skep-

ticism in its various forms. It is a good book to put into the hands of

young people who have become perplexed by finding the truths of re-

ligion called in question. Out of the mouths of skeptics Christ is vindi-

cated. Tbe testimony of the doubters is grouped around God and Im-

mortality, The Genuine Historic Basis of Christianity, The Transcendent

Character of Christianity as a Pieligious System, The Divinity of Chris-

tianity, Four Leading Vital Doctrines (The Deity of Christ, Tlie Expia-

tory Atonement, Expeiimental Religion, and Future Rewards and Pun-

isliments). The final chapter is a summing up of the points established

by the foes of Christianity in its favor. The book is like a knapsack

packed with forty rounds of ammunition—the bullets in the last chapter,

the powder to drive them home in the previous chapters. Pastors will

find it a useful book to lend to inquiring young men when needed; and

Sunday school libraries might well have it for adult Bible class scholars.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIEXCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

Beijencration. A Reply to Max Nordau. 8vo, pp. 311. Ne\T York: G. P. Putnam's Sous.

Price, clotb. $2.

The authorship of this book is unknown. English reviewers have

guessed Herbert Spencer and James Bryce. The latter is a possibility,

the former is not. This large and elaborate reply is the most important

answer called forth by that much-discussed volume, Max Nordau's Z^(-

generation, in which a free-thinking German Jew, learned in science in a

secondhand way, undertakes to show that modern civilization is rotting

the race, and that this earth is fast becoming, as Voltaire said, the mad-

house of the universe. !Xordau deserves the scorching lie receives in thi.^

"reply," -which is a justifiable retaliation. His book, while correct in

some of its facts, was coarse, oiTcnsive, dismal, and unwholesome. Pro-

fessor X. 31. Butler, of Columbia College, who writes the introduction to

ne/jeneratlon, justly says that Nordau "is himself an abnormality and a

pathological type. Every large hospital for the insane knows his repre-

sentative—the one sane man in a world of lunatics." Against Xordau

the autlior of this book holds that "there are a host of indications in all

civilized countries pointing to an increase of intellectual power, mor;;l

strength, and fcstlietic refinement." It is pointed out that even the en-

joyments of society present hopeful symptoms; there is increasing taste

for healthy games and sport, for travel, for tlie amateur practice of the

arts for recreation's sake; there is increasing interest in science, especially

social science; there is an improved tone in social gatherings and a marked

decrease in convivial drunkenness. It is noted that even the higlier soci;d
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. i;i>ses of Europe, whose life looks luxurious anJ frivolous, manifest

r<j!isiderul)le moral earnestness in subscriptions to hospitals, orphanages,

.•iiid institutes of every description; tlmt ladies of liigh rank and -wealth

i^'ivc their personal services in sick-nursing establishments and in various

, iforts to relieve the suffering and uplift the degraded ; and that many

tnuke sacritices of time and comfort in the endeavor to brighten the lives

i.f llie po(ir, to save fallen women, to assist released prisoners, to protect

iliildren and even animals from cruelty. And beyond this is all the iin-

nic'usc charitable work done directly by the Churches. The author points

out that religion has more friends than are generally reckoned; that in-

justice has been done to many men of intellectual power in classing them

!is iiitidels, atheists, anti-religionists, because they were at variance with

doL^inas, established sects, and superstitions, although religion is a matter

independent of these; and that it is conceded that almost all men in the

past and present deservedly called great have been religionists. This is

an English book. Its judgments and prejudices are strongly English.

(,)f the present French Republic it has this to say: " "When the Third

Hfpul>lic was launched it had a strongly atheistic character, and the

working classes in all the cities, the sincere freethinkers, patriots, and

))hilauthropists, hoped that under a republican form of government the

.^^cicntitic religion of humanity would at last have a fair trial. But they

were destined to bitter disappointment. The new republic turned out to

1)(! hmrgcois in the worst sense of the word. Politics passed into a pro-

fession. Politicians and administrators became corrupt. Scandals mul-

tiplied. Even the press was unable to show clean hands. "Wealth be-

came all-powerful, and the plutocrats did not hesitate to use their enor-

mous influence to their own advantage. Speculators and adventurers

]rallcd the strings of the home policy, and especially of the colonial

]inlicy, and in order to further private interests the indebtedness of the

Stale was carried to such a point as to threaten the most gigantic liuan-

cial catastrophe the world has ever witnessed. . . . While penury in-

vaded the homes of the working and lower middle class of a nation which

has only partially realized the happy and healthy influence flowing from

decent and moral homes, scientific atheism took possession of the minds
<'•[ the people, especially of the men. It urged them to make the most of

the present life and enticed them into a whirlpool of dissipation." Of

the prospects of the German empire the author gives this opinion:

"Everything in Germany points to a coming catastrophe. Even if we
consider only one of the directions from which the first alarm may come

—

that is, the finance deportment—it seems impossible that the system can

last much longer. The heavy taxation unfortunately undermines its own
1>asis, namely, the ability of the people to pay; and the much-strained

credit of the State is likely to collapse at the very moment it will be most

needed. It is therefore not premature to consider what will happen in

that country at about the end of this century, when the financial resources,

the patience of the people, and the confidence of the army may be ex-

hausted." Here is the Englishman's view of the position of his own
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nation • " No nation holds a higher responsibility than the English. Tt^

vast possessions all over the globe, its financial and commercial supremacy,

its ethical influence over all the English-speaking countries mark it out

as the standard bearer of civilization. Nothing great can happen among

us without reechoing in the remotest corners of the earth, and any step

onward taken by us will send a thrill throughout luunanity. Degenerate

En"'ishmcu may still wish meekly to follow other nations; but our mis-

sion is to be the pn^ctical, energetic, daring pioneers heading the mare!>

of pro-ress. By using its great power and influence the British natio,,

can render invaluable service to humanity in the present crisis. On Eng-

land must therefore rest our hopes for the practical solution of the grave

Questions on which progress and retrogression depend. From England

alone can proceed that electrifying impulse of which the bewildered na-

tions stand in need." This volume shows signs of being hastily and nn-

wlsivelY written by some man of vigorous mind careless of Enghsli

'tvle As for Nordau's Dcgcnemtkm, we easily made up a suflicient

opinion on discovering that he regards a belief in an intelligent Provi-

dence and in the existence of a spiritual life independent of the body as

a si-n of mental degeneracy. He thinks man merely an organic mechrai-

ism for which death ends all. The book we are now noticing recalls the

opinion of John Stuart Mill, that the fact that we find in nature--ospc-

cially in human and animal bodies-physical and mechanical problem,

solved an the san,e way as engineers had solved them long before they

knew of such solutions in nature points not only to the existence of an

intelligent Creator, but to a similarity of his intelligence to that of human

beings.

Criiical Kit-Kats. By Edmund Gossk. l::mo. pp. 302. New York: Dodd, Mead * Co.

Price, cloth, $1.50.

These

and biof

guese,

man. Count Lyof ^^...~^.,
,,

Jose Maria de llercdia, Walter Pater, and Robert Louis Stevenson 1 hey

are piquant, fragrant, and delightful essays, studies in letters and life >

breezy racv, daintv, and discerning as can be found anywhere i" ^^"^^'^

literature.
' We reckon them much more valuable than Richard Le Gnl-

lienne's Betrospcctue Renews, the latter being thin and frothy by compari-

son In the last line of page 6 arc the mysterious words over to^t.

That is what the typesetter made of " strove to " i" the authors mam-

script, and the proof reader failed to detect U. The first cs..aY sa ,

"The kevnote of Elizabeth Barrett was sincerity;" "Critics arc beg n-

nin" to s^e now, and sorrowfully to admit, that what is causing the nublc

fi.nire of Elizabeth Barrett to recede gradually from that front place
-^

which Tennvson, for instance, and Keats hold their preeminence Is her

turbiditv. The best poetry may roll down violent places but it re.nan-.s

as limpid as a trout stream; what is unfortunate about Mrs. Bro^^ nn .

is that it is constantly stained and clouded." Nevertheless, Mr. Gossc
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i.f;ii'<eof the "Sonnets from the Portuguese " is pitched in a high key, uses-

ijiKTliilivos. His address delivered at Hanipstead at the unveiling of the

niomiment reared by Americans to the memory of Keats, July IG, 1894,

cdutains these statements: " Tennyson was more than once heard to assert

jliut Keats, had his life been prolonged, would have been our greatest poet

iiiirc Milton;" and Gosse says, "I sometimes fancy that we lost in Keats

:?ic most masterful capacity for poetic expression which the world has ever

I'fii." The third essay is about Beddoes, the author of that strange pro-

iluctioii, Death's Jest-bool; a half-insane sort of man, one feels. Ilis poetry

;. jxrim, abnormal, ghastly, with here and there wild flights of liumor and

i<c:L>;ioual exquisite verses. The fourth is on Edward FitzGeraUl, from

%vliom is quoted this bit in 1838: " I an\ very heavy indeed with a kind

v{ influenza, which has blocked up most of my senses and put a wet blan-

k't over my brains. This state of head has not been improved by trying

in get through a new book much in fashion—Carlyle's French RevoJuiioii

—written in a German style. An Englishman writes of Frencli revolu-

tions in a German style 1 People say the book is very deep ; but it appears

to mc that the meaning seems deep from lying under mystical language.

There is no repose, no equable movement in it; all cut up into short sen-

tences, half reflective, half narrative; so that one labors through it as

vfssels do through a chop sea—small, contrary-going waves caused by

shallows and straits and meeting tides. I like to sail before the wind

"Vcr the surface of an even-rolling eloquence, like that of Bacon or tlie

Opium Eater. T^ere is also j)lcasaut fresh-water sailing with such writers

.as Addison. Is there any ;)w;uZ-sailing in literature ?—that is, drowsy,

flow, and of small compass ? Perhaps we may say, some sermons. But

this is only conjecture. Certainly Jeremy Taylor rolls along as mnjcstically

t^ any of them. We have had Alfred Tennyson here, very droll and very

wayward, and much sitting up of nights till two and three in the morn-

ing, with pipes in our moutlis; at which good hour we would get Alfred

to give us some of his magic music, w hich lie does between growling and

smoking, and go to bed." Of the captain of a Low^estoft lugger, an au-

burn-haired and blue-eyed giant, FitzGcrald says, "lie was a grand,

tender soul, lodged in a suitable carcase, altogether the greatest man I

l:ave known." Of FitzGerald's feats in English prose and verse Gosse

writes: " When much contemporary clamor has died out forever the clear

note of the nightingale of Woodbridge will still be heard from the alleys

of liis Persian garden." Of tlie one American writer discussed in this

voliirnc the author says: "Whitman is mere lathyUas ; he is literature in

tl.c condition of protoplasm;" and then he s])caks of his brutality, his

«"UTation of the ugly and the forbidden, histenible laxity of thought and

f'tuity of judgment. Writing of Christina Kossetti, a great writer who

^us also a great saint, it is said that the influence over her of her elder

*i^ter Maria Francesca seemed "like that of Newton upon Cowpcr, a.

M><-cics of police surveillance exercised l)y a hard, convinced mind over a

f-'flcr and more fanciful one." The most striking thing in Lord De Tab-

'^y's poetry is "its brocaded magnificence." He was such a bibliophile:
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that Gosse says, " He was one of those who think nothing of h;uii;!M.^'

about a bookshop at six in the nioininsr, waiting for the shutters to hi-

taken down." lie was so morbidly sensitive that it is written :
" The ei>i.

dermis of his nature was so excessively thin tliat the merest trifle paiiud

him; he was like those unfortunate persons who are boru without a scarf-

skin, on whom the ])ressure of a twig or the grip of a hand brings blood.

This sensitiveness was pitiable, and the results of it eveu a little blame-

worthy, since, if they entailed wretchedness on himself, they caused need-

less pain to those who truly loved him. I doubt if any friend, howcvi-r

tactful ia self-abnegation, got through many years of Lord De Tabl</v"s

intimacy without an electric storm. Plis imagination aided his ingcniiitv

in self-torture, and conjured up monsters of malignity, specters that strode

across the path of frieudship and rendered it impassable." His a])pL:ir-

ance is thus described by Mr. A. C. Benson: "There was somcthin,'

archaic, almost, one might say, hierarchical, about his head, with its Ion;:,

rippled, gray hair, the transparent pallor of complexion, the piercing eye.

He dressed with severity, and . . . there was about him a certain monastic

sfateUness of air which one sees most frequcnthj in those inho cowMne irorhV.j

position irith the possession of a tranquillizing faith.'''' He was baptized in

infancy in water brought for the purpose from the river Jordan by his gr,il-

father, Lord Zouche; and, dying in his sixty-first year, earth from tl;-

Holy Laud was sprinkled over his body in Little Peover churchyard i'l

Cheshire, where he wished to lie, and where, if any purifying virtue be i:!

external applications, his flesh should rest in the odor of sanctity, lik<. a

disused garment laid up in lavender upon a shelf of the wardrobe of tic

world. Toru Dutt was a pure-blooded, high-caste Hindu girl, born i;-.

Calcutta, who wrote surjjrisiug poetry in French and English, and dit .!

aged twenty-one. Her story and a study of her writings are in this voluinf.

Mr. Gosse agrees witli many others in calling Robert Louis Steveuson

*' the most exquisite English writer of his generation."

r^(^ue^• and Capifnl. Au Examin.ition of tbe Wages Fund Doctrine. By F. W. TAr?.'^:';.

Professor of Pulitiail F.cononiy In Harvard University. 12nao, pp. 339. New Tor .

:

D. Appletou k Co. Price, cloth, $1.-50.

Fortunately, the wages fund doctrine is rather academic than pnicti

cal. The inferences which make it of high social importance are r."t

drawn with precision; and they cannot l)e, if for no other reason tii;i'i

for this one—that the doctrine itself has always lacked precision in :!-

conception. Professor Taussig's book presents nothing more clearly u'.^d

forcibly than the lack of precise accuracy in all attempts to formula*.

'

the doctrine and to draw inferences from it. In recent discussion th-

fighting line is drawn between the proposition, as old as Adam Smith, th:i'

wages are paid from capital, and the more modern theory that they ar-

paid from product. The corollaries of the old theory, that the wages fui'd

is a fixed amount and that the rate of wages—whether high or low— i-

fixed by this fixed amount of the fnnd, are not now regarded as nece-s;i-

rily drawn from the simple doctrine that wages are paid from c;ip!t il.

In the five chapters constituting Part I of the present volume, Prod--"'
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T.n-i" elaborates liis own view of the interesting problems presented by

Y^ZL fond doctrine. His views are thus stated at the end of chapter

t . Tl e old doctrine of the wages fund had a solid bas.s u. xts coneep-

iucoiaulcte vet in essentials just, of the fayment oj present lalorjrom

^r;';m^^ Tk;.new theories which disregard this fundamental fact,

:Ck to explain distribution by considering labor as P-^.
f

-<=!>'

;, Ltts own piUent product, begin with a false premise and distort the

L actual world. . . . The wages fund theory-.f that name can

•

t^i n to the form in which it has here been set forth-shows the step.

: • wh oh wa..es get into the laborer's hands, and so pomts to the nearest

:;,; o ob^io's causes which aflect them." AU this however tne

:;io believes,
'^ describes the machinery of production and distribution

e f rces vhich move the machinery and cause its parts to shift and

, e

'

This confining of the play of the wage fund to the actual ex-

ffact, and the thiwing farther back of the inquines_ which mu

.cover the real forces, is rather disappointing; and one might say that

: advoca es of the opposite theory will concede all that Professor

T-ut claims. It is certainly a literal fact that the workman mns get

"
:estutof things already in existence, as food, housing and cloh-

tJX these are hfs real wages. But our author goe3 a step ur^h r

,n°pa.^e 321, where he savs that hired workmen's " money received i.

1 r v«? f m what the capitalists find it profitable to turn over to them

"he .econd and larger part of his work our author presents a ^ ei>

:, Me and interesting hislory of the wages fund c^octrine, ^.th a^^^^^^^^^^

rlMn acute and searching of the writers who have expounded oi attacked

^doctrine. It is this^part of the book which the genera reader will fim^

.nost useful. It is a lesson in economic thinking and
^^^^^^^f o^^^.

reader will get a clear view of the breadth of economic problems, of the

Hffie^Ui thev present for thought and expression, of the great need o

two th nTs_fi;«t! of the minutest and widest study of a complex system of

l:h!i;ri;isociet;; second, of a gift and ^kill .i^-alysis of t. concrete

..r,ler of things in our industries. A single criticism of P^'ofe-or 1 au. g

c<.ems to us a dutv. He refers disparagingly to the stress laid by Adam

S.:Uh^i;arsimony. There is something mc.e than -dem. hcory

concern d. A hundred and twenty years ago Adam Smith ^^Engln.d

and Benjamin Franklin in America set in motion a moral machine o

.ealt i!Jaking by advocating parsimonious living. T e force may ha^

iK-en too strenuou;-, it is always our human danger to fall into exc ss But

<nir generation has gone to the other extreme, and is rc..nng a "^^ gencr-

alion on the plan of the most pn.fuse possible expenditure, f^' "^
;

X-neration is in danger of falling into the grasp of a t^-^-^ f. ;]>;'^^;

..cossarv for them Ts not to save from what they earn, but to ^a^. w at

others possess. It is obviously true that Adam Smith
^^'^^^^l^^^'^^/y "^^; .-

His teaching has made England rich by making it a nation of mo- .v

^^.tters and monev-savers. Franklin did a like service for us. 0"'^
^^^=-

cst social need is to recover ground lost in this field of patient th ft^

These remarks present only a very partial view of a solid contribution to
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contemporary economic discussion. The novice will not understand tiio

book, but all who have made some progress in economic study will linl

it exceedingly helpful to the study, not of the wage fund only, but of all

economic theory.

Moral Law and Civil Law Parts nf the Same Thing. By Eli F. Ritter. l;?mo, pp. 21.'.

New York : Eaton & Maius. Cincinnati : Curts & Jennings. Price, cloth, 90 cents.

This essay is a timely one, because it restates in an original and forcible

way the sound doctrine that law exists to enforce and maintain moral

principles in human conduct. Setting out with illustrations of the prin-

ciple that public necessity justifies tlie setting aside of every so-cuHimI

"personal right"—that the public welfare is the object of governmeni.

and that individual liberty must be surrendered to this object—Mr. Uittcr

proceeds to identify morality and the civil law by the most careful :iu-

alj-sis and amjile quotation from constitutions and from works on juris-

prudence. Perhaps his most forcible illustration is a list of the acts

which are forbidden by the laws of Indiana. Three hundred and twenty

kinds of acts are forbidden in that commonwealth, and every reader of the

list will recognize every one of these forbidden acts as inmioral. After sulU

a test hardly anything is left to be said. The laws of Indiana are seen to

be in harmony with the common moral consciousness. The same results

would be found by examining the original laws of other States. Our State

legislatures forbid only those acts which all citizens feel to be wrong acts

—contrary to moral law. The same conclusion is reached by examining

the statutes of the United States ; they forbid only wrong conduct. In

the States some laws are habitually broken ; those, for example, which

forbid foul tongues. No men whose conscience is worth considering

believe that profanity is right. The statute books are better than the

practice of citizens who violate, or permit others to violate, the laws in

restraint of profanity. It is, in fact, a common law crime; and the only

purpose of a statute is to fix a penalty for this crime. The tenth chapter

of this book, entitled "Xo Privileges for Evil," is an unanswerable

argument for the suppression of the saloon. The State forbids wrong

acts; it ought to forbid all wrong acts; to do this it must suppress the-

saloon, wliich exists to commit wrong acts. It is a privileged Aniorican

institution, privileged to defy moral j)rinciples. "The settled rule of law

is that if the general character and eflect of any business is against [)ulilic

morals it cannot have a legal standing." Ko one will dispute thi-^

statement; and no men of sound morals will deny that the American

saloon exists in flagrant oi>positiou to this rule. Mr. Ritter writes in a

singularly clear style, simple, dispassionate, and convincing.

Mu Brother and T. Selected Papers on Social Topics. 12mo, pp. 203. New York ;
Eaton A

Mains. Cincinnati : Curts i Jennings. Price, cloth, 90 cents.

These papers discuss a variety of subjects from a Christian point of

view. The compiler, Rev. William Ingraham Haven, hopes that tiie

book may stimulate the young people of our churches to take up thr

study of these great and pressing ])roblems. Here is the list of topio-^

and authors: "Am I My Brother's Keeper?" by F. W. Farrar; "Christ
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t!i<' Greatest of Social Reformers," by Hugh Price Hughes; " The Church

<,f (ho AVorld," by Richard T. Ely; "The Negro Question," by George

\V. Cnl)le; "The "World's Drink Problem," by Axel Gustafson; "Is
I,.ib(>r a Commodity?" by Washington Gladden; "The Pauline Doctrine

of the Sword," by A. J. F. Behrends; "Gambling," by Hugh Price

Hughes; "The Problem of the Children," by Jacob A. Riis; "The Re-

«!<inj)tion of the Slums," by H. G. Mitchell. With his eye evidently on

lite Salvation Army, Farrar speaks thus to the Church: "We have not

<]\iitc done our duty to the world of the wretched when we have proved,

to our own satisfaction, that men whose passionate love for their fellow-

men has reclaimed thousands of the Arabs of our streets and preached

t!ie Gospel to the lowest of the poor are contemptible fanatics. Is it in-

tlccd the case that, as we loll in our luxurious armchairs, we not only

need give nothing to help such efforts, but can even alTord to look dov.n

from the whole height of our paltry conventionalism on workers who
have more of the love of God and man in their little fingers than any or-

<linary thousand of us have in our whole loins? I esteem far higher the

burning desire to help their fellow-men, the strenuous effort to carry that

<icsire into efTect, which actuates men who are the common sneer of

worldlings and of religious newspapers than I estimate the thin respect-

ability and smug decorum of thousands of commonplace churchmen.

These lovers of their brethren have not criticised and sneered—they have

rescued the perishing, they have cared for the dying, they have healed

the broken-hearted, they have wrought, and fought, and toiled, and

prayed, and suffered. James Russell Lowell was a poet, a statesman, a

man of the world. You know his poem, 'A Parable:

'

' Said Christ our Lord, " I will go and see

How the men, my brethren, believe in me ? " '

The chief priests and rulers welcomed him with state and pompous
S(.rvices

:

' Great organs surp:ed through arches dim

Their jubilant floods in praise of him ;

And \u church, and palace, and judgment hall

He saw his own image high over all.

But still, wherever his steps thej- led.

The Lord in sorrow bent down his head

;

And from under the heavy foundation stones

The Son of Mary heard bitter groans.

" Have ye fouuded your thrones and altars, then,

On the bodies and souls of living men ?

And think ye that building shall endure

Which shelters the noble and crusjhes tlie pixir?'"

In vain they pleaded tlieir customs and their religious rites:

* Then Christ sought out an artisan,

A low-browed, stunted, haggard man,

And a motherless girl, whose fingers thin

Pushed from her faintly want and sin.

These led he in the midst of them,

And as they drew back their garments-hem

For fear of defilement, " Ix) ! here," said he,

" The images ye have made of me ! "
'

"
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HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Bayard Taylor. By Albert H. Smyth. 16mo, pp. 320. New York : Houghton, Mifflin

& Co. Price, cloth, 51.25.

The hero of this channing biography was no ordiuary Arnericau. One
of the certain and vivid impressions which follows the reading of lii.s life

stor}' is that we are standing in the presence of an engaging personality. As
a traveler alone, had he never struck the poet's lyre, he would have been

noteworthy. George INIacdonald's representation of a desire, on the part

of one of his characters, to climb the highest hills and the tallest stee])lcs

had itsparallel in Taylor's disposition, " In looking back to ray childhood,"

he once wrote, " I can recall the intensest desire to climb upward, so that

without shifting the circle of my horizon I could yet extend it and take

in a far wider sweep of vision. I envied every bird that sat swinging

upon the topmost bough of the great century-old cherry tree; the weather-

cock on our barn seemed to me to whirl in a higher region of the air; and

to rise from the earth in a balloon was a bliss which I would have almost

given my life to enjoy." When fourteen years of age a phrenological lec-

turer said of Taylor to his father: "You will never make a farmer of him
to any great e.vtent; you will never keep him home; that boy will ramble

around the world ; and, furthermore, he has all the marks of a poet." True

to the prophecy of the phrenologist, Taylor, we read, sailed for Europe wlien

nineteen, with scanty and hard-gatliered resources. The story of his en-

forced frugality, as it is told by Mr. Smyth, includes his living in Ger-

many on thirty-three cents a day, and his subsistence sometimes on

"bread, figs, and roasted chestnuts." At Jtlarseilles, on his return from

Italy, liis fund had diminished to fifteen francs; and at Lyons he "lay in

pawn " with his two companions until an expected rciiiittaiice should

come from Paris. At Loudon the case was no better. "I stood," he

afterward writes, "upon London bridge, in tlic raw mist and the falling

twilight, with a franc and a lialf in my pocket, and deliberated what I

should do. Weak from seasickness, hungrj-, chilled, and without a single

acquaintance in the great city, my situation was about as hopeless as it is

possible to conceive." In 1853, while on his journey in the Orient, so

thoroughly had he taken on the coloring of his environment that his very

nationality was mistaken. He Avrites of himself to James T. Fields, while

in Constantinople: " I wear the tarboosh, smoke the Persian pipe, and

drop crosslegged on the floor with the ease of any tailor whatever. When
I went into my bankers' they addressed me in Turkish. The other day.

at Brousa, my fellow-'Mussulmen indignantly denounced me as damned,

because I broke the fast of the Piamazim by taking a drink of water in

the bazaar. I have gone into the holiest mosques in Asia ]\Iinor with per-

fect impunity. I determined to taste the Orient as it was in reality, not

as a mere outside looker-on, and so picked up the Arabic tongue, i)ut on

the wide trousers, and adopted as many Eastern customs as was becoming

to a good Christian." And thenceforward uutil 1878, when he, who lind

first sailed, a callow youth, in the' second cabin of the Orford, " fitted with
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ir'MiK.niry berths of rough j)lanks," hist crossed to Germany '.vith the

h.Dors of tlie United States minister to Berlin, he never dropi)cd, except

\.,x ^!l<)^t intervals, the touiisl's stall. Norway, India, Greece, Russia, and

Jip:in in turn gave him welcome. He wasan untiring, all-seeing, insalia-

l.ii- traveler, as this biography shows. His descriptions are breezy, un-

<o!ivrntional, rich; and the world will not cease to be thankful tliat the

.'.Itinio prophecy of phrenology regarding him came true, whatever

ftiiiT failures may be charged up against the science. But as a man of

;. Iters Bayard Taylor was even greater than as a traveler. Through the

1 i.oice pages of Mr. Smyth we wander in hopeless bewilderment, as we
wttk to quote the descriptions of Taylor's intellectual force. He was

\yt\\\ for literature. As a lad "his verbal memory and his facility in

»I>_\iue3 were chiefly noticeable." His vocabulary was large and cliaste.

(>n his first visit to the Continent, before a half year had ended, " he vv-as

not only fluent in conversation, but had written rhyming German verse."

<!!i't'k he studied at fifty. His acquaintance with Old World literature

w:vs exhaustive; and it is doubtful if any foreigner ever obtained more
c mi plot e mastery than Bayard Taylor of the German language. His

knowledge of "men and affairs " was great. " He was once surprised at

Ccdarcroft," says his biographer, "with an order from the Trihunc to

prepare a sketch of Louis Xapoleon ' to be used in the event of the eni-

ptTor's abdication.' Drawing almost entirely from the stores of his

ntcmory, Taylor wrote in three days an entire page of the Tribune.''''

But it was as a poet, rather than a prose writer, that Taylor preferred

to go down to the future. His first poem, left anonymously at the

<];)or of the Saturday Evening Post, was published when he was sixteen.

" If the sinking sua had wheeled about and gone up the western sky,"

hi' afterward wrote, "or the budding trees had snapped into full leaf in

live minutes, I don't believe it would have astonished me." His way led

j'ast a little brick building, with a lawyer's tin sign on the shutter. "As
I taught a glimpse of his head, silhouetted against the back window, I

found myself, nevertheless, rather inclined to pity him for being uncon-

.•>ciou3 that the author of ' The Unknown Bard ' was at that moment
passing his door." His place among the poets of America is thus assigned

him l)y Mr. Smyth: "When the extraordinary range of his interests and
efforts is considered, and his variety and cosmopolitanism weighcci, it

appears that other poets of America have surpassed \\\m. in ])arts, but that

no one ha^-, equaled him in all.'" He had ffUowshlp with such men as

Greeley, Whitticr, and Lowell. Emerson, Curtis, Stedman, and Aldrich

^vere his guests at Cedarcroft. Stoddard, Boker, and others were his

friends. He was one of the choice spirits of his age, who went away too

soon from his company and his work. In his funeral address Auerbach
•'lid of him that he was born in the New World, but ripened in the Old.

There is, therefore, the flavor of European liberality in his verses, iis there

\v:ii in his personal life; and whoever imderstands him must realize first

of all his cosmopolitanism. The lives of few American men of letters have
eonic to fuller fruitage in the generation; and we turn away from the
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witchery of bis presence as from a landscape on -which the darkness has

too soon settled down.

Lord John Russell. By Stuart J. Reid. 12nio, pp. 381. New York : Harper & Brothei-s.

Price, clotb, SL

Mr. Reid is the editor of "a series of political biographies " entitled

7'he QueeiCs Prime Minhters, of which his monograpii, as lie himself

modestly calls it, is the ninth and the last published volume. Vsa have

readonly one other volume of the series, that on the Earl of Aberdeen;

but if the remaining seven volumes are as interesting as these two the

series amply justifies its appearance. Lord John Russell was the tiiird

son of the fourth Duke of Bedford. He began his parliamentary career

of over half a century in 1813, at the age of twenty-one, when his father

procured for him the election for Tavistock, in Devonshire. This was

nearly twenty years before the era of reform. " Parliament was little

more than an assembly of delegates sent by the large landowners. Ninety

members were returned by forty-six places, in which there were less than

fifty electors; and seventy members were returned by thirty-five places

containing scarcely any electors at all, Phices such as Old Sarum—con-

sisting of a mound and a few ruins—returned two members; whilst

Manchester, Leeds, and Birmingham, in spite of their great populations,

and in spite, too, of keen political intelligence and far-reaching conimer-

cial activity, were not yet judged worthy of the least voice in affairs."

It was an age of unblushing bribery. "An election for Xorthampton

cost the two candidates £30,000 each; whilst Lord Milton and IMr.

Lascelles, in 1807, spent between them £200,000 at a contested election

for the county of York." The most corrupt violations of the franchise

were openly practiced. A candidate in Ireland marched a whole regiment

of soldiers to the polls, had them sworn in as electors, and was, of coui-se,

triumphantly returned. "The statute book was disfigured by excessive

penalties. . . . Forgers, robbers, incendiaries, poachers, and mutilatoi-s

of cattle were sent to the gallows." "Yet, though the Church of

England had no vision of the needs of the people and no voice for their

wrongs, the great wave of religious life which had followed the preaching

of wiiitefield [misspelled ' Whitfield '] and Wesley had not spent its force,

nor was it designed to do so before it had awakened in the multitude a

spirit of quickened intelligence and self-respect, which made them

vestive under political servitude and in the presence of acknowledged,

but unredressed, grievances." Lord John first openly espoused the

cause of parliamentary reform after the "Peterloo Massacre " in Man-

chester in 1810, and that of Catholic emancipation in 182G. Two years

later he moved the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts. These had

been enacted at the time of the Restoration, and were designed to cripple

the political power of the Nonconformists. They required that all

public oflicials should partake of the communion according to the rites of

the Church of England, and, while they "excluded conscientious men"

among the Dissenters, "proved no barrier to unprincipled hypocrites.'

After a long debate, to the no small surprise of both Lord KusscU and
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X- „„nfnrmists "the causc of religious freedom triumphed, and on

•'r .^/T."ToT St aod Corporation Aets .ere ttually repealed." The

': vt>xr;me.., an.ieipatiog I-ord Kussell, .vho v,-.s about to .n.roduce

, L°eTtou of iatholieemaneipatiou in the House, itself adopted the

„,„ quest on o.
^^^^^^ ._^ ^^,^^ j_^ ^^^ follo.rug

"'""t he a t oT^f William IV, the Duke of Wellington declared rn

;.T'lousc of Lords that his government would oppose all further

s r« of reform. The reaetion caused by this anuouueement hastened
,„,»sureso relorm

administration, and brought info po.er

r'Tcre. .Vie ™: °Lord John Russell .as selected by the new

1^:1!;^,:' for the honor of ^^'^^^ZTl^^Z
il.e tir^l bill for parliameutary reform. On the tir.t ot .uarcn, lo

,

'"'''"°

.rcTc,"; nd t"st„d;he; nst tutions, .ould he not be astonished

'

uTiord'Eu" en "i hewere taken to a green mound and informed

1 t' n "mbers to the British Parlianrent; if

'-
J- ^"-^^

lurhament or u
^^^^ t^'O members to

wmmmMi
WMmSsMsB
.cut ;o create new peers in order to i-""-

J
l-^^f "^^Z Z Vhig

we can sketch Lord John's career onlybnefl>._
"^^^^'^^^

^^^^t^^. l^^^l

leader in the Commons in 1834; home secretary - ^S^;^^ >e^^ei h

v.rlous portfolios, including those of the .war ^^^ .^^ ^^^^^^^^

trcasurv and foreign affairs; and
--^^'^^r'r^ ZTo^^^^^^^^ ^^

from 1846 to 1S52, and after Palmerston's death,
^'^^J^^^^^^^^^^^^

June, 18GG. He was secretary of state for foreign f^^^^^J^^^^^^/^J'con-

CTin.ean and om- own civil war, and represented ^"51-^ ^^^^^^.^^o

t A- i„ inffiri.nble account of the causes of tlic stru^-^it

press of ^ lenna. An intcll gible acco
^^^^ ,^^^^^

:-r"TVf ""^ '"^s su-eifa Mr':"r •;; th:o/their

hts'^^it'fndu'e ^linelfiMo the history of

^^^iTiro: hV
..one for doing so in large measure bv making ns, °' " ^/^'^

P^;""^
,V

acpiainted wiUi the aetors in great national eveut=; fo. history

55.—Finn SEP.IES, VOL. XII.
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all, is only a grand aggregation of individual interest and personal

motive.

Aaonxram Jud^n Gonloyi. A Biography, with letters and Illustrative extracts drawn froi.-i

unpublished or uncollected sermons and addresses. By his son, Ernest B. Gordon.
8vo. pp. 3SG. New York : F. H. Revell Company. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Among men of high rank, intellectually and oratorically, the number
•who have a genius for goodness and give themselves to God with an ab-

solute devotion is not large. But however small the circle be made, A. J.

Gordon takes his place therein by a clear title. lie was truly great, ac-

cording to the Saviour's own standard: " Whosoever will be great amoni,'

you. shall be your minister: and whosoever of you will be the chiefest,

shall be servant of all.'" There was no class of the community at wliose

feet he did not lay himself in ministration. lie gave his life in the ran-

som of a vast multitude. This may be understood literally. For it is one

of the extremely few charges that can, even tentatively, be brought agaiust

the perfection of this pattern man that he did not take rest enoush,

that he Avore himself out ten good years before his time, and thereV>y

robbed the world to that extent. The strain on him in his busy Boston pas-

torate, where the clang of the door bell knew scarce any intermission, day

or night, was intense. He labored seven days in the week. 3Ionday was

even more crowded than other days with special addresses and important

committee meetings, often to the number of half a dozen. And the sum-

mer brought little or no cessation. He carried on services continually at

his country home and evangelized all the neighborhoods round about.

He had large numbers of the neglected city children up to enjoy the in-

vigorating New Hampshire air, and laid himself out for their advantage.

He wrote scores and hundreds of long letters to all such in his parish as

needed comfort or counsel. He threw himself into the Northfield meet-

ings with immense enthusiasm and efhciency. If on the ocean, he holds

services in the steerage and labors arduously for the neglected there. If

on the other side of the sea, it is not for sight-seeing, but for missionary

addresses, helping Mr. 31cAll in Paris, undertaking a campaign in Scot-

land, thrilling great meetings in London. To every part of our own wide

country he was imperatively summoned, and he knew not how to repose.

He could never be induced to stop while strength remained. His system

was thus depleted and prepared for the disease which finished his career

when only fifty-eight years old. The wonder is that, even with his mag-

nificent constitution, he stood it so long. It could with strict accuracy be

said of hiiu, "• The zeal of thine house hath eaten me up." The simple

outline of his life may be given in few words: Born at New Hampto:!.

N. H., April 19, 183G; his father, John Calvin Gordon, a hyper-Calvini-^r,

whose whole soul Avas bound up in the five points of the Genevan system

;

his mother, a Susannah "Wesley woman, of the rarest, most unselfish pif"^}'-

the beneficent spirit of the entire village as well as of her own large family

;

soundly converted in his fifteenth year, and within a twelvemonth fixed i'l

his purpose to be a minister; graduated at Brown University in l'^'"'''.

after many pecuniary struggles, and at Newton Theological Seminary n
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l'>03, he was immediately installed at Jamaica Plain, in tlie suburbs of

n-Kton, and after six j-ears was transferred to Clarendon Street, in the

<ity itself, where he remained in his most laborious and macrniticeut pas-

•onUf of a quarter of a century. The transformation which he wrought

in that church and the power for world-wide usefulness into which he

tiMHcd it were something wonderful. From being a sort of "saints' evcr-

i.i-tiiig rest? and "church of the bank presidents," with classical quar-

t( t music and high-toned exclusivism, it became a perfect hive of indus-

try, where the whole congregation sang lustily the praises of God, where

drunkards were converted and made welcome, and where the outside gifts

of the church, chiefly to missions, without direct appeals, amounted in five

years to nearly eighty-five thousand dollars. But it took a good while to

accomplish this. His biographer says, " During fifteeu years preconceived

<i|)iuions and prejudices stood out against his patient efforts; then they

gave way, to his great joy and to the general satisfaction." One can but

ask what such a man would have done had he been compelled to move
every two or three years, or even at the end of every five. It may as well

be admitted that it is absolutely impossible under our present Methodist

pystcm to build up such churches as the Clarendon Street Baptist, or such

pastors as A. J. Gordon. It is in other directions that we have now to

look for the excellencies of the itinerancy and its compeusatiug advantages.

Dr. Gordon Avas a fountain of spiritual impulse to immense n)ultitudes. The
iinmeusity and grandeur of his religious life, both in its private exercises

.^nd its public activities, stand fortli unquestioned. He had a radiant soul.

There seemed no limits to his patience, humility, and self-denial. In de-

votion to Jesus intense, in faith preeminent, in love unsurpassed, a most

Christlike man. But it may well be noted, as a striking object lesson,

hov.- far all this close walk with God was from procuring for him any in-

fallible correctness in matters of opinion and belief. He was a strong

Calvinist, a most pronounced Baptist, a prominent faith healer, and a very

zealous Premillennialist, on all which points his views were diametric-

ally opposed to those held by the readers of this Rtvieio and by the

Christian Church in general. Although a disciple of tiie Holy Ghost, if

ever there was one, he was not led into tiie truth on these matters, so far

as we have any criterion for distinguishing the truth. On two of the

jioints especially his failure may even be said to have been demonstrated.
" Xo Christian of the early Church," says his son, " ever looked with more

assurance for the manifestation of the Lord in the clouds. Hardly a ser-

mon was preached without some allusion to the glorious appearing." Ho
confidently expected to be " caught up to meet the Lord; no winding-sheet

for me, or house of sod." But, like all the rest wb) have, through the

centuries, shared in this pitiful delusion, his Iwdy rests beneath the ground

;

and in this case there is the singularly inappropriate inscription above it.

' Until he come." Also, although an ardent believer in and practiccr of

faitli healing, he was swept ofl[ by disease long Ijefore the allotted period

fjf human life. How clearly all this sliows that errors of judgment in

tiiattcrs of doctrine are perfectly com])atil)le with the most single-eyed
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consecration of life and the most earnest search after truth. Too much
cannot be said of the excellent taste with which the son has performt<.l

his difiicult task in preparing this biography. The style is singularly

clear and beautiful, and the whole work is admirably done. Few fathers

are so favored.

Sunset Memories. By Rev, Nicholas Vansaxt. Introduction by General James F. Rrs-
LIXG. 12mo, pp. 271. New York: Eaton & Mains. Cincinnati: CurtiS & Jeuniugs. Price,

cloth, $1.

The writer of this life story, a venerated and highly esteemed member
of the Newark Conference, is not new to authorship, being known by

several previous books, as well as by contributions to the Melhodist lie-

vieic. Christian Advocate, and other periodicals. This record of his min-

istry of over half a century brings to view much of the history of Meth-

odism in tliat time, especially in the territory of the Philadelphia, New
Jersey, and Newark Conferences, giving glimpses of some six hundred

persons, lay and clerical, who helped to make that history. Many fami-

lies in those regions, as well as elsewhere, will be interested in these

narratives and references. Many years ago, in a parsonage known to us,

two books were read, even by us children, with sensitive and critical in-

terest; one was The Shady Side, and the other T^te Sunni/ Side. Every

parsonage family found in them more or less the transcript of jts own

two-sided experience. The fresh and interesting book now before us

shows both sides of itinerant ministerial labor, its trials and its triumph?,

its pains and its blisses. The secret of a happy life is in it. "U'ritten in a

bright, clear, serene, and cheerful old age, it contains, we think, between

preface and conclusion, more "sweetness and light '' than ^latthew Ar-

nold succeeded in producing. Simple, plain, matter-of-fact, and accurate,

it breathes the spirit of perfect love and is touched with the beauty of

holiness. Tliough pressed for space we make tu-o extracts. The fir>t

describes the author's inward experience during a long and severe illnes?:

'"My whole emotional nature seemoil under bonds. Joyless, grietless,

tearless, I lay for weary weeks with cloudless mind, in the calm exercise

of steady, restful faith. Had anyone asked, 'Do you /fcMiappy ?
' the

answer must have been, 'Xo, but I am happy, for, Blessed [happy] is he

whose transgression is forgiven, whose siu is covered,' Or, • Do you ni'.

that you are a child of God and an heir of heaven ? '
' No, but I am s'/rt

of it, for, The Spirit l)eareth witness with our spirit that we are the chil-

dren of God: and if children, then heirs.' Or, ' Do you ffiel that, should

you die, you would go to Jesus?' 'No, but I hwic it, for, "We know th;U

if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a buildini^

of God, a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens." " The

second extract is the closing part of the author's address to his Confer-

ence on retiring from hi>; over fifty years of active service: "With yonr

indulgence I now p;iss from the 'elTective' to the 'supernumerary' rank-.

This I do uncomplainingly, cheerfully, and with a grateful appreciation

of the kindness and contidence of my ministerial brethren and of tlie

churches and districts wliioh I have served. If in my necessary sechi'^io:»
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vou sometimes call me to mind, please think of me forgivingly, charita-

i.lv prayerfully. Think not of me as repining over any suspected or

f'llicied' neglect, but as quietly confiding for needed succor and care in

the supreme goodness of God and the ready beneficence of the Church I

hive so long endeavored to serve. Think not of me as idle or unem-

piovod, with time hanging heavily on my hands, but as still diligent in

'tuily and ever busv with voice and pen, according to strength and op-

mrtunity, in trying to make the world better. Think not of me as gloomy

or «;our oVmoro'se, but as rejoicing evermore, continuing instant in prayer,

and in evervthing dving thanks. xVnd at last, when I am gone, O think

of we as having" swept through the gates, washed in the blood of the

Lamb! " Closing these Memories, the venerable author seems to say,

Sunset and ereniug star,

And one clear call for nie

;

But there will be no moaning ol the bar

When I put out to sea.

V,r*nnal BecMrclions of Joan of Arc. By the Sieur Lons de Conte, her Page and Secre-

fr F.eeh t^nslatedoutof the ancient French imo modern English from the ongmal

unpublished manuscript in the national archives of France, by Jzax FKAS90.S Ali.kn

ZstrateU from original drauings by F. V. DU Mond, and from reproductions of old

paiutines and statues. Crown 8vo, pp. 401. New York: Harper i Brothers. Pnce,

cloth, S-'.oO.

lu other words, this is a modern historical novel by Mr. S. L. Clemens,

known to the maioritv of us as ^lark Twain. Not a word in the book

indicates its real authorship, or even the true nature of the work, unless

it be certain marks of internal evidence which would arrest the attention

of a careful critic or arouse the suspicion of one versed in the manners

aiid habits of thought and speech that were current in the world of the

fifteenth ceuturv. It is provided with a veritable "Translator's Preface

in true canonic-al form; and probably few of those who read it as it ap-

peared in successive numbers of Harper's Magazine were aware that it was

otherwise than what it purported to be-a genuine memoir of Joan by

the pa-e who faithfully attended her through prosperity aud adversities.

Yet, thouoh his name nowhere occurs on its pages, Mr. Twain, if we may

call him so, has no reason to be ashamed of his work. Those of us who

are familiar with his inimitable Prince and the Pauper, as well as one or

two of his other works, have long known that he was capable of better

thing's than The Innocents Ahroad, as good as that is of ,its kiud-that he

was something more than a delightful maker of mere horse merriment.

Of course the'e are anachronisms in the present volume; these are inev-

itable, for no modern writer can so project himself into a former century

and a foreign people as to produce a work that shall be true to the ife it

describes in all its details. But :*lr. Clemens has made as diligent and

successful a studv of the original authorities as if he had indeed been

^vriti^g a biographv. Under the disguise of history the book is a ro-

mance; vet under the romance there is the truth of history, and one may

got as accurate an idea of Joan's story and personality from Mr. Clemens

as from Mr. Lowell's excellent Life of Joan of Arc, which we noticed some
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months ago. The book is, perhaps, too serious in its tone. One grows

somewhat°awcary of the incessant eulogy, and a clash of judicious huincr

here and there would have been a relief. Human nature, like the huiiuiu

body, requires more than one sort of diet. Shakespeare knew that laughter

and tears are never far apart, and introduces tiashes of the keenest wit and

intervals of exquisite and irresistible humor into some of his darkest trag.j-

dies; and he knew that both the tragedy and the comedy were enhanced

by the juxtaposition. But these are minor blemishes in a work for which

we sincerely thank the author. He has written a book that is well worthy

of being read, and that will be read with deep and tender interest; for it

is hardly too much to say of Joan, as the author, in his character of a sur-

viving and reminiscent' contemporary, says, that hers was '^ the mo~t

noble°life that was ever born into this world save only One."

HKoni of P,-us.Ha under Frederic the Great-lToC, 1757. By Herbert Tcttle, la-e

Professor in Cornell University. With a Biographical Sketch of the Author, l-J HEi'-J;^^"

B. ADAMS. Crown Svo, pp. slvi, 150. Boston and New York: Houghton, Miflliu s C.

Price, cloth, S1.50.

At the time of his death, two years ago, Professor Tuttle had com-

pkted three chapters of the fourth volume of his Eistori/ of Prussia. The

first volume, published in 18S3, had brought that history down to th-

ascension of the great Frederic; the second and third, published hvc

years hater, had extended it as far as the opening of the Seven 1 ears

AVar These three chapters now appear as the last installment of a work

to w'hich he had given many years of his life, and to which it may be

truthfullv said ho died a martyr. "He told his wife that the wars of

Frederic would kill him," says Mr. Adams. For a year he was the Pans cor-

respondent of the Boston Advertiser; he reported the proceedings of the

Court of Alabama Claims at Geneva for the Xcic York Tribune; and a lon-.r

residence in Germany as the Berlin correspondent of the London D^nh,

Keus and the Trilune brought him into contact with the leaders of Ger-

man politics and thought, acquainted him with the workings of German

crovernmental methods, and gave him "the best opportunities for observa-

tion in the Prussian capital, for travel and study in Germany, Belgmm.

Austria, Russia, and the Danube Provinces." Laborious years were give-.i

to patient research among the original sources of Prussian history, an-l

the result was a work, now terminated by death, that is distinctively a

study of political and constitutional development. ' It is not ahistoryof the

people of Prussia in the sense that Mr. Green's work is a history of the

English people. The people are, of course, implied, but are considercu

in "the abstract rather than tis concrete realities of actual life. n\n>.

from the vorv limitations of his method, Dr. Tuttle was precluded from

that picturesque treatment of his material, that vivid portrayal of CNe'iii

and puiutin" of character, which lend such fascination to the Europe.-m

histories of his countrvmen, Prescott and ^lotley. In a work of thi^ ex-

tent we mi-lit, indecel, justly expect more of local coloring, as in the de.ci ip

tion of the mano^uvers about Pirna, in that region known as the bax-
.^

Switzerland, from the wild and romantic beauty of its scenery, ^^h^^- •
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few graphic sentences as to the rugged and mountainous nature of the

^Touud %YOuld have enabled us to follow the military evolutions more

(.losc'ly and intelligently. But if the -svork has not the brilliancy of a

Mucaulay, neither has it his strong bias of partisanship or the insidious

})r(,'judices with which, in the guise of history, he traduced the character

(..f men and measures distasteful to himself. Dr. Tuttle is thoroughly

conscientious, scholarly, impartial, safe; and his style, while without

conscious rhetorical adornment, is clear, forcible, direct. There is no

tuiH'rfluous wording, no striving for effect. AVhen his authorities are so

coufused or so flatly contradictory that it is impossible to amve at the

txact verity of any transaction he frankly states that this is so and gives

th.e probability most in accord, in his opinion, with known and related

facts. And he does succeed in making us positively acquainted with the

l)ersonages of his history. We understand the real Frederic better, per-

haps, than if we had known him in life with all the superficial glamour of

his personality obscuring the essential character of the man within. This

volume opens with the preparations for the occupation of Saxony in 1756,

and ends with the close of the campaign of 1757. It includes the very

climax of Frederic's military career. In chapter iii, which has for its

title " A Year of Battles,'' wc have an account of what are probably the

four greatest battles he ever fought. The victory of Prague, May 6, 1757,

"was one of the most sanguinary battles of modern times." Kollin, June

18, was " Frederic's first defeat." ''Eight successful battles, nearly all

fought against sujjcrior numbers, had spread abroad a general belief in

tlie iuviucibility of the Prussian troops; . . . and this useful superstition

was now forever shattered." Rossbach, November 4, fought at an odds

of twenty thousand against thirty-six thousand of the allies, retrieved the

glory of the Prussian arms; and Leuthen, Decembers, was the most

famous battle "of all that Frederic fought," won with thirty thousand

nien against an Austrian army of eighty thousand, and jn-onounced by

Napoleon "a masterpiece in the history of war." In conclusion, we can-

i;ot refrain from quoting the account of the battle of Hasteubeck, July

20: "As the French had seventy thousand men, with seventy heavy

guns, while the other side was only half as strong, the issue seemed

hardly doubtful ; but the figlit was badly conducted on both sides, and

as its fortunes changed each commander in turn gave the word to re-

treat, so that the curious spectacle was offered of two armies running

away from each other before the battle was over. But the duke had the

start in the race, and D'Estrees, fiually pelding to his officers, returned

to occupy the field as victor."

illSCELLAXEOUS.

t'^lraonUnaru Cases. T,j He.nry LArREN Cuxxox. Svo, pp. 403. New York : Harper &
Hrothers. Price, cloth, j^~*.50.

The author, a distinguished lawyer, after forty years of active prac-

tice iu the citv of Xew York, during which he was engaged in many
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celebrated cases where life and liberty were at stake and in litigation in.

volving amounts ranging from one hundred dollars to one hundred mil-

lions, has here sketched some of the most interesting and famous casf>.

The cases of Henri Carnal and Otto Grunziggive an account of the desjvr-

ate fights of counsel for their clients' lives. Others show extraordinarih-

fertile ingenuity of defense. The book is sprinkled with anecdotes of

judges, lawyers, journalists, and other well-known men. Here is au ac-

count of the Forrest divorce case, the Lemmon slave case, and the Jimiel

will case, besides various murder and other criminal cases, one of tho

strangest being that of Henri Carnal, tried in Xew York in 1851 for the

murder of Charles M. Rosseau, in Dey Street—a case filled with startlinir

and thrilling incidents from the beginning to the end of the legal proceoil-

ings, which lasted several years. Narrating the " Curious Case of a Cler-

gyman," the author comments thus: "How true it is that clergymen

have but little opportunity to know the world and its ways as uuderslood

by other people! They have but little intercourse with business men a^

such. They are brought in contact mostly with women and children.

In their associations with men they do not see them as others do. Mcu
in the company of clergymen do not talk altogether as they would in their

absence. Every allowance is made for their unfamiliarity with business

and worldly matters outside tlieir clerical duties. Clergymen see men of

affairs and public men at great disadvantage, ... It is a calamity to cler-

gymen that, before entering upon the active duties of their sacred pro-

fession, they do not have the practical education which comes of actual

contact with the world."

Uncle Ben, and Other Poems, with an Essay ou Poetry and Religion. By James Stephen-

sox, D.D. limo, rP- 160. Cincinnati: Curts & Jennings. New York: Eaton & Mams.

Price, cloth, $1.

The author says that the verses of this volume are the product of the

restful and recreative hours of a busy ministerial life, plain verses which

men and women of common education and ordinary intelligence can com-

prehend at a glance. If their fate shall be an early oblivion their author

will conclude " that they died because they were born either too early or

too late in the history of poetical literature." They furnish pleasant read-

ing, with elevated sentiment and considerable felicity of expression, ou

such themes as "The Life Beyond," "The Ascension of Elijah," " -"^ly

Bird Teachers,"' "Sympathy," "Resignation," "Heroes of the Future,"

"Rutherford B. Hayes," " Tenebrious Poetry," "The Music of the

Future," "My Catbird,"' " U. S. Grant," "John A. Logan." On page

104 is a noble and fitting tribute to that veteran emancipator and educator,

Dr. R. S. Rust. Tlic l)ook closes with a dozen poems called "Blue ^Ion-

day Recreations," which show the tone and tendency of one ministL-r s

mind in the reaction from the strain of Sunday's work. For a man's owu

happiness and for the delight of tliose around him it is no small blessin::

to have a fountain of music bubbling up from the dei)ths of one's soul

and flowing, like water brooks, clear and sweet dov.n all the slopes au'i

vales of life, in sunshine and in shade.
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Art. I.—when THIS WORLD IS NOT.

" The day of the Lord \vill come . . . ; in tlie whicli the

heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements

shall melt with fervent" heat, the earth also and the works that

arc therein shall be burned up."

What is there after that ?

To this question there are three answers

:

I. There are left all of what may be called natural forces

that there were before the world was created. They are not

dependent on it. Tlic sea is not lost when one bubble or a

thousand break on the rocky shore. The world is ]iot the main

thing in the nniverse. It is only a temporary contrivance, a

mere scaffolding for a special purpose. Wlien that purpose is

fulfilled it is natural that it should pass away. The time then

comes when the voice that shook the earth should signify

the removal of " those things that are shaken, as of things that

are made, that those things which cainiot be shaken may re-

main." We already have a kingdom that cannot be moved.

'' The things which arc seen are temporal ;
but the things which

arc not seen are eternal."

It should not be supposed that the space awny from the

world is an empty desert. God is everywhere, and creative

energy is omnipresent. Xot merely is a millionth of space occu-

piL-d' where the worlds are, but alfspace is full of God and his

manifestations of wisdom and power. David could think of

'10 place of hiding from that presence. The first word of rev-

oG—FIFTH si:uii:s, vol. xii.
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elation is, "In the beginning God created the lieaven." And
the great angel, standing on sea and ]and when time is to he no

longer, swears by Him who " created heaven, and the things

that therein are," in distinction from the earth and its things

that arc to be removed. What God created M'ith tilings that

are therein is not empty. Poets, the true seers, recognize this.

"When Longfellow died one of them, remembering the heart-

breaking hunt of Gabriel for Evangeline, and their passing

each other on opposite sides of an island in the Mississippi,

makes him say of his wife long since gone before

:

And now I shall seek her ouce more,

On some Mississippi's vast tide

That flows the whole universe tlirough,

Thau earth's widest rivers more wide-

Evangeline I shall not miss

Though we wander the dim starry sheen,

On opposite sides of rivers so vast

That islands of worlds intervene.

But what is there in space ? There is the great ceaseless

force of gravitation. Though the weakest of natural forces,

yet when displayed in world-masses its might is measureless by

man's arithmetic. Tie an apple or a stone to one end of a

string, and taking the other end whirl it around your finger,

noting its pull. That depends on the weight of the whii'hng

ball, the length of tlic string, and the swiftness of the whirl.

The stone let loose from David's finger flies crasiiing into tlie

head of Goliath. But suppose the stone is eight thousand

miles in diameter, the string ninety-two million five hundred

thousand miles long, and the swiftness one thousand miles a

minute, what needs be the tensile strength of the sti-ing ? If

we covered the whole side of the earth next the sun, from pole

to pole and from side to side, with steel wires attaching the

earth to the sun, thus representing the tension of gi-avitation,

the wires wonld need to be so many that a mouse could not run

around among them.

There swings the moon above ns. Its best service is not its

light, though lovers prize that highly. Its gravitative Avork is

its best. It lifts the sea and pours it into every river and fiord

of the coast. Our universal tugboat is in the sky. It saves-

millions of dollars in towage to London alone every year. And
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this world would not be habitable without the moon to wash out

i-very festering swamp and deposit of sewage along the shore.

Gravitation reaches every place, whether worlds be there or

not. This force is universally present and ciiectivc. In the

possibilities of a no-world condition a spirit may be able to so

relate itself to matter that gravitation would impart its incredi-

ble swiftness of transference to a soul thus temporarily relating

itself to matter, "What gravitation docs in the absence of the

kind of matter we know it is diflieult to assert. But as will be

teen in our second division there is still ample room for its ex-

ercise •when worlds as such have ceased to be.

In space empty of worlds there is light It flies or runs one

hundred and eighty-six thousand miles a second. There must

be somewhat on which its wing-beat shall fall, stepping stones

for its hurrying feet. "We call it ether, not knowing what we

mean. But in this space is the play of intensest force and

quickest activity. There are hundreds of millions of millions

of wing-beats or footfalls in a second. Mathematical necessi-

ties surpass mental conceptions. In a cubic mile of space there

are demonstrably seventy millions of foot tons of power.

Steam and lightning have nothing comparable to the activity

and power of the celestial ether. Sir Wilham Thompson thinks

he has proved that a cubic mile of celestial ether may have as

little as one billionth of a pound of ponderable matter. It is

too fine for our experimentation, too strong for our measure-

ment. We must get rid of our thumby fingers first.

"What is light doing in space ? That has greatly puzzled all

philosophers. Without question there is inexpressible power.

It is seen in velocity. But what is it doing? The law of con-

servation of force forbids the thought that it can be wasted.

On the earth its power long ages ago was turned into coal.

The power was reservoired in mountains ready for man. It is

so great that a piece of coal that weighs the same as a silver

dollar carries a ton's weight a mile at sea. But what is the

thousand million times more light than ever struck the ear'u

doing in space ? That is among the things we want to find out

^vhen we get there. There will be ample opportunity, space,

time, and light enough.

It is biblically asserted and scientifically demonstrable that

space is full of causes of sound. To any one capable of turning
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these causes to effects this sound is not dull and monotonous.

but richly varied into songful music. Light makes its iniprcs-

sion of color by its different number of vibrations. So music

sounds its keys. We know the number of vibrations necessary

for the note C of the soprano scale, and the number that runs

the pitch up to inaudibility. We know the inimber of vibra-

tions of light necessary to give us a sensation of red or violet.

These, apprehended by a sufficiently sensitive ear, pour not only

light to one organ, but tuneful harmonies to another. The

morning stars do sing together, and when worlds are gone, and

heavy ears of clay laid down, we may be able to hear them

" Singiug as they shine,

" The haud that made us is divine."

There are places where this music is so fine that the soft and

Boul-like sounds of a zephyr in the pines would be lilce a storm

in comparison, and places where the fierce intensity of light in

a congeries of suns would make it seem as if all the stops of

being from piccolo to sub-bass had been drawn, Xo angel fly-

ing interstellar spaces, no soul fallen overboard and left behind

by a swift sailing world, need fear being left in awful silences.

There seems to be good evidence that electrical disturbances

in the sun are almost instantly reported and effective on the

earth. It is evident that the destructive force in cyclones is

not wind, but electricity. It is altogether likely that it is

generated in the sun, and that all the space between it and us

thrills with this unknown power.* All astronomers except Fayc

admit the connection between sun spots and the condition ol

the earth's magnetic elements. The parallelism between auroral

and sun-spot frequency is almost perfect. That between sun

spots and cyclones is as confidently asserted but not quite so de-

monstrable. Enough proof exists to make this clear, that space

may be full of higher Andes andAlps, rivers broader tlum Gulf

Streams, slcies brighter than the Milky AYay, more beautiful than

the rainbow. Occasionally some scoffer who thinks he is

smart and docs not knov,- that he is mistaken asks with an air

of a Socrates putting his last question, " You say that ' heaven

is above us.' But if one dies at noon and another at midnight,

one goes toward Orion and the other toward Hercules ;
or an

* The action that drives off the inatorlul of a comet's tail proves that otlier forces b-'jiJcs

gravitatiou are oj>eratlve in the interplanetary space.—27ic ^'lui, C. A. Young, p. lu«i.
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pjskimo goes toward Polaris and a Patagonian toward the

cual-blaek hole in the sky near the south pole. Where is joiir

lieavcn anyhow?" O sapient, sap-ient questioner I Heaven is

al»ove us, you especially; but gohig in different directions from

mch a little world as this is no more than a bee's leaving difl'er-

ont sides of a bruised pear exuding honev. Up or down he is

in the same fragrant garden, warm, light, redolent of roses,

tremulous with bird song, amid a thousand caves of lioney-

enckles, " illuminate seclusions swung in air " to which his open

sesame gives entrance at will.

II. But there will bo in space what the world has become.

It is nowhere intimated that matter had been annihilated.

Worlds shall perish as worlds. They shall wax old as doth a

garment. They will be folded up as a vesture, and they '- shall

he changed." The motto with Avhich this article began says

lieavens pass away, elements melt, earth and its works are

burned up. But always after the heaven and earth pass away

we are to look for "new heavens and a new earth." On all

that God has made he has stamped tlie great principle of prog-

ress, refinement, development—rock to soil, soil to vegetable

life, to insect, bird, and man. Each dies as to what it is, that

it may have resurrection or may feed something higher. So

in the light of revelation earth is not lost. Science comes,

after ages of creeping, up to the same position. It too asserts

that matter is indestructible. Burn a candle in a great jar

liermetically sealed. The weight of jar and contents is just

the same after the burning as before. A burned-up candle as

big as the world will not be annihilated. It will be "changed."

It is necessary for us to get familiar with some of the pi'O-

tean metamorphoses of matter. Up at New Almaden, above

the writer, is a vast mass of porous lava rock into which has

been infiltrated a great deal of mercury. How shall we get it

out ? You can jar out numberless minute globules by hand.

This metal, be it remembered, is liquid, and so heavy tliat solid

iron floats in it as cork does in water. jS'ow, to get it out of

tlie rock we apply fire, and .the mercury exhales away in the

smoke. The real iask of scientific painstaking is to get that

heavy stuff out of the smoke again. It is changed, volatilized,

and it likes that state so well that it is very difficult to persuade

it to come back to heaviness acrain.
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Take a great mass of marble. It was not always a mountain.

It floated invisibly in the sea. Invisible animals took it up inu--

ticle by particle to build a testudo, a travelin<^ house, for them-

selves. The ephemeral life departing, there was a rain of dciul

shells to make limestone masses at the bottom of the sea. It

will not always remain rock. Air and water disintegrate it

once more. Little rootlets seiz;e upon it, and it goes coursing

in the veins of plants. It becomes fiber to the ti'ce, color to the

rose, and fragrance to the violet. But whether floating invisi-

bly in the water, shell of infusoria in the seas, marble asleep in

the Pentelican hills, constituting the sparkle and fizz of soda

water, claiming the world's admiration as the Yenus de ]\Iilo, or

giving beauty and meaning to the most fitting symbol that goes

between lovers, it is still the same matter. It may be diffused

as gas or concentrated as a world, but it is still the same matter.

Matter is worthy of God's creation. Astronomy is awe-full

;

microscopy is no less so. Astronomy means immensity, bulk

;

atoms mean individuality. The essence of matter seems to be

spirit, personality. It seems to be able to count, or at least to

be cognizant of certain exact quantities. An atom of bromine

will combine with one of bydrogen ; one of oxygen with two

of hydrogen ; one of nitrogen with three of hydrogen ; one of

silicon with four of hydrogen, etc. They marry without

thought of divorce. A group of atoms married by affinity is

called a molecule. Two atoms of hydrogen joined to one of

oxygen make water. They are like three marbles laid near

together on the ground, not close together ; for we well know

that water does not fill all the space it occupies. We can put

eight or ten similar bulks of other substances into a glass of

water without greatly increasing its bulk, some actually dimin-

ishing it. Water molecules are like a mass of shot, with large

interstices between. Drive the atoms of water apart by heat

till the water becomes steam, till the}' are as three marbles a

larger distance apart, yet the molecule is not destroyed, the

union is still indissoluble. One physicist has declared that the

atoms of oxygen and hydrogen are probably not nearer to each

other in water than one liundred and fifty men would be if

scattered over the surface of England—one man for each four

hundred square miles.* What nnist the distance be in steam J

See Rtcrcaliom in A!<trorwrny\ p. 2oT.
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wliat the greater distance in the more extreme rarefactions?

It is asserted that millions of cubic miles of some comets' tails

would not make a cubic inch of matter solid as iron. Now,

when earth and oceans are " changed " to this sort of tenuity

creations will be more easy. We shall not be obliged to hew

oat our material with broadaxes, nor blast it out with dynamite.

Let us not fear that these creations will not be permanent

;

they will be enough so for our purpose. AYe can then afford

to waste more worlds in a day than dull stupidity can count in

a lifetime.

We are getting used to this sort of work already. When we

reduce common air in a bulb to one one-thousandth of its nor-

mal density at the sea, we get the possibility of continuous in-

candescent electric light by the vibration of platinum wire.

When we reduce it to a tenuity of one millionth of the nor-

mal density, we get the possibility of the X rays by vibrations

of itself without any platinum wire. The greater the tenuity

the greater the creative results. For example, water in freez-

ing exerts an expansive, thrusting force of thirty thousand

pounds to the square inch, over two thousand tons to the

square foot; an incomprehensible force, but applicable in

nature to little besides splitting rocks. On the other hand,

when water is rarefied into steam its power is vastly more

versatile, tractable, and serviceable in a thousand ways. Take a

bit of metal called zinc. It is heavy, subject to gravitation,

solid, subject to cohesion. But cause it to be burned, to pass

away, and be changed. To do this we use fire, not the ordinary

kind, but liquid that we keep in a bottle and call acid. The

zinc is burned up. AVhat becomes of it? It becomes elec-

tricity. How changed! It is no longer solid, but is a live

fire that rings bells in our houses, picks up our thought and

pours it into the ear of a friend miles away by the telephone,

or thousands of miles away by the telegraph. Burning up is

only the means of a new and higher life. Ah, delicate Ariel,

tricksy sprite, the only way to get you is to burn up the solid

body.

The possibility of rare creation depends on rare material, on

spiritliko tenuity. And that is what the world goes into.

There is a substance called nitrite of amyl, known to many as a

medicine for heart disease. It is applied by inhaling its odor

—
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a style of very mucli rarefied application. Fill a tube with its

vapor. It is invisible as ordinary air in daylight. But pour a

beam of direct snnlight from end to end along its major axis.

A dense cloud forms along the path of the sunbeam
; creation

is going on. What the sun may do in the thinner vapors the

world goes into when burned up Avill be for us to find out when
we get there. Standing on Popocatepetl we have seen a sea

of clouds below, white as the light of transfiguration, tossed

into waves a mile high by the touch of the sunbeam. Creative

ordering was observed in actual process. It is done under our

eyes to show us liow easy it is. AVould it be any less glorious

if there were no Popocatepetl ? A thrush among vines outside

is just now showing us ho^v easy it is to create an ecstasy of

music out of silence. She has only to open her mouth and the

innate aptitudes of air rush in to actualize her creative wish.

Not only is it easy for the bird, but she is even provoked to this

love and good works by the creation of a rainbow on the re-

treating blackness of a storm yonder. Thunder is the sub-bass

nature furnishes her, and thus invites her to add the comple-

mentary notes.

Some one may think that all this tenuity is as vaporous as

the stuff that dreams are made of, and call for solid rocks for

foundations. Perhaps we may so call while we have material

bodies of two hundred pounds weight. Yet even these bodies

are delicate enough to be valuable to us solely because they have

the utmost chemical instability. We are burning up their sub-

stance with every breath, in order to have delicacy of feeling

and thought. "What were a wooden body worth ? Substances

are valuable to us according to their fineness and facility of

change. Even iron is mobile in all its particles. AYe call it

solid, but it is not. We lift our eyes from this writing and

behold the tumbling surf of the great Pacific sea. Line after

line of its billows are charging on the shore and tumbling in

utmost confusion and roar of advancing and refluent waves.

So the iron of the telephone wire. You often hold the receiver

to your ear listening, not to the voice of business or friendshi})

of men, but to the gentle hum of the rolling surf in the wire's

own substance. And in order that we mny know the essential

stability of things that are fine we are told tliat the city which

hath enduring foundations is in the spirit world, not this kind
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influences wliicli came over the Atlantic cable were so feeble

that a sleeping infant's breath were a whirlwind in comparison.

But thej were read. It is no wonder that the old astrologers

thought that men's whole lives were influenced by the stars.

Every vegetable life, from the meanest flower that blows to the

largest tree, has its whole existence shaped by the sun. Doubt-

less man's body was meant to be an J^]olian (how the vowels and

liquids flow into the very name!) harp of a thousand strings

over which a thousand delicate influences might breathe. Ilis

soul was meant to be sensitive to the influences of the spirit.

This capability has been somewhat lost in our deterioration.

To recover these finer faculties men are required to die. And

for the field of exercising them the world must be changed.

Paul understood this. He associated some sort of perfection

with the resurrection, with the redemption, or buying back, of

the powers of the body. And the whole creation waiteth for

the apocalypse of the full-sized sons of God.

Does one fear the change from gross to fine, from force of

freezing to the. winged energy of steam, from sohd zinc to light-

ning ?

Our whole desire for education is a desire for refining influ-

ences. We know thei-e is a higher love of country than that

begotten by the fanfare of thel^urth of July. There is a

smile of joy at our country's education and purity finer than

the guffaws provoked by hearing the howls of a dog and the

explosions of firecrackers wlien the two are inextricably mixed.

There is a flame of religious love when the heart sacrifices

itself in humble realization of the joy of its adorable love

purer than the fierce fire of the hating heart that applies the

torch to the martyr's pyre. AYe give our lives to seeking these

higher refinements because they are stronger and more like God.

Does one fear to leave bodily appetites and passions for spir-

itual aptitudes fitted to finer surroundings? He should not.

Man has had two modes of life already—one, slightly conscious,

closely confined, peculiarly nourished, in the dark, without the

possible exercise of any one of the five senses. That is pre-

natal. He comes into the next hfe. At once he breathes, often

vociferously, looks about with eyes of wonder, nourishes hnn-

self with avidity, is fitted to his new surroundings, his immensely

wider life, and finds his superior companions and surroundings
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littcd to him, even to his finest need for love. Why hesitate

for a third mode of life? He loses modes of nourishment ; so

lie has before. He loses relations to former life
; so he has be-

fore. He comes into new companionships and surroundings;

eo he has before. But each time and in every respect his pow-

ers, possibilities, and field have been immensely enlarged.

the Lour when this material

Shall have vanished like a cloud,

When amid the wide ethereal

All the invisible shall crowd.

In that sudden, strange transition,

By what new and finer sense

Shall we grasp the mighty vision,

And receive the influence?

Knowledge of the third state of man is not so difficult to attain

in the second as knowledge of the second was in the first. If

a tit intelligence should study a specimen of man about to emerge

from its first stage of existence, it could judge much of the con-

ditions of the second. Feet suggest solid land ;
hmgs suggest

liquid air ; eyes, light ; hands, acquisitiveness, and hence do-

minion ; tongue, talk, and hence companions, etc. What fore-

gleams have we of the future life ? They are from two sources

—revelation and present aptitudes not yet realized. What feet

have we for undiscovered continents, what wings for wider and

finer airs, what eyes for diviner light? Everything tells ns

that such aptitudes have fit field for development. The water

fowl flies through night and storm, lone wandering but not

lost, straight to the south, with an instinct for mild airs, food,

and a nest among the rushes. It is not disappointed.

Man has an instinct for dominion that cannot be gratified

here. He weeps for more worlds to conquer. He is only a

boy yet, getting a grip on the hilt of the sword of conquest,

feeling for some Prospero's wand that is able to command the

tempest. When he gets the proper pitch of power, take away

his body, and he is, as Pvichter says, no more afraid, and he is

also free from the binding effect of gravitation. Then there are

worlds enough, and every one a lighthouse to guide him to its

harbor. They all seek a Columbus with more allurements than

America did hers. Dominion over ten cities is the reward for

faithfulness in the use of a single talent merely.

Man has an instinct for travel and speed. To travel a couple
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of montlis is a sufficient reward for a thousand toilful days. He
earnestly desires speed, develops race horses and bicycles to

surpass them, yachts, and engines. Not satisfied with this he
harnesses lightning that takes his mind, his thought, to the eiuhs

of the earth in a twinkling. ]3ut he is stopped there. How he
yearns to go to the moon, the sun, and stars ! But he could net

take his present body through the temperatures of space three or

four hundred degrees below zero. So he must find a way of

disembodying and of attachment to some force swift as light-

ning, of wliich tlierc are plenty in the spaces when the woj-kl

lias ceased to be a \vorld. It is all provided for by death.

Man has an instinct for knowledge not gratified nor grati li-

able in the present narrow bounds that liedge him in like vwills

of hewn stone. A thousand questions he cannot solve about

himself, his relations to others and to the world about hiin,

beset him here. There he shall know even as he is known by

perfect intelligence.

Here he has an instinct for love that is unsunderable. But
the wails of sejxaration have filled the air since Eve shrieked

over Abel. Husbands and fathers are ever crying:

Immortal ? I feel it and know it.

Who doubts of such as she ?

But that's the pang's %'cry essence,

Immortal away from mc.

But there, in finer realms, shall be a knitting of severed friend-

ships up to be sundered no more forever.

Specially has man sought in this stage of being to know God.

Job in his pain and loss, assailed by the cruel rebukes of his

friends and desolate by the desertion of his wife, says, " O that

I knew where I might find him." David cries out while his

teai-s are flowing daj" and night, " As the hart panteth after the

water brooks, so panteth my soul after thee, O God. My soul

thirsteth for God, for the living God : when shall I come and

appear before God?" ]\[oscs, in the broadest of visions, ma-

terial, historic, prophetic, says to God, " Show mc thy glory.'

And common men have always turned the high places of earth

to altar piles, and blackened the heavens with the smoke <'f

their sacrifices. But the means of knowing God are to be in-

creased. The very essence of life eternal is to know the true

God, and Jesus Glirist v.diom he has sent. Great pains ha\o.
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been taken to manifest forth God to dull senses and to oxlike

tlioiiglits here
;
greater pains, with better results, shall be taken

there. Every reader of the Apocalj})se notices with joy, if

not rapture, that M'hen the book that was scaled with seven

seals, which no man in heaven, nor earth, was able to reveal, nor

open, nor even look npon, was finally opened by the Lamb,

and its marvelous panoramas, charades, and symbolic signifi-

cances had to be carefully explained to John, the man best able

of any to understand tlieni—we observe with rapture that the

regular inhabitants of that hitherto unseen world understood all

at once, and broke into shouts like the sound of these many
waters in a storm. Above all these superior manifestations in

finer realms the pure in heart shall see God.

III. But there is in space what there was before the world

began. Philosophy asserts that the invisible universe is a per-

fect fluid in which not even atoms exist, and atoms are pro-

duced therefrom by the First Great Cause by creation, not by

development. This conception is full of difliculties to thought.

We cannot even agree whether creation was in time or eter-

nity. But all agree in this, that the invisible is rapidly absorb-

ing all the force at least of the visible universe, and that when

force is gone the corpse will not remain unburicd. Indeed,

when the range of seeing puts the size of an atom at less than

one two hundred and twenty-four thousandth of an inch, and

when the range of thinking puts it at less than one six millionth

of an inch, many prefer to consider an atom as a center of force

and not as a material entity at all. But, amid uncertainties,

this is certain, that the forces of the visible worlds are ex-

traneous. They come out of the invisible. They are all also

returning to the invisible; that is what light is doing in space,

previously referred to. This incredibly high-class energy is

not banking up coal in the celestial ether as it did on the

earth, but is returning to the quick, mobile forces of the in-

visible worlds. One thing more is certain, that the origin of

all the forces of the invisible is in personality ; for the atom, it

is agreed, bears all the marks of being a manufactured article.

Different-sized shot could not have greater uniformity of struc-

ture and constitution. And their whole behavior shows that

they are controlled by an admirable wisdom past finding out.

That these forces exist and are necessarilv active there are
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tliree proofs : "Worlds liave been made, not of t]iino;s and
forces that do appear. Tliej were abundantly displayed in the

physical miracles of Christ and others ; and these forces, inde-

pendently of the physical miracles at various times, have con-

tinuously helped men.

(1) Concerning the first fact, tliat worlds have been made,

nothing need be said except that tbese forces, being persoaal,

cannot be supposed to be exhausted, and hence creations can go
on continuously. We are assured that they do. And the per-

sonal element more and more relates itself to personalities. "J
go to prepare a place for you^^ to fit up a mansion according

to tastes, needs, and enjoyments of the future occupant.

(2) This is the place to assert, not to prove, that this visible

world has always been subject to tiie forces of the invisible

world. It does not matter whether these forces are pei'sonal

or personally directed. Its waters divide, gravitation at that

point being overcome ; they harden for a path, or bodies arc

levitated ; they burn by a fire as fierce as that which plays be-

tween two electric poles. These forces are not the ordinary

endowments of matter; they step out of the realm of the

greater invisible, execute their mission, and, like an angel's sud-

den appearance, disappear. "V\Tio knows liow frequently they

come? We, for M-hose sake all nature stands ''and stars their

courees move," may need more frequent motherl}' attentions

than the infant knows of. They will not be lacking, even if

not sufficiently evident to the infant to be cried for. '• Your

heavenly Father knoweth that 3'e have need of all these things.''

(3) It is here designed to be asserted that the forces of the

invisible seek to be continually in full play on the intellectual

and moral natures of man. Our unique Christian Scriptures

have this thought for their whole significance. It begins with

God's walking with Adam in the garden, and goes on till it i*^

said, "Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom

prepared for you," in the invisible, and by the invisil-K', from

before the foundation of the visible world. It inclmlcs all

time and opportunity between and after; we need specil'v oidy

to intensify the conception of the fact. Paul says, " Having

therefore obtained help of God, I continue unto this 'lay,"

when otherwise oppressive circumstances and hate of nn n seek-

ing to kill him would have prevented Ins continuing in life.
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It is possible for all who believe to be given power, out of the

invisible, to become sons of God. It has been said that there

is power and continuousness enough in tlie tides, winds, rotat-

in<T and revolving worlds for man to make a machine for per-

petual motion. The only difficulty is to belt on. The great

object of life in the visible should be to belt on to the invisible.

Our great Example who did this made his ordinary doing bet-

ter than common men's best, his parentheses of thought richer

than other men's paragraphs and volumes. And he left on

record for us promises of greater works than these, at which M-e

stagger through unbelief. We should not ; for men who have

lived by the evidence of things not seen, and sought a city that

received Jesus out of sight, have found that " God is not

asliamed to be called their God." They have wrought marvels

that men tell over like a rosary of what is possible to men. It

is beyond the belief of all who have not been touched by the

power of an endless life. But what they do is chiefly valuable

as evidence of wliat they are. It is little that men qnench the

violence of fire and receive their dead raised to life again. It

is great that they are able to do it. That they hold the hand

tliat holds the world is something. But that they have eyes to

see, a wisdom to choose, and will to execute the best, is more.

Fire may kindle again and the resurrected die, but the great

personality survives.

These forces are not discontinuous, connected with this tem-

porary world, aTid liable to cease when it fails. They belong

to the permanent, invisible order of things. Supjjose one loses

his body. Then there is no force whereby earth can hold its

child any longer to its breast. It flies on at terrific speed,

dwindling to a speck in unknown distances, and leaving the

inan amid infinitudes alone. But there are other attractions.

Tliere was One uplifted on a cross to draw all men unto him.

Love has finer attraction for souls than gravitation has for

bodies.

Then all his being thrills -with joy. And past

The comets' sweep, the choral stars above,

With multiplying raptures drawn more swift

He flics into the very heart of love.

It is hoped that the object of this Meriting is accomplished, to

widen our view of the great principle of continuity in the uni-
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verse. It is not sought to dwarf the earth, but to fit it rifhtlv

into its place as a part of a great whole. It is better for a state

to be a part of a glorious union than to be independent ; bet-

ter for a man to belong to the entirety of creation than to be

Robinson Crusoe on his island. We belong to more than tli;^

earth. It is not of the greatest importance whether we lose it

or it lose itself. We look for a "new heavens and a new
eartli." AVe are, or should be, used to their forces, and at

home among their personalities. This universe is a unity. It

is not made up of separate, catastrophic movements, but it all

flows on like the sweetly blended notes of a psalm. " Therefore

Avill not we feai*, though the earth be removed, and though the

mountains be carried into the midst of the sea ;

" though the

heavens be "rolled together as a scroll," the stars fall, ''even as

a fig tree casteth her untimely figs," when it is shaken \di\\ the

wind, and though our bodies are whelmed in the removal of

things that can be shaken. For even then we may find tlie

<}alm force that shakes the earth, the force that is from ever-

lasting to everlasting, may find that it is personal and loving.

It says, "Lo, it is I ; be not afraid."

Pfp-.^0-,'^^
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^^KT. IL—SOCIALISM AND THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Pkkhaps the time has come to make some carefuHy con-

sidered answers to tlie excellent people calling themselves Chris-

tian socialists, who make very serious accusations against the

existing economic order of society, and do not spare the Chris-

tian Church in their denunciations. The main indictment runs

to the effect that the economic order is unchristian, and that the

Clnirch maintains that order and subsists upon it. The second

part of the charge is true, and even a little more is true ; and

the omitted truth is that the very Christian socialist subsists

upon that order. If money be "soiled," which is the

fruit of our economic system, then the admission fees to the

lectures of the Cliristian socialist, and the dollars paid for his

books are " soiled." If we are all verily guilty in this matter,

the accusers of the brethren are sharers in the guilt, and they

share it with their eyes open.

I. The socialist who calls himself a Christian is in strange

company ; for most of his associates are not Christians to their

knowledge. The essential thing in their doctrine is that pri-

vate ownership is robbery, and that, therefore, the whole fabric

of our industrial and commercial life is built upon a monstrous

crime. "VTords come upon strange destinies. Kobbery should

mean a breaking of the commandment, " Thou shalt not steal
;

"

and another commandment reads, "Thou shalt not covet."

The two seem to be standing guard over property. But if

])roperty is itself theft, our humaii intelligence is put to a serious

strain in the effort to comprehend the moral sanction surround-

ing these two commandments. Theft, robbery, spoliation, cov-

tcousness, and a large number of other words could have no

meaning in a socialistic state.

It is true that some of our Christian socialists are pleased to

limit their great principles to a part of property—to that which is

etnployed in production, to " tlie instruments of production."

Ihit, since all property is actually or potentially an instrument

of production—down to a carpenter's jackknife and dinner-

pail—the distinction docs not distinguish, and no lines can be

drawn between the things sinfully owned and those whose

possession is righteous. The expediency of state ownership of

57 FIBI'II SERIKS, VOL. XII.
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some instruments of production, such as all lands and railroads,

may be debated. It is an open question in this sense, that no
moral defects are exhibited by a man who takes either side of

the question. But when we are told that private ownersliij) is

a sin M'e may reasonably ask for such a clear account of the

matter as will enable us to escape the guilt involved in owner-

ship ; and we naturally look to our new guides for the righteous

example we are to follow. It is unsatisfactory, not to say be-

wildering, to be told that one may innocently own some things,

while it is a deadly sin to own others.

We have suggested that one fifth of the moral law would

have no application in a sociahstic state. One may go further

and say that in such a state the very teachings of Christ, wliich

we are accused of disregarding, would be unintelligible. AVho

conld "lend, hoping for nothing again?" How would it be

possible to sell fields, and lay the money "at the apostles'

feet?" What meaning would attach to Christ's denunciation

of certain rich men ? Who could understand the ])arables in

which "capitalists" represent God? What nonsense would be

made of the parable of the talents with its trading, its varying

rewards, its " mine own with usury !
" The economic order

based upon property is so woven into the New Testament that

the fading of that order out of the world would make Jesus

the founder of a temporary dispensation, a teacher whose lessons

had so transformed society—to accept for a moment the social-

istic theory—that the redeemed generations would not be able to

miderstand him. A world in which one could not fall among

thieves would get no lesson from the parable of the good

Samaritan, and the lesson of the sad fate of the five foolish

virgins would become a piece of archceological lumber in a

socialistic society. We should find no meaning in the sweet

goodness of the husbandman who gave to every man a penny

though some toiled twelve hours and others only one hour

;

for the wage system with its cajoitalistic robbers would have

disappeared. Tlie wisest of teachers would have ceased to

teach because he had cast his truth into perishing molds.

Worse still, what confidence could a socialist have in a teacher

who had inclosed his lessons in unclean vessels, who had pre-

sented God in the dress of a capitalist with hired servants and

a private estate which he divides ? To such a world as social-
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jjiin imagines tlie God of the New Testament would be as far

from perfect as the gods of Olympus are, in our view. AVo

(•;in conceive the new preacher in that celestial dispensation not-

ing for the edification of the new kind of saints the appropri-

ateness of the betrayal for thirty pieces of silver of a teacher

who advised men to. "render to Ctesar the things that are

Cicsar's," using one of Caesar's coins for an object lesson. This

is not fanciful. The Eev. Mr. Spi-ague, in his Socialism, tells

us that our system enabled Judas to sell his Master, which

(piitc takes away one's breath, but is, after all, true enough

from Mr. Sprague's remarkable ])remises.

At the risk of seeming to deal in commonplaces, we must

be clear in our thinking upon the fundamental principles. If

we were considering what is expedient we might find some

reason for permitting a poor man to own a cow while denying

liim the right to own a share in a mill, the share having the

same value as the cow. But when we are told that the share-

holding is contrary to the New Testament because the mill is

a means of production, we are compelled to reply that the cow
is also a means of production, and are forced to conclude that

the poor man has no moral right to own a cow.

The insistence of socialists that they mean to limit their prin-

ciples to some large things might be passed over with a smile

and a comfortable feeling that their scheme has no chance of

being adopted ; but when Christian men set up a theory that

to own one kind of property is a sin, while it is lawful to own
another kind of property, we must protest that there is not the

Bmallest trace or the faintest hint of the distinction in the Xew
Testament or in the nature of things.

The fiction in question grew at first out of the definition of capi-

tal as only that part of one's savings which one devotes to future

])roduction. The economists who drew this line were concei-ned

to explain some features of production in mills, especially the

origin of wages. Strictly construed, only a small part of all

l»ro])erty entered into the definition ; indeed, one may doubt

wlicther it covered any property; for the wage-fund theory

must be explained as an account of the way—the only way—in

\vliieh savings become property, that is, by employing labor to

produce things. The socialists stretched the term capital to

cover the lands and the mills, and stopped stretching at their
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pleasure -when tliej had covered the large implements concerned

in manufacture and transportation. But just so soon as capital

is identified with some property—say, some product of labur

—the limitation has no value outside of bookkeeping, La^t

of all has it any moral validity as marking the boundary between

right and wrong. 4.

II. We must lay down or accept some theory of the primary

cause of the evils which confront us in a moral survey of the

world. Rousseau said that men are naturally good, but are

made bad by their institutions. The socialist limits the cause

of our evils to one set of institutions, those wliich concern

property. This is not Christ's doctrine. The evil, according

to the Xew Testament, is in our hearts. " Ye must be born

again." Just how a Christian gets upon the opposite ground

—that the institutions make us bad—presents a puzzling prob-

lem. That there are evils connected with property no one de-

nies. For example, men covet and steal. If tlie institution of

property must be destroyed to cure the evil, then our Saviour

missed the mark when he warned us against covetousness. All

our human institutions are soiled by sin. The newspapers too

often report cases in which fathers abuse parental authority.

There are a few socialists who would cure the evil by putting

the State in the place of fathers and mothers. Xo one has yet

said that Christians ought to destroy the home and make " our

father" an unintelligible term to future generations.

Government shows us a mass of evils. Whether w^e look

into Armenia or an American city council we are compellc'-l

to blush for shaine. The anarchist has an easy way of remov-

ing all the evil. xVbolish government, and we shall be mis-

governed no longer. Still, we do not accept this simple remedy,

for we believe that government is a divine institution because

it is a necessary one. Property and its functions grasp our

lives so comprehensively that m'C should expect our handling of

it to be attoided by a train of evils and sorrows. AVe do not has-

ten to abolish it, because we believe that it also is a divine in-

stitution, since it is a necessary one. There is not a hint in tlie

Kew Testament that it is a wicked institution. " The love ol

money "—not money—" is the root of all evil." Eich men an:

condemned, but some rich men are connnended ; and the most

important parables put rich men into noble relations. Tlie n\-
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fercnco is that some rich men are bad and some good, which

is our common human experience. The lesson in Lnke xix

would be lost if the rich owner were not entitled to interest

ui)on his idle pound. The sweet charity whicli Jesus taught

would be impossible in a world where individual men had noth-

ing to " sell " and " give."

The case of the apostolic Church, in which the rich breth-

ren sold their fields to feed the starving saints, is often cited to

prove that socialism began with the day of Pentecost. The

whole case is an example of charity. Peter made to Ananias

an emphatic declaration of the latter's right of property in the

tield he sold and in the money he received for the land. But

there is a melancholy sequel to this case. Years afterward we
laid Paul making collections, even from the poor Macedonians,

to feed the saints at Jerusalem. It is as though Bishops Thoburn

and Ilartzcll were making collections in Africa and India to feed

starving Christians in the United States. A pauper church at

Jerusalem is a good object lesson, but it does not encourage

us to have "all things common." An economist perceives

that when the rich sold their fields they deprived themselves

of the power to further help their brethren.

" There must be some Christian remedy for this mass of evils

connected with property." Yes, there is a remedy in '"'the

God that answereth by fire." The Holy Ghost in men's hearts

has abolished a vast amount of poverty. John Wesley led the

poor to Clirist and gave them such sound economic advice that

they gradually became rich. Methodism in the United States

has recruited its vast army among the poor, and yet these

iVIethodists own to-day their ^>(j/' capita share of the wealth of

the nation. It is a rule that the man whom Christ saves be-

comes an economic success. Cut off idleness, thriftlessness,

drunkenness, and the vices they beget, and there is at once a

mobilization of that productive force which makes a nation

rich. Leave these views in full play, and no persons or people

can escape poverty and degradation.

III. The Christian socialist indulges a good deal in general

allegations. j\[any of these are M'ild conjectures, as that "a
few will soon have all and the many nothing." Some construct

tables to prove this awful pro])]iecy. Xow, unfortunately, wc
do not know how wealth is distributed, and these tables are as
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coDJectural as tlie prophecy thej^ buttress. But it might l)^

true tliat a tendency to collect wealtli in few hands sliuul.i

exist, and yet true also that expediency measures would avert

the tendency. Kadicalism is the last issue to be tried, and the

diagnosis must be far more thorough before we can intelligently

decide that any other remedy than the grace of God in men'.s

souls is needed in our economic society.

" We ought to live according to the golden rule." Ko doubt

we ought ; but, lirst of all, we cannot enforce the golden rule

with a policeman's club or by an act of Congress. It is a rule

for personal living, and its methods of working are through in-

dividuals. If a man feels moved to grasp the possessions of

his neighbor it need not be regarded as an effect of the golden

rule on his heart. Perhaps the common belief that the impulse

is covetousness is nearer the truth. The golden rule is only a

variation of the command to love our neighbor as ourselves

;

and that command is a part of, and personally consistent M'itli,

the forbidding of theft and covetousness.

" The spirit of our religion revolts at competition," Mr.

Sprague does not see how any Christian can approve of compe-

tition, TTell, if the abuses of a system constitute the system,

then the family, the State, and about all the rest of our insti-

tutions must go. To many competition means only abuses

having tlieir root in human sinfulness. It is not proved that

the evils cannot be removed by expediency legislation, that

we must burn down the house to destroy some flies on the ceil-

ing. "\Ye suspect that thousands do not know what competi-

tion really is. There is a saying that " he who makes two

blades of grass grow where one grew before is a public bene-

factor." This man is a competitor ; he mows a double crop of

hay. His neighbors imitate him. It is so far a beneficence.

The price of hay falls, and consumers save money on their hay

bills. But—and this is what renders our Christian socialist

frantic—the people who go on producing the one-blade crop of

hay get only lialf as much as they formerly received. This little

parable explains a large part of the so-called evil of competition.

The theory that the Xew Testament forbids a man to do

better than his neighbor, to produce more wheat on ati acre ot

land, or to spade his garden with fewer strokes, hardly needs

refutation
; and yet competition is merely making one's labor
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,nore efficient, and getting a better retnrn from it. If we are

told that this gain onght to belong to us all, we may suggest,

fir^t that the claim lacks proof of reasonableness, and, second,

that' in point of fact we do all receive the bulk of the

..uns arising from making a double crop of grass-for we are

!;il consumers of the products for which in this parable the

double crop stands; and we procure them at half the old

prices The one-blade producer is as well off as he was before
;

but he is relatively poorer because his more enterprising neigh-

bors have made some small gains during a transition period.

It is too common to preach about the coarseness of the

spirit of competition, as though only a man of a grasping spirit

could succeed in this field. Our parable will help us to see

that the coarseness or refinement of his nature has nothing to

do with his success. He succeeds because he mvents and

combines and constructs the implements which double his grass

crop Private ownership gives him, first, a field on which to

work unhindered; and, secondly, some means to risk m experi-

ment That " the State " would or could give him these tilings

few of us can believe. And all industrial progress depends

upon the power of the inventor, combiner, and mobilizer ol

industrial forces to use his liberty and take his risks.

There will be no disagreement about this successful mans

duty to use his gains for the benefit of his fellows; no doub

that his wealth exposes him to peculiar temptations ;
no doub

that he may miss heaven through love of his goods
;
no doubt

that it may come to be " a disgrace to die rich." Much more

min-lit be suggested, if our theme were the duties of wealth.

Our Lord taught directly no economic doctrine; no theory

of government, not even of Church government. He gave us

the hope and the means of salvation from sin, and the sound

principles of personal conduct. But he used government and

property to teach his spiritual truth, without conveying any

hini that he was either an anarchist or a sociahst AVhen he

was asked to divide a disputed estate he refused, and added,

''Beware of covetousness." The readers of the tenth com-

mandment will not fail to perceive the weight of tins warning.

lY. Some Christian socialists allege that the world is moving

toward the nationalization of production, and that it would

be a sad spectacle if the Church came in at the end of this
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procession; its proper place being at tlie head of it. Xo sucli

cliange is going on. There is only one place whei-e govern-

ments produce for the public, and that is the penitentiary
; nor

is it a new thing in any sense. The convict lias for many
generations been a competitor of the free workman ; nor do

•we regard the fact as of millennial significance. Many of the

cases cited are merely forms of government coiitrol—as factory

acts—which is bounded by principles of expediency. The
governments sort and deliver letters, emjiloying coi-porations

to make stamps and mail pouches, and to transport the mails.

Cities construct streets and bridges by contract with persons or

corporations. More miles of railway were owned Iw States

in ISTO than are now so owned ;
and, as a rule, the State prop-

erty in transportation lines is managed by corporations. There

is no procession for the Christian Church to lead toward so-

cialism. The proper business of the Church in the twentieth

century will be what it M-as in the first, to preach the Gospel

of salvation from sin, and to foster the virtues which make
social life on earth more wholesome as the generations pass.

But let us look into the claim that the cause of collectivism is

making rapid progress. Let us analyze the facts of the situa-

tion. Government—the collectivity, as our modern socialist

describes it—has these distinct relations to property:

1. It owns public streets, parks, buildings, libraries, schools,

and military equipments on land and sea, along with innumei'-

able small things which it obtains by purchase from private

producers. Sometimes it makes war ships and cannon ; some-

times it buys them. !N"o principle, except that of temporary

expediency, regulates the practice. The rule, however, is that

the government employs a contractor and not the workman.

If, in a city, it should seem wise to Iniild and operate a railway

or a gas plant, this instance would not be modern or indicate

any great revolution. AYe shall experiment in such ways with

varying results ; but the continuance of such experiments already

old does not foresliadow a coming time when all workmen will

be on government pay rolls.

2. Government exercises control over all private property.

The limits of this control have never been defined. They may
extend indefinitely beyond any lines marked out by experience.

The concentration of industrial production has required an ex-
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tension of these lines ; and a good deal of new legislation is

<'uing upon record. There is no socialism involved ; no new

iiriiiciple ; such regulation is as old as human society. Nor is

there any discoverable tendency of regulative measures to pass

over into measures of confiscation. And yet every measure of

a regulative nature is hailed as an advance toward collectivist

socialism. "We have been advancing in this way ever since the

children of Israel made bricks in Egypt. Control and owner-

ship are totally distinct things ; and the two have no tendency

to become one. Increase of control will be found in all history

wherever men become massed ; and the massing of men by our

new industrial engines has required legislative regulation, and

will continue to require it.

3. Government takes possession of property for public uses.

The only modern note here is that governments are more scru-

))ulously exact in paying for such property than they once were.

The progress here is sti-aight away from collectivism. To be

sure, the state takes in the form of taxes the means for its own

maintenance. Here, too, the large lesson is the evident pur-

pose to be just, fair, and equal. And it is this purpose which

animates some laws which have been too enthusiastically claimed

as socialistic. No new principle appears in the school tax, an

income tax, a tax on corporations, or a tax on inheritances.

As they relate to private property they signify nothing which

is not signified by the simplest and oldest tax in the world. The

siinplest'tax means that the government takes its part absolutely,

and decides for itself what is equitable and just.

In tlie three fields so liastily surveyed we for our part can-

not discover the smallest sign of collectivism—of the passing

of the instruments of production into the ownership of the

state. In fact, the state produces relatively less than formerly.

AYe are building war ships by contract, though we have navy

yards. Fewer men, relatively to the whole population, are on

public pay rolls than were on them in 1870. In the collectivi.^t

tense our progress is backward—away from the socialistic ideal.

CZiricC /T* (^^Aj^X^/f*^
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Akt. III.—the educational functions of AN-
CIENT COINS.

No form of art had a more perpetual and widespread educa-

tional influeuce on the Greek mind in developing taste and fos-

tering the idea of beauty than the national and colonial coinage.

There seemed to exist a desire on the part of the cities of

Greece, Sicily, Asia Minor, and Magna Grsecia to rival eacli

other in the taste displayed on so common an article as their

money, Tliis desire, or ambition, resulted in the production

of coins which reached the highest beauty and artistic merit,

rivaling the engraved gems and even the best sculpture of their

periods.

These coins are of singular interest, not only to the numis-

matist, but also to the archaeologist, historian, and student of

art. Ancient coins are most reliable witnesses of remote events,

customs, and peoples. In many cases they are the only mate-

rial evidences remaining of the former existence of an ancient

city. The survival of tliese relics, or ratlier monuments, is

easily accounted for. A single column, arch, or temple of

wood or stone, erected to commemorate a great national event,

is doomed in time to absolute destruction ; but the coin cele-

brating that event is sent forth from the mint in multiplied

thousands, and the chances are that a few at least will survive

destruction to the latest ages of time. Even in our day pots

of ancient money are now and then unearthed by the plow-

share of the husbandman or the pick and shovel of the excava-

tor, and many a hid treasure of silver or gold coins has re-

mained where it was originally deposited in the earth from the

days of Alexander the Great to the present time. "When

brought to view some of these coins are as perfect as when

they came from the mint, and are in many cases beautiful

with the impress of ancient art, which thus becomes a fas-

cinating teacher of history. On the Roman coins we lind pre-

served the very portraits of the Roman emperors, and super-

scriptions and emblems recording important events of their

reigns. Nearly every collection of Roman coins can boast the

possession of a " A^espasian," with the obverse bearing the

imago of that emperor and the reverse stamped with the
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legend, Jiidea Cajyta, with the emblem aticfil design of a

woman seated and mourning nnder a pahn tree, while the em-
])eror as conqueror stands iiolding a spear in his hand. Here
is a monument executed by the order of the Eoman senate to

commemorate the conquest of Judea by Vespasian and Titus.

Tlic superscription and in some cases the images of Philip,

Alexander, Ljsimachus, Antioclius, and other rulers are to be

found on the Greek coins, and frequently some commemorative
inscription or emblem giving to them an historical value. The
names of certain ancient colonies live to-day in no other mate-

rial form than such as is found on coins of their mints. Their

temples, marts, and monuments have disappeared ; their very

sites are in question, if not absolutely unknown to the archge-

ologist; their arts, sciences, and laws have passed away with

every other vestige of their physical existence. But here is a

coin which was struck by the mint of that city or colony five

Inmdred years before Christ. It is the only remaining material

evidence of the glory of the civilization by which it was pro-

duced, the only witness to its commercial importance, its intel-

lectual refinement, and its ethical culture. As the ichthyologist

will describe a fish from a single scale, or the botanist name a

tree from a single leaf, so must the historian often construct a

civilization from the suggestions given him by so small a relic

as a piece of money. Thus the historiographic importance of a

study of ancient coins is clearly evident.

Equally manifest to the student of ancient taste is the artistic

importance of these coins, and more particularly of the Greek

coins. The refinement and art-knowledge of those remote ages

are displayed on their silver and gold pieces, which often rank

\vith precious gems of art. It may not be too much to say that

the public demand for the artistic and the beautiful is here

proven, since the coin reflects the taste of the people. The

citizens are not only in a condition to enjoy and appreciate art,

but their aesthetic feeling demands it when their municipal au-

thorities, be they democratic or despotic, find it necessary to

employ artists in the production of beautiful designs for their

coinage. As fine buildings, monuments, statuary, and galleries

of paintings are created by the art-loving intellcctualism domi-

nating the age, and as they prove the existence of a popular

demand, so that ancient money—often splendid with art more
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valuable than the silver and gold which it adorned—plainly

said, '* The people demand the beautiful." Xay, more, tho.<e

coins prove that the culture of the people had reached a hi-ii

deo-ree of perfection, and that in the smallest matters they had

come to recognize the utility of beauty and the rclining inllu-

enceof art. This artistic coinage also means: Here is a medium

for universal education in taste, a means of disseminating a

universal and perpetual aisthetical enjoyment. Let the very

money which the people handle daily in the common allairs of

life, even in their constant trafficking, be a thing of beauty

;

and let this beauty, this art, have a,d^ily ministry. to the people,

counteracting the world's sordidncss, the grosser and less intel-

lectual tendencies of life's drudgeries in commerce and physical

labor. Let taste, art, beauty, intellectualism enter the shop and

mart, and, in the form of an artistically executed coin in the

hand of a trader, artisan, mechanic, laborer, soldier, or husband-

man, let these refining influences be felt on the common mind

and hfe. Moreover, the children and youth, by daily contact

with art, even in the coins, shall acquire unconsciously a love

for the beautiful and a taste for art which the schools cannot

impart by direct instruction. This taste, this restheticism shall

finally come to pervade all the forms, movements, designs, and

activities of life, and thus the idea of beauty in all things shall

dominate the Greek character and civilization.

What the sculpture, painting, and architecture of many of

these cities of Greek colonization may have been we can only

surmise. It is quite certain that they never rose to the power

and perfection in art-creation which distinguished Athens M-lien

she built the Parthenon and patronized Phidias and Praxiteles.

But in the production of smaller objects of art, such as engraved

gems and coins of the precious metals, wherein an Edmund

Burke might have found all the elements of beauty to satisfy

and suppo^rt his philosophy of the beautiful, these cities often

rivaled and even excelled proud Athens. If it be claimed that

Athens was the pupil of other cities in the beautiful arts, one

of the strongest arguments in support of the claim is to be found

in the fact" that "the mint of Athens never equaled in her

designs for money the perfection of the mints of Tlmrium,

Pvhodes, Metapontnm, Agrigentum, Ileraclea, Terina,^ and

Syracuse. The influence of such artists as Phidias, Praxiteles,
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Sc'opas, Kimon, Myron, Polyclctus, and Lysippus was reflected

with greater perfection in the coinage of the Greek colonics

than in the money of Athens. Tliere may have been conditions

—political, commercial, and industrial—M'hich were not par-

ticularly favorable to the highest development of sculpture and

architecture in the Greek cities of Italy, Sicily, and Asia Minor.

But Athens, as the intellectual center of Hellenic civilization,

furnished the conditions for the development of all the modes

and forms of art, and hence it led the world in sculpture, paint-

ing, and architecture. In its nnapproachable excellency along

these higher planes it seems to have treated the art of its coin-

age with comparative indifference, so that, during the most

brilliant age of its history, its money was hardly worthy of the

art of Phidias and of the Parthenon. Many of the Greek

colonies, which were commercial and industrial centers, culti-

vated a taste for art which j)ossessed the true Hellenic aspira-

tion and refinement, thongli it expressed itself in a less ambi-

tious form than the Athenian. We must ever keep in mind

that the glory of Grecian civilization was derived from various

elements, not alone Athenian. Of the great men whose names

stand for ancient culture and whose intellectual power made

the Greek name synonymous with all that is classical and im-

mortal in ancient art and letters many were not natives of

Athens.-, Hesiod and Pittacus, if not Homer, were JEolians

;

Pythagoras was a Dorian; Pindar and Epaminondas were

Boeotians ; Lycurgus was of Sparta ; Thales, of Crete ; Plato was

of ^Egina
; Aristotle was born at Stagira; Archimedes, at Syra-

cuse ; Euripides, at Salamis ; Herodotus, at Halicarnassus

;

Scopas was a native of Pares ; Myron, of Eleuthera? in Boeotia;

Polyclctus and Lysippus, of Sicyon ; Kimon, of Cleonn3 ; and

Apelles, of Colophon. Thus the intellectualism of the Greeks

was not confined to Attica. It is interesting, to recall the fact

that not one of the great schools of Hellenic architecture origi-

nated in Athens. These were Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian,

showing that the most original and most creative genius and

feeling were provincial and colonial. But rcstheticism was as

universal as Hellenism. Wherever the Greek mind held sway

the idea of beauty became almost a dominating cult. To it

Grecian civilization sacrificed itself If this idea of beauty ex-

alted Greece it also finally exhausted her. A wrong cojicep-
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tion of the mission and ministry of the beautiful may result inan enervating use or n.isuse of art, and u people may becodegenerate by devoting themselves to the n.ere a^stheticT .-
joyments, the sensuous cult, of beantv.
A very commendable civic pride was n.,nifest in tiiat ancientcoinage. The emblem adopted by the city was often st.unj"don Its money, and wherever the coin circulated it carried or tsface some legend of which its people were justly proud, some d -

vice commemorating an event of importance in the city's hi.torvor representing an industry, art, product, or traflic for which'the city was renowned. Tlie crab most perfectly and artistLa^^engraved on the coins of Agrigentum, doubtless represen she abundance of crab, which abounded in the river oli whichhe city was built On the money of Metapontum is foundengraved a head of wheat, an emblem of the fertility of the soiland possibly of the principal harvest. This is also said to refertoDemeter- the giver of fertility and queen of corn fields."The coin of Eliodes bears on the reverse a beautifully enoraved
rose, the flower from which the city derived its nan,;. Certain
authorities claim that this flower is not a rose, but ratlier the
pomegranate flower, which was used for dyeing purposes, andwas a source of considerable income to the Ehodians A^in
there are authorities who tell us this was a " flower sacred to
the 6un god." The principal emblem on the reverse of the
Athenian com was the owl. The origin of this device is not
^nown. Some have supposed it was inspired by an event of
the naval battle of Salamis. The appearance of an owl was con-
sidered as an omen of victory, and the Athenians under The-
mistocles defeated the Persian fleet of Xerxes. For chrono-
og.cal reasons this could not have been the historical origin of
the emblem. It is more likely that the owl represented the^wor of .Mmerva, and as the head of the patron eoddess of
Atl.ens was placed on the obverse of the coin this bird of goodomen was for that reason engraved on the reverse. SimiK.r
traditions explain the devices on other coins, such as tlie Ox of
by bans, the Lion of Rliegium, the Dolphin of Tarentum, the
Inpod of Croton, and the Cliariot of Svracuse. These em-
blems liad a twofold influence, one artistic'the others patriotic;
so that the Idea of beauty and the thou-ht of municipal patriot-
ism were associated in the minds of the people from childliood.
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In Grecian coinage beauty Avas also associated with rever-

ence, art with religion—if wc are disposed to see a religion in

the Olympian mythology. Tliere was a time indeed when it

was considered sacrilegious to issue money without some recog-

nition expressed on it of the sujjernatural influences known as

the gods. With the money of Philip II and of Alexander the

Great art entered on its most hnUiant age in the decoration of

gold and silver coins. On the tetradrachms of Philip we lind

a strong artistic head of Zeus, and on Alexander's coins are

noble images of Hercules, with perhaps some resemblance to

Alexander himself. On the rcvei-se of these coins is the image

of Zeus seated and holding an eagle in his outstretched hand.

The coins of Athens bear the image of Pallas, to whom the Par-

thenon was dedicated and by whose favor the city was founded.

By that image the Athenians said, " In Pallas we trust," as on

some of onr American coins we say in so many words, '• In

God we trust." Syracuse stamped the beautiful head of Per-

sephone, or Kora, on her coins, as if to propitiate the goddess of

the changing seasons and secure her favor and patronage. On
the coins of PJiodes is found the head of Ilelios, the sun god,

with rays of light radiating from his abundant and flowing

locks. Thus, on the money of various cities will be found tlie

images of Zeus, Apollo, Pallas, Cybele, Poseidon, Ceres, and

other gods and goddesses of the Greek Pantheon. Undoubtedly

their reverence for the gods suggested to the Greeks the high-

est art as the only fit and adequate method of honoring them

and celebrating and inculcating their virtues.

The modern student must be profoundly impressed with the

educational use to which the ancients put the idea of beauty in

developing taste, patriotism, and worship. Take the silver

tetradrachm of Ehodes. It is a coin of striking peculiarity and

beauty. The head of the sun god is stamped on the obverse

in nobly bold relief. This image is supposed by some to repre-

sent the head of the Colossus of Rhodes, one of the seven won-

ders of the world, but it is beyond question now admitted to be

the head of the sun god, Ilelios. On the reverse is the finely

executed rose or pomegranate flower. Above the flower is

stamped the name of the city, " Podion ;
" below the flower is

the name of the magistrate of the city, or possibly the name of

the very engraver oi the coin, " A. Meincas." How suggestive
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such a relic of antiquity must be to the modern student of art

and liistory ! Before his imagination towers the famous Colos-

sus ;
beneath its huge feet passes the rich commerce of tlie

^crcan to and from the busy ports and marts of Rhodes.

He'i-e the painters Protogenes and even Apelles have wrought.

Here art and eloquence vie with trade and jurisprudence in

conferring distinction upon the greatest city of the Dorian

Hexapohs. To the archaeologist, numismatist, historian, and stu-

dent of art this single relic of all that vanished glory, this silver

tetradrachm of Rhodes, says :
" The Rhodians, wiih all their

commercial instincts and enterprise, were a people of refinement

and culture, who applied tlieir wealth to the encouragement

and production of art and to the enjoyment of the beautiful."

With what an eloquence does this Athenian coin appeal to our

imagination and our taste ! It leads us back in thought to the

splendid age of Pericles. It saw Phidias build the Parthenon
;

it may have been paid as wages to men who toiled on the mon-

uments of tlie Acropolis
;
probably it was in the pocket of a sol-

dier who fought at Marathon ; it could have been in the wallet

of a citizen the very day he stood in the xVgora and heard De-

mosthenes deliver his first philippic; Paul may have flung^ it to

a beggar on his way to Mars' Hill. Somewhat archaic, it has

seen the rise of Grecian art ; it has witnessed the development

of the highest Hellenism in philosophy, literature, and civiliza-

tion. That owl's eyes have looked into the faces of great men

and upon the graces of Athenian beauty ;
they have^ scanned

the battlefields, witnessed revolutions, conquests, national de-

cadences, national births, the rise and fall of empires. That

placid, cynical face of Pallas has looked ages out of counte-

nance, and, without a smile or frown, but as serene and imper-

turbable as the Sphinx of the Egyptian plain, it has mingled with

the faces of nearly seventy generations of the sons of men.

To-day it looks as indifferently upon the virtuous reign of "V ic-

toria as it ever looked upon the corrupt social supremacy of As-

pasia, while it seems to contemplate the rise of freedom in tlie

land of Washington and Lincoln as stolidly and absent-mind-

edly as ever it considered the loss of Athenian democracy under

Pisistratus the tyrant. In the developmcn.t of Athenian art tins

archaic image of Pallas gradually gave way to a more and more

artistic head, and at last to a copy of the statue of the goddess
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which Phidias had produced for the Parthenon, a statue of

ivory and gold.

The many, various coins of Alexander the Great, minted in

both his European and Asiatic dominions, indicate a progress

in the art of coinage, although his money never reached the

excellence to be seen on the money of Rhodes, Ileraclea, or

Syracuse. Xor, indeed, can Alexander's coins be compared

to the regal money of Demetrius, Lysimachus, or Antigonus.

Nevertheless, the head of the young Hercules, bearing a sup-

posed resemblance to the great conqueror, is often a powerful

and handsome work, and on some of the coins may represent the

inilnence, if it is not the real work, of Lysippus, the sculptor of

Sicyon, to whom we are indebted for celebrated portraits of

Alexander. The education of the Macedonian, it will be re-

membered, had received special attention. For several years he

was the pupil of no less a master than Aristotle. Under the

instruction of this philosopher, whose system of instruction in-

cluded training in art, poetry, and music, Alexander must have

developed a taste for letters and art which was never entirely sac-

rificed even to his military genius or his political ambition. It

is further known, if the date be reliable, that Alexander patron-

ized the arts and brought to his court such masters as Lysi])-

pus, Pergathocles, and Apelles. The story is that no one but

Lysippus" was allowed to represent him in sculpture, no one but

Pergathocles was allowed to engrave his image on gems, aiid

no one but the great Apelles had authority to paint his portrait.

It was doubtless to disparage his finer qualities of mind that the

anecdote was started in which he is represented as making some

foolish remark about painting while in the studio of Apelles,

when the great artist bade him to be silent if he did not wish

the ap]n-entices to laugh at his ignorance. But, if he was igno-

rant of the technicalities of art, he was cvidently^wise enough

to leave the ornamentation of the regal money to the master

artists, who certainly succeeded in producing coins wliich bear

the impress of a bold, free, rugged art, quite in keeping with

his character and achievements. They represent strength,

force, aggressive ambition, and are quite sufficiently typical of

the man.

The tetradrachms of Antigonus " Doson "—one of Alexan-

der's generals, and later the ruler of Pamphylia, Lycia, and

68—^FIFTU SERIES, VOL. XII.
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Plirygia Major—are of remarkable beauty. The obverse bears

the head of Poseidon, tlie supreme lord of the sea. This head

is a work of extraordinary strength and character, the artistic

representation of the hair and beard displaying taste and work-

manship worthy of the best masters. The reverse of this coin

has few if any rivals. The nude figure of Apollo is seated on a

galley in a pose of consummate ease and grace, and, if it could

be proven that either Lysippus or Phidias engraved the figure

it would detract in no measure from the reputation of the great

artist. One who is so fortunate as to own this coin in fine con-

dition must regard it as something far higher and more valuable

than a mere piece of money. It is in tlie highest sense a work

of great art, as truly as is a painting by Raphael, a statue by

Michael Angelo, or a jewel wrought by the hand of Benvcnuto

Cellini,

Another gem of art is the coin of Ileraclca, the work, no doubt,

of some recognized master. The obverse bears the helmeted

head of Pallas most artistically rendered, while on the reverse

is stamped the image of Hercules. Perhaps the n;iost beautiful

design is one representing Hercules in conflict with the Ncmean

lion. The lion has sprung upon the side of Hercules, the hero

grasps it by the head and mane, while every muscle of body,

arms, and legs swells M-ith strength
;

grace, energy, pov\-ei-,

agility, movement are all portrayed with wonderful skill. The

famous Laocoon could not have been executed by a more skill-

ful artist than the unknown genius who wrought on this rare and

exquisite coin.

It was left for Syracuse, however, to bear away the palm for

superiority in the production of beautiful money. This city,

founded by the Corinthians T35 B. C. and destroyed by the Sar-

acens in the ninth century of the Christian era, passed through

many vicissitudes, but had its period of splendor, during which

it rivaled both Athens and Carthage and successfully resisted

their ambitious arms. The mixture of Grecian and Egyptian

elements in the Sicilians and the Syracusans resulted in an art

which revealed the characteristics of both civilizations. 'Ihe

head of Persephone, or Arethusa, found on the early coins, is

unmistakably Egyptian and remains so for a long period, grad-

ually changing into the moi-e decidedly Greek type, until the age

of the democracy following the dynasty of Gelon, when tnc
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archaic and the Egyptian forms give M'ay to the simple and ar-

tistic Greek engraving which comes to its perfection of exqui-

bitc beauty in the decadrachms of Dionysius. The headof Per-

hcphone, siirroanded by dolphins, is here treated with a most

artistic representation of sensuous beauty. The elegant, fasci-

nating, almost bewitching arrangement of tlie hair, the sweet

(ireek brow, the perfect ideal features of female loveliness, the

t^oft, graceful throat and neck all conspire to produce "a com-

bination and a form indeed where every goddess seems to set hei-

goal." The reverse of this coin is liardly less beautiful, and is

certainly no less artistic, than the obverse. It is adorned with

the representation of the victorious chariot of the Olympic race,

in which the representative of Syj-acusc, Gelon, perhaps, brought

innnortal renown to the city. The chariot is nearing the goal

;

victory hovers in the air holding forth the coveted crown toward

the brow of Syracuse ; the four horses are leaping forth as if

animated with the very sentiments of the charioteer and hear-

ing the applause and loud acclaim of the assembled multitude.

One cannot look on this design without catching the spirit of

the occasion which inspired the artist as he wrought this beau-

tiful monument in celebration of the triumph of Syracuse. It

may be doubted whether ancient art ever produced a more

gracefully animated and beautiful representation of a horse, or

of several horses, in motion tlian is fomid on this noble deca-

drachm. Some of these coins bear the signatures of the artists

whose skill produced them. One name in particular, '• Kimon,''

is conspicuous on the dolphin below the head of the beautiful

Persephone. This work marked tlie climax of Syracnsan art

in the beautifying of coins. It may be said that it marked the

ln*gh-v,-ater limit of all art in the adornment of money. This

coin must be classed with the noblest achievements of ancient

art, not only w'ith the engraved gems and ornamented pottery,

but with the statues, friezes of temples, mosaics, and paintings

in which the Greeks demonstrated their superlative art-genius

and aistheticism.

The fiat and inartistic heads and images on the coins of to-day

would indicate an absence of that elegant taste which made the

(irecks famous for art. What a contrast the head of Liberty on

the American dollar is to the head of Persephone on the deca-

drachm of Syracuse ! How much inferior the American eagle is
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to the eagle of Ptolemy ! How inartistically flat and how con-

temptible is the head of Columbus on the Columbian coin as

compared with the noble head of Poseidon on the tetradrachms

of Antigonus or tlie head of young Hercules on the coins of

Alexander ! Why sliould there not be a display of art on the

money of the civilized nations of the earth in this age, as there

was in the days of Alexander and Pericles, of Lysippus and

Phidias ? To give a coin artistic value, to stamp it with the

sculptor's genius and to make it teach beauty, patriotism, civic

pride, and worship—that is beyond the dull appreciation of

the utilitarian age which has lost, or rather has never caught.

the spirit of the elegant and intellectual Greeks. Is there

nothing left in art possibility for the creative, or at least the

inventive, genius of Americanism to do? Is there no more

originality in art to be expected of humanity ? Do our huge

piles of expressionless, cliaracterless, but utilitarian bnck and

mortar prove a lack of architectural originality and taste \

Do our insipid, inane Liberty heads prove a gross, mean, sor-

did indifference to the beauty and artistic merit of our national

money ? There does not seem to exist in the American brain

that universal, classical taste which once demanded that art

should touch all things with beauty and minister to the refine-

ment and the sesthetical pleasure of the common mind and tho

common life. Xor have we as yet developed that national priJi

in art that " made the old times splendid," when the mints of

Athens, Khodes, and Syracuse were coining money which to

the most distant ages of posterity was destined to celebrate the

genius, power, and culture of those splendid cities and refincl

peoples. Is there a glorious future to American art ? Shall tlie

utility of art yet be appreciated ? Shall high art become as com-

mon as money, and come to all classes at all hours with its m\\\-

istry of beauty and delight ? And shall that high art be con-

trolled by the religious feeling and aspiration of our Christian-

ity, as Greek art was controlled by the Olympian religion ? Shall

it give expression to the refined imagination, the classical taste,

the intelligent patriotism, and the sanctified aspirations of this

new Christian life and civilization ?
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akt. IV.—the three great epochs of world
EVOLUTION.

If one should attempt to characteiize the spirit of the ago it

would not be fur from the trutli to speak of it as a feeling of

expectancy. The time is gone when one could say that the be-

liefs that were good enough for our fathers are good enough

for us. Tlie world refuses to stand sti]l. The last fifty yeai's

have disclosed to us many of nature's grand truths, and they are

making their way into our life. During the List few decades

science has been dealing what were thouglit at first to be heavy

blows against our faith ; but we are now seeing that this was

only in anticipation for a grander faith whieli should arise. Tlie

pendulum of belief is now to-day swinging back again, and our

science and our religion, the scientist and the Christian, are be-

ginning to join hands. The day feels that a new adjustment of

belief is coming, not only in philosophy and science, but also in

religion, and the clear-siglited thinker sees immediately ahead

a revival of faith which shall take the place of the questionings

of to-day. But this revival of faith must be in the spirit of

to-day, and not of yesterday. Our science has undoubtedly

made some discoveries in the last fifty years, and the new life

of the world will not be met by going back to the beliefs of

half a century ago, but by meeting the knowledge of to-day

with a faith adapted to the day.

There has been no conception that has so revolutionized

our thoughts as that which is comprised under tlie general head

of evolution. Not only science, but philosophy, history, political

economy, philology, art, and religion are being profoundly

modified by it. It has crept into every department of thought

until it has unconsciously become a part of our life. On the

other hand, evolution itself is becoming profoundly modified by

the light thrown upon it from other sources of thought, and

we are beginning to learn that Christianity itself is putting a

capstone upon the arch of nature for which science has been

disclosing the foundations.

As for evolution itself, we no longer hear it discussed as a

theory. We sliall vainly search the literature of to-day to find

an argument trying to prove the truth of evolution. But this
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is not, as it is occasionally assumed, because it is being aban-

doned. We shall search with equal futility for an argument to

prove the truth of the law of gravitation. While, indeed, evo-

lution has not yet received the kind of demonstration which
has been given to the law of gravitation, it has been so con-

vincingly attested by thousands of lines of argument that it i.-^

to-day accepted by science as a foundation stone, and the scien-

tist no more thinks of discussing its truth than he does the

truth of chemical affinity. jS'ot only so, but he wlio is abreast

of modern thought sees that the same great law is rapidly be^

coming the corner stone of the great truth of Christianity, The
t-eachiugs of our ]\Iaster, Christ, so wonderfully fit into this

evolution as to leave us amazed that we have not long since

perceived the truth. " The stone which the builders rejected,

the same is become the head of the corner," may apply equally

well to the scientist's attitude toward Christianity or the theist's

attitude toward evolution. Evolution is indeed only the method
of creation, and teaches us that the history of the universe hcis

been one grand sweep of omnipotent power. Each individual

is born into the world by natural processes, and yet we must

look upon every man as an indo23endent creation. So the world

\vith its life has grown into its present form b}^ natural laws

ar.d natural forces, and must still be looked upon as an expres-

sion of eternal creative force.

I'rom the earhest dawn of creation until to-day the history

of nature has been one grand s>veep of continuity, one eternal

expression of omnipotent force. But, as we look at this history

in the light of our present knowledge, we can sec three great

phases of that evolution, each unique in itself. These three

epochs are: The evolution of worlds, the evolution of life, the

evolution of mind.

1. The evolution of worlds. This subject need detain us but

a moment. It has been the task of astronomy to disclose to us

the processes by which the starry heavens, or more especially

the planets of our own solar system, have been evolved from an

early nebulous diffused mass. It has been the task of geology

to show how the earth after its first formation has been de-

veloped into its present form. All of this we have been tauglu

has been due to the action of simple natural laws. For our

immediate purpose we need not dwell upon this phase of tlio
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evolutionarj history beyond pointing out one very essential

and significant fact. For this evoUition of worlds there seem

to be needed only the forces of chemistry and physics. Tlie

astronomer and geologist tell us that by the action of tlie hiws

of cliemical affinity and physical forces, acting in accordance

with meclianical principles, the nebulous mass was gradually

molded into the planetary system. Thus we reach the con-

clusion that, granting the existence of the nebulous mass, its

evolution into worlds is fully explained by the action of chem-

ical and physical forces of nature.

2. The evolution of life. "With the evolution of life the

second phase of the evolutionarj* history began. Whatever may
have been the forces which brought life first into existence,

there is no question that the first forms of life were of the

simplest types, and that from this early rudimentary beginning

life has been subject to evolution. It has been to Darwin that

we owe chiefly this study of the evolution of life ; for, wliile

plants and animals had been studied for centuries, it was not

until the genius of Darwin turned man's attention to the method

by which living species were brought into existence that any

serious attempt was made to study the liistory of life. Since

the time wiicn Darwin pointed out the new line of study for

science we have learned how in the past the simple has become

the complex, how the lowly organized has become the highly

organized. The rocks have been opened, and have disclosed

their hidden secrets. Embryos have been studied, and have told

us many an unexpected story. Animals from the poles and the

equators have each contributed, and the inhabitants of the

islands of the oceans have added not a little to this general his-

toYy. All tell us of the gradual development of life and its

origin from common centers. Step by step, year by year, age

by age, epoch by epoch, has this life of the world been grow-

ing in its wonders. Beginning first in the form of the simplest

kind of living matter, slowly has this been molded into more

complex forms ; slowly have these forms become higher and

higher in their stracture, larger and larger in size ; little by

little has the life thus slowly rising come to occupy the various

departments of nature. The ocean and the land have become

peo))led. Greater and greater has been the diversity that has

appeared in the world as life has continued to develop, until
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to-daj nature Las come to be filled with thousands and hundreds
of thousands of forms of life, each with its own position in na-

ture, and thus the surface of the world is covered with an end-

less variety of forms.

Over all this growth, all this increase in complexity of struc-

tnre, this elevation of type, this production of variety, there has

presided a law which was not present in the early evolution of

worlds. "While many subsidiary facts have come to regulate

this growth of life, nevertheless there has been one fact of sub-

lime in;iportance which has produced the elevation and the

variety in the world of living natnre. That law is the law of

strife, made necessary and inevitable by the appearance among
living things of the factor of reproduction. As one lies on a

warm summer's day under the shade of a ti'ce and looks at the

smoke rising from the distant city ; as he hears the birds sing-

ing merrily over his head ; as he hears the humming bees flit-

ting to and fro from flower to flower in search of honey, all

seems at peace around him. But if he turns his attention to

the distant city, and thinks of the heartburnings, the toil and

care, the strife and bitter combat, the ceaseless struggle that is

going on under the smoke of that city, he is inclined to look

upon nature as the ideal of peace and harmony, and man as the

ideal of strife. The harmony and peace around him fill him
with a horror of the constant conflict of human life. And yet

this impression could not be farther from the actual truth. The
truth is that nature is in constant strife, while man alone is oc-

casionally at peace. When he looks below the surface of the

seeming harmony around him he finds, not peace, but eternal

warfare. The bird that is singing over his head is rejoicing

because he has succeeded in committing several ruthless murders

in the morning and in devouring his victims as food, while he

is ever keej^ing a watchful eye aloft lest he in turn fall victim

to Some keen-sighted hawk. The vei-y flower that delights the

eye is able to open its petals to the sky simply because it has

succeeded in overcoming some other plants that started with it

a few weeks before in the race for life. In nature strife is

ever present. More individuals are born in every race of ani-

mals and plants than can possibly live, and many must die that

the few may survive. This produces a constant, an eternal and

never-ceasing strife and struggle for life, in which the van-
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unished inevitably perish and only the victor remains alis'e. As

ii result of this struggle it will happen that only those that are

l)est adapted to the conditions of life in which they find them-

selves continue to exist, while those that are in any way less

adapted to their C(mditions are ruthlessly pushed to the wall.

This principle is the law of natural selection, and it is the law

that has presided over the whole of the evolution of life. This

law could not exist in the evolution of worlds, because it is a

factor of reproduction. It could not have any influence upon

chemical and physical forces alone, but only upon those pecul-

iar conditions which are found when life has made its appear-

ance and animals and plants began to multiply upon the face of

the earth. Then first came into play this law of natural selec-

tion, with its boundless power producing its wonderful results.

It has been natural selection which has produced the grad-

ually increasing complexity of life, which has given rise to the

gradual evolution or growth of the lower forms of nature into

the higher ones, until from the simple jelly masses of the

earliest periods have arisen the higher complex animals and

plants that fill the world to-day. The result, in a woi'd, has

been divergence and diversity. At first life was simple and

uniform, bat as the result of this never-ceasing law of natural

selection the descendants of the early types have gradually be-

come unlike each other. They have diverged from each other

like the branches of a tree, until from a simple uniform type of

life, corresponding to the trunk of the tree, the world has be-

come filled with hundreds of thousands of diversified types,

representing the numerous twigs of widely spreading branches.

It has been, in short, the law of natural selection which has

filled the world with diversity, that has made the animal diflcr-

ent from the plant, that has made one animal difterent from

another, and that has produced the variety which we find in

the face of nature to-day.

3. The evolution of mind. Without dwelling longer upon

this evolution of life, presided over by the law of sti-ife, we

pass to the last and highest, the grandest phase of this

sweep of evolution, the evolution of mind and soul. In

the use of these two terms, mind and soul, we would for our

present purpose make no distinction. In the term mind v\-e

shall include everything that we usually consider under the
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head of mind and soul, without drawing any inference as to

their unity or duality. That mind itself has also been subject

to an evolution is just beginning to dawn on our thoughts.

Only within the hist year or two has it been clearly recognized

that the study of the evolution of mind is a field as productive

of marvelous and amazing results as the stud}' of either the

evolution of worlds or the evolution of life. It is only to-day

that we are recognizing that there has been such a thing as the

evolution of mind. It is only to-day that we are 1;eginning to

perceive that the evolution of mind presents to us the last

great phase in the evolutionary history of nature. So new is

the subject that, as yet, we can hardly gain any idea of its

depth, its scope, or of the grand phases of life which will be

disclosed by more careful study; but already our thinkers have

been attempting to apply to the evolution of mind some of the

same principles that have been hitherto applied to the evolu-

tion of life. Already the accumulated knowledge of the last

century, the study of history, and the study of all the types and

phases of mental life have been adding their information to the

study of the evolution of mind, until we are beginning to get some

little conception of the grand salient features of this last phase

of evolutionary progress. Although we are still groping in the

da-i-k, although as yet we have little knowledge of where or

liow mind began, although as yet we can say almost nothing as

to the origin of tliis new, grand phase of evolution, still, with

all the uncertainty a few bright and wonderful truths are being

disclosed to us that are producing great revolution in thought.

It is the chief object of this paper to emphasize one of these

great truths that has already forced itself upon our minds very

cogentl}' as the result of this new line of study.

Perhaps we can best introduce the subject by calling atten-

tion to one fact. In the history of the evolution of mind there

lias been produced, not divergence, but convergence of descent.

As already noticed, the evolution of life has been one of in-

creasing complexity and increasing diversity. As each age ha-

passed it has seen a wider divergence of the separating lines ot

descent, and each age has seen the world filled with a larg<-T

and larger number of varied types of life. Divergence has

been the history of life. "When, however, wq come to consider

the history of man we find that convergence has taken tlic
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nlacc of divergence. In the primitive history of curly man,

however, this was not true. On the contrary, all accounts of

primitive man tell us that at the beginning of his existence h-.

Nvis controlled by the same laws that regulate the evolution of

aiimals; and like the history of animals, so the early history of

man was one of divergence. AVhatever may have been the

ori-in of man, whether from a single point or from several

poi'Jits, whether as a special creation or, as scientists believe, as

ail evolution, there is no question that his early history for

inany centuries was that of constant warfare, resulting in tl-.c

<'radual separation of tribes from each other, until the world

became filled with its many tribes of men and their wonderful

diversity. Just as among animals, so among men, descent with

divergence was the history, and from one or more oi-lginal

points of divergence this continued until there were thousands

of tribes of men, each differing from the others in language, in

habits, in customs, and even in structure. After a time, how-

ever, this tendency toward divergence was checked, and in its

place there appeared, dimly at first, a tendency toward union.

Families httle by little associated together into tribes
;
tribes

after a time aggregated into larger bands of men ;
and, as wo

trace the history of the world through century after century,

we find a c^radual but constant increase of this tendency toward

union. Ti-ibes became united to form nations, and little by

little the whole of the race of man has been coming together,

as the nations are becoming fewer and larger. Within historic

times the history of man has been one of slowly growing union

and combination. To-day the few great nations that remain

are findinc^ that they are becoming more and more dependent

upon each otlier, and this is inevitably leading to greater com-

binations, which shall be commercial, at least, if not political.

Tiie point of especial interest with us, in considering the rela-

tion of man in this history, is that the tendency toward concen-

tration is diametrically opposite to the tendency which has reg-

ulated the historv of animals. On the one hand there is

isolation and divergence, and, on the other, concentration and

convergence. National and tribal divergences have ceased, and,

so far as our nations are progressing, they are progressing to-

ward concentration. It is evident that in some way mankind is

dominated bv a new principle. It is evident, also, that this
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new principle, whatever it may be, must be something priiduc-

ing results which are diametrically opposed to those produced
in animals. If the law of natural selection has been the arcat

law which has been and is guiding the evolution of life, then

the grand law which has been and is guiding the evolution of

man must bo something very different from natural selection.

Natural selection is based upon what we may call the love of

self. It is the attempt of every animal in creation to gain its

own ends, leading thus to an endless conflict which results in

the survival of the fittest. The law of natural selection is the

law of selfishness, and leads to strife. 'With a little thought we
can see that the new' law under which mankind is developing is

the law of love for others. It is the law- which teaches mankind

to place the good of another on an equality with, if not higher

than, his own good. The new law is the law of love, v.iiich

leads not to strife but to peace, not to competition but to har-

mony. Notice the growth of this principle. While it is the

highest law for the regulation of man, it is a principle of which

we can at least find traces elsewhere. Among animals it is,

however, only suggested here and there in rudiment. Among
the lowest animals love does not exist in any form. Not even

a semblance to love can we find among animals which are per-

fectly ready to eat their own young and whose offspring are

equally eager to devour their mothers. Throughout the lower

orders of nature there is a complete absence of anything like

pity, sympathy, or readiness to aid another. When we come to

some of the higher types of animals we do get occasionally a

glimpse of the idea of an interest in others. Even among insects

there is an occasional hint, for among the colonial insects we find

that the young are carefully nursed and cared for by the adults.

Among mammals the principle of mother's love is not infre-

quently highly developed. The fierce lion or tiger has an in-

tense love for her offspring, for a few weeks, and will submit

herself even to death in order to protect the offspring she has

borne. All through the liigher orders of animals this principle

of mother love is developed to quite a considerable extent

;

but it has hardly expanded beyond the love of the mother for

her offspring, and even here lasts only a short period. Among
animals the father only in the rarest instances has a love t»r

his ofl'spring. It is the mother that protects the young, and
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until we reacli man we iiardly find any other trace of love for

others. Among men, too, it appears almost certain that the

first indication of love was the mother's love for her offspring.

Tlie communal relations of primitive peoples commonly makes

it impossible for the father to know his own offspring, and

under these relations neither fatherly love nor connubial love is

possible. But to the mother's love was later added the love of

the father, and from this arose the fiimily. This was the first

step toward higher life, and this arose from the expansion of

this love for others. "With many a primitive race this principle

of love hardly extends beyond the family. But the force is too

potent to remain so contracted among beings endowed with

social instincts and intelligence. The family relations, when
not rigidly drawn, gave rise to tribal relations, where all mem-
bers were united by community of interests and community of

descent. The principle of love for others, therefore, extended

from the cliild and the parent to the other members of the tribe,

and soon man's noblest feelings impelled him to sacrifice liim-

self for his tribe in warfiire. From this point the history lias

been a constant one. The tribes have united into larger com-

binations, and these have finally become nations. As these

combinations have become larger so has this principle of love

for others extended its scope from the narrow to the wider

limits. To-day this principle of love is extending, in theory, at

least, to a universal love of mankind leading to a universal

brotherliood. Not yet, however, has the race of man reached

this position except in theory ; but, j-s we look at the future in

the light of the past, as we remember man's evolution in the

ages gone and the growing force of the social community, we
see ahead of us inevitably a universal brotherhood. One imi-

versal nation, at least in its interests, one universal combination

of men into an harmonious union of common interests, is the

inevitable future toward which we are drifting. How far from

it we may be we cannot say, but it is yet in the distant future,

and occasionally we think of it and call it the millennium.

We must not, however, make any mistake here. It is not, of

course, possible to pretend that it has been the principle of love

which has caused the combination of men into these grovring

bodies of people. In many cases, in most cases, indeed, it has

been a love for glory, a desire for mutual protection against
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common enemies, tliat lias brought men together. More often

still it has been love of conquest which has made nations. In-

stead of love, it has connnonly been selfishness that has uniteu

men, for greater conquests are possible for combinations of men

than for units. In unity there is strength, and this is the

principle that has commonly built up our nations. But, while

this love of self and love of conquest may have caused nations

to grow, it does not explain their continued existence. Some

of these nations have continued only a short time, while others

have lasted centuries. Among savages has existed the same

stimulus for conquest, the same love for glory, and the same

need for union. Many a time have savages formed combinations

of tribes for the purpose of conquest and defense. They have

the same need for unity that has instigated the formation of

nations, and the savage has frequently fully appreciated this

need. In our American continent the Indian formed many a

combination to resist the invading white, but they were all

failures. The combinations of the Indians have broken to

pieces, while the combinations of civilized men have remained

intact, or have given way to others whose union was firmer or

whose extent was greater. In spite of all the need which the

savage felt, in spite of the greatest personal valor and sacrifice,

in spite of all attempts at concerted action, there has been

something lacking among these miscellaneous tribes that has

been present among the nations that have succeeded in holding

together. The tribes of savages, though superior in numbers

to the bands of civilized men, have uniformly given way in the

end before the greater firmness of combination. The American

Indian, outnumbering the white men one hundred to one, pro-

vided with a greater knowledge of woodcraft, has nevertheless

slowly given way before the small band of invaders. What,

then, is" the principle whose presence on the one hand has made

and held nations together, and whose absence has prevented

their formation or rendered them liable to fall to pieces ?

A little study of the history of nations will show us the an-

swer, and tell us that it is the new law of love which has bound

nations together and prevented them from breaking to picccr

as have the nations of savages. We do not always call it love,

however. We call it patriotism, self-sacrifice; we call it the

principle of justice; v,'e call it honor, honesty, mutual trust.
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mutual reliance, sjmpatli}' with others in distress. We think

(>f it as the spirit that regards the rights of others as equal to

ihe rights of self, that influences us to sacrifice our own individ-

ual comfort for the public good, and tells us that there are in-

terests of more importance than self-interests, and thus teaches

us to formulate public law. Indeed, the whole may be com-

i)riscd under one general thought. The cement that binds

nations into unity is the principle that holds self-interest in abey-

ance and subordinates it to public good. However much a peo-

ple may feel the need of concentrated action, no lasting union is

possible unless a spirit of mutual trust and individual sacrifice

is present as the guiding principle of action, to bind the mem-

bers of a nation into such compact unity that it can resist the

inevitable strain of clashing interests. Great nations are de-

stroyed by disunion, and not by conquest. In a word, the prin-

ciple that binds together the parts of a nation, and that has thus

made it possible for great nations to exist in larger and larger

combinations, is the principle of love for others, or love for tlie

public as a whole. Thus we see that the evolution of mankind

is being guided and directed by a law diametrically opposite to

the Jaw which has produced the evolution of animals. Love

for self only and love for others are the two contrasting forces.

With this in mind we can readily understand that the history

of man has been, and will be in the future, one of increasing

convergence, while the history of animals has been and must

always be one of divergence.

We must now notice more closely the result of the api^lica-

tion of this new law to the evolution of man. The first point

to attract our attention is that, with this new guiding principle,

the physical developnacnt of man has ceased. There is no

question that, for the evolution of a body, for the development

of strength and physical force, there is needed the law which

preserves the strong and exterminates the weak. Moreover, in

order to keep the physical strength at its maximum, it is insisted

upon by our scientists that some such law of struggle and ex-

termination should be constantly exerting its influence. Certain

it is that the law by which physical structure has been developed,

during the ages of the history of the world, has been the law of

natural selection, the law of self-love. A\^hen, therefore, we re-

phice this law with the law of love for others, the whole tend-
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ency of development is inevitably changed. The law of love

is telling ns to protect the weak, to do all in our power to preserve

their lives, and, instead of allowing them to be exterminated by
their own weakness, to foster their existence in everv way.

Our inebriate asylums, our jails, our institutions of charitv

generally are having a tendency to preserve the lives of those

who are least fitted to live and who would inevitably perish under

the influence of the law of natural selection. The result of this

is that man's ])hysical nature is no longer under the influence

of developing forces. The development of body ceased when
the law of love entered into man's life. The action of the law

of natural selection continued until there was developed a bodv
as complicated and as well adapted for various purposes as is

the body of man, and then, by a change in the law under which

life should develop, the attention of nature was turned to the

development of a new phase of life.

The secret of this change in the law of nature lies in the fact

that there is something more valuable than the development of

a body. The value of a mind and a soul is far greater than the

value of a body, and this new law of love is introduced to

stimulate thus the last and highest phase of nature. It is only

under the influence of the law of love that the development of

mind and the development of soul is possible. It is only under

the influence of the law which draws men togetlier in com-

munities and makes them have sympathy with each other that

it is possible for the highest phase of nature to grow into its

noblest possibilities. It is this new law of altruism that under-

lies all of the special features of our modern life. It is this law

that makes nations lai-ger; for, while it is true that in most

cases our nations have been formed by conquest, it is equally

true that it is only this principle of mutual love, mutual trust

and confidence that enables them to hold together, and thus

it is love and love alone that makes the continued existence oi

nations a possibility. It is this principle again that has founded

our democratic institutions and underlies our belief in indi-

vidual liberty. During tlie early centuries of the woild miglit

made right ; but to-day, owing to the sj)read of this feeling tliat

every man owes sometliing to his neighbor, and that all have

equal rights, democratic institutions have sprung up, and we

now feel that the M'orld was made for man and not for the
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mighty. It is this principle again which lies at tlie basis of all

social reforms. The emancipation of slaves was the result of

it, and the emancipation of labor, which is a revolution slowly

but surely going on in our midst, is again the result of this

jirinciple of the love for others. It is true that upon the sur-

face it seems as if these resulted simply from a contest of force

with force. Slavery was abolished by bloodshed, and labor is

being emancipated only by much pain and suffering. But if

we look below the surface we find that the factor that makes
these changes possible is not might, but love. It was certainly

love which called out the sacrifices which made an end to slav-

ery. The united forces of the higher classes, with their almost

unlimited power of capital, have been through all ages far more
than enough to counterbalance the force which labor might
bring against them. It has been the history of the world every-

where, that when capital comes in direct conflict with the

might of the lower classes the combinations of capital are in the

end too much for the power of the masses. To-day, one who
reads the signs of the times sees that the force of labor, the

cause of mankind in general, is little by little mastering the

forces of capital, though not by might. Labor is constantly

discovering that its only stronghold is the sympathy of the

public. AVhen labor contests by force it almost always fails,

but when it appeals to the hearts of the people its success is

more probable. The fact is tliat among the controlling classes,

even more than among the masses, this principle is slowly en-

tering the heart and teaching that each man is his brothei-'s

keeper. It is thus slowly undermining the force of capital, by

convincing the capitalist that ho has responsibilities resting

iqion him, and that he is bound to recognize not only the rights

of the eraployedj but to enter into sympathy with their lives.

It takes a mighty force to shatter an iceberg, but the gentle

action of the sun little by little dissolves it into limpid water.

So in this conflict between force and love. It is the softening

principle of love for others that is teaching the world that the

demands of the people are right, since the world was made for

man and not for the ruling classes. It is the principle of altru-

ism that is telling us day by day more and more clearly that

the law under which our commercial and social aflairs ought to

be regulated is not the law of competition, is not simply the
59 FIFTH SERIES, VOL. Xil.
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law of supply and demaiKl, but is the law of humanity, tlie law

whicli gives each man an equal chance with his neighbor. It

is the same principle of altruism which is giving our nations a

greater and greater hesitancy to war. "Warfare was our herit-

age from the past, and for centuries it has been the chief aim

of nations. But to-day, while we liave by no means outgrown

this heritage, we find a greater and greater hesitancy among

the higher civilized nations to engage in war. This he&itancy

lies partly, no doubt, in the great dread of the destructiveness

of modern weapons, but underlying this is the sympathy v»-hich

nations feel for those in suffering and the horror of the misery

introduced by war. "Warfare is no longer the normal but the

abnormal condition of man. Thus within and without it is

love that underlies modern civilization.

Look at the matter from another standpoint. It is this prin-

ciple alone that makes possible the growth of mind and soul.

Convergence of races is the only condition under which mind

can develop. The development of the intelligence and the

growth of the soul come only when one individual is able to

share and profit by the experience of another. A hermit can

have no high mental development and no morality. He may

be independent, but his intelligence must be of a low order, for

mental development comes only from contact of mind with

mind. He may not be immoral, but a positive morality he

cannot have, for morality concerns the relation of man with

man. It has been well said that Christianity requires two men

and God. God and one man can never produce Christianity,

for the very essence of Christianity is found in the relation of

man with man. Every increase in the complexity of society

demands an increase in the complexity of the niental and moral

nature of man to meet it. The development of mind and soul

requires thus the association of men in large communities. The

reverse is sometimes thought to be true. Certainly the lowest

moral conditions are found among the inhabitants of the city,

and we commonly find that men of broad intellect come from

the country. But we nmst remember that the moi-al nature

must bo more than a negative quality. Moral strength conies

from temptations resisted, not from a lack of temptations, and

the broader the relations the more positive the moral nature. It

is true that in the city some do fall very low, but it is ncvcrthe-
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l(.<s also true that it is under the complex conditions of the city

that there is the greatest chance of the developnicnt of mornl

t;tren<>-th. The great men of the ages have livxd with men and

jiot alone, for the development of positive mind and positive intel-

lect is possible only where man is associated with man. Thc

country may produce, but can never develop, the genius. It is

broad contact of man vrith man that brings intellectual powers

into play, and the genius of the country must broaden his vision

ur he fails. A Gladstone is impossible in a small tribe. Lin-

coln was great only after he left the backwoods and assumed

his relations with the millions of his fellow-men. An Indian

chief may have the intellect to develop the statesman, if he

lived amons the nations, but as an Indian he can never become

more than the warrior.

"With these ideas in mind the great significance of the new

law of nature is clear. In the development of the body one

generation does not profit by the experience of another. In

the development of mind, however, experience accumulates.

In the development of the body it is the unit that must be pre-

served for advance; in the development of mind it is only by

tlie advance of the race that growth is possible. Thus it is

that tlie law of natural selection acting alone results in the de-

velopment of body, or when acting upon mankind produces

the many individual tribes at enmity with each other. The law

of love when perfected will unite man into one brotherhood,

in which the mental power will be the resultant of all, and

lience in the long run will rise to the higher level. Union pro-

duces the advance of the whole race together, and not of a

class or clique. The law of love produces the greatest good to

the greatest number. Natural selection must be the law for

the development of physical structure, for isolation and exter-

mination of the weak are necessary factors in such an evolu-

tion ; but to develop the mighty mind and soul the necessary

condition is union, and for this nature's law is love. Every

stcj) toward the diffusion of knowledge, every incident that

loads nations to a better knowledge of each other, every bit of

missionary work that broadens human sympathies, everything

that leads to closer union is a step toward advance, while every-

tiiing that leads toward disintegration of nations is a step

backward.
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Tbns it is, tlicit man in his development comes under a ne\r

law and characterizes a new phase of evolution. The £;-ran.i

conception of the history of the universe shows us its threefold

nature—the evolution of worlds, the evolution of life, the evo-

lution of mind. In each of these three phases of historv a

special law has been foremost. For the evolution of world?

chemical and plijsical forces sufficed. For the evolution of

life there is necessary the law of selfishness, with the strugL'Io

for existence, and the natural selection to which it leads. For

the development of mind and soul there is needed a new law

still, and this m'c find to be the law of love for others, or

altruism. World, life, soul—these are the phases of evolution.

Law, strife, love—these are the laws under which nature ba>

thus far developed.

It is only the last few years that have disclosed to us this re-

sult. It is only as we have learned of the evolution of animals

as guided and controlled by the law of natural selection, and

then as we have come to think of the development of man and

the laws under which he has developed, that this grand concep-

tion of the universe has dawned upon our minds. Two thou-

sand years ago it was announced to the world that the law

under which man should live and develop was the law of altruism,

but it was not understood. The followers of Christ failed er.-

tirely to comprehend it ; the centuries that followed failed to

understand it in the slightest degree ; and century after century

followed in which man was still controlled almost wholi}' l)y

the principle of selfishness and strife. But altruism slowly

made its way into the hearts of men. This lesson, that the

law of man is the law of love, has been subjected to the test ^i

the centuries. It has been tried by the fires of superstition.

by the fires of persecution, by the fires of the wars of re-

ligion, and the fires of the Inquisition ; and yet through them

all it has retained its integrity and has come to the close or

each century nobler and truer and clearer.

AVhen a few years ago science turned its attention to the stmly

of the evolution of life it was thought that the result would

be the destruction of the principles of Christianity, and th:U

this hope of the centuries would be laid low should the tho' ^ry

of evolution prove a fact. When the principle of natural .-.•-

lection was disclosed it was tb.ouirht bv some that this law, .='»
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diametrically opposed to the doctrine of Christ, was a stigma

upon Christianity. How could the same God be the author of

the law of selfishness and the law of love ? Little did it appear

then that this same line of scientifiG study would in a short

time teach that the doctrine of Christianity is the capstone of

tlic arch which has been built by the history of the ages. For,

however much we may have felt this law of love to be designed

for us, it has been science itself that has disclosed its crowning

position in the evolution of the universe. To science, then,

Christianity owes a debt of gratitude deeper than it has fully

conceived. While science has in past years been disclosing to

us tlie evolution of worlds, while it has been explaining the

evolution of life, it is now beginning to tell ns of the evolution

of mind. While it has found a sutEcient cause for tlie evolu-

tion of worlds in the physical laws of nature, while it has

found the efficient cause of the evolution of life in the laws of

strife and the struggle for existence, it is beginning to recognize

to-day that the only law under whicli is possible the evolution

of mind and soul is the law which was disclosed to us two

thousand years ago by the lowly Kazarene. Faith, hope, love,

and the greatest of these is love. This is the teaching, not only

handed down to us from the inspired writings of the fathers of

Christianity, but it is also the teaching which is to-day be-

coming more and more clear as the result of our study of na-

ture, guided by the thought of evolution.
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Art. v.—the NECESSITY OF CIII7RCH ME.AIBERSIIIP.

In order that the necessity of Church membership may be
rightly understood, it will be well for us first to get some notion
of what the New Testament Church is. It has been quite gen-
erally supposed that because Christ said to Peter, " Upon this

rock I will build my Church," he meant a new Church, or

another body of peculiar people entirely separated from, and
independent of, the peculiar people as instituted by the faith uf

Abraham. But he never spoke of making, erecting, or build-

ing another Church. The supposition that he did necessarily

involves the setting aside of the plan of salvation wliich botli

Christ and the prophets taught, and supposes the introduction

of a plan essentially different and independent. In this con-

versation with Peter the Lord spoke of '• my Churcli," the

company of the "called out," the "separated," the "community
of believers," the " peculiar people." It was no ncAv Church,
no new plan, but " my" Church, instituted at the call of Abra-
ham; and he declared that he was about to do something with

it and for it. And that something was that he would build it

on a rock. It is not necessary to discuss here who or what that

rock was, for it is not relevant to our case ; but it is well for us

to know what he meant by building his Church.

Now, the term " build " is quite an elastic one, adapting its

significance to the peculiar demands of the case in which it is

used, such as to frame, construct, increase, strenythcn, settU,

establish, irreserve, etc. And its Scripture significance is

especially to increase, strengthen, settle, bless, ^?/'5^(?;'y<?, knit

together, edify, etc. In New Testament Greek it and its deriv-

atives occur about seventy times, and are rendered tdfij, edi-

fying, and edification some twenty times ; and a careful anal-

ysis of all passages in which it occurs referable to the Almighty

God as the actor will reveal the fact that it always refers to some

well-known, existing thing to be ini])rovcd and made better,

and never to a new thing to be set up or erected, then or

thereafter.

Now, there is one thing patent to all who are New Testa-

ment students—that at the time of Christ's conversation with

Peter it was not a settled matter in the minds of all whether
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JeBus was or was not the Christ. Another thing is self-evident

—that, whatever he might do with the Church and for the

Churcii must be done upon the supposition of the great, all-

controUing, and fundamental fact that he was the Christ. He

says to Peter, " Whom do men say that I the Son of man am ?

"

Peter answers, " Some say you are one, some that you are

another " " But whom say ye that I am ? " Peter says, '^ Thou

art the Christ." "You," says Christ, "have said the truth
"

Kow giving any explanation he may choose to the rest oi tlie

conversation, no Christian can get away from the great funda-

mental truth and doctrine that then and thereafter, as mdeed
menial liulu rtn'^ uv^^ux^'^ •

theretofore prospectively, the divine blessing, enlargement, and

up-bnildino- of the Church-the then existing Church, Crod s

community of believers, the body of the faithful-must grow

out of and recognize this Christologic fact just uttered by

Peter There may be room for difference of belief as to some

other'elements in this conversation ;
but there is no room for

difference as to the principles on which Christ would build up,

bless, and enlarge his Church. Jesus is the Christ
;
therefore

all Church enlargement, blessing, and strengthening must ema-

nate from him and rest on him. Other foundation hath no man

laid This is the foundation on which the prophets built. And

Paul, in speaking of the salvation of the Gentiles, says vLp-K

iii 5 6), "Which in other ages [that is, in the times of the

patri'archs and prophets] was not made known unto the sons

of men, as it is now revealed unto his holy apostles and prophets

by the Spirit; that the Gentiles should be fellow-heirs, and ot

the same body." What body ? Evidently the body of Chnst^

But what do the Scriptures teach us is the body of C^;"^
"

J^^^
Church. But in this same epistle Paul conveys the thoug

that the Church antedates even the age of the prophets
;
thatm

the disDcnsation of the fullness of times all t nngs in Christ aic

to be gathered together in one, both those which are m hea^e

and those which are on earth; and that Christ is the Head o^ei

all things to the Church, which is his body.

Froiu this we clearly infer that Christ was not ".tending o

build another Church, but was merely atffrming that a ne. and

more blessed order of things was about to be introduced in 1
e

same Church. The Church which can.e into being und r he

call of Abraham and was built up, strengthened, and bound
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together by faith in the divine promise shall hereafter be

bnilt lip, strengthened, and held togetlier by faith in tlie promise

fulfilled—in the Christ, now coiiie. So, then, the Church of

the New Testament is not a different Church, but the same
Church, which has already come through its primal or patri-

archal age, its intermediate, scholastic, or theocratic age, into its

culminating or militant age ; in which, begimiing at Jerusa-

lem, it was to march forth to the conquest of the world, and

then enter upon its sabbatic, glorified, or triumphant age

eternal.

As to the necessity of visible uriion with this Church, we must

next inquire, What was required of them who claim.ed faith in

God and fellowship with the saints in the ages of the Church

past ? Every careful reader of God's word must know that in

the Jewish Church not only was circumcision, instead of wliich

baptism is now in place, required, as a mark of membership in

the communion of the faithful and of acceptance with God, but

that by other precise ceremonies of induction, siicli as anointings,

washings, purifications, and offerings, everj-one was required to

make recognition of divine authority, of ecclesiastical unity, and

of faith / and whoever presumed on a place among the pecul-

iar people of God, or on his acceptance with God, and conformed

not to these ceremonial requirements, was not only rejected

but pronounced accursed.* The Church is a divine institution,

and from the ^oxj first was an organized one. And in the

patriarchal age it had as many denominations as there were

tribes ; among whom, in some instances, probably more differ-

ence existed as to minor points of faith and polity than exists

now among the orthodox evangelical Churches. There were

the Reuben ites, the Danites, the Ephrainiites, the Gadites, the

Judaites, etc., between whom were as great differences, in some

particulars, as may be found to-day between the Lutherans.

Presbyterians, and Methodists. In the scholastic or theocratic

age of the Church there were just as many denominations as

there were schools of prophets; but they were all confederated

under one common head, just as the orthodox Churches arc

to-day confedei-ated, througli justification, by faith in the Lord

Jesus Christ as their common Head. Whether or not there were

different denominations, differing in some points of doctrine and

See Lev. x, 1, 2 ; xvil, 8, 9 ; Num. xv, 13-lC.
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polity, in the apostolic age, one thing we do know—there were

diilerent chui'ches ; and, from the tenor of the epistles to these

clinrches, they certainly were not a unit in all points, cither of

doctrine or of polity. Bat they were all confederated into one

body of Christian believers, having faith in, and being baptized

into, the one common body of Jesus Christ. So, then, the de-

nominational condition of the Church cuts no figure at all as

an excuse for nonaffiliatiou or nonunion with the Church.

But in all ages the Church has been an organic body ; and at

no time lias it had the need of being more so than under the

New Testament regime^ in which it is arrayed as a militant

liost for aggressive operations against the powers of dirkncss.

But an organization nmst have rules and members and officei'S.

Taking the New Testament itself for a witness, the Church of

the I:^ew Testament had rules—rules for the treatment and

disciplining of an erring brother ; rules for the relations exist-

ing between husband and wife, parent and child, master and

servant, neighbor and neighbor ; rules for righteous living and

purity ; rules for giving for the support of tlie Church, for the

relief of the needy ; and rules for the management of charities.

It also had a law for the observance of the holy communion ; a

law setting forth our preeminent duty to God ; and a law

covering our duty to our fellow-man. Indeed, the Church of

the Xew Testament was full of rules ; and for it Christ not

only reaffirmed the decalogue, condensed by him into two com-

pact sentences, but laid down other regulations, some of them

contained in his own connnents on his prayer, which, unless

practiced, must shut the gates of life against the offender. And
as to officers, the New Testament Church had deacons and

elders. Now, how did they become such ? Did an ecclesias-

tical mob make them? Or did they presumptuously assume

the diaconate and eldership ? We are very sure not. But just

as Matthew was chosen to the apostleship and the seven were

chosen to the stewardship, so both deacons and elders were se-

lected by a vote of the Church in session assembled. One
thing is beyond all question—the New Testament form of the

Church is even more severely an organized form than an}' other

since the first call of God's people to visible union among them-

selves and separatcness from the world. And an organized body

of necessity implies a membership joined together by some
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creed and polity to whicli each one lias subscribed his assent

and devotion.

Often it is affirmed that God can be served just as well out
of the Church as in it. If we deny this we are answered Ijy

tlie affirmation, " We do not hold that anyone can serve God
acceptably out of tlie spiritual Church of Christ into wliich the

new birth inducts us ; but we do not subscribe to the need of
union with the visible denominations termed, as a whole, the

Church." But, we ask, for what kind of Cliurch did clirist

lay down his rules and reaffirm the decalogue ? What kind of

churches elected deacons and elders? And what kind of

churches did Paul and the other apostles organize and esta])lish

in Asia Minor, Gaul, Italy, and other places? They were,
without doubt, joined by the operation of the Holy Ghost to

the lKKX7]cta TTveviiariKi] and every member who was really and '

truly born again was thus inducted into spiritual union with |
Christ But we most emphatically affirm that these churches 1

were, in a remarkable degree, very " visible." If Paul under- I

stood himself when he spoke he understood that the body, the
|

visible body, of the believer was to be in visible union with the |
Church—the visible body of Christ. "Know ye not," he says, |
when exhorting to bodily purity, "know ye not that your

|
bodies are the members of Christ ? " And, " We, being many,

|
are one body in Christ, and everyone members one of another."

;

In his letter to the CoriTithians he says, " I I'obbed [or, rather, \

carried away from] other churches, taking wages of them, to {

do you service." Pray, what kind of churches did he rob, or

take wages from? Were they a lot of invisible, ethereal
|

"sublimitates?" Or were they visible, unaffiliated, unorgan- |

ized ? Paul could hardly have carried any wages away from
|

such bodies. The tiuth is, these churches were thoroughly |

organized and visible. If Ave are to understand anything from
|

tlie references of John to the bishops of the several churches I

w^e must consider them to be both organic and visible, and I

that such a condition of tlie Church was essential for the pro- I

motion of the interests of Christ in the world. If essential,
\

then it is the duty of all the followers of Christ to be so cun-
|

federated. A matter of duty in our relations to God is equiva-
j

lent to requirement; and failure to meet a requirement dc-
|

prives one of the blessed results of obedience to the divine
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will and, therefore, to all that the atonement iu Christ has put

in the reach of every believer. In other words, it means alien-

ation from God, which, if persisted in, means eternal death.

J3ut, if Christ is ready and willing to receive one as his ac-

credited follower ontside the pale of the visible Church he is

ready and willing to receive another. If he will own one ho

will own two, and if two, then any number; for he is "no
respecter of persons." lie has not regulations for one and
" irregulations " for another. But if irregularities, irregu-

lation, and noncommitment to prescribed rules and nonassump-

tion of prescribed vows could be allowed by the great Head of

the Clmrch to his followers^ then where would be the mem-
bers, whence the officers, and where their authority? How
could there be any organization, and where would be the visible

Church of Christ I It will not do to affirm that it exists in the

individual believer ; for from the beginning the visible Church

has been an organized community of believers.

At no time has this community been more essential than

r.c-.v to the militant character and office of the Church. "When

Paul returned from Damascus he immediately "assayed to join

himself to the disciples." But if there ever was a man who

had a divinely invested right to act independently of the

Church it was Paul ; for God told him that he was a chosen

vessel for a special purpose, a special detail, under God, for a

special work beyond the limits of the then existent Church.

But Paul was obedient to every requirement of God in him.

Therefore, being filled with the same spirit with which the

disciples were inspired, he was as naturally drawn into the

communion of the visible body of Christ as the condensed

moisture of the atmosphere is precipitated to the earth by

gravitation. If there is no such drawing into this visible com-

munion the evidence is most conclusive that the spirit of

Christ is not in us. And if we have not the spirit of Christ

we are none of his ; and if none of his, then what? AVhy, this,

and nothing else—we are aliens from the commonwealth of

Israel and in a lost condition. While union Avith the visible

Church will not save without union with Christ by the Spirit,

yet in the very nature of the case spiritual union with Christ

must manifest itself iu a visible community or its salvable

efficacy will soon be dissipated and lost.
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The Churcli is, beyond all question, a divinely appointed in-

stitution
;
and entering within its pale and taking its vows ;uo

divinely appointed duties—essential duties for Cliristiau life aiiu.

hence, to salvation. Xo lodge, order, or other instimtion can
take its place or be substituted for it. Its sacred ordinances and
means of grace, which are not and cannot be maintained but by
an organized, visible comnmnion of believers, ^ve are strictlV

commanded to observe. Even the various analogies by wliidi
the Church is represented, such as '-'army," "bodv,"'" kin----

dom,'' etc., inclicate its organic nature and the especial need oi

visible and substantial union with it. Whoever heard of one
really and truly born of the Spirit who wanted to tlirow any
obstacles in the way of his highest usefulness in the worhU
Yet there is one who claims to have the " baptism of tlie Holv
Spirit," but who stands off from the Church, declines the coni-

pany of the people of God in holy compact, refuses his recog-
nition to the visible Church as a divine institution, willinglv

allows liimself to be classed with outsiders, and would have
everyone now in visible union with the Clnirch be a '• conie-

outer " and be numbered with the outsiders too. He thus lends

his influence to the moral estrangement of the world from Christ.

as against the moral adhesion of the Church to Christ. Ho by
precept and example preaches indifference to, and disapproval
of, the gi-eat evangelical, benevolent, and educational enterprises

of the Church. His position declares, so far as he is concern cc!.

that the preaching of the Gospel and the celebration of the holy

sacraments may forever cease. His entire attitude is a pom-
pously sophisticated arraignment of the apostles for having ever

aflirmed their belief in the " connnunion of saints.'- Can ar.y

rational mind bclie\-e that such a one is born of the Spirit of

Christ ? Does not his attitude toward the Church and its sacre<l

ordinances indicate, the rather, that he has been woefully hood-

winked by the great deceiver, instead of enlightened and quick-

ened by the Spirit of Christ ? To stand aloof from the Church
and condemn it as a " man-made '• institution is to condemn some
of the most sacred things of all times. The tabernacle in tiK'

wilderness, M^ith all its paraphernalia and services, was m.m-
made

; but it was also God-planned and God-commanded. Tin.'

temple, with its vessels and ceremonies, was man-made : but it

was also God-required. The Holy Bible is preeminently man-
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made; but it is God's revelation and is divinely inspired. The
Church, with its various denominations, may be man-made ; but

tiiese denominations, confederated by a common creed and the

one fundamental dogma of justification by faith in the Lord

Jesus Cln-ist as symbolized in the celebration of the holy sacra-

ments, constitute the visible body of Christ and become the re-

incarnation of his spirit.

When we speak of Clmrch membership as a voluntary matter

we are apt to lose sight of the fact that it is not voluntary, as

many other privileges are voluntary. A man may join a secret

order or club or not, as he may please, and he may have neg-

lected no duty. But the Church, being a divine, though in mat-

ters of polity in some respects a man-made, institution, having

been founded on the Christologic fact stated by Peter, that Jesus

is the Christ, and having been declared to be the " pillar and

ground of trath," and Christ having made it his special charge

and organ, union with it becomes a duty—an essential duty

and need in order to a sincere and sufficient allegiance to the

(lominion of Christ. Through it the Spirit, Christ's successor

on earth, operates for the salvation of the world.

There is uo other institution like the Church. Though it may often

have been weakened and corrupted by mercenary and unholy men, yet it

has e%'er been the organ of the divine Spirit, the authorized representative

of the Lord Jesus Christ. -

If we expect to succeed in anything we must employ every

means and help in our reach ; and in the Church, and the Church

alone, are found the very helps we need for efficient and accept-

able service in the Lord's vineyard and for successful prosecu-

tion of the warfare of faith to a triumphant conclusion. In it

we have both visible and spiritual union with the great Head of

tlic Church. Its ordinances, its means of grace, its fellowship, its

unity of faith and action, its channels of service in evangelical,

charitable, and educational enterprises, its Gospel ministry and

systematic dissemination of the word, its cooperative efforts

niider the inspiration of the Holy Ghost, for the evangelization of

the world, all make the Church necessary to whoever would be

a true soldier of the cross and a sincere follower of the Lamb.
In Christ we are saved. Out of Christ we are lost. But to

be in Christ and out of his visible body—the Church—is an

al)surdity. As the Church is the reincarnation of Christ by the
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Holj Ghost given nnto it on the day of Pentecost, Avhoso htis

the experience of the new birth by the operation of the Ilolv

Ghost is as forcibly drawn toward and into the Church, tlie Ai>-

ible body of Christ, as is the food of the polypode, touched bv
its arms, drawn into its body. The new birth turns a man to-

ward the Church as naturally as the living plant turns to the sun

or the magnetized needle to the pole. If we have no drawing
toward the Church Ave liave a most conclusive evidence that,

though we may claim the Spirit, the Spirit does not own or ac-

knowledge us, and that there still remains within us a darkened

mind, if not also an " evil heart of unbelief." '' By one Spirit

are we all baptized into one body." " Those that be planted in

the house of the Lord shall flourish in the courts of our God."
" As true civil liberty is freedom in the law, but not from the

law," 60 true religious liberty is freedom in the Church, hut not

from the Church. And as freedom in the law is the highest

civil liberty, so freedom in the Church is the liberty in wliicli we
are free indeed.

^inaT£^
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Akt. VI.—studies in recent fiction.

The golden age of English fiction began witli the publication

of Scott's Wacerle//, in lS14,and ended with the death of George

Eliot, in ISSO. Tliere had been much good work before, and

there lias been much since, but those were the days of giants.

In addition to the great names which open and close it the

period comprises all the works of Thackeray and Dickens ; the

remarkable Bronte novels ; the powerful historical and socio-

logical romances of Charles Ivingslej ; the clever and exciting

stories of Captain Marryatt, Charles Reade, and Wilkie Collins
;

the clever but not exciting stories of Anthony Trollope ; the

voluminous works of Bulwer-Lytton, Lord Beaconsfield, G. P.

R. James, and many lesser lights. The novels of the American

Cooper and Hawthorne may also be fairly included.

The inferiority of the present age of fiction is not, however,

in quantity. More novels are written now than ever before.

In 1857 Professor Masson, in his lectures on the "British

Novelists," estimated the number of novels published in Great

Br'.tain at two a week, or one hundred a year, and put in a pa-

th 3tic plea that he should not be considered to have read them

all. But now the London AthencEum reviews from six to ten

novels a week, or about four hundred a year. These are mostly

British novels, leaving untouched the most of Continental and

American fiction. When we also remember that the reader

of English is supplied with a large number of translations from

French, German, Dutch, Spanish, Russian, and Scandinavian

novels it is a very mild and moderate statement to say that

the hungry novel reader can have his choice of ten new novels

every week, or five hundred a year. Indeed, an alleged com-

pilation from trade reports asserts that in 1895 thei-e were four-

teen hundred new novels published in the United States, five

hundred and seventy-three of which were by American and

eight hundred and twenty-seven by foreign authors.

If these last surprising figures be accepted as true it is prob-

able that they include not merely such novels as form a part of

the real literature of the age, but also that great mass of fiction

found in the story pa})ers, in the paper-covered trash sold on

railroad trains, and in the voluminous juvenile literature some
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of wliicli is adapted to Sunday schools and sonic of wliicli is

very decidedly not. These Sunday school and juvenile books
contain, liowever, some very good reading, and occasionally

one of them gets over the line and becomes a part of our real

literature, as Miss Alcott's Little Women and Mrs. Prentiss's

Stepping Heavenward.

Many writers are very near the line which divides literature

from nonliterature, and opinions will diller as to their precise

place. Mrs. Barr and Mrs. Phelps Ward are just within the

line. So was Mrs. Stowe, but Mrs. Southworth is without

;

E. P. Koe was barely within, and Edgar Fawcett and Julian

Hawthorne are just outside. The latter is undoubtedly his

father's true son, but his novels are illegitimate—of which

his recent prize story is sadly convincing. Judging by sales

the most popular author in the United States is one we do

not care to name, whose books are always in jiaper covers and

are sold mostly on railroads. Such authors frequently have

more readers than maiiy of talent or even genius.

Some writers are disposed to restrict the term novel to the

analytic or realistic school, in which the greatest stress is laid

on character, while the incidents are subordinate, must be

probable or even commonplace, and are used merely to bring

out character. In the romantic school the scene is usually

remote in time or place or both, and the incidents arc of an

'unusual, thrilling, or even supernatural character, having a

vivid interest in themselves entirely apart from the person.-^

connected with them. The " short story," now so popular, may
be either a novel or romance, but inclines to the latter. In

common speech we use the term novel as generic, and divide it

into the realistic and romantic schools. There has always been

a strife between these two, and it never raged more fiercely

than at present. The realists have the more books, for four

fifths of present ventures in fiction are society novels, but the

romanticists have the more readers.

The realists claim that all the stories have been told, and that

we now need only studies of character and such characters as

are about us in everyday life. But the romantic party rej^ly

that this is just what we do not want. We sec the common-
place ourselves, and when we read wc want to get away from

it. If we are still to be reminded of ourselves the remcm-
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bi-ance should be of the noblest and best of our emotions and

ox])eriences, not of " the trivial round, the common task."

There are some thiugs ^ve never weary of, told by either school.

Kvery youth who reads a love scene imagines himself in a simi-

l:ir one, and from the proposals in the novels forms plans for a

similar performance on his own part, Avhich plans, hy the way,

never exactly materialize. On the other hand, books like the

Scarlet Letter and the Manxman appeal to us powerfully, be-

cause they discuss familiar temptations and hold up before us

lurid lights to warn us, or beacons to show us the path of peni-

tence and atonement. No author of either school can be of the

jirst rank unless he deals with the highest and mightiest parts

of our nature, and these cannot be expressed without notes of

mighty passion, either good or evil.

The realists claim to depict life as it is, but it is doubtful if

they are doing this any more than their rivals are. Heroes

who fight savages and pirates are about as common as unfaith-

ful wives. The exploits of Sherlock Holmes find as many
parallels in real detective work as ordinary society supplies for

the tales of Ibsen, Tolstoi, and the French school. These

authors are true enough as far as they go. If one may judge

f!om an exceedingly limited reading, the worst thing in them
is their ghastly, terrible truthfulness. But we protest against

having the deeds of brutal, vile, and impure men and women
held up to us as pictures of universal social conditions. Dr.

Hichard Burton has rechristened this school as " Partialists," and

the name deserves hearty indorsement.

"We question the fitness of some real topics for the use of

art. The processes of digestion and the problems of city sew-

age' are undoubted realities, but we relegate the discussion of

them to treatises on physiology and civics. Much M'hieh a

certain literary school heralds as art, and even the highest art,

is really no more fitted for artistic purposes than a diagram of

the alimentary canal is fitted for framing as a parlor picture.

There is another branch of the realistic school, and its god is

the commonplace. Instead of unbridled passion these writers

i;ive us a deadly tameness. Instead of frantic immoralities they

,i;lvc US maddening puerilities. We soon grow weary of these.

We turn fi-om parlor chairs and tea tables, from grocery wagons
and clothing stores, vastly preferring to stir our blood and

00—FIFTH SEEIES, VOL. XII.
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awaken our langliter by the exciting adventures and the qav
humor of the romantic scliool.

Walter Besant says there are in England fifty novelists \\\\o

have an income of five thousand dollars or more from their

writings. This statement ])robal)ly includes the Scottish writers.

America probably has as many novelists as Great Britain, but
in spite of patriotism we fear their average ability and averao-e

income are both smaller than those of their transatlantic rivals.

Yet, with a liundred men and women writing English fiction

to-day, it is hard to select any whose work can be compared to

" that large utterance of the early gods." The ablest woman
novelist of to-day is undoubtedly Mrs. Humphry Ward, who
is indeed superior to all of her sex except George Eliot— at

least to those who have written in English. Not very lon'^

ago the preeminence among men would have lain between
Stevenson, Haggard, and Kipling—a statement which in itself

shows our present inferiority, for not one of these is worthy to

bear the shoes of Scott, or Thackeray, or even Kingsley.

Some will claim for Stevenson, whom we can hardly yet con-

sider gone, the first rank of this age ; but this honor now seems
to more properly belong to Hall Caine, whose Manxman ii:is

placed a third dweller upon that lofty eminence where Haw-
thorne's Scarlet Letter and the German Auerbach's On the

Heights have so long stood in gloomy grandeur.

Some have claimed for Howells the first I'ank, even setting

him above the great masters of the previous age ; but this claim

is by the most extreme devotees of the commonplace. How-
ells's real rank we take to be about equal to that of Jane Austen.
Ho has a gift of smooth and easy language, a clear understand-

ing of human nature, and considerable facility in expressing

some very good moral ideas. These alone, however, do not

make a great novelist. Once and once only Howells showed
a touch of power, the faculty absolutely indispensable to an

artist of the first rank. In A Modern Instance he for once re-

leased himself and ventured to show the workings of powerful

passion. The result showed what he might do if, instead of

dallying with charmingly inconsistent women and everyday
nien, he would deal with those mighty impulses which are just

as real as society calls and five o'clock teas. But, apparently,

he was frightened at himself, and has never dared to do as wcil
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aTaiii. Some years ago some admirer predicted that he would

j-^t give lis a great sociological novel, which would be to the

end "^of the century what Les JliseraNes was to its middle

;

bat, thus far, his only production in this line is the dreary in-

anity of his Travelerfrom Altruria.

Recent fiction, like all other, falls into the two classes of

stories with a purpose and storiesiutended to amuse. The first

inclines to the realistic school, and the second to the romantic.

Of course the division is not absolute. Haggard claims to be a

preacher, and Besant certainly amuses us even when he is

teaching the duty of the rich to the poor. We are told on

high authority that Bellamy wrote Loohing Backward purely

as'^a literary venture, witliout any thought of becoming the

apostle of a new social order. On the other hand, so wild and

fantastic a romance as Kipling's JS'anlahl'a suddenly leaps out

at us with the great moral lessons that honesty is better than

successful smartness and that the divinest thing a woman may

be made is that she should be made a wife and a mother. At

present the "purpose novel" is greatly in evidence. Novels

are written to advance some moral or social reform, or even

develop some scientific theory. Socialism is a great fad, both

in works of real literature and those of a lower grade. Medi-

cal and psychological novels are much in vogue. Religious

questions are studied, as in Bohert EUmere, John ^Yard, and

that nightmare of a book. The Story of an African Farm,

Some very sharply criticise the purpose novel, saymg that

art should be only for art's sake. This theory, however, usually

results in immoral art, and is significantly connected with some

persons of immoral lives. Art cannot make the evil good or the

impure pure. Addison said that dullness was the parent of in-

decency, but to-day some seem to think that indecency is the

parent of art. As some men have tried to be great by imi-

tatina the foibles of great men, so some think they can be

geniuses by emulating the indecency into which some great gen-

iuses have unquestionably fallen. But the artist who luis a pur-

pose must be careful that this does not destroy his art. i\o

one wants a set discourse when he reads a novel. One who

finds that his book, instead of turning out a song, is turning out

a sermon feels like a child who has been tricked into taking

medicine in his candy. LooTcing Backward is mostly unread-
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able, except to students of social science, if Bellamy was writ-
ing a mere romance. On the other hand, such a study of social

questions as we have in MarceUa is excellent art.

It is notewortliy that some of the books M'hich have lately
liad the greatest run are not books of cither high purpose oV
high art. Years ago, in a sermon, Adam Clarke brought against
most of the novelists of his day a triple indictment which ajv

plies to a good many of the present herd: (1) "Their plans
are sickly abortions of paralyzed intellect." (Apparently iN'^or-

dau was not tlie first to discover " degeneration.") (2) " Their
execution is fantastic and preposterous." (3) "Their issue is

dangerous, often destructive, and generally ruinous."

The '' sickly abortions of paralyzed intellect " in our day are
by one critic divided into three schools, "the erotic, the'^ueu-

rotic, and the tommy-rotic." This last adjective is apt to be-

wilder those unfamiliar with London slang, and a better classi-

fication is that of a sarcastic publisher who received an author
with, "A new novel, eh! Which school is this, erotic or

idiotic ? " The last depth of woe is reached when these two
schools are fused into one, as seems to be occasionally the case.

We can forgive E. P. Pwoe for the poverty of his art, because
liis morals are so good; we can forgive Stevenson for the pov-
erty of his morals, because his art is so good ; but wlien we see

a book without either art or morals the rage of a season avc fall

back with a certain relief upon Carlyle's famous statement that

people are mostly fools.

An unpleasant sign of inferiority in recent fiction is the vul-

garity of tone which disligures some w^ork having good qualities.

The real topic of the Yellow Aster seems to be the divine glory

of motherhood
; but everybody who has unfortunately read

the book will keenly appreciate a certain able critic's caustic

characterization of it as " the most vulgar book I've ever been
guilty of reading." The dialect craze has been carried io the

point of vulgarity. Tlie New Orleans Creoles say they wili

never forgive Cable for his use of their dialect, and it is certain

that no one else ever will. We are tired of Miss Murfrcc's

Tennessee mountaineers. The negro, the Ii-ishman, and of late

the street boy have become almost literally an unspeakable
nuisance. A similar thing is the tendency shown by sonic.

notably by Kipling, to use a coarse slang vrhich sometimes passes
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the bounds of decency. It is possible to be strong and Wvid

witlioiit using tlie language of the gutter and the barroom.

Eecent fiction is open to serious criticism in regard to its

use of incident. In the tamest realists this consists chiefly in

nonuse, some of their books hardly having anything more

thrilling tlian the boy's diary of " Got up, waslied, and went

to bed." Others use incidents in a very clumsy and awkward

way, dragging them in because it seems necessary to have

something happen. In Shijis that Pass in the Kight ]\Iiss

llarraden finds it necessary to get rid of her heroine ; so she

sends lier out into tlie street and has a wagon run over her, con-

cerning which Charles Dudley Warner delicionsly says, '* Such

a thing might happen in real life, but couldn't possibly in a

novel." Some novelists offend by the use of ghastly and

frightful incident, not properly relieved by skillful art. In

Stevenson's Wreclcer a whole ship's crew is slaughtered.

Hardy's " Tess " commits murder and dies on the scaffold. In

Crockett's Raiders the hero finds a gang of outlaws cutting up

a human body. TJiesc specimens are amply sufficient. We
do not, however, agree with the late Professor Eoyesen in

h's sneer at the " brutal atrocities and sickening butcheries

"

cf Haggard, Doyle, and others, so far as it is a question of fair

fight. The battles in Westvmrd Ho ! are certainly not '' sick-

ening butcheries," and recent fiction has some almost as good.

In fact, the best fight we know of in fiction is the story of

*' How Umslopogoas held the Stair," in Haggard's Allan

Quatermain. Our blood is stirred by such writing, as it is

by the actual histories of the Liglit Brigade and of the Old

Guard at Waterloo.

Some of the preternatural incidents in the romantic school

are not well handled. Haggard's "She" is two tliousand

years old, yet still young and beautiful. But her companions

are two modern Englishmen, armed with rifles and revolvers,

fighting Africans much as Cooper's heroes fight redskins.

Tlic two conceptions fit poorly togetlier. The i-oraantieists

are also the chief sinners in regard to repulsive incident;

but they more than get even with tlie realists by retorting upon

tliem their tendency to morbid studies in character and their

loathsome habit of making so many stories turn upon the

matter of im})urity.
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Eecent fiction fails sadly in the creation of characters. Who
are the successors to the wonderful creations of Scott, Thackerav.

Dickens, and George Eliot ? They are " Terence Mulvaney,"

a rough and drunken Irish soldier, and. " Sherlock Holmes,"

the amateur detective. Ilaggard has given ns in " Umslopo-

goas " an African chief who sur^^asses Cooper's '•' Chingach-

gook," but "Allan Quatermaiu" is no "Leatherstocking." The
novelists of to-day are weak in men, and weaker in women.

Some of Stevenson's stories have no women in them, and those

who appear in others are not much better than the frames

which display dresses in the shops. " Mareella '' is the only

live woman in recent fiction, and she is little better than

Charles Eeade's women, whom she resembles in some respects.

Some writers of the past, Scott, for instance, were not especially

liappy in drawing women, but at least they gave us those we
would be willing to have for sisters and wives. But now.

after "Tess," and ''Dodo," and "Trilby," we begin to fear our

novelists are trying to deserve the sneer once aimed at Bret

Harte, that with him no woman was a heroine until she had

falleji. Even when our present writers portray for us histor-

ical characters they fail. Conan Doyle has lately given ns the

"Black Prince," and Stanley J. Weyman "Henry of Xavarre."

The prince is cardboard, aiid the Huguenot hero little better.

"What a pity Scott could not have left us portraits of these to

match his "Eichard I " and "Charles the Bald !

"

Numerous as are the novels of to-day, very few of them are

likely to acquire any lasting popularity or reputation. Their

very numbers carry them down as the victims of a shipwreck

drag each other under. Books that were a sensation and a

rage a few years ago are now almost forgotten. Many are

like the insects which live a lifetime in an hour, Trilhy is

less than three years old, and has had a marvelous circulation,

but is already dead in the market. There is nstially an in verso

ratio between quantity and quality. It is simply impossilile

that a novelist who produces four novels a year, as MarioTi

Crawford does, should produce any one of very high art or very

great power. We cannot expect an Ivanhoe, a Scarlet Lctt'-i',

Yanity Fair, David Copjycrfield, or Adam Bcde very ofrer..

when we arc getting five or six hundred novels a year.

The cause of this superabundant supply lies in tlie com-
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mcrcialism of the age. Literature is now a, profession, and a

very profitable one to a writer wlio can supply the popular

goods. Trilhy has brought its lucky author at least one hun-

dred and twenty-five thousand dollars. Kovelists are like most

other people, and enjoy making money. They fritter away in

magazine stories and short books material and genius which

might produce a masterpiece. "When a novelist has made a

reputation his name will sell all he can produce, and he

too often writes for revenue only. This branch of literature

needs to-day men and women who do not care so much for

money and immediate fame as to produce the highest art, who
can take some mighty conception and work upon it until we
once more have a masterpiece. For masterpieces are not made

in a day nor to order. Only a man of such genius as comes but

once in centuries, a Shakespeare, say, could produce high art

with a printer's devil at the door shouting for copy and a ten-

thousand-dollar check waiting at the publisher's.

One result of the enormous production of fiction is the repe-

tition of the same ideas, incidents, and characters. Even titles

have been used more than once. This is seldom the result of

jlagiarism. Sometimes it is mere accidental coincidence, and

sometimes an unconscious echo of some half-forgotten author.

Sometimes it is the reappearance of one of the great ty]')es of

human experience and thought. The conception of Dr. Jelcyll

and Mr. Hyde can be traced back over two hundred years to

a play of the Spanish dramatist Calderou. Once more we con-

fess that '• there is no new thing under the sun."

Since this is so, where is the mighty genius, lor whom we all

are longing to find a topic? It is not necessary that he should

have a new story to tell. Shakespeare's stories were all old,

even in his day. Originality of treatment is more needed than

originality of topic. The mazes of the human heart have not

yet been all explored. Hawthorne, Auerbach, and Hall Caine

have told us much the same story, yet in wonderfully variant

ways. But the M-riter in search of a comparatively fresh field

will find that such epochs as the East Indian Sepoy mutiny and

the American civil war are untouched by any genius, and that

the age is waiting for some one who can deal with the great

topic of the relations between Christianity and sociology.

A story upon this last theme would be a piu'pose novel of the
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eiy highest class. Such .ovcls ru-c i.ot always the most on-
tertainins-,but are tlie most profitable. Those who read IV-pleasure will hnd it mostly i,i the romantic school. Its sto'-v'
are usually short, and can often be read at a sitting A nv.ntired m body or in brain when he began will fee? much k-

Prn T ..f ^^^f^V^'f
^'^^"^^^^'^'^

^^^^S^^^' f^^"^ such a book P^Crockett sZ.^«o' Sunlonnet or Davis's Princess Aline Eutthe one ^d.0 reads only for pleasure will miss the mio-htie^tworks of the mightiest minds.
"^^^^uc.t

This 23aper may perhaps appear somewhat pessimistic It i.
useless to deny the inferiority of recent fiction, but we nn^tremember that fiction is but following the course of all dep.rLments of all literatures. All ^'golden ages" lie near the le^gmnmg. It was inevitable that fiction should descend on one
side mto delicate and pretty works and on the other into mor-
bid and extravagant forms. Yet the immediate prospect i.
encouraging. The appearance in one ye.r-isei-of two
such novels ^^ 2Iarcella and the ^Lanxvian, both superior toanj^hmg ^\,^ since Cxeorge Eliot, and crowding very near the
lirst rank, was a very hopeful sign. There is a healthy revul-
sion against the morbid and unclean forms of fiction TJie
popular "short story," in which Americans excel as much as
tiie English do m the longer novel, may not be the highest
art, but is nearly always bright, healthful, and pleasino-. ^The
sparkling wit of Davis, the powerful portraits from Amer-
ican life by Harold Frederic and Miss Wilkins, the historical
works of AVeyman in French fields, and of Gilbert Parkerand Miss Catherwood in American, the humor and pathos
of the new Scotch school-these things make up an amount of
good work which gives us courage for the future.

I iiese closing years of the century will probably not see the
production of any novel of the very highest" rank, but thev will
see much br.ght, helpful, and hopeful writing in both Emdi.^h
and American fiction.

Ji^^^x.^.Ji^ j^. '3i--^^^^L^^^w^{^.
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Art. VII.—CHINESE LITERATI IN PEKING UNIVER-
SITY.

TuE strange sight of a Cbinaman walking demurely along

one of the streets of Rome inspired Goethe to write one of his

choice smaller poems, a poem as exquisitely beautiful as a piece

of rare chinaware. How the soul of this great Teutonic poet

and philosopher would be stirred could he behold Chinese Z^V-

(jra^?", possessing the highest literary degrees, peacefully and pa-

tiently pursuing their studies in a Christian institution in

Peking ! Truly tlie unexpected has happened. During the

past year an event lias occurred to be paralleled nowhere else in

the Flowery Kingdom. Chinese litercdi^ representing the three

regular governmental ranks of Hsiu-Tsai, Chii-Jen, and Chin-

Shih, and also that pinnacle of Chinese scholarship, the Hanlin,

or " Forest of Pencils," have been docile students in Peking

University. Jehovah has accomplished this by using Japan as

his " rod of iron." What the efficient United States Commis-

sion state in their recent report to the Secretary of State iti

regard to the dastardly murders at Ku-Clicng and in numerous

former riots, as well as in the latest in Ssu-Ch'uan, applies

equally to all

:

The literati, from wliom noavly all the officials are chosen, arc, almost,

without exception, antiforeign. This class does not hesitate, from time

to time, by the circulation of false and ridiculous rumors and by incendiary

publications, to play upon the superstitions and cupidity of the rowdy

element, thus inciting this rowdy class to acts of lawlessness and violence.

Now, when we consider that in nearly every riot against

foreigners and Christianity in China these literati have been

proved to be the instigators, and also the fact that the literati

who last year entered Peking University represent all grades of

Chinese governmental graduates, including the Ilanlin, whose

examinations are supervised by the emperor himself, we may re-

alize to some extent liow radical is their present changed attitude.

By means of Japanese cannon and American money Jehovah

has given Peking University the unique honor of welcoming

to our Christian halls of learning these " wise men of the East."

Had we to-day ten times our present resources our hands

M-ould be more than full in trying to accommodate greater
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rrtirabers of these choice, brain}- youth who arc now vainly ask-

ing for admission.

It may, perhaps, not be out of place to cast a glance at this

Christian educational institution, located in the capital of

China, which has tlius attracted these )-epresentatives of tlie

powerful literati, who control tlie public opinion of the vast

Chinese empire. Peking University was organized in ISSS as

an outgrowth of Wiley Institute ; was incorporated under the

laws of the State of New York in 1890 ; and graduated its

first class in 1S92. One fact should be especially borne
in mind—that Peking University is entirely unincumbered
with debt. At its inception plans were devised for raising en-

dowments in the form of professorships, tutorships, scholar-

ships, perpetual and annual, prize funds, and scientific supj^ly

funds, in order to relieve our already overburdened Missionary

Society. With this end in view two professorships of $30,0r)0

each bave been started, four perpetual scholarships, and four

prize funds for excellence in particular studies. >

An admirably located property, extending over an area of

thirteen acres and including in part the premises formerly be-

longing to the Italian legation, has been acquired. The cam-

pus was, a few years ago, tastefully planted with more than one

hundred and fifty trees and shrubs—the gifts of foreign and

native friends residing in Peking. Durbin Hall, a stately, sub-

stantial brick building of over two hundred feet front and tv.-«j

stories high, was erected four years ago as the first of a seriL-s

of collegiate buildings. ISIow, however, the incoming rush of

applicants for admission has more than crowded its utmo.-t

capacity, compelling four students to live in one room designed

to accommodate only two, which is detrimental alike to healtli

and morals. A good liljrary in English, Chinese, and otlicr

languages, to which has been added a well-patronized rcadinir

room, has been started. To it valuable additions, including

publications of the Imperial Chinese Customs and of thv?

Smithsonian Institution at Washington, D. C, are from time to

time being made. The museum, with its exhibit from variuu-

lands, is also an interesting feature of onr educational worlc.

An electric plant, valued at over $3,500 United States currency.

a phonograph, a telephone, a manikin for the medical depart-

ment, and various other apparatus have been collected.
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In iJO other foreign country lias an American Christian insti-

tution of learning received snch hearty support as has Peldng

University in China. This is evidenced by the representa-

tive character of its Board of Managers, comprising diplomats,

as Colonel Charles Denby, United States Minister to China,

officials, as Sir Eobert Hart, G.C.M.G., merchants, and mis-

sionaries of different Protestant denominations. Of the entire

number of managers one third nnist be members of the j\reth-

odist Episcopal Church, ^diile the Board of Trustees in New

York, v7ho hold sole and ultimate authority, is composed exclu-

si%'ely of members of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Vice-

roy Li Plung Chang has promised our medical graduates posi-

tions in his foreign-drilled army and navy, with full religious

liberty. Our graduates are already doing effective work, not

only in the Church, as efficient preachers and teachers, but also

in business life, as in the Imperial Chinese Customs, where the

Sabbatli is observed as a day of rest. To tlieir credit be it said

that on Sundays they teach classes in the Sunday school and, by

their gifts, support other students in Peking University.

Peking University has already proved lierself tobe a sanctu-

.n-y of Jehovah. The remarkable revivals during the past few

winters, when the usual stolidness of Chinese character was

melted away, and sins were vconfcssed, animosities healed,

wrongs righted, and the joys of salvation were experienced,

abundantly attest the presence of Him who is mighty to save.

An intense thirst after Western learning, which made Japan

so powerful, though previously despised as an insignificant

island of dwarfs, is beginning to be felt by the upper classes of

China. To satisfy this thirst secular colleges and universities,

where Christ and Christianity are ignored, are being, or have

already been, established in Tientsin, Hangchow, and other

large cities. Opposed to these stands Peking University,

founded upon evangelical Christianity. The only^ hope for

China is the renovation of both mind and heart. This can oidy

be fully accomplished in Christian institutions. Listen to what

Abel Stevens, the eminent historian of Methodism, says upon

this subject

:

The project of the Peking University I do not hesitate to pronounce

one of the most important phases of our whole Chinese mission scheme.

We must promulgate the Gospel there, indeed, as the primary instrumen-
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tality of our work. But how promulgate it? I do not doubt, after con-
siderable local study of tiie question, that the Christian school is theinu^t
effective method of its promulgation. Its promulgatiou in any way \v:i^
what, iu the apostolic age, was meant by preaching it; audi am con-
vinced that in India, China, and Japan Christian instruction is the bo--
preaching, and the school is the best chapel. We thus bring the you:;-
under our influence; and the young iu these three lands^are our chic]
hope. Besides this instrumentality we should have, and do have, the
homiletic or pulpit mode of preaching. The two should be combined,
and arc, in all our missions there. It should not be a question amon^r u.-

which is the most desirable; both should be considered indispensable "ana
inseparable. But I am convinced tliat we could never be thorou-hlv
successful without the school. ° "'

^

Before adducing tlie recent unsolicited opinions of two di>-

tingnished visitors who have personally inspected our educa-
tional work, let me repeat that, with adequate resources, Peking'
University could influence for Clirist ten times the present
number of students, instead of being compelled, as now, to

absolutely limit the number to about one hundred. The recent
disaster to the famous Doshisha in Japan, when the Japanese
ruthlessly severed its connection with the American Board.
can never happen to Peking University, because her cable is

firmly anchored in the Board of Trustees in Is^'ew York, who in

all affairs of the university have sole ultimate authority. Wha:
Robert College has already accomplished for Bulgaria in equip-
ping its influential citizens—officials, merchants, and preachers—
with sound Christian principles and progressive American ideas,

is what Peking University is aiming to do for China.
Bishop E. R. Hendrix, of the Methodist Episcopal Churcli.

South, stated, in an interview at Peking in 1895, with ilinistrr

Chang, of the Tsung-Li-Yamen :

I have spoken to hundreds of Chinese since I have been in Peking. ni.uiV

of them students in the Peking University. . . . Xow they are In-ii l:

given a Christian education ; and tlic.se are the men who are gctnng rea-'y

to build your railroads and fill your places of trust.

Hon. John TT. Foster, Ex-secretary of State, stated in an a.]-

drcss on Xovember 15, 1805, in Carneo-ie Music Hall, Xcv
York:

"

At Peking I was called upon to address several hundred native .-t;:-

flents, male and female, crowding the large Methodist University II;i';.

many of them approaching mstture years, representing all gra..!'.'-^ ri:;-)
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departments of study, embracing the academic, collegiate, medical, and
divinity schools. As I looked over those large audiences at Shanghai and
Peking, composed almost exclusively of Chinese, Christians, . . . my
faith in the conversion of that vast empire iu the not distant future was
greatly strengthened.

"When Bishop Fowler, in 1890, was standing upon tlie loftj,

massive walls of Peking and looking down npon the extensive

Civil Service Examination Grounds, where were gathered

selected scholars from the eighteen provinces of China, he felt

liis sonl so strangely stirred by the sight that, as he tells ns, he
earnestly prayed that these " Sauls might be made Pauls."

Who, a few years ago would have even dreamed that any of

these Sauls—our former persecutors—would ever deign to enter

our Christian institution of learning ? But they are coming as

meekly as Saul of Tarsus to Ananias at Damascus. Ti-ue it is

that only a few of these literati, representing China's choicest

scholarship, have been admitted. The dire necessity from
limited accommodations compels us—let us hope only temj^o-

rarily—to refuse to open the door to others whom Jeliovah, in

his wonder-working providence, is sending to us for Christian

instruction, but who now stand outside vainly clamoring for ad-

mission. jSTow, while darkness is covering the earth and gross

darlmess the people, and while these Gentiles are coming to the

light, may wo gladly hear and promptly obey our Lord's com-
mand : "Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and the glory of

the Lord is risen upon thee."

•<^^^:^£^:<<''^^
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Art. VIIL—liturgical DEVELOPMEKTS OF NEW
TESTAMENT TIMES.

Did the apostolic Church have a liturgy? Is that primitive

liturgy quoted in the Ne^Y Testament, and to what extent {

What parts of it were adopted from the Jewish worship, and

what parts arose from the demands of a new, communing, tes-

tifying evangel? On these questions we cannot speak dog-

matically, but we hope to show, by calling attention to certain

sentiments and expressions, that the germs of liturgical forms

and usages accompanied Christianity from the first. Should

we fail to make out our case toucliing a liturgy of New Testa-

ment times we sliall be gratified if we have, at least, called at-

tention to a fruitful question of research.

How may we account for the many apparent quotations in

the apostolic epistles, and how account for the evident ritualistic

forms in the imagery of St. Jolm's Apocalypse ? Some usages

of the apostolic Cliurch may be truly said to have had Jewish

antecedents. Eaptism, for example, existed as a Jewish rite,

and, as Dean Stanley thinks, was used in admitting to their

communion Gentile proselytes. John the Baptist used it in

the symbolical sense of readmitting Jews, thought of as alien

and disfranchised, into a new spiritual Israel. The Jewish

passover of the old dispensation corresponds with the sacra-

ment of the Loi-d's Supper in the new, but the latter surpasses

the former in symbolical and spiritual significance. Besides

these instituted forms we discover certain sentiments and ex-

pressions which directed the service and molded the presenta-

tion of Gospel revelation. There are imbedded in tlie New

Testament salutations, responses, invocations, doxologies, and

parenthetical outbursts of praise which are, to say the least,

adapted to liturgical usage. The task we have assigned our-

selves is to examine and compare the contents of these New

Testament expressions. Our aim shall be to formulate some

general principles which underlie, first the traditional delivery

of Gospel truth, and later the tendencies toward prescribed

forms of service.

Liturgy may be defined as that part of the economy of di-

vine worship which deals with concerted action on the part <»S
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tlie worshipers. It consists of certain formulas which have not

the nature of a fixed and definite law, but of customaiy action.

]t is not confined to a mere mechanical performance, but maj
be constructive, and, in a measure, spontaneous, voicing tiie

deeper spiritual participation of the worshipers. It has to do

witli all those acts of pastor and people which spring from and

find expression in the common feelings of devotion. Liturgy

includes all of ritualism and a part of homiletics ; it deals witli

Falutations, invocations, prayers, responses, songs, the reading

of the word, the sacraments, doxology, and benediction. The
principles wliich must forever underlie liturgical usage were

tharply defined by our Lord when he said, "God is a Spirit:

and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and

truth," and, " In praying use not vain repetitions, as the Gen-

tiles do ; for they think that they shall be heard for their

much speaking. . . . After this manner therefore pray ye."

The subject warrants some statements touching the charac-

ter and organization of the primitive Church. It never can

be said to have been a wholly unorganized body. From his

earliest ministry Christ imposed certain commands upon at

least a few of his followers. He said to Andrew, Peter, Philip,

Nathanael, Levi, John, and James, " Follow me." They be-

come a band of selected men to witness his labors and receive

his teachings, and later to constitute, organize, and extend the

Christian Church, evangelizing both Jews and Gentiles. One
of the things which comforted Christ in the last hours of his

life on earth was that this band had kept together and had be-

lieved, and that he was glorified in them. Indeed, it would

appear that some of the disciples began to think it unwarrant-

able for anyone to labor independently. Of the company

which followed Jesus, John and James had to be tauglit a les-

son of religious tolerance; for when they told Jesus how they

forbade one casting out devils in his name because, as they

said, "he followed not us," Jesus rebuked them. So long as

Jesus was with his disciples he not only reserved to himself

the direction of tlie work, but he also, in sending his disciples

forth, enjoined certain forms of salutation and certain directions

as to the manner and character of their ministrations. "When
the disciples were sent on their first tour of preaching in Judea
they were to give on entering any house a salutation of peace.
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AVlien tliey received tlieir final coininission to go into all the

world they were to preacli indisci-iminately to all nations, '"bap-

tizing them into the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of tlie Holy Ghost."

It is a signilicant fact that Josus himself began his minlritry

with the same formal announcement wliich tlie disciples were
directed to use, and which John the Baptist pi-oclaimed : "Ke-
pent ye : for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." While wc
may not speak definitely as to the source of this call to repent-

ance and announcement toucliing the coming kingdom—
whether these are the definite words of Jesus himself, or

whether the Gospel writers quote from apostolic tradition

—

we are persuaded that tlie repetition of the exact words favors

the supposition for the existence of a liturgical form.

In the grouping of the words of the Lord by the synoptists,

especially by Matthew, Jesus is represented as proclaiming a

series of "blessings" comparatively early in his ministry.

They appear as a formal introduction to the Sermon on tlie

JMount. We raise the same question again as to their source.

Did Jesus utter these words in the form and connection in

which we now find them in Matthew, or did he use them in a

i-estricted sense, as in Luke, pronouncing personal blessings

upon his hearers because they were poor, while at the same
time specifying the hard contrast of woe to others because of

their being rich ? Which is the purer tradition of Jesus's

woi-ds ? If we answer Luke's account, then may we not say

that Matthew gives the same, liturgically adapted and devel-

oped? But if, on the other hand, Jesus uttered these words
in the form and connection m. which we now find them in

Matthew, he certainly furnished one of the sublimest patterns

of Gospel invitation and sounded one of the grandest keynotes

of praise that ever voiced the common devotion and religious

aspiration of any worshiping multitude. They are \vonder-

fully adapted to the requirements of divine service. We know
of no time when they have not enriched and found a place in

the ritualistic formulas of the Church.
Wliat we liave said concerning the use of the beatitudes in

divine service may also be said of the Lord's Prayer. Chri.s-

tianity in all ages has felt that here are M'ords from Jesus him-

self. The authenticity of the Lord's Prayer has never been sf-
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rioiisly questioned ; but let us reverently examine the two forms

found, one in Matthew, the other in Luke. Luke has Jesus

give tliis prayer by request of one of liis disciples who had heard

liim praying and desired to have him instruct them '-as John
also taught his disciples." Matthew gives the prayer as a part

of the Sermon on the Mount. It comes in connection with what

Jesus said touching the outward forms of religion. It would

seem, according to Mattliew, that Jesus gave the prayer as a

model prayer. The model prayer is a short prayer and a secret

prayer. Tlie form found in Matthew, with its doxologyat the

close, is certainly better suited for use in the congregation. It

seems reasonable to suppose that, if Luke is true to his method

of giving the historical settings of Jesus's teachings, he would be

equally careful in giving Jesus's exact words and no more. On
the other hand, Matthew deals wnth tlie contents, rather than the

historical occasion, of Christ's teacliings. We do not have the

best manuscript authority for the doxology at the close of the

prayer in Matthew's account ; but the fact that it is found in

many manuscripts, some of them ancient, favors the supposition

that the Lord's Prayer had a place in the liturgical usage of the

early Church and received additions and slight modification

adapting it to the requirements of the service.

In the same spirit of reverence let us approach tlie holy of

holies of Christian institutions, the sacrament of the Lord's Sup-

per. We certainly find here, if anywhere, a definitely prescribed

order of service. It was to be observed at a particular time and

in a particular way. It was to be repeated in remembrance of

Christ's death, time after time. The circumstance of its inau-

guration was tlie celebration of the passover. All three of the

synoptic gospel writers agree as to that ; but there are some

slight variations in the words,- describing the institution of the

rite, which we must notice. Matthew and Luke seek toexjjlain

the significance of the rite. The former adds that it is " for

tlic remission of sins," while the latter specifies a personal ap-

plication-^" which is shed for you." Mark gives the simplest

and possibly the oldest formula. St. Paul gives the same with

some freedom and adds its explanation. We conclude that they

are all too much alike not to have been derived from a common
formula prevalent in the prhnitive Church. We cannot say that

Jesus gave any definite ritualistic form for this memorial, but
6]—FIFTH SEKIES, VOL. XII.
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one soon developed and became establislicd. Luke and P;iul

say Jesus took bread and "gave tlianks," while Matthew and

Mark say lie "blessed it." These words of thanks or bles.-^iiiL;

were not thought of as affecting any consecration of the elements

whatever ; it was their custom to give thanks. In the closing;

scene of the Lord's Supper we notice that Christ and the di-

ciples are said to have sung a hymn before retiring. This hyum
was a part of the passover service, and need not claim further

attention.

We must now examine a number of passages belonging to

this first period which seem to be liturgical at least in form.

To this class belong the salutation of tlie angel to Mary. " Hall,

thou that art highly favored, the Lord is witli thee ;

" Mary's song

of rejoicing, " My soul doth magnify the Lord," etc. ; the bless-

ing of Zacharias, " Blessed be the Lord God of Israel," etc. ; tlic

ascription of praise by the angels at the time of the announce-

ment of Christ's birth to the shepherds, " Glory to God in the

liighest, and on earth peace among men in whom he is well

pleased;" the prayer of Simeon, "Lord, now lettest thou tliy

servant depart in peace, according to thy word," etc. ; and the

shout of rejoicing as Jesus entered Jerusalem, " Blessed be the

King that cometh in the name of the Lord
;
peace in heaven,

and glory in the highest." All the above, witli one exception,

are found in the first two chapters of St. Luke's gospel. Luke

claims to have been well informed by " eyewitnesses and min-

isters of the word " as to the doctrines and teachings of Christ.

He writes to confirm Theophilus in what he has heard. If we

then have in these chapters a typical form in which the Gospel

was presented to the second generation after Christ we certainly

can say that the glad evangel was gathering about itself not a

little of poetic narrative and dramatic incident which would he

well suited to oral recital. Does not St. Luke, by clothing the

Gospel narrative in proplietic song, show the tendency toward

form and liturgy in this early period % lie was for some time

a companion of St. Paul and other disciples. Does he repro-

duce parts of their oral addresses? More of this will be sai'l

in connection with the x\cts of tlie Apostles.

These quotations from the gospel of St. Luke come under the

head of what St. Paul means by " prophesjdng." They are out-

bursts of praise composed of passages from the Hebrew ])rophct>\
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the Pfalms, and other books of sacred Scripture modified to suit

the occasion. How imicli of tliese songs \^-as original witli St.

Liikc "\ve kno\vnot. St. Luke was a painter, and drew upon his

ranvas touching incidents and tender emotions. He was tlie

l.t'l(»ved physician who gave minute details and careful diagnoses.

IFe liad a poetical instinct and a musical ear which could catch

the faintest, earliest songs' of praise.

Thus far we Iiave confined our study to the period of Christ's

life ; thus far we have discovered little more than the germs of

liturgical usages. We come now to the period of the Acts and
the apostolic epistles. Gibbon, the historian, names as one of

t!)c five causes for the i-apid spread of the Gospel in the early

centuries their well-regulated ecclesiastical organization. A
pjiecial characteristic of the Gospel from the first was its con-

st ructiveness. In the first meeting of the disciiiles after the

Lord's ascension Matthias was chosen to fill the place of Judas.

Scliolars of Jesus, or (laOqral^ soon became known as d6e?ul)o1, or

"brethren," and the connnunity of believers received the litur-

gic name of ol ayioi, or " the saints." Their meeting became
known as hK/.Tjoia, or " the assembly." At first the Christians

met in the synagogue, but persecution drove them to private

iionses. As the tide of opposition rose higher and higher the

bonds of fellowship became stronger and stronger. Their meet-
ings became more secret, while the Church became more social

J'.iid lost nearly every trace of Jewish ritualism. Their ecclesi-

astical forms were borrowed not so much from the synagogue
worship as from the rules governing civil assemblies.

While the Christian Church was a protest against Judaism,
from which it sprung, it did not lose its music. There were
some psalms chanted, some songs sung, some simple melodies
carried over from the Jewish service, which no doubt were
<lear to the hearts of the Christian convei-ts and which they
f^ang with a new spirit and understanding. Some of these an-

cient chants in all probability have been handed down to us
aiid may be found in the liymnology of the Church to-day.

Considerable freedom was exercised with this borrowed ma-
terial. It was changed and amended to voice the demands
imposed by the new Christian devotion. In Acts iv, 24-30, we
tiiink, is such, a modification. Here the congregation, on hear-
ing from Peter and John v/hat the chief priests had said unto
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thein, broke forth and voiced a reply in song. Of the same

character are Eph. v, 14 ; 1 Tim. vi, 15, 16 ; and others. Several

passages are designated as " faithful sayings," and are accepted

without controversy. These "faithful sayings" are suited to

responsive service. In 1 Tim. i, 15, it is said, " This is a faithful

saying, and worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came
into the world to save sinners ;

" the response is, " Of whoi:i I

am chief." Again, 2 Tim. ii, 11-13, forms a more extended

responsive service, where the four conditional statements are

responded to by as many declarations of faith. " If we died

with him" is answered by "we shall also live with him;" "if

we endure " by "we shall also reign M'ith him ;" " if we shall

deny him " fly "he also will deny us;" and "if we are faith-

less " by " he abideth faithful." The last clause, " for he cannot

deny himself," was probably added by St. Paul in accommo-

dating the "' saying " to what the apostle is pleased to call " my
gospel," which is to be committed " to faithful men " "' able to

teach others." There is further evidence of a formulated

creed in 1 Tim. iii, IG, where it reads, " God was manifest in

the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen of angels, preached unto

the Gentiles, believed on in the world, received up in glory."

Some authorities seem to think that the most of the quotations

cited above are fragments of early hymns sung or chanted in

the service. From 1 Cor. xiv, 23-33, it M'ould appear that the

composition and delivery of much of the service were the re-

sults of sudden emotion or inspiration. Men prophesied as they

were " moved by the Holy Ghost," but the service must always

conform to order and certain liturgical principles. It became

everyone who had anything to say in the meeting, whetiier in

song, prayer, thanksgiving, or prophecy, to speak in a language

which the congregation could understand ; for, says Paul in

1 Cor. xiv, 16, "'Else if thou bless with the spirit, how shall he

that fiUeth the place of the unlearned say the Amen at thy

giving of thanks, seeing he knoweth not what thou sayest '.

"

The "Amen " was employed on every variety of occasions. It

represents the participation of the congregation in the serv-

ice, and as such appears a number of times in the epistles an<l

Pevclation.

We gain some knowledge of what the earlier Church service-

consisted from Acts ii, 42. They met for worship daily, en-
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gaged in incessant prayer, and related incidents and teachings

seen and heard witli Jesus. Their worship was tlie veneration

of Jesus as God. This is the remarkable tiling at which Pliny

wondered. The attitude of prayer, in case of the one leading,

at least, in the public service, was that of standing M'ith out-

stretched hands. That this attitude prevailed in the Jewish

Church appears in the figures " oraritts,^^ upon the early Chris-

tian monuments, and is favored by St. Paul's instructions to

Timothy, " I desire therefore that the men pray in every place,

lifting up holy hands, without wrath and disputing."

The rite of baptism again comes under our notice in this pe-

riod. From Acts xix, 3-5, it would appear that John's baptism

must be supplemented by the later baptismal formula "into the

name of the Lord Jesus." The formula of John the Baptist

consisted in the '•' confessing of sins." The Christian formula

called for a confession of faith in Christ as the Son of God.

There are two passages which bear on this point and give some

reason for supposing that a public formula of baptism, inehiding

questions and answers, was used by the apostles. In Acts viii,

37, Philip says to the eunuch desiring to be baptized, " If thou

believest with all thine heart, thou mayest ;

" and he answered

and said, "I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God." But
this verse does not appear in the Pevised Version, because m'c

have not the best manuscript authority for it. The other pas-

sage is found in 1 Peter iii, 21. A paraphrase of the apostle's

thought here would be like this : Water desti-oys and water

saves. By the waters of the flood the disobedient were de-

stroyed, but a few, "eight souls, were saved by water." The
figure applies to baptism in this way : Just as the eight souls

were saved by not being drowned in the waters of the flood

with the disobedient, so we are not saved by the putting away

of the filth of the flesh which is typified by our descent into the

water. But we are saved by having that attitude of conscience

toward God through which we are enabled to answer well as to

our belief in a living Saviour raised from the dead. Testimony

is the ark that saves. That "the answer of a good conscience

toward God " is spoken of, then, in this connection is best ex-

plained by the existence and use of an interrogatory formula

for baptism. The manner of baptism, as indicated by St. Paul

in Pom. vi, 4, and Col. ii, 12, was by immersion. The candi-
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date was plunged bencatli the water to represent the death to

the life of sin, and was raised as a sign that he had risen to a Hfo

of riglitconsness.

In the Acts of the Apostles, as in his gospel, Luke cites manv
proof-texts and quotations. He also gives extracts from the

addresses of Peter, Stephen, and Paul. Kow, the author makes
Peter and Paul use the same methods of argument and style of

address ! Tliis plainly shows that Luke is either quoting from

current Gospel tradition or is framing the speeches himself.

Thucydides-like, for his heroes. "Whatever be their source, if

these arc specimens of the Gospel story as preached in those

times, the early meetings of the Christians were not wanting in

poetic beauty and oratorical finish. The apostles verily drev.-

from their treasures " things new and old." The whole service

was a continual poem, and conformed to certain fundamental

ritualistic principles. As the apostles told and retold the story

of Jesus's life and teaching their message became more and

more formal, their speeches tended more and more toward a |

stereotyped form, and even their epistles in a measure con- \

formed in their arrangement and articulation to the order of |

the assembly and the progress of oral address.

It was hard, however, in the face of the fierce Jewish op-

position and the boldness of Gentile ungodliness, to keep the

ministratioiis of the Gospel up to so high a standard. Abuses

were ever creejoing in ; and especially was this true in Gentile

cities. A single instance must suffice. At Corinth they were

prostituting the memorial meal, as we learn from Paul's re-

proof (1 Cor. xi, 17-30). What was the trouble ? Somebody
would swinishly drink up all the wine; another would come

Imngry, expecting to gorge himself, and have to wait until he

was out of all patience ; and still others, a select few, would

bring their dainties and sit down and eat them, not waiting for

the others, to the envy of the hungry and less favored. It w:if

anything else but a love feast. Paul corrects the abuse by ox-

plaining the rite, and finally at the close of his instructions

reminds the feast-loving, love-feasting Gentiles to observe the

greeting of each other with a holy kiss. This rite, symbolizing

fellowship and affection, was certainly very brotherly and

beautiful, and, as we shall see, became early associated with the

sacrament of the Lord's Supper. The kiss as a salutation was
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not original with the Christians ; but it may be -well for us to

inquire how the kiss as a sahitation differed from the " holy

kiss" as enjoined upon Christian believers. It was with the

Jews an endearing salutation. In Luke vii, 45, Jesus, at the

riiariscc's table, says, " Thou gavest me no kiss ; " and in the

parable of the prodigal son the father " kissed him " much
;

and Judas also proposed to betray his Lord by this familiar

sign of friendship. It would seem, from the immediate con-

nection where the injunction is made by Paul and Peter, that

tlie kiss came just before the benediction. It was probably

called the " holy " kiss because it was accompanied witli some

salutation of blessing, as in Pom. xvi, 16 ; 1 Cor. xvi, 20
;

2 Cor. xiii, 13 ; 1 Thess. v, 2G ; and 1 Peter v, 14. In the early

Church the kiss was observed just before partaking of the ele-

ments in the eucharist, where it formed a very touching feature

of the memorial.

There is yet a long list of salutations, ascriptions of praise,

and benedictions to be examined. We hope to bring a large

number of these under notice by grouping them and formula-

ting an order of service. The first in order will be that group

of passages which relates to an open salutation of grace. Just

as the disciples, when entering any home, observed a salutation

of peace, so the apostolic Church entered upon its services with

an opening salutation of grace. The standard formula is found

at the opening of no less than seven of St. Paul's epistles. It

essentially runs as follows :
" Grace be unto you, and peace, from

God our Father, and from the Lord Jesus Christ," as in Pom.

i, Y ; 1 Cor. i, 3 ; 2 Cor. i, 2 ;
Gal. i, 3 ; Eph. i, 2 ; Phil, i, 2 ;

and

Col. i, 2. Various modifications of this salutation are found in

the other epistles ; in three places " mercy " is added (1 Tim. i, 2 ;

2 Tim. i, 2; Titus i, 4). By a comparison of the above pas-

sages with similar ones * used by Peter, John, and Jude, we

are all the more convinced that there was a standard formula.

Peter says, " Peace be multiplied " in both his epistles ; Jude

adds "love;" John in his second epistle gives the standard

formula with these words added, " the Son of the Father, in

truth and love." And in Pevelation John replaces " from God

the Father," etc., with '-from him, which is, and which was,

and which is to come ; and from the seven Spirits which are

* 1 Pt-ter i, 2 ; 2 Peter I, 2 ; 2 Jobii 3 ; Jude 2 ; Uev. i, 4.
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before bis throne."' This, we see, is in perfect keeping with

the character of the book ; as one may judge why seven Spirits

should be mentioned in writing to seven churclies.

It would appear from quite a number of passages that fol-

lowing, not necessarily immediately, the opening salutation of

grace was an ascription of praise to God, of blessing and glory

to the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. The standard formula

here is not so distinct. We think, however, that there was one

something like this :
" Blessed be God, the Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ, to whom be glory forever. Amen." Paul often

used only a part of it, sometimes the first part only and M-ith

additions.* As in the case of tlie salutations of grace, some-

thing is gained here also by comparison. In 1 Peter i, 3, the

first part of the standard formula appears ; in Ileb. xiii, 21

;

1 Peter v, 11 ; 2 Peter iii, 18 ; and Jude 25, the last. There

may have been two distinct formulas suited to different times

in the service, or there may have been only one with two parts

—the latter part repeated by the congregation in answer to the

first part spoken by the leader of tlie meeting. The ''Amen"
appearing invariably with the latter part favors such a view.

And yet who knows but what it may have been a chant, sung

at the beo-inning or closing of the service or even both, as we
sometimes sing, "Praise God, from whom all blessings flow?"

The ascriptions of glory to God in the epistles more properly

belong to the close of the service, but in Pevelation they form

the most prominent feature of that ideal worship."!"

"We must now certainly have some singing. What kind of a

song would you like % "We have three kinds, " psalms and

hymns and spiritual songs.":}: Who has a selection ?§ We
liave alread}'' noticed some selections from the Psalms, and

original poems and ascriptions of praise found in St. Luke's

gospel, the Acts, and the epistles ; and we shall also iind an

abundance of them when we examine the Apocalypse.

Did they have musical instruments? This question will Ite

answered by the disposition we make of the liturgical passages

of Revelation. John's description of the heavenly worship \va>

certainly germane to existing forms with wJiich he was famil-

iar ; and, since "harps" are mentioned three times in Revcla-

*2Cor. 1, 3: xi, 31 ; Eph. j, 3.

t Rev. 1, G : iv. n : v, 1-', 13 ; xi, 13 ; .xiv, 7 ; xvl. 9 ; six, 1.

% Eph. V, 19 ; Col. ill, IG. g 1 Cor. xiv, 2G.
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tion,* we may infer that tlieir use was not unknown in tlie

eerviees of the Cluirdi near the close of the first century.

Mneli alike in their nature and closely connected in the serv-

ice were the songs of praise and the prayers. Both alike were

of the nature of giving thanks and ascribing praise, outbursts of

pure devotion. When Paul and Silas Jiad been beaten and

cast into prison, with their feet made fast in the stocks, they

lield a midnight prayer and praise meeting. On that occasion

we would not suppose their surroundings wqyq very favorable

for following any order of service ; but that meeting did follow

an order with which they were familiar. A feature of the

service Avas the familiar alternation of prayer and song.f

There are several passages in the !I^ew Testament wliich

seem to indicate that the early Christians exercised consider-

able freedom in the conduct of their meetings. The preacher

sometimes occupied considerable time with his address. At
Troas Paul preached until midnight- Sometimes the meet-

ings, to use a familiar expression, were " tlirown open for

testimony." At such times everyone was free to speak.

While everyone is asked to bear testimony it will be more edi-

fying to the Church if the speaker can speak in a language

understood by all. There is no law against giving your testi-

mony in a foreign language, however ; such a one speaks to God
and is proiited, but all cannot understand and are not spirit-

ually built up. " Seek that ye may excel to the edifying of

the church." Let there not be too many on the lloor at once,

lest confusion arise. " Let all things be done decently and in

order." It is very difficult to determine what may be the

further progress of the meeting at this point. The elements

having been prepared beforehand, they may celebrate the

sacrament of the Lord's Supper. In that case the " uidearncd "

and " unbaptizcd" will retire. If there were those desiring to

be baptized, that was attended to before the eucharist, in order

that the new candidate might remain and participate. Before

the " meeting broke up" they all encouraged each other and

covenanted themselves to remain faithful to their belief and

obedient to the civil laws, exchanged a word of blessing, and

gave the holy kiss. Finally, the leader dismissed the congrega-

tion with a benediction much like the opening salutation of

• Kev. V, 8 ; xiv, 2 ; xv, 2. t Acts xvl, 25.
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grace. The standard formula may be found in full in 2 Cor,

xiii, 14 :
" The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of

God, and the communion of the Holy Gliost, be with you all.

Amen."
We must not suppose that the early Church neglected to tal:c

up a collection, but it did not form a part of the order of serv-

ice. That was, like their almsgiving, attended to privately by

those selected to look after such work.* Some emphasis was

placed upon giving.f

Upon this whole subject of ritualism St. James must be al-

lowed to speak. As Almoni Peloni has pointed out in the

Expositor^X what James has to say on this subject turns upon

tlie translation of a single word. This word, dpjpKeia, is trans-

lated " religion." It refers only to the outward forms of re-

ligion. A better rendering of the verse would read :
" Pure

ritualism and undeliled before our God and Father is this, to

visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction, and to keep

himself unspotted from the world." There is a passage in St.

Paul's Second Epistle to Timothy which also gives us oppor-

tunity for wide conjecture as to its meaning. "The founda-

tion of God staudeth sure, having this seal. The Lord knoweth

them that are his. And, Let everyone that nametli tlie name
of Christ depart from iniquity." What was it ? Was it a part

of the ceremony connected with the dedication of a church, or

the reception into the church of a new member ? Was it an

inscription from a medal worn by the Christians, after the

manner of the present-day Epworth League badges? Wc
should like to claim it as a part of the early liturgy, but we cau-

not say where it belonged.

It is not always a misfortune to be detained from church.

Toward the close of the first century A. D., St. John was de-

prived, through persecution, of the services of the Lord's

house ; but he leads us vrithin the gates of heaven to witness

and participate in a divine service. Weizsacher, in his Apostolic

A(/e, § speaking of the Apocalypse, says, " It presents us with

pictures of a meeting and divine service in heaven, and these

are conceived as typical ; but the delineation without doubt

followed the actual proceedings in the Church on earth. . . .

* Acts vl, 1-6. + 1 Cor. ix, 11,14; Gal. vi, C ; 1 Tim. V. 13.

Second series, vol. v, p. 409. § Vol. il, p. 247.
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What lie there saw in a series of acts is therefore at any rate

siK'^estive of what usually occurred in the actual meetings of

the Churcli." There remains for us then simply to point out

the liturgical cliaractcr of what St. John affirms was said and

done. This can be readily seen by an examination of a few

passages.

Beneath the Hebrew imagery are the outlines of the Chris-

tian worship. The four beasts incessantly cry, " Koly, holy,

holy, is the Lord God, the Almighty, which was and which is

and which is to come."* iSText the four and twenty elders fall

down and worship the ever-living God, and casting their

crowns before the throne say : " Worthy art thou, our Lord and

our God, to receive the glory and the honor and the po^s•er : for

thou didst create all things, and because of thy will they were,

and were created." When the Lamb had taken the book to

read, the choir, consisting of four cherubs and four and twenty

elders, begin to sing a new song :
" Worthy art thou to take the

book, and to open iho seals thereof : for thou wast slain, and

didst purchase unto God with thy blood men of every tribe,

and tongue, and people, and nation, and madest them to be

unto our God a kingdom and priests ;
and they reign upon the

earth." f The whoie congregation innumerable responds with :

" Worthy is the Lamb that hath been slain to receive the

power, and riches, and wisdom, and might, and honor, and

glory, and blessing." The great chorus reaches the earth and

all creations join in it,
<' Unto him that sitteth on the throne,

and unto the Lamb, be the blessing, and the honor, and

the glory, and the dominion, for ever and ever." A great

throng out of every nationality under the sun, clad in white

robes, ci-y with a great voice : "Salvation unto our God which

sitteth on the throne, and unto the Lamb."^ And the angels

this time fall on their faces and worship, saying :
'• Amen : Bless-

ing, and glory, and wisdom, and thanksgiving, and honor, and

power, and might, be unto our God for ever and ever. Amen."

Rev. iv, 8 (R. v.). + Rev. v. 9, 10. t Rev. vil, 10.

/ <» jfisLjf C^^A^^

^
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Art. IX.—language AS A FINE ART.

Man is the master of many arts, because he is a being of

splendid powers. His manifold life finds expression in mani-

fold art. Language is the supreme art. In it the spiritual life

of man finds completest expression. Tlie range of expression

through painting, statuary, and music is very limited ; but

language is tlie universal interpreter of the soul. That which

Las been so powerfully represented to us through painting and

statuary was first and more adequately represented througli

literatui-e. Tlie masterpieces of art are but fragmentary re-

productions of Homer, Dante, Milton, and Matthew. Superb

pieces of workmanship they are ; but we could spare them all

better than we could s])are a few pages from the immortal

books which inspired thcni. The forms of nature and the

deeds of man are susceptible of representation tlirough art
;

but books are galleries in which the inmost life of the soul is

set before us. The great epics, dramas, orations, histories,

treatises upon science and philosophy are the masterpieces of

art, in wliich human genius has found its most influential and

inspiring embodiment.

Literature may be classified broadly as prose and poetry. If

we distinguish between them with sole reference to tlie art

of expression we observe that in prose words are used with

primary, if not exclusive, regard to the clear expression of

thought, while in poetry they are marshaled also with refer-

ence to their ingratiating effect upon the ear. The best prose

writers succeed in giving to their composition sonie of the

phonetic graces of poetry; but the poet utilizes the musical

element in Innguage to the fullest extent compatible witli the

clear expression of thought. It follows from this distinction

between prose and poetry that prose is best adapted to conver-

sation, business, and philosophy. Poetry is inconsistent with

the energy which impels men and the accuracy which thoy re-

quire when language is used for these purposes. In mart.

forum, and council the ear heeds not the mellifluous phra-r.

and periphrastic speech is weak and aggravating. But in the

intervals of business, in the domestic or social circle, or in so-l'-

tude, we liavc time for the play and rapture of our sensibilitioH.
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Then wc turn to picture, song, and story. And the poet brings

us picture, song, and storj all in one. The words which tell

the story fling at the same time their sweet vibrations on the

ear. They set to their own music the story -which they tell.

They mingle their own phonetic enchantment with the pleasing

emotions which they kindle and the golden fancies which they

suggest. Poetry, therefore, sustains to prose some such relation

as pictures, statues, and music sustain to the more common and

useful arts.

It may be well to note, in passing, a distinction between

poetry and prose, as to their contents, or subject-matter.

Poetry is, in general, the language of the imagination and the

sensibilities. It utters the same sentiments and addresses the

satne faculties as music and painting. We feel that the ex-

quisite verbal dress which the poet gives to his conceptions is

ill suited to the subject-matter whose ordinary garb is prose.

We may have the form of poetry without the spirit and power

of it. On the other hand, we may have poetic sentiments in

coarse and awkward prose. But poetic feeling tends by a pro-

found instinct to utter itself in flowing, rhythmical language.

As the body of the singer sways in her ecstasy, as the passionate

speaker tends to singsong, as the best orators become un-

consciously rhythmical and sonorous in their climaxes, so the

prose writer in his most exalted moods puts much of the grace

and beauty of poetry into his prose.

Assuming now that the writer knows just what to say, let

us observe what is necessary to make his composition excellent.

He must be able first to use such words as will deliver his

thouglit with clearness. This is tlic first requisite of good

writing. If, furthermore, he can so order his words that sound

will be fitted to sense, and utterance be made easy to the tongue

and pleasing to the ear, it will be a distinct addition to the

charm of his composition. The prose M'riter may accomplish

this by skillful phrasing, by such construction and arrangement

of clauses that cadences will come at regular intervals, by

pleasing successions and groupings of vowels and consonants.

To all the elements of grace and strength in prose composition

the poet adds more perfect rhythm and rhyme. It is apparent

that the difliculties of composition increase when we add to the

clear expression of thought, which constitutes good prose, the
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pLonetic graces essential to poetry. The writer must be a con-

samiiiate artist if lie do not sometimes sacrilice music to sense,

or sense to music. But language which really succeeds in

uttering clearly the )nost masterful thinking, the deepest, tcn-

derest sensibilities, the mightiest, divinest passions of the soul,

and at the same time lays the spell of music on the ear, is

poetry of the highest order. In such poeti-y language becomes

not onh' a fine art, but the finest of all fine arts.

Sometimes, -when the verbal expression ^\•hich a poet has

gi%'en to his conceptions is not the most perfect, the seiitimcnit

which it embodies is so true and noble that the uttei'ance be-

comes immortal. And sometimes the musician has come to the

aid of the poet, and has set his M'ords to music tliat has wafted

them around the world. The j)oems "Home, Sweet Home,"
by John Howard Payne, and " Nearer my Home," by Phoilje

Gary, arc both faulty in their rhythm ; but both are very tender

and beautiful, while their loss, if there be any, through faulty

rhythm is compensated by a delicate, charming alliteration ; and

the musical composers have set both of them to most ingratia-

ting melodies.

In \aew of the difficulties of poetical composition we might

presume that no veiy excellent poetry would appear in the

early stages of a people's literary development. The fact is,

liowever, that the early masterpieces of a people's literature

are more likely to be poetry than prose. Homer, wliose gi-eat

epic is the masterpiece of Greek poetry, antedates by hundreds

of years Plato, Pericles, Xenophon, Herodotus, in whose

Avritings Greek prose came to perfection. Latin poetry reached

high-water mark in A^rgil, who was the contemporary of

Caesar and Cicero, the first great writers of Latin prose. Turn-

ing to Sanskrit, the literature of the ancient Hindus, we find,

first and best, the Yedic hymns. Early in the classic period

whicli followed the Vedic came the two great national epics,

the Pamayana and the Mahabharata, having about twice the bulk

of the" Iliad " and " Odyssey" combined. Among the writings

of the Hebrews we find nothing that, as literature, can be con-

sidered so excellent and ancient as the Davidic psalms and the

drama of Job. Among English writers before the close of the

sixteenth century we find no prose of such merit and lasting

popularity as the poetry of Chaucer, Spenser, and Shakespeare.
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In the roll of prose writers, up to the close of the seventeenth

century, there are many honored names, but Shakespeare and

Milton tower above all others in literary greatness. Xot only

so, but we have liad no poets since who are, in jDopular estima-

tion, their equals. The name of Dante, wlio appeared in the

flush of the Jicnaissance, is still the greatest name in modern

Italian literature.

How shall we account for this early maturity and excellence

of poetry as compared with prose ? First, by the fact that

we require in prose an accuracy and fullness of knowledge

which we do not seek in poetry. On this account the prose of

one age is likely to be superseded by that of a subsequent and

wiser age. Poetry needs not to be accurate, iji the narrow sense

required of prose. Homer does not lose his high place in hu-

man regard because his tales are unbelieved and unbelievable.

Great books on science, philosophy, history, may be laid aside

because better books will be written as the world grows wiser;

but Shakespeare cares not for any impeachment of the accu-

racy of his historical delineations. Since his time the world

lias altered its opinion of some of the characters that figured

in his dramas, but the spell of his mighty genius lies unbroken

still on every shore where the English language is spoken. "We

may thus explain tlie fading fame of the great prose writers,

wliile their poet contemporaries lose none of their luster with

passing years.

But why docs poetry in the dawn of civilization advance by

such rapid strides to the very highest excellence ? Because it

is preeminently the language of the imagination and the sensi-

bilities, and these are more influential in the infancy of civili-

zation than in its maturity. ISlen are more like children then.

The fiction, the passion, and the enthusiasm of poetry appeal to

them powerfully. Even its phonetic element lias a charm for

them that is irresistible. The nursery rhymes which we teacli

our children are commended to them no less by their cadence

and jingle than by the appeal which the nursery tale makes to

their fancy. The old rhyming chroniclers made the prosiest

matter poetical enough for their readers by their cadences, allit-

eration, and rhyme. The farther we go back toward the begin-

nings of civilization the more influential do we find the element

of sound in language, compared with the sense and substance of
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it. The poet is not simply a teller of stories, a delineator of

passions, a painter of golden fancies ; he is a musical artist.

His is genius of the highest sort, lie so marshals the words

which express his thought as to charm the ear with the music

of human speech, simply and plainly spoken. As soon, there-

fore, as the language of a people becomes full and rich enough

for poetical uses, a very rapid development of poetry may be

expected, while yet the people who speak the language have the

richness of fancy, the enthusiasm, passion, wonder, and suscep-

tibility to verbal music which characterizes the early stages of

civilization. When civilization has advanced out of the dawn

into the broad, clear day of knowledge, it is impossible to du-

plicate those great epics in which the national spirit and poetic

genius of a youthful people found glorious expression. Xo man
living in the golden time of Plato could have written in the vein

and power of the " Iliad." Xo man in or after the xVugustan age

could have written the " JEneid." In order to write the " Divine

Comedy" Dante nmst have lived when he did, in the glow of

the Italian Benaissancc, with the pulse and passion of a reviv-

ing civilization in his veins, before the people's faith in mediaeval

theology had been broken. The writing of such a poem as the

" Paradise Lost " would not now be possible even to the genius of

a Milton, for none but a man steeped in Milton's scholasticism

and theology could put such intense color, such august forms, and

such captivating realism into the creations of his genius. The
imagination even of a great poet is less creative than is often

supposed. In every age the ai-t, music, fiction, and poetry in

which man's most creative faculties find expression are, in their

great outlines, but the reflection of his real thought and life.

The robust faith, of Milton, even in the sensuous details of Puri-

tan theology, was requisite to guide and sustain his imagination

in its flight across the awful abysses which it traversed. The

skepticism which such a mind would now have to confess touch-

ing things then believed would have clipped the broad vans of

his fancy and rendered impossible that '' advcnt'roussong " that

was to soar, with no middle flight, " above tli' Aonian mount."

while it pursued "things unattempted yet, in prose or rhyme.*

Nor could Homer have written the ''' Iliad " in those days when

the intellect of the Greek was ripened at the ex])cnse of his

sensibility and the people's faith in the gods and their ancestral
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traditions was broken. The '•' Iliad " probably reflects the religion

of the ancient Greeks, as " Paradise Lost " reflects the religion of

the seventeenth century Puritans. The former poem must liave

been produced, as to its elements at least, m those early days

when the deities who feasted on Olympus and mixed with men

were verities to the people's faith, and the forms of their

mighty ancestors moved like demigods in the gray and misty

morn of history.

AVe have tried to show why the great epics must be among the

early products of civilization. It does not follow, however, that

poetry in other forms may not become more excellent as civil-

ization advances. In the progress of a people their language

may become a more perfect medium of poetical expression.

Two processes go forward simultaneously in the living language

of a progressive people, one altering the significance of existing

words and creating new words, the other affecting the structure

of the words themselves with reference to easier pronunciation

and more pleasing sounds. Those who have had a painful

experience tracing Greek, Hebrew, Latin, and Sanskrit roots

through the ramifications of declension and conjugation and all

the nTctamorphoses of their history, may comfort themselves

with the reflection that by these tortuous ways language comes

to adequacy as a means of expression, and speech becomes easy

to the tongue and melodious to the ear. We believe that the

English tongue becomes constantly richer in the elements of

poelic expression. If Milton were living now he could not

write so grand an epic as the " Paradise Lost ;

" but possibly he

might give to his other poetry a lyric sweetness that was not

possible two hundred and fifty years ago. Shakespeare is, by

common consent, our greatest poet. To him we concede a

dramatic genius unparalleled, a spontaneity and wealth of

expression unsurpassed. He is the ''' myriad-minded " and

unfathomable man. We read him with the feeling that his

sublime utterances are the profusions of a genius that is artless

• and inexhaustible. When we try to explain him we think of

divine providence and inspiration. But it is to be doubted

whether he had that fine instinct for verbal music whidi ]\[ilton

had, and we suspect that the English of Milton's time was a

little less perfect instrument than it was when it responded to

the touch of Tennyson. xVn original genius disciplined by

C2—^FIFTU SERIES, VOL. XII.
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infinite toil gave to Tennyson a mastery of English for poetic

uses seldom if ever equaled. "Words come at his call like wliis-

pering fairies to chant his dainty fancies, or like thronging birds

to warble his thought ; or they marshal themselves in stately

platoons that volley and thunder, as in his terrific description of

the charge of Ealaklava. Ko poet seems to us more skillful in

fitting his -svords at the same time to his own thought and to

the reader's ear. We think, too, that Christian philosophy and

sentiment, the deep musings, the lofty aspirations, and tragic

perplexities of the soul find as complete and exquisite expression

in Tennyson as in any other poet. Shelley touches the cliords

of our English lyre witli a dainty finger. Tlie stormy soul of

Byron, so sensitive to the sublimity of nature and the allusive-

ness and tragedy of human life, has fiung the conceptions of a

mighty but profligate genius into words that speak to the ear as

the landscape speaks to the eye, words that fit the poet's pui--

pose as the sea fits the shore. Wonderful are the cadences of

Longfellow—poet of the heart and hearth and home, poet for

the sad and weary hour, poet sweet and chaste, pensive and

tender—who gives to our common household words a lutelike

sweetness in his humble tales and holy psalms.

But poetry, finest of all fine arts, forever fails to realize the

artist's ideal. Well does the poet, contemplating the inadequacy

of his art, exclaim :

I wonder if ever a song was sung,

But tbe singer's heart sang sweeter

;

I wonder if ever a rhyme was rung,

But the thought surpassed the meter

;

I wonder if ever a sculptor wrought,

Till the cold stone echoed his ardent thought,

Or if ever a painter with light and shade,

The dream of his inmost heart portrayed.

No real poet ever wove in numbers

All his dream ; but the diviner part.

Hidden from all the world, spoke to him only,

In the voiceless silence of the heart.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

AVe invite tlie notice of our readers to the reply made by the

Utah Mission to the article on the Mormon Problem which ap-

peared in our September number. Our desire is to give i:)romi-

ncnce to that reply, and this Ave do by calling attention to it. It

appears in the " Arena " of this number because, being the rcjjort

of a committee, it "was not in such form as would fit it to appear

among the contributed articles.

DIPLOMATIC STORM CEKTERS.

It has not escaped attention that the " questions " disturbing

the diplomacy of the great nations all relate to the countries of

low civilization. The whole world is troubled by the conditions

existing in the least advanced. These conditions are summed up

in the words weakness and dependence.

Venezuela has a boundary dispute with Great Britain, and de-

pends on the United States to secure what Venezuela considers a

just settlement of the questions at issue. In Cuba a rebellion

against Spanish rule looks to us for recognition and substantial

assistance. In South Africa the Boer republic of the Transvaal

is seeking German support as a defense against the British fili-

busters of the Chartered Company. In North Africa a power-

less Egypt is the bone of contention which strains the relations of

France and England. Over the Red Sea Italy is at war with an

African princclet. In the far East the relations of Russia,

France, and England are in danger of disturbance through the

claims and ambitions of these nations over half the population of

Asia living in China and India, and in adjacent smaller countries

like Persia and Afghanistan.

The storm center is thus seen to be the relations of the strong

to the weak. What is to be the end of these disputes and con-

flicts? The reader of history observes that they are not new
in kind. All through the eighteenth century England, Spain, and
France contended with each other for supremacy on this continent.
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That contest ended before 1820 through the rise of American
nations able to resist and repel England and Spain, Franco havini;

retired from the Held. Will the present struggles for dominion
in Africa and Asia be ended by the rise of strong powers in those

lands ?

The Cuban and Venezuelan questions are remnants from cia:hl-

eenth century conllicts ; and, distressing as they are, they cannoi

probably liavc large consequences. But in Africa or Asia some
great European power may yet find a grave. In South Africa

there seems a chance that a strong nation may arise; but it will

have to be a composite of Boer and English blood and usage, ami

that appears impossible. Nowhere else is a new nation rising io

greatness yet visible unless we can conceive of an extension of

Japanese dominion.

To the student of history the situation is too complicated, en-

tangled, and perplexed to justify a hope that by ordinary means,

by a normal evolution, without any catastrophe, these large areas

of weak humanity may cease to be fields of strife. But to a

Christian philanthropist the situation suggests both a duty au'l a

hope. A struggle to end in the survival of the fittest—blotting

out, perhaps, some great nation from the map of Europe—can be

averted by the combined efforts of Christian men all over the

earth. A strong effort of peace societies, prefaced by careful and

complete study of the facts, may bring about a settlement upon

lines consistent with the welfare of the vast native populations of

two great continents.

The philanthropist will find more help than he dreams of in tlie

calculating man of business who for some time past has been

suflering disasters in swift succession from Venezuelan, Cuban,

Egyptian, and South African "questions." This cold and emo-

tionless man has found out that there is such a thing as the soli-

darity of humanity—that when one suffers all suffer—and a \>\<c

use of his discovery by philanthropists may prevail over the tem-

porizing instincts of sliortsighted statesmen.
^

THE BIBLE AS A STRAIN OF MUSIC.

The masters of " Ethical Culture " are explaining to their dis-

ciples how it is possible for advanced progressives like themselves

to utilize what is permanently valuable in Christianity. Eihical

culture winging its way over all fields to find lioney for its hive is

willing to suck sweetness even from the Rose of Sharon and the
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Lily of the Valley, which, it acknowledges, still hold some drops

of nectar for the bitter needs of hungry souls. The romantic

picture of Christ is so amiable and gracious a figure that the

aforesaid masters Avould fain find an excuse for continuing to

give it place somewhere upon their walls ;
and besides theie seems

to be something in the great common human heart which is reluc-

tant to part with Jesus of Nazareth; in deference to which " some-

thing" it is perhaps wise for them to retain him in some capacity,

])rovided they can justify themselves in so doing before the

august bar of enlightened reason and modern culture. It is also

acknowledged that the Scriptures, popularly called hoi}-, and

hitherto supposed to have been given by inspiration of God, con-

tain some golden grains which make them somewhat too precious

to be cast as rubbish in the void ; and it ought to be possible to

turn them still to some good account, to make them " profitable,"

not, of course, as Paul imagined, *' for doctrine, for reproof, for

correction, for instruction in righteousness," much less for making

men " wise unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus,"

but perhaps for some sort of stimulation or soothing, for kin-

dling pure emotions and high imaginings, for impressing us with

. that sublimity which some one says is Hebrew by birth.

And so the question is under discussion in certain circles how

one can get the good out of Christianity without being a Chris-

tian ; what sort of salvation one who disbelieves in Christ can

derive from him ; and especially what use a man who rejects the

Christian Scriptures or denies their authority can make of them.

In pursuance of this inquiry the ethical culturists suggest that the

clearest, widest, and wisest usefulness of the Bible in the future

will be considerably like that of music. Concerning a piece of

music, whether a sonata or a fugue, a dirge, a waltz, or a march,

no one thinks of asking. Is it true ? Its function is not to convey

truth or impart knowledge. To report facts is all aside from its

purpose. It neither aftirms nor denies anything. Its effect is to

play upon the nervous sensibilities, arouse the sense of harmony

and rhythm, send little thrills up and down the spine, flush the

lachrymal ducts, induce moods, and excite emotions pleasurable

or pathetic, tender or sublime, conveying to the mind nothing

more definite than vague suggestions, presenting nothing more

real than visions of the imagination. The proposition is to utilize

the Bible in inuch the same fashion and for similar effects. This

liberating, labor-saving, and sybaritic scheme seems dear to its

clever orimuators and has fascinations for the aesthetic tempera-
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ment. Their idea is that the best way to make the Bible service-

able for moral elevation and spiritual purification is to refrain

from asking anytliing about actual events, supernatural manifes-

tations, divine revelations, or Christian evidences.

It is evident that if we can agree, as is proposed, to regard all

scriptures, the sacred books of all peoples, including our Bible,

as we regard a musical composition, an instrumental potpourri,

or vocal medley, using them accordingly for sentimental and

emotional effects, we will be relieved of the necessity of inquiring

as to the truth or falseness of anything therein contained, and no

one will be at liberty to press upon our attention troublesome

questions of historicity, authenticity, integrity, authority. From
such a standpoint such questions will seem so irrelevant and un-

necessary that we cannot be expected to spend time and labor in

trying to settle them ; nor will we need, in reading the Scriptures,

to feel bound to accept, believe, conform, or obey as in the pres-

ence of something didactic, dogmatic, obligatory, imperative.

The proposition of our ethical friends seems born of a humane

and commendable desire to save our Bible from impending nocu-

ous desuetude, and to furnish us with a prudent provision against

the time when M'e shall perceive, as their superior intelligence

already does, that divine revelation must take its place in the

category of refined and admirable human productions along with

poetry, painting, romance, sculpture, and music, descending to a

utility like theirs. This attempt, which on their side is a well-

meant endeavor to prolong the usefulness of the documents of a

discredited faith, is to the evangelical thinker almost superfluou-^

and absurd enough to have for the alienist a mild pathologic in-

terest. In it thoughtful men are gravely pointing out how the

indestructible may be preserved.

In order to give some impression of the intellectual quality ot

the pages which set forth the feasibilit}" of treating the Scripturt-^

as a piece of music enijjty of categorical truth and definite reality

—in order that the degree of logical solidity and pliilosophic

coherence, the amount of clear seeing and straight thinking in

those pages ma}' be fairly estimated—we quote from a cunuMit

" ethical " authority. He says in substance and almost verbatim :

"Wheu reading the story of Christ's Hfe and tlie accounts of his wonderful tcmh-

ings I do not feel that I must try to believe it all. Whether the life was real or un-

real, whether the Chrisiian records are trustworthy or untrustwortliy—all this is of

minor importance and quite aside from the main point. As I turn the leaves of

those Scriptures an Image rises before nie of an ideal which men have admired ai'.d
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revered and which thev have wanted to reproduce in their own lives. The stones of

the saints and martvrs no longer come before me as mere creations of fancy or super-

tition What took place on the outside may be disputed. But the efforts which

lucli men have made to be lilie their Master and obey his precepts are tremendously

si-'uificant. TJiere we have unqnestlvncd reality.

Will Bome "ethical" person kindly tell us how the ^vritteu

records which give us "the stories of the saints and martyrs "are

known to he any more trustworthy than those which give us the

history of the personal Jesus, and how " the stories of the saints

and martyrs" are saved from appearing "as mere creations of

fancy or superstition," when, over the fire-tested pages of the

New Testament wherein evangelists and apostles witness in down-

right and explicit terms to absolutely matter-of-fact events, the

i^faster, whom the saints and martyrs worshiped, imitated, and

obeyed, is rec^arded as onlv the " Image of an ideal " like Hamlet,

or Jean Yaljean, or Sir Galahad of the Arthurian legend? If

criticism, literary or historic, lower or higher, were turned loose

upon "the stories of the saints and martyrs" is there any reason

to suppose thev could abide any such searching tests as those

which, thoucrh "applied often by hostile hands, have resulted in

establishing°the trustworthiness of the Christian gospels and

epistles? Few of them would fare as well as did the history of

Napoleon Bonaparte under the historic doubts of Archbishop

Whately. A most peculiar statement indeed it seems for a man

who declines to accept the reality of the recorded life of Jesus to

say that in the efforts of saints and martyrs " to be like their Mas-

ter and obev his precepts" we ''have unquestioned reality.

'

In the next' sentence he refers undoubtingly to St. Francis of

Assisi, and savs, " We are fascinated in seeing how he tried to make

the Je'sus he believed in an example for his own life." We would

really like to know what ground anyone can sec for thinking Sab-

atier's Life of Francis of Assisi more reliably historic than is the

life of Jesus Christ as given in fourfold narration by iNIatthew,

Mark, Luke, and John. It is implied in the passage quoted that

we have more certain knowledge of the agonizings of " the saints

and martvrs " after Christlikeness than we have of the agony m

Gethsemane and the crucifixion on Calvary. It is conhdently

asserted that, in the aspirings and spiritual strivings of saints and

martvrs " we have nnquestioned reality." Were we m debate

we would, just for the sake of putting this "ethical" gentleman

to his proofs, challenge the reality of his " saints and martyrs

and their alleged efforts, in order that we might see by what evi-
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even larger satisfaction, aud am more than ever kindled in my aspirations when

reading some of the writings of such men as Jeremy Taylor or John Henry New-

man. Formerly I was constantly led to think how much I disagreed with such

writings : but now it is the other way, and I keep thinking how much 1 am in sym-

pathy with them. As lung as we have to dispute about points of philosophy or the

facts of history the disagreement will have no end. But when we come down to

the issue, what our hearts hunger and crave for, then we draw close together. We
who may be dubious about historic records . . . will nevertheless be equally anxious

to see this ideal type of character more and more reproduced in ourselves.

The ethical culturist, though a rationalist, is unM'illing to be

called an agnostic, and is certainly no scofter. To the bottom of

his depth he is an earnest man, cherishing the ideals and ethics

of religion, measurably reverent toward Christ, and uuAHlling to

dispense with Christianity in bulk and altogether, apparently

feeling toward it much as Matthew Arnold did toward tlio Chris-

tian Scriptures when he wrote in Literature and Dogma:

To the Bible men will return because they cannot do without it ; because happi-

ness is our being's end aud aim, and happiness belongs to righteousness, and

righteousness is revealed in tlie Bible. For this simple reason men will return to

the Bible, just as a man who tried to give up food, thinkiug it was a vain thing and

that he could do without it, would return to food ; or a man who tried to give up

sleep, thinking it was a vain thing and he could do without it, would return to sleep.

It is commendable in our "ethical" friends that they do not

entirely discard Jesus Christ; they are endeavoring to find what

good use they can consistently make of him. Their writings

seem confusedly to assume him sometimes to be an actual char-

acter, a real person, and sometimes only an ideal; but in either

view they say he was incomplete. The ethical ideal, which " was

only vaguely or dimly outlined in the Christ picture," is now,

they promise us, to be completed and clothed "in more realistic

form;" and this well-dressed, new, and perfect ideal is the con-

summate " offspring of the universal human heart," now offered

to us as a superior substitute for the Yv^ord made flesh, the ever-

lasting Son of the Father. For one thing they regret that the

Christ portrayed in the Xew Testament was not aggressive

enough, lacked " the determined will and venturesome mind."

His purity of spirit, his meekness and lowliness of heart were

very lovely, but there was not in him, they think, "the bold,

resolute, energetic will, pushing ahead to change the course of

events and to alter tlie trend of histor}-." And this they say of

Him whom Schelling calls "the turning point in the world's his-

tory," who in three little centuries, without swords or ships,

allies or armies, subdued tlie Roman empire to his sway, making
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the emperor Julian crj, "O Galilean, thou hast conquered!" this

they say of Hiui who was "holiest among the mighty, and mightiest

among the holy, who lifted with his pierced hands empires off

their hinges, turned the stream of centuries out of its channel, and

still governs the ages."

John Stuart Mill thought the most valuable part of Christianity's

salutary effect on character to be available even to the absolute

unbeliever; and it is now being definitely explained from "ethi-

cal " platforms how the unbeliever may obtain that salutary eflect.

The plan is to use Christ as an (incomplete) ethical ideal, and to

listen to the Scriptures as to a strain of music, which may move

us, influence us, induce certain moods in us, without our enter-

taining intrusive and pestering questions about truth, reality, or

historicity. It is recommended that each of us make a Bible for

himself, beginning by going through the Christian Scriptures and

selecting the passages that suit us best, judging from the way any

passage affects us whether it is advisable to include it in our

compilation. One "will seldom know positively at the first

reading whether ain^hing should belong to his sacred scriptures.

He has to wait and see how it affects him on second or third

perusal, what moods it awakens." " I do not see, for instance,"

says our ethical instructor, " how any human being, no matter

what his religion or philosophy, can help being inspii-ed by parts

of the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah. Say over to yourself the

words

:

" 'He was wounded for our transgressions, be was bruised for our iniquities. Ail

we like sheep have gone astray ; we have wandered each in his own way and on him

was laid the iniquity of us all. Ho was despised and rejected of men ; a man of

sorrows, and acquainted with grief. As one from wliom men hide their faces, he

was despised, and we esteemed him not. lie was oppressed and afllicted, yet he opened

not his mouth. As alamb that is led to the slaughter, or as a sheep that before her

shearers is dumb, so he opened not his mouth. Truly he hath borne our griefs and

canied our sorrows ; the chastisement of our peace was upon him, and with hi?

stripes we are healed.'

" One can repeat that every few days all his life," says the

"ethical" teacher, "and never tire of it. We can see why. It

puts one into a certain mood. It starts the soul into life. One

begins to think of all the vicarious suft'ering in the -world, how

men have to bear each other's burdens and one man endure tli'-

penalty for the sins of another. We think of the whole ])a.st of

the human race and what liud to be undergone in order that we

might be where we are at tlie present day. There is something im-

ntterably sad and yet sublime about it. "We see all mankind uii'h«*
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tliislaw of vicarious suffering and draw nearer than ever before to

our great human brotherhood." Such, it seems, are the benefits

obtainable from I.saiali's Avonderful cha])ter, apart from all belief

or disbelief: no thought of the Messiah, no asking who he is of

whom such things are written, no concern as to whether they are

true or false, or whether it was the Son of God Avho did and

suffered tliese things, or whether there was any virtue in his do-

ing and enduring, or any benefit flowing therefrom. Plain state-

ments of fact are dodged by meandering off into vague sentimen-

talities, dissipating definite meaning into diui generalities, and dis-

persing God's Messiah-Christ into " all mankind !
" It is the

opinion of the sapient thinkers whose suggestions we are consid-

ering that the Bible contains quite a goodly number of powerful

and impressive passages which, " if read as we listen to certain

kinds of music, will linger in the consciousness as a mood, and

leave a sort of afterglow." Take for another exam2)le the iift}'-

first Psalm; it is a work of art; its unity, its perfect harmony of

tone makes it a penitential symphony ; it would be a fitting prayer

indeed for a sinner (if there were such a thing as sin) to ofTcr to

an insulted and grieved God (if " ethical culture " permitted defi-

nite recognition of such a Being). As matters stand, this psalm

is well adapted to produce in the "ethical" mind those subdued

regrets and better aspirations Avhich make for moral dignity and

must surely tend toward nobleness. Or take the thirteenth chap-

ter of First Corinthians : how sweet and beautiful and grand !

Let a man just steep his mind in its fine sentiments, and see how
love!}', loving, and lovable he will become—in his moods ; at least

for a time and on eupeptic days when the barometer is high and

the wind sits in the favorable quarter.

It is conceded by our " ethical " friends that the Bible, in

parts, takes a high rank in mood-making, yet they say it is

palpably insufficient. For example, in order to construct a

moral symphony perfectly adapted to play us up into a superior

ethical mood it is necessary to balance the sayings of Christ

with the wisdom of the Stoics. Furthermore, your orchestra

of players for mood-producing music must not exclude Buddha,

who, going to Benares, said :
''' I go to beat the drum of the

immortal in the darkness of tl:is world." Alongside of " David's

harp of solemn sound" put Gotama Buddha's drum. And for

complete spiritual self-culture one should gather choice pas-

sages from many sources—whatever impresses hiiii as excel-

lent—from the opening chapters of tlie Buddhist canon, from the
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Greek tragedies, from Plato, Seneca, Epictetus, and Marcus

Aurelius, from Shakespeare and Marian Evans Cross and Enicr-

son ; including also the passage about the "Sanctuary of Sorrows"

from Sartor liesartifs, Wordsworth's lines about Tintern Abbey,

some lines from Shelley's "Adonais," some from Browning's

"Saul," one or two of Clough's poems, and possibly something;

great from Walt Whitman. What a liturgy might be compiled

from these sources! If our "ethical " brethren would print such a

service some nominally Christian Churches which reject the deity

of our Saviour, or belittle sin and atonement, regeneration anil

sanctificatiou, or think it desirable to garnish the Gospel willi

flowers from pagan gardens, might like to adopt it in their wor-

ship. If you will make up thus by a cosmopolitan eclecticism a

composite Bible, you will have a variously inspired volume, and

if you read it as you would listen to a strain of music, the ethical

culturist tells how it will affect you : "Its thoughts, its sayings,

will move you, thrill you, strengthen you, nerve you to tread the

pathway of your life; because it will seem much of the time as if

you were the being through which (sic) they were being spol^eii,

as if at that instant you were half divine." Thus ethical ecstasy

may be excited as patriotism is kindled in the Frenchman by the

" Marseillaise," and in the German by the "Watch on the Rliine."'

It is added that for some temperaments the best possible Bible

would be made up, not of literary extracts—words and sentences

—but exclusively of musical selections.

We envy no man his ability to enjoy the twenty-third Psalm

without reference to whether there is any shepherd or any housi>

of the Lord, and we count it a singular mind that can write :

"A book like 2Vie Imitation of Christ is a perfect gold mine of

inspiration, and can be read with enthusiasm even by thuse who

do not share the beliefs of Christianity." Such enjoyment ami

enthusiasm are the same as one experiences in reading a romance.

Real moral fiber cannot be so made. Indeed, the effect must ).".'

distinctly demoralizing. The scheme for getting the good out ot

Christianity without believing in it is a plan to better one's

ethical condition by playing tricks on oneself. If we shouM

admit it to be possible for a man to cherish the Image of beauti-

ful character, which is seen in the Xew Testament Christ, aii'l

which corresponds to a deep ethical ideal in the human soul, wlii:<'

disregarding the historic basis of Christianity and ignoring tli<'

question whether such a Clirist is or ever Avas
;
yet, with this (pic--

tion put aside, another equally serious question stands stuljlxjiiilyiii
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the foreground: How much good can a moral being hope to at-

tain by conscious self-fooling and make-believe ?

Was it the fault of a certain man who mused over a volume of

" ethical culture " before an open Adirondack tire that it oc-

curred to him while gazing into the flickering flames and bursting

sjtarks and crumbling coals that one form of possible usefulness

for the Scripture has not been included by our "ethical" neigh-

bors in their scheme ? At all events, the man, musing while the

fire burned, found himself wondering why they had not gone a

little farther and suggested that on a cold night one might get

some comfort out of Bibles by making a bonfire of them and sit-

ting in the light and warmth of their brief blaze. Surely, listen-

ing to the Bible as to mood-producing music is little above watch-

ing the blaze of logs and indulging in the pensive reveries which

its mysterious mesmeric influence induces. To ask the fireside

dreamer whether the lambent tongues of flame in the fireplace

tell the truth would not be much more absurd and idiotic than to

trouble the " ethical " reader of the Bible with a similar question

about its pages.

The proposition to use the sacred Scriptures for merely inspira-

tional purposes like music, excites in us emotions which contrast

strongly with tliose we derive from the Bible. We cannot help

Avondering that a platform which claims to stand for a superior

degree of culture sliould show so little philosophic seriousness and

mental penetration, so little of the hungry appetite, keen scent,

and patient pursuit of the cultivated intellect after exact and ul-

timate knowledge. As spectators of its intellectual action on the

field we see much fumbling, little sharp tackling and playing

straight for a goal. We miss in this culture the keen discern-

ment of the skilled thinker, neatly dissecting off and tossing

aside the irrelevant and unnecessary, cutting straight down to the

core and marrow of the matter. There is lack of intellectual

virility, seizing the subject with the firm grip of an energetic and

determined mind, and an easy-going mental indifterence v.liich

seems to assume tliat to knoAV is not a prime necessity for man's

happiness or welfare. It is surprising that persons assuming the

function of public instructors in this day evince so little of the

scientific temper and make so little use of the scientific method.

In this respect Christian lectureships and the Christian pulpit are

far in advance. The Christian student wants to know, demands

to know, and investigates by experiment to find and prove facts.

Christianity insists on facts, and has them ; it is the patron of tlie
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scientific method, the chief promoter of science, a few of wliost-

votaries sometimes vaunt themselves against it. Cliri.sLianitv

studies things above in the spirit of the astronomer who uses iu".<

telescope not so much for exciting in himself a passing emotion
of wonder and awe, as for finding out all ascertainable facts about
the heavenly bodies; and studies things below, including th-i

human state and the heart of man, as geologist and minerakv'ist
study the earth to leani what it is made of and how it is con-
structed. Christianity maintains laboratories of many kinds, and
the characteristic style of the Christian instructor to his students
is: "You are here to obtain by experimental, scientific methods
exact knowledge of the nature, effects, and uses of whatever sub-
stances you study ;

" while it is hardly caricature to say that the
consistent style of the professors whose teachings have provoked
this essay would be: "Students in this laboratory, do not insist

on knowledge. The most practical and certain use of these chem-
icals will be to excite in you by their colors and odors feelino-s of
pleasure or disgust." As to the relentless search of science, so

also to philosophy Christianity gives its approval, urging on its

tireless pursuit of reality out and up to the supreme and ultimate
SomeM'hat, bidding the philosopher sail all seas of thouc^ht

throughout the wide universe, and make soundings everywhere
until he touches deepest bottom and finds the Welt-Gnmd.

Again, we cannot help wondering that the proposition to mak-
a vague and vapory use of the Bible comes from an " ethical

"

source, since it seems to us deficient in moral earnestness and un-
worthy of persons professing to make a specialty of ethics. It i--

the business of ethical teaching to discriminate primarily between
right and Y>a-ong and coordinately between truth and falsehooJ.
It is immoral to make light of the importance of this distiuc-

tion. A live conscience pushes the question of truth and reality

ever to the front, and never consents to make believe something
is true. To put to the uses of fiction a book which claims to con-

tain eternal truth, and which as centuries roll is so accepted by
ever-increasing millions of the highly charactered and intelligent,

is ethically frivolous. In the presence of the most austere and
lofty standard of morals, commanding action and prescribinu'

duty, to content oneself with passive moods and indolent d;»y

dreams is ethical lotus-eating; and a moral life so fed is fiabby

and unsound—it is virtue in delirium. The conviction grows in

us that deep moral earnestness is not found apart from religion,

and that ethical culture cannot have real fighting force unless it
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stands on a positively religious basis. Tlie moral revolutions of

liistory have been brought to pass by men who had in their veins

the warm red blood of religious faith and the throb of strong

convictions; history, as we read it, says that the best moral

brawn and sinew Jieed not be looked for except in such men.

Furthermore the Bible is by its very nature unsusceptible of such

treatment. It is too solid and inflexible for such soft, feathery uses.

First of all it is largely a book of downright assertions, direct

declarations of fact about many things past and future, in earth

and in heaven—declarations in the presence of which the instinc-

tively natural and forever necessary question which every sound
mind must ask is, "Are these things so?" It is a matter-of-fact

book, reporting events and giving explicit accounts, affirming that

thus and thus real persons spoke, so and so real actors did, with

names and places, times and circumstances given, as literal and
exact as a mercantile inventory, and in a style as careful and
responsible as an affidavit or a deathbed deposition. To hold off

from it the question of true or false is impracticable. The pro-

posal to read such a book as one Avould listen to the inexplicit, un-

affirming song of a bird, or instrumentation of an orchestra, is

inane if not insane. As well instruct a jury in court to listen to

the testimony, not in order to obtain a clear conviction as to the

facts of the case and to render a true verdict, but with the idea

of inducing in themselves certain sentimental moods and tones of

feeling. The Bible purports to be a record of real happenings,

and the intelligence of the world no more thinks the Christian

history a fiction, nor the life of Christ a fable, than it believes the

physical universe to be a mirage. The same is true of all the

moral and spiritual realities which the inspired volume reveals or

refers to. Emotions and moods are inevitable, and may be highly

useful, but religion has more important uses than to produce them.

The Bible is sure to stimulate the imagination, but the supreme

function of that splendid faculty is not to beguile us with unsub-

stantial visions, but to make vivid to us divinely revealed and
certified realities. Of the imagination it has been as truly as

reverentl}'- said, that "its first and noblest use is to enable us to

bring sensibly to our sight the things which are recorded as be-

longing to our future state or invisibly surrounding us in this.

It is given us that we may imagine the cloud of witnesses in

heaven and earth as if they were present—the souls of the

righteous waiting for us ; that wc may conceive the great army
of the inhabitants of heaven and discover amons: them those
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whom we most desire to be with forever ; that we may be able to
vision forth the ministry of our God beside us, and see tlio
chariots of fire on the mountains that gird us round; but, above
all, to call np the scenes andfacts in which we are C07nmanded to
believe, and he lyrcsent, as if in the body, at every recorded event
of the history of the RedeemerP Because the Bible is a declara-
tion of facts and a revelation of realities it cannot be reduced to
the uses of fiction nor listened to with the same indifference to
truth as if it were a strain of music.

In the next place such use is at variance with the avowed pur-
pose and obvious stress of the Scriptures, which are bent not so
much on imparting fine sentiments and certainly cannot be con-
ceived as stopping there; the heaviest emphasis is on conduct
and service, endurances, obediences, activities, fruits. Toward
such concrete and positive results they push urgently on ; and
"Ye did it" or "Ye did it not" is the explanation and justifica-

tion of the final irreversible moral verdict.

Again the contents of the Bible are too solemn and august to
be so lightly dealt with. To treat the tremendous as if it were
trivial is grossly incongruous and improper. It shows an utter
lack of mental perspective, an absence of the sense of propoition.
Take, for example, such passages as these: "The wages of sin is

death; but the gift of God is eternal life;" "Therels one God,
one mediator also between God and men, himself man, Christ
Jesus; " "Jesus Christ by the grace of God tasted death for every
man;" "If any man sin, we have an advocate with tbe Father,
Jesus Christ the righteous: and he is the propitiation for our
sins: and not for ours only, but also for the sins of the whole
world;" "I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometli
unto the Father, but by me." How is it possible to listen to decla-

rations so transcendently significant, sacred, and momentous as to

an inarticulate and comparatively meaningless strain of music ?

Can a prisoner listen to his death warrant or his reprieve witljout.

asking, "Is it true, that I am to die?" or, "Is it so, that I am to

live?" The proposition tluis to treat the Holy Scriptures is a

piece of solemn trifling fit to go with ]Mirabeau's enormous and
irreverent frivolity when he said, "Let me die to the sound of

delicious music."

Once more, such an attitude of mind toward a book so awfa!
and majestic as the Bible is reckless audacity little short of defi-

ance; it is folly approaching madness. This commanding book-

speaks with the most authoritative tone ever heard bv ujan.
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Probably Wellington knew the sound of command when lie heard

it, and holding his ear against the Bible he said he heard the

sharp ring of marching orders, such as a man must obey or suffer

puriishnieJit. There are orders in it as peremptory and relentless

as Grant's "By the left ilank forward!" under which his army
went forward through seven days' slaughter in the bloody Wilder-
ness. The most imperative sentences ever framed are in its pages.

It claims to be the voice of the almighty ]\Iakcr and Judge of all.

Its commands are backed by threats of penalty which blaze and
thunder against disbelief and disobedience. Amoral law able to

enforce itself says, "Do this and live; refuse and die." If there

is any ground for this authoritativeness, any power behind these

commands, he who listens to them as to the rumble of stage

thunder does so at his peril. The moral pungency, incisiveness, and
grapple of many parts of Scripture make them as little like a strain

of music as can be imagined. To attempt, for example, to put
the Decalogue or the Sermon on the ^Mount to such a use is as

preposterous and hazardous as for a man to lie under the rattling

thunder, with heaven's live lightning stabbing the ground, and
expect to be tickled into a mood of tears or of laughter by the
prongs of its fiery pitchfork.

In the moralizings which this editorial criticises we see only
iridescent film stretched over vacancy. The mind hath bubbles
as the water hath, and these are of them. As we watch them
float away one impression left upon us is that, if obliged to

choose betAveen the pundits of a pagan faith and the promulga-
tors of a shallow antichristian unfaith, we would find it difficult

to prefer the latter; that Ave might have more patience with
Swami Saradananda, and Jehanghicr Dossabhoy Cola, and Kwan-
cho Shaku Soyen, and Swami Vivekananda, than with certain

utterances of our "ethical " professors.

W^hy then spend so many Avords on a foolish proposition ? For
one reason if no other, because it AA^arns us to Avatch lest we our-

selves inadvertently appear as practical disciples of such shalloAV

teachings and shoAv no deeper earnestness; lest Ave read the Holy
Scriptures Avith no more lasting result than a momentary solemnl-

"ation and wistfulness; or lest, Avorst of all, avc permit congrega-
tions to go out from under our preaching to the conflicts and
temptations of life and the final exigencies of death, no more im-

pressed, instructed, strengthened, or established than if they had
been listening to the " song of one that hath a pleasant voice and
can play Avell on an instrument."

G3—FIFl'II SEIilES, A'OL. XII.
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THE ARENA.

THE ilORMOX PROBLEil: A REPLY FROM THE UTAH MISSION.

[The Utah Mission at its annual session lield at Ogden, Utab, Seijtciii-

ber 10-14, 1S06, Bishop Yiuceut presiding, appointed a committee to con-

sider and make reply to the article by Rev. F. S. Beggs, in the Scptoii>-

ber number of this Review, entitled, "The Mormon Problem in tlie

"West." "We print the report as unanimously adopted by the Mission.

Au article from Dr. T. C. IlilY on the general subject is promised for u

later date, and will be awaited with interest.

—

Ed.]

In the article committed to our consideration the following statements

occur:

1. " The Churches are not reaching the Mormons."

2. "So far as converting the Mormons is concerned, money has beeir

largely wasted." " If two hundred real Mormons have been changed and

made into earnest evangelical Christians during that time [twenty-five

years, in which two millions of dollars have been poured into Utah] we

have not been able to discover them."

3. "A Presbyterian pastor who has labored for the past five years in

Utah is of opinion that not one hundred Mormons have been converted

into actual Christians."

4. "Why waste time, money, and labor in carrying on what many re-

gard as a religious crusade against a quiet, sober, religious, and industri-

ous people ?

"

5. "The time has come for the authorities of all evangelical Churches

to change their plans of missionary operation in Utah."

6. " Had the missionary money spent during the past twenty-five yeiirs

in supporting missionaries in uncongenial, unfruitful, and barren ticld>,

where very few Gentiles live, been put by the Methodist Episcopal

Church into a commanding college much greater results would now

appear."

In correction of these statements the committee would call attention

to the following facts

:

The Churches are here to reach all classes, and have never failed it)

their mission to the masses. Thousands of souls have been convcrteil,

many of whom are now centers of Christian influence and power in many

States and Territories of the republic and other parts of tiie world. '1 h'-'

value of this can never be fully estimated on earth. It must be n'mcm-

bered that there has always been a large floating population in Utah, and

that large numbers that have been reached and saved through the in-

strumentality of the Christian Churches and schools have gone from us

and make no showing for the work on the ground.

Again, the statement that Mormons are not reached is misleading. It
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is true great numbers are not brought into Christian Churches, and yet a

goodly number have been. A member of this committee received into

the church in one community forty persons, about thirty-five of whom
had been Mormons; and a number of these who were converted and who
united with our Church were afterward excommunicated from the iilor-

mon Church. Our minutes show that in one year there were one hun-

dred and sixty-seven accessions to our Church from ]\Iormon ranks. We
have a letter from a brother of another denomination stating that hun-

dreds of souls have been gathered by them into their Church, over four

Imndred of whom have been Mormons, and that over twenty of their

workers and teachers have in some way been connected with Slormouism,

The Christian schools have wrought a marvelous reformation throughout

the length and breadth of Utah. The high standard of the public

schools is one result of this part of the work.

There have been mighty influences at work in Utah for the last twenty-

five years, and a history of this work would be one of thrilling interest.

The field is acknowledged to be the hardest in the world, but mighty
victories for God and truth and education have been achieved; but for

these Christian influences Utah would not be as far advanced as she is to-

day. Great changes have taken place under the heroic toil and sacrifice

of devoted men and women of God.

As the committee can but briefly refer to these matters we recommend
that Dr. T. C. lliff be requested to answer the article in full in the

November Hevi-eic*

Geo. E. Jayke,
} ^ ...

J. D. GILLILAX, ^^'"'"«<'^-

"KNOWLEDGE AND FEELING IN SPIRITUALITY."

The contributed article on this subject, in the July-August number of

the Review, contains some valuable psychological and spiritual sugges-

tions. At the same time there are half-truths which do not deal out full

measure, " pressed down, and shaken together, and running over." There

is evidently a strenuous effort to push spirituality too far over tov/ard the

intellect, and heuce a danger of unbelting the machinery.

This old question, fought over by philosophers, gains new interest as

the modern progress of knowledge inspires intellectual pride and ambi-

tion. These two angels in strange apparel criticise crystal tear drops,

using peculiar adjectives, and actually propose to stand guard at the gate

of Gethsemane to critically see that all proceeds according to their rules

of cognition and logic.

The contributor says: "In the first place, in ordinary psychical proc-

esses, the thought about anything antedates the feeling about it." A
* Dr. lliff writes :

*' Ite time is too short for me to comply wl:h the request of the Annual
Meeting of the Utah Mission, to supplement the above report by makinj; full answer in the

November number of the Mcthndist Jievicw to statements In the article, 'The Mormon
Problem In the West,' by the Rev. F. S. Beirgs. Besides, It seems to me that the report of
the TOminittee Is sulllclent reply to that part of the article to which the Mission take^ ex-
ceptions."
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fuller view will show that the conscious self always acts as a unit One
faculty does not sleep while others toil. Feeling never consents to -o of!
on a vacation while intellect and will stay at home and trud-e on at^'th.-ir
tasks. One might as well say that tlie arrival of the lighten a solar riv
antedates the arrival of the heat; or, that the bulk of a cannon b'.ll
strikes the target before the breadth or thickness of the ball arrives
Knowledge affects feeling, and to this extent feeling is dependent on
knowledge. But feeling also influences thought and will and they aio
in turn so far dejiendcnt on feeling. When God comes into a hunvui
soul he does not set up his headquarters in the intellect, puttincr feelinT
and will under lock and key. He comes into our poor wa.sted°life as a
baptismal flood of Spirit. This new life flows into, and quickens en-
nobles, and beautifies the whole of human life. One function is not fed
into a giant while anotlier is starved into a dwarf. There are three roads
into consciousness: (1) Tlie physical senses; (2) Intellectual cognition;
(3) Spiritual intuition. In the second one can mark the logical processes'
In the case of the senses we only apprehend the stimuli, while in spiritual
intuition we know nothing but the conclusion or result as it comes into
consciousness. We are told, " Our religious emotions are determined bv
our religious thoughts." This is a half-truth. The other half is that re-
ligious feelings determine religious thoughts. A man feels as he thinks
But this IS not all. One also thinks as one feels. A little child is bv its
mother put to bed in a room alone. She retires with the liobt The
clnld, in the darkness, feels afraid and thinks some one is in "the room
Did the thought produce the feeling, or the feeling the thouc^ht ' Evi-
dently the feeling produced the thouglit. Spirituality is not

"'
purely

emotional ;
'' no more is it purely intellectual. Thought is not tlie only

thing that determines feeling. Motive or purpose gives shape to both
logic and feeling. This is true in business, politics, and rcli-ion Below
the purpose is character; hence volition, thought, and feelTn.^ all come
from character conditions. Hence the bedrock of Christ's philosophy is
that there must be a new nature. Nor is it fair to say tliat feelin-is
mere emotion." Emotion is a movement or excitement of feelin-

1 eeling is larger and more permanent in its nature.
Our correspondent claims that knowledge is determinative of sjnritu-

ality. It is truly an important element in it, yet knowled-e may exist
without spirituality. Human cognition is not the germ that produces
the Christ life. Satan may have all the knowledge of an an^^el, vet ho
has no such thing as spirituality. His feelings mav correspond wi'th hi<
knowledge; still the feelings are those of a fiend. ll is not cognition that
gives them shape and quality. Intellect alone does not make feeling.
\\ e are told of one dying who cried out, "Give me a great tliou-ht, that
I may feed upon it." This is quoted to prove that thought satisfies the
soul s longing. But the dying man wanted a thouijht, not as an end. but
as a means. Besides this, his feeling of need prompted the demand for a
tnought. A deeper view shows that what satisfies the soul is not thou-lit.
Dut the real life-giving Christ himself. This satisfaction must come, not
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bv intellect mainly, but in the fellowship, the personal communion and

consciousness of t!ie Holy Spirit. The '• witness of the Spirit" is deeply

and truly psychological and philosopliical. Thouglits of God, Christ, sin,

heaven, and hell may all be had without the feeling of penitence for sin,

without which there can be no regeneration or uplift to the life or char-

acter. Our contributor writes: "It is the revclatiou of God's anger and

mercy to the mind that stirs the corresponding emotions of fear and

love." Tliis is true so far, but a half-truth; for such knowledge may be

cfiveu and only harden the soul in sin.

But which has the larger place in religion, thought or feeling ? It is

clear that thought and feeling cannot be separated. Every thought has

feeling, and every feeling has thought, and both have volition, and vo-

lition both. But we may ask. Docs religion vary as thought varies, or

as feeling varies ? Which is the law—the more thought the more re-

hgion, or the more feeling the more religion ? We note that religion may

be low when thought is high, and tkc versa. The best theologians are

not necessarily the best Christians. The most illiterate may be most

pious. The profoundest thinker in the pulpit may have some ignorant

member in the pew who is more religious and saintly than himself. Then

we are forced to the conclusion that feeling has a larger place in true re-

ligion than thought. Spirituality varies according to feeling more than

according to thought. When the heart is brought to the front religion

takes a fresh start. This is true in the cases of Christ, Schleiermacher,

and Wesley. Intellect brings us into relation with our environment.

Feelin"- is the response we make to this environment. Feeling more nearly

represeiits the whole man, and he responds to his environment as a unit.

Thought is by nature analytical. It takes to pieces and examines; but

admir^ation, as a whole and undivided, leaps to its object. Intellect

analyzes, heart synthesizes. One is the man thinking, the other the man

loving. Kant savs, "Feeling is deeper than all thought." Intellect is

the handmaid of feeling. Even in science feeling is the beginning, mid-

dle, and end. One must study science, or practice art, for the love of it.

Love is the inspiration. If dislike prevail, failure is inevitable. One

begins witli curiosity and is kept at it by enjoyment or anticipation.

Some are unstable in religion. This is because feeling is superficial—not

because of feeling, but for lack of it. This may come from narrowness

of interest, or because absorbed in self. A hawk hovering over the

water responds to but one thing, its prey. So of a scltish, uarrov.- man.

The unselfish soul responds to this whole world and the unseen world

also. A j.rofound religious feeling relates to all conditions of life, as a

deep honesty to all acts and dealings. It is called "mere feeling," as if

unimportant, but this is from a superficial view. We say the "moved"

man in court is one of strong feeling; but the judge who is unmoved may

have stronger feeling. He considers the law, the State, and justice; the

other only feels pity. We too often confound feeling with emotion or

excitability. The "firmer man may have greater feeling. The scientist

has a vastly larger environment than another. But which has larger
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environment, tlie scientist witliout God, or the ignorant man with GoJ ?

Evidently the latter, if he has any conception of God at all.

Both intellect and feeling should be developed together. Sometimes

one is cultivated exclusively, while the growth should be iu equal pro-

portion. Feelings are most prized by all, because most expressive of

character. A gift is appreciated, not for its value, but for the feeUng

back of it. It is the kindness we prize. One is more grateful for sym-

pathy than for all gifts. This is because self is given in the sympathy.

Lifting the soul Godward, we feel his sympathy and prize it most of all,

because in it he gives his infinite self. This begets the feeling of grati-

tude without which the soul has an eternal sinking iu depravity. The

sum of all commandments is not "Thou shalt think or know," but "Thou
shalt love.'' This is philosophical, because the feeling of love expresses

the whole being as no intellectual process can possibly do. Cognition i^

egoistic, while love is altruistic, which includes both ego and alter, plus

the relatio. The feeling commanded must come out of all the heart, in-

tellect, and will, which are man's totality and finality.

Syracuse, N. Y.
''"

J. "Wallace Webb.

A REPLY TO DRS. WHEELER AND STEELE.

LrMiTED space necessitates condensation in our reply to the notes of

Drs. "Wheeler and Steele in the -July-August JRcview, and forbids even

brief notice of many of the details.

Dr. "Wheeler errs in his suggestion that "the theory which assumes

that society imparts all the value to laud . . . proves too much." The

"same kind of application " may not " be made to wages or any other

earnings,'' for the reason that these are the products of personal toil.

while, as Dr. Steele says, "land has no such" human " energy or personal

agency in it, nor behind it." This is also a sufficient reply to Dr. Steele"-

argument concerning "land," and "leather, or cloth." Leather and

cloth are the fruits of hvunan brain and brawn. Land represents neither.

Hence, it is sheer folly to maintain that both should belong to the same-

party.

The writer repudiates the doctrine of "governmental ownership "im-

puted to him by Dr. Steele. We have tried this scheme and find that as

fast as $1.25 per acre is offered for the land the government transfers

its title tliereto to individuals; whence arises "private ownership." Let

there be "common ownership" of land and "private -ownership" of tin'

fruits of industry, and the bans of felicitous union between socialism an-i

individualism will be wisely solemnized and a perplexing problem right-

eously solved.

After inculpating the writer because he "offers no scrap of proof," but

"adopts" the theory hecaiise it "suits his purpose," he unblushinLriy

"out-herods Herod " in " the thiugftc condemns." Note the e.r caihedr-'-

manner iu which he settles the entire question of land ownership as set

forth in the Old Testament. Neither proof, reason, nor reference i-

given. The theory suits his purpose; therefore he adopts "it." >'o'.v I
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unhesitatingly deny that the " Old Testament regulation of landed pos-

ses-sion in the Israe'litish commonwealth " provides for the " ownership of

land by individuals," and refer to Lev. xxv, 23, and context. The Lord

held the title ; hence, the occupant could not transfer it. Acts v, 4,

recognizes a code then in force, but expresses no approval thereof. The

(use°with which Dr. Steele disposes of Eccles. v, 9, is delightful; but I

fearlessly challenge him to present accepted cannons of interpretation ac-

cording to Avhich this passage may be made to signify less, or other than

that "the profit of the earth is for all."

Dr. Steele says, "The assumption that either God or nature has given

the land to the 'race is a pure gratuity." I appeal to Gen. i, 28, 29; com-

menting on wliich Dr. Whitelaw says, " The primitive charter of man's

common property in tlie earth ... is the present section of this

ancient document."* Will my critic deny that in the transaction here

recorded God treated with Adam as the representative of the race ? If

not, will he define and locate the "gratuity?" If he holds that God

treated with him as a private individual, will he tell us whether or not

Adam ever transferred his title ? If he did not, we are living on land

tliat belongs to no living man; if he did, to whom? Has it legally de-

scended to the present landowners ? If not, they are piratically exacting

rent that justly belongs to others. In short, will he give us a complete

abstract of the title to the laud ?

Dr. Steele draws a conclusion from what he labels " Mr. George's

theor'v," and savs, "This may be illustrated by a great number of con-

crete "cases." ne then proceeds to illustrate by a draft on fancy that

would ravish the risibilities of the wildest dreamer of phantasmagorial

perceptions. Its "concrete" parallel I have never seen nor heard of.

The "two parcels of land" are equally well located. Apart from the

value " effected by labor" thereon they are equally worthless. He asks,

" How would 3Ir. George's theory work in such an instance ? " We reply

that, were economic conditions so chaotic as to produce such a "con-

crete" case, the theory would exact tax (rent) from neither; for neither

parcel as land has any value; hence society, having nothing invested, can

expect no returns. On the other hand, the first owner expends nothing,

loses nothing, and mav not rightfully expect more. The second owner

has produced a value equal to $50 per acre of the land; hence, he alone

has just claim to the whole or any part thereof.

Burango, Colo. J- L- Y.^low.

A KEPLY TO MY CRITIC.

The July-August number of the ncviac contains in its "Arena" de-

partment a brief^critique of my article on Sociology, by W. M. Balch. la

the third paragraph of his he takes exception to my statement that " the

cardinal doctrine of Christian sociology is that the reformation ol society

and the perfecting of the social order can only be effected by the moral

* Stie PiOpit CommnUat-u, in locn.
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regeneration of the iudivicUuil," in the following words: "Tkis may or

may not be true. If it means simply that there can be no real social rc-

foixii that does not make individual men and women happier and better,

the statement is obviously true and amounts to little more than sayiii"

that social reform must be social and reformatory." To this I reply tliai

my critic makes the glaring mistake of using reformation as though it

were synonymous with regeneration, whereas tlie words are widely

diverse in meaning and signification. Reformation is an act wrought by

the individual in reference to himself; regeneration is a work wrought

in the individual by the agency of the Holy Spirit, producing a radical

moral change in man's spiritual nature, and this is done, as stated in my
article, "not by a slow evolutionary process, but by the immediate in-.-

partation of the divine life—the perfect life—to the human soul," thus

making it a new creature wliich creates for itself new environments. To
say that the reformation of society can only be brought about by the

regeneration of the individuals of which society is composed is to predi-

cate the fact that it cannot be accomplished by merely reformatory proc-

esses which are altogether liuman in their oiigin and scope, but must

be effected by a divine agency operating upon and through the individ-

ual for the perfecting of the social order by the perfecting of the indi-

vidual.

My critic then proceeds to say: "But, if the proposition means that

the moral regeneration of society is to be promoted solely by direct ef-

forts for the personal conversion of individuals, it misses the mark en-

tirely." To which I make the counter statement, which no one can

gainsay, that all schemes and systems devised for the improvement aiul

perfecting of the social order which have ignored the regeneration of the

individual have proved utterlj' abortive, and have ended in total failure

—a fact that conclusively shows that the regeneration of the individu-.il

must be the cardinal doctrine of any and all sj'stems that will result in

any permanent betterment of the social condition of mankind.

Referring to the motto of Christian sociology enforcing this point.

"Make the tree good, and the fruit will be good also," my critic says:

" This is far from warranting the conclusion at which he seenis to hint,

that character is not immediately and largely a problem of environ-

ment." To which I reply that, if character is necessarily "inmiediately

and largely a problem of environment," then man's free agency is a fic-

tion, and he must cease to be accounted as a morally accountable arid

responsible being. Such a statement is in direct antagonism witii

the teaching of Christianity which represents man as endowed with nn

imperial, self-determining will, and on this fact predicates both his moral

responsibility and accountability. The wrtikness of will in the presfn( e

of evil environments, to which my critic refers, is largely the result cf

either wickedness of heart or an entire absence of any effort on the i);»rt

of such individuals to cultivate their will power. The will can be culti-

vated and strengthened just as any other faculty can be cultured and

strensjthened, and those who fail to cultivate and streu'-then their wi!l
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power are just as culpable as those who fail to cultivate and strengthen

their conscience or any other moral faculty. There is large truth in the

old saying that "weakness is akin to wickedness."

StocUon, Cal. E. D. [McCreary.

"DID PAUL TREACH ON MARS' HILL?"

That was a very interesting article which Professor Parsons contrib-

uted to the July-August number of the lieview. But is not the argument

a trifle too positive ? Overconfidcnce is not always conclusive.

For illustration, note the author's remarks on the preposition iizi,

perhaps the vital point of the discussion. "This word," the professor

assures us, "is very common, in both Luke's gospel and in the Acts, in

the sense of 'unto' or 'before;' but nowhere does it mean 'up' or

into.' " Several passages are cited in support of the statement that Luke
would have chosen "fif," had he been speaking of "ascending or de-

scending any eminence." From Avhich "discriminating nicety" Pro-

fessor Parsons would have us conclude that Luke, in Acts xvii, 19, is

"speaking of a tribunal and not of an elevation, and that the correct

translation is, 'They brought him before the Areopagus.' "

But what of Luke xxiii, 33, "And when they were come to the place

which is called Calvary ? " The Greek reads, i-l rov tojvov tov Ka?.ovjiiepoi'

Kpaviov, or, as St. Mark has it, i-l rbv TolyoBav -6~ov. In this case is

tradition evidently unreliable and Professor Parsons as evidently correct?

Is Mount Calvary an apparition, and Monticulus Clolgotha only a ghastU^

illusion ? So long as tradition is supported by the researches of scholars

like Krafft and Hengstenberg, Schultz and Tischendorf, we are justitied,

it would seem, in hesitating to accept the verdict which Professor Par-

sons so complacently pronounces upon the limitations of St. Luke's k-l.

It is true, however, that men as eminent as Robinson and Schaff differ

with those we have named concerning the location of the scene of the

crucifixion; but this does not materially affect the point at issue, whicli

is whether or not Professor Parsons is right in affirming that he has
" shown that Luke implies nothing about any ascent of the hill Areopagus,"

and that the correct translation of Acts xvii, 19, is, "They brought him l)c-

fore the Areopagus. " Says Professor Thayer, of Harvard, in his incompar-

able work, the Greek-English lexicon : "The court was called Areopagus,

from the place where it sat, also Arcum Judicium and Curia Martis. To that

hill the apostle Paul was led, not to defend himself before the judges,

but that he might set forth his opinions on divine subjects to a greater

multitude of people, flocking together there and eager to hear some-

thing new." Evidently the doctors disagree.

Our contention is simply this, that Professor Parsons errs in the claims

he makes for the force of his argument, because he is in error concerning

the restricted interpretation which he exacts of tlic preposition i-l. A
single citation must suflice to conclude an utterance which we hope

will appear to the reader more interrogatory than dogmatical. In Pev.

xxi, 10, we read, "And he carried me away in the spirit to a great and
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high mountain, and showed me that great city, the holy Jerusalem."

The preposition iu this case is not tig or Trpof, but inl.

Perry, N. Y. Benjamin Copixand.

SUBJECTIVE THEOLOGY.

The ''Arena" article on "Entire Sanctificatiou" in the September-

October Eeview is but another manifestation of the common tendency to spin

theology out of one's own feelings and thoughts. Tlie true theolagy is al-

ways based upon objective facts, and its authoritative exposition is found

in the Avord of God. Moreover, many of the truths of the word are recon-

•dite and involved, so that to cite a text or two is not to declare them.

There are texts that bear against them, and these are part of the word.

They are a part of the context, too, and all must be submitted to broad

principles of interpretation to be read aright. Hence they are questions

for the experts, and the testimony of the experts cannot be ignored.

We say, then, that the ideas expressed iu the article cited are those of

a small minority of Christian believers, and are practically unknown to

the great masters of exegesis. We may set up a system of our own, and

thereby make an appeal from rational interpretation. But, if we do not,

•we must acknowledge that the Bible does not teach that it is our privi-

lege through definite prayer and faith to be delivered instantaneously

from a sinward tendency or bias to evil, inherited from Adam and other

ancestors according to the laws of heredity. Even those who preach this

doctrine seem to concede that it exceeds the oracles of God, for tliey

make most of their argument from "experience." But this is illegitimate.

It is monstrous to appeal from reason to the emotions, and to add a fancied

experience to " the words of the book of this prophecy." Whenever a

man ceases to explain his experience by the book, and essays to explain

the book by his experience, he becomes a fanatic. Can any man claim

that he knows his " original sin" by consciousness ? How then can he

know of its removal by consciousness ? The origin and nature of de-

pravity are matters of pure theology, and we are dependent upon the

Bible alone for our knowledge of their issue. We may see men grossly

sinning every day without a conscious sense of bias to evil. Experi-

ence may richly illustrate the word, and it may rabidly destroy it.

If any arc inclined to urge that this "experience" is the witness of the

Spirit, and hence must be true, let them go slowly. How do they know

that it is the witness of the Spirit ? Which of their emotions bear the

Spirit's label ? Here again we must a})peal to the word. Jtere joy is not

the witness of the Spirit. Is there any authority for claiming the direct

witness of the Spirit for anything else than the adoption of sonship :

Where does all this talk about the "witness to cleansing" come from ?

"The scars of sin" need a word. Truly they will remain during th:s

life. But will they ever be obliterated ? Does the Scripture warrant 11=

in the hope that the sinner will ever be as if he had never sinned ? The

atonement of Jesus is not a proper subject for emotional treatment.

C'levehiml, 0. E. S. Lev-is.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

THE MINISTRY AS A CONSERVATIVE FORCE.

TiiE bugle blast of the present age is aggressiveness. Everybody

seems to be pushing forward. Quietness, receptivity, allowing things to

work out their legitimate results is almost unknown. This condition of

things is alike a good and an evil. The history of the world is that of

progress; but a progress which does not have its foundation in fact and

in truth is no true progress. There is danger of rushing ou with un-

checked violence until one is dashed over a cataract and destruction fol-

lows. The world needs the aggressive people. It would be stagnant

without them. But it equally needs those who will stand and ask where

is the good way, and will endeavor to walk therein and to lead others to

do the same. This is the conservative force which, keeps the overaggressive

spirit from dominating the world. Such a force, we believe, is the

Christian ministry of to-day. It conserves regularity. It maintains de-

corousuess in human life by preserving forms of worsbip. Few pco})Ie

are aware of the conservative influence of forms. There are those who
would dismiss all form as an excess of dignity, whereas a banishment

of forms would be an evil of great magnitude. We must recognize the

idea of the too much and the too little. "With all the contempt that is

cast upon it the media via is in general the safe road.

By conserving forms of service and order in the exercise of public wor-

ship the minister has much to do with maintaining decorous methods of

procedure in all departments of life. Manners and customs are main-

tained, the destruction of which would revolutionize society. The min-

istry, too, conserve tlie orderly progress of humanity. They realize that

the world is not to be saved by leaps and bounds, but by sowing the

seeds of truth, by the conversion of individual souls, and by the con-

stant edification of the people. They are v>- ell aware that movements,

however good, which have not their basis in sound princii)les and which

do not proceed by regular laws are evanescent and destined to failure.

Humanity is a growth, the root being the divine life in the soul of man.

By thus promoting growth and orderly development in all departments

of hfe the minister becomes a conservative force. It is wise for us to

recognize the Church in this connection. The ministry are such because

of their relation to the Church of God, which in all ages has stood alike

for order and progress. At least, this is the case when it has not been

dominated by those out of harmony with its higher ideals.

In this matter justice ouglit to be done to the Protestant Episcopal

Church. Although not equal in numbers to some of the denominations

of Cliristcndoni, we must recognize its wide and bencticent influence.

Although it is not a Church of aggressiveness on some lines of Christian

activity, there are, nevertheless, conditions of life which this Church
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meets, and a work which it accomplishes, that the Church historian mu>t

not fail to consider. Its quietness in the midst of the occasional sensa-

tional movements of other denominations must not be overlooked. As

a rule, if not invariably, the pulpit of the Episcopal Church is not em-

ployed for sensational purposes. The topics of the preacher are mainly

Christian topics. The ecclesiastical adventurer has less scope there than

in some other Churches, because of the rigidity, aud perhaps, in our view,

the narrowness, of their regulations. "While it seems exceedingly un-

charitable and lacking in the spirit of Christian tolcrauce for the Protestant

Episcopalians to exclude other ministers from their pulpits, their insistence

on Church order is not an evil. Their methods, further, preserve a strict

recognition of the sacredness of church edifices. It is true that in the

early Church God's people worshiped in private houses, and eveiy place

was to them a sacred jilace. It is also true that in after years church

buildings were invested with a sacred awe entirely out of harmony with

our conception of the freedom of the Gospel; but here also is a middle

place which the Episcopal Church seems to have found. Their larger

churches are kept open during the day for sacred worship, and they en-

courage among their people the feeling that these are holy places. As a

partial result the inquiry is being made whether it would not be better

for all Protestants to open their churches more frequently to those who

would come to S2>eak with God, rather than to the tumultuous gather-

ings for popular entertainment. It is also true of this Church that she

docs not appeal by unusual methods for large congregations. Her prayers

are read with equal care in the presence of one or of thousands.

A prosperous church does not necessarily depend upon large congre-

gations, but it must be a center of sacred truth. It should be a sacred

place, where anyone who enters should be brought in contact with

Christ. It is to be feared that the call of the people for large congrega-

tions is leading to a demand for sensational effects which even those who

are most given to it will soon be unable to satisfy. Such things grow

upon what they feed, and the morbid tendency for new and startling

facts and peculiar forms of expression becomes so overpowering that at

length it reaches limits which the most reckless vender of this kind of

teaching dare not venture to present in his pulpit. The very persons who

are allured by it soon become dissatisfied with this limited sensationalism,

and they go away aud seek eutcrtaiumcut in places where amusement is

the recognized and only feature.

"Will not the Church grow more, and have a surer future, if her min-

istry reserve for the pulpit the great teachings of Christian faith ? They

should clothe the Gospel in the choicest language; they should enforce

it with the most apt illustrations; they should do their best by personal

visitation to win men to Christ; but when that is done they should not

waste time in sighing for large congregations. "When the people foe.

that the house of the Lord is a resting place for the weary, and that the

preacher's words arc consolation for the sorrowing, tlicy will find reasons

for going to church which they do not always find now.
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EXEGESIS—llEB. YI, 4-G.

'* For it is impossible for those who were ouce enlightened, and have

tasted of the lieavcniy gift, and were made partakers of the Holy Ghost,

and have tasted the good word of God, and the powers of the world to

come, if they shall fall away, to renew them again unto repentance."

This passage has been a very vexed one among scholars of the New
Testament, and has formed the basis of extended theological discussion.

It has been a proof-text of botli Calvinistic and Armiuian theologians.

It is of course difficult to add anything to the discussion of a passage

which has been a battle ground of cxegetes, but a fresh putting of the

points involved may be helpful to some of our younger ministers. This

chapter begins with a statement of the apostle—that his readers should

leave, that is, go beyond, the doctrine of the beginning of Christ, and

be borne forward unto perfection, that is, to maturity of knowledge con-

j
cerning Christ and his religion, and also to niaturity of Christian charac-

I
ter. It will not be wise, in the judgment of the sacred writer, to spend

more time on the elementary subjects of the Gospel, as these had already

been sufficiently insisted on. There is notliing to be gained by his readers

in their repetition. He proceeds, however, to a statement of the elemen-

tary principles of Christian teaching on whicli he had insisted, and then

adds, by inference, the passage of whicli we are treating.

The first point to be noted is the word "impossible." It primarily

means the absence of power. "Wesley's explanation of "difficult" will

not answer, and we must accept the ordinary "impossible" as the mean-

ing which the sacred writer intended to convey. The passage does not

say that it is impossible for God to renew anyone to repentance, for the

subject " God " does not inhere in tlie sentence. The writer has been

treating of the effects of the Gospel, and claims that it is impossible, by

further discussion of truth, to renew those to repentance who " were once

enlightened" and "made partakers of the Holy Ghost." If they fall

a-way, after having received sucb tokens of GocVs approval, it is impossible

in the nature of things that further discussion would reclaim them.

The next clause demanding attention is "to renew them again unto

repentance." Here commentaries very properly emphasize the present

tense. The present implies continued action, and may be translated " to

keep renewing." Continued rejection of Christ, crucifying "the Son of

God afresli," sears the conscience so that there seems to be no probability,

or indeed possibility, of divine truth continuing to impress them. Even
the Holy Spirit is hindered in its operation by the continiious hardening

of the individual heart and the unbelief consequent thereupon.

Another word needing consideration is "crucify." This word is in

the present tense, and may be rendered, " while they keep crucifying to

themselves the Son of God afresh." A continuance in tliis sin involves a

rejection of Jesus as their spiritual ruler, and while they are in this con-

dition it is impossible to renew them again unto repentance. TJieir

hearts and minds are closed.

We need further to note the purpose of the rene^^al of which the
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sacred -writer speaks. It is arene\Yal uuto reiientance. There is nothiii'^-

said here of the impossibility of a return to God on the part of anyouu

•who seriously repeuts of his sins. The penitent soul who turns to God
through Jesus Christ will ever find access to the throne of the heaveulv

grace. God never refuses to hear the cries of his penitent children.

The thought then of the passage seems to be this—the apostle couM
not longer linger on these fundamental discussions with which they v/cre

entirely familiar. Hence he must proceed to the higher and more im-

portant principles. They must allow themselves to be borne onward to

the maturity of the Christian life and to the more elaborate Christian

doctrine. Then he proceeds to assign the reason, uamcly, the impossi-

bility to keep renewing uuto repentance while they by continuing to

crucify the Son of God reject the very fundamental truths of Christian-

ity. This interpretation is true to all the conditions of the passage. It

gives to the word " impossible " its recognized meaning, and does not

charge God with either an unwillingness or inability to save a penitent

soul. It further assures us that the soul, stupefied by sin, may reach

such a state that truth no longer impresses him, and that it can no longer

be renewed to a condition of repentance which is essential to its salva-

tion. It also affirms that while the soul continues its rejection of Christ

and puts liim to an open shame there is no probability of a renewal unto

repentance and acceptance of the soul with God.

This view makes it unnecessary to enter into discussion of the meaning

of the phrase " once enlightened," etc. Calvinistic theologians have at-

tempted to show that this passage does uot mean those who have been

actually converted, but rather those Avho have found the truth but who
have not received it fully in their hearts. It also relieves the Arminian of

his embarrassment as to the meaning of " impossible," insisting that the

soul, once having been enlightened and having fallen away, could not

under any circumstances return to God.

As a study in exegesis this passage is interesting as an illustration of

the value of the exact interpretation of the tenses of the New Tes-

tament, which is so strongly insisted on by modern grammarians.

"While they crucify," as in the margin of our late revision, is preferable

to "seeing they crucify;" and "are crucifying" is more vivid and

gives a clearer view than merely " crucify."

The general teaching of this passage is thus relieved of features which

have been exceedingly embarrassing to interpreters, by keeping closely to

the literal rendering and not allowing anything to be imported into the

passage growing out of our preconceived opinions as to its meaning.

HOW TO STUDY THE YUm.Y,.—{Continued
.)

The nature of the book we call the Bible has already been considered,

and is a matter on which there is a general agreement. Assuming it.''

divine origin, we must, of course, study it with profound reverence.

This is not to regard the book as au object of superstitious veneration,
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but to regard it -with that reverence due to a book whicli is to us the

expression of divine wisdom toward mankind. It must not be studied

•with carelessness or indilTcrence, but with painstaking fidelity.

We will at once agree that it should be treated from a literary stand-

point with critical exactness of method. We are now speaking of the

way ill which the reader may make the Bible most useful for practical

life and for spiritual growth. Bishop Ellicott, in Foundations of Sacred

Study, page 87, sets forth a threefold method of reading : "First, a

simple and attentive reading in the original language of the whole book

(if short) which we have chosen for our study, or of a connected jiortion

of it if the whole could not be carefully read through at a single sitting

of moderate length ; second, a closer reading of it by ])aragruph, iu

which all the difficulties and disputable passages which may have been

noted and felt in the first reading are fully investigated and, as far as

])ossible, cleared up ; third, a more meditative reading, in which the

whole attention is turned to the spiritual truth conveyed and to the spir-

itual deductions that may be made from the paragraph, and, further, any

distinctive teaching that may seem to be peculiar to the jjassage." The

first, he declares, will "catch, not only the general mind of the writer, but

those shades of thought . . . which an attentive and consecutive reading

of the original is always found most distinctly to sup]>ly." "The object

of the second, or interpretative, reading is to realize the meaning of every

portion of vrhat is read ; while the object of the third, the reflective,

reading of the passage is to enable the soul and sjiirit to draw forth the

spiritual teaching of every part."

This threefold reading will impress the passage upon the mind and

heart with such force that, when we have need to approach it again, there

will be a reminiscence of past studies and an incentive to further investi-

gation. When a miner has found a vein of gold or silver which has

already yielded him rich rewards for his efforts he will be the more ready

to dig deeper in the hope of finding more where he has alreadj' obtained

so much. It is not an unusual experience among students of the Scrip-

tures to find themselves giving most of their time to those parts with

which by their previous studies they have become best acquainted. They

do this almost unconsciously, showing thereby not only the inexhaustible

character of divine truth, but also the value of study as inciting to further

study. Surface reading leaves the mind without stimulus for further inves-

tigation, but a reading which has brought to view the finer and more obscure

points will arouse the mind and heart, and will stimulate a desire for a

complete mastery of the book or passage under consideration.

It will be seen that such a reading as indicated by Bishop LUicott pre-

supposes an acquaintance Avith the original languages of Scripture. This

condition addresses itself particularly to preachers, as they are suj^posed

to have this preparation for sacred study. The method, however, ajjplies

to lay students of the English Bible. If the whole Bible were gone over

in this way, instead of in the cursory manner now so common, the result.'j

would be manifest in spiritual life as well as in biblical knowledge.
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AROHiEOLOGy AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

ISRAEL AND THE EGYrTlAX MONUMENTS.

It has always been a source of astonishment as well as of disappoint-

ment that the Egyptian mouumeuts are, as far as discovered, almost as

silent as the sphinxes of that ancient land upon the relation of Israel to

Egypt. It is true that some archaeologists have seen some references

more or less definite to the Hebrews or Israelites iu Egypt, and that there

are records of Egyptian campaigns in and through Palestine. But, ac-

cording to Professor Petrie, an eminent authority, "until this spring there

has been no evidence in Egypt to show that any descendants of Jacob

ever existed."

Finally, however, this indefatigable excavator has brought to light an

inscription on which, beyond contradiction, the name Israel occurs. The
slab on which it is written is one of the largest of its kind ever discov-

ered. It measures ten feet three inches by five feet four inches, and has a

thickness of a little moi-e than a foot. This monument was first set up by

Amenhotep III to record his glories and triumphs. It seems, however, that

most of the original inscription had been erased and that it was again

partially restored. Meneptah (also written Merenptah) had a mania for

destroying the monuments of his predecessors in order to erect ones to

himself ; but in building his own temple this solid slab of Amenhotep
III was not broken up, but placed with its inscribed face in the wall, iu

such a way that the back, which had no inscriptions, appeared on the out-

side. It was on this smooth surface that ^Meneptah had caused a record

of his deeds to be carved. As the discoverer says, "The amount of

writing upon it is without precedent." In fact, there are more than six

thousand signs upon its surface, which, when translated into English,

make about fifteen hundred words, or enough to fill three pages of this

department of the Revicic.

Mr. GriflTith, an eminent Egyptologist, has given a translation of the

inscription. The most of it has no bearing whatever upon the Israelites,

and for that reason need not be discussed in this article. The portion to

which we would call attention, and which is of positive interest, is the

following :

"For the sun of Egypt has wrought this change ; he was born as the

fated means of revenging it, the king [Meneptah. Chiefs bend down
saying, 'Peace be to thee.' Xot one of the nine bows (that is, foreigners)

raised liis head. Vanquished are the Tahennu (North Africans); the

Khitta (Ilittites) are quieted ; ravaged is Pa-kananna with all violence;

taken is Askadni (Askelon?); seized is Kasmel; Yenu (Yanoh) of the

Syrians is made as though it had not existed; the people of Ysiraal is

spoiled, it hath no seed; Syria has become as widows of the lands of

Egypt; all lands together are iu peace. Everyone that was a marauder
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liath been subdued by the kiug 3Ieuept;ib, who gives life like the sun

every day."

Professor Petrie thinks that the monarch here mentioned is the Pharaoh

of the exodus. As tlie male children of the Israelites had been killed in

larpe numbers by a decree of his father, the phrase, " it hath no seed," is

quite intelligible. There is, however, one difficulty about this iuscrip-

tion which, with our present light, is hard to solve, namely: If Meneptah

was the Pharaoh who reigned when Israel left Egypt, how is it that

he could have triumphed over Israel in the laud of Palestine ? The fact

that Israel is spoken of in immediate connection with Syria, and indeed

the whole geographical arrangement of the places and peoples that are

mentioned on this slab, point to an Israel which was outside of Egypt,

If, however, we suppose that the order in which the various countries

are given is not intended to be exact or scientific all diflicalty disappears

and the rej^ort agrees remarkably well with the account given in the

Bible.

"NYe should, however, say that the discoverer of this inscription is in-

clined to the belief that though the king whose triumphs are recorded on

this slab must be the Pharaoh of the exodus, yet the Ysiraal of the in-

scription cannot refer to the Israelites who left Egypt under the guidauce

of Moses, but another branch of the children of Israel, who had returned

to Palestine shortly after the expiration of the famine which had driven

them to the land of Goshen. That some of the descendants of Jacob had

returned to Canaan before the death of the patriarch explains, tlie pro-

fessor thinks, why he was taken for burial to Machpelah. And the fact

that the Bible is utterly silent concerning such a return is, as Professor

Petrie asserts, no positive evidence against his supposition.

This article, up to this point, was w-ritten last April. Since that time

archaeologists and biblical scholars have been busily engaged in studying

the writing on the stela which is above described. Though the original

stone is now preserved in the Gizeh Museum, and is thus inaccLSsil)le

to most European and American scholars, it is a fortunate thing that the

photographer has come to the aid of these investigators, has produced

excellent photographs of the stela with its many mysterious hiero-

glyphics, and thus has made it possible for all those scholars who are

interested and qualified to study this most important document with-

out the worry or expense of a trip to the Egyptian museum on the

bank of the Xile.

Notwithstanding that this venerable piece of granite bears the longest

inscription of any similar ancient slab so far discovered, there is, strange

to say, but one short clause—and just one word in that clause—which

\\\% attracted universal attention, namely, that in which reference is

nuide to the Israelites. Fortunately, however, this clause, though trans-

l:ited by several distinguished authorities, has been rendered in almost

the .same phraseology as at first given by Mr. Griffith, and, if not in the

exact words of the first translator, yet in such a way as to convey the

same meaning. It is true that Professor Sayce, who translates the

04—yiFTII SEKIES, VOL. XII.
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clause, "The Israelites are minished," etc., places an intcrrogatiou point

after " minislied," and remarks that the ''determinative of smalhiess or

badness is added to it, so that it seems to signify minished or something

of the same nature." Professor Ilommel, the distinguished Munich ori-

entalist, in an article published in a recent number of the I^c^lc KirMiche

Zeitscliift, docs not attempt to give any translation of the sign feli, but

by way of explanation adds in brackets the follo\Ying note: "With the

determinative for evil things; translation uncertain, as the word docs

not occur elsewhere; but possibly related toyX, meaning to overrun by

an enemy."

It is indeed a source of great satisfaction that as far as scholars have

translated the_ passage under discussion there is a virtual agreement

among them all, especially in regard to the word "Ysiraal." No one

has expressed the least doubt as to the sigu so rendered, for all, without

a dissenting voice, refer this to the people of Israel, and not to a comi-

try of that or similar name. That a place cannot be meant is the more

evident from the fact that the determinative used is that wliich is em-

ployed with a tribe or people. This is not accidental, because the

" name Israelite alone is without a determinative of laud or city." Then,

again, the characters used show clearly that it cannot mean Jezreel. So

it has come to pass, as Professor Sayce has remarked, that another criti-

cal objection has been overthrown, namely, that there was no such peo-

ple as the Israelites or Hebrews at the time Moses is supposed to have

lived. Let this recent discovery serve as a warning to those who base

their theories upon the silence of the Egyptian monuments concerning

the records or Genesis and the Pentateuch in general that they should

not be too free in their conclusions regarding the early history of Israel;

but rather let them follow one of their great leaders, Wellhausen, who

now admits that, after all, the children of Israel, during the early part

of their history, might have lived in the land of Egypt, as recorded in

the Old Testament.

Important, however, as this new discovery has been, it must be admit-

ted that it has caused no little confusion, since it will require the recast-

ing of several theories supposed to have been perfectly established.

Though the inscription has an undoubted reference to Israel, it is very

difficult to say to what period of their history reference is made. AVas

it before or after the exodus? Were the Israelites in Egypt, wandering

in the wilderness, or in Palestine, at the time Meneptah claims to have

subdued or spoiled them? As our readers know, Professor Petric has

suggested five possible answers to the above questions, which may he

briefly stated as follows

:

1. The reference is to the oppression of the children of Israel in

Egypt, as recorded in the Book of Exodus. This, indeed, agrees well

with the accepted view that Meneptah was the ruler of Egypt at the

time of the exodus. But, if this view be the correct one, why is Israel

mentioned between two places which were situated outside the land »'I

Egypt?
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2. The reference is to a time after the Israelites had settled iu Pales-

tine. But ho^', on this supposition, is it possible to account for the

absolute silence of the Hebrew Scriptures regarding such an Eoyptiau
cam2)aign?

3. Though the fact is not recorded in the Bible it is possil)le that only

a portion of the Isi-aelites went dov,-n to Egypt with their ancestor Jacob.
4. Or, granting that they all went down at the time of the famine, it

is not necessary to liold tliat the entire family remained any length of

time in the land of the Pharaohs; but they soon returned to the land of

promise. The fact that Jacob was buried in Jlachpelah seems to favor

some such a view.

5. A portion of the Israelites reached Canaan in a very short time
after leaving Egypt and crossing the Red Sea, though the bulk of them
wandered in the wilderness for more than a generation. Tlie reference,

therefore, on the slab is to the small portion which had thus gained an
early entrance into Canaan, and which were subdued by the armies of

3Ieneptah.

It will be difficult for most of our readers to see the possibility of rec-

onciling any of these five propositions, except the first, with our ideas

of Hebrew history. Though Professor Pctrie is inclined to the view that

the inscription speaks of a branch of the Israelites which iu some way
had become detached from the main body of the nation, it must be
confessed that the difficulties inseparably connected with such a theory

are very great.

Both Hommel and Sayce agree that the Meneptah in question was
the Pharaoh of the exodus. The former says: " Plowever dark the

reference of Meneptah may be to Israel, the fact, nevertheless, tliat

mention is made of them, and that too in the connection to which I

have referred, is in itself a matter of great importance, in so far as it con-
firms what has been surmised before, namely, that Meneptah is the

Pharaoh of the exodus." * This utterance of the celebrated Munich pro-

fessor virtually agrees with that of Professor Sayce, who, among other

things, says: "At any rate, the theory which saw iu Meneptah the

Pharaoh of the exodus has received a confirmation." And, from what
has been said, it is evident that the Oxford professor believes that " the

Israelites were still in Egypt when the inscription was engraved."!
It would be an easy matter to multiply citations from other learned

articles written on this subject. But, as no other WTiter has said any-

thing more definite or positive regarding the bearing of the inscription

upon Hebrew history than what we have above quoted from Petrie,

Hommel, and Sayce, the best we can do is to wait patiently for ad-

ditional light, with the hope that Egypt, which has surprised us so often

and so unexpectedly, will yet some day furnish us with documents dug
from its ancient ruins that will fully confirm the story of Moses and the

Jewish exodus.

*T]\clndc\)endcnt., September 24, 1890.

t Sunday i'cftwj Timci, JuJy 11, 1800.
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

THE SOUTH AMERICAN OPPORTUXITY.

"What can be done to make Protestant the continent of South Amer-

ica—or, less offensively speaking, to spiritualize its existing religious

communities, to reach the uuevaugelizcd sections of the continent, and

to help its incoming European populations ? "When Bishop Newman or-

ganized our Conference in South ximerica, Methodism practically served

notice on the world that she had a commission coextensive with this

western hemisphere. The sis presiding elders' districts then formed

each covered a nation—or, rather, the whole covered eight of the ten na-

tions of the vast continent. The ,last General Conference, anticipating

the further development of this work, provided by an enabling act for

the erection within the next four years of a Mission Conference out of

this vast Conference. All this looks to advance, and appeals to tlnj

Church for a closer study of the details involved in meeting our obliga-

tions to the populations continuously south to Tierra del Fuego. If.

acting under the Monroe doctrine, we demand that Europe shall not cn-

ercise political control over Mexico and South America, the quusiiun

arises as to the increased religious obligations devolving on us. We do

not think that the whole responsibility necessarily falls to our share:

but, as a matter of fact, except as the European immigration into South

America shall serve to extend the missionary labors of European Chri>-

tians in that direction, the bulk of the work will probably be left to U5.

The new commercial inipulse in the United States, aiming to cultivate

a freer exchange between South America and ourselves, will, if success-

ful, impose on us new duties. How far this impulse will reach is not

predicable at present. Certainly the bulk of the South American trade

is still v.ith Europe; but the Church can at least keep step with the

attemjits to bring our nation and those of South America into closer fel-

lowship. Our attention is attracted to this subject afresh Ijy t!ic move-

ments of the National Association of Manufacturers of the United States.

an organization said to be made up of fifteen thousand manufacturers in

North America, with a capital of a half million dollars for use in ad-

vancing the manufacturing interests of America in other lauds.

It may not be generally known that the interest of this association c.n-

ters largely in South America, and that an important commission fn-ni

the body visited Buenos Ayres in August last with the purpose of cstan-

lishing sample warerooms on a large scale in the capitals of the sevLiu!

South American republics. It may also be not generally known that at tli'/

close of the World's Fair the entire Argentine exhibit was turned over to

the Commercial ;Museum of Philadelphia, and that Philadelphia has prob-

ably spent fifteen thousand dollars for permanent preservation of grain',.

dye stuffs, tanning materials, and other products of Argentine. The ra\v
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products from the several South American rciiublics in that museum

number over sixty thousand objects, and are supjiosed to constitute the

largest permanent exhibit of raw materials in tlie world.

The object of traversing these purely secular matters in this connec-

tion is that the Churches of this country may be incited to keep step

with every advance which serves to increase the sympathy between

South America and ourselves. The single State of Brazil has sixteen

millions of people, of whom at least fourteen millions are estimated as

entirely unevangelized, and among whom Protestant America has not

more than one missionary to possibly a hundred thousand souls. What
is sought to be emphasized is the eminent obligation on the Chris-

tians of the United States. The Church of England, the British Bap-

tists, the Congregationalists of Great Britain, the Presbyterians of

England, the Church of Scotland, the Free Church of Scotland, the

Methodists of Great Britain and Ireland, and the tnited Presbyterian

Church of Englaud do not any of them contribute to the spiri; ual eleva-

tion of the thirty-seven millions in this, as it is coming to be called, "neg-

lected continent." "We are not saying that they ought to take up this

work. That is a question outside the present discussion. But we are

contending that the natural agency in spiritualizing the South American

republics must be the evangelical Churclies of the United States.

DEBTS or MISSIOXAKY SOCIETIES.

The American Baptist Home Missionary Society finds itself in a crisis.

The panic of 1893 struck the society with such fo!-ce as to leave it a debt

of one hundred thousand dollars. It has struggled manfully for three

years, but unless improvement soon comes will be obliged to begin re-

trenchment because the debt has already increased to one hundred and

thirty thousand dollars. The General Conference of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church in May last directed the General Committee of our Mission-

ary Society to restrict its aggregate appropriations, hitherto made on an

estimated income, to the sum of its receipts the year preceding its annual

session. This would result in preventing any new indebtedness of the

society hereafter. There is at this writing, however, an indebtedness of

something like a quarter of a million dollars, except as it may be lessened

in response to an appeal for special contributions to cancel it. The

American Board closed its financial year the last day of August. It had

paid its debt of one hundred and fifteen thousand dollars, and had a bal-

ance on hand, notwithstanding a decrease in its receipts from legacies.

Unfortunately, this balance was in part created by the severest curtail-

ment of its appropriations. The board is to be congratulated, how-

ever, that it has canceled its debt without reducing its a])propriatiou3

more than seventy tliousand dollars, discouraging as this is, especially in

view of increasing success in China from the fact tliat tlic China-Japan

war is opening the eyes of some of the Chinese.

The Church of Englaud Missionary Society somewhat recently found
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itself witli a debt of a hundred thousand dollars, and resolved in the fucc

of it to send to the foreign field all suitable applicants for service, ^vit'n

the result that it paid off its debt and sent a large number of recruits tn

the field. The next year it continued the same policy, the result being a

debt of eighty-five thousand dollars, but a net increase of forty-six iu it>

missionary staff. Including this debt the society sanctioned the expendi-

ture for the next year of two liundrcd and twenty thousand dollars more

than the amount of its income, and inaugurated new enterprises which

would demand a great increase of men and means in the succeeding three

years. It has seventy-three new missionaries preparing to sail this year,

and evidently hopes to find special support for them, since of its existini;

missionaries no less than one hundred and fifty-two are thus supported,

and nine of the seventy new appointees are also thus provided for. Of

this total of one hundred and sixty-one, fifty-one and a half are supported

by individuals; forty-two and. a half by associations ; twenty-six by .as-

sociations in the colonies; twelve by the Gleaners' Union; eleven by othor

missionary societies; and five by friends. Besides these the society ha-^

already on its roll sixty-three honorary and fifteen partly honorary mi-;-

sionaries in the field; by which term it designates missionaries who su]i-

port themselves without drawing any salary, but who volunteer to servo

under the society precisely as if they received their salaries from it.

THE CONGO FREE STATE.

It is desirable to have the fullest information on all topics relating to

a portion of the world where missions are projected. AS'e obtain a great

deal of this from missionaries when once they are on the field and have

opportunity to become acquainted with its conditions. The information

communicated by them concerning tlie languages, as well as the socio-

logical and other features of the communities where they live and lal)nr,

is very higldy esteemed by all learned societies. But, on the other hand.

it is the privilege of the Church to learn much from purely secular source-

•which is of great value to its special work. In ilhistration of this tli-;

report of the United States Consular Agent, [Mr, R. Dorsey ISIohun, of his

investigations iu the Congo Free State may be named as affording mm h

valuable knowledge. Jlr. Mohuu was designated Consular Agent in 1>0'2.

and his report is in the form of an itinerary diary, covering his observa-

tions while associated with the Belgian forces froni Boma to the X'^y^-r

Congo between .April, 1892, and August, 1894, and presented to the United

States government somewhat over a year ago.

In the matter of the climate Mr. IMohun concedes that it is not favoraMc

for foreigners, including the An\erJcan negro colonist, but maintains that

it will not suffer by a comparison with that of other tropical count ri'>^

similarly situated as to degrees of latitude, lie makes, on the authority <.f

Dr. Kyepondt, a comparative statement of the death rate perthous ar.d

in the different hot countries of the world. Before the British h:i'l :.<-

qiiired the knowledge and the conditions of health in India, from ISOO :>
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1S30, the mortality amoug the troops -svas S4.G ; wliile in the Dutch East

Indies between 1S19 and 1828 it reached 170, and in Jamaica from 1S20 to

1S30 was 121. For the eleven years ended with ISJ^S it was 77. In Tunis

during 1881 it was 61, and in the Antilles, 91. Guiana is situated simi-

larly to the Congo, and in 1885 the death rate was 237. In Senegal for

1:^32-37 it -was 140. These countries have been taken because they were

at those different dates in the same progressive state as the Congo is to-

day. The average mortality in the Congo Free State for ten years has

Ijcen seventy per thousand. IMr. ^lohun's conclusion is that the Congo

(•tiers the best advantages to negro emigrants from the United States,

being "far and away hcaltluer than Sierra Leone or Liberia."

As to the religious state of the natives on the Lower Congo, he says

fetichism is largely followed, and there is much quiet poisoning going on

in the village communities by t'lie fetich doctors, though this has been

somewhat checked from the jianging of several of these doctors by the

government. Practically, they are without any religion beyond this fetich

.superstition. They worship no idols, no fire, nor the sun, moon, or stai-s.

Tliey propitiate a wooden fetich, when they wish to accomplish anything

special, by hanging gin bottles and beads about his neck, murmuring
some jargon at the same time. Li case of theft a nail is driven into the

fetich for the purpose of thereby superinducing the death of the unknown
tliief. There is a native school of medicine located at Boma, the students

of which are obliged while attending it to be painted or whitewashed

from head to foot.

In the matter of government among the tribes of the Lower Congo
there is absolutely no king or chief. Some call themselves so, but their

only title to it seems to be that they have a few more brass rods, bales of

cloth, or boxes of gin than their neighbors. Each village is independent

of every other, having its own headman. The standard of value is a

piece of handkerchief twenty-four feet long and a yard wide, reckoned

at sixty cents. A card is given which is good for one piece of handker-

chief, and when the caravan has done trading they gather these cards

and select what they want in return. As a rule they will not touch

money, regarding it as worthless; and the trader likes this, becaiise he

makes large profits in excliangc for handkerchiefs, paying his own
drafts in handkerchiefs at sixty cents each which cost him twenty cents

delivered in his warehouse.

Tlie government which Mr. Stanley organized has now been ten years

in operation, and has been recognized as independent by all the European

powers and the L'nitcd States. Its Hag has a blue Cold and a golden star

in the center. The King of Belgium continues to be the sovereign and ad-

ministers the Congo region through the "Bureau Ceutrale," composed of

the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, of Finance, and of the Interior,

through whom all orders pass to tlie Congo Free State. The local gov-

ernment in Africa consists of a governor general with various state de-

partments. Mr. Mohun tliinks, however, that it will be necessary for

Bul'jium to annex the Couq-o. to insure its "salvation."
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

F. Godet. Long kuo-^-n in this couutr}- by bis commentaries, he iiow

turns to the duties of a New Testameut critic. His age and scholarship,

recognized by all, have given him a warm place in tlie affections of con-

tinental European investigators. The traditionalists will heartily wel-

come, and the radicals will be bound to respect, this champion of tlic-

old-time views of tlie origin of the New Testament books. While Godt-t

defends every book in the New Testament, yet he is not afraid of crit-

icism. He believes that the Church should allow criticism to go its oww

way, in sure faith in an invisible Judge who watches over it and unceas-

ingly, though without demonstration, chastens it. He who willfully

and lightly robs others of one of those sources of life which God has

caused to spring forth from the words of the apostles condemns himself

to a lessening of the degree of that life which the Spirit pours out into

the hearts of men through these words. This Godet regards as a more

effectual check than any which can come from the excommunications

hurled from the A^aticau or the sufferings inilicted by the Inquisition. In

other words, God watches over his word, and the erroneous conclusions

of the critics carry with them their own corrective; lience the Chureu

need not fear. "VTe think he might safely have omitted the qualifying

terms, "willfully and lightly." For if these words indicate any evil in

the critics the consequence he speaks of Avould result rather from that

evil than from anything else. If one robs himself of the water of lilc

the effect is the same whether he docs it "willfully and lighily " or not.

It looks as though Godet was afraid to make the assertion without quali-

fication; he really felt that there were willful and light-minded critics,

and meant to say so. Had he openly said so it would have been better,

and the majority of his readers would have agreed with him. For,

although there is no doubt that the majority of the critics are actu.ated

by worthy motives, it is equally sure that some of the greatest names in

the critical world have treated lightly the most important thenu?.

Godet's classification of the New Testament critics is as follows: Tho>e

of the left, whose rejn-cscntatives start from the monistic standpoint in

their rejection of the supernatural; a left center, who follow Kant; and u

right center and a right, who are true theists.

P. Tiefenthal. A Romanist of the Romanists, he cannot so mu<.h

guide thought as hold it iu the old clianuels. In his Daniel Ej-phctilw

(Paderborn, F. SchcJningh, lS9o) he not only maintains the authenticity

of the Book of Daniel, but also the authenticity and trustworthiness of

the apocryphal additions thereto. Furthermore, he places these addi-

tions within the Book of Daniel in accordance with his views of the period
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in the history of Daniel to Tvhich they belong. His explanations of the

historical clifFiculties in the way of the acceptance of the book by certain

critics are those which are generally given. But he merits the distinc-

tion of originality, at least, in a couple of particulars. Nebuchauuezzar's

mental affliction he places parallel with that of Louis II of Bavaria, who
thought himself to be the Lohengrin of German legend ; and Daniel, who
is an example of the fact that God always has the means at hand for the

necessities of his kingdom, he compares with Windhorst, whom "God
sent for the defense of the Church in the so-called Kulturkampf." But
his dependence upon Keil is carried to such an extent that he even dares

to allow the superiority of tlie Masoretic text to the Vulgate. His pref-

erence for Keil is founded on the supposition that he is among the few

non-Catholic commentators who interpret the Book of Daniel in accord-

ance with Catholic principles. Consequently he pays almost no atten-

tion to the more recent literature of his subject. What references he

makes thereto are mostly at second hand. That much of the si pposed

advance in biblical science is purely literary adventure must be admitted.

Men wholly unqualified for the difficult task of weighing the evidence,

and filled only with the idea that the old cannot be true, undcnake to

correct the ideas which have hitherto prevailed. That they make sorry

work of it is no wonder. But progress in every department of learuiug

has had the same follies to contend with, and no one thinks on that ac-

count progress ought to be checked. A conservatism, however, which

springs, not from conviction, but from restrictions placed upon the in-

vestigator from without, is far worse than all the follies of freedom. If

there is any unpardonable sin in the handling of divine things it consists

in voluntarily putting on spectacles which will compel us to reach certain

prearranged conclusions in the interest of the institution which provides

the spectacles. We have mentioned Tiefeuthal here simply because he is

a type of Homan Catholic prejudice under the pretense of the utmost

freedom.

Carl Boetticher. If anyone in studying the great thinkers among the

German theologians should receive the impression that they are over-

fond of criticism he would seriously mistake them, at least as a class.

With them criticism is not, as a rule, an end, but a means. Could the

uses to which the results of criticism are put be looked at from their

standpoint the impression now prevalent concerning German theology

would be greatly modified. We may admit and even assert the error of

their ways, but we cannot deny the profound earnestness of their i)ur-

pose through it all to discover the true faith of Jesus Christ. They

have a notion that the Gospel has been covered over by vast accumula-

tions of error during the progress of the history of the Church. Those

they v.ould remove that they may ascertain the real teachings of Jesus,

with the purpose that when found they may accept them. The purpose

is unquestionably commendable, whatever may be thought of the

methods employed. Nor are the results, so far as the practical outcome
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is concerned, so far away from orthodoxy in most cases as many sup-

pose. For instance, Boetticher defines faith, in the Jsew Testament

sense, as consisting of tlirec things: first, unconditional trust in God,

such a disposition of the lieart or will as produces humble self-renuncia-

tion and the ascription of all honor to God alone as the source of help

and salvation; second, perfect consecration to God, a di.'^positiou of

the heart and will which finds its expression in the followiug of Christ

and in obedience to his will ; and, third, conquering power, finding ex-

pression in miraculous deeds, in mighty words, in patient endurance

under suffering and temptation, etc. The man who, after a critical

search of the New Testament, finds that to be the nature of the faith of

tiie New Testament Church is not far astray. As to the real nature

of the Christian faith, Boetticher represents the essential views of

the majority. There Avould be differences of opinion as to whether all

this is well founded, and especially as to how we are to be assured of the

reasonableness of such a faith and the relation of it to justification. We
think Boetticher has given, on the whole, a very exact description, in

general terms, of Christian faith, though there is little suggestion as to

the character of justifying faith in particular in his delineation. It is

interesting to note, as we have before done in these pages, that though
the NcAV Testament may be a subject of varying criticism those critics

are generally orthodox when it comes to interpretation.

KECEXT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

" Der Glaube und seine Bedentung fiir Erkenntniss, Leben, und Kirche,

mit RUcksicht auf die Hauptfragen der Gegenwart " (l^aith and its Eela-

tiou to Knowledge, Life, and the Church, with Special Reference to the

Principal Problems of the Present Day). By Julius Kostlin. Berlin.Peuther

& Beichard, 1895. One turns v.'ith almost breathless interest to such a

work from such an author. We can give but a brief outline of the fun-

damental portion: The believer must hold fast to the ol)jectivity and

actuality of the objects of his faith. The scientific consideration of

nature, while it cannot establish our religious faith, need not conflict

with it. On the one liand, the Christian faith solves certain problems

which otherwise must remain unexplained. On the other hand, the

Christian need not appeal to the Scriptures for the explanation of those

facts and operations of nature which we can see with our natural mental

faculties; for example, we need not try to correct the Copernican tlieory

by an appeal to the biblical account of creation. The true way to a

knowledge of God is not to start Avith the thought of God as a]:»solntc,

but rather from the idea of God as Father, the personality whose charac-

ter is love; in other words, from the standpoint of faith. That this is a

limited idea of God must be admitted, but Kostlin thinks, and doubtless

all of us will agree, that for the purposes of religion we can have no

more adequate idea of God than this by adherence to the idea of Cod as
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the absolute. One of the most interesting phases of the work is that
which treats of the Christian revelation as final. "While freely admitting
that the utterances of the New Testament writers are not in all respects

to be taken as absolutely trustworthy, but rutlier in some cases as their

opinions as to matters of fact, yet he maintains that in Jesus Christ the
way to God and his salvation is opened once for all. We do not regard
the argument which our author gives in support of this proposition as

exhibiting the strength of the Christian position on the subject. His
main dependence is upon the freshness and originality of tlie record and
its contents as compared with the later products of the Christian faith,

and upon the fact that the books of the New Testament were selected

from all tlie then existing literature, not so much on account of a critical

insight as because of the impression they made upon the Christian

thinkers of tlie earlv Church.

"Die Nachfolge Christi und die Predigt der Gegenwart" (Christian

Discipleship and the Preaching for the Times). By Johannes "Weiss. Gottin-

gen,"\'andenhoeck k. Ruprecht, 1895. The purpose of the work is to show
those who fill our pul])its what they ought to preach—how they should
represent Christ and the relation of the believer to him in our age and in

our state of intelligence. He rejects the Ritschlian idea, according
to which Christian life depends indeed upon the impression which the

portrait of the historical Christ makes upon the individual, but mediately
through the Church and the work of education ; also Hermann's idea that

the normal way of attaining to faith is by means of the overjjowering in-

fluence of the historical Christ, thereby making the gate of life too narrow.

So also he rejects Kaftan's notion tltat the fundamental condition of a true

Christian life is comiuunion with the risen Christ. Weiss seeks a formula
which shall approach as near as possible toward those who are strangers

to Christ and which shall at the same time make a minimum of demand
upon those who would become Christians. This is not found in faith in

the risen Christ, who is supposed to be, nevertheless, really wuth his people,

leading them and giving them victory. Xor can this formula be found in

the notion of Christ as a great liistorical reality of the past whom we may
follow according to Franciscan fashion with self-denial and obedience.

The Johanncan idea of obedience to the commands of Christ is insufficient

because the ethics of Jesus breathe a spirit which is strange to the ideals of

life prevalent since the Reformation. "We are shut up, therefore, to the

thought of a purely intellectual relationship to Christ, such as we have with

other absent personalities which, when vividly recalled to mind, exercise

a pOTi'erful influence upon us. This intellectual conception of Christ is

adapted to all changes in circumstance in the history of the world. If he

intended to make matters just as easy as possible for intellectual unbelievers

"Weiss has certainly succeeded. All that is required is to believe that at

one time a good man by the name of Jesus jived, a:!d to jiresuppose some
slight admiration for goodness in said unbelievers, and Jesus Christ can
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be followed by them. But Weiss has traveled so far from the path of

common observaiion that he does uot kuowtliat religious earnestness does

not ask an easy way, but covets difficulties.

" Der Stoiker Epiktet und seiu Verhaltnis zum Christenthum " (Epic-

tetus the Stoic and his Relation to Christianity). By Theodor Zalm.

Leipzig, A. Deichart Nachf, 1S95. The old question, as to whether ilu;

resemblances to Christian principles found in heathen writers who lived

subsequent to the ministry of Christ indicate dependence upon Christiim

writings or contact Avith Christian teachings, directly or indirectly, is here

once more brought to the front. Zahn thinks that when Epictetus spoalcs

of the Galileans as looking Avith lofty contempt upon the evils which

surround them it is proved that he has reference to the Christians, and

hence that he must have read New Testament writings and gotten the

name Galileans from them. As a critic of Zahn says, however: "It did

uot prt^bably often happen in the earlier period of the history of Chris-

tianity that heathen read Christian writings before they came into close

relations with the followers of Christ and were about to become converts."

Zahn himself holds that it is not safe to assume an influence of Christianity

upon heathen writers wherever we find thoughts or expressions iu them

similar to those iu Christian writings. In fact, this jealousy for the Clui;-

tian revelation which causes so uiany to fear lest a thought which is found

in the Xew Testament might have developed without Christian influence

is itself unchristian. God has never at any time in any place left himself

without a witness. That the heathen had some light none ought to deny.

If that light came from God it must resemble, in part, at least, the light of

the Gospel. Besides, those resemblances lie upon the periphery of Chris-

tianity, and may easily be accounted for on the ground that as men of

different nations thought on the highest themes it was most natural for

them sometimes to hit upon the same truth and to express it in csscutially the

same form, just as discoveries are sometimes made in the realms of science

by men who work entirely independent of each other. The real revelatiun

of Christ was not in these things, but in the profound mystery of tho plan of

salvation. This we do not find portrayed anywhere else but in the Xew
Testament or in the writings of Christian authors. Let Christians cease

to dishonor God by denying that he allowed the heathen the least light,

even upon questions of practical morality.

"Huldreich Zwingli. Sein Leben und Wirken nach den Quellcn

dargestellt" (Ulrich Zwingli, his Life and Work, as Gathered from Ori,.,'-

inal Sources). By Rudolph Stahelin. Basel, Schwabe, 1805. It is to Le

regretted that the study of Zwingli has uot called forth greater self-

sacrifice and enthusiasm. !Much has indeed been done to make possiM'-

a thorough understanding of the great Zurich reformer; but mucli th:it

ought to have been done has remained undone. There is not even a

complete and available edition of his works, nor any immediate pruspeet
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of one. His correspondence needs editing. The Swiss have the mouey,

but apparently not the disposition, to provide for these works. This is

partly owing, no doubt, to the feeling that Zwingli's place in history is

by no means equal to that of his great contem])orary, Luther. But it is

also partly due to the fact that the purely Zwingliau type of theology has

few earnest supporters. He was overshadowed by Calvin. How would
it have been had he lived to know and combat that great theologian, as

combat him he surely would have done ? But still the study of the

Zwingliau reformation is progressing, however slowly, and Stiihelin was

able to employ collections of material Avhich had not been made when the

works of Morikofcr were written, nearly thirty years ago. AVe have re-

ferred to the smaller historical stature of Zwingli as compared with

Luther. One cannot say how much of this is due to the more limited

field of his operations. But certain it is that Zwingli met the conditions

which surrounded him with as much skill and success as did Luther those

of Germany. Zwingli had as much will power as Luther, but this did not

have so many opportunities of displaying itself in dramatic scenes, nor

did Zwingli depend so much oii mere force of will as did Luther, but

rather upon the employment of reason. This corresponded with the fact

that the sensibilities were not, relative to other mental faculties, so prom-

inent in Zwingli as in Luther. Hence he docs not appeal so powerfully

to the popular mind as his contemporary. But while he was as firm in

his faith as Luther he was also more clear-sighted as to what a true refor-

mation demanded ; although, if Luther stopped short out of regard for the

consciences of weak brethren, Zwingli went too far in practical protest

against the usages of Romanism. These reflections are not so much con-

tained in as suggested by St-ihelin's work, which should be read by all

>vho are masters of the German.

RELIGIOUS AXD EDUCATIONAL.

Professor Harnack in the Role of an Apologist. The great Church

historian has been so roundly and persistently denounced as a rational-

ist or worse that it is interesting to find him defending Christianity in

the presence of the local branch of the Evangelical Alliance of Berlin.

Being an historian, he naturally takes up his task in the light of the prin-

ciples of liistorical research. Nor do we miss any of the scientific exact-

ness of the historian when he turns apologist, which fact accounts for

the caution with which he proceeds, and the limitations of his arguments

to those poiuts which he regards scientifically unassailable. In other

words, one cannot make out how much more he believes than he de-

fends. We shall give the outline of his argument as an item of news,

for it is no insignificant event when such a man proclaims the reasons for

his faith. The first objection which he attempts to meet is that since the

Christian religion belongs in the realm of history, and all history is de-

velopment, Christianity is purely a link in this development, and hence

no special or peculiar place in history can be attributed to its Founder.
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Fully agreeing w\i\\ the view, that all history is development, auci that it

cannot be understood except on this theory, he denies that all history can
be regarded as merely the result of a natural process. In the history of

ideas the environment is not au adequate cause. Is'o progress has ever
been made in religion without the intervention of a person. Humanity
honors all its great men, but it reveres only its prophets and religious

founders; for in them only it sees a power which frees us from the world
and lifts us above ordinary life. And of all the religious founders and
prophets, so vivid iu character and gifts, there is One only of whom we
know that he united with the profoundest humility and the purest pur-

poses the claim that he was greater than all others before him, even the

Son of God. Only of him it is true that those who ate and drank with
him honored him as Prophet, Teaciicr, and King, and above all as the

Prince of their lives, their Redeemer, tlie Judge of the world, the living

Power of their being, and that soon with them there were many Jews and
heathen, wise and fools, and that all received grace from the fullness that
dwelt in him. This unquestionable fact stands alone in history, and it

demands that the fact of the personality which lies behind it all should
be respected as peculiar and unprecedented also. So the objection to

giving Christ any special place iu history because all history is develop-
ment is set aside. Development and personalities must unite iu the ex-

planation of history. The second objection he meets admits that Jesus
was an incomparable man, but asserts that since he lived centuries ago
he cannot be the rock upou which we shall build, but only his doctrine
or his principles. Or, to put it more sharply, in religion the relation of

the soul to God is everything, and everything which intervenes between
the soul and God disturbs the depth and freedom of the religious life.

Taking up this second form of the objection, which in reality denies the

necessity for Christ as a mediator in any form, Ilarnack admits the defi-

nition of religion as correct. But he says it is one thing to see the peace
and beauty of a pious life and another thing to possess it. God speaks
to men iu various ways. But it is the rule that God uses one Christian to

help another, and so men have been helping one another to become be-

lievers from the time of Christ to the present day. At the farther end of

this series of messengers of God stands Clirist as the Founder. The life of

each came, even though mediately, from him. All live by him and through
him. But the Christian faith does not think of Christ as in the past, but

rather as being present with us. Christianity deals with the question of

deciding for God and agaiust tiie world, of eternal life, of the recognition

of the fact that above nature there is a kingdom of holiness and love, a

city not built with hands, whose citizens we ought to be. In connection

with this message comes to us the demand for a change of life jiurposc,

for self-denial, and we feel that we must choose. Is victory possible in

the struggle? Is there here any Jiigher reality in comparison with whieh
the world is valueless ? T3o we deceive ourselves coucerning our feelings

and aspirations? Are we perhaps completely bound witliin the cirri'-

of predetermined laws of our earthly being ? These arc the great (jue-s-
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tions and doubts ^vhich come to us. They are resolved by looking to

Christ. When we sink into doubt and despair the person of Christ

is able to save us. Here is a life wlioUy in the fear of God, firm, unself-

ish, and pure; here shines a loftiness and a love which draws us to itself.

Here all was a continuous struggle with the world; little by little every

earthly good vanished. At last even his life itself went shamefully down ;

yet no one can escape the impression that he who dies so does not die,

but lives. In this life and death humanity for the first time acquires the

certainty of an eternal life and a divine love which overcomes, not only

all evil, but sin itself. Here we first see the relative valuelessncss of the

world and all its eood. Eighteen hundred years separate us from him.

But when we earnestly address ourselves to the question, What gives us

com-ao-e to believe that God rules in history, and that there is eternal life?

we answer, We build only upon Christ; Jesus lives, and with him we live

also He is the firstborn among many brethren. Hence it is his person,

uot merely his teaching, that has the principal place in the life of tlie

Christian. The third objection says. You can say what you will concern-

in- Jesus, but you have no certainty that it is as you say; for historical

crfticism has partly dissolved the portrait and partly made it uncertain,

and even were evervthing more sure than it is individual historical facts

can never be so well ascertained as to become the foundation of religious

faith Harnack admits that criticism has destroyed the credibility of

much of what the Gospel affords us relative to the external facts of

Christ's life. But he does not find that the fundamental facts in the life

and words of Christ are affected by criticism. And the same is true of

his witness to himself. Had historical investigation been able to prove

that he was an apocalvptic fanatic or a dreamer it would be different. But

it has not been, and cannot be, proved. His influence upon his followers

no historical criticism contests. And by the side of this fact all o.hers

are but trifles. To the demand for external facts Harnack insists that

while they do much for many people, yet faith and piety can have then-

final security only in the contents of faith in God the Lord and confidence

in Jesus Christ, whose word and Spirit still prove themselves to human

hearts as the power of God. Sad would it be if our faith rested upon a

number of external facts to be demonstrated by the historian. The spirit-

ual content of a life, of a person, is an liistorical fact also, and one wduch

has its assurance in its effects. Nevertheless, while the v.^s.0.^.^

ternal facts of the life of Christ have not a fundamental significan e, they

have significance. It is first of all to be investigated whether they arc

not true and real. ^luch which was once rejected has come to accept-

ance by more thorough investigation and more comprehensive experiences

For example, who can reject the miraculous healings so easily as former

scholars did? Then they have also a significance for doctnne._ ^> e de

fend them not for themselves, but for the teaching they contain. Then

they have a s>-mbolic value. They are figures and parables, even whe^

historically verifiable. In closing, Christianity need not fear the closest

scrutiny.
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SUMMARY OP THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Is church atteudance on the decline? Eight prizes were lately offered

by the British Wediy for letters on this question from the clergy auj

laity of England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. The editorial com-

ment of the Weddy on these letters, as republished in Christian Lit-

erature for October, forms one- of the noticeable articles of the current

month. The conditions which obtain in the British Isles do not seem

largely different from those prevailing in the United States, and may ])e

summed up in a semi-indifference to the Church on the part of the mul-

titudes, and a general ground for anxiety among Christian leaders. " In

England," says the editorial, "allowance being made for the shifting of

population, matters do not seem to have greatly altered. In Scotland

there is evidently a decided decline; but when it is remembered how
strictly the Lord's day used to be observed in Scotland, and what a strong

force of public opinion compelled regular attendance on the sanctuary,

this is not surprising, and we may well hoj^e that the tide will soon begin

to turn. In Ireland and in Wales there is evidently no decrease, while iu

some places there is even an increase. All over the kingdom the practice

of attending once a day is growing, and this reduces the congregation."

But the depressing feature of the replies, says the WecUy, is that very

few of its correspondents " can speak of growing interest iu the things of

God. In a certain way the Churches were never so active and never so

liberal, and yet it seems that they barely hold their own, so far, at least, as

attendance is concerned. . . . Very little progress is being made among
the masses outside the Church, and even those within show a tendency,

not as yet pronounced, to become indifferent. This is true of all the

Churches. . . . We are in presence of a general tendency affecting the

whole field, a tendency from which some suffer more than others, but from

which all are suff'ering." Among remedies for the existing condition the

editorial suggests, in quotation from Bishop Butler, "the importance of

maintaining the externals of religion," and also that the Church '•needs

to be revived in nonconformity." "Let us remember," it furthermore

adds, " when we come into tlie sanctuary AVlio is there and what are the

blessings which he has promised to those Avho meet in his name." The

concluding stricture on pulpit methods, also, may possibly have an appro-

priateness this side of the Atlantic: " Many of tlie letters we have received

condemn in the strongest manner the preaching of the higher criticism

and the ignoring of the great themes of the Gospel as responsible for

much indifference toward church services."

What may have been the method of ancient baptism is ably discussed

by Dr. B. B. Warfield in the October number of the Bihlioth'xa S'lcra,

under the title of "The Archaology of the ^Mode of Baptism." Wo
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might T\-isb that the author had arrived at a more definite result thau the
one he reaches. " Our archaeological inquiry as to the mode of Christian
baptism," he concludes, "leaves us hanging, then, in the middle of the
sccoud century. What Christian baptism was like at that point of time
\\c can form a tolerably clear notion of. It Avas a cleansing bath, usually
l)eiformed by a form of triune immersion. . . . Such being the case, we
appear to be forbidden to assume that second-century baptism any more
cei-tainly reproduces for us Christian baptism than the second-century
cucharist reproduces for us the primitive Lord's Suppci-, or the second-
century church organization the primitive bishop-presbyter. "Where, then,
it may be asked, are we to go for knowledge of really primitive baptism ?

If the archceology of the rite supplies ground for no very safe inference
where can we obtain satisfactory guidance ? Apparently only from the
Xew Testament itself. "We are seemingly shut up to the hints and im-
plications of the sacred pages for trustworthy information here." In the
following three articles the Rev. Henry Hayman, D.D., shows "The
Great Pentateuchal Difficulty Met;" the Rev. E. S. Carr writes of
" Schleiermacher and the Christian Consciousness;" and the Rev, "W.
S.Watson contributes "The Final Chapters of Deuteronomy." Under
the title of "A Question of Interpretation " tlie Rev. J. M. Stiller, D.D.,
asks and answers the inquiry as to whether Christianity displaces and
takes the place of Judaism. To Avhat lengths the clamorous campaign
discussions of the autumn have invaded all departments of literature

is shown by the publication in this conservative quarterly of three distinc-

tively political articles, with which its table of contents concludes. They
are, "Silver Money," by Rrofessor W. E. C.Wright, D.D.; "What
Government Cannot Do," by Z. Swift IJolbrook; and "The Question of

the Free Coinage of Silver," by Professor E. W. Bemis, Ph.D.

The sweet songs of Christina G. Rossetti are recalled by the London
QuarttrJy Eeview for October, in its article entitled "The Rossettis."

The paper also includes some attractive reminiscences of Cliristiua's

brother poet, Dante Gabriel Rossetti. In " The Confidences of a Society

Poet " is reviewed the autobiographical sketch of Frederick Locker-
Lampson. His father, John Locker, was Civil Commissioner of Greenwich
Hospital at his birth, in 1831. "He was a very pretty and precocious,

but an exceedingly delicate, boy; and remained all through life ])hysically

fragile and sensitive." In 1843 he became a junior clerk in the Admi-
r:vlty. His wife was Lady Charlotte Bruce, sister of Lady Augusta Stan-
ley. Among tlie celebrities whom ^Ir. Locker sketches are Anthony
Trollope, "hirsute and taurine of aspect, glaring at you from behind
fierce spectacles: " Leigh Hunt " in liis old age, discursive and amiable,

fantastically arrayed in a sacerdotal-looking garment ;
" Carlyle, who, when

presented to the queen, sat himself in a chair with the remark, "I am an
old man, and, with yonr ;Majesty's leave, I will sit down;" George Eliot,

whose "soaring genius" nature had di.'<guiscd in "a homely and insi----
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nificant form;" and Dean Stanley, w:th his "small alert fic^uro "

his"sensitive refined face," and his "eager sweetness " of addr °s"
'

tyears after the death of his uife in 1872 Mr. Locker married th^ dan-tei of Sir Curtis Lampson, and added their name to ins own pat;on ni

"

Cuannmg are the instances of his verse which are quoted, must /i:*' the gifts 01 insight and expression that make the poet." But 1 c t ^besides magnetic as a man. '.• It is no small power to have been abl^ t.iattach to yourself a character so pure as Arthur Stanley's, or persona i iso marke-d in diverse ways as those of Marian Evans, Ko'bei/p.ow 1A f.ed Tennyson.
. . Surely we owe a debt of no small gratitude Zthis charming writer and kindly-spirited gentleman, for tha° b.-fore 1 epassed forever from the stage of this life, he left thil legacy ;f pand helpful memories for his descendants and for us." The th ire ar iXof the C^arterly is a lengthy historical review of "The Growth of B -I

J. R. Seeley The value of a life nobly lived is suggested by the fourthartic e, on
<
Dr. Ilort and the Cambridge School." In " Life^and I -

anj of hi. American contemporaries except Lowell, perhaps " The sixtli

s'eTcl^h r- "..'^^•?'^' ^^« "English CharteVLl cimpanS "

rr ;..?"? '^' '^"'"^ " Woman Under Monasticism," notice, four

W r^L Lecky"
^ ^^ "'''"^" '""'""''" " ^^'^^^^^-^^^J ^^d iiberty," by

ronrAT''"'rl
'^'^ P'-'^'l^^''-'-'^ Q^^^rt^rhj for October are : I. "Ti:..Const! ution of the Seminary Curriculum," by B. B. Warfield, LL.1>.

;

o u ir ?. ^f
^'"^'"^"t ^» i^^s K^lation to Social Reform," bv Louis Voss;

V .J !
<^^;^'chof the Living God," by H. M. White, D.D. ; 4. " Ti:e

HoSr'^ ^;, T?" "r''''^''''^'
-^^^ Confessions of the Reformed Church-.Holding the Presbyterian System," by H. C. Mintou. D.D.; 5. -Chris-

tian Giving in the Sanctuary Service," by R. E. Prime; G. "Tlu- T.^ti-,-
Systeui for Ministerial Students in the Presbyterian Church of Irduul."
by T. C. Johnson, D.D. The first article was read bv Dr. Warli.ld \-,Unr-
the association of Presbyterian theological profo^^^ors of tlie U^iitol
btates, in June, 1S9G, and is an exhaustive consideration of the curricula
of the various theological seminaries of their dcnomiiiation. To his con-
elusion he gives the following practical turn: " Let us foster in our .studert*
tlie Idea that they constitute a cliurch, and are to live as beconu.H th..^-
who are, in their corporate union, a church of God. Shall I go furwu-r
bhall I say that, constituting a church, they ouglit to have a i)aslor f . . .

Amid the multitude of agencies gathered together to further the intdlcc
tual advancement of our students, may it not be worth considcrir-
Avhether there may not be work enough to be done in the advanromri;!
specifically of their religious life to occupv all the energies and lime .vs-I

thought of one man ? " The author of the second article states the p---.
pose of his paper as follows: '-In the revealed word of Cud alof.e --.u- :>
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be found the ways which lead to a reconciliation of the contending parties

[among men] aufl to the amelioration of the social relations. Not until

men return to God -will peace be established. To prove all this, with the

aid of the Old Testament, is the object of this i)aper." In the tiiird article

Dr. White exalts the value of Presbyterian government and doctrine. The
following statement from his pen will, incidentally, come with the force

of a new revelation to the learned historians of ;Methodism, if allusion is

made to our denomiuational headquarters in New York: "An agent of tlic

American Tract Society, Rev. Jonathan Lyon, attended a meeting of the

Methodist Conference of Xorth Carolina when they Avere debating the

])ropositiou to establish a publication house for their use as a denomina-
tion. One of the speakers objected, urging the fact that they then had
excellent religious literature, suitable for devotional purposes, published

and sold on good terms by the American Tract Society, and that it would
be a misappropriation of money to spend it in building a house they did

not need. The argument was answered by saying that, Avliilc the litera-

ture of the Tract Society was good, yet it contained Calvinism in danger-

ous quantities. . . . His argument prevailed, and the Conference cast its

vote in favor of what is now known as the 'Methodist Book Concern.'"

Inasmuch as the American Tract Society as such was not formed till 18i!5,

while the Book Concern was established in 1780, the anachronism is one

to which we would respectfully invite the attention of Dr. White. The
next article was read at the sixth General Council of the Alliance of the

Reformed Churches holding the Presbyterian .system, in June, 189G. In

the fifth article the writer affirms that giving is a natural act of worship.

It should be a thanksgiving and a cheerful freewill offering; and it

should include the best one has. As to the form of giving, " there is no

model in the Scripture for the order of church services." The writer of

the last article, after describing the examination of ministerial students

in Irish Presbyterianism, expresses his belief that the standard of educa-

tion in the Southern Presbyterian Church is "far too low."

A GREAT and growing evil is ]iowerfully pictured by Frederick J.

Masters in the Chautauquaii for October, under the title, "The Opium
Traffic in California." The vice, he declares, "has spi-ead with such

alarming rapidity during the last fifty years that in China it is estimated

that one adult male in five is now addicted to its use. Among the

twenty thousand Chinese swarming in the si.x blocks of that portion

of San Francisco called Chinatown the proportion is even higher."

Nor is this the worst aspect of the case. "The most serious phase of

the opium evil is the increasing munber of white people who are learn-

ing to smoke. It is no uncommon thing to see young men and even

women of our race stealing into Chinatown at night fur ' dope.' . . . Fre-

quent arrests are made by the police of youths found in opium ixsorts.

Scores of dens are to be found outside of Chinatown where the drug is

rLgularly sold and smoked, and it is even finding its way into the faslr-
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ionable homes of the westoru suburbs." The leguh'zation of the traffic by
Congress is one of the crying shames in American legislation. From the

San Francisco customs statistics the writer quotes, to show that duriuo-

the past sixteen years there has annually been imported through the cus-

tomhouse in that city an average of over eighty-three thousand pounds
of the drug, while there has been collected "an average yearly revenue of

over $700,000."' The importation and sale of opium for smoking purposes

should be prohibited, says Mr. Masters ; the officers of internal revenue

should be empowered to destroy it, when found, as contraband goods;
and the treasury of the nation should be forever shut "against a revenue

derived from human miser.v, vice, and shame." This can now be done.

"But if we wait uutil the traffic has taken hold of American capital and
enthralled our people in its chains it may be too late."

The memory of a gifted and good man is i)erpctuated in the life sketch

of "The Reverend Talbot Wilson Chambers, S.T.D., LL.D.," which opens

the October number of the Prcihyterian and Reformed liei-ieic. "He
was," writes Professor J.Preston Searlc, D.D., "a precocious, an in-

defatigable, a lifelong student. , . , His plan for daily work included

the reading of Hebrew before breakfast and Greek before dinner. In

later life the Greek Testament found its place, in the daily routine, along-

side the Hebrew in the earlier hour, on account of the greater quiet he

could then secure. That this was no abbreviated hour is seen from the

fact that he always rose as early as six o'clock, and frequently at half-

past four. As to the outcome of this life of study we know in part

that he possessed a critical knowledge of Hebrew, Greek, Latin, French,

German, and Dutch, and a wide accptaintancc with the literature of these

languages. He also read Arabic, Syriac, Italian, and Spanish." As one

of the pastors of the Collegiate Reformed Dutch Church of New York
city; a member of the company of Old Testament revisers; acting pro-

fessor of New Testament Exegesis at Princeton, Union, Hartford, and

Nev.- Brunswick, and of dogmatic theology at the latter place; the Chair-

man of the Committee on Versions of the American Bible Society; and an

author and denominational leader, his life was busy and useful. "The
ninety-first of the Psalms he loved," says the writer, " describes Talbot

Wilson Chambers's career and its end." In the second article Professor

E. D. Morris, LL.D., comprehensively describes "The Jerusalem

Chamber," and recalls that " Catholic and Protestant, Episcoiialian and

Presbyterian and Independent " each has " some share in the remarkable

memories that arc clustered there." A fascinating, and by no means a

flippant or unprofitable, inquiry is raised by W. A. Holliday, D.D., i:i

"The Effect of the Fall of ]\Ian upon Nature." The Rev. H. A. Joliu-

ston, D.D., contributes ""Wanted—A Definition of Conscience ;" the Rov.

W. R. Notman considers "The Early Bermuda Church;" and D. K
Breed, D.D., in his "Christian Endeavor and the General Assembly."

inquires into the. meaning of the recent action of the last-named body
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regardiiif^ young people's societies. The editorial clepartmcats of this

issue of the Eetiew are most ably sustained. Among noticeable papers

are outlines of the doings of the recent Presbyterian C4cncral Assembly at

Saratoga and of the Glasgow Council, and two charming sketches by Drs.

Eldridge Mix and W. M. Paxton of the late A. D. F. Randolph.

Undeh the title of "After Fifty Years" Bishop E. R. Ilendrix. D.D.,

LL.D., -writes in the September Methodist Jtetieic of the Church Soutu

of the division of the Church in 1844, and the organization of the

new body in 1845. His article -was first delivered at the semicentennial

jubilee of the Church South in Louisville, Ky., ]May 1, 1895. It is clear

in historical outline, pacitic in spirit, and able in construction. In the

North American for October Bishop S. M. Jlerrill writes on "Our Electoral

System," showing how the method of the fathers may be in\proved

upon. The gist of his argument seems to be in these words: "How
can equality be secured? It cannot be till voters throughout the countiy

vote for the same number of electors. This requires the election of presi-

dential electors by districts instead of by States." The Neir ]]WId for

September opens with an article by Josiah Royce on "Browning's

Theism." The poet's faith, he liolds, was " never a philosophy, always

an intuition, but freely illustrated from experience, and insistently pon-

dered through long and manifold arguments." The second article, by

C. F. Dole,''on "The Christocentric Theology," dethrones our Lord.

"The Raising of the Dead in the Synoptic Gospels," by E. A. Abbott,

learnedly scrutinizes some of the Gospel narratives, and concludes that

such a miracle as that at Xain "is not history, but metaphor misunder-

stood." The first article in the Nineteenth Century for October, by Sir

Wemyss Reid, is entitled, "Why Russia Distrusts England." Taking

for his text Cardinal Xcwman's "reference to omissions in great liis-

tories" E. S. Purcell writes "On the Ethics of Suppression in Biog-

raphy," and justifies the contrary course VN'hich he followed in his life of

Cardinal :^[anning. The New Church Revieic for October opens with

"Balzac and Swedenborg," by T. F. Wright. Other papers are, " The End

of the Jewish Church," bv L. G. Iloeck; "The Divorce Question." by W.

H. Mayhew; "The Church of To-day," by James Reed; and "Some

Glimpses of the Unity of Truth, in Dante," by S. W. Paine. Among

the articles in the Methodist Magmiiie and J^enVzc for October are "The

Greater Britain of the Southern Seas," Australia being the land wiiich

is pictured; "In Seavcli of His [Christ's] Grave," by Bish.op Vincent;

":^Iemorics of the Bay of Naples," by E. A. R. Bell and W. II.

Withrow ; "James Russell Lowell and the Bigelow Papers." by C. A.

Chant; "John Nelson—the Yorkshire I^Iason," by Dr. W. II. Withrow;

"An Inspiring Chapter in Methodist History," by James i\Iudge. D.D.

—a study of the beginnings of Primitive Methodism, reprinted from the

Methodid Review ;
'

' The Far Distances of Our Universe, '' by Agnes Gibeme

;

and a chapter from "Hiram Golf's Religion."
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The Christian Dcmocracu- A History of its Suppression and Kwival. P.y JoHX McDowell
Lkavitt, D.D., LL.D. 12mo, pp. 3'j;. New York: Eaton & Mains. Cincinnati : Curls i
Jennings. Price, clotli, S1.50.

The learned author of this liook has spent a long life in the ministry of

the Protestant Episcopal Church, with which he is still couuectt-d: a

clergyman of distinction, formerly Editor of the American Quarterly

Church Review and President of Lehigh University. His book was not

made; it grew. It contains the conclusions forced ujwn the author by a

lifetime of scholarly research, and the convictions of a man who is master
of his theme. It is in its way one of the ablest books on its vitally im-

portant subject. It discusses a question overlooked by ecclesiastical

writers, yet one fundamental in the constitution of the Church. "SVhere

does sovereignty reside? Is the Christian Church an autocracy in the

pope, an oligarchy in bishops, or a democracy of believers, lay and cler-

ical? The latter theory is proved in this work by arguments that seem
irrefutable. Always in the Old Testament and in the Xew the Church
is considered under three aspects. Its ^jr/fjfZy power centers in the

forgiveness of sins; its 2>roj'?ic(ical power in declaring the terms of re-

mission; and its ^m^Zy 2)ower in legislation. By unanswerable reasoning

our author shows from the gospels and Acts that in the Christian Church
each species of power was in the whole body of believers. Sovereignty

was not in popes and bishops. It was in the people. On this founda-

tion the book is built. Ecclesiastical polity and history apjtear in a

new and true light. All the old issues between episcopacy and jires-

bytery are included and avoided. Pope and bishop lose themselves in

llie sovereignty of a Christian democracy. Our author paints in glow-

ing words the preparations and the obstacles of the young ecclesiastical

commonwealth. Persecution was the trial and the triumph of the faith.

The Christian anvil More out the ])agan hammer. When martyr fires

were fiercest war between presbyter and bishop burst forth. Both at

Carthage and Rome strife raged among Cliristians while heathen tyrants

forged fetters and kitidU-d flames. Cyprian asserted liis ci)isCopal

authority to settle controversies. His order was supreme and immaculate.

In the bishops were the unity and sovereignty of the Church. The
Roman pontiff confirmed the Carthaginian hierarch. Martyrdom glorilied

the authority of a Cyprian, a Fabianus, and a Cornelius. Soon the

A])Ostolical Constitutions made their view the univei-sal law. East and

AVcst were revolutionized. I^mperors assisted popes and patriarchs. The
laity were eliminated from the life and work and legislation of the Church.

Constantine and Justinian and Charlemagne obliterated every vestige of

the primitive Christian Democracy. Now mc approach the second jjurt

oC the historical inquiry. The writer remarks: " Decay iu the outer or-
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gnnism presumes corruption in the inner life. Henceforth we arc to con-

sider tliose living truths -»vhich can alone preserve ecclesiastical freedom.

But llie power of tlie Ciiurch is not a human inspiration. It is the breath

of the Holy Ghost. "We cannot, however, separate the Spirit of God from

the doctrine of God. Libert}- of soul implies knowledge of Scripture.''

Faith in the blood of the divine Christ is the root of spiritual freedom.

In the Bible is found one uniform sequence—Godhead, creatorship. in-

carnation, atonement. ''About the feebleness of the humanity of the

Redeemer are the miracles of his divinity. On his cross he shakes the

earth he called out of chaos. He rends the rocks he laid in his world**

foundations. He parts the veil of the temple lie filled witli his glory as

Jehovah. He darkens the sun he hung in the heavens. He opens graves

and in-omises paradise. Remission through faith in tlie blood of our in-

carnate God begins our liberty. But bondage to my evil self must be

broken. This is the work of the Holy Ghost, represented by birth which

translates from darkness to the light of the illimitable universe that serves

the infant. Our Saviour employs, too, the sublime image of the atmos-

])here. It enfolds a world. In its vast circumference, how mighty its

invisible movements! Home of the lightning, the clouds, and the tem-

pest, this free, quick, powerful, irresistible, universal air is the symbol

of the Holy Ghost brooding over humanity in that regenerating energy of

God which comiiletos the liberty of man." Our author then proceeds to

show hovr the spiritual freedom of the Christian Democracy, through re-

mission and regeneration, was assailed by heresies, confused by Fathers.

petrified iu creeds, fettered in liturgies, overwhelmed by councils, cor-

rupted by saint-worship, strangled by sacerdotalism, under encroachments

of bishops and conspiracies of ]-)apacy and empire, until morals were pol-

luted and mediaeval gloom and bondage became imiversal. This involves

in a new view the whole cause of ecclesiastical history. In this inquiry

we commend to notice the chapters on the " Clementines " and " Pela-

gianism.'' Always it is insisted that the subversion of the inner liberty

is the cause of the outer revolution in which perished the Original Scrij)-

tural Christian Democracy. Out of this universal gloom and slavery arose

the Reformation. " Luther revised the doctrine of remission and regener-

ation, taught by Christ and expounded by Paul, which can alone give

true liberty to men and nations. He so powerfully enforced Scrip-

ture against tradition and papacy that its supremacy Avill never be dis-

lodged from the human mind. He restored the hiity to the councils of

the Church. He opened a new era of religious and political liberty, which

gave impulse to art, to literature, to science, to government, f.nd which

is emancipaiing every department of society and every region of the

world. The work of r'.Iartin Luther will be most fully acknowledged when

over earth has become universal the primitive Christian Democracy.''

Trent and Jesuitism opposed the lieformation, and two chapters are

devoted to a history and analy-is of these ])owcrful forces; and are fol-

lowed by sketches of those pontifTs who did most to establish and to

corrupt the papacy and thus impair spiritual liberty. Anglicanism is
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impartially but unsparingly dissoctc.l. Of Protcstautism the tvnc and
epitome is Wesley: "To him high Anglicanism had brougi.t no pea.-e
Like Paul and Luther, he was slaiu by the law. He was a slave uith
no power to rend his fetters. Salvation did not come to him iu the
cathedral. He went to a meeting- iu Aldersgate Street, London The
Preface to the Epistle to the Roman.., by the great German reformer
IS read. As salvation had shone over Germany it was now kindled hx
England. The light of faith burst on the soul of Wesley ^WvM hid
occurred two centuries before at Erfurth was repeated at London
Reformation and revival had beginning in the same truth. \s Vre^lev
hears he believes in the blood of Christ for the remission of his sin.
He experiences the witness of his forgiveness. He knows that his load
of guilt IS gone. Reconciled through the cross, he calls God Father
and receives tlie Holy Ghost. Here was a new life for himself and
milhons. Out of that moment sprang our regenerated Christianity
To this conversion of Wesley we trace a new birth of Protestantism to
liberty, diffusiveness, and victory."

But after all the progress since the Reformation we see Christendom
yet divided. " Jf the leaves of the tree are diseased we should examine
Jts roots. Does the fruit wither? The blight is from within. Not in
the bark, but in the sap, is the lingering death. Is Christiauitv an
original Scriptural Democracy, which, first losing its interior libertV of
faith, passed into the bondage of oligarchy and autocracy? Then the
cure must be from within, and not from without. Paul was its typical
preacher and expounder. When he converted Asian and European
Gentiles what did he proclaim? Paul preached remission of sins
through faith in the blood of our incarnate God and Saviour, Jesus
Christ, followed by the gift of the Holy Ghost in regeneration, in
adoption, in assurance, in comfort, iu enlightenment, in sanctitication,m power. Paul aimed to bring Christ into tlie man and cast out that
pride which seeks oligarchy and autocracy. Paul sought to establish in
the heart the love and purity and liberty which alone can maintain in
the world the beauty and brotherhood of a Christian Democracy. Xa-
tions were born again. The seeds of life were i)lantod for an iinmortal
harvest. Only by spiritual revolution can you restore and extend Chris-
tian Democracy." " But we must remember that ecclesiastical sovereignty
in the people does not necessitate uniformity iu organization and worsliip".
As in State, so in Church, it may clioose either a monarchic or a repub-
lican form. It only insists that the power of election be in itself. The
primitive Catholic unity developed into a natural and generous varietv.
Indeed, the greater the inner liberty the greater may bo the outer dif-
ference. This condition is tlie life of freedom, and thus becomes its

law. Millennial unity in faith and love may exhibit itself in innumerable
forms, as the same life in the universe animates insect and archangel,
and the same light shines over creation in colors of beauty and giory
more delicate and more dazzling because broken into an inflnitn<1e of
hues and splendors." Here is the author's statement, in the chapter on
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the popes, of the great events ^\hich followed close after Pio Xouo's de-

cree of papal infallibility iu 1870: " IIow marvelous the ciTect on Pio
Xono! His humiliation in three months Tvas as dcc]i as that of Ilildo-

brand or Boniface. On his knees, like a vulgar pilgrim, he climbed
Pilate's st-aircase, bade farewell to liis Lateran cathedral, and retired for

life, self-impri<oned vrithin his Vatican boundaries. After his pontitical

abasement what a rush of events! We are bewildered at the vastucss and
rapidity of the revolution : Sedan; Mctz; in Paris conquering Germans;
the Emperor of France a captive; Napoleonic imperialism, that life-

guard of papacy, shivered into fragments; on the steps of the palace of

Louis the Grand the Prussian AYilliam iiroclaimed emperor; Victor

Emmanuel in the pontifical palace of the Quirinal; the papal territory,

procured by forgery, vanished like a cloud; a French republic; a united

Italy; a Protestant German euipire; political Pomauism shattered for-

ever; a way opened for the triumph of the future universal Christian

Democracy." The heaviest blows of this striking book are dealt against

sacerdotalism and Anglicanism, which is just now being sorely smitten

from before and behind and on either side. Dr. Leavitt's volume, the

clear and concise Avork of a born teacher and experienced instructor, is

admirably fitted for use as a text-book in all Protestant and non-Anglican

seminaries. We invite the attention of ecclesiastical educators to it for

this purpose. In chapter xxiii M'e see the work of Wesley brilliantly

set forth by one who has had no connection with Wesleyanism. Dr.

Leavitt is also the author of Visions of Sohjina, and Other Poems, pub-

lished by A. D, F. Randolph in 1895.

Jlic Student's Life <>/ Jc$us. By George Holley Gilbekt, Ph.D., D.D. 8vo, pp. 41?.

Chicago : Press of Chicago Theological Seminary. Price, clolh, Sl-oO.

The title of this newest life of Jesus indicates its purpose and spirit.

It is written, not for the cursory reader, but for those " who take the life

of Jesus so seriously that they wish to get at the very facts." While the

author, as a theological professor, has naturally had the needs of the-

ological students and young ministers prominently in mind, he has

studiously avoided classroom technicalities. Although constantly teach-

ing the Greek Testament and reading deeply in German theology, he has

not put into his book a letter of Greek nor a quotation in German. lie

believes that there is a large and growing number of intelligent laymen

who are eager to know what nevr light has been shed upon the character

and life of Jesus by tlie researches of modern scholars. Tiie title intimates

coiTcctly, also, that the work is undertaken from an liistorical rather than

a theological standpoint. With an uutlinching faith in the supernatuia],

with a joyf d confidence in " the risen and reigning Lord wlio is actually

conquering the world," Professor Gilbert holds "that a believer in

Christianity may investigate the life of Jesus as scientifically as an unbe-

liever." These quotations give the keynote and spirit of the book. It is

written by an historical scholar who, in his effort to "get at the very

facts," is not hindered by a preconceived tlieory concerning the nature of

the Gospel records. lie says of the living Christ :
'' The power of
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Cbristiauity is his spiritunl presence, and uot the inspiration or infalli-

bility of tliG story of his earthly life. Our faith docs not stand or fall

with these things. The essential claims of the Gosi)el are daily cstab-

lislied by the deepest experiences of millions of souls. So the Christian,

whose life rests, uot upon any alleged quality of the Gospel, nor even on
the written Gospel itself, but whose life consists rather in a personal rela-

tion to the living Lord, is, to say the least, as well able to investigate the

documents of Christianity impartially as is the unbeliever." It seems
proper to dwell thus upon the spirit and standpoint of the writer because
precisely these matters give to his book its especial interest and value.

Nothing is so certain or so significant in the tendencies of the younger
theological scholars of most evangelical Churches as a movement in the

direction indicated in Professor Gilbert's book. "01th wide differences

in detail and in degree, the trend is toward a profounder reliance upon
the reality of religious experience. Professor Gilbert's method is sim-

ple, practical, and attractive. The sources of the life of Jesus are first

treated under these three heads : the Synoptic Gospels, the Fourth
Gospel, and the Gospel Outside the Gospels. Contrary to the pre-

vailing view, the author holds that the synoptic gospels are mutually

independent. For this position he produces much evidence, some of

which is new. He holds, further, that the writers of these gos])cIs

used, to some extent, written sources. It is worthy of note that the

author infers from his views that "the differences, sometimes amount-
ing to contradiction, cannot be regarded as intentional changes made
by the writers of these gospels." They are to be "set down largely

to the fact that there were several or many eyewitnesses of the life

of Jesus, and partly to unconscious or even designed alterations by

those who repeated the story over and over in the early yeare of the

Church." Professor Gilbert regards this position as favorable to the

essentially historical character of the synoptic gospels. He defends, also.

the Johanninc authorship and historical trustworthiness of the fourlli

go>pcl, while admitting "at the outset that the teaching of Jesus is not

given with the same historical accuracy, as regards li^form, that charac-

terizes the synoptic version." Proceeding with the life of Jesus, the writer

follows in the main the chronological order, discussing ))oint after point

with admirable clearness, conciseness, and vigor. lie accepts the super-

natural conception, Avhile holding that it would "be a wide misrcprescii-

tatiou of the New Testament teaching to say that it esteems the super-

natural conception of Christ as lieing uo less necessaiy than the miracle

of his resurrection." From a multitude of matters, all of tlicm interest-

ing to the student of this immortal theme, and many of them of great im-

portance, it is possible here to name only a few. In regard to the tem]'-

taiion in the wilderness, the dove and voice at the baptism, and the

transfiguration, tiie author inclines to the theory of spiritual vision rath^ r

than that of objective reality. He holds, however, that the "demon-
ized ones were, according to the syno})tists, and according to Jesus him-

self, actually jiossessed by an evil spirit." This is intrinsically no more
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(lifTicult <o understand than liow the Holy Spirit cnn enter into a human

being. " But centuries of Cliristian experience prove that the Holy Spirit

docs thus enter into men and control them." All the miracles of Jesus

were -n-rought, he thinks, "not by virtue of inherent onuiiiiotence, but

through faith" by the Spirit of God. Tlie objective reality of the resur-

rection is the only view reconcilable with the narratives. In referring to

authorities outside the Bible, Professor Gilbert gives the decided ])reior-

cnce to Weiss and Bcyschlag. Possibly the book bears too strongly the

character of a review of the works of these two men on the same subject.

In the second rank arc noticed the positions of Edersheim and Keim. Yet

it is one of the excellencies of this work that it is not burdened with a

mass of references. Dr. Gilbert has given to students a stimulating,

suggestive, and instructive life of Jesus, such a one as did not exist before.

He would be the last person to claim that liis book is perfect or that all

liis positions are final and unassailable. With all his keen discrimination

and impartial temper he seems occasionally to slip into dogmatism. He

appears also to struggle at times in his efforts to work the events and

teachings of the fourth gospel smoothly into the synoptic narrative. But

he has undoubtedly made a contribution to this theme of themes for

which earnest students may well be profoundly grateful,

27ie Crisis o/ Tixxs TT'or?d;or, The Dominion and Doom of the Devil. By S. M. MEP.r.iLf.,

Bishop ol the Methodist Kpiscopal Church. ICiuo, pp. IW. CinciQuati: Curts A Jeaaiugs.

New Yorlv : Katou & Mains. Price, cloth, CO cent.'.

In their solidity the three discourses included in this volume are like

blocks of granite cut from tlie mountain side. They constitute Bishop

MerriiPs latest published excursion into the field of theological contro-

versy, and are impressive in their massive strength. In no better way

can their contents be put before the reader than by a running quotation

from their pages. The first discourse—and the whole booklet, the author

tells us, is but " a sermon enlarged "—gives the title to the volume, and

is based upon the utterance of Jesus in John xii, 31, " Kow is the judg-

ment of this world: now shall the prince of this world be cast out."

The period meant is held by the bishop to be the "crisis" in human

history involved in the crucifixion. "The great event, which was the

turning point in human history and in the history of divine government

over men, was the death of Jesus Christ. For this purpose and for this

hour he came. His birth and life were preparatory; his death was the

climax. It was the culmination of his mission. In that event centered

all human interest and human hope. It was the turning point of destiny,

the crisis of this world, the decisive hour for rulership in the spiritual

realm." But, intiniately connected Avith the fact of this crisis is another

tremendous fact which is inseparably related to man's temporal and

eternal interests—the personal existence of the devil and his struggle for

human mastery. If one is looking for a voluiiie which wavers on the

subject of the Satanic personality this is not the book. With sturdy and

refreshing words the bishop advocates the belief-andis it not the belief

of the orthodox Church ?—in the diabolism of the New Testament. The
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mere " personificfition of evil," in his judgment, falls far short of mcctiug
the conditions of the case. Evil, as a more quality, has "no existen-o
apart from its substance." A personification cannot "seduce."' "Who
stands in awe of a metaphor?" Devils exist. A chief devil exists—
"Beelzebub, 'the prince of devils,' 'the prince of darkness,' ' the prince
of this world.'" The temi)ter of Job and of Christ, he is coatendir-L,'

with the Son of God for the ownership of the earth. "This world i"^

now the battlefield. Wherever the war began, it is to be fought out
here. Here Satan has his seat; here he has obtained dominion;
and here all the forces of his kingdom are gathered, 'the rulers of the
darkness of this world,' making their final struggle for the masterv. 'i'lie

prize is the control of the human race. For this prize every enero-v of
the kingdom of darkness is enlisted." But, adds the author, in conclu-
sion, Satan is to be dethroned and cast into the " outer darkness." Tlio
two sermons which follow are logical corollaries of the discourse on tiie

crisis of the world. The second sermon considers "The Unpardonable
Sin," holds that the text applies to the present dispensation, and shows
that "in the blinding and hardening process" involved in a course of

willful sin Satan is "an active agent." The final sermon is on "The
Duration of Punishment," and is in jiart a judicial examination of su<h
crucial words as "aiouios," " aphtharsia," "athanasia." "amarantos,"
" akatalutos," and " dienekes." The conclusion from which is that " the
final decree of judgment consigns the devil and his angels, and all the
ungodly of our race, to a perdition out of which there is no redemption.
. . . Where the Judge Eternal places them we must leave them." Such
is an outline of a strong book, and if we have considered it only after a

cursory method it is because orthodoxy will have no disposition to assail

its conclusions.

PniLOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.
An Ethical Movcin>:nt : A Volume of Lectures. By W. L. SiiELnoN, Lecturer of the Erhioal

Society of St. Louis. Crown 8vo, pp. 319. New York : The Macmillan Compar.v. Trle.
cloth. $1.75.

Mr. Sheldon has been the minister of the "ethical" church in St.

Louis for ten years. For two years he served an apprenticeship under
Felix Adler, whom he regards as the true leader of the ethical inovemcr.t,

which first took organized form in Xcw York city al.)0ut tv/enty years'

ago. Nobody is responsible for the views expressed in this volume but
the author, and it is intimated that :\rr. Adler would proba])ly disagr-e

with them in many particulars. We incline to the opiuion that Mr.

Sheldon is less out of sympathy with the Christian position and pl-m

than Mr. Adler. His lectures seem to us to be suiTused with more of tl:..-

essentially religious. Pmbably the^c lectures contain as con-ect. intil-

ligible, and complete a presentation as can bo found anywhere of t!:o

sju'rit, basis, purpose, and plans of "the ethical moveiuent." The ethienl

culture societies of America have as a part of the constitution of their

union the following clause: " The general aim of the ethical movonunt
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as represented by this union is to elevate the moral life of its members
and that of the community; and it cordially welcomes to its fellowship

all persons who sympathize with this aim, whatever may be their theo-

lo^rical or philosophical opinions." Mr. Sheldon attributes "the New
Emphasis on Ethics" in part to "the combined influence of Kant in

Germany, of Darwin in England, and, in this country, of Ralph Waldo
Emerson. The teaching of Immanuel Kant reconsecrated the idea of

Duty, and the halo survives in spite of any changes of attitude w hich

may have taken place toward other features of his great system. Charles

Darwin, with his discovery of the method by which organic life has

gone through its processes of transition on this planet, threw a great new
light upon the groping ])hilosophy of evolution, ojjening out the whole

province of the social sciences as well, so that now when we desire to

help our fellows we know how to go about it without necessarily injuring

the very purpose we are striving for." (The author does not explain

what he means by this; but he proceeds to tell us what Emerson con-

tributed to the impulse from which the ethical movement was born.)

"Emerson added tlie i^rophetic fire, speaking as with a 'Thus saith the

Lord,' without system or method, straight from Ms moral consciousness.

His 'Sovereignty of Ethics' ranks with Kant's 'Apostrophe to Duty,'

and belongs to the 'inspired literatiu'e' of modern times." With his eye

on the Chi.rches the author says: " For ages the debate has gone on as to

the true idea of the Deity, the historic value of the Scriptures, the relative

worth of the various sects or religions, lint amid all these discussions

the old. Old query has been ever pressing—why something more cannot

be done to infiuencc human conduct. To lead one individual to become

abetter man, to inspire him with higher ideals and more exalted pur-

poses—may not this be worth for the future of the world as much as to

prove or disprove the historic value of a ' Bible,' or to present convincing

evidences of the existence of a Deity? May it not be more important to

awaken and foster in the characters of men those high ethical attributes we
have been accustomed to attribute to a Deity than to instill into the mi)ii1s

of men certain beliefs about such a Being? Should it not be our consider-

ation to care more to live the kind of life followed by Jesus than to tlu-ow

the stress of feeling and enthusiasm on the worship of Jesus? Ivoligious

teaching has not been exerting its true influence on the public mind,

because it could not adequately apply itself to the actual daily affairs of hu-

man life. Whether, by throvriug the stress on moral issues, we may be able

to restore the right hold for religion, is the problem to be solved by a

true ethical movement." (Religious teachers are bound to consider

whether these criticisms are just. If the ethical culture societies are

taking up an important religious work which has been neglected by the

Churches, the Churches ought to knoAV it at once, and rise to the level,

and move out into the field of their duty.) The St. Louis lecturer sum-

marizes as follows his conceptions of the mission of the ethical societies:

"An ethical society exists for the purpose of inducing people to think

more about conscience, duty, justice, the cultivation of the higher nature,
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working for others, about high conduct in all its phases, morality in Ls aspects. It exists for the purpose of persuading people Tl oreha„ they are doang toward making themselves beUel n en ult meand toward mir.rovmg the rest of the world It evist. for tl..^, puhhc attent.on on the moral HspecL onS^c^LnrJftrr^and not allowrng people to judge on such nudters from their o'.pt'sonal interests or from purely n.atcrial considerations. An ethieaT ocfotve.ists for the purpose of organizing practical educational wo^l , soc ^

'T^2iT' '""^ '-^ own.:::;^it^re:: ,:r^,;::he whole human race. It exists for the sake of cidtivatin. the ZL

compel hun to tinnk. It exists for the purpose of awakenino- .,nd fo.termg l..gh scruples in one's conduct in the line, perso.^l Itr; 1
the nation to which one may belong. An ethical sociWy amid thechanges now going on in religious beliefs, exists for the pu .'.oslo re

'^^.:'^ '' ''^'' ^^"^--^'^ ^« the' great moral ;j;:;^;^1j:

t exiTt'srno^i; / """""!-r
"'''"'^ ^'^^'^^ "^^^^^•^^- ^t '"-V t,« found,

courses, educational clubs, classes for children, or^rani.ed effort^ for

am.
_

A^ e aie glad to let the ethical culturist thus state on these p-u^es

trZT-V"'' '"^ '' ''" '''''''-' ^^"t ^^ f^-'- -3-thing of any im

program of the Churches? And does not his statement seem like .

Thccolnr'rrVI"^'"^^^^"^ °^ *^^ '"^'-'^^ ---^^ ^^ Ou-istiani v

Being Rd,g,ous_What It Means to an Ethical Idealist;" - Duty-to

Wdt?. m"-' ''uT''
'' ^^'" "^"« -^^''^-^^ Wshould Tale

an Use th
' ^'^r J,^^^'^^^^^

^^ ^t^--"' " " "ow People of Many Minds

To d!V "I r f
' '"" ^''' ''^"^Se of the Stoics to the People of

Imoun; of n"' ° \
'^'"'•"' ^" ^^^ ^"'-^ 1^-^ ^"""^' *'- «-^te.t

Li^ein th '^^^:'T-
"Tl- Value of Poetry to Those who Wish toLive n the bpmt;'-Marriage-ia the Light of the Xew Idealism;"

-IZ.Tr ' "'' ^'"i^''"^'' "" ^^' ''•• O^-- ^' Substitute for It.v

IdeX r 1 wr^n^r^'
'"'^ ^^^^'^ ^^'^ ^''""'^ ^''-''^ Them;" "Social

or thV TT^ -^
^^"- ^'^'"^^' '° "^ ^^^'^''' I'^^'^l'^t;" "Th; Difllcultv

m. P 'n
"' ^"^^'"^^ ^^'^"^^ °" t'''^ Questions of the Day;" " 0,'.

Ih k oJT r ^'^'J
'^"^'^^^' P"^"^^ Property?" Whatevei we mav

tor,J J^'^^"^'""^^
"^ ^"^ "^^l^'-l" f-e-^«, it is right and nece...ary

rnvthfn 1

'''''''
"^ '"^^ '^"^'""^ ^'""'"- ^^"^^ ^'f ^^-y «^^» teach u.anything good we are under ethical obligation to learn it. Therefore lot
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\is read and listen and think, with our New Testament open at our right

hand for comparison; and let us exaniiuc ourselves in the liglit of "eth-

ical culture" and of the Gospel lest by any possibility '• ethical culture*^'

be found to manifest more of the mind of Christ in its dealing with

questions of the day and problems of human life than our Christian

Churches exhibit. "We must surpass "ethical culture " or bow to it and
concede its claims.

1716 VThince, and the Whitlier of Man: A Brief History of His Oripin and Developmeut
Throiiffh Conformity to Environments. By Joii.v M. Tyllr, Professor of Biology, Am-
herst College. ]:Jino, pp. 3IJ. New Yort : Ctiailes Scribuer's Sons. Price, clotb, ^1.75.

These chapters are the Morse Lecttucs delivered at Union Theological

Seminary in ISOo. For this lectureship Professor S. F. B. Morse, famed
for his relation to telegraphy, gave ten thousand dollars, in memory of

his father, Rev. Dr. Jedediah Morse. Professor Tyler, a Christian evo-

lutionist, sets forth in this book the present scientific view of the develop-

ment of man from the simple living substance. He begins by sayint^:
*• "We take for granted the probable truth of the theory of evolution as

stated by Mr. Darwin, and that it applies to man as really as to any lower

animal." And from the liistory of the past, as biology reads it, ho
thirks, something of man's future development maybe foretold. Chapter
I states the problem and deals with the mode of its solution. Chapter

II is on "From Protozoa to Worms : Cells, Tissues, and Organs." Chapter
nils "From "Worms to Vertebrates: Skeleton and Head;" Chapter lY,

"Vertebrates: Backbone and Brain;" Chapter V, "The History of

Mental Development and its Sequence of Functions;" Chapter VI.

"Natural Selection and Environment;" Chapter VII, "Conformity to

Environment;" Chapter YIU, "Man;" Chapter IX, "The Teachings of

the Bible;" Chapter X, " Present Aspects of the Theory of Evolution."

Then follow a chart showing sequence of attainments and of dominant
functions, a phylogenetic chart of the animal kingdom, and a good index.

Man is considered as composed of atoms and molecules, and hence sub-

ject to chemical and physical laws; as a living being; as an animal; as a

vertebrate; as a mammal; as a social being; as a personal and moral being,

with a conflict in him between the higher and the lower; as a religious

being; as a hero; a being who has not yet attained, but who in the future

will utilize all his powers, duly subordinating the higher to the lower.

One must look far to find a nobler chapter in any book than that on "The
Teachings of the Bible," the contents of which are as follows: " Subject

of the Bible, ^^a7l: Body, Intellect, Heart. God: Law, Sin, and

Penalty. God Manifest in Christ. Salvation, the Divine Life Permeat-

ing Man. Faith. Prayer. Hope. The Cliurch. The Battle. The-

Victory. The Crown." From this i)art of the book we would like to

quote many things did space permit. Whoever wishes a clear and com-

prehensive statement of the present form and condition of scientilic theory

as to the whence and tjie whither of man can perhaps lind nowliere else a

better book than this. Also whoever has had difliculty in understanding

how any true Christian can be an evolutionist will have his comprc-
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hensioQ assisted by reading Professor Tyler's vleTTS. At least two
chapters are really grand sermons—those on mau and the Bible. The
Scribners also ijublish the Morse Lectures for 1894, by William Elliot

Grifiis, ou The Religiom of Japan ; for 1893, by Principal A. M. Fairbairn.

ou The Place of Chrlat in Modern Theology ; as well as the Ely Lectures

for 1891, by Dr. F. F. EUinwood, on Oriental IMigions and Chrktianitij;

and for 1890, by Professor L. F. Stearns, of Bangor Theological Semi-
nary, on The Etidence of Christian Experience.

3?ie Pith of Astronomy, wUhoid Mathematics. The Latest Facts and Figures as Developed
by the Giant Telescopes. By Samuel G. Bayxe. 'With Illustratious. ICmo, pp. xii, 152.

New York : Harper A Brothers. Price, cloth, $1-

As the title indicates, this is not an exhaustive treatise on astronomical

science, but a valuable compendium for ready reference and for those

general readers who wish at a glance simply the established results of

research. Its style is direct, pithy, and compressed. "We can exhibit its

method of treatment no better than by quoting connectedly the beginning

of its section on Mars: "The planet Mars is 141,000,000 miles from the

suu. Its diameter is 4.1i00 miles. Its year contains 687 days. Its mean
distance from the earth is 48,000,000 miles. The day ou Mars is half an

hour longer than ours, or about 24 hours aud 37 minutes. It has two
moons. It moves at the rate of 15 miles a second. Mars is the fourth

planet from the sun, aud is called the red planet, from its well-known
color." The description goes ou in this manner, each statement foimiiig

a separate paragraph. While not taking the place of more elaborate

v.orks, this little manual has au obvious use and value.

niSTOKY, EIOGRArilV, AND TOrOGRAniY.

The Way of Faith Illustrated. Autobiography of Hu Yong Mi, of the China Mission Con-
ference. l-?mo, pp. 259. Cincinnati: Curts & Jennings. New York: Eaton & Muini.

Price, clotb, ?l.

This variously interesting book "records the life of an iutelligciil,

well-born Cliincse gentleman, who was converted to Christianity ;ui<i

gave nearly thirty years of faithful service as au c^-augelist aud j)rcaclit r

of the Gospel. In straightfci .vard, simple style he tells of his chilJhoiul

and youth, of his adherence to the faith of his fathers, of his first contact

with Gospel truth, of the struggle through which his darkened mind

came into the nuirvelous light, and of the heroic years- spent in jireaching

Christ to his benighted fellow-countrymen." Yong Sli, Avho was one oi

the most remarkable Chinese Cliristians the Church has yet had among
its members, died iu 18C3, leaving this story of his life to the care anil

judgment of Dr. S. L. Baldwin, by whom, as well as by Dr. John F.

Gouchcr and others, he had been urged to write it. Youg Mi's fatliur

was a military officer of comfortable fortune, who because of the luunbio

garb he chose to wear was called " Ofliccr Plain-clothes;" while hi-^

mother was known as " ]Mother Plain-clothes." He records his couvio-

tiou that the grace of God was with him before his conversion to Chri-l.
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and eveu from the beginning of his life, saving him out of many tempta-

tions, guiding him, helping him, and assisting him out of pitfalls. " Had

it not been so I should have gone to perdition ere ever I heard the Gospel

preached. I know truly that from before my entrance into the world the

grace of God has protected me. Praise to Jehovah for the evidence that,

from ancient times, he has cared tenderly for our China." Yong >Ii"s

father heard something of the teachings of Christian missionaries, and

said to his family and friends: "Christianity is good. I myself am so

pressed by business affairs that I have not time to investigate the doc-

trine, and fear I should practice imperfectly. I advise you all, friends, to

begin before me to be Christians." That sort of man is numerous in

America—knows Christianity is a good thing, but is too busy to attend

to religion now, and fears he could not live up to the standard he him-

self has set for Christians; wants his family, however, to attend church

iind be religious. But the Spirit of God worked in the father's heart so

that Yong Mi writes: "I, with my parents and others, were baptized by

Rev. R. S. Maclay and Rev. Otis GilJ^on at the Church of the True God,

in 1858." The father died in 18G0, saying, "The Saviour has come.

Now, immediately, he will receive my soul into heaven." Yong Mi was

ordained to deacon's and elder's orders by Bishop Kiugsley. When he

first went to a Christian church he found fault with two things: hymns

of praise to the Lord of heaven and eartli were sung to common popular

song tunes, and the people stood to pray—not assuming a humble and

reverential attitude. His feeling toward the Bible and the Sabbath at

the very beginning of his Christian life is thus described: "I hungered

and thirsted for the reading of the Holy Scriptures, but I did not know

how to bring out the meaning. If very little only was plain to me it gave

me added joy. I often went to Chong Seng Sang to ask Rev, Mr. Maclay

to explain a passage to me. He told me that he read the Bible frequently

in the evening, kneeling; and if the meaning were not clear he prayed

the Holy Spirit to reveal it. In the same manner, accordingly, I studied

the Bible each night, kneeling. By day, as I worked at painting, a por-

tion of the Bible lay at my left hand to read as I mixed paints with the

right. Sometimes two or three others who were seekers after truth came

together with me, and we conferred upon our mutual experience and

the knowledge we had attained. Often on Sabbath the missionary

preacher used for his text the very passage of Scripture wliich I at the

time most wished explained. So, gradually, I profited in the things of

the Gospel. I revered the Sabbath of the Lord as most precious—so

great regard, so great affection, so great gladness in the day, that

too slowly it came, and all too quickly passed away." Here is

what he thinks was one of the faults of his early preaching:

"Although I early had ardor to exhort men, my words were mostly

declamatory against the wickedness of the world. I regarded men's faults

as a controversialist, pleased when, in debate, my oi)poueuts were hum-

bled and silenced. Notwithstanding this was somewhat in accord with

the necessity of the time, truly I was deficient in tenderness and affection."

CO—FIFTH SFrjKS, VOL. XII.
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At first he was afraid to leave his trade and go about prcachiug, Ics-t ]n>o-

ple should say, "This young man wishes not to work, but has a very

ambitious spirit." Trieuds, when tliey ilrst heard him talk, said:
"

'i'iiis

man, Avhea young, never wished to speak a word. If he spoke it was iu

a very soft voice. Now, suddenly, he has great courage, and speaks in ;i

loud voice, without ceasing." Strangers also marveled and asked: ''IIov.-

came this man to be so? "Why hangs always the name of Jesus upon his

lips? Reviled by men with many evil -words, why docs he not boeomc
angry and retort? He docs not appear stupid or crazy. Ah, probablv

he has taken some foreign drug which has bewitched him." When as-

saulted by a crowd with missiles he praised Crod aloud for having c(»m-

mittcd to him the charge of suffering for Jesus. In China, as in America,

some poor specimens are among the converts; there was one "who.-i-

nature was like a reed. He was fond of eating, disinclined to work. It

•was difficult to improve him. Gradually he disconnected himself fron»

the Church." Some in China, as in America, are after loaves and fishes.

Twenty gamblers who had lost all in a lottery came to the missionary and

asked: " How much money shall we receive a month for all becoming

Christians?" In one village Yong ]\Ii found several hundred men who
declared they were willing to worship God if they were paid casli for it.

But in China, as in all lands, are found some noble, heroic, and shining

converts. Here is one, Ngoi Clieng Ting: "He tells any man he sees of

the joy he experiences—the joy of salvation. He is not eloquent, but liis

lieait is full and it beams in his countenance. He was formerly a mason,

but has given up his business to preach Christ, although not a licen.sed

preacher. He has a banner on which are inscribed characters signifying

God's power and love, the crucifixion of Christ for the sin of mankiin;.

the Ten Commandments, and his own experiences. This banner he be;;r3

on his back as he travels hundreds of miles, everywhere letting men re.:d

the inscriptions. ... He tells his experiences to all, and earnestly j)rays

for those who are not converted. He greatly longs for the Saviour's J'k.s-

pel to spread quickly over all the earth." Here is anotlicr sjiluable .«p.ii-

men. A wretched vagabond who was seen many times standing out'.i]^--

the chapel listening to Yong Dili's preaching was aske.l by him why h--

did not come inside the chapel. He replied, "You are so clean and .••»

grand, how could I enter? " Being asked what he had heard, lie ^ail^

" Not one sentence which was not exceedingly good." Being cxhortid t<>

become a disciple, he shook his head and sighed, as if to say, "That hap;;-

nessis not for me." Soon he came again, and said, "I wish to ask if t..i;

Saviour is willing to receive the most wiclced, most unwortliy of men r

"

Being asked if he knew himself to be asiuner, he replied, " -Vh, my mi,'*

are more than I can tell. All wickedness have I committed." The by-

standers confirmed his words, saying: " "We all know him, his bad name,

his wicked deeds. He has opened gambling places, ojiium shops. He

himself eats opium. All fear him. He has been employed to recover Im I

debts, because none dare refuse him. Every wickedness has he dnnr.

Formerly his father bound him with an iron chain. He loosed it and r.-i
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away." And the poor sinner himself %vcnt on : "My heart perceives that
it has offencUd against the law of God and broken all commands. Kow,
how is salvation pos.sibk?" Yong Mi explained tlic Gospel and prayed
with him. The man gave up the opium business and gambling, destroyed
his utensils, ceased from all bad practices. The eJlort to "ilo without
opium made liim very sick. " One day lie lay on the road.side as if dyiu<T.
All men knew it was a case of opium illness. They tried to draw" him
into an opium den, telling him that two pipefnls would make him well.
He answered, 'Men who have not the opium habit also lake sick and die.'
He would not touch the drug, and he recovered." He became a fish
peddler, and manifested in his business that lie was honest, just, and sin-
cere; sold only what was good, and charged only a fair price, not cheat-
ing in any way. Everybody discussed this matter of liis sudden change
to goodness. Men said :

" Can such a bad man have become good? No;
perhaps he has become a false Christian to deceive the Christian minister
in some way." They tried various means to tempt him and to test him,
but, failing to move liim, they said, " This man is truly a Christian!
What magic did the minister use? lias this doctrine poAver to transform
such a bad man into a good one? " Then they went to him and questioned
him: " You—man—how or why did you become so changed? " He an-
swered, "It was the power of God which regenerated me. It was the
grace of Jesus which saved me. I, Tiong Lung, this man, with no man
near me—only the love of Jesus so great tliat lie was willing to receive
me—this caused me to live again from the dead." Jleu kept asking him
this question, until finally lie said, "I have told you many times over;
why are you not willing to believe?" "Thus," writes Youg Mi, "the
reputation of Jesns's doctrine became fragrant everywhere. Many people
came afterward to have great faith in Tiong Lung. Beforetime men were
not willing to trust him with a single cash. Now traders, rich men, and gen-
teel, gave him large sums of silver totaketo FooChowfortliepurpose of mak-
ing purchases. His latter state dilTers w^idely from his former and manifests
thepower oftheHoly Spirit totraiisform the inner heart of man. TiongLung
still lives, a firm Christian and an honest tradesman, in Lek Tu." In a villatjo

which was thecenter of theidol festivities many were .sick with intermittent
fever; Yong :Mi says he gave them "quinine and the Gospel." Here is Yong
Mi's experience with the Church in Ku-cheng, about forty members, mostly
poor. These poor people being in need of assistance because of a severe
drought, he appealed to the members who were better oil to contribute for
the relief of the distressed. "It was done; but there was dissatisfaction

about the distribution of this fund, one thinking tooliitle had been given
him and that another had too mueh." These began to harbor iU-will

against Yong ili. " Some wished certificates to go and join the English
Church. There M-ere also members who gambled and were quarrelsome.
One was addicted to opium." Yong Mi says: "Some too favorite mein-
hers had been treated as is often a ])recocious child. It is overpctted. It
is busy all the day in all manner of activities, till the parents are too weary
to eat. One must just have jiatieticc with such." There were a few
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discreet, consistent, and zealous members, -u-ho acted withhim to re>toro

trauquillity, and he writes—and his story is like the expcriL-iicc of many
a troubled minister: "Those circumstances were not unpiofitablu to nio.

God used them lor my discipliue. I had before resorted to secret j)Mivor

and fasting, to prevent self-trust and uegligeuce of important matter.-.

Now, again, I felt that it was necessary I should fast. I also, with a few

members of like mind, met daily before daylight to pray for the Church.

Before long we had help from God. The Church was lifted up. I bei,M:i

holding meetings in private houses in different villages round about. I

saw the Church members, ardent in spirit, longing for the Gospel, .'Serv-

ing the Lord with gladness of heart." Jlethodists in China, it fecein.<.

have one very peculiar experience: "Certain members of the Engii-h

Church frequently said, 'The Methodist Episcopal Church is not estuh-

lished,' meaning not a State Church, and caused men to contemn us."

In one place Yong Mi preached to his enemies until they were humb!..il

and confessed their wrong, and listened to his preaching so that they for-

got their meals. When members of their families came to summon tlieni

to dinner they replied, "Hearing this doctrine is better th:in eatin.,'."

Once Yong Mi was sent to a hard appointment where no preacher wisln-

1

to go, and he thought it was becauseof prejudice against him in the ('.)n-

ference. He thought the missionaries wanted to compel him to retire fr"i!i

the work and therefore gave him a hard place. He says those .susi)ici.!n»

were due to a fit of depression of mind. He went to his appointment,

thinking to himself: "All things are in God's hand to rule and dctenuirir.

Dare to doubt ? No. I must put away every imagination of my o-wn.

Preachers, whether in sorrow or joy, must finish their course. Th'^refore

I, in depressing circumstances, must trust the Lord the more and hope fi-r

the manifestation of his power." Going in this spirit, he fon;id on hi'

large circuit a wide open door for the Gospel and won many victories; .sm

that he afterward wrote: "In all things it is best to follow God's guid-

ance. It is not profitable to heed what one sees, hears, or imagim-.s. I

have repented of my su.spicious concerning my appointment, its « >\\\."

The Chinese are peculiar in the almost superstitious value they sol vij-:-.

every bit of paper which has anything printed on it. "All iirinted p.ii" :

is held in great esteem; must not be used for wrapping pip-T j:--:

trampled under foot; this because of their regard for books and learnini:."

"We have societies for almost everything, but the Chinese are one ahiai

of us; they have a "Society for the Preservation of Lettered I'apcr.'

which detects and punishes those who are guilty of misusing printed paper.

All through Yong :Mi'3 book the grateful attachment of the native co:i-

verts to our missionaries conies out in appreciation of the patience nr.-.

self-denial and loving-kindness of such men as Drs. Wentwortli \r:. 1

Maclay and Gibson and S. L. Baldwin; as also testimony tolh.; hclpfuln*-

and imprcssiveuess of the visits of our bishops to our nii-^sions in ('h!u»

No testimony can be more iniportant than that of converted henlli«-a »!••»

native preachers in the field. This book, with its simple, strung, siucritr.

heroic story, is a good one for all men to read.
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EnoUsh LavAs, Letters, and Kiiigg. By Donald G. Mitchkll. 12mo, pp. 334. New
York : Cliarles Scribner's Sons. Price, cloth, $1-50.

Two previous volumes covered the grouud "From Celt to Tudor" and
"From Elizabeth to Aniic." This one treats of "Queen Anne and the

Georges." The very name of the author is a guarantee of racy and charm-
ing narrative, character study, scenic description, and moralizing. The
literary flavor and finish of the book make delightful reading, and
knowledge is absorbed wathout the effort of study. It has been said that

the author endows his readers, not merely with his critical opinions, but
witli his prejudices, "We cannot do better tlinn borrow the words of another

reviewer: "There is a sly stroke at Gibbon apropos of the marriage

which never took place that illustrates the author's skill in sutrgestive

criticism where personal character and literary mastery are thought of

together. 'Xot a nice person, that Gibbon,' the author seems to say,

'but, dear me ! my young friend, if you are going to write history, let

me urge you not to meddle with the Decline and Fall of the Roman Em-
pire. That has been done.' One finds out soon enough that Mr. ]\Iitchell

has an astonishing respect for Hume and a curious contempt for Rousseau.

But he is, on the whole, as tender as he can be with everybody—even with

that ideal of malice, Samuel Rogers, one of the best specimens in literary

history of a poet made after he was born to something quite different. In

his own fashion Mr. Mitchell lias given a gallery of portraits, sketched

rapidly. All the salient features necessary to complete recognition are there,

though perhaps the details are not filled in. Some pictures which another

artist might have neglected—for example, that of White of Selborne—are

unexpectedly elaborate. The abnormally pious Cowper is as carefully done

as the skeptical Hume; and Crabbe, whom the author does not admire, is

as fully treated as Wordsworth, for whom he still retains the reverence of

his college days. He regrets that he did not make bold to call on Words-

worth in tliosc days, and he still remembers liis glimpse of the aged poet

one Sunday morning in the little chapel on the Heights of Rydal, when
'from my seat I saw him enter, knowing him on the instant; tall (to my
seeming), erect, yet with step somewhat shaky, his coat closely buttoned,

his air serious and self-possessed, his features large, mouth almost coarse,

hair white as the driven snow, fringing a dome of baldness; an eye with

a dreamy expression in it, and seeming to look beyond and still beyond.

He carried, too, his serious air into his share of the service, and made his

successive responses of "Good Lord, deliver us !
" and "Amen !

" with

an emphasis that rung throughout the little chapel.'" As to Chesterfield's

Letters to His Son the author quotes Samuel Johnson's saying that they

tauglit "the morals of a courtesan and the manners of a dancing master."

JBri;ij;i)i^ the Sheaves. Gleanings from Harvest Fields in Ohio, Kentucky, and West Vir-

pinia. By William I. Fkk, D.D., of the Cincinnati Conference. Cioun Svu, pp. 603. Cin-

cinnati : Curts & Jenninp<. New York : Eaton \- Mains. Pric«, cloth, $1.50.

This is a refreshing book for tlie devout Methodist. The author is in

the line of spiritual descent from those first itinerants who, a century since.

rode the forests of the !Xew World preaching the strange doctrine of a
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conscious and full salvation. Though chronologically he belongs to

these last times, yet in his consecration, zeal, and methods he links us

to Asbury, Lee, and Whatcoat. The territory where he labored ha?

witnessed some of the most heroic struggles of our American 3Icthodi;m

and some of her most remarkable achievements. In her growtli throuo^h

the middle West Dr. Fee seems to have been an important factor. And
it is well that the old warrior should now tell the story of his Iwttles.

While we may not dwell upon his successive appointments, throush a

long half century, we are persuaded that his volume is a valuable addition

to the historical archives of Ohio, Kentucky, and West Virginia Mctliodi^m.

But, besides its local value, his history has a lesson for all the prcacher-

of our Methodism. In their hands it would be no mean text-book on the

burning question of how to secure revivals. The price that Dr. Fee paid

was enthusiastic consecration to the one work of soul saving; the method?
that he followed were an implicit reliance upon the office work of the

Holy Spirit, the enlistment of the godly members of his churches as his

helpers, importunate prayer, pungent 2:)reaching, and opportune pastoral

work; the results he saw were glorious outpourings and great additions

whose very description is a means of grace to the reader. Nor can we
think that the day has gone by for the application of the methods which

Dr. Fee followed. The chief work of Methodism in tlie world is to giv^

bread to starving souls, and well will it be if she is not diverted from tiii-

great mission. We have already alluded to the singleness of spirit in

which Dr. Fee has prosecuted his lifework—and he is now dwelling

too happily under the mellow skies of the Beulah land to mistake our

words for those of fulsome compliment. lie sought no appointments, but

went where he was " sent; " he carried his protest against an acceptance

of the presiding eldership to the point of threatening to locate, and wa-

sent out upon a district in spite of this protest ; he was elected to the

General Conference of 1880, though he had so "little ambition" for the

honor that he did not permit conversation upon the subject. His mis-

sion, in short, as expressed by liimself, recalls the solemn vows which ari.'

taken at the door of an Annual Conference. ''I felt it was my duty." }i'

says, " to give myself wholly to this work, no matter what might 1>l- i:.-

volvedinit; no matter what cost or reproach it might bring upon \\v\

that I ought to make full proof of my strength, and that tlic great h^\>'.-

uess of my life was the conversion of men."' Ilis volume of remiuiNcei.'";^

is published in response to the request of the Cincinnati Confercnci' in

188-4. Its introduction is written by Bishop Foster, a lifelong acquair::-

ance and friend. Its vivid descriptions, as Dr. Fee's "sun of life i> g>-

ing down behind the western hills," should come as an inspiring call t >

his brethren who are yet gathering their sheaves under the sun of midd.y.

EugU.<h Seamen in the SLrteenth Century. By James Antiiosv KKorDK. l:it.' r.y- *

Professor of Modern History in tho University of Oxford. Svo, pp. L--2>5. New- Y r. .

Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, clotb, S1.T5.

These nine lectures were delivered at Oxford in 1894. Froude i< ""

well known to need commendation or characterization. The titles of tn'-
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chapters give tlie contents of the book: I. "The Sea Cradle of the

Eeformatiou ; " II. ''John Hawkins and the African Slave Trade; " III.

"Sir John Hawkins and Philip the Second :" IV. "Drake's Voyage

Eound the World ; " V. "Parties iu the State;" VI. "The Great Ex-

pedition to the VTest Indies; " VII. " Attack on Cadiz; " VIII. "Sailing

of the Armada;" IX. "Defeat of the Armada." Put this book with

Charles Kingsley's Westward IIo, and read the great story of those great

days told iu both, and no man can -wonder at England's pride in her

thousand years of history, and no American can fail to feel a thrill of

exultation over his own ancestral share in that heroic history nor suppresi

a throb of admiration at the deeds and victories of English-speaking men.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Illustrative Notes, 1S97. A GuWe to the Study of tbo International Sunday School Le>ions.

With Original and Selected Comments, Methods of Teaching, Illustrative Stories, Pi-ac-

tical Applications, Notes on Zastorn Life, Library References, Maps, Tables, Pictures, and

Diagrams. By Jesse Ltmax Hrr.LuuT and Hobkrt Remi.vgto.v Doherty. 8vo, pp. 376.

New York : Eaton k Mains. Cincinnati : Curts & Jeuninfrs. Price, cloth, S1.25.

This book is a valuable commentary upon the International Sunday

School Lessons for 1897, as found in Acts and various of the epistles.

Besides such faithful interpretations of the text as have been vritteu

by the editors themselves, quotations have been made from ucarly

three hundred eminent authorities in modern biblical interpretation. Iu

addition to which the "hints" provided for the use of teachers, the per-

tinent illustrative anecdotes, the tables and maps inserted, and the many

graphic illustrations spread through the volume make it all that could

be desired as a practical handbook for adult Sunday school workers. It

is, in fact, a worthv issue iu a long line of invaluable lesson helps. The

comprehensive claim that it makes on its title-page of manifold aids to

lesson study seems borne out by the facts in the case. For the results

-which have been reached it is only just to mention iu commendation

the name of Dr. Ilurlbut, editor-in-chief of our Sunday school publica-

tions, and of Dr. Doherty, whose constant and wise workmanship has

enriched the issue. All Sunday school teachers and adult scholars should

add to their facilities iu lesson study for 1S97 by the o-sN-ucrship of the

volume.

A Lone Woman in Africa. Six Years on the Kroo Const. By Ag.nes McAllister, Mission-

ary under Bishop William Taylor. l::mo, pp. -OJ. New York : Zaton A Mains. Ciriciii-

natl : Curts i Jennings. Price, cloth, §1.

No more readalile book than this has appeared in many a day. The story

is told in a straightforward, simple manner, with no effort at cmbellish-

- ment, and yet from the very beginning the reader's attention is so arous(;d

that the desire to finish it at one sitting is well-nigh irresistible. We
can scarcely imagine how anyone who follows ;Miss McAllister through the

narrative can fail to become inspired with the "enthusiasm of humanity"

which led her to -^s-elcome sacrifices that arc insepar.able from a life of

mission v/ork in the Dark Continent. Xot the least interesting portion
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of tlae narrfitive is the author's description of her diviue call to go to

Africa. Thinking one evening that she heard a rap at the door, she

opened it only to find that no one was visible; but she "heard a voice

plainly say, 'I want you to become a missionary. , . . Will you go ?'''

Hesitating to reply, the burden upon her soul became intolerable; but at

last, like St. Paul, she became "obedient unto the heavenly vision,"

answered "Yes, Lord," and "so it was all settled." Given the relation

of this experience, her subsequent devotion to the Master's work is ren-

dered easy of comprehension. A few pages suffice to describe her con-

version, tlie "call to the work," and the journey to Liberia; the remainder
of the volume describes her personal experiences among the licathen, and
the manners and customs of the various tribes with whom she came in

contact during the six years of her residence at Garraway. That the

Lord has abundantly blessed her labors, "confirming the word with

signs following," is one of the many wholesome conclusions to be drawn
from this unpretentious, but none the less charming, volume.

Origin and Dcvdnpmcnt of the Xicene Tlicologu, icith Some Reference to the Ritschlian

Viciv o/Thcolidn and History of Doctrine. Lectures delivered on the L.P.Stone
Foundation at Princeton Theological Seminary, in January, 1^90. By Hugh M. Scott,

D.D., Professor of Ecclesiastical History in Chicapo Tlieological Seminary. Sro, pp. VM.
Chicago : Chicago Theological Seminary l*ress. Price, cloth, $2.

A book by a specialist for specialists, and of very little value to any-

one else. It claims to be, and so far as we know undoubtedly is. " the

first attempt in English to outline the growth of the Nicene theology

with any real reference to the work of the school of Tiitschl." It is a

thoroughly German production, vigorously defendingorthodox Christology

against Harnack, Pfleiderer, Isitzsch, Schultz, Loofs, Zahu, Kaftan. Her-

mann, and great numbers of others. The pages bristle with these names,

and are laden with their opinions. Defective views of all sorts are set

right, and recondite lines of development are traced in respect to many
doctrines. A vast amount of scholarship is shown, and good work is

done, but the circle of those who will be interested in these exceedingly

abstruse and abstract dogmatics must, wc think, be very small.

In His Footsteps. A Pvecord of Travel to and In tlie Lan'l of Christ, with an .'.ttoinpt to

Mark the Lord's JourueyinRS in Chronological Order from His Birth to His A>reu^l')n.

By William E. McLENXA.x. 12mo, pp. 111. New York: Katon & Mains. Tri'-e. cloth.

50 cents.

This is a well-planned and successfully executed endeavor to make

the life of Christ more interesting to young people. A teacher takes

his pupils from New York to Bethlehem, tlien from Bethlehem to Na/.t-

reth, and so on in the footsteps of the Master until at Bethany thu-e

sacred feet are lifted from earth. Views, charts, and maps in abundant e

help to make the scenes more vivid and the routes more real. The

references to Scripture are also very complete, and the chronology fol-

lows the high authority of Andrews. It is evident that the best source?

of information have been drawn on in the preparation of this handbo'^k.

and only good can follow from it? proper use. Dr. Schell particularly

recommends it to those having in charge Epworth League juniors.
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of; Pffu-.soH, 2CJ).

Mcthodi.st Episcopal Church in the South:

Methodist Episcopal Church in the United
SHIM'S of .\merica: Xniii. :'Ao.

Methodi^t Foivign Missions, A guadreuniurn
of (Miss. Rev.). 478.

Meth.vhsi Hi^'ory, An Inspiring Chapter iu:
MidQc. 1".

Methodist Polity, A Studv In. etc. : D r,cnei/,

4 JO.
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Meihodlsi Po'.itv in Foreifm Fields (Miss.

Her.), 141.

Metbodis: Work In India, etc. (Miss. Rev.),
HXi.

Methods and Prinoiplt's, etc., D.iirncj/, 4iO.

Minister as a Cutnforter, Tlie (Iiiu. Club),
-JtVj.

Minister's Idoal?, The (Itin. Club), 6Z0.

Ministerial Itests (Itin. CIiib>. M'^.

Ministry, Loss of Aim in (Itin. Club). 795.
Ministry as a Const-rvative Force, The (Itin.

Club), 971.
" Miracle, La notion bibliqnedu " (For. Out.),

Mission in Turkey, The American Board (Miss.
Uev.), m.

Misslonari-s in India, Criticism of (Miss. Rev.),
ur,.

Missionaries in Turkey, American (Miss. Rev.),
Ui.

Missionary Aeency, American Bible Society
as (Miss. Rev.). 803.

Missionary Countess, A (For. Out.), 1S7.

Missionary Problems in Japan (Miss. Rev.),
31'J.

Missionary Societies, Debus of (Miss. Rev.),
i«Sl.

Missions, A Quadrennium of Methodist For-
eipu (MibS. Rpv.>, 478.

Missions, Studv of in Theological Seminaries
(Miss. Kev.i. ols.

Missions and Mis-T"naries. Misrepresentations
of : CarrifV. Tri.

MoLammedani.^m in Arabia, etc., Christianity
and : Kidder. o2-«.

Moral Influence of Ealzac. The : Tuitlc. fiO.

Morality, General Conference of Gorman
Society for Advancement of ^For. Out.),
325.

Mormon Problem, A Reply from the Utah
Mission (Arena\ 1*^.2.

Mormon Problem, Article on (Notes and Dis.),

JM7.

Mormon Problem in the West, The : Bcggs,
75i.

Mud'je : An Inspiring Chapter in Methodist
History, 19.

Mudpe's Answer to His Critics (Notes and
Pis.), IW.

Mudfre's Friendly Word with His Critics
(Arena), 1-5.

Municipal Movement, The New : McDoirell,
735.

Music, Bible as a Strain of (Notes and Pis.),

*' Nachfolfre airisti and die Predict der Ge^jen-
wart. Die" (For. out.). 987.

Necessity of Church Membership : Lance,
9(>-_>.

XccUi: The Methtxiist Episcopal Church in the
United States of America, 213.

ydson: Paul's rsychni,.pv, 7i-3.

"Neuttstamfntli'li'j SchrifTcanon und Clem-
ens von Ale.xandriini. Per" (For. Out.),-;83.

New Enpiaud Liberal Theology : Curnick,
599.

New Measures and New Opinions (Itin. Club),
T94.

New Municipal Movement, The : McDoucll,
7^5.

New PsvcholoEry, The : Jiiaham, .^5.

New Testament, Socialism and: Ulicclcr,
8C5.

New Testament Times. Liturgical Develop-
ments of : IlC'-dn: i»Ci;.

New Testament WriiiiJirs, Old and. New
Mfthod of Treating (lor. Out.), \:a\.

" Notion biblique du miracle, La "' (For. Out.).

Oddl: The Christian Conception of God. 7:28.

Old and New TcNtaiJieiiC Writings, New Meth-
od of Trcatiiu' iKor. Out.), \'*K

Old Testainent, Haupt's Polychrome (Arch,
and Hib. Res.), Cl-J.

Old Testament, The Hebrew Text of th.-

(Arch, and Bib. Res.). 473.

Old Testament Criticism, .\rchj.'olo.'v a.nd
(Arch, and Rib. Res.), 130.

Opinions, Measures and, New (Itin. Club),
794.

Our Benevolences : Hcrrick, 205.

Palestine Exploration Fund, Report of the
(Arch, and Bib. Res.), np2.

Papers for Sunday Reading, Church (A.-eua*,
403.

Parliament of Religions as Seen on F'jreiizn

Mission Fields (Miss, Rev.). W=i.

Par^i,)t.i: Did Paul Preach on Mar*' Kii;?
546.

"Paul, La Vue future d'apres Saint" (Fi.r.

Out.i. 149.

Paul and Ananias Before the Sauh<^drin at
.lerusaleiu: lioirmau, 570.

Paul on Mars' Hill, Did he Preach ? Pars' not.

546.
" Paul on Mars' Hill, Didhe Preach? " (Arena,)

WO.
Paul's Psychology : KeUon, T25.
Pearne: Hisioiy of the Third Restrictive

Rule, 430.

Pemi^on: The Constitution of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, 260.

Pekinff University, Chinese Literati in : Tnfl,
921.

Personal Element in Social Reform, The :

MacDonald, 403.

Perspective, Historical (Notes and Dis.), 115.

Piiases of Faith : HaniincJl, 437.

Philo, Eccle.slasticus and (Arch, and Bib. Res.),
fit'i.

" Philosophie d' Ernest Renan, La" (Fi)r.( )ut.),

14S.

Plantz: Doctrine of Future Life in Bo'A- of

Job, 45.

Poe's Addenda, Edgar A., etc., 9.

Poe's "Eureka," and Addenda (Notes and
Dis.), 111.

Political Refuim, A: Sihliu. 610.

Politv, A Study in Methodist, etc. : Dmni'ii.
4-,'0.

Politv, Methodist, in Foreign Fields (.^Ilx.<.

liev.), 141.

Polvchrorne Old Te.stamcnt, llaujit's (.\r. h.

and Bib. Res.) 64 i.

Postliuirious HuUinnity of Chri>t iA''-r..i\''-V.

Power of Appoiutment, The (Notes un.i Pis.),

204.

Practical, The Theoretical and fue : (of., •'>'-'«.

Prayer. The Pliilo.-npliv of: Jimrs. 77.

Preaclier and Biblical Criticism, et.-. (r..r.

Out.), SI'J.

Preacher's Need of Seclusion (Notes and Pis.),

441.

Protestant Church in Madagascar, The iFor.

Out.), C50.

Pseudo-Judicial Declaration of 1S88, That.

etc, : iVancii, 81.

Psychologv, Paul's: Xcloni. 722.

Psychology, The New: liifiliain. 3 <.''..

Public Duties of the Trained Intollcc'.. The
(Notes and Dis.), 782.

PwationalLsm, "Christian" (Notes and Pis.».

Reading, Church Papers for Sunday (Ar.-na).

46."J.

Real Judicial Declaration of l8s.% Tt;-

:

litunuldts, 87.
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Reason and Sentiment as Factors in Social
Pro;?ress: Snixr, tU.

Recent Fiction, ^riidies in: Tinv>i.<end, 911.

lif'fd; Caiholicifv, :577.

Hcidcr: Lituiirlcal IJcvelopmeuts of New
Tt'siaT:;enc Times. K>'>.

Refurm. A Political : Sihlr'j, CIO.

Kefonii. The Pei-sonal Element in Social

:

MacDuiiald. Wo.
Relations of Knowledtre and Feeling In Spirit-

uality, The: O-oi/d. r. ;VV;.

Religion, Gomiiaiative : Chafiec, -HJO.

Uelicion both Thought and Feeling (Notes
and his.), '^iXJ.

Relisrionsfreschichte, Lehrbuch der (For. Out.),

Religious Evolution, Pure (Notes and Dis.),

" Renaii, La philosophie d'Ernest " (For. Out.),

Restrictive Rule, History of the Third

:

Pcurnc, -JiO.

Rests. Ministerial (Itin. Club). 313.

Return to Faith, The : .4?-/»k-fro»{/, Ct5.

i?criV(C, Contributed Articles for (Notes and
Pis.), 25.^.

Review, Literary Interest of (Notes and Dis.),
109.

Resicws and Magazines

:

African Methodist Epi<copal Church Re-
view, 491 ; American Cat.holic Quarterly.
l.iT; American Kitchen Mai'iuine. l'>7

;

Bibliotheca Sacra. 3-V, 101, OGl. 819, 9;c';

Catholic World, 157 ; Chaiitauquan, 1.57,

3-.28, 4SS, 491, 99.5; Christian Literature,
1.57. 3-.:^, 491. 993; EdiniMirK'h. I.i4. o-ZO.

SIG: Forum, 6'i.i; Hoiailetic, 1.57 ; London
Quanerlv, 3-7. 81.5, 99;i; Lutheran Quar-
terly, .•^->7; Methodist Masja/iine, 1-57, 997:
Methodist, Review of the Church South.
1.5.5. 66'J. SIS. 997 : Missionary Review, ;«.>>.

(XS: New Church R.-view. Vy'.S. 491, 997;
Nev,- England Historical and Genealosrical
Register, oCS ; New World. 157. 49iV819,
W7: Nineteenth Century, .-jeo. (;ov!,S17, 997;

North American, 1.55, ;!is, 491, UtJO, 815,
ft>7 ; Our Day, 1.57 ; Preachers' Mat'iizine,
1.57, 6C3; Presbyterian and Pkeforiaed, :j'2S.

990: Presbyterian Quarterly, 994: Quar-
terly cf tbe United iirethren, 3-'H ; Review
of Review.^. Cfti ; The Study, 48S ; Treas-
urv, 157; Yale, 1-54, Om.

Revised Text in 1 Tim. iii, IG (Itin. Club), 642.

Revised Version. How Shall the Church Util-
ize the? iltiu. Club.) 131.

Revived Aryanism in Cuiuiection with Modern
Theisiic Movement in India : Bntnk.'i, 5.59.

licynnlda: Th** Real Judicial DeclaratiuQ of
l.?S8, b'.

Reynolds, Warren's Reply to (Arena). .305.

Reynolds" Reply to Warren (Arena), 80>.

Ripening Experience of Life, The (Notes and
Dis. 1,4.50.

Ritschl. Oito .For. Out.), 807.

Roman Catholic Piopaganda in Gennanv, A
New (For. Out.). 4S7.

'* Roman Catholics, Our Attitude toward,"
An Exception Taken (Arena), 791.

Rom. v, 1, E.\(-e.:tical (Itin. Cluli). 797.

Rora. ix. 3. Ex«-peti.'al (Itin. Club). ;!ll.

"Konieinen. De JoihIslIu- Acht»'rcrrond van
den Brief aan de " (For. Out.). 4.'M.

Rossetti. Dante Gabriel, and his Sister Chris-
tina: A'l/a/oij, 74:?.

Russia. Sunday School Worlc in (For. Out.),
6o9.

Saints. The Epistemolosry of the (Notes and
I)is», jCu.

Sanctitlcatlon, Entire (Arena), 766.

Sanhedrin at Jerusalem. Paul and Ananias
tHifore: iJoicwau, 570.

Schader. E. (For. Out.), 0.52.

Schimmelniann, Countess (For. Out.). 4^7.
Schoolsof Theology, Our (Notes and Dis.t, Gl>.
Seclusion. Preachers' Need of (Notes and Dis.),

441.

Sentiment, Rea.son and, in Swial Progress:

Sihh:}/: A Political Reform. GIO.

Sihhij: Law of M»'thuiiist Kiii.^copal Church
as to Amusem^'ms, etc., 2s4.

Social Progress, Ueiison and Sentiment as
Factors in: ;Si(;"-'', 94.

Social Reform, The Personal Elenient in :

MacDonald, 40-3.

Socialism, Individualism, and (Notes and
Dis.'. 617.

Socialism and the Nev.- Testament; Mltedc),
805.

Socialist Party of Germany, The Christian
(For. Out. N 814.

Soc'ialists, The Latest Congress of (Tor. Out.),

Sooio:of--\-. Dr. McCreary on (Arena), 6-37.

Sociol'—->, Mccreary's Reply to Critic (Arena),
907.

Solomon's Song, "An Answer to the Ques-
tion"' (Arena), 035.

Solomon's Song—'" Of What Use is It
":'

"

(Arena.) 1:30.

Soul u Substantial Entity, The lArenaX i-io.

South. The Methodist-Episcopal Church in the:
^tCCCllsnll, '3fH.

South American Opportunity, The (Miss.
IJev.i. 9a).

Spirit, Letter and (Notes and Dis.), 777.

Spirit, The Doctrine of the Holy: Jlerrill,
ol3.

" Spiritualitv. Knowledee and Feeling In"
(Arena), 96-3.

Spirituality, Relations of Knowledge and Feel-
ing in : C;oifder, 5i>2.

Stcv>.)i-:'in: The Methodist Episcopal Church
in the South, ;i8t.

"Stoilcer Epiktet und sein Verhaltnis zuai
Christenthum, Der " (For. Out.), 9^S.

Storm Centers, Diplomatic (Notes and Dis.),

947.

Strain of Music, The Bible as (Notes and Dis.),

94>!.

Studies in Recent Fiction : Tmrtisend, 911.

Studv. Progress in Conference Course durms
1jV5 (Itin. Club), 1:3.5.

Subjective Theology (Arena), 970.

8uudav Reading, Church Pape;v for (Arena),
4L.3.

Simdav School AVork in Russia (For. Out.).

&59.

Sniirr: Reason and Sentiment as Factors in

Social Progress, 91.

Sweden and Finland, Baptists of (For. Out.i.

487.

Syriac Codex and Virgin Birth, The Newly
Discovered (For. Out.), lUi.

Taft: Cbine-se Literati in Peking University.
'.r.n.

Tasks of Metliodlsra, The (Notes and DU.;,
02.5.

Tclfnrd: Westminster Abbey. 7.58.

Theistic Movement in India, Revived Arjan-
ism in Connection v.ith : lirnok'. 5.".0.

Theological Seminaries, Studv of Mi.^slous in

(Mi^s. Rev.), :{1^.

Theolo'-'v, Exeiretica! (Notes and Dis.). 293.

Theololry, New England Liberal: Curnic^;,

Theology, Our School of (Notes and Dis.), CI?.

Theology. Subjective (.\rtna), 970.
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Th«>oretioal and tho Practical, The : Coc, 394.

Ttiird Restrictive Kule, History of: Pairtic,

ThoupUt and Feeliuf,' in Kelipion (Notes and
Dis.), -ns.

Tbree Gruat Epocbs o! World Evolution

:

Co)iit, 8.-v>.

TicfentbaU P. (For. Out.). PW.
Tmrtiticiiil : Studies iu Recent Fiction, 911.

Trained Intellect, The Public Duties of (Notes
and Dis.), ?>>•,;.

Turkey, American r.oard Xissioa in (Miss.
He v.), -k!!.

Tnrkev, American Missions in (Miss. Rev.),
Hi.

Tuttle: Abraham Coles, the Pbysician-Poct,
580.

Tuttie: Tbe Moral Infuience of Balzac, GO.

United States, Carman 'Work in (Miss. Rev.),
479.

United States of America. The Methodist
Epi-icopal Cburcli in : Sefiu. ~i;i.

Universities, Dimtrer of the Fever for (Notes
and Dis.), 4i-J.

Use of Solomon's Song (Areua\ 130, 6;i">.

Utah Mission. Replv on Mormon Problem
(Arena), 9b2.

Vallow'3 Reply to Drs. Wheeler and Steele
[Value of Land], (Arena'. 407. 9<;'5.

Value of Laud : lieply to Drs. Wheeler and
Steele (Arena), 'Mii.

Value of Land. The (Arena). C-SX
" Vcrhiiltnis drr niensthlicben Willensfrei-

heit zur Gotteslehrc," etc., "Das" (For.
Out.), 149.

Version. How Shall the Church Utilize the
Revised? (Uia. Club..) 131.

"Vie de S. Francois d'Assisi" (For. Out.), 6r4.

Vir{;in Birth, Newly Discovered S\Tiac Codex
and (For. Out.). 155.

"Vue future d'apres Saint Paul, La" (For.
Out.), 149.

Waldecses in Italy, The Church of (For.
Out.), 6o9.

Wurren, Reynolds' Reply to Dr. (Arena), 308.

WaiTen : That Pseudo-Judicial Declaration
of 1SS8, etc., 81.

Wanrn: When ibis World is Not, 849.

Warren's Reply to Judge Reynolds (Arena),
SO').

Weiss, Johannes (For. Out.), 482.

Westminster Abbey : Tdfon.l. 7.tS.

AVhcdonon Crane's Holiness, etc. (Notes and
Dis.), HT9.

Wheeler, Is Dr. Riuht? (Arena.) 407, 6^3.

^Vhrelcr: Socialism and the .New Testament,

VThr'n this World is Not : Warren, 819.

"AViMcnsfreiheit zur Gotteslehre, Das Ver-
liii'.tr.is," etc. (For. Out.'. 149.

Wisdom of the Egyptians, The : Fradcn-
huroh, 2-J9.

Woman in Antiquity (Arch, and Bib. Res.),
314.

Women.Eligibility of: Worrcn and Rey^wlds,
81. 87.

Women. Elieibility of (Arena). 306, .308.

World Evolution, Three Great Epochs of:
Cnni}, 8M.5.

Writing iu Homer (Arch, and Bib. Res.). 139.

Ziihu, Adolph, D.D. (Ar.h. and Bib. Res.), 477.

Zweyneit. Emil (For. Oul.i, :e.?.

"Zwinu'li. Huldreich,"et''. (For. Out.), 9SS.

Zwlncli on Relation of Human Will to Doc-
trine of God (For. Out.), 149.

BOOK NOTICES.

Adams, etc. : Historv of Prus.=ia under
Frederic the (Jrcat. 640.

Africa. A Lone Woman in : MrAlli!<tcr, lOl.'j.

Apruostic. Why I Am Not : Smith, UU.
AUtiu lacincn^]: Personal Recolleciious of

Joan of Arc, W.*).

Aldricli, Unpuardfd Gates, etc.. ICi.

American S'Xiety of Church Histoiy. Papers
of : Jackfson. 174.

Anima Poeta^ : O'lrridge, .3.37.

Anthology, A Victorian : S^U.dman, 343.
Arnold, Letters of Matthew : liiis^U^ 'SXi.

Astronomv, The Pith of, etc. : Biync, lOfW.

Auld Lang Syne, Days of: Maclarcn, 51-,'.

Baatn, etc. : Origin of Canon of Old Testa-
ment, 606.

Cain;.- The Hufrueuots and the Revocation
of Edict of Nantes. 17L

Barab)>;Ls: ConVi. 077.

Jia.fkcrviU : Joel Chandler Harris, 630.

Bayiie: The Pith of Astronomy, etc., lOOS.

licet: The New Life in Christ. b'M.

Beunctt: The Theology of the Old Tc.-ita-

ment. 49G.

licrdoi: Browning and the Chiistian Faith.
670.

Bcsatd : Westminster, (fiO.

IJihle, The Mouern Reader's : 3foi/Won, 6l".i.

Blessed Be Drudgery : Gonnett,3i4.
Bohemia, TheStorvof: Greonr, 679.

Bringing the Sheaves : Fee, 1013.

Browning and the Christian Faith : Dcrdu-,
070.

Canon of the Old Testament. The Origin of:

Wildehoer, Bacon, nnd Moore, enO.

Central America, Three Gringo* In, ccc.:

Dari-; 070.

Christ, The New Life in : Beet, 824.

Christ Enough: 5!)/! it?). 344.

Christian Demociacy, The, etc. : Lcai'ilt, !)98.

Christian Faith, Browuing and the: Bndtte,
07<».

Christianity Vindicated by Its Enemies:
Dorehester, fe30.

Church History. Papers of American Society

of: Jackson, 174.

Gaflin : Under the Old Elms, 170.

Clemem[Aldcn]: Personal Recx.lkvtion.'i ol

Joan of Arc, S^o.

CUnUm : E.xir.iuidinary Ca<es, 617.

Ci)leriil(ic : Anima l'o»-i.i-, 3-;7.

CmcUi: Barabbas. 07;.

Creation- God in Time and Spjicc : /•'a«''r.

Creedless Gospel and Gosik-I Creed : S-Ut^r-

lec, 331.

Creii/ldnn: Persecution and Tolernncp. K-n.

Crisis of this World. 'I'he: Mendl, ItWJ.

Critical Kit-Kats : G'o.-^f. i>a.

Davis: Three Gringos In Venezuela and O^n-

tral America, 070.

Da'rsdU : Eden Lost and Won, 009.

75a iO'OM : Loudon Id>l!.s, •")il.

Dauson: The Making of Manho<xl, 511.

Days of Auld Lang Syne, Ihc: Mtict-veti.

Democracy. The Christian, etc. :
Jxt^vi'K ^"^

Denial, The V.itnessof: Se}i<ldcr,iM>->-

J)i(Vilc: Religious iX'Ulit, ir.8.

Di.vie, eti.'. : Ualjih. oVi.

Dogmatic Theologv, An IntroducUun it

M'eidner,8-S.. .^ ,^„
DoherVi. etc. : Illustrative Note.i, 17C. IOIj

DnrrhesUr: Christianity VjiuiicjiW-d t'J t^*-

Enemies, 6ot>.
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Doubt, Religious : DiQolr. 15?.

Dmdcery, Blessed Be: GanndL 344.

lyiiimmond: Joy. Rest, acd Faiih. 344.

Earth. This Goodly lYanie. tl.e: Tiffanu. ^1.
Eden Lost and Won : Da.r>on. M9.
Elms. Under the Old : Clnin, V,>i.

Enifiire of the Ptolemies:. The: Ma)iaffii, 507.

English Lands, Letters, and Kinps: Mitchell,
1013.

English Seamen in the Sixteenth Century:
Frou<h\ ion.

Essentials of New Testament Greek: Hud-
diUti'U, <;6-j.

Ethical Movement. An : Shddon, lOOJ.

Experience, The Gt>spel of: Xeu-holt, 833.

Extraordinary Ciises: Clinton, 847.

Faith. BrowninK and the Christian : Beidoc,
670.

Faith Illustrated, The Way of: HQ Yong Mi,
lO'DS.

F«; Bringing the Sheaves, Kil3.

Forbes: Memories and Studies of War and
Peace, -"W^.

Formosa, From Far: Mackan and MacD<in-
ald. 3^13.

Foster: Creation—God in Tim" and Space, 0i?9.

Frederic the Great, Ilibtorv of Prussia under

:

Tiittlc and Adanis, S-IO.

Frovdc: £ueli<h Seamen in the Sixteenth
Century, lOU.

Gannett: Blessed Be Drud^erv, .S44.

Gilbert: The Student's Lite .>f Jesas, 1001.

God in Time and Space—Creation: FoMer,
.S><).

Godliin : Reflections and Comments, SOX
Gordon, Adonirara Judson : Gordon. 843.

Gordon: Adoniram Judson Gordon, 842.

Gordon, etc.: How Christ Came to Church,
667.

Gosi^iel, Creedless, and Gospel Creed : Satter-
Icc, Ml.

Gosyteloi Experience. The : Xewholt, 828.
Goi^sc: Critical Kit-Kats. S-'iC.

Great Meaning of Metauoia, The : Waldcn,
497.

Greek, Essentials of New Testament: Hud-
duston, em.

Gregor: The Story of Bohemia, 670,

Half-Uours with St. Paul. etc. : .'ifcde, 162.
Harris, Joel CbaJidler: Ba.-kerrill. 'iSO.

Hill : The Priu<'iples of Rhetoric, 170.
BoUand: A i>ent m London, 07S.
Holmes, Life and Letters of Oliver Wendell

:

Mor.<c, C73.
Home Makinsr: ^TacIaren, Zii.
HophiHA: The Uflicrions of India. 604.
llow Christ Came to Church : Gordon and

Picrson. C'j7.

na YoH'j Mi: The Way of Faith Illustrated,
lOOS.

HxifJ/iHston : Essentials of New Testament
Greek. tW9.

Huf^uenots and the Revocation of Edict of
.Nantes, Ttie : Baird. 171.

Httrlimt, etc. : Illustrative Notes. 176, 1015.
Hurgt : Literature of Tbeology, U>1.

Idylls, London : Dav^vi, 511.
Illustrative Notes, 1st*;: Hiulbid and Do

hcrtu, 170.

Illustrative Notes, 1897: Ilurlhut and Do-
hcrtii. 1015.

In His Footsteps: McLennan. 1016.

India, The Relitrions of : 7fop-:inK CGt.

Jocf.-.'on; Pap-Ts of .American Society of
Church Historv, 174.

Jesus, The Student's Life of : Gilbert, 1001.
Joan of Arc : Loirell, 5o:i.

Joan of Arc, Personal Recollections of:
AJdcn H:ieincn.-^], i>ir,.

Joy, Rest, and Faith: Jjrionnmnd, 3t4.

Lakewood : Xorri.<, 680.
Law. Moral and Civil, etc. : liittcr, 836.
Leaders, Little : I'ounc. 5()U.

i,t'/i'i[f ; The Chri>[uiii Democracy, etc., 993.
I^nt iu London, A : llnUand, 678.
Letters of Matthew Arnold: Riw^icU, S^i.
Life, The Spiritual, etc. : Aeedhanu 344.
Literature of Theology : Jliagt, 101.

Li:tle Leaders : Payne, 5i»j.

Louduu. A Lent in: Holland, 678.
Loudon Idylls: JDnitson, 511.

Lone Woman in Africa, X : McAllister, 1015.
L"ircU : Joan of Arc, 509.

^[cLennan : In His Footsteps, 1016.
MacDonald, etc. : From Far Formosa, 31^3.

Mackay, etc. : From Far Formosa, 343.
Maclarcn.: Home Making, 314.

M'xclaren : The Days of Auld Lang Syne, 51-.;.

McAlUMer : A Lone Woman in Africa, 1015.

Mah'^rtu: The Empire of the Ptolemies, 507.

Man. the Whence and Vi'hither of : Tyler,
1007.

Manhood, The Making of : Dawson, 511.

Memories and Studies of War and Peace.
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An Old Favorite with New Features.

The U¥iN6 Age,
Founded by E. Litte!! in 1844.

A Weekly Magazine of

FOREIGN PERIODICAL LITERATURE,
Giving yearly 3500 Double Column Octavo Pa^v-s of Matter (maklns four

large volumes) unequalled in quality and quantity.

It Is Issued Every Saturday ^"^ contains

ARTICLES OF STANDARD and POPULAR HsTEREST

INDISPENSABLE to every ri:ader of intelliciEnc p. and lit erary taste .

In 1S06 the subscription price of The Living Age, which had bccu Eight Dol-

lars a year, avas reduceij to Six Doli.aus, Tiie eireet of this tjhan,»e was to add

huadreds of new names to the subscription list.

Encouraged by this response to their efforts to oalarge tlie coustituenoy and

iTicroa?e tin- n-^efvJness of the niagaziue, the piibliihers liave added sovcial new fea-

tures <>f iiitf-re-t. These inch>de:

ist. The publication of oc- Frencli, Qernian, Spanish and
sional translations of note- , ,. ,->, • i ^k
worthy articles from the Italian Revicws and MagaziHcs.

2d. Ths addition of a Readings from American flagazines.

^L^JII!l!2L£:l£!i:£!!iiiI^ Readings from New Books.
containinj; three depart- a t • j ^ r* i ^ ^i nt j%
ments, namely

:

^ ^'^^ ^^ BoOKS of the Month.

This Supplement vrill add about three huudred pages annually to the magazine,

without any added cost to the subscribers, and without diminishing in the least the

space given to the features which have made The Living Age for fifty-lhroc years

a household word among intelligent and cultivated readers.

'j'lie weelily numbers of Tue J.iving Age contain choice fiction; essays;

sketelies of discovery and travel
;

papers in the department of biogr;!phy, history,

science, and politics in the broadest sense; poetry and genera! information: in a

word, whatever is best and most important in current periodical literature', 'i'he

wide range of subjects and the high standard of literary excellence which have

characti.-ri.'.od the m:igazine from the beginning will h^ preserved.

riui.iSHEO Weekly at $6.00 a year, free of Postage.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS for the year 1897, remitting before .Jan. 1, tlu-we.-k-

iy numbers of \S:)C) i?=ucd after the receipt of their sui'-cripti«>ns w ill be sent (jraiis.

K.ates for clubbing with other periodicals will be scut upon in)i)lic:itiou.

Address THE LlViNG AGE COAlPAiN'Y,

P. O. Box 5206, Boston.
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1^,'wm JM m cm Features?
1. THE COMMENT.

Each lesson has ak»ut seven pages of cxplanatton. The:c are scholarl- -
accurate, bur y/ritten in an easy popular style. The mo it eminent b.V""
commentators have been laid under contribution, and the strongest obl-./x'-.
hgnt IS thrown upon the dark places of the text.

2, THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION.
In such simple, everyday Engflish as a teacher would use tc a class, the trj-

of the lesson are briefly and pointedly applied. It is this which gives the

6i ILLUSTRATIVE NOTES 9 9

its highest value to earnest teachers. In these application.; Dr. Rofc-^rt
pohcrty sustains his high reputation as a hrip-ht and ip.'-trjctivc tcjchc
jyouiig: peopic.

I

3. HINTS TO TEACHERS.
[
These ans-c^-er the oft-heard question/'Hov/ shall I ^o at that Ic-^^on ?"

I;, iw. Hurh'ut gflves a clear analysis of the lesson, showing- what is to tc la-j
janci hov,' the thoughts are to he Broug'ht out. ihe outlines are so sug^rc-.'
tnat anyone can easily expand them to suit his own needs.

4. ILLUSTRATIONS EOR TEACHERS.
1 here arc Jiumercus anecdotes and illustrations* These are fresh and vir-
:ing' choseii from a wide range of life and literature. Often a story cani--

truth better than a sermon, and these nutshell stories are so diverse t:

teachers in all grades may find some fit for their use.
I

r

i
5. PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

[ A beautiful full-pa §:e frontispiece of appropriate design accompanici <•

iuarter. There are also many vignettes and other illustrations.

p 6. SUrviMARY.
t Three hundred and seventy-six Octavo Pages. One hucidrod and thir%
fictori.-il illustrations. Nunrierous Maps, Charts, and Blackboard Pictures. M"
(lustrative Anecdotes. Mannerly Plans of Teaching. J.ists of Book>> tor luri^

feadinfr and reference. Pithy Applications of Truth. Thorouig:h Lxplanatiuo-*
^inlcuJties.

\ Regular Price, 31.25.
To Clergymen and Teachers, for cash, $1, poslpaiJ.

'^TOfi & MAINS. „,
'"""'"'™'

-0 FIFTH AVEHUE, - - f'^'^ ^'
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